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The JitneyYears Appendix
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The appendix is a puzzling piece of human
anatomy, or additional matter at the end of
a book. The Jitney Years appendix grew in
the Operations Manual until it threatened
to burst the ability to bind the Manual together. Editor Jitney Jr. removed it and created a stand-alone Appendix because, like its
human counterpart, he believed it contained
good stuff necessary for understanding the
story of the Mount Washington Cog Railway
and its workers.
Here readers will find the Jitneys’ take
on “the usual” Cog stories about the first
engine, Peppersass and slideboards, the first
alpine slide providing a quick end to a long
workday (or life) on the mountain. This Appendix contains accident reports, inspection
documents & Coggers’ stories of their time
on the Mountain; Military adventures at the
Summit, and abroad; As well as some never
before published items and episodes.
While Jitney Jr. believes this particular
Appendix is critical for a holistic understanding of the Mount Washington Railway’s history & people, others may agree with the side
of the debate over an appendix’s function in
our abdomen — that the Appendix is just a
useless remnant from the Cog’s evolutionary
past. You decide.
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Foreword
The crowd-sourced Jitney Years project designed to complete a long-overdue locomotive operating
manual, update the status of known Cog employees from 1966-67, and track down unknown railway workers, generated stories that added to the legacy and history of the Mount Washington
Railroad. But many of those stories didn’t quite seem to fit within the editor’s goals of telling the
“unusual” history focusing on the work (Operating Manual), and the people who engaged in that
work (Roster).
An appendix was created to give interested readers the opportunity to delve deeper into the
background of those Cog heroes, the road’s calamities & official reports that followed, the conflicts - legal and otherwise that periodically surfaced along the Aggregated Timeline, as well as take
new look at the “usual” Cog stories involving the very first locomotive, and a device designed to
get workers quickly down the mountain at the end of the work day. This is that Appendix.
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A Note About Style
The Jitney Years Collection is a crowd-sourced manuscript and thus follows no
standard academic stylistic formula. Volume 4 Appendix is primarily the work of editor Jitney Jr. who transcribed background material discovered about Coggers and
incidents on the Mountain from various sources. Material within this volume provides additional context to events and people outlined in Volumes 1 through 3.
Some sections are an attempt at a “new take” on a usual Cog story. Some is transcribed source documents and reports. Some is new reporting based on material
discovered during the research for the first three volumes.
Attribution of other voices/sources has been placed as close to the material
quoted/used as is possible according to broadcast style when writing for the ear.
There are no endnotes - readers should be able to find sourcing without a search.
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SECTION 1

Military History: Col. Arthur S. Teague
Arthur S. Teague
Commanding Officer 22nd Infantry
4th Infantry Division
February 20, 1946 to
Deactivation of 22nd Infantry
March 1946
No information for Arthur S. Teague could be found
in the Official Army Registers of the period.
From other sources we know that he accepted appointment as 2nd Lt. Infantry in the Officers’ Reserve
Corps on May 28, 1932. He went on active duty for
training from July 17 to July 30, 1932; from November 6
to April 25, 1936 and from March 2 to March 29, 1940
as a Lieutenant in Company G of the 22nd Infantry. He
went back on active duty on March 18, 1941 and was a
captain by April 8, 1942. Less than a week later, he was
transferred from Company G to Regimental Headquarters as an Assistant S-3 - helping with operations and
training.

Arthur S. Teague as a newly minted captain while
training in North Carolina (~1941)
- Teague Family Scrapbook

By D-Day, June 6, 1944 he had risen in promotion to Lt Colonel, and was in command of 3rd
Battalion 22nd Infantry at age 34. He led the Battalion ashore on Utah beach on D-Day.
He was wounded in action on November 17, 1944, during the battles of the Hürtgen Forest.
He was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross and the Silver Star Medal. He was also recommended for the British Distinguished Service Order.
Teague took command of the 22nd Infantry just long enough to preside over the deactivation
of the Regiment in 1946. His time of command was approximately one month.

!"
From “Paschendale with Treebursts” by Robert S. Rush, we have a glimpse of what kind of Soldier Teague was, going into the Hürtgen Forest battles:
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Sec. 1 - Col. Arthur Teague
“The longest surviving battalion commander of the 4th Division commanded the 3d Battalion.
“Lieutenant Colonel Arthur Teague, a native of South Carolina, was called by Col. Charles T.
Lanham ‘the most competent leader in battle I have ever known.’ He had joined the 3d Battalion
in 1940 as a 2d Lieutenant and had never left, rising in rank from platoon leader to battalion commander. Teague had landed with his battalion in the first wave on Utah Beach and was one of the
few officers who had never been wounded. A topographical engineer by profession, Teague would
look at the map from every angle for about fifteen minutes and then issue very precise orders.
“Both his executive officer, Major James Kemp, also a native of South Carolina, and Captain
Oscar Willingham, the battalion operations officer, were products of the pre D-Day regiment and
ROTC graduates.”

✉

May 5, 1944

My Dear Darling,
Here are a couple of more letters I found that I have not answered. They are dated April 4 and 6. You see I
read the letters for the 2 or 3 time and then destroy them - I can’t take with me so I just figure the best thing to do is
to destroy them. We have had some beautiful weather over here - nice warm days but cold nights. All the spring flowers are in bloom. Tonite however, it is cold and raining - I have a fire in the stove. I wouldn’t mind if I had a little
bunch of arbutus right now - but I had rather be in your arms darling. Have you had the ring fixed? I bought you a
bracelet the other day. It is gold band, has hinge and lock with a little chain to keep from losing when catch comes
undone. It has onyx and pearls set in it - rather odd. I liked another one I found with 3 rubies and two little diamonds - but not as well as I did this one and I was afraid it would be too small - Hope you like it Darling.
I sure would like some chicken livers - we do get chicken, sometimes. Food has been real good and plentiful. I
see by the nights paper that the ration on all except beef meat is taken off. Darling it is getting late so I better quit
and go to sleep. Enclosed is a clipping out of the Stars & Stripes.
Love, Arthur
D-Day
The Third Battalion commanded by Lt. Colonel Arthur S. Teague, made the initial assault on
Utah Beach, attached to the Eighth Infantry Regiment. Joseph Balkoski’s book, Utah Beach: The
Amphibious Landing and Airborne Operations on D-Day describes Teague’s battalion’s role. “Teague’s
outfit... had been the only 4th Division assault unit to be conveyed across the Channel on a British
Troopship, the SS Empire Gauntlet. Although this was a merchant navy vessel, the LSA landing
craft slung on its davits were manned by experienced Royal Navy boat crews, who held responsibility for transporting the Yanks from Empire Gauntlet to Utah Beach, more than eleven miles away.
British LCA’s were vastly different from American LSVPs, and in truth, many American infantrymen preferred the British type, because its armor could stop rifle and machine-gun bullets, and it
featured some measure of overhead protection from bursting shells. Unlike Van Fleet’s 8th Infantry, which had orders to push inland with all possible speed, Teague’s battalion would stay close to
8

Sec. 1 - Col. Arthur Teague
the sea throughout D-Day. As soon as it landed, the 3rd Battalion turned to its right, or north,
and proceeded straight up the shoreline, aiming to eliminate as many German coastal strongpoints as possible. This would be a thankless and costly task, for as soon as one enemy resistance
nest was wiped out, there would always be another to deal with less than a mile up the coast.”
Balkoski goes on to quote Teague from an after action report he made on July 3, 1944. “The [enemy] positions were all mutually supported along narrow strips of land between the high water mark and the inundation,” Teague recalled less than a month after the attack. “At intervals there were minefields. The method
of attack followed in general the procedure taught at the Assault Training Center [the U.S. Army amphibious warfare school in England]. The ATC taught that one could reconnoiter and get observation on a fortification, which
was impossible here because of numerous hedges. [Instead] it was necessary to approach within 75-100 yards with
tanks and, combined with flamethrowers, assault the positions [directly], using demolitions and pole charges. We had
naval fire and 4.2-inch mortars to replace our artillery, and the successive enemy positions were shelled by the navy
before being assaulted. The tanks would be brought up for point-blank fire while the infantry maneuvered inland
around the rear of the pillbox. As the (3rd) battalion progressed up the coast, the maneuver of the infantry became
more difficult since the neck of land between the beach and the inundation narrowed until the men had to wade
waist-deep in order to get behind the fortifications. The enemy would let men wade up without firing a shot until they
were right up to the pillbox, and then open up point-blank with machine gun fire and cut them down,” concluded
Teague.
Balkoski writes “Assaulting a seemingly endless series of concrete pillboxes filled with German
troops was not an easy assignment for GIs who had never seen combat, so Teague’s battalion was
specially reinforced for this mission by five Sherman tanks from Company A, 746th Tank Battalion. However, the tankers, who also were new to combat, quickly learned that the sandy, flat
coastal terrain, which was littered with mines, was hardly suitable for their thirty-three ton tanks.
Even worse, the Germans had plenty of antitank weapons, and there were no spots for the Shermans to take cover. Accordingly, movement of any kind within view of a German pillbox immediately drew fire.” Balkoski reports Teague’s company commanders the morning of June 6th were
captains Joseph Samuels (Co. I), Charles Earnest (Co. K), and Edward Gatto (Co. L). Balkoski
could not determine who was in command of Company M. Rick Mommers’ Heroes Forever website says Earnest’s Company K included Private First Class George H. Emel from Bellefonte, Pennsylvania. Emel had joined the ranks of the 3rd Battalion in late April prior to D-Day in time for
“special instruction in amphibious assault techniques at Braunton, England.”
The following is a blend of the Third Battalion’s role in the battle taken from the dairy of the
Battalion Surgeon, Capt. Walter E. Marchand (DrM), a War Department’s historical study entitled Utah Beach to Cherbourg (WD), Mommer’s profile of Pfc. George H. Emel (RM), and the italicized narration from a written report by Lt. Colonel Teague on the assault landing of the Third Battalion, June 6-8, 1944. Teague’s words (AST) are contained in Chaplain Bill Boice’s history of
the 22nd in WW2. Thanks to the generosity of his daughter, Anne, transcriptions of some of Teague’s letters to his wife, Ellen, will also appear chronologically in italics.
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RM: “On May 15, 1944, Pfc. Emel, K Company and the rest of the men of the 3rd Battalion
went into a Marshaling area at Torquay, England and remained there until June 4, 1944. In those
Marshaling areas no unauthorized person could enter and no one was allowed to go. At long last,
orders were issued to all men and the entire plan was laid out to those in whose hands the success
of the operation now rested. Invasion currency was issued, ammunition was checked, rations
were distributed, and troops departed during the night for the various ports from which the operation would be mounted. On June 4, the men boarded their D-day ships and left England.”
DrM: 5 June - “After supper which I ate rather nervously, I laid myself down to sleep – but
couldn’t, but I rested. Hyperkinesia is evident – all very talkative. All remains quiet on board and
around us except the splash of water over the bow and the wind thru the masts. The captain of
the ship reads a message from President Roosevelt, General Eisenhower. The Captain himself
gives us a message of hope and a prayer of safety and he was followed by Lt. Col. Teague, our Battalion Commanding Officer, and the Chaplain. I gave a brief last minute message to the troops,
telling them again of the various emergency First Aid measures to be taken if they became
casualties. All then was quiet on board as midnight passed.”
War Dept: “Almost exactly at H Hour (0630) the assault craft lowered their ramps and six
hundred men walked into waist-deep water to wade the last 100 or more yards to the beach. The
actual touchdown on the beach was therefore a few minutes late, but the delay was negligible and
had no effect on the phasing of the succeeding waves. The morale of the assault troops was excellent. The men waved their rifles as they reached the dry beach, some of them shouting, “Goddam, we’re on French soil.” The entire beach was cleared in an hour, and by that time elements
of the 87th Chemical Mortar Battalion, the 3d Battalion of the 8th Infantry, and (Teague’s) 3d
Battalion of the 22d infantry were moving across the beaches, while engineer units were arriving
to organize the beach operation. At approximately 0745 (H plus 75 minutes) the 3d Battalion,
22d Infantry (initially attached to the 8th Infantry), touched down on Green Beach and moved
north along the coast to reduce beach strong points.
AST: “From landing craft we came ashore on LCM’s (Landing Craft Mechanized) - three of them - operated
by Navy enlisted men. The enlisted men on our LCM remarked that this was the third landing in which he had participated and that he didn’t mind the initial landing so much as he did the ones afterwards because he would have to
keep bringing in supplies.
“Just as we were coming in to the shore I saw a shell that was fired from up the beach, and I knew some of us
were going to be hit. I could see the spurts of water coming up. I saw one small landing craft hit, and thinking the
same might happen to us, I told the Navy man to ram the beach as hard as possible. He said he would, and after
holding it wide open for about two hundred yards, we hit the beach and stepped off on dry soil. A couple of boats
behind us - about seventy-five yards back in the water - were hit, and then I saw a number of casualties. Many
were killed and quite a few wounded.
“I started up by the sea wall on the sand dunes and stopped for a moment, and it was then that I heard someone
call me. It was General Roosevelt. He called me over and told me we had landed way to the left of where we were
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supposed to have landed, and that he wanted us to get this part of the beach cleared as soon as possible. He wanted
action from my men immediately after landing, and asked me to get them down the beach as soon as I could. This
was about 0930.
“At this time we were getting quite a bit of artillery fire from the inland side of the beach. It was not very
heavy, but spasmodic. I went on over and called a couple of officers on the staff and got behind the sea wall and
suggested that we figure out what we had to do. We talked it over and thought about what could happen and decided
the best thing to do was to find Captain Samuels, the Company Commander, and see what troops were already on
the beach so that we could take stock of them.”
WD: “On the extreme right flank of the 22d Infantry, separated from the rest of the regiment
by the inundations, (Teague’s) 3d Battalion meanwhile proceeded against the string of beach fortifications which extended all the way up the coast. Those which posed an immediate danger to
the Utah landings lay between les Dunes de Varreville and Quineville, on the strip of land between the sea and the inundations, and could be approached only by movement along the sea
wall. The strong points were reinforced concrete blockhouses, armed with artillery pieces and turreted ma- chine guns. Most of them had the additional protection of wire, ditches, mines, and
outlying infantry pillboxes and had communication with supporting inland batteries by underground telephone cable.
“The 3d Battalion (Lt. Col. Arthur S. Teague) had been constituted as a task force with the
mission of reducing these beach fortifications. The method of attack followed the pattern taught
at the Assault Training Center in England. Naval gunfire adjusted by the Naval Shore Fire Control Party laid down a preparation. Then tanks and 57-mm. anti-tank guns approached within 75
to 100 yards of the fort to fire point-blank, while infantrymen moved, often through waist-deep
water, to the rear of the strong point under the cover of mortar fire. The enemy, however, would
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allow the men to come near the fort before opening up with small-arms fire, and in addition subjected the assaulting troops to artillery fire from inland batteries. The reduction of the forts thus
turned out to be slow and costly.
AST: “A couple of tanks were on the beach
and I yelled to one and crawled up on it. I
asked the enlisted men about firing on the
beach on the troops we could see. He stated
that he had strict orders to just sit there and
protect the troops coming ashore, and that was
all. I told him for God’s sake to start fire so
we could reduce the troops waiting for us. He
said he had orders to defend until the troops
went through.
“We started up the beach and I hollered back
to everybody and got them dissembled because
I saw two men who were lost on mines. I
stayed on the sand dunes to see if I could identify my location on the map. Standing with
my back to the water, looking inland, a little
bit to my right front was the little round windmill or silo standing up which I had observed
on aerial photographs and panoramic views
of the beach before, which gave me the immediate location of where we
were. I tried to get higher on the sand dunes, but someone yelled at me
that snipers were firing and for me to come down.
“I started on up the beach wall and ran into more troops and they said
Lt. Tolles had been shot. On my way there, I passed along a number of
baby tanks which had electrical wiring and were loaded with TNT.
Some troops wanted to fire into one and I told them to stop that action,
and I posted guards on it. I went on around this little firing trench
marked by barbed wire and sandy beach grass. Near this firing trench I
went behind a sand dune into an open place and found Lt. Tolles lying on his side near another wounded man. I
asked him what happened and he said he saw a white flag and he tried to get them to surrender and someone had
fired on him. I immediately sent someone back to notify a doctor to move him out of the place. I went further up and
ran into members of his platoon who had stopped and were having quite a little rifle fire back and forth. I saw what
was happening as they moved along. My German interpreter was with me. We ran and hollered to them and he
yelled to the enemy in German. I ran on top of the sand dune. There I picked up an M-1 rifle and called to our
men to get going. We went forward and suddenly encountered direct fire. I saw two Germans wounded. About seventeen of them raised up from different places around and started running across the beach. Pvt. Meis yelled at them
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in German. I questioned them and asked them where their mines were and about the number of Germans. They
said they didn’t know - that they had come only the night before. I told them they did know and that they would go
with us.
“I then started a skirmish line up the beach. They went about fifty yards up the beach and yelled “Mine!”
They started showing paths we could take to get out of there. I had seen Lt. Burton and Sgt. McGee wounded by
mines along the beach. We moved on down the beach and picked up about 40 more Germans. Where they came
from I do not know; evidently troops ran them out. They came with their hands up and ran down the beach. We
got on up a little farther and ran into a steel gate which I thought was a T-7 entrance but now believe it to have been
an entrance to U-5 causeway. I got hold of Lt. Ramano, Engineer Platoon Leader, and told him to open up the gate
and while he was doing it, to have his engineers go up ahead and to lift out any mines.
“I had gone up the beach a little farther and heard that my tanks were ashore so I sent someone down there to get
ahold of the tanks and to tell them to come on down the beach. Then A Platoon, under command of a lieutenant
from Alabama - I’ve forgotten his name - came up the beach about this time and we ran across from the little fortification on the beach wall. The Germans were firing down the beach a little and I could see these shots were hitting in
the water. Some skimmed the tops of our heads and some hit small boats. One of our tanks came up and got fired on
and hit by small caliber guns. It was then that we noticed a small steel turret mounted on top of a pillbox, and was
moving along behind the beach wall. Our tank was about twenty-five yards
away, but it immediately elevated its guns and opened fire, knocking the turret
completely off the little fortification. Here we got quite a few more prisoners.
“In the meantime, our men were having a pretty good fight inland near an
old French fort where they had taken about a hundred prisoners. As we pushed
on up the beach our tanks were firing along the whole time. We found another
steel gate of the Belgian type near the beach. It had been used quite a bit by
vehicles before we landed. I positively identified it myself as being near T-7. I
told Lt. Manor to get that out of the way. I had a tank. I pointed the gates out
and he opened that entrance. I waited until he finished the job.
“I continued on up the beach right in behind several units of our company
and ran into Captain Samuels. Captain Samuels talked about one of the little
tanks which had pushed around the entrance to T-7 and had stopped and been
fired upon about three times by guns. The shots ricocheted off the tank and the
Lieutenant fired the first shot, which went through the pillbox, which was the
fortification we were supposed to have landed in front of. About twenty-five Germans ran across the beach with their hands up. The companies pushed on to
the fortification, and there I was with Captain Samuels, Captain Walker,
and almost all the battalion staff. Major Goforth joined us and had I Company to hold up this point and L Company to attack normal buildings and
the entrance to Causeway S-9. The attack was supplementary. At the time
we were getting mortar fire, so we three officers, plus Pvt. Buchavellis, decided
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Newspaper photo of Col. Teague in battledress posted on Facebook May 30, 2016
Memorial Day by his daughter Anne Teague Koop. “I was just 18 when he died.
How I would have loved to have known
him as an adult as he was a fortress to me
as a child,” she wrote.

Sec. 1 - Col. Arthur Teague
we would dig into the sand dunes on Tare Green Beach. We dug about two feet in the sand and finally I remarked
that that wasn’t going to do any good because we weren’t getting any of the other fortifications.
“We kept noticing the gunfire that was coming down the beach so I took the platoon leader, and he and I
crawled down the beach to see if we could observe where they were firing from. While we were lying there the Germans saw us and fired two shots. One went over our heads and hit the water. The next one ricocheted off the tank
which was close to us. We called for another tank. Firing continued from the S-9 fortification causing quite a few
casualties. Our tank fired a few rounds at it and finally destroyed it.
“The mortar fire had let up a little by this time, which had been coming down from up the beach. I had just
learned that one of our men with a flamethrower ran about twenty-five Germans out of a pillbox. He had taken two
American paratroopers from that same pillbox.
“I started out from this fortification straight across the minefield. I saw a house on fire. Behind me was Captain
Walker and Captain Williams and quite a string of men. As we walked across this area, which had been dry at the
time the mines had been placed in the ground, we could see several places which we knew mines were in, because we
could see where rocks had been prized up. I took out some white engineer’s tape which we all carried, and we marked
them as we went. I told them to step in the same tracks that I had made. As we walked I heard one explode behind
me. Captain Williams hit it and he got it through the cheek of the buttocks.
“We went on across the mine field and found L Company. Here we met Captain Blazzard, who had machine
guns set up and had been firing. I ordered them to assault the house and the S-9 nest simultaneously. This was a
matter of about thirty minutes. I yelled for Captain Earnest to get him to hold L Company because I wanted to send
K Company into attack.
“All this time there was a gun still firing up the beach. It later developed that we could see where two or three
shots hit the embrasures, but the Germans had destroyed it themselves.
“About this time I told Captain Earnest we could make an attack on the water’s edge. We went out on the S-9
fortification about two hundred yards. The roads seemed to be in excellent shape, showing they had been used. We
found a French civilian in one of the houses, so we asked him where the mines were. He pointed out that the road
from S-9 up the beach was mined. In fact, he showed me about eight or ten mines. You could see where the mines
had been put under the rocks. He said that the road hadn’t been used for about four months. He said the other road
was being used, and, to the best of his knowledge, was not mined.
“We pushed around for a short time and K Company jumped off and made a flank attack. I went with a battalion staff behind K Company. I started wading in water up to my waist, and in some places, up to my armpits. A
long column of men was wading through the water. A sniper got a man just ahead of me. He lay for most of the
whole night because he couldn’t be evacuated.
“I followed K Company on up and encountered Lt. Pruzinski. He talked to Captain Earnest and told him that
there was supposed to be a flame thrower behind the house, so I sent the Lieutenant out.
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“Then we went on up the beach and hit the causeway. We were getting quite a bit of fire and also quite a bit of
mortar. Finally K Company was able to take the approach to the causeway. Lt. Pruzinski had two tanks and he captured that point.
“K Company cleared out the causeway and a few buildings at the end of it, and as it got late at night, I told
Captain Earnest that we couldn’t make much more distance, and we made preparations for the night.
“There was a house there which we were afraid might be a booby trap. The men began digging into the place,
but it was flooded with water. We were getting machine gun fire from the fortification ahead of us, so I told Captain
Earnest that since we couldn’t dig in, we would sleep along the road and I would stay with the group. We lay down
sometime around 12:30 at night, although it was hardly dark. We stayed there for the night. Captain Ernest, Captain Walker and Major Goforth were with me. I told Earnest to tell the men we could sleep there tonight and that
we weren’t going to give up an inch of ground.
“We put two machine guns on the causeway, and there was water all around us. It was about 1:00 A. M. before all was quiet. Then we began to make plans for an attack at 4:30. We worked out the plans on the map.”
Award of DSC to “Captain Charles A. Earnest, III, 0412833, Infantry, United States Army,
for extraordinary heroism in action against the enemy on 6 June 1944, in France. One platoon of
Captain Earnest’s company was given a mission of making a flank movement through the inundated area in order to attach the rear of Fort de Foucarville. When the platoon came within sight
of their objective, they were subjected to heavy enemy machine gun-fire from a revolving turret
within the fort. The enemy fire had pinned the platoon to the ground and was inflicting heavy
casualties. Captain Earnest immediately organized a patrol of four men with himself in command
and moved forward with the purpose of relieving the platoon from their precarious position. Approaching the fort from the opposite direction, Captain Earnest, with complete disregard for his
own safety, moved to a position within the range of the enemy machine guns and deliberately exposed himself and his patrol to draw the enemy fire away from the platoon. The enemy turned
their fire on this patrols and the platoon was able to withdraw to safety. In effecting the withdrawal of the patrol, the four men became casualties and Captain Earnest was forced to swim to
safety through the inundated area. The outstanding courage and aggressive leadership displayed
by Captain Earnest reflects great credit on himself and was in keeping with the highest traditions
of the Armed Forces.” Lt. Col. Teague proudly wrote “My Boy” in the margin of a copy of the 12
July 1944 General Headquarters memo outlining the award that he sent home to wife, Ellen. Two
more Teague “boys” of the 3rd Battalion would join Teague and Earnest in winning the Distinguished Service Cross for actions a week later in the campaign.
Joseph Balkoski’s Utah Beach says the 22nd Infantry Regiment (of which Teague’s battalion was
a part) suffered 51 casualties on June 6th - 13 killed, 34 wounded and 4 men had gone missing.
WD: The 3d Battalion, 22d Infantry, as already noted, was assigned the task of reducing enemy beach strong points. The battalion moved north past les Dunes de Varreville and the Exit 4
road and reached the southern edge of Hamel de Cruttes by nightfall. On D Day the 3d Battalion
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had advanced 2,000 yards beyond Exit 3 and destroyed one fort. There was no front line at the
end of D Day. Most of the actions on D plus 1 were aimed at the destruction of scattered enemy
groups which still held positions within the perimeter of the beachhead. On the beach the 3d Battalion, 22d Infantry, continued the methodical destruction of beach defenses. On D plus 1 it advanced another 2,000 yards and captured two more (forts.)
AST: “We continued the K Company attack the next day (June 7th). We had the engineer platoon start moving
mines from S-9 along the beach road. He worked all night. A machine gun kept him from removing them as fast as
he could have otherwise. He had to work on his stomach all the while, but before daylight he got the road pretty well
cleared. After daylight he had all the mines out.
“Two 57mm. guns were brought down the road from a house to the front lines to the little embankment which
we had slept behind. All during the night a machine gun had been firing at the embankment, about two feet over our
heads. There were about two hundred and fifty men along that road during the night. We got these 57’s up, and I
took Lt. Etta and showed him where the two guns were to go - one on the causeway and one behind the embankment.
I pointed out the fortifications and told him I wanted the guns to be able to fire on them direct. I also got a tank.
The larger guns had been knocked out during the night.
“Here we tried to make an attack on them the next morning. We got off about 9:00 A. M. K Company tried to
make a flanking attack sometime during the morning. It went through the water and set up a platoon. They were up
to their necks in water. They were slaughtered in the water by machine gun fire. Captain Earnest said something had
to be done about it. He grabbed a patrol and jumped into the water and yelled at them. He actually took the fire of
machine guns from these men, because the Germans fired on him instead. (Ed Note: Captain Earnest would be
awarded a Distinguished Service Cross for his actions - details of award follows Teague’s narrative)

“I ran down the road toward the 57mm. gun. It had ceased firing. Sgt. Thomas was behind the gun. I stuck
one or two rounds in the 57 and let go with it. As soon as I fired, back came machine gun fire. Then we got some
smoke from 4.2 from Captain Williams and got K Company out of the water - what was left of K Company.
“By that time we had cleaned out two or three houses on the beach. It was approximately forty yards of dry
beach. We got two machine guns in the houses. They began firing on the fortification about three hundred yards
away. I sent a tank up the beach wall and got the bridge reinforced. We did everything possible to get the fortification
to surrender, but it did not.
“We fought a good part of the day, and in the afternoon when we had practically given up getting it to surrender, there was a fortification near Ravenoville where the Navy claimed they had seen a couple of white flags. We got
permission from the regiment, left one company, about half of the mortars, and made a flanking attack with I and L
Companies. We went out on the beach and started to Ravenoville.”
WD: As (the 3d Battalion) faced the fort at Hamel de Cruttes on the evening of 7 June, it received orders to move inland as regimental reserve, since a counterattack was feared against the
shattered 1st and 2d Battalions of the 22d Infantry. Colonel Teague left Company K, supported
by the chemical mortar company, a machine gun platoon, an antitank platoon, and one-half of
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the NSFCP, to contain the strong point, and moved the remainder of the battalion inland to the
vicinity of Ravenoville.
AST: “Coming off this area from the water side from our position there, we had captured about twenty prisoners. Pvt. Meis, in talking to the German staff sergeant and private, found out that they had come from the fortification, which was the one we wanted to take. He stated that some men and two officers had been killed and that they
would surrender if we could get to them, provided that one of the officers hadn’t taken command. They further said
that when the men wanted to surrender the fortification earlier that day and had tried to put up white flags, that the
officers had fired on them and that they had fired back.
“We kept this German Sergeant and private and made the flanking attack about two miles down the road. Going down the road together were Captain Gatto, Captain Walker, and myself. It was about dusk when we got there.
We decided we would send this German private in. We went further and saw a mob of men and so we dropped
some smoke and he marched in. About eighty enemy surrendered at this fortification. We got them lined up and singled the one out who knew about mines on the beaches, another who knew about fortifications, and still another who
knew about supplies. We left a medic to take care of the wounded. We marched the other men to the Regimental
Command Post.
“That night, we had the engineer
platoon come in and put in a one span
bridge over a bomb crater, which had been
blown up so that water would flow
across the road. During the night we got
tanks to come down to our place on the
beach. Staying with me that night were
Captain Bridgeman, Captain Gatto, Captain Walker, and Captain Huck.
“K Company was on the opposite
side from us, about a mile away. In between us we had this German fortification from which we had captured prisoners. but which did not surrender. We slept
in a blown-up place on the beach wall.”
WD: That same evening (June
7), in the one gain of the day for
the 22d Infantry, the battalion recrossed the inundation to capture
the beach fort at Taret de Ravenoville. The fort had been shelled by
the Navy, and a number of Germans had slipped out to surrender.
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One of them reported that many of the Germans still inside the fort wished to surrender but until
this time had been prevented from doing so by their officers. (AST: “The (German) commanding officer had lined up 18 of (his men) and threatened to shoot them. Prisoners also stated that this officer had now been
transferred and the officer commanding Taret de Ravenoville had been killed by naval bombardment, leaving no officer in that fort.) On the strength of this information Colonel Teague obtained permission to move
the bulk of his battalion from Ravenoville northeast across the inundated area and close in on the
rear of the fort (right). A prisoner who was sent ahead returned with the entire garrison of eightytwo Germans. Colonel Teague and his men billeted themselves in the fort for the night. (AST:
“The phone rang repeatedly as the Germans tried to contact their garrison. Evidently realizing finally that this fort
had fallen they began shelling it and kept that up all night. The men inside the bunkers had no losses from this fire.
Teague’s sleep was undisturbed.)
Between Taret de Ravenoville and Company K to the south three enemy strong points still
held out. One of these surrendered the following day.
AST: During the night our C-47’s were bringing gliders in. Ack-ack went up from the fortification. We fired
mortars and silenced them from firing the ack-ack, Next morning (June 8) we were making plans to assault the place
from both sides of the beach. We were ready to begin the assault when I was ordered to report to another place to
help ward off an attack. Arrangements were made that the engineers would blow up the pillboxes and houses full of
Germans. There were about twenty-five houses there. This was off the causeway from Ravenoville. I started out
with the company in formation. I got a few men across the causeway and this fortification opened up with machine
guns and fired 20 mm, ack-ack also. We had some casualties. Our machine guns fired at them, but we couldn’t get it
stopped. I jumped on the side of the platoon sergeant’s tank of the 776th Battalion, and told him I was going on
the causeway, and I went and lay down and observed where the machine gun fire was coming from. I told him to
come along beside me in the tank and adjust his firing. He did so and they directed a great deal of fire. It was hit on
all sides. We got off about eight or ten shots from the tank and hit the back door of the fortification. We tried to
shoot the entrance. About fifteen Germans ran out and across the field but were stopped after about fifty yards when
the tank fired two rounds at them.
Then a fortification, which was so well camouflaged that we hadn’t seen it, began to fire. We changed positions
and fired at the second fortification. We got off about ten rounds more before they ceased their fire.
I had the tank placed so it could catch any fire, and after I got the men across I jumped on the tank and we got
through O.K. Going out we stopped and fired at pillboxes alongside the road.”
Teague’s narrative in the History of the Twenty-Second United States Infantry in World War II - compiled and edited by Dr. William Boice and found online in 2016 stops here on June 8, 1944. Lt.
Col. Arthur Teague would receive his highest awards for valor from both the British and U.S. military for actions he would take on June 9 and June 14. Like many soldiers, he did not talk about it.
Here is the War Department’s history of that particular action involving Teague’s 3d Battalion of
the 22d Infantry during that period.
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9 June 1944
WD: “Progress had been especially difficult in the 22d Infantry sector. There, along the beach
and at the headland fortifications, the enemy offered stubborn resistance. After the costly failure
of the attacks on Crisbecq and Azeville on 7 June, the regimental commander, Col. Hervey A. Tribolet, waited for the 3d Battalion (Teague’s minus Company K) to assemble west of the inundated
area near Ravenoville as a reserve force, before he renewed the push northward. During the night,
however, (Teague’s) 3d Battalion moved across the inundation to accept the surrender of Taret de
Ravenoville. Company K, reinforced by 4.2-inch mortars, antitank guns, heavy machine guns,
and part of a NSFCP, continued to attack the beach fortifications farther to the south. On 8 June
at Azeville, the 2d Battalion repeated its experience of 7 June when it had been driven back by a
counterattack. On 9 June the Azeville mission was assigned to (Teague’s) 3d Battalion (less Company K), which had again moved inland from Taret de Ravenoville. The fort at Azeville, roughly
circular, encompassed the east edge of the village. It consisted of four large concrete blockhouses
camouflaged as buildings (above), which were armed with 150-mm. guns and turreted machine
guns, and interconnected by covered trenches. The southern approach was protected by small
outlying pillboxes and mine fields, and the entire area was surrounded by varying widths of
barbed wire entanglements. The roads in the vicinity were blocked.
“(Lt. Col. Teague’s) 3d Battalion assembled about 1,000 yards southeast of Azeville, and at
1100 it crossed to the draw southwest of the village.” Review of the 22nd Infantry archives in
2019 found a July 1944 interview with Teague about the battle. AST: “The Germans offered some resistance in the village and 40 prisoners were taken there. Most of the enemy, however, withdrew into the fortifications east of the village.”
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WD: “Company L moved farther west in a wide arc in order to enter the village from the west
and capture any reserves the enemy might have to the rear of the fort. Company I organized into
five assault sections, moved north inside the arc of Company L, and advanced up the draw and
through the fields to approach the fort from its right rear. The 44th Field Artillery Battalion fired
1,500 rounds in preparation for the attack. The company starred out with the support of tanks,
but mines held up all except one of them. At noon Company I came in sight of the first outlying
pillbox. The men did not attempt to lift the mines, but after cutting the wire they picked their
way through the fields and orchards. They buttoned up pillboxes with rifle fire and then blew
them. Enemy return fire was not heavy. The Germans had neglected to clear good fields of fire
and to cover the approach from the southwest.
“Company I concentrated on the nearest blockhouse. First bazookas and the lone tank opened
fire from behind a hedgerow, but accomplished little more than to chip the concrete. An assault
team was then sent in to blow the rear entrance, which was recessed in the blockhouse and out of
reach of direct fire.
“The team worked its way to its objective, emptied its flame thrower, and set off a pack
charge. But this had no effect, nor did a second attempt, nor a third with a still heavier satchel
charge. In a last effort Capt. Joseph T. Samuels, commanding Company I, sent Pvt. Ralph G.
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Riley to the blockhouse with the last flame thrower to “give it a few more squirts.” With the flame
thrower on his back, Private Riley ran seventy-five yards under fire and dropped into a shell hole
for cover. The flame thrower would not work, and he tried to think of the proper “immediate action.” He opened the valve, held a lighted match to the nozzle, and trained the stream of fire on
the base of the door. At just this time enemy artillery fire from Crisbecq began to come in and
Captain Samuels thought the attack had failed. Suddenly Private Riley heard a popping sound,
different from the sound of the rifle fire around him. It was soon followed by explosions within the
blockhouse. The enemy’s ammunition had been fired by those “few more squirts” of the flame
thrower. Soon a white flag was raised and, after the firing had ceased, the rear door of the blockhouse swung open to let out an American parachute officer followed by two Germans. The German commander surrendered all 4 forts with their garrison of 169 men.
AST: “All the fortifications were connected by underground cables and it was a practice of the Germans when
one fort was assaulted for them to call for fire from supporting forts which they directed with a great deal of accuracy
on troops just outside their own walls. As soon as these forts were sufficiently isolated our troops dug up and cut the
cables. The Azeville - Crisbecq cable was cut by tanks and two bulldozers of the 746th Tank Battalion. It was
buried eight feet underground.”
Later that afternoon, the battalion advanced northwest to the western portion of Chau de Fontenay, where again they came up on a strong enemy position. Still operating with only two rifle
companies, Col. Teague had “I” (company on the right and “L” on the left. Company L moved
around the west of the enemy positions, and reached a point northwest of the road junction. “I”
Company was stopped by the high wall of the chateau grounds which were still defended. AST:
“L Company was now isolated and surrounded by Germans and was being shot to hell. There was a wide gap
between the 22nd and 12th Infantry Regiments, while on the right of the 3rd Battalion, the 1st and 2nd Battalions
were further to the rear. The Germans in Fontenay Sur Mer and from other positions to the east thereof and from
Ozeville to the north pounded “L” Company’s positions while enemy units to the right rear of the 12th Infantry were
firing on them from the west.”
After dark, L Company was withdrawn on a line with Company I.
Lt. Col. Arthur S. Teague received a DSO from the British for actions
taken on June 9th, 1944 while attacking the fort at Azeville..The Distinguished Service Order (DSO) is a military decoration of the United Kingdom, and formerly of other parts of the Commonwealth of Nations and
British Empire, awarded for meritorious or distinguished service by officers
of the armed forces during wartime, typically in actual combat. After 1
January 1917, commanders in the field were instructed to recommend this
award only for those serving under fire. Prior to 1943, the order could be
given only to someone mentioned in dispatches. The order is generally
given to officers in command, above the rank of captain. Here is the citation as recorded in The National Archive in London:
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“Lieutenant Colonel Arthur S. Teague, 0292659, 22d Infantry, United States Amy. For gallantry in action against the enemy on 9 June 1941, in France. Lieutenant Colonel Teague was
moving with his battalion to an assembly area in preparation to attack the next morning, when his
leading company was pinned down by heavy machine gun and sniper fire and the entire battalion
received a terrific artillery pounding. Realizing the precarious situation confronting his battalion
and the possibilities of severe losses, he immediately located an artillery radioman from a forward
observer party, and, with utter disregard for his personal safety, moved through the fierce enemy
artillery, machine gun and sniper fire to a position well to the front in order to direct artillery fire
on the enemy machine gun positions. He remained at the front personally directing the artillery
fire, and he reorganized, reassured. and inspired his men to the point that they were able to withdraw successfully and avert the catastrophe which was imminent. His quick, thorough actions provided the necessary impetus for his unit to accomplish their assigned mission. Lieutenant Colonel
Teague’s utter disregard for his own personal safety and complete devotion to duty under the most
hazardous conditions are in keeping with the highest traditions of the military service. Entered
military service from South Carolina.”
General Order No. 83
War Department
Battle Honors - Unit Citation
3 November 1944

“The 3rd Battalion, 22nd Infantry Regiment, is cited for outstanding performance of duty in action
against the enemy on 6-9 June 1944 during the invasion of the Continent. The battalion landed
in assault waves on the beaches of the Cotentin Peninsula, France, 8 miles northwest of the town
of Carentan in the face of artillery, machine-gun, mortar, and small-arms fire from organized positions. After making a successful landing, the battalion then advanced northwest on the beach and
high ground between the beach and inundated area to the west. This area was isolated from the
remainder of the attaching forces and contained barbed wire, mine obstacles, and successive
strongpoints of reinforced pill boxes and other fortifications, each of which was desperately defended, but by skillful, tactical employment of all organic and supporting weapons and with dauntless bravery, and utter disregard for personal safety they reduced the enemy positions to ruins and
advanced the distance of 4 miles. The courage and devotion to duty shown by member of the 3rd
Battalion, 22nd Infantry Regiment, in the face of overwhelming odds are worth of emulation and reflect the highest traditions of the Army of the United States.”

!"
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10-11 June 1944
WD: “On 10 June (Teague’s) 3d Battalion, supported by tanks, launched two frontal attacks
on Ozeville which carried it up the rising ground to within a few hundred yards of the enemy entrenchments. But the battalion, consisting of only two companies, was too weak to gain the objective. Company K was still on the beach and Company L had lost 159 men since D Day.
AST: “(The) morning of 10 June 44, Chau de Fontenay was taken and the battalion moved forward to the
road junction. The night of June 10th was spent in this position. There, the battalion had both flanks wide open
and was under heavy fire from three sides.”
WD: “On 11 June, General Barber planned to send the 1st and (Teague’s) 3rd Battalions into
Ozeville from the west, after an air mission had softened the enemy positions. But he was forced
to divert the 1st Battalion to the right to contain the enemy positions at Fontenay-sur-Mer and
Dangueville. (Teague’s) 3d Battalion therefore attacked Ozeville alone, but again failed.
AST: “June 11 - the attack was launched against the Ozeville Fortifications, L Company out front came under terrific fire then received a counterattack. Here all officers of the Co “L”, except one, first sergeant and all platoon sergeants were killed. Company L was withdrawn, the battalion returned to the position of June 10th. (Company L) had only one officer and three NCO’s. The company was placed under the command of the Heavy Weapons Company Commander.”
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WD: The only real progress during these days was made on the beach by Company K (Pfc.
Emel’s outfit), which on 11 June captured two more strong points. For two days it had hammered at
these positions. At last it learned from prisoners that the only effect of heavy American fire on the
forts had been to force the garrison to shuttle through a tunnel from one part to the other. Company K therefore fired fifty rounds of 57-mm. on the first fort and then switched suddenly to put
eighty rounds into the adjacent stronghold. Resistance ended in both forts, and ninety-three prisoners were taken.
AST: “One half of the Germans had been killed. One of the German officers, (a) Lieutenant, refused to reveal the location of mines surrounding the fort whereupon Captain Earnest forced him to march through the waterfilled tank ditch. On the night of June 11th, K Company rejoined the battalion. On June 12, a new attack was
made on Ozeville with “K” Co in the center, “I” to the left of the fortifications and “L” to the right.”
12-13 June 1944
WD: “The 22d Infantry was now free to make a concerted attack on Ozeville. It was to jump
off at noon of 12 June. The air force was to bomb Ozeville at 1100, and the artillery (44th and
20th Field Artillery Battalions) was to fire on known enemy positions south of Ozeville from 1115
to 1130, then lift to Ozeville until 1200, after which fire was to be available on call. In addition to
the organic weapons of the 22d Infantry; the attack was to be supported by two platoons of 81mm. mortars and the Cannon Company of the 12th Infantry. The 2d Battalion, 22d Infantry, on
the left flank was to place mortar and antitank fire on the strong point from 1115 until 1200; and
the 1st Battalion on the right flank was to support the attack with its tanks and cannon. Colonel
Teague’s 3d Battalion in the center, which was to lead the attack, was to be supported by one company of chemical mortars (87th Chemical Mortar Battalion), a platoon of tanks (Company C,
70th Tank Battalion), and an extra platoon of antitank guns.
“At 1005 General Barber notified Colonel Teague that the air mission was cancelled, but that
heavy artillery fire would be substituted. The preparatory fires were delivered and the attack
jumped off on time. With the 2d Battalion covering the gap on the left flank and the 1st Battalion
becoming heavily engaged in the vicinity of Fontenay-sur-Mer, the main assault was made by (Teague’s) 3d Battalion alone toward the southwest corner of the strong point.
AST: “2,000 rounds of 81mm mortar ammunition were fired in three hours.”
WD: “The troops advanced behind overwhelming fire power. Even naval support was available, particularly on Quineville where German guns had opened up. Covered by Companies I
and L on either side, two assault sections of (Pfc. Emel’s) Company K closed in on the Ozeville defenses. After a short but violent fight a white flag appeared on one of the positions. But as Lieutenant Dewhurst, a platoon leader, climbed up on a pillbox to stop the firing, he was cut down by
German fire. The men of Company K suddenly fought with greater fury; they rushed into the emplacements with bayonets and grenades and wiped out a large part of the garrison.
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AST: “The company went mad. The men now rushed in with grenades, bayonets, killing every German that
they found. There was a great deal of hand-to-hand fighting. Captain Earnest’s runner grabbed the Captain’s carbine and broke it on the head of a German.”
Award of DSC to “Staff Sergeant Donald L. Chase, 32293631, Infantry, United States
Army, for extraordinary heroism in action against the enemy on 12 June 1944, in France. Staff
Sergeant Chase was moving his squad forward with a mission to reduce an enemy pillbox, when,
as the squad neared its objective, heavy enemy machine gun fire pinned it to the ground and inflicted heavy casualties. Fearlessly and with complete disregard for his own safety, Staff Sergeant
Chase immediately charged forward toward the enemy pillbox. He paused only long enough to
throw two hand grenades through the embrasure, and then rushing in, he overcame the numerically superior enemy forces, killing at least four of the enemy and taking several prisoners. The gallantry, initiative and determined leadership of Staff Sergeant Chase reflects great credit on himself and was in keeping with the highest traditions of the Armed Forces.” Chase was one of Teague’s “boys.”
WD: “Ozeville was captured and the last major barrier to an attack on Quineville was removed. Enemy possession of Montebourg technically exposed the left flank of the 22d Infantry’s
attack toward Quineville. But the danger was not too great and General Barton hoped to gain
Quineville and the ridge to the west on 13 June. However, neither the 39th Infantry nor the 22d
Infantry was able to make sufficient progress. The 22d Infantry reached the ridge but was unable
to secure it or attack eastward to Quineville. (Teague’s) 3d Battalion moved north to the forward
slope of the ridge and then was ordered to sideslip to the east in preparation for an attack in column down the ridge on Quineville. Colonel Teague extended one company to the right, passed
the second across its rear farther to the right, and then passed the third behind the other two.
This maneuver, made across ground dominated by the enemy positions on the ridge and harassed
by heavy Nebelwerfer and artillery fire, resulted in a number of casualties.
Award of DSC to “Technical Sergeant Erwin F. Mitman, 7032690, Infantry, United States
Army, for extraordinary heroism in action against the enemy on 13 June 1944, in France. An assault section led by Technical Sergeant Mitman moved forward with the mission of reducing a
portion of the enemy strongpoint south of Ozeville. The enemy had an excellent field of fire and
the section was soon pinned to the ground by devastating small arms, artillery and rocket fire.
Completely disregarding his own safety, Technical Sergeant Mitman moved from man to man
and prepared them for the assault. He then led them through the intense enemy fire, closed with
the enemy and overran their position. The personal bravery and courageous leadership exhibited
by Technical Sergeant Mitman reflects great credit on himself and was in keeping with the highest traditions of the Armed Forces.” Teague would join “his boys” as a recipient of the DSC for
actions he took the next day.
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14 June 1944
WD: “In ordering the attack of 14 June, Regiment directed all three battalions of the 22d Infantry to secure the ridge and the two hills to the east as necessary preliminaries to the attack on
Quineville. (Lt. Col. Teague’s) 3d Battalion, aided by a company of chemical mortars (Company
A, 87th Chemical Mortar Battalion), was to capture Hill 54B, the easternmost hill, and was then
to turn right and attack Quineville. Preparatory fires were to be delivered for fifteen minutes on
the fortified nose of the ridge, the two heights to the east, and a coastal battery farther east.
“At 0915 on 14 June the 4th Division artillery began to fire concentrations on the four ridge
targets. At 0930 a round of green smoke signaled the lifting of fires and the three battalions of the
22d Infantry jumped off. The fight lasted for over three hours. By 1300 the nose of the ridge and
the two hills were occupied.
“The fight for Quineville ended at 2130 Hours. Thus, by the capture of Quineville by the
39th Infantry Regiment and the ridge by the 22nd Infantry Regiment on14 June, the enemy’s
main line in the north was broken, depriving him of his best natural defense against the advancing northern flank.”
General Order No. 32
HQ First Army
12 July 1944

Award of Distinguished Service Cross – Under the provisions of AR 600-45, 22 September 1943, and pursuant to authority contained in paragraph 3c, Section I, Circular No. 32, Hx
ETOUSA, 20 March 1944, the Distinguished Service Cross is awarded to the following officers
and enlisted men (including)
Lieutenant Colonel Arthur S. Teague, 0292659, Infantry, United States Army, for extraordinary heroism in action against the enemy on 14 June 1944, in France. In an attempt to capture
the high ground in the vicinity of (Quinneville) Lieutenant Colonel Teague’s battalion was pinned
down by a heavy barrage of artillery shell fire. With the advance halted, the enemy immediately
opened up with intense machine gun and mortar fire. Under this devastating enemy fire, disorganization was beginning to set in. At this point Lieutenant Colonel Teague fearlessly and without regard for his own personal
safety moved forward and personally effected the movement of his troops
by leading them at double time through a draw to a more covered position. The reorganization was accomplished and the battalion was immediately able to continue on its mission. The courage and superior leadership
displayed by Lieutenant Colonel Teague reflects great credit upon himself and was in keeping with the highest traditions of the armed Forces.
4th Division Headquarters put it this way: “The President of the United
States takes pleasure in presenting the Distinguished Service Cross to Arthur S. T. Teague, Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Army, for extraordinary hero26
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ism in connection with military operations against an armed enemy while service with the 22nd
Infantry Division, in action against enemy forces on 14 June 1944. Lieutenant Colonel Teague’s
intrepid actions, personal bravery and zealous devotion to duty exemplify the highest traditions of
the military forces of the United States and reflect great credit upon himself, the 4th Infantry Division, and the United States Army - Headquarters, First U.S. Army, General Orders No. 32
(1944)”
The Drive on Cherbourg
WD: “During the four days prior to the jump-off for Cherbourg on 19 June the enemy opposite the 4th Division had had time to prepare defenses, especially in the Montebourg area. After
the capture of Quineville on 14 June the only American activity was patrolling and reorganization. Teague’s July 1944 debriefing indicated those patrols could get hot quickly, and that German patrols were also probing American lines.
AST: “Company L crossed the Sinope river to take an enemy fortification on the coast north of the river. A patrol was sent north along the coast... As they came around the corner they were subjected to sudden violent fire from
the enemy’s strongly entrenched position along the road to the north. When the patrol made a hasty withdrawal they
returned with five men missing, whom they said had been killed. That night, a search party was sent to the point
(of the firefight) but found no trace of the missing men. About the 1st of July, four of these men returned to the battalion, having been captured by the Germans and released after the fall of Cherbourg. The Germans sent patrols
down the beach nightly and every night for four nights the (German) patrol of 10 men was captured. Each night
10 Germans walked in to the captured fortification on the north bank of the Sinope River and each night they were
captured. Always exactly ten. They stated that their mission was to re-man the fort.”
19 June 1944
The First Day - “For the attack of 19 June, General Barton planned to use the 8th and 12th
Infantry Regiments abreast, one on either side of Montebourg. The attack was to begin at 0300,
without artillery, and bypass the town. Beginning at 1000, (Teague’s) 3d Battalion, 22d Infantry,
was to enter Montebourg from the west and capture it.”
DrM: “Advance in approach-march on Montebourg – as we get close meet up with a lot of
artillery – it is raining hard all day. Col. Teague is told to take the town in A.M. – but sees no
need to since he feels Jerries will “beat it” when 8th and 12th reach objectives – and so it proves to
be. We sit outside of Montebourg all day – getting a lot of artillery, and as darkness falls we get
the word to move – we surge thru blazing Montebourg – and make for the outskirts – we are to
bivouac in a field with mines in it – have to test the ground myself before letting the boys come in
– (the lot of an officer is tough – he has to lead the way). Start digging in – almost finish my slit
trench when we get orders to move. Many mines encountered – several Jeeps blown.”
WD: “Due to the prolonged delay of the 8th and 12th Regiments in pushing past Montebourg, (Teague’s) 3d Battalion of the 22d Infantry, which was to have occupied the town at 1000,
did not move in until 1800.”
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Battalion Surgeon Capt. Walter E. Marchand’s D-Day Diary explains what a soldier does while
waiting to advance. DrM: “A beautiful day today – perfect flying weather – and at 10:40 a terrific bombardment on Cherbourg takes place – we watch wave after wave of mediums come over –
but a lot of P47’s also come over and since we are so close to the Jerries, they strafe us time and
time again – and it’s hell being blasted by your own planes – as we later find out. Regimental
Service Company – back further, got strafed and bombed too.”
Repeatedly shelled for a week, Col. Teague’s 3rd Battalion finds Montebourg abandoned (next
page) by the Germans.
AST: “The place was abandoned by the Germans in their withdrawal and was occupied without a shot being
fired. When the 3d Bn first moved in (Teague) thought there wasn’t a living person in the town. 30 Germans were
found hiding in the cellars, several in civilian clothes, 7 American wounded from Crisbecq. They French civilians
began coming up out of the cellars. Approximately 300 of the population were still alive, having survived in the cel-
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lars of the completely demolished buildings during the tend days of siege... the repeatedly terrific artillery and mortar
bombardments.”
WD: “Later in the evening the bulk of the 22d Infantry was concentrated on the right flank
of the division intent on pushing the attack again early the next day.
DrM: “The companies are getting into position – we attack tomorrow – and it is not going to
be easy for we have to pass thru a draw and the Jerries have it zeroed in. The objective is the high
ground to the west of the airport 4 miles above Le Thiel.”
20 June 1944
WD: “The 22d Infantry was ordered to advance straight north and seize Hill 158 (next page), a
critical terrain point which dominated the surrounding countryside, including the heavily defended Maupertus airport to the east. The main east-west highway into Cherbourg ran across the
hill, and the main purpose of the 22d’s mission was to cut this highway. Possession of Hill 158 was
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a vital factor in the plan of isolating Cherbourg from the east; both the division and Corps commanders therefore attached great importance to the winning of this objective.”
RM: “The 4th Infantry Division’s experience on June 20 was similar to the 9th’s on the preceding day. When the attacks began it was found that the Germans had broken contact and retired northward. Pfc. Emel’s 22nd Infantry Regiment moved cautiously, unwilling to believe that
the Germans had withdrawn. At 0915 Hours, Col. R. T. Foster, now commanding the 22nd Infantry Regiment, was told that his battalions were not moving fast enough. About noon Colonel Van
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Fleet (8th Infantry Regiment) ordered his battalions to get on the roads and move rapidly. The
22nd Infantry Regiment also took a route march formation and moved northward. The 22nd Infantry Regiment stopped short of le Theil, part of the regiment going into position south of the
Saire River. There it was under direct observation and heavy fire from the high ground to the
north which caused considerable casualties in the 1st Battalion.”
WD: “In the advance from Le Theil, the 1st and (Teague’s) 3d Battalion, supported by Company B, 70th Tank Battalion, moved out abreast at 1600 behind an artillery preparation. Four
hours later they were ordered to dig in on favorable ground north of Pinabel. But since the 3d Battalion began to receive fire from enemy antiaircraft guns, both battalions were ordered to keep
moving. The 1st Battalion could not advance in the face of heavy artillery fire, but the 3d pushed
forward 500 yards to reach the objective. The battalions had hardly reached their new positions
when large but apparently unorganized German forces began to infiltrate across their rear from
defensive positions around Gonneville. For the next four days and nights the enemy interrupted
communications and supply. All resupply convoys had to be escorted by tanks to get through.
Even then it was touch and go.”
AST: “(The hill just south of Brette Fey) was a strongly fortified position, containing a radio tower, which
was the center of communication throughout the elaborate fortified area to the west and northwest. These two (2nd
& 3rd) battalions were far out in front and were completely surrounded for one day, partially surrounded for three
more. The German forces were continually infiltrating across (our) rear and supply columns were ambushed unless
escorted by tanks. On one occasion, the tank commander took the wrong road and the column was ambushed on a
narrow trail between high hedges, losing two light tanks, three 55mm guns, three half-tracks and several jeeps. After
the campaign, these vehicles were recovered. The 57’s had been blown. The Germans had apparently fired 57mm
shells through he body of the halftrack. Motors were undamaged.”
DrM: “Attack starts – casualties terrific right from the start – especially from 2nd Battalion.
The litter bearers get pinned down for hours at a time and can’t function in or near the draw. (Teague’s) third Battalion pushes ahead rapidly, the 2nd is held up and the 12th Regiment to our left
doesn’t move at all. It finally turns out that (Teague’s) 3rd Battalion reaches its objective and there
is cut off, we have only radio communication now – our litter bearers couldn’t keep up with them
however, being busy evacuating the patients from the “draw” and there are many and it is difficult
with all the Germans around and the artillery. Towards night I’m really sweating it out – how can
I get up to the Battalion? I’m back with the Battalion rear Command Post and only have radio
communication with Col. Teague. The Jerries have cut all roads up to the hill and it’s suicide to
go to reach them – attempts are made but the vehicles are cut to pieces and men all shot up – finally we get some tanks and they perform a suicide mission to bring up Ammo to (Teague’s) cut
off Battalion. We are busy most of the night with casualties.”
June 20 Journal: “23:00 - Hard to keep up with situation. No communication between us
and Division. Gen. Barton was very perturbed at the fact that he didn’t know where the units
were. The only CP he knew was ours. There seems to be things going on but I can’t seem to get
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in on it. The 1st Bn is out on a recon to the front in force. The other two stopped about 1800
and dug in for the night. It is contemplated that another order of attack will be in about 0400 in
the morning On the trip up to here it seemed more like what the papers said. (Civilians) were all
out along the road waving to us and lots of them had bottles of cider giving it to us when we
stopped. Some of them yelled “Vive La France” and few tricolors also were displayed along the
road. Maybe we are liberating France after all.”
21 June 1944
June 21 Journal: “00:30 - S2 from 3rd Bn gave report on his patrols as to where the enemy
was located. They were fired on by MG’s and mortars and snipers. 09:30 - Gen Barton is going
to visit CP soon - he wants Foster & Dowdy present. 10:25 - Gen Barton visited CP to get situation. He told us what he wanted. We attack 14:30 - we get chemical mortars - get medium tanks lose light. The Gen wasn’t satisfied with the lack of information patrols brought back last night.
The way it is now we are attacking blindly - so we have to attack in force - wants better Patrol
work - Told Foster to throw ten rounds of ART at every shot fired by the enemy. Gen also wants
us to be more aggressive.”
RM: “(The) 22nd Infantry Regiment was ordered to advance straight north and seize Hill
158, a critical terrain point which dominated the surrounding countryside, including the heavily
defended Maupertus airport to the east. The main east-west highway into Cherbourg ran across
the hill, and the main purpose of the 22nd Infantry Regiment's mission was to cut this highway.
Possession of Hill 158 was a vital factor in the plan of isolating Cherbourg from the east; both the
division and Corps commanders therefore attached great importance to the winning of this objective. In the advance from le Theil, the 1st and 3rd Battalions, supported by Company B, 70th
Tank Battalion, move out abreast at 16:00 Hours behind an artillery preparation.”
June 21 Journal: “15:35 - Col Foster left for 1st Bn. 15:45 - Gen Barber visited CP looked
over situation. 17:30 - Goforth gave location and reported with a few swear words that 1st Bn
were by-passing enemy machine guns. 17:45 - Gen Barber visited CP - He just came back from
1st Bn - he is satisfied with the way things are going - Gen Roosevelt came in a few minutes later.
18:10 - Col Watson has a mind reading crew - like a absent minded professor. He gave the firing
points to the operator instead of asking for Can-Can while trying to get the mix up strait his ART
started firing on the points he gave the operator. 18:35 - Gen Barton says attack to go along but
stop for the night on the most valuable ground we take today. Plan for tomorrow depends on our
position tonight. General has had favorable reports from us today and is very pleased.”
RM: “Four hours later (the 1st & 3rd Battalions) were ordered to dig in on favorable ground
north of Pinabel. But since Pfc. Emel’s 3rd Battalion began to receive fire from German antiaircraft guns, both battalions were ordered to keep moving. The 1st Battalion could not advance in
the face of heavy artillery fire, but (Teague’s) 3rd Battalion pushed forward 500 yards to reach the
objective. The battalions had hardly reached their new positions when large but apparently unorganized German forces began to infiltrate across their rear from defensive positions around
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Gonneville. For the next 4 days and nights the Germans interrupted communications and supply.
All resupply convoys had to be escorted by tanks to get through. Even then it was touch and go.”
June 21 Journal: “20:20 - Gen approved plan of taking high ground. Also said 2nd Bn has
been released to aid 1st & 3rd Battalions. 20:30 - notified 1st & 3rd Bns. to continue to objective
tonight. 20:50 - 1st Bn CP practically wiped out. 21:50 - Mobile reserve going in on left of 3rd
Bn. 22:15 - Division wants to know if one of our pureblooded German prisoners will volunteer
to go into Cherbourg tonight. 22:47 - Lt. Henry is going to get four light tanks from 24th Cavalry
in order to carry ammunition to 3rd Bn - 3rd Bn have snipers in their rear. 22:47 - By Radio - 1st
Bn 500 yards form objective - 3rd Bn on objective. 23:30 - Lt. Bolyard wanted instruction on exactly what to do because he is cut off from the rest of the outfit. Told him where he was. Said to
stand fast and he would try to get a patrol to lead them back. Said that the shelling has been
rough as hell up there. Talked of sending up tanks with supplies.”
DrM: “The 3rd Battalion is still cut off – the situation is becoming critical from a medical
point of view – the casualties on the hill can’t be evacuated. By noon it doesn’t look as if contact
with the Battalion can be established – Radio tells me about 60 casualties are up on the hill. I ask
Goforth to let me go up – by tank since tanks got thru before – only 2 tanks are available right
then – so I am allowed to take one man with me. I ask for a volunteer from one of my boys – and
Calvin Gross is the one – a splendid young man, with unsurpassed courage. We get stuff together
– lots of plasma and compresses, etc. We are to meet the tanks at Le Thiel – so we move by Jeep
to Le Thiel with the equipment. While there at the roadside we get peppered with sniper fire, and
a few rounds of artillery come over. Our tanks are the ones that went up the hill with Ammo on
the first trip yesterday, and they are the ones that we are waiting to return from their second run
this morning. When after hours they don’t show up we fear that they have been hit, Lt. Herring
then tries to run up by Jeep and trailer – he goes about a quarter of a mile and then comes running back – the Germans still have the road successfully cut and he was fired on but got out of it
alright. At 5 P.M. we see the tanks come down the road around the bend. They made it back
safely after all. We stop them and tell them what we want – and their answer is O.K.
“Gross gets in the 2nd tank, replacing the turret gunner, gets four 60mm. cartons of medical
supplies in it and ½ doz. plasma units. I get in 1st tank with like supplies, and the outside of the
tank is loaded with AMMO. I get the machine gunner’s place next to the driver and it feels comforting to have a machine gun in my hands. It is a light Tank – we are going to depend on speed
to prevent getting hit by 88’s. We button up the tank – and look out thru our periscopes and we
start off – getting into high gear and literally tearing up the road – it’s a mad ride – wondering
whether we are going to get hit or not. At one point the Jerries let us have it and the bullets rattled against the side of the tank – but that armor sure makes one feel good – a false sense of security except against small arms fire – and I thought we’d never get there – it was the longest 4 miles
in my life I think although we were doing about 30 MPH all the way.
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“Finally the tank came to a stop and I opened the hatch above me – then “ping” and my hand
“stung” – a bullet had hit the hatch cover. Then I scrambled out fast, got the equipment out and
made for the forward O.P. where Col. Teague was, Gross right behind me now, to get the “poop”
but it wasn’t necessary – it was self evident in what I saw. 67 wounded in 3 adjoining fields! –
some in slit trenches, others just lying about. I found one of my Aid men with them +2 German
aid men, and they did a good job on them, fixing them up as best as possible. Then we got to
work – starting with the most serious in each field and seeing each one of them – re-bandaged all
of them, applied splints, amputated a hand and plugged a few bleeding chest cases – and gave
plasma where needed. Some were in bad shape, but we did the best we could for each and all of
them. And shortly after I got there, the Germans threw an evening counter-attack – the bullets
whistled over us constantly and we had to do most of our work in a prone or squatting position –
and artillery started – a few shells landing right on the other side of the hedgerow we were on –
and we had no slit trenches to run into for they were occupied by the many wounded – so all that
was left was hope and prayer. Gross, Bud Lucas, and the 2 German aid men and I worked until
dark (2300), finishing with the last patient just at about dark. In Field (A) we had to work on our
bellies – bullets hitting on occasions only a few feet away – in fact the bullets were flying about us
so freely that we hardly dared put plasma bottles on rifles lest a bullet smash the bottle – and on
that evening plasma was of much value.”
“But when we were finished with the patients, our work was only half done, for the patients,
many of them seriously wounded, had to be evacuated! -- and with the road cut by the Germans
how could we risk it? -- I worked up the following plan: In darkness a Jeep is likely to make it up
the road, so I radioed the Battalion Rear Command Post to get a Jeep ambulance to work its way
up to the hill if possible, and should he get thru under cover of darkness he would take 1 load
down and then contact Capt. Harwood at Collecting Co. and get 2 ambulances and with our 2nd
Jeep to come up. And the plan worked! – the Jeep came at 0400 with Hetrick driving – Oh, what
a fine lot of men I have in the Medical Section – each and every one is a hero twice over since
landing on D Day. Hetrick had made his way up and he wasn’t fired at. Now he took 2 litter patients back with the message to Capt. Harwood for two ambulances and to rush them up while it
was still dark – also the other Jeep. Both came about 0600 – and we loaded them and shipped
them back – and then later another load – until we had all the wounded evacuated.”
AST: “In this position and in the subsequent attack on the airport, the battalion suffered severely from fires of
enemy 40mm AA guns. These were being emplaced behind cover and elevated to fire the quick fuse shells, detonating
on striking the slightest foliage. When the shells passed over the top of a hedgerow they would burst causing heavy
casualties among men in the shelter of the hedgerow.”
22 June 1944
WD: “(Teague’s) 3d Battalion was to have led the attack on 22 June from its position on Hill
158 (next page), west of Gonneville, while the 1st Battalion held the hill and the 2d Battalion, in position to the south, prepared to come up later on the 3d Battalion’s left. Before the attack could
start, however, the enemy enveloped Hill 158 and the 2d Battalion had to be committed in a mis34
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sion to clear the Germans from the rear of (Teague’s) 3d Battalion. It was late afternoon by the
time this task was completed. All three battalions were dug in on the hill for the night.
June 22 Journal: “05:30 - Lt. Bolyard returned from attempt to supply 3rd Battalion with
ammo & food. Enemy stopped armored supply trucks & light tanks with AT (anti-tank) gun. It is
reported heavy tanks succeeded in taking some supplies. Don’t know how much. 05:50 - Col Fosters is given permission to alert tanks and use them if necessary. 08:39 - 3rd Bn reports “Enemy
troops infiltrating behind 1st Bn through 3rd Bn lines - Teague wants tanks bad - afraid he might
be kicked out - We are sending two platoons of medium tanks to help him. 08:50 - “One of Edwards’ 2nd Bn company’s is receiving a counterattack. These tanks will help Edwards on the way
to Teague. 10:05 - Teague is in contact with a fairly strong force. The enemy is firing anti-aircraft
guns at them - Kenan told Teague the tanks were on the road. 10:07 - Edwards (2nd Bn) is receiving ART from his left. 12:40 - Lt. Bolyard and Lt. Willis returned from trying to get supplies to
the 1st Bn. They had tanks as an escort. When they were fired on the tanks turned around and
came back. They lost a jeep and 2½-ton truck. Said that they were followed up the road by artillery fire and just outside the village they were fired on extensively by machine guns. / Put out yel35
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low smoke and panels for identification (of front lines for air strike) - Planes are now bombing the
enemy and it was reported that we were firing on them. General said if a plane hit us it didn’t
count. 13:30 - Had to leave (CP) and take cover. Our planes bombing and strafing the hell out of
us. Something wrong someplace. 14:00 - Bombers passing over. Foster to Edwards - Getting a
lot of shelling and strafing from our planes. Said he wanted to jump off at 14:30. CO said to
jump off as soon as he could. - #rd Bn got strafed. Col. Teague is being surrounded but in what
force it is not known. 14:10 - Foster tells Gen. Barton about Teague. Told him also about Edwards situation. It is going to be very difficult to move forward. Gen told Foster to clear up the
resistance and go on with the attack. Keep Barton informed on what progress we make. Foster
sent orders to Edwards to attack in a different direction and clean out resistance in Teague’s rear.
he then called G-3 and told him what we are doing. Communications not so good. Wire keeps
going out. 14:25 - Foster tells Edwards (the 2nd Bn) should attack from your position in a direction
north of west and clean out stuff between you and Teague. Told him to use his tanks. Said he
wanted to drive north until he reached crossroad and then cut over towards Teague. 14:45 - Gen.
Barber arrived at CP. He said Gen Barton said we were relieved of guarding Division rear. to
take care of our own. Discussed situation. Gen Barber said Div CP and Casps CP were also
strafed. 15:50 - When Teague calls for ART on points 8 & 9 give it to him. He wants delayed action fuse - he is moving in as soon as it is layed down. Teague is sending 80 prisoners back with
two tanks. Kenan notified Edwards. Jumped off at 16:00. 16:50 - Gen Barber arrived t CP
again. Said Gen. Barton was pleased with plan and said Teague must hold high ground. Use two
battalions if necessary. 17:00 - Lt. Boyard will take tanks loaded with supplies to 1st Bn. Tanks
loading up now. 18:15 - Edwards has an 88 zeroed in on him - sending up plane. 18:25 - Gen
Garton visited CP - said 22nd Inf was doing a good job. We are using tanks to convoy supplies to
the front - Foster said keep sending up supplies. 18:45 - Col Teague just below main road facing
north. Dowdy on his right. 2nd Bn on Teague’s left flank facing west. They did not know if the
88 was definitely spotted or not. All advance will stop at 2100 and consolidate and have S-4 do
everything possible to supply and evacuate. Bolyard then talked to Major Kent and told him just
what he needed for the Battalion - BAR’s, MG’s Radios, etc. 21:15 - Still having difficulty supplying forward elements with supplies. Using tanks to escort trucks. Have arrived at conclusion that
using tanks with trailers is best. Switchboard operator came to CP reporting that artillery barrage
knocked out 2nd Bn rear CP and caught E Company. 23:05 Division disapproved sending a tank
escort for supplies to Bn’s tonight. Col Teage asks for some anti-tank guns tonight - disapproved
by higher HR. until tomorrow.
23 June 1944
RM: “The situation in the 22nd Infantry Regiment’s sector remained extremely fluid during
June 23. It had been planned that the 22nd Infantry Regiment would assist the 12th Infantry
Regiment in the advance on Tourlaville by clearing the fortified Digosville area on the latter’s
right flank. But the 22nd Infantry Regiment was so harassed from Maupertus and Gonneville
that its combat strength was devoted mostly to dealing with German infiltrations and keeping its
supply route open. In a situation that precluded bold plans, it was decided that on June 23 the 1st
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and 3rd Battalion (with Pfc. Emel), 22nd Infantry Regiment, should completely clear and consolidate the high ground before any further missions were undertaken. Beginning at about 0900
Hours the 1st and Col. Teague’s 3rd Battalions began to carry out this task, while the 2nd Battalion sent a combat patrol south to clean up resistance north of Hameau Cauchon. To cover the
mop-up operation, heavy artillery and mortar fire pounded the German line from Maupertus to
Gonneville.”
WD: “It was decided that on 23 June the 1st and (Teague’s) 3d Battalion, 22d Infantry, should
completely clear and consolidate the high ground before any further missions were undertaken.
Beginning at about 0900 the 1st and 3d Battalions began to carry out this task, while the 2d Battalion sent a combat patrol south to clean up resistance north of Hameau Cauchon. To cover the
mop-up operation, heavy artillery and mortar fire pounded the enemy line from Maupertus to
GonnevilJe. Late in the day the consolidation of this ground had progressed far enough to free the
2d Battalion for an attack westward.”
24 June 1944
WD: “On 24 June the 22d Infantry, with the exception of the 2d Battalion, protected the right
flank of the Corps by containing the enemy cut off in the Maupertus-Gonneville area. Fragmentary German forces continued to infiltrate to the south of Hill 158 throughout this period. A complete mopping up of the airport region was indicated, but this was postponed for the present. General Barton limited the 22d Infantry to “policing” its positions and whatever action was necessary
to maintain the security of the main supply route south to Le Theil.”
AST: “An expedition was made to the south and southeast to clear out the Germans on the supply route. Company I was left in the vicinity of Pinobel to protect the line of communications.”
25 June 1944
DrM: - “A quiet day – go out on top of hill with Col. Teague and Gen. Roosevelt to watch the
dive bombing of Cherbourg – a spectacular sight – rest the rest of the day – a few minor injuries
only having to be treated. All feel good and rather cocky although Walter Hill was killed yesterday – I found his body in a German truck with a dead German beside him – I wonder what happened? – he was a fine brave lad that just didn’t know what it was to be afraid – he would go help
anyone that needed help no matter how much danger was involved to do so. We all say a silent
prayer for Walter E. Hill, a brave man, a splendid soldier. We are all proud to have known such a
splendid, fine upright and courageous man.”
AST: “Advanced to Pont du Heu; encountered no resistance and captured a number of Germans hiding in the
houses. It was necessary to continue a house-to-house search to find them all.”
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✉

Somewhere France
12 Noon
June 25, 1944

My Dear Darling,
I am feeling fine and getting along in great shape. Enclosed is a clipping out of Stars & Stripes whixh I hope
Little Jane will like. Carrol, George, Earnest are all fine. Sitting on side of a foxhole on a high hill.
Love, Arthur
26-27 June 1944
WD: On 26-27 June, while the final fighting was taking place in the city, the 22d Infantry
pushed eastward and captured the last enemy strongholds in Cap Levy. What still remained was
to clear the enemy from outlying forts and the cape west of Cherbourg, and to put the great port
into working order. The 22d Infantry opened the attack on the Maupertus airport at 1100 on 26
June with three battalions abreast and a troop of cavalry protecting each flank. Heavy fire from
enemy antiaircraft guns held up all three battalions for several hours, but, with the aid of supporting fires from the 44th Field Artillery Battalion, the 1st Battalion took a series of positions south
of the airport and captured Gonneville; the 2d Battalion occupied the western edge of the field;
(Teague’s) 3d Battalion captured Maupertus and the defenses along the northern side of the field.
The enemy, however, continued to offer determined resistance and not until the following day was
the airport finally taken. After clearing the airport positions, the 1st and 3d Battalions pivoted
northward against other fortifications. Despite strong resistance, all the gun positions were overrun and late in the day the last strong point was silenced by howitzers of the 44th Field Artillery
Battalion. When the commander of the position, Major Kauppers, surrendered the 990 troops under his control before midnight on 27 June, all resistance in the northeast of the peninsula was
ended.
Chek NICOM Intvs: “(The 3rd Battalion) occupied Mauperts, captured a battery of 40mm’s and
cleaned up all the defenses along the northern edge of the airport, then turned north along the high ridge. This was
the most highly fortified area encountered in the whole peninsula. The position around the 200-foot radar tower contained 20 bunkers, each of which had 3-4 rooms. There was a large underground mess hall which accommodated
500 men, elaborate periscopes covered all that position of the peninsula to the coast and permitted the numbers to be
read on ships at sea. They were elaborate, extremely efficient fire control devices. While the battalion was attacking
this position (we) were under fire from a battery of guns on Cap Levy. Captain Blassard of L Company climbed
out on the point of the nose and spotted the smoke rings. He radioed to Colonel Teague, “I can see the guns.” Coordinates were radioed to the artillery observer and within a few minutes the 44th Field Artillery Battalion had silenced the batter. Captain Blassard went to the underground fortifications and the commanding major asked to see
the Commanding Officer of the battalion. Colonel Teague received the Major’s surrender at 23:30 June 27 and
ordered the major to order his 290 men out of the pillboxes and to show him on the map where his lines were. Fort
Hamburg was still firing on the airport so it was decided to keep the men on the hill in the bunkers during the night.
The prisoners requested that they be allowed to return to their bunkers for their blankets. Colonel Teague refused
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them to return but allowed them to go to the mess hall and remain there for the night, unguarded. Major Kaupers
was a “decent Joe.” He entertained the American officers with beer and cheese. Col. Teague said he wanted to be
nice to those guys because “I wanted to be sure that the rest of the fortifications stayed surrendered and didn’t start
raising hell again” He asked the major, “Why did you surrender?” He replied, “(American) Panzers on the right,
panzers on the left, panzers in front, troops everywhere.” Next morning, Major Kauppers ordered all German troops
in the entire area to march in and surrender and at Col. Teague’s demand had German soldiers lift the mines on the
roads. Total prisoners: 990.”
DrM: “Full scale attack on (Cherbourg) fortress and Radar Station – casualties fairly light –
difficult to evacuate since this is flat ground, and scorched by the Nazis so they can see everything
for miles around this fortress area. Capt. Blazzard pulls a “fast-one” – gets a German Adjutant to
bring him to his officers and so surrender the whole peninsula – and it works. Col. Teague goes
up forward then and talks peace terms – and they give up en masse – 1090 of them! – bluffed
them into giving up by saying we have tanks, Air, etc. See the set-up – underground fortress, mess
hall seating 500 – what a layout! – they could hold out against us for weeks if they wanted to.
Make our way thru minefields and finally get there – a splendid underground hospital – could
hold 20-40 wounded – an operating room ±3 sets of lights (2 emergency). The German Capt.
gets out cognac – we drink a toast to “Victory” – he gives me all his surgical instruments – a bottle
of cognac and 40,000 francs (I think it is souvenir money so give it away at will) – have 29,800
francs left, stuff it in a box and forget about it. Evacuate the wounded – The German Capt. and
his orderly – one wounded is almost dead. This ends the Cherbourg Campaign – Fighting stops.”
RM: “On June 28, the 22nd Infantry Regiment moved to an assembly area in the south of
the Cherbourg Peninsula, where the troops relaxed to the luxuries of baths, shaves, and clean
clothes, plus hot food. The Regiment had definitely been blooded in battle; “D-day in Normandy” was a phrase to remember, and for its assault on June 27, Pfc. Emel’s 3rd Battalion had
won the Distinguished Unit Citation.”
WD: “The conquest of the Cotentin Peninsula did not immediately break German defenses
in the west or irrevocably insure a quick Allied victory. A month of hard fighting in the same type
of difficult Normandy terrain lay ahead. Until the end of July the enemy continued to contest bitterly nearly every Norman field; he launched strong counterattacks in the hope of containing Allied forces in their narrow beachhead. Nevertheless, the end of June saw the disappearance of the
last slim chance the enemy may have had to dislodge the Allied foothold on France.”

!"
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After Action Reports - 22nd Infantry
(tomawski.net/category/1944/july/july-1944-after-action-reports)
John R. Tomawaski has plotted map coordinates of the 22nd Infantry on Google Maps - Find symbol to
track movement of Teague’s 3rd Battalion along a blue line at
https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=zuphDgTIV6AU.kMUckx3e2eKA

During the period 1 July 44 to 6 July 44, the 22nd Infantry Regiment, 4th Infantry Division,
was located in an assembly area near Amfreville, Normandy, France. The time was used to train,
to clean equipment, and to prepare for future operations on 6 July 1944. The Regiment moved to
a forward assembly area west of Carentan in preparation for an attack south along the CarentanPeriers road. Throughout 7 July, the Regiment was on a two hour alert status but was not called
upon for movement.
From 22nd Infantry Journal:
July 1 Journal: “Still in rest area near Amphreville. Nothing Unusual occurring during the
day. No laundry available so the entire Division will have to wash their own clothes”
July 3 Journal: “Regt will move any two hours after 12:00 by foot and motor. Foot elements
to lead; motors to follow. Our corps now consists of 4th Div, 83rd Div, 9th Div,, 3rd Armd Div.
14:45 - There will be no movement today. Regiment will move tomorrow (July 4) depending on
developments now in progress.”
July 4 Journal: “11:55 - G1 wanted information on Col. Teague in connection with his decorations. Need information for Army. Henry referred him to Col. Teague for details.
July 5 Journal: “13:00 – Regimental Command Post meeting – Col. Foster briefs: We will
have seven battalions of artillery in support of us. Will be attacking in very flat ground. Flat trajectory weapons can be sued quite extensively. At least two river crossings will have to be made.
Reconnaissance will have to be made at night and in secrecy as to not disclose our direction of attack. Ammunition supply will be difficult so carry maximum. Resupply will be made after dark.
March discipline of new men will have to be stressed. Can’t say just when we will move but remain on two hour alert. Maps are scarcer than heretofor. Study maps and look for likely 88mm
emplacements.”
July 6 Journal: “11:50 Forward echelon arrived at new CP. Roads very congested with military traffic. Third Bn closed at 13:50. 23:35 – Note: Report elements of 6th paratroopers (German) in Division sector.”

✉

July 7, 1944
France

My Dear Darling,
It rained again last night and the sun is only about half shining to-day. We had beautiful weather at first and
I hope it returns again. Things are about the same - just read two letters from my officers in England. George Bridgeman is doing fine and will be back before long. Carrol had a letter from Virginia and said she saw in the paper
where the Nealey’s had received word. I am feeling fine and still at the game of War. Your guessing was pretty good.
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The second is the best now. Enjoyed the clipping and the first word in the book is the word. Col sent me clipping of
New York Tribune. We eat the same chow everyday so I could use a box of canned nuts, candy, etc. Please send one.
Heaps of Love, Art
July 7 Journal: “23:00 – All Bn’s – will move out 04:00 8 July 1944.”
RM: “On July 7, having been moved to an assembly area south and west of Carentan, the
22nd Infantry Regiment attacked, thereby beginning one of its bloodiest engagements of the entire war; the Carentan-Periers operation (otherwise known as “The Battle of the Hedgerows”).
The objective of the operation was the seizure of Periers, a necessary preliminary to the forthcoming breakout from the peninsula. For 10 days, the 4th Infantry Division experienced hedgerow
fighting at its worst. A hundred yard gain on a 300-yard front often meant a full day’s work for a
battalion. Germans lurked behind every hedgerow. German gunners were dug in every few yards.
Forward movement brought certain fire. The attack moved with extreme slowness. Opposing
forces were the 12th SS Panzer Division and 6th Parachute Regiment, which delivered stubborn
resistance. And the ground was given up to the advance of 22nd Infantry Regiment yard by yard,
and foot by foot. The nature of the terrain, hedgerows with some sections of dense woods, made
the effective use of armor virtually impossible. Counterattacks were repeatedly launched; infiltration was incessant; the determination of the Germans was a fact.”
July 8 Journal: “03:05 – No change except line of departure time; 09:30 – Col Ruggles
called Div and asked if bombing schedule would be adhered to. Yes it would. / Hear planes overhead. Bombing underway. 09:45 – Reported to Col Ruggles air mission completed. (Said some
bombs fell short of targets) Col Ruggles called 1st Bn and notified Keenan. 1st and 2nd Bn
jumped off at 09:45. 10:53 – Leading Bn is 2nd – 2nd has crossed barrier. Casualties from S
mines – no other resistance. Will send position of 1 & 3 Bns upon receipt of same. 19:00 – Forward echelon moving forward to new CP; 19:40 – arrived new CP; 20:02 – General Roosevelt arrives at new CP for visit. 20:07 General Roosevelt left after a short conversation with Col. Foster.
21:08 – Foster wishes to make a complaint about the German dead left by the 83rd Division. Maj
DeYoung advises that Maj Kent must gather up these dead and let DeYoung known how many he
turns over to the Quartermaster.”
After Action Rpt:
On the morning of 8 July, the 22nd Infantry with its attachments passed through elements of
the 83rd Division and attacked to the southwest in the order; 2nd Battalion, 1st Battalion, with
the 3rd Battalion in reserve in the vicinity of La Varimesnil. The 2nd Battalion had as its mission,
the breaching of the enemy line southwest of Culot and continuation of the attack to seize La
Maugerie. The 1st Battalion had as its mission the capture of high ground in the vicinity of Neuville. At 20:30 was on its objective. One hour later a German counterattack by infantry and
tanks commenced. Ninety minutes later “the situation was under control.”
July 9 Journal: “02:05 – Col Foster discussed day’s events to Maj Goforth. Had a few casualties caused by heavy arty while moving up to 2n Bn. Col Foster told him to continue attack in
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morning and keep pushing. Maj Goforth told the Col slow progress was due to not being able to
call for arty because of friendly troops in front. 08:00 – “Cactus 6” tells Lanham - The ground
lost yesterday was invaluable it must be reclaimed. The 1st Bn’s failure must be investigated but
this is not paramount. We must keep a net with Cactus 6 today at all times. Col. Foster has been
relieved of Command. Col. Lanham to take command. Col. Foster to remain as assistant to Col
Lanham; 08:10 – Col Lanham tells Maj Edwards that the attack must be reclaimed and that the
fall back was responsible for the Regiment’s failure yesterday. Try to outflank the enemy who has
moved into the lost ground. Use artillery all possible (Line went dead); 08:25 – Col. Lanham tells
Capt Latimer that 1st Bn must take back the lost ground. Nothing to stop them under any circumstances. Tells the Capt to inform Maj Goforth that he was largely responsible for Col Foster losing
command. 1st Bn jumped off at 08:30; 09:34 – Col Lanham wants Col Teague to report to CP
for a conference; 12:50 – 3rd bn informs CP 83rd Civ dead in our area – will notify 83rd Div.
13:52 – General Roosevelt visited CP”
After Action Rpt:
The attack was resumed on 9 July with two Battalions abreast, 1st Battalion on the right to
seize objectives in the vicinity of La Maugerie. Colonel C.T. Lanham assumed command of the
Regiment and Lt. Col. John F. Ruggles was sent to assume command of the 2nd Battalion in order that the attack might be pushed. The 2nd Battalion seized Sainteny and at dark the Regiment
halted for the night along the line Les Forges-Sainteny.
RM: “3rd Battalion was committed in a flanking movement to the left, and the 1st Battalion
advanced to the outskirts of La Maugerie. After continuous attack the 22nd Infantry Regiment
was relieved by the 12th Infantry Regiment on the general line La Maugerie-La Roserie. The defense and delay by the Germans had been superbly executed, and as a consequence the advance
which the inundated areas on both flanks restricted to a narrow front, was painful and laborious.
The effectiveness of German fire coordination is reflected in the extreme number of casualties
during what, according to later experiences, was a relatively short engagement. Names like Sainteny, La Maugerie, and Raids are all names of tiny French towns in the zone of advance that were
taken at great cost. The 22nd Infantry Regiment slugged ahead against large numbers of Panther
tanks, they knocked out 20 Panthers in 4 days.”
After Action Rpt:
The Regiment continued the attack on 10 July with the 1st and 2nd Battalions in the assault.
The 3rd Battalion was committed on the left (east) of the 2nd Battalion with orders to seize that
portion of the Regimental objective east of La Maugerie. At approximately 1800, the 3rd Battalion movement masked the fires of the 2nd Battalion and the 2nd Battalion reverted to Regimental
Reserve. The 1st Battalion advanced to the outskirts of La Maugerie and that position was held
for the night with the 3rd Battalion on their left.
July 10 Journal: “21:30 – Reported tanks knocked out today were big tiger tanks; 21:35 –
Col. Lanham wants position of front line elements so as to lay artillery down in front of them.
Going to call Col Teague on radio for position immediately; 22:02 – Received word from forward
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observer where 3rd Bn front line; 22:06 – Col Lanham gave
warning order that 3rd Bn would probably be assault Bn tomorrow. Prepare to jump off at 09:00. Guard left flank tonight.;
22:45 – Maj Kenan told Maj Edwards plan of attack for tomorrow. 3rd Bn leading assault – 2nd Bn in support of 3rd – 1st Bn
in reserve after mopping up St. Maugerie.”

✉

France
July 10, 1944

My Dear Darling,
To-day is another overcast day with clouds pretty high. It looks like a
little rain but I hope not. The worst thing I have to put up with is mosquitos which are real large and bite like h--- at nite. I don’t know which is
worst the shelling or mosquitos. As I write this letter I can hear most all
type of guns firing - as well as some planes overhead which sound real
good. My outfit is in reserve to-day. I know you will like this - my chief
runner is a Penn State graduate in forestry. I used him a couple of days and
saw he could move through the country without getting lost so I asked if he
was a good country boy like myself and his reply was, “I have worked in
forest” So I found out his history. He was a private so I made him sergeant.
Please send a box with anything to eat as “K” ration is pretty regular.
Love, Art
July 11 Journal: “17:00– Enemy holding up 3rd Bn. 1st
Bn coming to help knock them out - Bringing Bazookas and AT
gun. Col Teague said enemy tanks knock out part of
hedgerow-camouflage front of tank and then place it were the
hold is; making it look like part of the hedgerow. They then let
troops come up (sometimes to within 25 yards) and open up
Roosevelt Dies: Brigadier General
with machine guns.; 19:35 – Gen. Garton to Lanham What’s
Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., in Ste. Merethis about breakthrough’s – no breakthrough – just want to
Eglise on July 12, hours before he died of
a coronary thrombosis. Arthritis caused
keep up the drive until 22:00 at least. Believe the Germans are
him to walk with a stick. The 4th Infanabout to crumble. General gives OK but warns against counter- try Division commander described him as
“the most gallant soldier and finest gentleattack.. The Colonel said he has his 3 Bn well Echeloned and
man I have ever known” (1944)
does not fear this. Barton warns that all gains must be held.
- U.S. Government photo
July 12 Journal: “19:18– Kenan wanted to know if 3rd
Bn was going to get off on time. Answer was yes. Field Order #22 was given out verbal last night
- copies confirming verbal order are going out now; 09:30 – The artillery has lifted and 3rd Bn
has started to push. 09:37 - 22nd Inf got away on time. Air mission and artillery came off OK;
09:47 – 3rd Bn was hit from our own artillery; 11:20 – Reported machine gun fire to 3rd Bn left
and rear. 1st Bn coming over there. They will check; 12:30 – Col Hanson informs going to drop
special propaganda pamphlets for S.S. Troops. 15:00 – Lanham tells Barton – Very little energy
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left in the boys. Mortar fire and artillery fire on our own troops is feared. The sting is out of the
boys in the forward elements. This is known by the CO’s personal direction. 22:17 – Gene Barton wants to make sure Col. Teague understands that he is only to hold present position and contain enemy. If Col. Teague needs anything for support Gen Barton will do his best to obtain it.
However, if Col Teague is planning something he can go ahead with his plans. 22:25 – Put arty
on 327764 for 3rd Bn. (A heart attack claims Gen. Theodore Roosevelt Jr on July 12, 1944 in Meautis,
France.)
July 13 Journal: “02:20 – Get a direct line to Teague in the morning. If Caisson wants to
get in contact they can get him thru us. 02:45 – 12th 1st Bn has relieved 22nd 3rd Bn. 02:50 The dope for tomorrow is let the men sleep as long as possible. B rations tomorrow. Kitchens will
move up tonight. 03:02 – The relief has been completed of all the elements were moving. 1st Bn
is moving out, 2nd has made its assembly area, & 3rd will be at their assembly area soon. This relief went remarkably smooth. 10:00 Request more fire power for 3rd Bn.; 11:00 – Ruggles checking the disposition of the 3rd Bn which is being held up by dug-in enemy tanks. No dope on the
3rd moving out.; 21:26 - Bainbridge request one man from each company to act as guard of
honor for military funeral.
Commendation for Meritorious Service
3rd Battalion, 22nd Infantry – “On 10 July 1944 the 3d Battalion of the 22d Infantry was
committed against the enemy. On 11 and 12 July 1944 the attack was resumed with the 3d Battalion advancing to seize an objective in the vicinity of by envelopment from the east. The 22d Infantry less 3d Battalion was relieved by elements of the 12th Infantry on the night of 12-13 July
1944. The 3d Battalion 22d Infantry was attached to the 12th Infantry and remained in constant
contact with the enemy until 1800, 14 July 1944. During this period the 3d Battalion was constantly fighting heavy tanks and Infantry. It was subjected to enemy small arms, mortar and artillery fire. After being engaged for five days the 3d Battalion 22d Infantry was still prepared to further their position and to push the attack when ordered. Each officer and man of the Battalion is
to be commended for his complete devotion to duty while engage with the enemy.”
July 14 Journal: “01:15 - A shell landed about 10 feet from (22nd Command Post) tent. 4
men injured. Major Kenan, Lt. Deedy, and two guards on post. 09:45 – One man from each company to attend military funeral 1700 (for Gen Roosevelt); 12:55 – The 3rd Bn to revert to 22nd
Inf upon relief by 3rd Bn of Cabbage at 1700. 13:00 - Tells (3rd Bn 22nd) of impending relief.
Walker says that a daylight move will prevent casualties. 13:35 - Attack planned for today cancelled. Secure position. 14:43 - Report on tanks destroyed in the last five days - broken down into
what weapons destroyed them. By 57 mm - 1, By Bazooka - 9, By Cannon 2, By AT - 10. One
possibly destroyed by artillery.

!"
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After Action Reports - 22nd Infantry
(tomawski.net/category/1944/july/july-1944-after-action-reports)

On the 15th July the Regiment was alerted for movement to a new assembly area in the vicinity of Montmartin-En-Grainges. This movement was accomplished on the 16 July by motor and
without mishap. From the 17th July to 18 July the Regiment remained in the assembly area carrying out a training schedule, resting, and taking advantage of Quartermaster showers and Special
Service facilities.

Maj. Gen. Raymond O. Barton, Commander, 4th Inf. Div. addresses the 22nd Infantry,
following their first decorations ceremony on the European Continent (July 1944)
- Photo courtesy of John Tomawski. Via 1-22infantry.org

Teague would receive a Silver Star along with five other members of the 22nd Infantry on
July 17, 1944 from Maj. General Raymond O. Barton at the group’s first overseas decorations
ceremony (above & next page).
RM: “On July 19, 1944, the 22nd Infantry Regiment moved behind the lines to the vicinity of
La Mine, where, attached to Brig. Gen. Maurice Rose's Combat Command A of the 2nd Armored Division, it began almost immediately to plan and train for the forthcoming breakthrough
operations. The overall plan contemplated the use of heavy bomber aircraft for saturation type
bombing and, hence, was dependent on weather suitable for flying. Infantry-tank teams were organized. Training was pursued in this type combat to the end that members of the 22nd Infantry
Regiment and Combat Command A developed confidence one in the other, and became fast
friends.”
On the 19th July RCT 22 moved to the Vicinity of La Kine where it was attached to the 2nd
Armored Division as a part of Combat command “A”, commanded by Brig. Gen. Maurice Rose.
The Combat Team consisted of the 22nd Infantry, 44th Field Artillery, Company “C”, 4th Medical Battalion, one platoon from Company “C” 4th Engineer Battalion, and the 427th and 428th
Quartermaster Truck Companies. The mission assigned the combat command was to break
through the hostile position on the front St. Gillis-Marigny and to seize, occupy, and defend the
dominating terrain in the vicinity of Le Mesnil Herman. Bad weather delayed the planned saturation bombardment until the 26th. This period was used to train Infantry-Tank teams, to instill the
offensive spirit and to perfect plans.
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Six Silver Star Medal awardees of the 22nd Infantry receive their medals in France on July 17, 1944.
Front row (L-R): Pvt. Bernard C. Christopher, Pvt. First Class Charles T. Jones, Technical Sgt Oscar C. Cantrell,
Maj. Gen’l Raymond O. Barton (standing on jeep hood), unknown Color Bearer, Maj. Robert B. Latimer (CO 1st Btn),
Lt. Col. Arthur S. Teague (CO 3rd Btn), Lt. Col. Garlen R. Bryant (CO 2nd Btn.)
- U.S. Army Signal Corps photo SC-244296 Photo courtesy of John Tomawski. Via 1-22infantry.org

✉
My Dear Darling,
Under separate cover I am mailing you silver star medal which was awarded to me
yesterday. I also sent you a German swastika which my boys captured from a German tank.
I will try and send you some pieces of parachutes that our boys landed in France with. You
can make a handkerchief or scarf out of them. I also sent you a couple of clippings that
were sent me. I guess you have several of them now. John Williams was in to see me yesterday - he looks real well. Walker and Goforth and Majors. Earnest got a broken leg but is in
good shape. Ole Tom got a little lead in his fanny. One of my boys who just came to us saw
Trib in England. Russell is still my driver but is not as fast as he was. Food has been good
the last few days as we have gotten away from the K and C Ration which we’ve eaten most
of the time. To-day is rather cold as clouds are low and overhanging - you need a field
jacket.
With heaps of love, Art
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✉

July 19, 1944
France

Dear Darling,
Enclosed is a couple of clippings which Uncle “H” has sent me. This clipping went all over the States. I
have seen copies of paper from California to Florida. Saw John W. yesterday and he is the same ole John. Darling,
I’m feeling fine. Kiss dear little Jane for me - I’ll try and be there for her 2nd Birthday. I received the pictures!
Love, Art
July 22 Journal: “08:34 – Bayonet practice to be stressed in training today. At least one hour
this morning and one hour this afternoon. 16:00 - March table and overlay published. Distribution to be made. 16:17 - There will be a meeting at 19:00 of all Battalion and Company commanders at Regt’l CP. 16:42 – Meeting tomorrow at Pyramid Hq at 08:00. 21:00 – 3rd Bn CO
need not attend meeting tomorrow at 0800. Col. Teague notified at 21:05 about not having to attend meeting.”

✉
July 22, 1944
France
My Dear Darling,
I have received the Kodak pictures of Jane, the color pictures of her, and you
and I, and the slides of her. They are all good and I sure do enjoy looking at
them. Sure am glad that you are going up to N.H. It will do you and Jane
good. Sure am glad Uncle Henry is getting along so well. He should take
care of his eyes. I had a letter from him and he states he has not heard from
me. I have written him many letters to Hanover Inn. I am enclosing two orders which have a little paragraph about me - they should be about my men
as they won it or both awards. I appreciate them lots and have tried to get a
large number of medals for my boys. It is just getting dark so I better quit
and go to sleep in my foxhole that is lined with red silk. The silk is a parachute that landed here. We use the green ones for camouflage.
Love, Art - Time 10:20 P.M.
July 23 Journal: “11:50 – History of our first phase of operaEllen, Arthur & baby Jane Teague tions in Normandy delivered; 11:55 – Distribution made of in- Teague Family Collection telligence overlays to all units also secret document #15688 delivered.
RM: “In a letter dated July 23, 1944 (received by his mother early August when her son was
already Killed in Action), Pfc. Emel was concerned about the $30 he was sending monthly to his
parents. In part it read: “I am well and gaining weight. I spent three days in a rest camp and am
just going back into action. Tell dad and the boys to be good and to get ready for a big celebration
on New Year’s eve. Are you receiving the $30 I am sending every month from my pay check and
the war bonds I sent?”
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✉

July 23, 1944
In France

My Dear Darling,
I have received your letter of July 7th to-nite. It seems like on that date I’m never around to see what I started
(or we started) Here is hoping I’ll be there for her next birthday. The ice cream and cake sure does taste good. Have
had ice cream one time since I left the good ole U.S. Carrol, Swede Henley, Walker and all the gang are OK. Our
food is good now since we have started to getting our regular rations and have our kitchen prepare them when we are
in a rest area. However, when we are fighting we eat mostly our box rations or can “C” ration. I haven’t seen
“Trib” for over a month - he went the same way John W. did. I saw the latter just the other day and he wants to
know how you are. Darling, I am feeling fine and have gained back a lot of my weight. Sure am glad you are going
up to N.H. - it will do you good. With heaps of love to the one I love most in this world.
Love, Art
July 24 Journal: “12:00 – We have reverted to 2 hour alert. 15:36 - Civilians who passed
thru lines this AM report 47 Mark IV tanks in woods last night.
July 25 Journal: “17:05 – Notes received from Lt. Bravrock concerning what movements
were made today. The information contained no good advances or accomplishments. The movement is stymied and action has been slight, skirmishes. Air missions so far have not softened the
enemy sufficiently.
RM: “July 25 dawned clear, and the weather, which had heretofore been overcast with steady
rains, was announced satisfactory. At 1100 Hours the St. Lo Breakthrough commenced with bombardment by B-17 type aircraft. At the conclusion of the bombardment, elements of the 4th Infantry Division penetrated the German defense and rolled back the flanks to right and left. Combat
Command A was to give an outstanding performance of infantry-tank coordination during the
coming week. By noon of July 26, the Combat Command A of the 2nd Armored, with the 22nd
Infantry Regiment attached, had knifed through initial defenses and several hours later was rolling
southward on open roads, through St. Gillis and Canisy, reaching Mesnil Herman at dawn. Arrival of an American force at that tiny hamlet, July 27, spelled disaster for the Wehrmacht.”
July 26 Journal: “12:15 – Arrived at New CP (temporary) Delayed enroute by heavy traffic.
After Action Reports - 22nd Infantry
(tomawski.net/category/1944/july/july-1944-after-action-reports)

On the 26th of July, Combat Command “A” began its breakthrough operation in the direction of St. Gillis and Canisy. Originally the Combat Command was to attack in two columns with
the 1st Battalion in the left column and the 2nd and 3rd Battalions in the right or north column.
The 3rd Battalion was the reserve Battalion and rode in two and one-half ton trucks in rear of the
Infantry-Armored assault elements. This plan was revised the night of 25 July by the VII Corps.
This plan directed the attack from a single column with all elements on the north route. Considerable difficulty was experienced in changing the plan of attack at this late hour but by daylight of
26 July, Combat Command “A” had moved assembly areas north of the breakthrough area and
the attack ready to roll. Infantry-Tank teams worked together perfectly. The device for breaching
hedgerows was of great assistance. Cross country with infantry riding tanks proceeded at about a
mile an hour. Hedgerows plus craters from the air saturation the previous day precluded faster
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progress. Late in the afternoon Combat Command “A” was directed to revert to the two column
plan and to continue its advance on roads in order to accelerate the advance. Owning to the great
length of the column, the disposition then in effect, and the badly cratered roads, this split was not
completed until St. Gillis was secured. By daylight 27 July the objective was taken. The 22nd Infantry was digging in for all round defense and coordinating its fires all in accordance with detailed defense plans previously prepared. Reconnaissance teams were pushed to the south. Infantry patrols combed the area gathering up prisoners caught in the onrush. The colored truck drivers of the 427th and 428th Quartermaster Truck Companies participated in the roundup of prisoners. By noon the position was secure and the area thoroughly cleaned up.
July 27 Journal: “10:30 - 3rd Bn wire is in.; 12:55 - Have observers with all 3 Battalions.
Cannot help 3rd too close. 2nd Bn has zeroed in and can aid. 13:00 - Can fire part of 3rd (all but
L Co) Will zero in for White.
Late in the afternoon two task forces, each consisting of a company of tanks and a company
of infantry were dispatched to make a reconnaissance in force to the south. Company “K” in the
western force drove as far south as Villebaudon where it was picked up the next day by the remainder of the 3rd Battalion attacking south to Percy
Breakthrough Campaign
28 July - 1 August 1944

RM: “On July 28, 1944, Combat Command A (among them Pfc. Emel & the 3rd Battalion)
moved in 3 columns and, while the 1st and 2nd Battalions of the 22nd Infantry Regiment were
held up along the stream south of Moyen, Pfc. Emel’s 3rd Battalion seized the high ground northeast of Percy. The 1st Battalion and the 2nd Battalion disengaged from the Germans and, having
moved west to the Le Mesnil Herman-Percy axis, attacked south toward Villebaudon. Near Villebaudon, Combat Command A was struck by German columns counterattacking from 3 directions, and the situation became critical. Bold and decisive action by leaders in all echelons, and
courage and determination on the part of the troops, stabilized the situation by nightfall.”
From after-action interview with Lt. Col. Arthur Teague and Capt. Joseph T. Samuels - Co
“I” commanding officer.
AST & CptS: “By mid-day of the 28th (July), K Co had reached Villebaudon. The remainder of the 3rd
Bn continued to follow in trucks. Acting as a reconnaissance unit, K Co on tanks swung around Villebaudon and
ran right smack into German Troops. There were several A-T (anti-tank) guns and some infantry. Here our combat team lost 4 tanks. K was then thrown into position southeast of Villebaudon to hold off the Germans while the
remainder of the battalion drove on south toward Percy. By dark L and I Companies got to Point 173 on the road
to Percy and bivouacked for the night nearby.
July 28 Journal: “13:35 - Company L is to move at once to crossroads to pick up tanks. Rest
of 3rd Bn to move on moments notice. 14:30 - At a meeting of Battalion & Sep Co comdrs Col
Lanham told commanders to tell their men that 2nd Armored Division said they had worked with
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plenty of Infantry Regiments, but (the 22nd) was the best they have ever worked with. 16:30 - An
American P47 just crashed near our CP. ”
29 July 1944
AST & CptS: “L and I companies jumped off at 07:00. L Co, riding the tanks, got to La Tilandiere; I Co
following on foot. The objective was Hill 272 northeast of Percy. We received a report that a friendly reconnaissance unit was on the hill. This report meant that regardless of whether the Recon unit was on the hill or not or
whether it could even hold the hill, we could not throw artillery there in support of an attack. Both companies following the road toward the objective ran into an A-T gun. Here we lost one reconnaissance car and another vehicle.
Driving forward they... met the Germans who set up a defense along the sunken road. The Jerries ran a continuous
column of tanks back and forth along this road. Col. Teague came up and said that the information that a reconnaissance outfit was on Hill 272 had been confirmed. He ordered I and K companies to send one platoon each up
on the hill. These two platoons returned to the main road north of La Tilandiere and circled to the east crossing the
road to Tessy and moving straight up the hill where the contacted the reconnaissance outfit on top of the objective at
18:00. We received word that the 29th Division was sending a regiment to relieve us. The two platoons on top of
the hill were relieved by two companies. The night of the 29th we bivouacked near le Nesnil Ceron.”
July 29 Journal: “22:45 - Enemy planes overhead again. They have been coming over every
night at the same time.”
July 30 Journal: “00:10 - Reported casualties suffered due to enemy air raid were approximately 5 killed and ten wounded. 06:50 - AT gun and 3 half tracks knocked out by last night’s
bombing.”
30 July 1944
AST & CptS: “L Company was relieved from its position in front of the enemy. After we had been fully relieved by the 29th Div we were given the mission of taking Percy. I Co. led - riding the tanks down the trail toward
Percy. The trail was so narrow that we had to use our tank-dozers much of the time to push a route through for the
other tanks. By about 16:30 we had reached the bottom of Hill 185 where we found elements of the 29th Infantry
Division. They said that they had been driven off of the top of the hill by mortar fire and had taken up their present position on the reverse slope of the hill. At 17:30 we jumped off from the bottom of the hill attacking through
the lines of the 29th and continued on to take the top of the hill and hold it until the next day. We received a “hell
of a mortar barrage.” From the top of the hill we could look right down into Percy and shell it with tanks During
the fight that night we lost seven tanks, most probably by bazookas. I Company lost twenty men by mortar fire.”
RM: “Running into strong German forces trying desperately to build a new defense line from
Tessy-sur-Vire through Percy and Villedieu to Avranches, Combat Command A maneuvered and
fought furious battles for 5 days. On July 30, 1944, Pfc. George H. Emel was Killed in Action at
age 18, while fighting in the St. Lo Breakthrough operation. Pfc. Emel’s IDPF lists his Place of
Death as St. Lo area (France) and lists shrapnel as the Cause of Death. At the time of his death
Pfc. Emel had with him 1 pen, 1 pencil, wallet, photos, souvenir coin, $.25 US, 1 pound English
and 510 Francs (later George’s father also received a check of $14.57 US, also belonging to his
son George). First, Pfc. Emel was in a Missing in Action status. Pfc. Emel’s Report of Death states: “The individual named in this report of death is held by the War Department to have been in a missing in action status from 30 July 44, un50
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til such absence was terminated on 5 September 44, when evidence considered sufficient to establish the fact of death was received by
the Secretary of War from the Commanding General, European Area.” Pfc. Emel’s Report of Burial states that George
Emel was buried at the La Cambe Military Cemetery (La Cambe – Isigny, France, Plot BC, Row 9, Grave 174) on
August 4, 1944, at 1300 Hours. The beneficiaries of Pfc. Emel, Mr. Frank (father) and Mrs. Barbara Emel
(mother), were notified about their son being Missing in Action on August 15, 1944. A little later they received a
letter saying that Pfc. Emel was Killed in Action on July 30, 1944. On November 18, 1947, Pfc. George H.
Emel was disinterred from his grave at the US Military Cemetery La Cambe. His remains were prepared and
placed in a casket on November 28, 1947, to get transported by truck to Casketing Point B, St. Laurent, France.
On January 24, 1949, Pfc. Emel was buried at the Normandy American Military Cemetery in Colleville-surMer, France, at Plot H, Row 11, Grave 29 (“Nature of Burial: fatigues”). George Emel’s flag was sent to his parents on February 1, 1949. The final letter sent to Pfc. Emel’s parents dates from April 18, 1949, saying: “While
interments are in progress, the cemetery will not be open to visitors. You may rest assured that this final interment was conducted with fitting dignity and solemnity and that the grave-site will be carefully and conscientiously maintained in perpetuity by the United States Government.”

31 July 1944
AST & CptS: “We were relieved by elements of the 28th Division at 07:00. With the exception of a few
tanks, motorcycles, and a few other miscellaneous vehicles, which ran up and down the roads west and northwest of
Percy, there was no enemy to be seen in Percy or around the hill we held. These vehicles were moving back and forth
in and out of Percy seemingly aimlessly.
July 31 Journal: “11:30 - Operations underway to secure left flank. 3rd Bn will move to Villebaudon as soon as Percy is taken. Note: General Rose of the 2nd Armd Div and commanding
CCA, of which the 22nd Inf is attached, told Col Lanham that the 22nd Inf is the finest Infantry
he has ever seen, including the 101st Airborne. 20:40 - Lt. Willis 3rd Bn S4 just came back from
3rd Bn. He told Maj Moon that the 3rd Bn is on high ground around Percy. A Bn from the 28th
Div has relieved them He told about the Germans stopping some medical vehicles and letting
them go through.
1 August 1944
RM: “On August 1, 1944, the 3rd Battalion, with accompanying armor, seized Tessy-surVire, and outposted the high ground beyond. At noon on August 2, the 22nd Infantry Regiment
reverted to the control of the 4th Infantry Division, and the initial phase of the breakthrough operation was terminated. For its outstanding performance in this operation (in the Marigny - St. Gillis area) the 22nd Infantry Regiment was awarded the Distinguished Unit Citation. From July 26
to August 14, the 22nd Infantry Regiment had lost 6 officers killed, 30 wounded, 109 enlisted men
killed and 561 wounded.”
AST & CptS: “The 3rd Battalion moved up to Villebaudon and from the vicinity of Beaucondray attacked
toward Tessy following a road north of and parallel to the road from Vaillebaudon to Tessy. This lesser grade road
ran from Blondel through Chevry, and through la Magurie. I Company on tanks led, with K Company on tanks following, and L Company bringing up the rear in 2½-ton trucks. We attacked through the middle of one battalion
of the 29th Division and received some machine gun fire but no casualties. here we had remarkably good luck in
that the area was covered with fog (“Foggy as hell” says Capt. Samuel); the fog acted as a super smoke screen as it
lasted until we got to within about two kilometers of Tessy. The fog was so heavy that we could not see to the hedgerow at the end of the first fields next to the road. On the way down we passed mines which had been placed on the
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side of the road for later mining of the road. in some places excavations had been made in places on the road so that
the mines could be placed in the. Occasionally machine gun fire spurted in our direction but, since the Germans
could not see us through the fog until we had almost passed them, their fire could not be accurate. Along the route we
ran right past a German aid station, command post and kitchen (food was still cooking). The column ran over two
motorcycles and around a truck coming toward us. Our mission was to take Tessy so we didn’t stop for anything.”
“Two tanks leading the column reached a point just south of la Poemeliere and passed on safely; the third tank,
a dozer, was hit by a German tank located on the northern nose of Hill 112. Machine guns from both side of the
road opened up on the remainder of the column and caused it to stop. The two tanks that had broken through the
enemy swept on carrying eight men each right into Tessy. The other seen tanks coiled up in the field when stopped.
It was only then that we knew that the column had been cut still further back; tank communication had failed because we were moving too fast. The remainder of the column soon drew up and we learned then that it had been cut
by a few enemy tanks. In all we lost four tanks before we chased the Jerries off; they were knocked out by some sort
of rifle grenade.”
“The column reorganized and started moving forward again at about 16:00. K Company on the right of road
riding G Co’s (66th) tanks; I Company on the left rode H Company’s. We were to destroy the bridge just east of
the city. The Germans had observation on the hill over which we had to pass just south of la Poemeliere. They laid
down a murderous barrage of artillery from positions behind Hill 274 and from positions to the east of Tessy. To
add to this a hail of mortar shells fell from mortars placed in the hollow just east of Tessy. K Company, now off
tanks, was ahead of our tanks, when enemy tanks started firing at ours; K Co. was in the middle of tank duel. I
Company waited for K to extricate itself from this fight but after about twenty minutes started for Tessy again. On
its way in, I Company knocked out a number of Jerries and swinging north of the town reached the main road
where they met part of the 30th Division moving into town. One company of the 30th was fighting on the easter
outskirts of the town. We sent some of our tanks to help them. The tanks made short shrift of the Germans and
the battle was won.”
“Knowing that a strategic point is soon lost if not well prepared for counterattacks, we set up road blocks on all
roads leading into town. We placed one tank, one TD (tank destroyer), and one platoon to cover each block except
the one on the road to the south which the 30th covered. When we had moved into the town we had seen the two
tanks which had headed our column and had run right into the town with eight men each on top. They had been
knocked out but there was no sign of the sixteen men and we were not able to find out anything about them.”
“During this campaign from Villebaudon to Percy and up to the taking of Tessy, I Company strength had been
reduced from 135 to 80. Three company officers had been killed (two by mortar fire on the hill northwest of Percy
and one by machine gun fire just west of Tessy). The company lost about twenty men by artillery fire on Hill 112.
The battalion fighting with tanks from the 2nd Armored Division had fought well and hard. G Company of the
66th Armored had lost all but one tank; it had fought so hard that the tanks had been moved up front into dangerous
positions where they were knocked out. On the way down from Villebaudon to Percy the 3rd Battalion had been cut
off from the remainder of the regiment by German columns cutting across the main road. Two of our medics were
killed at Villebaudon and two more near La Tilandiere. One of our trucks (an ambulance) was sent up the road
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north from the aid station near la Tilandiere toward Villebaudon. The Jerries, attacking toward the highway, captured the truck shot six wounded men in it, and made a road block out of the truck.”
General Order No. 14
War Department
Battle Honors - Unit Citation
3 March 1945

The 22nd Infantry Regiment is cited for extraordinary heroism and outstanding performance of
duty in action in Normandy, France, during the period 26 July to 1 August 1944. The 22nd Infantry Regiment was the infantry element of an armored-infantry combat command which successfully
effected a break-through of the Germany line of resistance west of St. Lo, forming the St. GillisMarigny gap through which armored-infantry columns surged deep into German-held territory.
Operating against hardened infantry, artillery, and panzer units, this regiment, often riding its accompanying tanks, met and overcame the stiffest German resistance in desperate engagements at
St. Gillis, Canisy, le Mesnil Herman, Villebaudon, Moyen, Percy, and Tessy-sur-Vire. The 22nd
Infantry Regiment, in its first action with an armored division, after a short period of indoctrination,
assumed the role of armored infantry with unparalleled success. Throughout the swiftly moving,
7-day operation, the infantry teams kept pace with the tanks, only resting briefly at night relentlessly to press the attack at dawn. Rear echelons fought with enemy groups bypassed in the assault. There was little protection from the heavy artillery which the Germans brought to bear on
the American armor. Enemy bombers continually harassed the American troops at night, but in
an outstanding performance of duty the 22nd Infantry Regiment perfected an infantry-tank team
which, but the power of its determined fighting spirit, became an irresistible force on the battlefield.”
Entering Paris
The Fourth Infantry Division, commanded by Maj. Gen. Raymond O. Barton, entered Paris
Friday morning (8/25) with the French Second Armored Division, it was officially revealed here
(8/31). Gen. Barton’s infantrymen entered the French capital from the south side of the city with
the French division while a mechanized cavalry regiment entered simultaneously with other elements of the armored division from the west over the Seine River.
- release from First U.S. Army Headquarters - Aug 31, 1944

22nd Infantry After Action for September 1944
Combat Team 22, assembled in the vicinity of the Chateau Vex, was alerted at 0325 hours on
1 September 44, for a long motor move and a fight; the movement to begin at 0730 hours. The
missions... were to move northward with all possible speed through a designated zone of action,
bypassing points of resistance if possible, and to reach the Corps objective in Belgium on the east
of Valenciennes by nightfall, 3 September 1944. The distance of the march was to be approximately ninety (90) miles. Leading elements of the Task Force reached Scissons at 1100 hours.
Pont St. Mard was reached at approximately 1345 hours and although slowed by destroyed
bridges, the motorized advance continued until 1625 hours when resistance was encounter south
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of Chauny. General Taylor split the column in two; the West Column under command of Lt.
Colonel John F. Ruggles, Executive Officer of the 22nd Infantry, to overcome the resistance; and
the East Column under the command of Colonel C. T. Lanham, Commanding officer of the
22nd Infantry, to swing to the east through Laon and north through Crecy. (Ruggles’) West Column reduced the resistance at Chauny but was slowed by destroyed bridges at Lar Fere and Artillery at Danizy. By dark, the West Column had reached the Oise River and the column moved to
the east seeking a by-pass. Pushing on through Remies and Pouilly, Ruggles finally joined the East
Column south of Crecy at dawn 2 September. Meanwhile, (Lanham’s) East Column passed
through Laon but destroyed bridges at Crecy forced it to coil at 24000 hours in the nearby fields.
The Task Force had covered over sixty-five (65) miles during the day.
At 0830 hours, 2 September the Engineers completed their bridge construction and the column moved out with (Ruggles) forming in the rear of (Lanham). Scattered enemy resistance was
encountered, consisting of riflemen, machine-gun fire, armored cars, and some tanks; but the
rapid advance was maintained through Guise. At the crossroads south of the Iron River, (Ruggles’) Column turned to the northwest through Wassigny and Ribeauville. Several enemy armored
vehicles and a tank were knocked out on this route and then the West Column, under orders
moved into a defensive bivouac for the night in the vicinity of the crossroads at L’Arbre De Guise.
Ruggles established strong road blocks at this point.
Lanham and the East Column continued north (from the Iron River) to Etreus where a firefight between the Free French Infantry and the retreating Germans was in progress as the Combat
Team reached the bridge over the Oise River at the edge of town. Col. Lanham, who was at the
head of the column, immediately ordered the tanks and infantry to clean the Germans out of the
town and secure the crossing. After a short fight, the enemy was either killed or captured. Prisoners were left in the custody of the local F.F.I. so as not to interfere with the rapid progress. The
running fight continued through Oisy and La Groise, where a German self-propelled artillery
piece, the remnant of a larger force which the Combat Team had destroyed or scattered on the
drive, cut through the column from a side road and, taking up a position beyond the town, attempted to cover the road with fire. One 2½-ton truck was set on fire, but action by a Tank
Destroyer-Infantry combination forced the German piece to withdraw to the east.
Lanham entered Landrecies as the retreating enemy destroyed the main bridge over the Canal
De La Sambre. To insure the successful fulfillment of the mission... it was necessary to effect an
immediate crossing of the Canal. An abandoned railroad trestle over the Canal was found intact,
but lacked suitable approaches. Within thirty minutes the bridge was sufficiently improved to permit the passage of medium tanks; and Company K, who secured the bridge. The enemy had
large stores of ammunition and supplies on the railroad line across the Canal, which Company K
captured. The successful crossing and the rapid advance which followed caused an enemy column to be cut off and its members either killed of captured. The remainder of Lanham’s East
Column moved off the road into assembly areas thee miles south of Landrescies. The area re-
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mained quiet during the night, but some enemy vehicles attempting to go through the road blocks
set up by Ruggles’ West Column were destroyed.
Shortly after midnight, orders were received to assemble the Task Force and move to an area
along the Cateau-Landrecies line at 0730 hours 3 September. Lanham’s East Column received
this warning order at 0125. Ruggles’ West Column did not receive the movement order until
noon, because of the difficulty of physical contact. Ruggles by-passed Le Cateau to the southeast,
and started closing in the designated assembly area by 1345 hours. Lanham began moving at
0800, but hit strong resistance after crossing the Canal De La Sambre. Several enemy vehicles
were knocked out and aided by a dive bombing attack by P-47’s, (American) forces annihilated a
strong enemy force (estimated at a battalion) in a wood on the road to Pommereuil. Friendly contact was made at 1700 hours in Pommereuil and all units closed into their assembly areas. At
1900 hours orders were issued to “mop-up” areas to the north on 4 September.
The mop-up orders were modified when the 1st Battalion of the 22nd was sent east at daylight to join the 102nd Calvary Group at Brunehamel. The remainder of the group mopped-up
during September 4th and 5th. The next day the Combat Team Commander personally checked
the area “mopped up” and no enemy was found. Word was received during the night that the 1st
Battalion had secured a bridgehead across the Meuse River at Fumay. During the period 3-6 September, Combat Team 22 had taken over 1,400 prisoners.

✉

Sep 6, 1944
In France

My Dear Darling,
I received your letter of August 17th and the box you sent with cheese in it to-day. The box arrived in good
shape and many thanks. The nuts and crackers I will stick in the stove and freshen them up. It takes a long time to
get mail now as our lines are pretty long. Enclosed are a couple of articles that I thought you would be interested in
reading. My outfit was in them both. We made a long drive and now we are sitting around mopping up and getting
ready for the next phase. Paris was a hard place to get through - I had to just take over a street and guard it and not
allow anyone on it. I guess you are just about ready to return from N.H. Hope the weather will not be too hot. It
sure is cold here and I guess it will be more so from now on. It gets dark about 9:30 now so the nights are much
longer. Heaps of love to you and Jane.
Love, Art
History of the 22nd Infantry Regiment
The Belgium Battles

A movement order was received the morning of the 7th. Proceeding rapidly, the Combat
Team reached Fumay at 1455 hours. It then proceeded to an assembly area in the vicinity of
Graide, Belgium, closing in at 2130 hours. The 1st Battalion returned to Regimental control late
that evening. The Combat Team was in Division reserve, the 8th securing the flanks of the division by means of patrols. Late that day the 22nd moved to the vicinity of Smuid.
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On September 9th, Col. Arthur Teague’s 3rd Battalion attacked between
the 8th and 12th Regiments in the early
afternoon and, despite some enemy resistance, was able to move approximately seventeen miles east to Giuroulle. At this time supplies were extremely scarce, and the greater part of
what was to be had was being dropped
by parachute from transport planes.
Due to this rapid advance of the Allied
Forces, the available supply of gasoline
By the autumn of 1944, tank destroyer units were increasingly used to sup- had become so small that trucks were
port infantry units. Here, infantry of Col. Teague’s 3rd Battalion, 22nd
Infantry, hitch a ride on an M10 3-inch gun motor carriage during opera- dispatched to move only one Battalion
tions near Mabompre, Belgium, on 8 September (1944) at a time. Therefore, on the morning
- US Government photo
of the 10th, the 2nd Battalion moved
by truck to the rear of the 3rd Battalion at Saile and de-trucked. The trucks then returned for the
1st Battalion. Teague and the 3rd Battalion, in the meantime, pushed east through Gives and
reached Compogne. When the head of column reached the southern outskirts of Houffalize, the
road was found to be blocked by fallen trees and covered by automatic weapons. While the engineers were clearing the road, two platoons entered the town by a narrow trail paralleling the main
highway. As soon as they had entered, a guide was sent back to lead the remainder of the column
into the city. The citizens of Houffalize were apparently overjoyed at the sight of the American
soldiers and did everything possible to help. They were materially responsible for the rapid progress of the 22nd. The citizens reported the disposition of and the size of the enemy forces as
they had been several days before. That evening the town was cleared. Teague and the 3rd Battalion moved a short distance northeast, and the 1st and 2nd Battalions closed into areas south of
Houffalize.
From 22nd Infantry Journal:
Sept 10 Journal – “11:21 – Your air support will come from Serevins Group based in Savannah, Ga. (Meaning – no air support for today’s operation); 20:15 – The German motor column
coming from the north headed east was pretty well shot up today. 20:45 – Units on today’s objective – have buttoned up. 21:09 – Col. Lanham told about the good work the civilians did today in
building a bridge and of clearing road blocks, some of which were fifty (50) yards long. 21:25 –
Two Battery Enemy ARTY reported – Col. Wants all troops to get this information to instruct
them to keep well spread out for we are coming within range of enemy ARTY. 22:11 – AT (antitank) guns with 1st & 3rd Bn will revert to AT Co. – Send a platoon of AT guns to 2nd Bn. 23:00
– (Staff) instructed to write up a citation to the citizens of Houffalize for the magnificent cooperation and spirits with which they removed roadblocks and constructed a bridge on the site of one
blown out by the enemy capable of supporting our heaviest vehicles.”
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The advance continued on September 11th. Despite road blocks, small arms, and artillery
fire, the town of Beho was secured by 1830 hours. Late that night a strong reconnaissance patrol
was organized with the mission of crossing the German frontier. 1st Lieutenant Robert L.
Manny, 3rd Battalion Scout and Raider Platoon Leader was to be the leader. The patrol had attached to it two self-propelled tank-destroyers and five jeeps. The mission... was to advance approximately eight miles and return with a small amount of German soil which was to be sent toteh President of the United States. When the patrol reached the Our River, it was impossible for
the vehicles to continue, and the patrol was forced to continue on foot. Lieutenant C. M. Shugart
led the foot patrol on into Germany. This is believed to have been the first organized unit to cross
into German soil during World War II. Col. Teague’s patrol crossed the border near Hemmeres,
German, at 2130 hours, the 11th of September, 1944. No casualties were sustained, and the patrol was a success.
Entering Germany
On September 12th the advance was resumed, led by a strong combat patrol commanded by
Lieutenant E. C. Martin. The patrol consisted of three tanks, two tank destroyers, six jeeps from
the Scouts and Raiders of the 1st Battalion, and one rifle platoon led by Lieutenant Ruback of
Company A, all of which were attached to Col. Teague’s 3rd Battalion. Another patrol went out
at the same time commanded by Lieutenant Merwiin W. Tolles and worked in conjunction with
the 2nd Battalion. The patrols crossed the German border at noon and engaged in numerous skirmishes with the enemy, destroying one enemy tank and damaging another. The patrols upon return reported that the resistance encountered had been light. The patrol had captured three prisoners, killed on German, and several had escaped wounded. They had penetrated to the high
ground beyond Elcherath and then had moved two miles north along the highway.
Meanwhile, orders were received for the entire Combat Team to move to the high fround just
west of the German Border. The 2nd and 3rd Battalions moved forward on line with the 3rd Bn
on the left (north). The 1st Battalion followed up in trucks. By 1500 hours, Teague’s Northern
Column was two miles east of Gruflange. The leading elements of the 3rd Battalion crossed the
border in the vicinity of Hemmeres, Germany at 1617 hours. At 1700 hours the Combat Team
Commander, Col. Charles T. “Buck” Lanham was notified that General Raymond O. Barton,
Commanding General of the 4th Infantry Division was on his way to the advance command post.
Barton arrived 15-minutes later, the first American Division Commander to arrive in Germany.
Ernest Hemingway picks up Col. Teague’s Story
Carlos Baker’s 1969 book, Ernest Hemingway: A Life Story details a September 1944 dinner Hemingway shared with the commanders of the 22 Infantry Regiment of the 4th Division as the first
American tanks were entering Germany from Belgium. Hemingway spent four months with the
division covering it as a war correspondent.
“It was 4:27pm, Tuesday, September 12, 1944. In the town of Hemmeres (Germany) ‘ugly
women and squatty ill-shaped men’ came sidling towards them with bottles of schnapps, drinking
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some themselves to show that it was not poisoned. Other villagers held up their hands in token of
surrender. All the houses were deserted, and in one they found the still warm fragments of an officers’ meal. Amid the hammering sound of heavy machine guns and the boom of artillery on the
right, Lanham’s combat team passed beyond the village to secure the high ground to the eastward.
“Ernest requisitioned a deserted farmhouse (or post
office in some accounts) on the edge of the village, immediately adopting and feeding the cat and the dog, and
sending Jean to find villagers who could milk the complaining cows. Then he asked Colonel Lanham (commander of the 22nd) and his staff to dinner. He shot
the heads off a small flock of chickens with his pistol,
and set a German woman to plucking and fricasseing
them. About dusk, Lanham arrived with Colonel
(John) Ruggles, his three battalion commanders (including Arthur Teague), and his personal staff officers. They began with a staff conference, reviewing
orders and outlining plans for the 13th. Hemingway, Lawless, Stevenson, and the Brazilius listened in and poured the drinks. ‘All our booty drunk up,’ wrote Hemingway in his War-Diary.
‘(Arthur) Teague sends for some wine. Supper of chicken, peas, fresh onions, carrots, salad, and
preserved fruit and jelly for dessert.’
“The Brazilius, whom Ernest was now calling The Pest of the Pampas, had volunteered an exposition of his ‘theory of the rear azimuth.’ When the moment arrived, he leaped to his feet, waving a borrowed compass, and began to describe his ‘rear-ass theory of pursuit.’ The whole company dissolved in laughter. ‘No one,’ said Lanham, ‘had the remotest idea what he was talking
about.’ To Lanham, in far retrospect, the dinner in the farmhouse seemed the happiest night of
the war. “The food was excellent, the wine plentiful, the comradeship close and warm. All of us
were as heady with the taste of victory as we were with the wine. It was a night to put aside the
thought of the great Westwall against which we would throw ourselves within the next forty-eight
hours. We laughed and drank and told horrendous stories about each other. We all seemed for the
moment like minor gods, and Hemingway, presiding at the head of the table, might have been a
fatherly Mars delighting in the happiness of his brood.”
Terry Mort, author of Hemingway at War, has doubts about Ernest’s description of dispatching
the chickens for the feast with his .45-cal handgun. “Shooting their heads off is not as easy as
sounds, nor is it very efficient,” he writes. “More likely he gathered them up one by one and
wrung their necks, which would have been faster with less chance of damaging the meat.” But
Mort thinks Hemingway, like Lanham, would recall the meal as a very happy night in the war.
“He was with friends he admired and who admired him in return. He was doing something that
was useful - not the reporting, especially, which was only a means to an end - but simply being
there to gather material and to support his comrades. He had organized this festive dinner, and
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he was sharing the wine and the laughter with men who would soon go into a desperate battle.
And he was at the head of the table. There were no phonies in that room that night, no ‘ballroom bananas,’ no rear-echelon types, no women with their complicated sets of needs and emotions. These were men who knew the special language of the combat soldier and who knew the
way their experience separated them from everyone else, and at the same time bonded them together. They were all at the moment living together in a clean, well-lighted place.
British Army veteran of World War II, Charles Whiting writes that Hemingway had first
joined the 22nd during the second week of July 1944 with a beard, a live grenade in his pocket,
and a canteen of Calvados. Col. “Buck” Lanham, an amateur poet and admirer of Hemingway,
told his men, “A big war correspondent is coming to visit us. He can do some good publicity for
the 22nd Regiment.” Hemingway accompanied the 22nd that summer as it drove through La
Denisiere, Villebaudon, Hambye, Villedieu-les-Poeles, and St.-Pois. Roy Morris, Jr. writes Hemingway escaped serious wounding or death in mid-August 1944 when a German counteroffensive
“drove through the Mortain gap toward Avranches, heading straight for the 22nd Regiment’s command center at Chateau Lingeard, an old Norman castle. The chateau came under heavy shelling, and several regimental officers were killed or wounded, including Hemingway’s friend Colonel Lanham. Hemingway had been present at the chateau just prior to the attack but had unaccountably declined Lanham’s invitation to stay for dinner. Later, Lanham wanted to know why
the author had been so eager to leave. “The place stank of death,” Hemingway said. His premonition had saved his life.”
Carols Baker quotes Hemingway as saying of his time with Arthur Teague’s regiment, “With
the 4th Infantry Division and with the 22nd Regiment of Infantry I tried to be useful through
knowing French and the country and being able to work ahead with the Maquis... I would like
you to have known our Colonel of the 22nd Infantry (now General Lanham) who is my best
friend, and the commanders of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd battalions (Teague).”
Baker says while writing a new novel (Garden of Eden) in the early months of 1946, Hemingway told Lanham that he “intended... to write about his good friends in the 22nd Infantry Regiment, including (Charles T.) Buck Lanham, Art Teague, Swede Henley, George Goforth, and
Tom Kenan. In fact, said he, he had accumulated enough material in 1944 to spend the rest of his
life doing fictional accounts of the Regiment, the 4th Division, and the Royal Air Force. But this
part of his book still lay in the future.”
In March of 1968, seven months after Col. Arthur Teague’s death, General Lanham told
Baker that Teague was “the finest Battalion C.O. I had and perhaps the best I ever knew.”
History of the 22nd Infantry Regiment
13 September 1944

A strong combat patrol led by Lieutenant Martin, without tank support, moved forth again on
the morning of the 13th. The patrol went to Bleialf, where they first observed the Siegfried Line.
From here they moved to Buchet, encountering only light resistance, All enemy contact was scat59
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tered and disorganized. The first day the 22nd entered Germany (12 September 44), they captured the towns of Hemmeres, Steffhausen, Auel, and Elcherath, the latter the site of the first
Regimental Command Post on German soil. On the 13th the towns of Wintersheid, Bleailf, Buchet, and Schweiler were added to the list. Civilians did not interfere, but instead stared in amazement at the advancing columns and hung out white flags on all the buildings.
Sept 13 Journal – “10:20 – We are moving; 12:30 – 3rd Bn is now on their objective – small
arms fire (light); 14:30 – Meeting no resistance so far – nothing from civilians as they seem to disappear into woods as we go by. 14:55 – Our Bns have reached their objectives. 16:00 – According to AT officer the towns nearby have white flags in front of all their houses and some civilians
giving out fruit to our men.”
Sept 14 Journal – “00:27 – Warning order: We are attacking line at 1000. We are taking
along the minimum of vehicles – Eng will have to carry most of his explosives. Col (Lanham)
wants Col Watson 44th FA to report to CP at 0730 prepared to give ARTY support for attack. To
bring along a report on how much gas he has now, How much he will use; 10:50 - Movement as
ordered on schedule. All Bns; 19:55 – Red reports enemy ARTY coming in CP – two (2) men hit.
British Army vet and historian Charles Whiting writes of the attack: “At first everything went
well, and by 1pm that day (Arthur Teague’s) 3rd Battalion had reached the Siegfried Line bunkers
within 900 yards of their first objective, the town of Buchet. But now the men of the German
Kampfgrupped (Battle Group) Kuehne, plus the handful of SS men who were assisting them, had
begun to react. Enemy machine-gun fire and mortar shells intensified. There was that old, familiar, frightening ripping sound that the 100-pound 88mm shell made when it zipped through the
air. A Herman was hit and jolted to a stop. The crew bailed out rapidly. They knew the 30-ton
tank’s bad reputation. They called the Sherman by its derisive nickname, the Ronson. It could
ignite just as easily as the well-known cigarette lighter! The attack began to bog down. Although
he was not there, Hemingway described it: “They (the infantry) started coming back down across
the field dragging a few wounded and a few limping. You know how they look coming back.
Then the tanks started coming back and the TD’s coming back and the men coming back plenty.
They couldn’t stay in that bare field and the ones who weren’t hit started yelling for the medicos
for those who were hit and you know that excites everybody.” Whiting says Captain Howard
Blazzard of the 3rd Battalion, who was with Colonel Lanham observing the battle, said, “Sir, I
can go out there and kick those bastards in the tail and take that place.” Lanham replied, “You’re
an S-3 (operations officer) in a staff function and you stay where you are.” The two remained
there for another 15 minutes with more and more wounded drifting back. Blazzard though
gloomily, “we’re going to lose this battle.” Lanham must have thought the same, for, according to
Hemingway, he said suddenly, “Let’s get up there. This thing has got to move. Those chickenspits aren’t going to break down this attack.” The two of them, with Lanham carrying a drawn
pistol in his right hand, moved up to a kind of terrace on the hillside where his men were lying
down, taking cover. “Let’s go get these Krauts,” he cried. “Let’s get up over this hill now and get
this place taken!” Two days later, the attack was called off. All along that front the officers of the
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U.S. V Corps realized they were not going to break through the Siegfried Line like General Patton, commander of the Third Army, had put it, “crap through a goose.” There would be no dash
to Germany’s last natural barrier - the Rhine. The war would not end by Christmas as the pundits back home predicted.” Whiting writes, “For Hemingway, the time had come to depart from
the Ivy Leaguers (of the 4th Division). He would return to his “headquarters” at Paris’s swank
Ritz Hotel and to his current mistress. For the time being, his favorite division would have to look
after itself.” But before Hemingway left there was time for...
Another Hemingway Meal
U.S. forces and the 22nd Infantry had pushed through Germany’s vaunted Westwall and was
in the area of Buchet and Brandscheid, Germany. Author Terry Mort says Hemingway commandeered a small hillside farmhouse in Buchet and may have helped a soldier do some spotting to
help direct artillery fire onto German positions in Brandscheid. Despite the possibility of counterattack by the Germans, Col. Charles T. “Buck” Lanham and his command staff (including Arthur
Teague) invited Hemingway to dine with them at their command post. “Steaks were on the menu,
no doubt harvested from local cattle, some already dead, others most likely victims of occupation
or targets of opportunity. As the men were seated and served their steaks, an 88 shell crashed
through the farmhouse wall and exited the rear without exploding. Either it was an armorpiercing shell that was not impressed by the farmhouse wall or it was a dud. (An 88 shell traveled
at the speed of sound, and so did nothing to announce itself, incoming.) When the shell crashed
through the wall, and exited, Lanham and his men (including Teague and John Ruggles of Lyndonville,
Vermont) headed for the cellar, but Hemingway did not budge. He kept calmly cutting his steak.
Lanham expostulated,” writes Mort “but Hemingway would not move. Another shell came
through the house, and Lanham came back to the table to talk some sense into Hemingway, who
expressed his favorite opinion that when under artillery fire you were as safe in one place as another because they weren’t firing at you personally. Lanham told him that it seemed to him that
was precisely what they were doing. But he was stubborn, and Lanham was not to be outdone, so
he sat at the table and continued the meal (with Hemingway). Finally a third shell came through the
wall; it did not explode either, and that was the end of (the barrage.) The other officers came back to
the table and dinner recommenced. Had the shells been high explosives with a contact fuse, they
would have put an end of Hemingway and the staff of the 22nd.” As to why the shells did not explode, Mort quotes a diary of a sergeant in the 22nd who says a French underground member
who worked in a German munitions plant had sabotaged artillery shells, producing many duds.
Sgt. Rothbart writes “None of the shells that came in my direction failed to explode, but one soldier said he owes his life to three 88 duds that fell near him.” Perhaps, that soldier attended the
Hemingway staff dinner as well. Historian Roy Morris, Jr. writes that sketch artist John Groth,
who was present called Hemingway’s behavior both “impressive and insane.”

!"
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Man Who Ran Cog Railway on Mt. Washington
Shows How to Take Hitler’s Pillboxes
Boston Daily Globe
Mon, September 25, 1944
By John Groth

WITH AMERICAN FORCES IN GERMANY, Sept 21 (Delayed) – At this point of farthest
penetration into Germany, I (reporter John Groth) am lying in the underbrush at the edge of the forest on the German side of the Siegfried line. Before me, lie hills with ordered stacks of wheat
sheaves, the soft edges of the hills hardened by enemy-occupied pillboxes. There are some Americans a few hundred yards forward. You can’t see them but neither can the enemy. If anything
moves out there, the quiet fields become a place of fire and noise. An artillery observer talks by
field telephone to the battery behind. Moments later, shells whirl overhead. The soft and hard
edges of the nearest hill are sharpened by flame, then softened by smoke. The inevitable counterfire overhead has a German accent and behind us. There are falling trees and floating branches.
That was the action today east of the Siegfried line. The fighting here has been as tough as any
since D-day. Prisoners coming in report the Führer’s own words: “Everyone must be ready to die
in an effort to re-establish this part of the Siegfried line. It must be retaken at all costs.” The battalion holding this sector is of a division that has spearheaded the drive since D-day. The battalion’s commander, Lt. Col. Arthur S. Teague of Mount Washington, N.H., in civilian life operates
the Mount Washington cog railroad, the first cog-railroad mountain climbing railroad in the
world, built in 1866. He is very proud of the fact. His wife and year-old daughter now live in
Philadelphia. He is the only battalion commander in the division, not away from the unit, who is
neither wounded or dead. Teague took me up to advanced posts and through occupied pillboxes.
Walking into this part of the forest held by this battalion in an interval between action, we saw the
veterans of France, now the Germany campaign, engaged in the business of living.
“The battalion I am with (the 3rd) has captured 31 pillboxes. In nearly every case the enemy
occupants fought to the last man. I entered a pillbox that had been manned by 18 Germans.
Only one was taken alive. The battalion has repelled many counter-attacks. The forest is filled
with bits of Germans, their uniforms, their equipment. The fighting is like Indian fighting. Tanks
cannot get through nor can artillery grenades be thrown because of the branches. The men must
creep from tree to tree to clean up the green uniformed Nazis in the thick green forest. Pillboxes
are set up at intervals of 150 yards. They have green camouflaged concrete roofs six feet thick,
walls four feet thick and bushes and grass planted on the roofs. Trees lean along the walls except
for apertures in the doors of two-inch steel. Some of the pillboxes are air-conditioned and fitted
with three-tiered beds. One the walls are warnings against smoking by day or on clear nights or
showing any light near an open door of the aperture. There are warnings to close all apertures in
case of gas attack. The pillboxes were built in 1939 by Louis Woerner. You can see his name
plates on several of them. The pillboxes are manned by various elements, some by Russians and
Slovaks commanded by the S.S. An S.S. corporal, who was captured, said they were ordered “if
the Cossacks give any trouble to shoot them at once.”
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“My temporary home in Germany is a farmhouse owned by an elderly couple. I share it with
Ernest Hemingway, author, and Ted Hart of the London Sunday Express. The peasant couple
are glad it’s nearly over and say that they never believed that Hitler could succeed anyway. They
are embarrassingly friendly and we occupy the best bedrooms. There are cows and chickens and
it seems peaceful but our artillery is somewhere behind us and we hear the shells overhead, theirs
as well as ours, and we are ever alerted for enemy patrols.
“Leadership on D-Day Won Silver Star for Teague – Lt. Col Arthur S. Teague was
born in Graniteville, Ga., 33 years ago. His mother was a niece of the famous Senator Bill Tillman. He received his elementary education at Richmond Academy in Augusta, Ga. Later he attended Clemson College, Clemson, S. C., graduating in 1932. He next attended the University
of South Carolina for a year. In 1933 Col. Henry N. Teague, president of the Mt. Washington
Cog Railway, engaged Arthur S. Teague for service on that unique tourist railroad. Two years
later he was appointed manager of the railroad and served in that capacity until he left to enter
the Army in 1940.”

✉

Germany
Sep 27, 1944
10 PM

My Dear Darling,
The days of our war will be much longer than most people think. We quit liberating Towns and cities and
have started the conquering now. It is a big difference too. All the way through two countries you were received with
a big hand of welcome - but now the place is like a ghost - all you see is a white flag hanging in front of the house.
In your last letter you asked me what I wanted for Christmas - darling there is nothing I know I need or could use as
old Uncle Sam gives us just about everything. I haven’t drawn any money since I left England - have $500 due me
but I don’t need it so I let the Government keep it. I have been sleeping with two or three blankets and my air mattress all summer long but the other day I got my bed roll off the kitchen truck and have started using it now. There
were lots of things in it that you in it before I left Columbia (Ga.) - I enjoyed opening it up. The weather is getting
sharp or about like it would be at the Base now - so you can see it is damp and cold. I knew you are glad to be
back home where you are free and can do what you want. I expect it is a good thing that you lost Foogi before the
winter comes as she will be lots of trouble in the house and the yard is not large enough. You’ll just have to wait until this is all over and we can have a place in the country where we can have dogs, rabbits, chickens and Jane can
enjoy them all. heaps of love to the ones I love most in the world.
Art
P.S. - Walker is CO of the second and Henley is the CO of the 1st so you can see I’ve produced quite a few Bn
commanders. Two others were Goforth and Dowdy. Goforth is in England in Hospital. I am the only Bn CO with
the Division that landed on D-day and I expect to be here when the thing comes to an end. - AST
P.S. - How about sending me a box - fruit cake in a can - sure would be good - AST

!"
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✉

Germany
Oct 4, 1944

My Dear Darling,
Speaking of getting into Germany - with every house and all the land is Germany - For the first time the battlefield is on German soil - this makes you feel good anyway. Here are a few dates that you and I can add to our remembrance. June 6th the beach - July 25 the breakthrough - August 25th Paris and Sep 11th the goal of all soil.
I believe I got all your letter of N.H. I received three letter to-day dated 19th - 21 - 23rd so you can see the mail
man is doing a good job by the soldiers. No I won’t be home for Christmas so don’t start to think that way. There is
nothing I want for Christmas except some food as we have no placed to carry it. When you sent me a fruit cake or
some kind of cake try to get a tin box and then get some closure tape and try to seal it up. It takes a long time to get
a box either way. Darling, I got the box with cheese but I have not received the pecan roll. I will have to on to Garland Bryant as he didn’t give me a button. Sgt. Brown was a good man. He carried on for a couple of days as his
Lieut. got killed. I had a naval ensign who was very good also. The Swastika was mailed and you will get it some
time - I took it out of a tank we captured. Robots are the least of my worry - I saw them going over one night a
long time ago. I am glad that you and all the family enjoyed the lunch and theater. Go ahead and paint up a storm
- glad you’re getting experience - Remember the Pink paint? Give Jane a big kiss for me and good nite.
Love, Art
Teague Has Conversation With German Over Pillbox Telephone (3 versions)
Glassgow Express Version
The Arizona Daily Star in Tucson, Arizona re-publishes a Scottish newspaper’s story on Wednesday, November 29, 1944 that begins with the following preamble: “Maj. Mark Finley, former University of Arizona student and Tucson newspaper man, now with the U.S. Transportation Corps
in France, sends proof that a mechanized war can also be a personal war. It is in the form of a
story from the Siegfried line, as reported by Edward J. Hart of the Glasgow (Scotland) Express. The
story said:
“Here is an almost incredible story of a telephone conversation in the Siegfried line between
an American battalion commander, Lt. Col. Arthur S. Teague, and a German battalion commander, Lieutenant Decker. I vouch for its accuracy for I (Hart) was with Colonel Teague when
one of his German-speaking linesmen, Pvt. Karl Schrader, came up to report that the switchboard in a newly captured pillbox was still intact and the telephone lines were still operating.
Schrader explained he was laying wire near the pillbox when he heard the bell ring. He went in,
lifted the receiver and listened in to a talk between a German soldier and his sergeant at a first aid
post. Then, leaving the receiver off, he fetched Colonel Teague.
The American commander sent for his switchboard operator, Sergeant Ulm. The four of us
returned to the pillbox. Schrader was told to ask one of the Germans to bring his commanding
officer to the phone. This is a word-for-word transcript of their conversation:
Teague: “Do you speak English?”
Decker: “Yes, if you speak slowly.”
Teague: “You are the battalion commander?”
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Decker: “Yes. May I ask what is your rank?”
Teague: “I am a lieutenant colonel. And you, I believe, are Lieutenant Decker?”
Decker: “If I admitted that, I would be giving you military information.”
Teague: “According to the Geneva convention, you may give your name, rank and serial
number. Now, how about those three men I lost on patrol over there a few days ago?”
Decker: “They are prisoners of war. Two of them were seriously wounded, the other was unhurt. Will you tell me, please, what happened to the four I sent out yesterday?”
Teague: “Two of your men were killed. The other two (naming them) were captured unhurt. Now, listen. I’m going to give you some orders you can publish to your troops. I’ll be over
there shortly to take you over. This is what I want you to instruct your men. When we are closing
in on your pill boxes tell the men to raise a white flag and come out with no arms. They will be
treated as prisoners of war. Otherwise you are all going to die because I’m going to cover you up
in a pill box and let you go to hell. I’ll not have my men booby-trapped clearing out pill boxes. We
will take our big panzer bulldozers and cover your pill boxes with earth and let you smother to
death.”
Decker: “When they raise the white flag, how many men should come out of the bunkers?”
Teague: “Have one man come out with a flag. That man can see that the firing has ceased.
Then he can go back into the box for the rest to come out.”
Decker: “When I come over there are you going to put the same white flag up?”
Teague: “Hell, no! We’ve been chasing you all the way from the Cherbourg peninsula and
we are going all the way to Berlin. And when we get there you are going to put the white flag up not us.”
Decker: “Why are you attacking Germany?”
Teague: “Why did you go into Paris? We are attacking Germany because we mean to destroy Hitler and all his Nazi ideas.”
Decker: “Pardon me, but I think you are crazy.”
Teague: “As one officer to another, why don’t you come over and have dinner with me?”
Decker: “Have you any cognac?”
Teague: “Yes, some we took from the Germans.”
Decker: “Is it Hennessey?”
Teague: “Now I’m going to tell you something about your own battalion. You have three
Mk43 machine gun companies and one engineer company, with 8 and 12 cm. mortars and some
panzer bazookas in it. Your C. P. (command post) is located just behind the red barracks at the
fork of the road in one of the pill boxes. You’d better be ducking because I’m coming over there
to smoke your tail.”
Decker: “First you ask me to dinner and then you’ll smoke my tail!”
Teague: “Why do you keep keep on fighting? Why do you shoot your own people? Don’t
you realise you are beaten? Every time you throw a shell in Bleialf you kill German civilians.
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Decker: “No we are not killing Germans.* We removed all the Germans and left only Polish
people there.” (*At the time of this conversation there were more than 600 civilians in the village of Bleialf. - E. J. H.)
Teague: “Well, by God! You are destroying German houses because this is Germany. Now
which would you rather do: let me drive you all the way back through Germany until the Russians
take you, or surrender to the Americans now?”
Decker: “I don’t wish to be captured by either side.”
Teague: “How is our artillery treating you? Do you like our big guns? I can let you talk to
my artillery officer about it if you like.”
Decker: “Your artillery is very good.”
Teague: “Where is your Luftwaffe?” (This question brought no reply.)
Decker: “I have a surprise for you.”
Teague: “If it’s those damned tanks with the headlights on them I’ll make hash out of them.
Were you ever in America?”
Decker: “I have been in Brazil, but would like to visit New York and San Francisco when the
war is over.”
Teague: “I ‘m going to attack soon.”
To end the conversation, Colonel Teague destroyed the telephone installation. In civilian life
he is vice president of an American railroad.”
- Arizona Daily Star - Wed, Nov 29, 1944 pg. 6

Stars & Stripes Version
Clemson, Nov. 1. – the following story about Lt. Col. Arthur S. Teague, 1932 Clemson college
electrical engineering graduate from Greenville, (601 Pendleton street), appeared in the Army
newspaper, “Stars and Stripes,” under the heading “On the Pillbox Party Line.” It was written by
Staff Writer Jimmy Cannon*:
INSIDE THE SIEGFRIED LINE, Oct. 11, 1944 – The German CO said he could understand English if Lt. Col. Arthur S. Teague would take his time. They were talking over the telephone system that coils through the pillboxes dug into the rocks of the Schnee-Eifel mountain.
This is the conversation as Colonel Teague remembered it:
Teague: “What happened to the three men we lost on the patrol last night?”
German: “All are prisoners of war. Two are wounded.”
Teague: “Why are you shelling your own people in the town?”
German: “We have no people in the town.”
Teague: “The hell you haven’t.”
German: “They are not our people. We have moved all the Germans from the town. We
have left behind only Poles.”
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Teague: “I’m coming to get you and when I come I’m coming with a lot of panzers. I want
you to put out the white flag when I come. Have one man come out of the pillbox with a white
flag and then have him go back and get the others.”
German: “When I come over there, it is you who will put up the white flag.”
Teague: “White flag for me! You must dreaming. I chased your prat (Informal noun: prat; 1. a person’s buttocks. 2. British - an incompetent, stupid, or foolish person; an idiot) all over Normandy and I’m not going to
stop ‘til I get to Berlin.”
German: “Why are you attacking Germany?”
Teague: “Why the hell did you attack France? We’re going to keep attacking until we destroy
Hitler and every Nazi and every Nazi idea in Germany.”
German: “Pardon me, but I think you are crazy.”
Teague: “Come on over and have dinner. Maybe, I can talk you into surrendering.”
German: “Do you have cognac?”
Teague: “We have plenty of cognac. We took it all off you guys.”
German: “I will not come anyway.”
Teague: “I know where your CO is. And you better start ducking right now because I’m going to burn your prat.”
German: “One time – dinner. Now you want to burn my prat?”
Teague: “Forget the dinner. I’m going to smoke your prat right now.”
The line went dead. The Nazi had heard enough.
- The Greenville (South Carolina) News – Thu, Nov 2 1944 pg. 12

* Stars & Stripes staff writer Jimmy Cannon was born in Greenwich Village in 1910 (the same year as Teague), the son of a Tammany Hall politician. Thomas J. “Jimmy” Cannon, was a protege of Damon Runyon,
famed chronicler of New York life, and was influenced by Mark Hellinger, the Broadway columnist. He was a
Hearst sports columnist when he enlisted in World War II. One of his idols and contemporary Ernest Hemingway said of Cannon, “He’s an excellent sportswriter and he’s also a very good writer aside from sports. I don’t
know anybody who takes his job more seriously or with more confidence. He’s able to convey the quality of the
athlete and the feeling, the excitement, of the event.” A posthumous collection of his columns, Nobody Asked Me,
But..., was published in 1978.

San Francisco Examiner Version
The San Francisco Examiner takes the Teague pillbox phone call and uses as part of Hearst’s The
American Weekly Magazine for the week of March 18, 1945 and inserted in the Sunday paper. The
art department contributes caricatures to illustrate the segment:
“Lieut. Col. Arthur S. Teague doesn’t know how his men and the Germans got their wires
crossed in the shifting No-Man’s Land of the Western front. But they did, and he found himself
in telephone conversation with a Nazi officer instead of one of his own men in an advance post.
“Who is this?” the American inquired, when he heard the unmistakable guttural accent of a Hienie. “Leutnant Decker. Who are you and what do you want?” “I want to know what became of
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your Luftwaffe,” said Teague. “Be patient, you’ll find out. By the way,
what happened to the four men I sent out yesterday?” “We killed two
of ‘em,” said Teague, “but Schmidt and Roerber are in the hospital.
They’ll live.” “When may we expect you?” asked the Nazi with mock
courtesy. “you Americans don’t seem very curious about the Siegfried
Line.” “We’ll be calling any minute now,” said the Yank officer,
“and if you and your friends don’t get the hell out of there, we’ll
plow you under with bulldozers. Why don’t you raise the white
flag?” “That privilege, Herr Colonel, is going to be yours. And now
if you’ll excuse me...” “Be glad to,” said Teague, “because just a few
minutes from now you’re going to be very busy.” He hung up and
signaled for the artillery barrage to begin.
The Yanks overran the German position.
The shelter from which the Nazi officer
talked became a shambles of broken concrete
and twisted steel - but Leutnant Decker wasn’t
there.”
Sixteen days after Cannon’s story about Teague on the pillbox telephone appeared in the Clemson paper, Arthur S. Teague was
wounded for the first time in the war during the second day of the
22nd Infantry’s bloody 18-day campaign to take one village and six thousand yards of the Hürtgen Forest.
History of the 22nd Infantry Regiment
8 November 1944

“Activity during the daylight hours of the 8th of November was confined to preparation for
the move. the 22nd Infantry had been completely motorized. The column completed the move
fifty miles and closed in the assembly area near Zweilfall at 0850 hours the 9th of November. The
22nd, thus assembled in the western fringes of the hilly, thickly wooded Hürtgen Forest. The
troops constructed wooden dugouts for protection from weather and enemy artillery. Between the
10th and the 15th of the month the Regiment continued its preparation for the oncoming offensive. The weather continued to be miserable, cold and damp. Schools were held for all company
grade officers in woods fighting, map reading, and the adjustment of artillery fire. All enlisted
men and officers were told how to make a “shell report” on enemy artillery, to determine range,
azimuth, and size of the piece that was firing. Anticipation of difficulties resulted in intense work
with communication teams, company aid men, litter bearers, and 81mm mortar platoons. The
three mortar platoons were to be massed as a Regimental unit when the offensive began, and telephone communications were to be laid to each battalion. At 0100 hours Combat Team 22 was
notified that D-day was to be the 16th of November and H-hour to be 1245 hours. The awaited
assault on the Hürtgen Forest was about to begin.”
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The campaign became part of an advanced infantry officers course at Fort Benning, Georgia
in 1949-1950 conducted by Maj. Robert P. Strickland who participated in the battle. The following is taken from that monograph.

HÜRTGEN FOREST
“On 10 November 1944, after breaching the enemy defense line at ST. LO, and pursuit of the
enemy through northern FRANCE and BELGIUM, the 4th Infantry Division had reached the
German Frontier, and was in position on the western fringe of the HÜRTGEN FOREST, east of
ZWEIFALL, GERMANY. The SIEGFRIED LINE stretches across the entire 7th Corps front.
To the south the HÜRTGEN FOREST constituted a natural barrier which would be difficult to
penetrate. In general, the terrain consisted of numerous streams and steep slopes which made it
unsuited for armor. The terrain, combined with almost continuous adverse weather conditions favored the enemy’s defenses.
“The wait for suitable weather to launch the coordinated offensive provided the regiment with
valuable time for the preparation for the attack. Schools were conducted for all company grade
officers, in woods fighting and adjustment of artillery fire. Anticipating the difficulties of maintaining communication during the operation, detailed arrangements were made to augment the regimental communication system. A surplus of wire and radio equipment was accumulated and
communication personnel of the battalions were doubled, and in some instances tripled. Special
attention was also given to supply and evacuation problems, and additional hand-carrying parties
and litter squads were formed. During this five day lull, continuous rain, hail, or snow had turned
the fields and trails into streams of mud. Icy mountain streams had flooded over their banks,
which handicapped the movement of all vehicular traffic.
“The Regiment planned to attack initially in a column of Battalions in order 2nd, 1st and 3rd
Battalion. (Teague’s) 3rd Battalion, in reserve, would follow the 2nd and 1st Battalion to clear
TRAIL ‘E’ and protect the right flank of the Regiment. D-day was 16 November, and H-hour
was 1245. The day dawned overcast and cloudy. As the morning wore on, the sky began to clear.
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At 1100 there was a ceiling of broken clouds over the entire Regimental sector. At 1145 the Air
Attack commenced. Artillery preparations commenced at H-60 and continued to H-hour.
“3rd Battalion, led by Lieutenant Colonel Arthur S. Teague, was ordered to relieve elements
of the 2nd Battalion securing the southern part or TRAIL ‘E’ and to clear this fire break for use
as a temporary MSR (Main Supply Route). At 1500, Company ‘I’ and ‘L’ moved to the right (south)
flank to relieve elements or the 2nd Battalion and open TRAIL ‘E’.
In the four daylight hours of its first day of attack, the Regiment had gained approximately
1500 yards at a cost or 46 Enlisted Men and 9 Officers. During the night enemy artillery and mortar fire increased in intensity. The tall firs caused the projectiles to detonate above the ground with
the same casualty effect as air bursts. Maintenance or communications caused considerable diffi70
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culty despite continuous efforts of communication personnel. Telephone instruments, wire lines,
and radios were destroyed faster than they could be replaced.
History of the 22nd Infantry Regiment
16-17 November 1944

“As the battalions dug in for the night, new orders for the next day arrived. It was almost impossible for plans to be set forth more than twenty four hours in advance. As reconnaissance patrols were never able to extend more than a few hundred yards in front of the lines, troop leaders
rarely knew the exact disposition of hostile fire power until they actually exposed themselves. As a
result, intermediate objectives were assigned to the battalions each night.
Second Day of Attack
Strickland Monograph

“The scheme of maneuver tor the attack on 17 November called for the 1st Battalion with
one platoon of tanks attached, to continue its attack along TRAIL ‘E’ to seize HILL ‘X’ approximately 1000 yards to the north and the TRAIL JUNCTION on its forward slope. The 2nd Battalion would continue its advance to the east to seize the high ground dominating ROAD ‘A’· (Teague’s) 3rd Battalion would continue to protect the right (south) flank or the Regiment and aid in
clearing TRAIL ‘E’.
“The attack, scheduled to jump off at 0830, was delayed until 0945 by extremely heavy enemy artillery and mortar concentrations throughout the Regimental zone of action, the death of
the 1st Battalion Commander (Major Hubert L. Drake), the wounding of the 3rd Battalion Commander (Lieutenant Colonel Arthur S. Teague), and extensive minefields. However, with a 30minute artillery bombardment, and with pursuit aircraft of the IX Tactical Air Command in support, the attack jumped off at 0945.”
Robert S. Rush’s Paschendale with Treebursts says “The 3rd Battalion... had no direct contact with
the enemy, but nevertheless suffered heavy casualties from artillery. The battalion commander, Lt.
Col. Arthur Teague, the last remaining infantry battalion commander in the division who had
landed as a battalion commander on the Normandy beaches, and a large part of his staff became
casualties within three minutes of (Maj. Drake’s) death. The artillery did not let up and later that
morning, Maj. James Kemp, the new 3rd Battalion Commander radioed his position was “hot as
hell.”
Hospital Admission Records
Department of the Army (1942-1945)

The 34-year old Teague was taken to a portable surgical/evacuation hospital as a battle casualty. Doctors found entrance and exit wounds where shrapnel from an artillery shell had perforated his leg with no nerve or artery involvement. The closure of the wound was delayed. He was
evacuated first to Paris. He would be on the mend for nearly six weeks before returning to his outfit. (Editor’s note: While this is the first time Teague leaves his unit because of wounds, there is evidence that German shrapnel had sent him to an Aid Station in September 1944. A hospital admission card produced for his serv71
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ice number says Teague was “readmitted” for a prior battle injury to his “thoracic wall.” No operation is noted for
“artillery shell, fragments, afoot or unspecified.” He was placed back on duty.”)
The extent of Teague’s wounds in November were enough for him to be evacuated from Paris
back across the Channel. “In deference to Art’s modesty and unselfish devotion to his country,”
writes Ellen Teague in her memoir. “I shall merely relate that he was wounded, sent to England
for treatment and rest, and then returned to the Continent ‘to finish the job’ as he put it. He dismissed the fact that he received, among other awards, the French Croix de Guerre, the British Distinguished Service Order, the Silver Star, the Bronze Star, and the Purple Heart. ‘It is not the
medal, but the idea which counts,” she reports he said.
10 December 1944 - Letter Home
“In a letter received this week (12/28) from Lt. Col. Arthur S. Teague, former manager of the
Mt. Washington Cog railroad and now hospitalized in a hospital somewhere in England with
wounds received on the German front, he has high praise for the medical care American soldiers
receive in England. ‘I was hit in the leg about three weeks ago (the letter was written December 10) in
Germany,’ Colonel Teague wrote. ‘It is getting well now and the doctor took the stitches out today
and I’ve been hopping around. It will be O.K. in a couple of weeks. This is the first time I have
left my unit in five months. The medical care you get in the Army today is really wonderful - it
just can’t be beat, and they are getting some wonderful results. I was flown from Paris to England
- a mere 90 minutes - while it took me almost three months to get to Paris the first time. I had
the pleasure to run those --- Kraut all the way across France, Belgium and quite a way into their
own country. It really does me lots of good to have the battleground on German soil. they need to
get a taste of war in their own front
yards - and they’re getting it, too.”
- Littleton Courier - Thu, Dec 28, 1944

28 February 1945 – D+268
VIII Corps informed the Divisional
HQ that the presentation ceremony for
the award of the Distinguished Service
Order (British Decoration) to Lieutenant Colonel Arthur S Teague, 22nd Infantry, would be in Spa, Belgium, 8
March 1945. Recommendation for this
award was submitted in June 1944.
20 March 1945 – D+288
However the March 8th ceremony was
postponed. Cutline for photo (left)
reads: “Field Marshall (Bernard) Montgomery presents the award of Distin72
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guished Service order to Lt. Col. Arthur S. Teague, 4th
Infantry Division at Munchengladbach, Germany at
1400 hours, 20 March 1945. The photographer was apparently named Hussey and it was the 26th frame taken
that day.
The following passage is from Bill Boice’s History of
the 22nd Infantry in WW2, deals with Teague’s assuming
command of the entire 22nd Infantry for a brief time
in 1946:
On the 20th of February, Colonel John F. Ruggles,
who had commanded from Sellerich, Germany, took a
leave prior to his assignment to the General Command
Staff School at Fort Leavenworth. This placed the Regiment in the hands of Lt. Colonel Arthur S. Teague
(who had returned to his unit from England as its executive officer). Great soldier, excellent tactician, leader of men
and loyal friend of both his officers and men, Art Teague was loved and respected by the Twenty-Second Infantry Regiment as were few men. He had served as an
officer with the regiment almost 5 years. Thus, it was fitting that he should inactivate the regiment, and the men were glad that he was thus honored.
Anne Teague Koop says her father never talked about the war around the house. Thus she
was surprised at Col. Teague’s reaction when the family went to see the movie, The Sound of Music.
In the quiet theater when film showed the Von Trapp’s returning to their home from a musical
performance and a Nazi flag flew above their front door, the Colonel said loudly, “Those bastards!” Anne says the outburst surprised her, and apparently broke her dad’s reverie. He looked
abashed, and sat quietly through the remainder of the movie. Anne says Arthur Teague did discuss the war with her boyfriend’s brother at one point. Allen Koop was not only a hut boy at the
Lake of the Clouds, but a professor of history at Dartmouth.

!"
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The leaders of Combat Team 22 pictured in the marshaling area just before loading for the assault on D-Day. Seated, left to
right: Colonel H.A. Tribolet, Commanding Officer 22nd Infantry; Lt Colonel John F. Ruggles, Regimental Executive Officer
22nd Infantry; Lt Colonel Arthur Teague, Commanding Officer 3rd BN 22nd Infantry; Lt Colonel S.W. Brumby, Commanding
Officer 1st BN 22nd Infantry; Standing: Lt Colonel William A. Atson, Commanding Officer 44th Field Artillery; Lt Colonel Thomas Kenan, Regimental S-3 22nd Infantry; Lt Colonel Earl Edwards, Commanding Officer 2nd BN 22nd Infantry.
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1942 Maj. Teague & A Court Martial
In early 1944, Col. Henry N. Teague received a letter from a woman in Columbia, S.C, who told him how
much the enlisted men in Col. Arthur Teague’s group thought of their battalion commander. “I am doing some
work at the USO,” she wrote, “and chat with the soldiers quite a bit. As I sewed on buttons for a private, he
said there was not another man like Colonel Teague. He would hike 25 miles if the soldiers had to do it and
sleep on the ground just as they did, although many officers had jeeps to transport them and to carry along better sleeping arrangements. The soldier said the men would follow the colonel anywhere for he knows what he is
doing and can be trusted.”
- Littleton Courier - Thu, Feb 3, 1944 pg. 8

The enlisted mens’ assessment of Teague’s leadership style and their trust likely began nearly
a year-and-a-half earlier when then Major Arthur S. Teague was leading his battalion on an early
morning training march and found one of his officers riding instead of walking. It led to a courtmartial. The case is outlined in Volume 14 of the Judge Advocate General’s Board-of-Review Holdings,
Opinions & Reviews for 1942. The following account is based on that and military court records.
Specification: In that First Lieutenant Joseph Davis, Medical Corps, Medical Detachment,
22nd Infantry, having received a lawful command from Major Arthur S. Teague, 22nd Infantry,
his superior officer to put on his (Lt. Davis’) web equipment, get out of his vehicle and march on
foot with the battalion when not engaged in rendering medical attention to anyone, did, at or near
Camp Gordon, Georgia, on or about August 20, 1942, willfully disobey the same.
August 20, 1942
Camp Gordon is located in Chamblee, Georgia
just 10 miles from Atlanta in rolling farmland
with some wooded areas. The Third Battalion,
22nd Infantry, between seven and eight hundred
men, led by Major Arthur S. Teague was up
early on that Thursday morning in 1942. They
would begin marching roughly a half-hour before 6:53 a.m sunrise. when the temperature was
closer to the 70-degree minimum recorded that
day. The thermometer would eventually peak at
90-degrees on August 20. The battalion was taking a 20-mile march for “physical hardening” prescribed by higher authority for officers and men. They would march with a light pack, gas mask,
pistol belt, liner and helmet. First aid men also carried their medical pouch. Major Teague’s command of the Battalion was just a month old. First Lieutenant Joseph Davis, Medical Corps, Medical Detachment was the acting surgeon of the battalion for the march – there to care of men who
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had medical problems along the route. Davis was 30 years old from Louisville, Kentucky. His
regular outfit was the Second Battalion.
The march began at 6:30am and the column would halt every hour for a short break. Lt.
Davis was in his jeep during the first period of the march, 6:30-7:30 a.m. and rode during the second period until about 8:15 when Major Teague told Davis “to get out and walk with him.” “I
told him (Davis) that we were sending some men back,” Teague would recall. “They were new
men and were only making a short hike, and we would have to get some first aid men to send
back with them.” Then Teague asked Davis in a laughing manner, “Do you know what these
marches are for?” Davis did not reply. Teague told Lt. Davis “the march walk was for him as well
as the rest of the officers and told him to get his equipment and walk. Lt. Davis replied that he
would walk until the next halt, which came in about 10 minutes.”
When the march resumed, Lt. Davis was back in his jeep. When the 3rd Battalion halted
again at 9:20, Major Teague sent a runner back to tell Davis to report to him. Teague told Davis
that he was not walking and asked if there was any reason why he should not walk. The accused
hesitated and then said, “Not exactly.” Teague asked Davis what he meant, and the Lieutenant
did not reply. Major Teague then asked Davis if he was fit “for duty,” to which Lt. Davis replied
that he was.
Major Teague said, “I am going to give you a direct order, I want you to put your equipment
on, get out of the jeep, and walk at the tail of the column. If any man falls out who needs medical
attention, I expect you to stop and render medical attention. You can put the man in the jeep, and
get in yourself, and ride up to the tail of the column, at which you will start walking again.” Lt.
Davis made no response.
Major Teague turned to First Lieutenant James C. Kemp, the Commanding Officer of L
Company, and asked him to repeat the order to Davis. Kemp did. Lt. Davis then said, “I will
have to refuse the order.”
Major Teague said, “O.K. You can be tried for it,” and then turned and walked back up to
the head of the column.
After Davis’ refusal, Teague “saw him during the next hour after the column started moving, I
moved down to a small railroad station which is north of the railroad track, and while I was sitting
there, as the tail of the column was moving by me, Davis rode up in his jeep.”
“At the noon halt (the 3rd Battalion) was just east of Grovetown,” recalled Maj. Teague, “and
Lt. Davis rode up and I asked him how many (men) we had lost (from the march). I believe he
said four men. I asked him if he was going to send then in, and he said no, after resting I think
they can continue with the march.”
“The first aid men walked with the column,” Teague would testify. “However, when a man fell
out Lieutenant Davis would pick these men up and send them forward in his jeep” where they
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would continue marching with the column. For the remainder of the march, except for the tenminute halts, Lt. Davis traveled in his jeep, and did not have on his full field equipment or his gas
mask at any time.
Major Teague filed charges, and Lt. Davis was confined to his quarters the next day.
United States v. First Lieutenant Joseph Davis (0-382231), Medical Corps
Medical Detachment, 22nd Infantry
At trial held on Sept 4 & 16, 1942 at Camp Gordon., Major Leslie H. Layman, Medical
Corps, testified that he had examined Lt. Davis two days after the hike, and found that accused
was not suffering from any disease, had nothing wrong with him except that he was underweight,
was physically fit for field duty and of sound physical ability to make a foot march.
Major Layman was of the opinion that the underweight would not affect ability of Lt. Davis
to march if he was not suffering from any disease and that Davis could have made the march without detrimental result. Davis weighed 114 pounds at the August 22nd examination.
Upon cross examination, Major Layman allowed that Lt. Davis could not have performed his
best and most efficient medical service by marching all the way and working during the halts.
On the stand, Lt. Davis told the 11-member panel he was 30 years old and had been in service 28 months. Last year (1941) he made two or three hardening marches of ten or fifteen miles in
Louisiana, with the fourth battalion, and this year made several marches with the second battalion, of which he was “battalion surgeon.”
Davis testified during the second period of the August 20 march, Major Teague, called him
forward, told him he (Teague) was sending back several platoons of men at the end of the next
halt and wanted Lt. Davis to walk back with them. Lt. Davis walked about twenty minutes of
that period and he estimated he had walked altogether, about four or five miles. There were casualties on the march. Davis said had been busy with casualties during the rest periods. He received “this” order in the third halt and followed the order as far as taking care of casualties was
concerned. Davis said he did not comply with Teague’s order to march because from past experience he knew he would become less efficient in taking care of a large number of men. He told
the court he thought that his primary duty and his responsibility was to provide medical service to
help the men
Upon cross-examination and upon examination by the court Lt. Davis testified that the duties
he was to perform under Major Teague on this march were to take care of the men. He did not
feel that he did not have to take instructions from Major Teague but felt that he would be better
able to take care of the men if he was not fatigued himself. Davis said he did not have a chance
to tell that to Major Teague or to tell Major Teague that he thought that he should not walk. Major Teague may have told him to march when Davis stated that he would walk until the next halt,
but they were talking about taking care of the men.
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Davis allowed Major Teague may have had in mind that he should walk but nothing was said
after he told Major Teague that he would walk to the next halt. He thinks, now, that Major Teague could tell him where to walk in the column, but if Major Teague sent him to the head of the
column, he couldn’t do any good there.
In that respect, Lt. Davis considered himself first and not Major Teague. He was asked by
Major Teague if he had any medical excuse why he should not walk, but Major Teague did not
ask him anything after the order was given.
Captain Eugene R. McNinch, Medical Corps, testified that he had taken marches with Lt.
Davis in the Louisiana maneuvers. Capt. McNinch remembered two marches with Davis, one of
seven and a half to ten miles in which Lt. Davis lagged considerably and was pretty well fatigued.
Captain McNinch believed that an officer who marches twenty miles and works during the halts
could not render the best medical service. McNinch considered hiking as necessary in hardening
medical officers as for line officers, but in the marches they had had for training purposes they had
not been required to render medical services.
Captain William G. Jardine, Medical Corps, a member of the board which examined Lt
Davis, found that accused weighed 110 pounds and was 63 inches tall, for which the standard
minimum weight at 30 years is 112 pounds. According to that standard Lt. Davis was two pounds
underweight, but according to the height standard Davis was but one pound under the minimum
weight for 63 inches. Capt. Jardine said he believed that medical officers should have hardening
marches but should not perform their duties on the march. He told the court, “A man cannot perform medical duties to the best of his ability if he is too tired.” Jardine’s experience had been that
most of the medical officers who had been inducted without regard to weight had been placed on
limited service.
Captain John T. McNabb, Medical Corps, first examined Davis on April 10, 1942, and found
that he was suffering from sacroiliac strain with right side sciatica. McNabb said Davis told him he
had injured his back “climbing out of a jeep.” He next examined Davis on September 3, 1942, at
which time Lt. Davis gave a history of loss of weight, weakness, nervousness and frequent colds
for six months. Davis was 30 years old, 63 ½ inches tall and weighed 112 pounds. McNabb found
no diseased condition. Davis was poorly developed, underweight and somewhat emaciated, but
otherwise the examination by McNabb was negative. In Captain McNabb’s opinion, a medical
officer who makes a 20-mile march and cares for casualties during halts, could not possibly be efficient in his professional duties and would impair his efficiency to administer first aid.
Three efficiency reports for Lt. Davis were entered into the record: “General Rating of Satisfactory” for December 15, 1939 to June 30, 1940. “General Rating of Satisfactory” for December 15, 1940 to June 9, 1941. However, Lt. Davis’ Division Commander for this period said “he
would rate the officer as unsatisfactory, expressed the opinion that the officer was unreliable and
that the present and potential value of the officer to the service was below minimum standards.”
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A third efficiency report for July 29, 1941to October 24, 1941 gave Lt. Davis “a general rating of
very satisfactory.”
Lt. Davis admitted that he received the order from Maj. Teague, followed it as far as taking
care of casualties was concerned, but did not comply with the order to march because Davis had
found from past experience that he was getting less efficient in taking care of a large number of
men. He thought that his primary duty and responsibility was to provide medical service to help
the men.
Lt. Davis’ assigned defense team lead by Lt. Col. Dee W. Stone told the 11-member court,
“The order requiring this little doctor to walk twenty miles, work during halts, and render medical
service in the heat of the day, and at the close of the march was not legal. The responsibility for
training and conditioning is that of the regimental commander. It was not within the authority of
Major Teague to order this doctor to march also to take care of the casualties. Major Teague had
tactical control of the battalion, but he could not tell the battalion surgeon how to do his work. It
is our contention that two of the elements of the order are missing which are necessary for the
prosecution to prove, in order to sustain a conviction. The first one being, the command was unlawful, and the second, it was not given by his superior officer. It has been shown that this little
doctor… knew he had a job to do. He realized he was a doctor and he did his job. How he did
it, is a matter of his judgement and conscience.”
The prosecution lead by Lt. Col. John C. Williams saw it differently. “Reference has been
made to the fact that Lieutenant Davis is a little man. The Japs are little men, yet they march
through swamps and marshes. No doubt the medical sections also march, because the Jeeps could
not go through these deep swamps and marshes. The accused has been a member of this division
a long period of time, yet he professes to be so soft that he refuses to even attempt to get himself
in physical condition, even to the extent that he disobeys a lawful command of his superior officer,
rather than make a foot march. The prosecution contends that if these first aid men marched 20
miles, not getting as much salary as the accused, then the accused could have done the same thing.
It is our contention in the 4th Division that the officers are no better than the men, and we do not
ask the men to do anything the officers can’t do. I do not believe any officer in the history of our
grand army has ever said in the face of a battalion commander, “I refuse to obey your order.”
Thereby showing from the beginning his intention to violate the order.”
Both sides rested their cases. A secret written ballot was taken and two-thirds of the members
present concurred in each finding of guilty.
Finding
The accused, First Lieutenant John Davis serving upon the staff of Major Teague, disobeyed
the order of Major Teague given in the course of a prescribed hardening march, upon the theory
that the fatigue of marching would render him less efficient in the performance of his medical duties to the members of his command. The accused failed to take advantage of the opportunity
offered him by Major Teague to state any reason why he should not march. There can be no
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doubt that Major Teague was the superior officer of the accused and that the order was a lawful
one addressed to a member of his staff during that march. If it was considered essential to prepare the command for marching when transportation would not be available, it was equally necessary that the medical officer serving the men upon such a march should be hardened to insure
their presence to the end of the march. The accused presumed to substitute his own judgment for
that of, his commanding officer, an action fraught with danger in any military organization. Even
if the professional ability of accused to perform his medical functions should be reduced during
the march by fatigue, as stated in the testimony of the three medical officers, the decision upon
that march rested in the hands of Major Teague and not in the accused.
Punishment
The Court found Lt. Davis guilty and ordered him to be dismissed from the Army and confined for one year.
The trial that had begun at 7:10 pm on Friday, September 4, 1942 concluded at 11:10 pm.

!"
September 8, 1942
The Tuesday following the conviction, the Defense team of Lt. Col. Stone and Lt. Lawrence
F. McGee were told their client, Lt. Joseph Davis had received a typhoid vaccination the day before the march.
September 10, 1942
Defense counsel submitted a request for clemency to the reviewing authority, the Commanding General, 4th Motorized Division. Their reasons: “1) Four days after the conclusion of the
trial it was for the first time brought to the attention of the (Defense Counsel) that Lt. Davis had a
triple typhoid vaccination on the day preceding the twenty-mile march during which he was ordered to walk. The fact that Lt. Davis was inoculated on the day prior to the march would have
been strongly urged at trial as a mitigating circumstance if it had been known to Defense Counsel. 2) At the time Lit. Davis refused to walk he was below the standard of physical fitness prescribed for commissioned officers. It is probably that the physical condition of Lt. Davis had developed in him a mental attitude which made him feel that he was justified in refusing to walk
throughout the march. 3) The order requiring Lt. Davis… to walk throughout the march and
also to take care of casualties was unusual, at least. We believe Lt. Davis actually felt that it was
his paramount duty to conserve all of his strength for medical service to the casualties of the
march. 4) Lt. Davis did comply with that part of Major Teague’s order requiring him to attend
the casualties. 5) The undersigned are informed that the wife and two-year old child of Lt. Davis
are dependent upon him for support and that the execution of the sentence imposed by the Court
would leave them in straitened circumstances.”
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September 11, 1942
The following day two of the eleven members of the court (Lt. Col. R. T. Nelson & Capt.
Mark R. Harwood) recommended clemency by not jailing Lt. Davis for a year because the evidence indicated that the accused at the time was below the standard of physical fitness prescribed
for commissioned officers, that Davis did comply with that portion of Teague’s order requiring
him to take care of the casualties and because they had learned since the trial that Lt. Davis had a
wife and two year old daughter dependent upon him for support.
September 17, 1942
The record of the trial was received and reviewed by the Division’s Judge Advocate Major
White E. Gibson, Jr. His report said “Defense evidence was entirely that of medical witnesses.
Capt. Eugene R. McNinch testified to having previously made two foot-marches with (Lt. Davis).
During these marches (in Louisiana) of seven and one-half to ten miles, done in June, 1941, Davis
had lagged and appeared fatigued. McNinch stated that it was customary for medical officers in
this division to take foot marches and that, in his opinion, it was necessary hardening. McNinch
also said that, in his opinion, a medical officer required to make a twenty-mile march could not
cope with casualties occurring to the best of his ability.
“Was the order itself one which the commanding officer of the battalion could lawfully give?
The theory of the defense appears to have been that it was not, in that it was one which, if
obeyed, would render the physician less able to perform his medical duties efficiently. The entire
question is whether any technical or professional qualification should be preserved by its possessor
in defiance of an order from a military superior. It is believed that the argument of the defense
ignores the vital fact. (Davis), whatever his other professional qualifications, is a soldier. As such,
he was a subordinate – in a sense, a staff officer – of the battalion commander. The medical officer was not authorized to make decisions. His status was that of an adviser, his duty that of making recommendations within his field to the officer who was solely responsible for the welfare of
the command. But if his advice was unheeded, he had no lawful alternative but to bow to the decision.
“It is clear that the battalion commander considered it better in general and for all concerned for (Lt Davis) to walk with the men, even at the risk of impairing his efficiency, than for
him to ride. The wisdom of that decision is not an issue. The decision was made and announced. The command must be held to have been a lawful one. It follows that the disobedience
of the accused was an offense under the 86th Article of War.
“The maximum penalty for the offense committed is death. It is considered that, on the
whole, the sentence adjudged was a lenient one and that to recuse it would be to adopt too lenient
an attitude toward what is a violation of the very basis of all military discipline. The sentence as
originally announced contained an irregularity in that dishonorable discharge rather than dismissal was adjudged. The wording of the sentence was corrected by means of proceedings in revision (held on Wednesday, September 16.)”
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September 18, 1942
With the Division Judge Advocate’s report in hand General Raymond O. Barton (left), commander of the 4th Division approves the
sentence handed down by the court. The next day the case record
was sent to Judge Advocate General’s office for review. It arrived in
Washington on September 23, 1942
Lt. Joseph Davis was now faced with a year in prison, dismissal from
the Army, and the loss of his $175 a month pay, and financial allotments to his dependents (wife Ella Rose and 2-year old daughter, Susan). He and his dependents decided to seek clemency on their
own. It resulted in a series of letters sent from the couple’s home Broadway Apartments - A5, Augusta, Georgia and dated eight days
Gen. Raymond O. Barton after General Barton confirmed Davis’ sentence.
September 26, 1942
Mrs. Davis Letter to Hon. Alben W. Barkley of Kentucky: “A great injustice has been done (to my husband) and I am
hoping that you, as Senator of the State of Kentucky will take an
interest in the matter and will be able to help us in rectifying the
wrong.
“Lt. Davis had been ill earlier that same week, and when I
came home from work found him sick in bed. He had his supper in
bed and the next morning thought he could make it and went out
to Camp. A few days later, which was the day before the hike, he
was given a typhoid inoculation and that is a punishment in itself.
He is a small person and not at all strong.

Sen. Alben Barkley

“After the trial I went to see Col. Hervey A. Tribolet (1st Battalion Commander when Teague lead
the 3rd in Normandy), who is in command of the Twenty-Second Infantry. He told me that it was
never intended for this case to be brought to trial. General Raymond Barton, the Commanding General of the Fourth Division, who seems to
thrive on military discipline made it a point to see that there was an investigation, that there was a court martial and that there was a sentence! He
did not consider the facts of the case, only that an order had not been carried out. Col. Tribolet told me that before this occurred, Lt. Davis was in
line for a Captaincy and was ready to be promoted.
“Col. Tribolet suggested that I see the General in regards to clemency. (Tribolet) accompanied me to the General’s office and was there
while I pled for my husband… the General told me that he could not give
Col.Hervey Tribolet
men any hope… an order had been disobeyed and the Lieutenant would
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have to be punished. It is not only my husband who is suffering by this sentence, but our little
two-year old son, and myself, which is unfair. My husband’s parents know nothing of this incident.
“If he should serve this year and then be dismissed from the Army, making him feel like a
martyr, people will always know what happened as far as the sentence, but no one will ever believe
that all he did was to fail to march the entire 20 miles on a training hike. They will always think
that the Doctor has done something that was terribly wrong to merit this punishment.”
“I am… going to have very difficult time carrying on if this sentence is upheld in Washington.
I am faced with a big responsibility knowing that I may have to support my little family, and pay
bills which have accumulated, for the next year. I will be glad to do anything to see that my husband’s name as well as our son’s name will not be blotted by mistakes of another.
“I am writing this to you, Senator, because you are the Senator of our home state and feel that
you will take an interest in the case. Lt. Davis graduated from the Louisville Male High School,
from the University of Louisville and the University of Louisville Medical School and after his internship practiced medicine in Smiths Grove, Kentucky and in Bowling Green, Kentucky, until he
was called into the Army as a Reserve Officer on December 15, 1940. He was respected by all in
the community. We gave up a practice, our office, our home and all we had so that he might serve
our Country and it is disheartening to see the gratitude with which he is now being repaid.
“I was born and reared in Louisville… Our son was born in Louisville and our families are
still living there. When this war is over how can we ever return there and be accepted as in the
past? Would they believe us?”
s/ (Mrs). Ella Rose Davis
Mrs. Davis Letter to Hon. Richard B. Russell of Georgia: This September 26th letter’s description of events was the same as the letter to the family’s home state senator with a different closing statement to the Senator representing the state where Camp Gordon was located:
“I sincerely hope that you will see your way clear to help us out of
this plight and trust that you will do all you can to assist use. We
will be forever grateful to you.”
Lt.. Davis Letter to Hon. Richard B. Russell of Georgia:
Ella Davis enclosed a letter from her husband typed on the official
stationary of Dr. Joseph Davis’ Smith Grove, Kentucky office: “I
am not denying my being able to walk certain distances but contend that I am unable to do it and still provide medical service.
“… believing that my primary duty was to provide medical service, I had to decide either to hike all the way or to take care of the
health of the command. Since through past experiences I could
Sen. Richard B. Russell not do both efficiently, I decided to do the latter – my primary duty
– medical service, so I rode. As a result, I was found guilty and sen83
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tenced to be confined for one year, forfeiture of all pay and allowances and dismissed from the
service, because I did my duty as I saw it and to the best of my physical ability.”
“Never have I tried to get out of any type of work, but always did my duty ungrudgingly
throughout my entire military career of the twenty-eight months. I entered the service willingly
and of my own free will, did my work to the best of my ability and when I found that I was becoming less efficient because of physical reasons, I immediately reported it to my supervisors and
request hospitalization to determine why. I was laughed at, scoffed at, and turned down.
“I was tried and found guilty, unjustly, I believe. My ideals concerning duty and medicine
have always been high. They are shattered now, but I have always held duty above anything else.
I have never complained, although on several occasions I had right to. The day before the hike I
received a typhoid inoculation, I didn’t complain of the effects, didn’t even mention it in my testimony – it was foolish perhaps, but such were my ideals. I feel bitter now, because of the irony of
being dismissed and confined because of my high ideals.
“I desire… to make it clear that I wish to remain in the Army. This is not time for unjust
prejudicial action such as I have received. We need doctors now. If there is anything wrong with
physically – there must be in order for me to lose so much weight – then an extensive search
should have been made to find that cause. Instead I was condemned because of a physical condition, the cause of which is unknown as yet. I honestly believe that my action was justified and I
sincerely hope that you can right the wrong that has been done me.”
Davis’ Army wife, Ella was working as a stenographer for Cecil R. Hall in Augusta. Hall was
a lawyer at the Department of Justice’s U.S. Attorney Lands Division Field office. He was the
commander of the state Disabled Veterans of the World War, and had run for the Georgia legislature in 1936 in DeKalb County. She asked Hall to write a letter to his friend, Sen. Richard Russell on Department of Justice letterhead. It, too, was dated September 26th.
Cecil R. Hall Letter to Hon. Richard B. Russell of Georgia: “Dear Dick – Mrs. Ella
rose Davis, my secretary, has told me of the predicament in which she and her two-year old child
have been placed by reason of the recent courtmartial and sentencing of her husband, Lt. Joseph Davis.
“While I’m not personally acquainted with
Dr. Davis, I have read the record in the case and
I believe that you, after reviewing the same, will
agree that the sentence is decidedly drastic in
view of the evidence in this case.
“Mrs. Davis is a valued employee of this office, efficient and conscientious in her work and I
have agreed to do whatever possible to help her…. While I realize that military considerations
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must predominate in time of war, I believe that this is one case which really merits careful consideration and modification on review. If after reviewing the evidence in the case, you feel that Dr.
Davis is entitled to reconsideration and modification of the sentence imposed, it will be appreciated if you will notify the Judge Advocate General of your interest in the case and request a report on the same. Please be assured that whatever consideration you see fit to give this matter will
be personally appreciated by the writer. Sincerely, Cecil R. Hall”
The last two letters in the Davis Family September 26th clemency campaign were sent to the
Commander In Chief.
Lt.. Davis Letter to President Franklin D. Roosevelt: Much of the letter was the same
as Lt. Davis sent to the senators - typed on his office stationary - with this adjustment: “My dear
President Roosevelt, I am writing to you for help. Help that only you can give me. I am an
American writing to my Commander-in-Chief because we live in America. This concerns me,
my family, our welfare, the welfare of our country, as you shall see. Perhaps this letter will never
reach you, I don’ t know. If it does, I hope you will heed my plea.”
Mrs. Davis Letter to President Franklin D. Roosevelt: Ella Rose Davis restated the
case she made to Senators Barkley and Russell with this opening adjustment. “My dear President:
I know that you are busy with the affairs of this Country, but I am hoping that you will find the
time to read over these few pages and bear the facts in mind when the case is presented to you for
the final decision.”
September 30, 1942
Immigration Committee chairman Sen. Richard B. Russell sends a letter on committee letterhead to the Judge Advocate General expressing his interest in the case of Lt. Joseph Davis. “I
have carefully read the evidence and pleadings in this case and I trust that, in view of the extenuating circumstances entering the case that your review officer will thoroughly consider the advisability and justice in lessening the severity of the penalty imposed.”
October 3, 1942
Major General J. A. Ulio of the Adjutant General’s offices writes to say the letter that the
Davis’ had sent to the White House was now in his possession. “Receipt is acknowledged of your
letter addressed to the President and referred to this office for acknowledgment… The Record of
Trial in this case is now undergoing examination by War Department authorities, and you may
rest assured that it is being given careful examination and every consideration will be given to all
facts and aspects submitted in the matter, including possible extenuating circumstances.”
October 15, 1942
Kentucky Senator Alben W. Barkley passes along his Davis letter to General Ulio: “I am in receipt of the enclosed letter from Mrs. Ella Rose Davis, a Kentuckian, now residing in August Georgia, regarding her husband Lieut. Joseph Daivs, Medical Corps, U.S. Army. Apparently Lieut.
Davis has gotten into some difficulty, and I shall appreciate anything you may be able to do for
him in the matter.”
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Oct 19, 1942
The 3-member JAG board of review panel found: “The court was legally constituted. No errors injuriously affecting the substantial rights of the accused were committed during the trial. In
the opinion of the Board of Review, the record of trial is legally sufficient to support the findings
of guilty and the sentence, and to warrant confirmation of the sentence. Death or such other punishment as a court-martial may direct is authorized upon conviction of violation of the 64th Article of War.”
Oct 28, 1942
Maj. Gen. Myron C. Cramer, Judge Advocate General concurred. “Lt. Joseph Davis presumed to substitute his own judgment for that of his battalion commander (Teague). I believe that
the direct disobedience involved warrants the forfeitures adjudged (One year in prison) in addition
to dismissal.”
Gen. Cramer sent the paperwork to President Franklin D. Roosevelt as Lt. Davis and his wife
had written to the White House seeking clemency in the case. According to the U.S. Justice Departments clemency statistics website, President Roosevelt received 1,272 petitions during Fiscal
Year 1942. FDR issued 305 pardons, 21 commutations while denying 55. Another 599 requests
were closed without Presidential action.
December 1, 1942
President Roosevelt makes his decision on Lt. Joseph Davis: “The convening authority, having requested consideration of clemency and recommended that so much of the sentence
imposed by the court as pertains to confinement be remitted, the record of the trial having been
examined by the Board of Review in The Judge Advocate General’s Office, and the Board of Review having submitted its opinion in writing to The
Judge Advocate General, and the record of trial, the
opinion of the Board of Review, and the recommendations of the Judge Advocate General having been transmitted directly to the Secretary of War for the action
of the President, and having been laid before the President, the following are his orders thereon:
“In the foregoing case of First Lieutenant Joseph
Davis, Medical Corps, the sentence is confirmed but
the confinement at hard labor is remitted. The execution of the sentence as thus modified is suspended during the pleasure of the President.”
December 4, 1942
Following President Roosevelt’s decision, the Secretary of War Chief of Staff G. C. Marshall
ordered that First Lieutenant Joseph Davis be restored to duty status. Word was sent by telegraph
to General Raymond Barton’s office at Camp Gordon in Georgia (next page). Following his orders,
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Gen. Barton radioed back that Lt. Davis
had been restored to duty (below). The case
was apparently closed, however Lt. Davis
would come to the attention of the War De-

Cable (above) to Gen. Barton informing him of Presidents decision.
Barton’s radio communique that Lt. Davis was restored to duty
(right) & Congressional inquiry about a second court martial (below)

partment six months later
in the form of an inquiry from an unidentified member of Congress.
June 10, 1943
The chief of the War Department’s
Legislative and Liaison Division wrote
the Judge Advocate General seeking a
brief statement about whether Lt.
Davis had faced a court martial twice.
Col. John P. Dinsmore wrote: “There
is... an intimation that Lieutenant
Davis may been tried at an earlier date
(than the 1942 Teague case), about December, 1940 at which time he was a
member of the 4th Motorized Division, Fort Benning, Georgia.” The
JAG’s answer would be yes - the Teague case was the second time Lt. Davis had faced a military
tribunal. That story follows...

!"
June 6, 1941
Three years to the day before the Allied invasion at Normandy, Private Walter T. Fennell
(32023750) of B Battery of the 29th Field Artillery was up on the second story fire escape of his
barracks building hanging some laundry on the building next door. He was one of three soldiers
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left in camp at Fort Benning, Georgia while the rest of the Battalion was out on field maneuvers.
Around 8 am part of the fire escape railing he was leaning against came loose, and Fennell fell.
He lay on the ground with a broken left arm, and “it was evident his back was injured.”
2nd Lt. Herbert L. Peavy was officer of the day for Private Fennell’s battalion. He was told
one of his men was seriously injured, and headed for the scene. When he got there Private Fennell had been picked up by an ambulance driven by Private Francis E. Lenane, and taken to the
29th FA Dispensary. Lt. Peavy went there and “asked the man in charge of the dispensary (Private David Shelton) if the Doctor had been sent for. He said yes, and I understood he was on the
way.”
Lt. Joseph Davis was the medical officer of the day for the 4th Division Artillery. It was his
duty to attend to all seriously injured men in the area. A call was immediately placed for him at
the 20th Field Artillery Battalion Dispensary. Davis was not there “nor was he in his Quarters
when he was called for there.” Lt. Davis reportedly “was on his way to the 29th Field Artillery
Dispensary” where Fennell lay in the back of the ambulance groaning from pain - loud enough to
be heard inside the building through the screen door.
After some delay, Lt. Davis did call the 29th Dispensary, and talked with Lt. Peavy. Officer of
the Day Peavy asked Davis to “come over and do something” for (Fennell) – perhaps a shot for the
pain. Lieutenant Davis replied that it wouldn’t do any good for him to come because he had no
equipment and couldn’t get to any because it was in the field.” By this time Private Shelton had
found the proper paperwork (most of the forms were in the field) had prepared an Emergency
Medical Tag for the patient in the ambulance, and Fennell was taken to the post hospital at ap-
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proximately 8:35 a.m. There he was put in a body cast for his back. His left arm was also placed
in a cast.
June 12, 1941
News of the accident, and Lt. Joseph Davis’ response to Private Fennell’s fall had reached
Brigadier General Fred C. Wallace. Wallace submitted charges on June 12, 1941 saying “The preliminary investigation indicates that the accused displayed a brutal indifference to the suffering of
the injured man, which is incompatible with the standards of the Medical profession. The accused knew that the injured soldier would be transported ten miles in an ambulance; yet he took
no measures to alleviate the pain involved in this movement or to comply with order regarding the
movement of fracture cases. In submitting these charges consideration was also given to Lieutenant Davis’s performance of duty prior to this time, which has been characterized by indifference
and, on one occasion, failure to carry out standing orders pertaining to the Medical Officer of the
Day. The enclosed charges are submitted without formal investigation because I am the accuser.”
June 14, 1941
General Wallace’s charges were officially investigated by Maj. Walter R. Hensey, Jr. of the
42nd Field Artillery Battalion. He reported: A man was seriously injured – Davis was notified
and was within one-half mile of the injured man. Lt. Davis did not go to attend the injured.
The 44th Field Artillery Battalion’s medical equipment was in the supply room of the Service
Battery, and “not in the dispensary although the equipment of all other Battalions had been taken
into the field. The group’s narcotics were locked in the field safe of the 44th F.A. Battalion instead of “being under lock in the Dispensary, where they would be readily available in case of
emergency.” Maj. Hensey determined there were no extenuating circumstances.
During the investigation Artillery surgeon Lt. Donald L. Butterfield of the Medical Detachment was asked whether it was considered good ethics in the medical profession upon being called
to the scene of an accident to go and render what aid you can, even though you have not equipment whatsoever?
Butterfield: “Good medical ethics would dictated to a physician that at the scene of any accident he
would do whatever he could for the injured person, although in civilian practice, at least in most states, I believe
the physician has the right to refuse to attend the patient.”
Q: “Before or after seeing him?
A: Before seeing him, sir. If the physician sees the patient, he is obligated to do whatever he can for him.
Q: Is it the duty of the Medical Officer of the Day… to see all seriously injured men in the Division Artillery during his tour of duty, provided he is not otherwise engaged with another serious injury?
A: Yes, sir.
Q: In the 4th division Artillery, what provisions for equipment are made for the Medical Officer of the Day
remaining in camp when the troops are in the field?
A: When the troops are in the field a medical officer is left here for duty twenty-four hours a day. Each section of the Medical Detachment is provided with certain equipment which includes a medical officer’s kit,
which should be kept with the medical officer, or kept where he can get to it easily at all times…
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Q: Does the medical officer’s field kit contain the equipment and the necessary drugs for administering
what is sometimes known as a shot?
A: Yes, sir. The medical officer’s kit contains a hypodermic set which includes a needle, a syringe, and a
tube of twenty tablets of morphine sulphate. It also contains a small alcohol sterilizer.
Q: Do you know, Lt. Butterfield, why the property medical equipment and supplies for administering of
medical aid to injured persons with the 4th Division Artillery Cantonment Area was not available on or about
June 6, 1941, to the medical officer of the day?
A: No, sir, I do not know. To the best of my knowledge, I believe it was available.
Q: Whose responsibility was it on that day to see that it was provided, or report made that it was not available?
A: On June 6 it was the duty of Lieutenant Davis,
Q: Did Lieutenant Davis prior to June 6, on June 6, or subsequent to June 6 make a report to you that
proper medical supplies and equipment were not available in the 4th Division Artillery?
A: No sir, he did not.

Lt. Joseph Davis told Maj. Hensey that on Friday morning June 6 he had stepped outside
the dispensary right after sick call. Davis said he “came in very shortly afterwards and heard that
there was a patient at the 29th Dispensary. I called the 29th Dispensary, asked the Charge of
Quarters (Pvt. Shelton) who answered the phone that he had there. He told me that a man fell off
the second story. I said all right, I’ll be right over. At that time Lieutenant Peavy took the phone
and he said he wanted me to give the man a shot. During the conversation I said that I would
have to see the man before I could give him a shot, but that all the narcotics were out in the field.
Lt. Peavy said that he had a car and was taking the patient right to the hospital and that it
wouldn’t be necessary for me to come unless I could give him that shot. I repeated at least two or
three times that I would right over, but he still insisted that it wasn’t necessary unless I could give
him that shot. That was the conversation. I did not say that I did not have any equipment.”
Lt. Davis said “In connection with the statement by General Wallace in the letter of transmittal that my performance of duty has been characterized by indifference, I would like to state that
about three months ago, General Wallace called me before him and told me that he thought that
I was indifferent. I told him that I was glad of this opportunity for him to see me about that. Of
course, I didn’t realize that I was becoming that way, and I told him that I would not have that attitude any longer; since then, this is the first information that I had that I was still giving the impression of indifference. In the future, I will try to perform duties in such a way that I will not give the
impression of being indifferent. I know that I made a mistake in not going to see an injured man.
I shall certainly do so in the future regardless of what any other officer might say. I also made a
mistake by not drawing any morphine so that I could have it in the dispensary instead of in the
Headquarters field safe when the other Battalions go into the field. I have done so since the accident and, in the future, any such complication will not arise.”
“As I realize now to my great sorrow, my mistake, which I feel is not neglect, was that I did not
see the patient regardless of what any other officer said, and I again state that no such complica90
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tion will again arise. It has never occurred until now either in my military or civilian practice and
never will again. I have always lived up to the Oath of Hippocrates and I sincerely state that I always will.” Investigator Hensey concluded Davis was not “mentally defective, deranged or abnormal.” No evidence of previous convictions.
June 16, 1941
Charges against Lt. Joseph Davis were received at Headquarters 4th Division Motorized
June 17, 1941
The charges were referred for trial
June 27, 1941
The Trial was held. The court met at 1:20pm. There were five
members of the panel. The president was Lt. Col. James A. Van
Fleet of the 29th Infantry. He was a West Point graduate - Class of
1915 where he was a classmate of Dwight D. Eisenhower and Omar
Bradley. A battalion commander in World War I, Van Fleet would
lead the 8th Infantry Regiment onto Utah Beach and win a Distinguished Service Cross for actions during the D-Day landings. Lt.
Col. Herman F. Kramer was the law member of the panel. When
the 66th Division was activated in April 1943 he was its Commander
and would be in that position until August 1945.
Captain Francis T. Pachler would eventually
Gen. Van Fleet
serve for more than 35 years becoming a Major
General. The remaining two were also West Point graduates. Captain James
L. Richardson, Jr. – Class of 1930 and Captain Ducat McEntee - Class of
1935. McEntee would be the first and only commanding officer of the 541st
Parachute Infantry Regiment, formed 12 August 1943, disbanded July 1945,
Luzon, Philippines. His men would see combat as replacements and then
went into the Occupation of Japan as members of the 11th Airborne DiviDucat McEntee (1935) sion.
Davis plead “Not Guilty” to all specifications and the Charges. The prosecution made no
opening statement. Instead, Capt. Russell Jenna called Lt. Peavy to describe what had happened
at the dispensary. There was over 20-minutes of prosecution and defense sparring over Peavy’s
description of the phone call between him and Dr. Davis.
A five-minute recess was taken by the Court at 1:45pm – During the recess both the prosecution and the defense were instructed by the court to refrain from repeating matters, and to refrain
from asking witnesses questions concerning matters of which they can not properly be expected to
have personal knowledge.
The prosecution called Lt. Donald L. Butterfield to the stand.
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Q: When all the units are out and there is one officer of the day left in cantonment area, at what dispensary
is he supposed to be?
Butterfield: At the 29th-42nd Field Artillery Dispensary, as that was designated by Division Headquarters
as the 24-hour dispensary in the area, and the medical officer of the day should be there whether the units are
absent in the field or present in the cantonment area.
Q: In the event that you were officer of the day and there was an injured man in an ambulance ready to be
taken to the hospital where he could get attention, would you think it necessary for you to go to the scene in
such a case?
A: Yes
Q: Regardless of what you were doing at the other dispensary?
A: Unless I was attending a seriously injured patient at the other dispensary or doing something I didn’t feel
could wait, yes sir.

The Prosecution rested its case after Butterfield’s testimony. The Defense lead by called just
one witness - the Sergeant at the 29th-42nd FA Dispensary who had answered the phone from the
dispensary where Private Fennell was lying in an ambulance. However, the accused - Lt. Joseph
Davis asked, and was allowed to testify as a witness on his own behalf. :
Q: How long would it take you to get to the 29th FA dispensary from the 20th FA dispensary?
Davis: I would say it would take about three or four minutes in a car.
Q: Did you go over there to care for an injured man that morning?
A: No sir.
Q: Why not?
A: I didn’t go because Lieutenant Peavy stated it wouldn’t be necessary for me to come over there unless I
could give the man a shot.
Q: Do you consider Lieutenant Peavy is qualified as a medical officer, and in position to state what should
be done for an injured man?
A No sir.
Q Do you take a layman’s opinion as to what should be done, in making a decision as to whether you
should go see an injured person or not?
A: That all depends on the relationship of the layman to the injured person
Q: What was Lt. Peavy’s relationship to you or the injured man?
A: None that I know of.
Q: Yet you took his advice and did not go to see the patient, didn’t you?
A: It wasn’t taking his advice. What I started to say a moment ago was that if he had been five feet further
away from the phone so he could not have taken the phone from the charge of quarters I would have been
there. I had already stated I would be there and then he took the phone and indicated he already had the man
on the ambulance ready to go to the hospital and only wanted the man given a shot of some kind.
Q: Are you supposed to have morphine in your medical kits at all times?
A: Yes, we are supposed to have it, but no all kits have it.
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Q: Isn’t it necessary for a medical officer of the medical corps to have all those essentials in his medical kit
while on duty?
A: It should be essential, and he should see that it is available.
Q: Did you have it in your Kit?
A: I had it available where I could get it on a moment’s notice.
Q: Why didn’t you go get it so you could have it with you in the kit?
A: At that time we didn’t have any place in the dispensary to keep it. Morphine is supposed to be kept under lock.
Q: You heard Lt. Butterfield say morphine sulphate is supposed to be in each medical officer’s kit. Is that
correct?
A: Yes, that is correct.
Q: Did you have morphine sulphate in your kit?
A: No sir, however I had it available where I could get to it.
Q: Did you make an attempt to get morphine to administer a shot to this injured man on June 6, 1941?
A: No Sir, I didn’t

Under questioning by the Court, Lt. Davis said he wasn’t sure he was Medical Officer of the
Day – that he couldn’t find the roster.
The Prosecution recalled Lt. Butterfield.
Q: Was Lt Davis the only medical officer left behind in the Artillery cantonment area on that date:
A: Yes sir, he was.
Q: Did he automatically become medical officer of the day, then?
A: Yes sir, he would have automatically become medical officer of the day even if he had not already been
so designated.

The Court asked Butterfield about the extent of Private Fennell’s injuries:
A: He had a fracture of the third lumbar vertebrae and a fracture of the head of the left humerus. I came
by the information by calling the station hospital and talking to the ward surgeon who was attending Private Fennel in an effort to find out how serious the injury was and the nature of the injury and how he was getting on.
Q: If you were in Lt. Davis’ position, and you came into your dispensary and learned that an injured man
was at the other dispensary and on calling on the telephone the man at the other end of the line told you the
injured man was in an ambulance ready to go to the hospital, what likely would have been your decision in such
a case – to let him go on to the hospital immediately or to have them hold him at the other dispensary until you
could get there to examine him, taking into consideration the fact that by the man being in an ambulance
meant that he had already been moved from the scene of the accident and that any damage that might be done
by such moving had probably already been done?
A: Well, sir, I think the best I can do in answer to that question is to cite an instance, if I am not out of order. I had a case once of a man seriously injured. I had him held until I could see him, and he died the next
morning, That was my best judgement at the time, and of course, I cannot say even in the face of the fact that
he died as a result of his injures that my judgement was in error because the man may have died of his injuries
on that occasion even if he had been rushed to the hospital the minute he was injured. If he was first brought
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into the dispensary instead of being taken directly to the hospital I believe I would decide in each case that I
should see him before any further move was made, so I believe I would have done so in this particular case.

Prosecution redirect of Butterfield:
Q: I have another hypothetical question, If a lieutenant of Field Artillery, to the best of your knowledge having no knowledge of medicine, told you he had a man in the ambulance ready to to the hospital, and told you
the man ought to have shot before going to the hospital and unless you would give the man a shot it would be
unnecessary for you to come over at all. What would you do in that case?
DEFENSE: I object to that as being immaterial and irrelevant.
Prosecution: It is true that it is only a hypothetical case.
Law Member: The question may be answered.
Butterfield: I believe I would go to the patient and make my examination and find out whether the man
needed the shot or not.”

Final Arguments were made but were not recorded as the court had not directed that they be
recorded. The prosecution made a brief opening argument, outlining the evidence. The defense
made a short argument, pointing out that this was a case where the accused understood the patient was being evacuated and assumed the patient would already be gone before he could reach
the scene.
The court was closed, and upon secret written ballot, finds the accused Not Guilty of all specifications and the charge. The court was opened, and the President announced the acquittal. The
court then, at 3:30 pm on June 27, 1941 proceeded to other business.
The Division Judge Advocate reviewed the record on July 14th. The Commanding General
restored Lt. Joseph Davis to “an honorable duty status” on July 15th.
The record of the case was received by Judge Advocate General’s Office on July 17th, 1941.
Comparison of the two courts martial of Lt. Joseph Davis finds that only he, and one other
soldier were at both proceedings. Col. James A. Van Fleet - the president overseeing the June
1941 acquittal of Davis would be the senior member of the 11-member panel that would find
him guilty of disobeying an order in August 1942. By that time, Van Fleet was with the 8th Infantry. Brig. General Fay B. Prickett would be both the president of the 1942 court and the law member. One wonders whether Col. Van Fleet may have remembered “the little doctor” in the refusing to march case as the same doctor who didn’t have the equipment to treat the victim of clothesline fall fourteen months before. If Van Fleet did recognize Davis, did it have any impact on the
decision later commuted by the President?

!"
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The Aftermath
July 3, 1946
“Dr. Joseph Davis, 4354 S. Third, Louisville released from the Army
Medical Corps following six years of service, yesterday (7/3) announced
the opening of offices at 4456 Park Boulevard. Dr. Davis, who held the
rank of captain when released at Fort Knox, had served in the European
Theater of Operations. A native of New York, he came here in 1928 and
was educated in Louisville Male High and the University of Louisville
School of Medicine. He was practicing in Bowling Green when called to
service.”
- Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal - Wed, Jul 3, 1946 pg. 13

September 11, 1959
Thirteen years later, an unusual start to a Friday night high school football game with an injury to an active duty serviceman prompted Dr. Davis’ name to appear in
print. The Louisville Courier-Journal explained the mishap this way in the Sunday sports section under the headline: They Saw Kickoff... That’s All! “All I could think of was to blow the whistle.” That was Marine Staff Sgt. John Bonner’s most vivid recollection of the Atherton-Eastern
kickoff play Friday night on which both he and Bruce Campbell of the Easter team received a
broken right leg. Bonner was acting as head linesman. Campbell was playing center. Both were
attended by the same physicians and placed in the same room (107) at the Kentucky Baptist hospital. “I guess there never was a football game before where two people received broken legs on the
same play,” said Campbell. “Not that I ever heard of,” said Bonner. “And on the very first play, at
that. It was one of those
short kickoffs,” he continued, turning to a reporter.
“You know the kind. The
ball rolled about 20 yards. I
remember starting in from
the sideline toward the ball.
I saw an Ahterton player
running over to block out
an Eastern player. He
missed the Eastern boy and
plowed into me from the
rear. It was purely accidental. If he’d hit his mark he
wouldn’t have hit me. I
couldn’t see what happened to Campbell, but he
got his in a pileup, didn‘t
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you, Bruce?” Atherton won the game 27-6.” The incident prompted Sports Editor Earl Ruby
wonder “Why? - Isn’t it customary for all Louisville high schools to have a football team physician
on the bench of handy? When John Bonner and Bruce Campbell received a broken leg each on
the first play of the game Friday there was a physician available on either side of the field. Finally
medical attention was obtained from the stands.... Bonner, who is a staff sergeant in the Marines,
ssaid it “seemed like 15 minutes” before a doctor came on the field. “Fifteen years in the mMarines,” he said, “and I get my first injury in a high school football game.” Physicians have told him
he will be laid up from four to six weeks.
September 19, 1959
Louisville Courier-Journal Sports Editor Earl Ruby runs a letter from Dr. Davis trying to answer
Ruby’s question from a week prior as to why no team physicians at high school games. “The
high cost of medical supplies, principally tape, and the low boiling point of school administrators,
mainly principals, are responsible for many high school football injuries, thinks Dr. Joseph Davis,
Atherton’s team physician. “I regret that there were two leg fractures in our opening game a week
ago,” he write, “but I hope that, through you and your paper, something can be done about the
medical athletic problem. As you know now we were only a few seconds late in getting to the
field. The delay was caused by a small tie-up. It was the first time I ever have missed a kick-off.
Allow me to brag a bit and say that Atherton is about the best covered high school in the state in
regard to athletic events. Not only do I attempt to cover all practices session in football, basketball
and track, but I am on the bench for all football games and on the field for the track events. Furthermore I have enlisted a team of physicians especially for football. I find the lack of knowledge
among principals to the benefits of a team doctor. Some coaches as well as principals consider a
team doctor as an ‘unnecessary evil,’ except at a time like the incident of Friday night. Cooperation is poor. They consider only the pre-season examination (usually a poor one) as necessary.
But who else can evaluate the physical abilities of players but the man who sees all injuries, both
major and minor, and can report to the coach, this man can or cannot play.
“I am a firm believer in preventive taping. Yet the cost of tape and other supplies frequently
prevents thoroughness in this important work. Preventive taping is not merely covering the ankle
like wallpaper, as I have seen, but a tape job that does its work. I feel that if the Easter High
School boy had been taped he would not have had a fractured leg. At Atherton in the past I have
taped 25 to 30 pairs of ankles before each game. This year we are taping only those who request
it. It is against my policy, but the high cost of tape makes me go along. In the past four years,
however, we haven’t had a single ankle injury to a taped ankle.”
- Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal - Sat, Sep 19, 1959 pg. 17

January 9, 1980
Joseph Davis, sports medicine pioneer dies: “Dr. Joseph Davis, a pioneer in sports medicine in high school athletics in Louisville and a specialist in rehabilitation medicine, died at 8:15
pm Wednesday (1/9) at his home after a short illness. He was 67 and lived at 1970 Trevilian Way.
In the 1950s, he was team physician for Atherton High School. He enlisted a team of physicians
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to care for almost any kind of possible injury to the players. Davis served on the staffs of Jewish,
St. Anthony, Suburban and Methodist Evangelical hospitals and the Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation in Jefferson County. He was a medical director for the Muscular Dystrophy Clinic. He was a member of state and county medical societies, American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine, International Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine, Southeastern Chapter of
American College of Sports Medicine, President’s Council on Physical Fitness, American Heart
Association Council on Strokes, Southern Medical Association, Veteran of Foreign Wars and
Adath Jeshurun congregation. He was a fellow of the American College of Sports Medicine and
an Army Medical Corps veteran of World War II. Besides his wife, the former Ella Rose Goldberg. survivors include a daughter, Patty Weinberger of St. Louis; two sons, Dr. Steven J. Davis of
San Diego and Arthur D. Davis of Roslyn, N.Y.; and six grandchildren. The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the form of contributions to the Muscular Dystrophy Foundation.”
- Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal - Fri, Jan 11, 1980 pg. 4

January 27, 2004
Ella Rose Davis, 86, of Richmond, VA, formerly of Louisville, passed away Tuesday, January
27, 2004. She was the widow of Dr. Jospeh Davis. She is survived by two sons, Steven Davis, MD
, and Arthur Davis; one daughter, Pat Weinberger; two daughters-in-law, Susan A Davis and Susan F. Davis; grandchildren, Jeff and Naomi Davis, Ben and Catherine Davis, Paul and Lisa Weinberger, David and Lovelyne Weinberger and Aaron, Barry, Julia and Gave Davis; and greatgrandchildren, Henry and Jane Davis. A graveside service will be held in B’Nal Shalom Cemetery
at Greenwood Memorial Gardens, Goochland, VA. In lieu of flowers, memorial contributions
may be sent to Beth Shalom Gardens, Richmond VA.
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Military History: The Grangers
“Young Pliney in India”
India: Trolley Target
Clipping from the Granger Family Scrapbook with notation “Keep This”

The one-track Burma-Assam railroad meanders like the Toonerville trolley through the rich
rice paddies of Assam province, starting at Calcutta as a broad gauge line and winding up at Darjeeling with the world’s narrowest
gauge (two feet wide). For the last
four months the main, 700-mile
line and two branch lines feeding
into the Allied bases around the
Ledo Road have been under GI
management, working day and
night to supply the U.S. and British
troops in North and Central
Burma.
It is for this vital target that
Lieutenant General Masakazu
Kawabe has aimed his fourpronged Japanese offensive. Last
week, in spite of heavy and continuous behind-the-lines Allied bombings, Kawabe’s supply chain from
Burma had not yet snapped. His
men had: Swept north from captured Tiddim to drive the British
back from Tamu and Ukhrul to defensive positions all around Imphal;
were storming the heights of Kohima, 60 miles northeast of Imphal; were “in contact” with the
Sgt. Pliney Granger Jr. in front of bivouac in India as photographer, friend and
local dog cast shadows. The Boston & Maine trainman worked alongside crews
British and Indian troops around
from the New York Central Railroad hauling supplies over “the hump” in what
Dimapur, vital Burma-Assam railbecame known as the “forgotten theater” of World War II.
head.
- Granger Family Archives
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A Short History of the 721st Railway Operating Battalion
By Edward J. Venter
The 721st Railway Operating Battalion was activated at Camp Haranan, New Orleans, Louisiana, on April 14, 1943. The unit was composed of men from replacement companies, reception centers, a cadre from another battalion and reservists of the New York Central system, which
sponsored the battalion. While at Camp Haranan for six weeks, the men underwent a rigorous
physical training program, learned to march, hurdle obstacle courses, roll full field packs, fire a
gun and become indoctrinated in army discipline, rules and regulations.
The battalion next moved to Camp Cushing located on the outskirts of San Antonio, Texas,
and bordering the South Pacific Railroad tracks. A program of physical training, manual of arms,
extended and close order drill soon molded the raw recruit into a soldier proud of his physical fitness and coordination. Here the men actually went to work shoulder to shoulder with the workers
of the Southern Pacific, developing their skills as trainmen, engineers, carmen, telegraphers, trackmen and mechanics. Three months of this technical training helped the soldier-railroader become
accustomed to his dual role and prepare for the real job ahead. There was also time for further
military training, such as hiking, mimic warfare, passing through gassed areas, attending map reading and first aid lectures.
On the first of November 1943, the battalion, moved on to Camp Atterbury, Indiana, for final
processing before departure overseas. Clothes and equipment were checked, inoculations administered for prevention of typhus and cholera, and records checked. To keep the men in good condition, a program of exercises, close-order drill, and hikes made up a good share of the daily routine.
During the last week in November 1943, the battalion entrained for “destination unknown.”
The trip was very enjoyable and picturesque through Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Nevada and finally into Anza, California. Travel was by Pullman cars with
delicious meals served to the men while in their seats.
The stay in sunny California was of a week’s duration. Carbines and pistols were checked, gas
masks were inspected, and clothing re-issued where necessary. All personnel received instruction
in climbing cargo nets hanging from the side of a mock vessel. Everyone prayed that this practice
would not be put to use while at sea.
During the early morning hours of December 9, 1943, the battalion moved onto a waiting
train for a short ride to the San Pedro harbor where the Mariposa was berthed waiting for the
troops to embark for the overseas trip. The sea journey was made without escort or protection in a
zig-zag manner as a precaution against any enemy submarine, with gun crews at their stations during the entire trip.
On the seventeenth day at sea, the Mariposa steamed into the harbor of Hobart, located on the
beautiful island of Tasmania, off the southeast coast of Australia. While here the ship refueled
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and replenished the water supply. As the Mariposa started the last lap of her journey, the sealed orders were opened and literature was distributed to every man aboard describing India, its language and customs. The sea journey was completed on the 31st day after leaving the United
States as the city of Bombay loomed on the horizon.
The Indians presented a strange picture to the eyes of the soldier-railroader. The usual apparel was merely yards of cloth wound around their bodies, which in most cases lacked cleanliness. The stench of filth was everywhere as sanitary practices were unknown in this country of ignorance and poverty.
On disembarking from the ship, the men were loaded onto third class railroad coaches comparable to a stateside box-car with windows and wooden benches, already filled with roaches, flies
and other insects. The train journey lasted five consecutive days, with rations furnished by the British consisting of uncooked bacon, biscuits (dry and hard), orange marmalade, tea, with some
bully beef and herring. After a few hours stop at Calcutta to fuel the engine, the long train journey was terminated on arrival at Parbatipur located in the Province of Bengal.
Parbatipur was the junction
point for the meter and broad
gauge track. Here the war supplies and materials were unloaded from the broad gauge
cars onto the meter gauge cars
for the trip to Ledo, then flown
over the Hump or convoyed
over the Ledo Road to China,
The men lived in barracks constructed by inter-weaving bamboo strips and the roof made of
grass tied to a bamboo mat. The
camp was located along the Bengal and Assam Railroad.
The soldier-railroaders were
immediately put to work using
their civilian experience and
army training in worthwhile application by assuming control of
convoying war materials and personnel. Men went to work as
train dispatchers, station masters, car repairmen, engineers,
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trainmen, trackmen and bridge-men. The task of administration, feeding, clothing and transporting the G.I.s required the
services of many soldiers. Immediate repairs to the equipment and roadbed resulted in a sharp increase in the tonnage of material transported. New tracks were constructed
to accommodate the increase in traffic. American methods
of transportation further increased the loads transhipped and
rushed over the rails to Ledo.
On March 27, 1944, a fire broke out on one of the basha
roofs. Fanned by a strong windstorm, the flames spread
quickly and destroyed 25 out of the 27 bashas housing the
battalion. Clothes, food supplies, arms, personal belongings
and Battalion records were burned. However, tents, clothing
and food were rushed from Calcutta and the crisis was alleviated immediately. During the spring of 1944, the Allies were
Burma-Assam Railroad - Darjeeling, India pushing the Japs down from Northern Burma. However, the
- George Henry Vorndran, Jr. (Nov 10, 1944)
enemy did succeed in crossing the Burma border and imperil
the Bengal and Assam Railroad life-line, but a successful offensive by the Allies spelled disaster for
the Japs.
Despite extreme heat which caused heat rash and dysentery, the men worked long hours to ensure that the heavy tonnage continued on its way into China. The monsoon season caused heavy
damage to the equipment and road-beds, but this did not stop the steady stream of supplies. A
well-needed rest of two weeks at Darjeeling was given to the men about this time. This army rest
camp, 8,000 feet high in the Himalayan Mountains had plenty of good food and recreation.
About this time a recreation hall, post exchange and theater were constructed at the main camp.
This tended to keep the high morale of the troops. Also a number of
USO shows came through and entertained the men.
On May 8, 1945, the good news
that Germany had accepted the surrender terms brought cheer to the
soldier-railroader, but at the same
time the realization that the warfare in our theater would be increased. The men, equipment and
track facilities were well prepared to
meet all requirements.

Burma-Assam Railroad - Darjeeling, India
- George Henry Vorndran, Jr. (Nov 10, 1944)
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Increased offensives carried our naval and air forces to the shores of Japan, resulting in an unconditional surrender. Immediately, plans were formulated to return the operation of the Bengal
and Assam Railroad to the natives. This became a reality on September 30, 1945. The General Patrick left Calcutta, India, on October 19, 1945. The boat, General Stewart, followed a week later.
Each of these ships brought some of the members of the 721st Railway Operating Battalion happily homeward, with the realization that they had carried out their assignment in India for 22
months in a commendable manner.
- Ex-CBI Roundup - July 1987 Issue
http://www.cbi-history.com/part_vi_721st_railway_bn.html

Granger Family Recollections:
When recalling his service in India, “Daddy (Pliney Jr.) used to say it was cooler to sit in the engine than outside,” says his daughter Dale Ann Granger Eckert in the fall of 2015. “The bread
looked like raisin bread because the
flies would end up baked into it. He
said it was tough driving the trains
through the mountains because you
couldn’t use lights and never were
sure if all the bridges were still there.
He was a Catholic convert and was
baptized in India.”
Pliney apparently used some
Cog culinary knowledge passed on
from his Uncle Stubby while sailing
from the US to India and back. “On
the long transport over the ocean he
said he and a buddy would sneak
into the galley area,” says daughter
Dale Ann, “and steal bread and onions - it was the only safe thing to
eat that wouldn’t be spoiled.”
Stubby Welch’s onion sandwiches
became part of the war effort within
the 721st Railway Operating Battalion.

Brother Allen in Europe
ALLEN LAIRD GRANGER INTERVIEW : with Sandy Ferno 3-17-94 - “After getting married, we lived on one of my father-in-law's farms in Roxbury. I had a few cows and ran a vegetable truck garden that spring. I never had a chance to harvest it, however, as I joined the service in
July 10, 1942.
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“I was sent to Fort Devins first and then on to Camp Croft in South Carolina for basic
training. They kept me as an instructor because there wasn't an assignment for me at the time.
Then I went back north to Camp Edwards, in Massachusetts to the 36 Infantry Division. I made
it home to Northfield frequently, using my Boston and Maine pass. Our first child, a son, Allen
Laird Granger Jr., was born on March 10, 1943. I had my picture taken with him. That was my
last visit home before being shipped overseas.
“We landed in Africa. I was in the infantry. I first saw action during the invasion of Italy, at
Sedano on September 9, 1943. We traveled to the shore in landing crafts and then ran to the
beach and dropped. Around me were men who weren’t moving, and I realized they were dead.
We took the beachhead - were in the second group to make it to the beach - and fought until we
were relieved.
“We fought at Cassino, which involved an assault on a hill. Later we were on the front line on
a river. I was a Guard Leader then, in charge of twelve raw recruits. We were ordered to cross a
pontoon bridge, which we did. The bridge was destroyed and we were stranded. Some men tried
to swim back but were taken by the current. That night we could hear the Germans talking to
each other. Then we were captured. It was January 21, 1944.
“We were taken in trucks to a train station. On our troop North, American planes attacked
the train and some of the prisoners were injured. We were shipped to Poland to a prisoner of war
camp, where we worked on a farm. I was a POW for fifteen months. We were marched toward
France and the front, a thousand of us, until we were liberated by American troops.
“I came home in the spring of 1945 and bought this farm. Originally it had 240 acres, but
later I purchased another 70 acres up on the hill,” said Allen Granger.
This is how his military service was covered in the local papers: (1944) “In Uniform: P.F.C. Allen L. Granger, son of Pliney Granger of Lisbon, (NH) has been promoted to corporal. He is a
squad leader with the 36th “Texas” division of the Fifth Army in Italy.” / “In Uniform: Lisbon
friends have been informed that Sgt. Allen L. Granger, husband of Mrs. A. L. Granger of
Northfield, Vt., and son of Pliney N. Granger of Lisbon, was missing in action on January 22.
No further details have been received. When last heard from Sergeant Granger was located in Italy.” / “It has been learned that Sgt. Allen L. Granger, who has been reported missing since January 22 is in a German prison camp. A card to this effect was received by his wife at Northfield,
Vt., April 5. Sergeant Granger is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Pliney Granger of Lisbon.” (1945) “In
Uniform: Mr. and Mrs. Pliney Granger of Lisbon have received word that their son, Sgt. Allen
Granger was released form Stalag 2 B prison camp in Germany on April 14 and is on his way
home to Northfield, Vt. Mrs. Granger’s son, Earle Fulford entered the Navy on April 10 and is in
training at Sampson, N.Y. Another son, Howard Fulford from Vershire, Vt., leaves for the Service
May 7, making three sons, four step-sons and step-son-in-law in the Service. Two of the boys,
Earle Fulford and Granville A. Granger, are in the Navy. Four of the boys, Sgt. Roy A Fulford,
Sgt. Pliney N. Granger, Granville A. Granger and Sgt. Allen L. Granger, are overseas. Their son103
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in-law, T/5 Cecil Charltrand, is also overseas.” / “Sunday (5/27) guests at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Pliney Granger were their son and wife, Sgt. and Mrs. Allen Granger and son of Northfield,
Vt. Sergeant Granger was released and on his way home just previous to VE-Day. Sergeant and
Mrs. Granger will go to Lake Placid, N.H., this week for 15 days and then to Fort Devens, Mass.,
to receive his discharge from the Army.”
- Littleton Courier - Thu, Apr 13, 1944; Thu, May 17, 1945; Thu, Feb 3, 1944; Thu, May 31, 1945

Brother Guy at Pearl Harbor
Cousin Gary’s wife “Guy was not a talker in general. All she can say about the Cog was that
he worked there. She does remember hearing that he was in the Army and on the opposite side
of the island during Pearl Harbor, but wouldn’t talk about it. He was then sent to the Philippines.”

!"
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A Teague Confederate Encounter
Follow Col. Henry Nelson Teague’s backstory and you will run into military history connections beyond Henry’s
attempt to serve in the Spanish & American War that was cut short by sickness in 1898. Henry’s grandmother,
Philomelia Staple Teague’s lineage lets Henry qualify as a “Son of the American Revolution” because his maternal great-grandfather Moses Staple served in the Continental Army. Moses Staple was from Deer Island,
Maine and joined Capt. Pillsbury’s Company for a term of three years during the Revolution. Philomelia and
Capt. Nathanial Teague’s son, Capt. George Edward Teague and his young family become swept up in the
Civil War when he meets one of the first audacious sea raiders of the Confederate States, Charles W. Read in
June 1863. It’s a dozen years before Henry is born to the couple, but the episode could have easily gone differently denying the Boston & Maine Railroad a Teague to takeover the Mt. Washington Cog Railway. What follows is an account of a Teague Confederate Encounter using a blend of sources.

Capture of Philadelphia Vessels by a Rebel Pirate – Full Particulars
In addition to the particulars published in another column of the depredations of the rebel pirate Coquette upon three Philadelphia vessels, The Boston Traveler furnishes the following account
from The Philadelphia Press:
Yesterday afternoon (6/14) the schooner Kate Stewart, one of the vessels captured by the Coquette, and released upon giving bonds, came up the Delaware and hauled in at a wharf on
Kaighn’s Point. The Kate Stewart is commanded by Captain George E. Teague, of Bangor, Maine.
The first mate’s name is John Bisset. She is a Philadelphia vessel, and belongs to E A. Souder &
Co., having been built nine years. Her value is $13,400, and she carries a crew of nine men.
Her Capture
At the time the Stewart was overhauled she was about 37 miles off Cape Charles, latitude 37°
10’, longitude 76° 5’. On Friday morning (June 12th) she observed three vessels, one of which was
in command of the pirate Read, and the other two were the prizes previously taken, and which
had not yet been destroyed. Capt. Teague reports that from the signals made he supposed one of
the vessels to be in distress, and having an American jack flying at the time, ran down to ascertain
the trouble. As soon as he neared the pirate craft he was ordered to heave-to, and a boat with a
crew of five men, without officers, was sent to board him. (Australian naval historian Mackenzie J.
Gregory says when Kate Stewart came on scene, the privateer’s “6 pounder was in a boat en route to her new ship,
Clarence revealed her dummy broadside, enough to frighten Captain George Teague to utter, “For God’s sake don’t
shoot, I surrender.”) The (five-member boarding party) are reported as a most murderous-looking set
of villains, two them being Portuguese. Captain Teague had left his revolver in the cabin, and
while considering whether he should go down for it or not, the board(ers) came up. The pirates
were all pretty well intoxicated at the time, and had their weapons concealed. One of them
jumped on board and seizing the captain by the hand said, “How do you do?” The remaining
four came on board, drew their weapons, and in a quiet manner informed the captain that he was
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a prize. They ordered him, with four of his men, to accompany them on board the pirate craft,
previous to which, however, they threatened to shoot him if he did not give up his revolver. The
captain’s wife (Henry’s mom Martha) went into the cabin and produced the weapon.
Interview with the Pirate Leader
The Captain (Teague) and five of his men were then
taken on board the craft, and he was soon ushered into the
cabin in the presence of Read, the commander of the pirates.
Read (Annapolis graduate and former United States Navy midshipman
seen at right) is described as a careworn-looking individual,
about thirty-five years of age, five feet ten inches in height,
and fair complexion. Upon entering the cabin, he asked Captain Teague the value of his vessel (Kate Stewart), and whether
he was able to give bonds. The Captain replied that, under
the present circumstances, he thought he was. Read then
made out the bond for seven thousand dollars, and handed it
to the Captain. (Capt. Teague said in the New York Daily Herald, “the commander of the privateer appeared to be much
exasperated on account of information he had received that some of his (Read’s) property in Jackson, Mississippi, had been burned by the Union forces. He protested that he would burn every
United States vessel that he met with having a clearance from the ports not belonging to the rebels.”)
While this scene was transpiring in the cabin, a transfer of the (captured) crews of the Tacony,
brig Mary Alvins, and schooner M. A. Shindler, was made to the Kate Stewart, it having been agreed
that this vessel should be released on bond. Nothing except (Capt. Teague’s) revolver was stolen
from the Kate Stewart, she being in ballast at the time.
A Copy of the Bond
The following is a verbatim copy of the bond, which Read, in his great haste, forgot to date:
The schooner Kate Stewart was this day captured by the Confederate bark Florida No 2, and bonded
for the sum of seven thousand dollars, payable to the President of the Confederate States thirty
days after a ratification of a treaty of peace between the Confederate States and the United State
of America. Chas. W. Read, C.S.N., Lieutenant Commanding.
He Takes his Departure
After making out the bond, Read politely informed Captain Teague that he could again go
on board his vessel and proceed on his course as soon as he saw his (Read’s) colors. The captain
asked him if they would be the Confederate colors, when Read answered, “Never mind, you proceed as soon as you see any colors.” The Captain (Teague) then came on board the Kate Stewart,
and immediately Read hoisted the American flag, no Confederate flag having been displayed during the whole affair. Before Captain Teague, with his increased crew, had proceeded far the pi106
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rates fired the Mary Alvina and the M. A. Shindler. All hands assert that they were treated very well
by their captors, and but little alarm was felt as to their personal safety. It is thought that the pirates would have destroyed the Kate Stewart also, and retained the crews and passengers, only, as
they said, they did not wish to be worried with females, there being a number on board the vessel.
Passengers on Board the Kate Stewart
Captain Teague had sailed from Key West (on the 27th of May), where he took in a number
of passengers. Their names are as follows: Mr. Allen, deputy collector at Key West, with his wife
and three children. Mr. Hugh Daily and lady, on their way to Scotland. Mrs. Frederica Glass, for
New York. In addition to these there were one or two other persons, who were passengers on
board the other two vessels. One of these was a Mr. Dougherty, a grain merchant, coming from
Port Royal to this city (Philadelphia). He was captured on board the Tacony, which vessel Read
took and destroyed his own. Mr. Dougherty lost about $500 in goods and money, although the
privilege was given him of taking away his watch.
Statement of William S. Allen – Deputy Collector of Key West
From the New York Herald: “The privateer (a brig) was discovered about eight o’clock in the
morning, directly on the vessel’s course, hove to, with an American flag (Union Jack) flying. Near
her were also hove to a bark and a schooner. As the Kate Stewart passed under the brig’s stern she
was hailed and ordered to heave to and at the same time her ports were raised, exhibiting a gun.
Captain Teague at once hove to, thinking the brig to be a United States cruiser, and he was at
once boarded by a crew from the privateer, who took possession in the name of the Confederate
government. Captain Teague was at once ordered on board of the privateer, with his papers, and
there, in consequence of the number of ladies and children, he had on board as passengers, he
was allowed to reclaim his vessel by giving a bond for seven thousand dollars… He was also
required to take on board twenty-four men composing the officers and crews and two passengers
of the bark and schooner mentioned above (also prizes), and of a brig taken prize on the 9th.
Captain Teague was short of water and provisions, and so informed the captain of the privateer,
who promised to send some on board the Kate Stewart, but failed to do so, probably wishing to be
at once out of sight of the two vessels, which he set on fire at the same time he sent his prisoners
on board the Stewart. At a quarter-past eleven A. M. the privateer hoisted a signal for the Stewart
to proceed, and at the same time she stood off to the eastward, leaving the two vessels in flames.
At one o’clock P.M., the Kate Stewart standing toward the Delaware Breakwater, was completely
out of sight of the privateer and the burning vessels. The last two vessels were captured on the
same morning as the Kate Stewart. The escape of the Kate Stewart was owing wholly to the fact that
she had for passengers four ladies and four small children. Were it not for the helpless condition
of these passengers, this vessel would have shared the fate of the others. The rebel captain (who
gave his name as Read of Jackson, Mississippi,) wanted no encumbrances of the kind on board
his vessel. While privateers were in possession of the Kate Stewart they were very polite to the passengers, assuring the ladies and children that they should not be harmed, and that they need give
themselves no uneasiness. The privateer was named the Clarence, of Baltimore, and was herself a
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prize. She was captured by the Florida (in early May), while on her passage from Rio, with 300
bags of coffee and other merchandise. She was a fast sailer, and had a crew of about forty men
when she made the captures. (Historian Gregory says Clarence was at first armed by Confederate
forces with a 6 pound gun and small arms “By early June Clarence approached the American coast
her armament transformed, spars had been turned into dummy guns, mounted on wooden carriages, gun ports had been cut, and the 6 pounder providing a puff of smoke at the appropriate
time, it did look as if a broadside had been fired.”)
After making these captures the privateer (Read) transferred his flag to the bark Tacony, and
the Clarence was consigned to the flames. In less than an hour after the Tacony was captured her
name was removed from her stern, and she is now doubtless going on a mission of destruction in
place of the Clarence.”
One of the Crew wants to join the Pirate Craft
One of the pirates informed Captain Teague that Read was in command of thirty-two men.
One of the crew of the Mary Alvina wanted to join the rebel craft, but they refused to have him, as
they were afraid they could not trust him. The pirate, before overhauling the Kate Stewart, tried to
get rid of her prisoners by transferring them to some foreign-bound vessel, so as to carry them
where they could not soon tell the tale of their capture. As no such vessel could be found, they
were all placed on board the Kate Stewart, whose captain treated them with the utmost kindness.
The pirates expected to sail next for Cape Cod to break up our fishery there, and disperse the fishing fleet.
How the Mary Alvina was Captured
Captain Frohock, of the brig Mary Alvina, reports that when the pirates boarded him, he also
supposed they were in distress. They asked him what kind of stores he had on board, and he demanded to know what they wanted. One of them answered, very slowly, “Bread, beef, and pork.”
This had been a signal agreed upon by the pirates, as they each one drew revolvers, and covered
him and his crew. The pirates on this occasion were commanded by a mate, whom they called
“Cutts.” Captain Frohock and his whole crew were taken on board the pirate. His crew were
placed in the hold, but none of them treated harshly. The Tacony, the vessel now held by Read,
was in ballast at the time of her capture, and belonged to Geo. R. Ayres, merchant of Philadelphia.
- The Philadelphia Press – Jun 15, 1863 pg. 2 & reprinted in Boston Traveler – Jun 16, 1863 pg. 2 / New York Daily Herald –
Tue, Jun 16, 1863 pg. 4 / http://ahoy.tk-jk.net/MaraudersCivilWar/CSSFlorida.html

How the Tacony was Captured
Letter from Messrs. E. A. Souder & Co., of Philadelphia, to the Secretary of the Navy, (Hon. Gideon
Welles in Washington, D.C.) relative to the depredations of C. S. (Confederate States) brig Clarence.

Philadelphia, June 13, 1863
“Dear Sir: We telegraphed you to-day in regard to the outrages of the pirate Clarence, a sailing
brig, called a tender to the Florida. Captain Munday, of the bark Tacony, of this port, reached here
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at 3 o’clock this afternoon, and furnishes the following, and also handed us a letter from Captain
Teague, of our schooner Kate Stewart, which vessel he left in a boat this morning and reached a
town in New Jersey in time to take train for Philadelphia. He (Capt. Munday) states briefly as follows:
“Yesterday morning about 9 o’clock (12th instant), off Cape Henry, and almost in sight of it,
he saw a vessel (brig Clarence) with the United States flag flying, Union down. He hesitated at first,
but upon seeing men apparently in distress he put toward her, when the crew sent [a] boat alongside, all in seamen’s costume, and upon coming on the deck of the Tacony presented revolvers at
the captain and mate and those on deck and ordered them into their boat and took them to the
Clarence as prisoners. They took all they had, and while aboard the pirate the schooner M. A. Shindler came along, and she was taken in the same manner and burned at once. Soon after, our
schooner Kate Stewart, of 387 tons, on her way from Key West, in ballast, came along, and was captured also, but having some passengers, mostly ladies, aboard, was allowed to proceed, after extorting a bond from the captain for $7,000, being about half of her cost. The captain of the pirate
(Read) then put on board the Kate Stewart the crews of all the other vessels and set fire to the Clarence and took the Tacony (bark) for his ship and put off. The crew told Captain Munday that the
Clarence, the day before, was pursued by a United States gunboat and threw overboard their guns,
except a small swivel, and consequently they have no armament on board the bark Tacony and
could be captured readily in forth-eight hours if a steamer with a single gun was sent after her, or
a sailing vessel in disguise. We submit this information to you that such steps as may be necessary
may be promptly taken, And remain, dear sir, your obedient servants,
- Edmund A. Souder & Co.”
- From Official Records of the Union and Confederate Navies in the War of the Rebellion pg. 273 (302 pdf)
[telegram]
“Navy Department, June 13, 1863 – Yesterday morning the privateer Clarence, a captured sailing vessel, fitted out by the Oreto, captured three vessels within 8 miles of Cape Henry. The bark
Tacony they are fitting as a cruiser. Send out anything you have available. (s) Gideon Wells, Sec of
Navy to Rear Admiral Lee, Newport News.”
The Rest of the Story
Australian historian Mackenzie J. Gregory says the report “that a large Confederate Fleet was
about to ravage the US eastern coast, in desperation the secretary of the Union Navy, Gideon
Welles, issued orders that all available vessels should proceed to sea: “In search of this wolf that is
prowling upon us.” Within 30 days, no less than 38 armed ships were out and on the hunt along
the coast, seeking to catch up and destroy Clarence, which of course was not the ship they should
have been looking for. Now on the 14th of June, (Navy Secretary) Welles discovered the new role
for Tacony, but too late, all his US ships were already at sea looking for a ship no longer afloat. He
was unable to communicate with them, desperate measures for desperate times; the Secretary
now ordered ships be seized or chartered. “Put aboard an officer and a dozen men, arm them
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with small arms and 2 howitzers, and send them off in various directions,” but still no sign of the
elusive Read.
Read remained unknown, until on the 15th of June about 300 miles off the Delaware River
he burned the brig Umpire, twice Read was stopped by Union warships who asked if he had spotted the pirate Tacony, on both occasions he responded positively, and gave bogus directions in
which he had seen this Confederate ship sailing. On the 22nd of June, it was the turn of New
England fishing schooners, 3 were burnt, and a fourth was loaded with prisoners, bonded and sent
off to take her load to port. The next day, a further 2 fishing schooners were disposed of, and captured newspapers warned Read that the Union authorities now had a good description of his current Raider, and he was most likely operating on borrowed time.
Historian Tony Brown writes, “Read was blamed for violating the rules of war, but Federals
did such things in the Carolina Sounds. Read himself wrote: “Burning farmhouses in Mississippi
was alright, but it was ‘piracy’ to board ships of New England, and the noble editors (in newspapers
from captured ships) were going to make us ‘pull hemp’ without any port hole, when somebody else
captured us. On meeting “hundreds” of fishing craft, Read hoisted a rebel flag and fired a gun.
The boats fled home, “Raising ‘Cain’ in general . . . and the price of fish.”
Now the mackerel schooner Archer became Read’s 20th prize, he had been successful beyond
all expectations, the howitzer was out of ammunition, it was time to assume a new identity. All
the gear and the gun were trans-shipped to the 90-ton Archer, and the trusty Tacony was disposed
of by fire, the new Raider aiming to burn whatever Yankee ships she might find, and hoping to
cut out a merchantman to become his new home.”
Read was finally caught and captured off Portland, Maine on June 27th after abandoning and
burning the latest ship he had captured in Portland harbor – the Union cutter Caleb Cushing. “This
conflagration soon found the powder, and Lieutenant Read’s 22nd. capture soon blew up,” writes
Gregory. “He (Read) had achieved a charmed run, had harried, pillaged and burned many Union
vessels, even more, he had thrown their top brass into an absolute tizzy, made the Secretary of the
Union Navy look a fool, and shown how a little daring, and some fine planning could achieve so
much in such a short time.” The Aussie naval veteran Gregor speculated that “In contemporary
times, Winston Churchill would, I am sure, have warmed to Lieutenant Read of the Confederate
Navy. Read and his crew went into prison for a year, to be exchanged as POWs. Read was to
again fight, but not until the Civil War had almost run its course.”
Tony Brown writes, “After the war Read (left) first settled in New Orleans, and entered the
fruit trade. He later joined the Merchant Marine and in 1881 became Captain of a Royal Mail
steamer, City of Dallas plying between that city and British Honduras. How he got a British Masters ticket is unclear. He married a Miss Carter of Meridian, Miss.; it seems that the marriage
was happy, with many children.” Charles Read died on January 25th., 1889.
http://revfrankhughesjr.org/images/The_CHARLES_READ_HOME_PAGE.pdf
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CSA Capt.Charles Read (above) / Capt. George Teague’s 1868 Master certificate (below)
- Ancestry.com
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An 1872 Trip Up Mt. Washington
St. Johnsbury District Clergymen’s Association Picnic
For the Caledonian by Hiram Cutting, Lunenburg, VT
Published August 30th, 1872

The Association met at Lunenburgh on the 6th inst., and after holding a Preacher’s meeting
of unusual interest, which was well attended by the towns people, and highly enjoyed by all, the
members and their friends, made a picnic excursion to the White Mountains; under the arrangements of Rev. Julius Leavitt and myself, acting committee.
The weather was pleasant, and as we neared the peaks of the “Agiochook” of the Indians, we
could realize that to the “Algonquin” race, they might seem the resting place of spirit land. As
Mt. Washington and other peaks of bald rock came out in majesty before us, we could in part
share the veneration given by the Indian to his “Waumbeck” God, as his “Great Spirit” of the
mountains with its “snowy forehead.” What an achievement it would seem to that Indian, to see
the iron horse puffing up to the very resting place of the “great Spirit,” that he supposed would
never permit the return of anyone that was daring as to invade his sanctity.

Crawford Notch
- NYPL Digital Collection
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(They go to Crawford Notch where “the Portland and Ogdensburgh RR is soon to be built through this gorge.”)
The lengthening shadows of the mountains tell us that, as about a dozen miles separates us
from the Mt. Washington RR, we must turn our carriages that way. We reluctantly leave this wild
scene of nature, and retrace our steps five miles. Again we are at the old “Fabyan stand,” in the
vicinity of which was the mound known as the “Giant’s Grave,” which has in part been leveled to
accommodate a large hotel which they are now building. From this place, six miles of turnpike
takes us to the depot of the Mt. Washington RR.
Passing through the tollgate (left), a few rods
brings us to the graves of three veteran pioneers
of the White Mountains – Ethan Allen Crawford,
Capt Eleazer Rosebrook, and his wife, Hannah.
This is in, reality the only fine locality for a hotel this side of the mountains, and is the only
spot available, that is in plain view from the tip top of Mt. Washington. There is a tradition extant
that soon after the first house was completed, an old Indian stood on top of the mound leveled,
and lighting his torch from an old pine tree that had just been set on fire by lightning, waved it
wildly around in the darkness, saying that the sacred outlook from the snowy mount was desecrated; and no white man should take deep root here - that the Great Spirit of the Wambeck had
whispered it in his ear.

Riding three miles over the turnpike, we come of the upper falls of the Ammonoosuc (above).
Here is another gorge, worn in the gneiss rock, with large and small pot-holes, and other curious
features, well worthy of a visit. Some one has put up a sign over one of the pot-holes, naming it
“Greeley’s wash bowl.” It now contains water, and perhaps is so called as it a relic of the past.
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About sundown we arrived at the “Marshfield house,”
near the Mt. Washington railroad depot. As the ground was
very wet in this vicinity we concluded to accept the invitation
of E.K. Cox, the gentlemanly proprietor of the Marshfield
house, to make use of his hotel as best we could, and not put
up our tent.
Here we met Rev. I Luce, our former presiding elder, with his friend Rev. Mr. Strout of Portland. We improvised a church in the parlor and listened to eloquent and heartfelt discourses from
Bro’s. Luce and Strout.
For the night the ladies were accommodated at the hotel, while the gentlemen took quarters at
the barn, with the novel feature of having a horse under each bed. The only disadvantage was
that we thought the horses did not sleep well.

At early morn we were off up the mountain by steam. Slowly we ascended, and gradually
came into view the surrounding woodland, with its gorges, streams, and lesser mountains. The atmosphere was clear, giving us a fine westerly view. We could see far into Vermont, but not as recorded by some of the early visitors, Lake Ontario or Champlain. The far sight-seeing from the
White Mountains in the fabled past, is much greater than the most sanguine can realize. The fact
is that for near 15 miles in every direction it is almost an unbroken forest, and the beyond that distance the human eye has very indistinct vision, and object of interest lose their significance. There
is however a realization of the vastness in the view which is agreeable. As we neared the summit
we were enveloped in cloud, which was hurled by us at the rate of 40 miles per hour. Yet to the observer below these “cloud-caps” as they are termed, seem perfectly stationary. The reason is that
the vapor from the valleys, as the wind wafts it over the mountain tops, is condensed into cloud by
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their coolness, and passes rapidly over and is dissipated as soon as it passes beyond the mountain.
As the wind continually brings fresh vapor, the condensation and dissipation goes steadily on, and
the cloud-cap is the result.
To many of the company it was a novel feature of the cloud world, and quite as interesting as
a better view would have been.

As we neared the summit, close beside the RR track is the monument of Lizzie Bourne
(above), which marks the spot where this estimable lady lay down and died from exhaustion, with a
cloud darkness around her darker than one not experiencing it can imagine. At the summit the
“Railroad Co.” are building a spacious hotel (below), and the lumber in piles, with buildings here
and there, suggests a village. An opening now and then in the cloud, gives us
good views to the north and east, but
southerly we were not favored; but as a
whole, we had a much better view than
is usually obtained by mountain visitors. We could however hardly realize
that it was clear and hot below us.
As we descended we noticed everywhere beside the railroad, and in all
cleared land about the mountains, as
well as all recently burned over, a thick
growth of wild cherries. The question
arose for discussion, as to how they
came there.
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1873 Stormy Night Breakdown
The Mount Washington Railway... would be just the place for a frightful accident, but until this
week none of any consequence has happened upon it. As a party were ascending the mountain
during a storm last Tuesday night (September 9th), in order to witness the sunrise from the top next
morning, an incident occurred which is thus related... by one who was there:
“And now we begin the fearful ascent of Jacob’s Ladder. The little car, brought nearer to a perpendicular position by the acute inclination of the road, seems ready to fall backwards upon the
engine and hurl itself into the abyss below. Poised in mid air, thousands of feet from the bottom of
the mountain, in the very clouds themselves, a storm raging without, covered with a perfect sea of
darkness, our only shelter a frail bark, which, for all we knew, the slightest mishap may cause to be
dashed into atoms on the rock below, and who will wonder that the stoutest hearts feel just a little
of fear? But onward we went, steadily onward and upward, when, just as we were congratulating
ourselves that the worst of the journey must be over, there came without warning or premonition,
a loud crash like a thunderbolt shot from a cloudless sky, so sudden and unexpected was it. Then
there was an instantaneous stoppage of machinery, a palpable and terrifying lifting or upward
movement of the car accompanied by a violent surge down hill as though striving to break away
and leap from the track into the depths below, then a sudden settling to place again, and then - all
was still! Was there a panic? No. Did anybody scream, or faint, or try to jump overboard? No, far
from it. It was all so sudden, so appalling, so overpowering, that the effect was quite the reverse.
“The main eccentric shaft of the engine was broken short off, deranging all the machinery,
and rendering further progress by rail, either up or down the mountain, utterly impossible. Of
course there was a hurried and anxious consultation as to what had better be done, but there was
one thing settled on the instant, and that was to leave the car, whatsoever might come next. Nothing on earth could have kept us there any longer. It was raining in torrents, blowing a gale, and
blacker than Egyptian darkness, but that was nothing to the dread uncertainty of what possibly
might happen if we remained where we were, and so gathering up as much light baggage as was
on hand, out we went into the rain, into the gale, into the night, and clung to the timbers, to the
car and whatever else could be laid hold of, as best we could, like so many drowning rats.
“Then lights were brought and our position determined, it was found that the accident had
occurred within a few feet of the upper end of the first section of the Ladder, where the great
trestle-work tapers away, and the rest upon a sort of abutment, formed by the projecting ledge,
very much as a bridge rests upon its embankments at either end. The road was just as steep here
as elsewhere but our height above the rocks was much less, being, so to speaker, nearer the short,
which rendered landing possible; whereas, had the disaster occurred a few rods either below or
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above, we must have remained all night in the car, or clinging to the trestle work. As it was we
reached the ground with no little difficulty and danger. Once landed, it was one of three things:
To remain where we were, or go down the mountain to the station, or to go up the mountain to
the Summit House. The first proposition meant being chilled through and through, and perishing
without exertion; and of the other two we chose the last. And so we started. Meantime the
brakeman descended to the station at Marshfield on a “slide-board” at the risk of his life, and telegraphed to the Summit House for guides and lanterns to be sent to conduct us up the mountain.
But who shall describe the narrow escapes from pitfalls and precipices, the heights scaled, the
depth explored, as chilled and blinded by the driving story, we clambered, torn and bleeding, over
the jagged rocks, up the steep sides of the bleak mountain? Or, how strong men broke down and
gave out in utter despair; how week and sickly women had to be almost carried along by main
strength; how others repeatedly fainted and fell, overcome by the terrible exposure and exertion,
until life itself seemed gone out forever?
“All we could do was to keep as nearly as possible to the general bearing of the railroad, and
push forward over rocks piled literally mountains high. Having been lost for some time we finally
struck the railroad, and followed it up to a small shanty near the top of the mountain, occupied by
the workmen on the road, where we arrived entirely exhausted and worn out. The guides sent
down to find us, after having hunted for several hours in vain, had taken shelter here from the
storm to await events. We were then conducted in safety to the Summit House, where we had a
memorable reception.
“An hour ago our little company were gathered together for the last time; and as we stood
around the piano in the great parlor and sang “Praise God, from whom all blessings flow” the
words had a deeper significance than ever before.
- Springfield Republican account published in Detroit Free Press Thu, September 11th, 1874 pg. 4

Accident on the Mount Washington Railway
A thrilling adventure occurred on the Mount Washington railway, Tuesday night, while a
party were making the ascent preparatory to witnessing the sun rise. They were about half way
up, when the main eccentric shaft of the engine broke with a loud crash, followed by a lifting
movement of the car and a violent surge down hill. For a moment the occupants were uncertain
whether or not they would be hurled down to the rocks below, but just such accidents had been
provided for in the arrangement of brakes, and the car quickly settled back on to the track and remained still. It was raining torrents, blowing a gale, and black as Egyptian darkness. Lights were
finally raised, when it was found that the accident had occurred where the great trestle work rests
upon a sort of abutment, formed by a projecting ledge. Crawling along on the timbers, the part
soon reached the ground, and after several hours of stumbling and clambering, in which the ladies of the party became almost exhausted reached the summit in safety. The accident is the first
one that has occurred on the railway.
- Rutland (VT) Daily Glove - Wed, Sep 10, 1873 pg. 1
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1878 Breakdown
The Mount Washington Railway Accident
The New York Times
Monday, August 26th, 1878
The little daily newspaper printed at the summit of Mount Washington during the Summer
season, and called Among the Clouds, gives some additional particulars of the accident to one of the
trains ascending the mountain on Thursday (8/22).
Each train consists of an engine, one passenger car, having seats for 40 passengers, and a
small baggage car. The engine is below the passenger car, pushing the latter up the incline, which
in some places is one foot in three. About 260 passengers started for the summit on Thursday
morning, four trains being used to convey them, all, of course, being unpleasantly crowded.

Among the Clouds says: “The three forward trains arrived at the Summit nearly on time, but
the fourth and last was delayed by an accident to the engine Cloud, the rear driving cog wheel
breaking on the lower part of Long Trestle. The wheel is made of steel, and has 19 cogs, 7 of
which gave way, owing to a defect in it when made.
The engine was in charge of Henry Knapp, engineer, John McCarthy, fireman. The break
in the wheel was instantly discovered, and the ratchet-brake on the forward driving shaft of the
engine applied, which stopped the train instantly. All of the seats in the car were filled, and a number of passengers were occupying chairs on the baggage car in the rear of the engine. There were
about 70 passengers on the train, and only a few were aware that an accident had occurred until
after the engine had stopped. The engine was so securely held by the ratchet-brake that it moved
backward down the mountain less than four inches.
The accident happened about 12 o’clock, and the passengers, excepting a few who walked
up the mountain, remained until a train ran down from the Summit and took them up. The old
engine at the base, George Stephenson, was fired up, and ran up the mountain to assist in taking the
disabled engine down. The work was so difficult to perform that it was after 7 o’clock before the
downward trip could be commenced, and after getting within three-quarters of a mile of the base
the old engine broke down. It was then necessary to give up further work for the night.
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The passengers at the Summit waited yesterday, expecting to be able to return, but when it
was know that they could not, they took quarters in the Summit House for the night, where they
were comfortably taken care of as circumstances would admit.
This accident fully demonstrated the fact that the road is carefully managed, and not the
slightest accident can occur without being detected at once and injury to passengers prevented.
This is the eleventh seasons since the road began business, and during the time it has carried over
100, 000 passengers, not one of whom has been injured.”

The “Cloud” pictured at Summit with passenger and baggage cars
- Stereoview by G.H. Aldrich & Co.

The Railway Accident
Among the Clouds
Saturday, August 24th, 1878
The removal of the disabled engine Thursday afternoon, on the Mount Washington Railway from Long Trestle to the Base, proved a greater undertaking than was at first expected. The
only engine left at the Base was the Geo Stephenson, and that has not been used for several years on
a passenger train. The tender of the Cloud was first taken to the Base, and then the Stephenson returned to Long Trestle to take down the engine. Everything went well over the steepest and most
dangerous parts of the road; but on Cold Spring Trestle, within three-quarters of a mile from the
Base, the entire weight of the disabled engine and the car above came upon the Stephenson, which
was not sufficiently strong to hold it. Its driving cog wheel broke, and the entire train slid down
the track, breaking the center rail and the ties for a distance of about one hundred and fifty feet
when it came to a stop, the ties preventing it from going further. John Horne, the master mechanic, who was running the Stephenson, stood at his post and did everything he could to stop the
engine, and was not hurt in the least. The other employees jumped off and were slightly bruised,
one spraining an ankle, another laming one of his wrists, and a third hurting his back and foot.
Trains were run yesterday between the Summit and the break, but after this morning they will not
probably make farther trips until the road is repaired. A large force of extra workmen came to the
Base last night, and work will be commenced this morning. It is hoped that the trains will resume
their regular trips the first of the week. A turn-out is to be built around the disabled track so as to
get the engines down the mountain, which will facilitate the necessary repairs. This accident,
though more serious than the first, was wholly due to the fact that the Stephenson, which is an old
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engine and not then in good running condition, was unable to stand the necessarily
great strain which was put upon it. This
engine was used from necessity, as it was
the only one left at the Base. The guests at
the hotels who desire to make immediate
visits to the summit of Mount Washington
can ascend by the carriage road, ample
preparations having been made to transport all who wish between the Glen and
the Summit.

!"
Travel Resumed
Among the Clouds
Monday, August 26th & 27th 1878
A large force of workmen has been
“George Stephenson” at the Base roundhouse at work on the break in the track of the
- Robert Dennis Collection
Mount Washington railway, and clearing
away the obstructions, since the accident of last Thursday night, and trains will be run as usual
after to-day. The storm of yesterday interfered somewhat with the work (note: 2-inches of rain/60
mph winds at the Summit, then a little snow about 4pm according to another story), but everything will be put
in running order to-day, so that the regular afternoon train to the Summit will probably make the
ascent. The original intention of building a turn-out around the wreck was abandoned, and the
cars and engine Cloud have been pulled up on to the uninjured track above, and the old engine Stephenson pulled to pieces and thrown off. The broken track is being repaired, and when completed
the wrecked train will be let down to the Base by the engines above. Should nothing unforeseen
take place, all this will be accomplished by this noon, so that the regular travel can be resumed at
once. Mr. Aiken, manager of the Mount Washington railway, has been at the scene of the accident since Friday night, and personally taken charge of the work of repairing the damage.
The break in the Mount Washington railway was repaired sooner than was at first expected.
The disabled engine was taken down to the Base without any difficulty, and the trains commenced
to run regularly at 10:15 (Monday) morning. About a hundred passengers were brought up and
they all had a splendid view.

!"
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Letter from the White Mountains
The Fitchburg (MA) Sentinel
Tuesday, August 27th, 1878
Bethlehem, Aug. 26
Although the readers of the Sentinel may have seen accounts of the accident on the Mt.
Washington railway which occurred about noon on Thursday, August 22nd, on the last of the four
trains which it required to take the passengers (260) who went up the mountain that day. It may
be of interest to read an account of it from one who is acquainted with the mountain on both
sides, having ascended it by the old bridle path from the Crawford House, which is set down as
nine miles (but if it had been 18 instead we should not have disputed or even doubted it) and
which leads from the Crawford Notch over Mts. Clinton, Pleasant, Franklin, and Monroe to Washington; I have also ascended from the Fabyan House side by rail on the Mt. Washington railway,
and I have passed over the road since the accident and before any of the debris from the wrecked
train had been removed. I was obliged to walk the first mile up the ascent to reach the train, as it
was the engine on the last train which was broken, preventing those above from passing it.
For 11 years this wonderful railway has been in successful operation and has conveyed from
the base to the summit over 100,000 passengers, not one of whom has been injured. Yet all things
made by the hand of man must at last yield to the ravages of time and the strain brought upon
them, and on Thursday, August 22nd, the large rear driving cog wheel to the engine Cloud which
was attached to the last train up, broke when the engine was on the lower part of Long Trestle.
The wheel is made of steel and has 19 cogs, seven of which gave way, owing to a defect in it when
made. The break in it was instantly discovered; the ratchet-brake on the forward driving shaft of
the engine was immediately applied, and that stopped the train instantly. Although there were 70
passengers on the train, a number of occupying chairs on the baggage car in the rear of the engine (the passenger car is in front and pushed up instead of drawn), few were aware that an accident had occurred until after the engine had been stopped. The engine was so securely held by
the ratchet-brake that it moved backward down the mountain less than four inches.
Nearly all the passengers remained until a train came down the mountain to take them up.
The old engine “George Stephenson,” the only one left at the base which had not been used for passenger work for a long time, was fired up and proceeded up the mountain to take down the broken engine. The work was so difficult that the down trip was not commenced until 7 o’clock and
after getting within three fourths of a mile of the base on the Cold Spring trestle, the entire
weight of the disabled engine and the car above came upon the Stephenson, which was not sufficiently strong to hold it. Its driving cog wheel broke and the entire train slid down the track breaking the centre rail and the ties for a distance of 150 feet, when it came to a stop, the ties preventing it from going further. For the 150 feet referred to the ties and main timbers were literally torn
to pieces. John Horne, the master mechanic, who was running the Stephenson; stood at his post and
did everything he could to stop the train and was not hurt in the least. The other employees
jumped off and were slightly bruised. A turn out has been built and travel was resumed, today (8/
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26/1878). This accident demonstrates the fact that not the slightest accident can occur without be-

ing detected at once, so that injury to the passengers may be prevented.

- Darius

!"
The Mt. Washington Railway Accident
New York Times
Thursday August 29th, 1878 - pg. 2
A correspondent of the Elizabeth (N.J.) Journal, writing from the White Mountain region on
the 24th inst., reports the results of the accident on the Mount Washington Railway to have been
more serious than has been represented. He went up the mountain by stage from the Glen House
and says: “We found the Summit House very full, but having telegraphed for rooms, were all
right. There had been an accident on the railroad (slight it was said,) which detains the excursionists, consequently every nook and corner was full. The next morning, with our heavy wraps folded
closely about us for the air was very cold, we were permitted to look upon a sunrise no less beautiful than the previous sunset. We felt we were, indeed, favored. As to the accident, we were given to
understand it was but a trifle, and so started down by rail, as had been our plan. When a little
more than half way down, we came to the wreck, and were told we must walk the rest of the way.
And such a walk - over rocks and timbers, under a scorching sun, and near the base, over a trestlework, which made one very dizzy after the heat and fatigue, or if you chose you had the privilege
of descending and wading through the stream. Now, we don’t like to find fault with railroad companies, but we did feel indignant. Perhaps they could not prevent the accident, but two things
could have been done. They need not have charged full fare and they might have put a few planks
over this dangerous trestle-work. As to the accident, after seeing the wreck, we could not but feel it
was more serious than the daily paper published on the summit represented. The timbers were
badly crushed and the cog wheels raised several inches. Still, very fortunately, no one was hurt, but
our faith in the safety of the road is somewhat shaken, and from the crushed appearance of the
timbers it would seem that they carry too heavy loads.”

!"
Accident on the Mt. Washington Railway
St. Johnsbury Caledonian
Friday, September 6th, 1878
From the Springfield Republican
The first genuine scare since the Mt. Washington Railway was completed, occurred some
two weeks ago, but its details have been carefully withheld from the press, and have only leaked
out as individuals – who were up the mountain on that eventful day, have told the tale. It seems
there was a great deal of blundering all around, especially by the railway company and the hotel
folks at the summit. A responsible Springfield, Massachusetts man communicates the following to
the Republican:
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Continued bad weather had gathered a large crowd at the Fabyan house anxious to take advantage of the first fair day to ascend Mt. Washington. There was accordingly, such a rush at the
base station on the morning of the accident that the cars were utterly unable to take all who applied, but the agent kept on selling tickets, and said that he should do so as long as anybody offered the money.
When the road was first opened, 30 passengers were the most that were allowed upon a car.
On the day in question each of the four cars was crowded with 60 or 70, men crawling in through
the windows, and even dragging women through after them. About two-thirds of the way up the
mountain, the last engine and car being at the top of “Jacob’s Ladder,” one of the steepest points,
several cogs on the drive wheel broke, and the car started back with a jerk, but was stopped by the
numerous brakes. (2015 Editor’s note: the car actually stopped on it’s ratchet.)
When the car ahead reached the summit, it was sent back for the load of the disabled one,
and then down again to take the car itself to the foot of the mountain, and an old one (Geo Stephenson) being sent up from the base station to help. This train had got about half way down (Cold
Spring Hill) when it left the track, and jammed over the ties for several rods, demoralizing them
and the rails, while, if it had gone 12 inches further to one side, it would have plunged off from
the trestle work and been made a total wreck. The hands are said to have jumped off and been
terribly bruised on the rocks. If this accident had happened with the load of passengers that had
just left, a panic and many fatal accidents from jumping would inevitably have resulted, even with
the car sticking to the trestle-work.
The people at the Summit were told that they would be taken down at 3 o’clock. Accordingly they crowded themselves into the cars as early as 2 to make sure of going, the jam being of
course greater than in the morning when there was one more car. Most of them stuck there till
nearly 9 o’clock without a movement being made, when they were told that they must remain at
the hotel over night. It subsequently appeared that no effort had been made to get the obstruction
from the track.
The hotel was jammed full, provisions were scarce, and many of the crowd, especially
women had no money.
In the morning, it was announced that the cars would go down to the obstruction, and that
a walk of half a mile over a good path would bring the passengers to the Base.
The cars had to fairly steal away to avoid being again over crowded. When the obstruction
was reached, it was found that there was not a vestige of a path, and that travelers, including
women and children, must walk a mile, either upon trestle work from three to forty feet high or
over the sharp and jagged rocks of the mountain side, and that the Ammonoosuc river could only
be crossed upon trestle-work 30 feet high. The sight of the demoralizing track and the wrecked
car and engine didn’t tend to steady nerves for the undertaking.
In the course of the descent two women of the party fainted, and one of these had to be carried most of the distance. Not a railroad man appeared on the scene, either to clear the way or
help on the travelers. The cars went back to bring down another load to go through the same experience, and all the time tickets for the ascent were selling at the foot of the mountain.
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At night at the summit the request to send a dispatch to inform people at the foot of the
cause of the delay was refused, and at the Fabyan House only eight miles off, whence the party
started nothing was known about it. The only relief offered by the railroad men during the 24
hours was late in the afternoon, when they offered to take people to the Glen house, on the opposite side of Mt. Washington, on their tickets good down on the railroad. Many went that way, the
Glen coach managers offering every assistance in their power.
The hazard of the parties descending the mountain over the trestle-work and rocks will be
realized when it is recalled that storms arise and cold comes on very suddenly, and that the winds
which often blow on the mountain might have dashed them in pieces.
The gentleman who reports these facts also says he is informed that the overcrowding of the
cars still continues. Many of those who descended with him said that a fortune would not tempt
them to try it again.

!"

Atlas on the Base trestle as ladies fish the Ammonoosuc for the photographer (~1880s)
- From glass negative in the R.B. Sanborn Collection
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The Devil’s Shingle

White Mountain Chronicles -1916 (pg. 244-245)
This interesting contrivance was invented to meet the need of rapid transit for the workmen
employed in track repairing and the like. By this means an experienced rider can go from the Summit to the Base in three minutes. The slide-board is about three feet long, rests lengthwise on the
center rail, and is grooved so as to slide on it. The braking mechanism, by which the board is kept
under such perfect control that it can be stopped almost instantly whenever necessary, is very simple. On either side of the board is pivoted to it a handle, to which is attached, near the pivot, a
piece of iron bent in a peculiar form so as to project underneath the rail. By pulling up the handle
this piece of iron is made to grip the flange of the rail very tightly. (Note: a review of images indicates
braking could occur either in front or rear of the board depending upon design of the particular board.)
It was formerly the practice for the roadmaster or his assistant to descend on a slide-board before the noon train every day, going slowly enough to make a careful inspection of the track. The
death of an employee in performing this hazardous act a few years ago, which accident cost the
Railway Company several thousand dollars in damages and made evident the liability to mishaps
of this kind, has caused the discontinuance of the use of this dangerous means of conveyance.
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1870

Model slide board (circa 1870) or “Devil's Shingle,” used by
workers on Mount Washington Cog Railway. Wooden board with
three transverse wooden cleats on top surface. Bottom surface has longitudinal wooden cleat at front and one longitudinal brass track at
rear (second track missing) Number “8672” written in ink on top surface. Tapered wooden brake arm on each side, attached to brass axle
with brass connecting hardware.(Dimensions: H-3 W-2 L-5 inches)

The Journal of the Franklin Institute Vol. LIX - Third Series - No. 1 - January, 1870 - pg. 49 in 1870 writes of
the railroad “In illustration of its apparent safety, it
may be stated that more than nine thousand tons of
construction material have been transported over, and
great numbers of passengers, without accident or injury to property or person, the only individual ever injured being one of the workmen, who, having a careless habit of taking an easy way of getting down one
of the steep inclines by placing a board on the centre
track and sliding upon it, came to grief and a broken
leg one day for want of a suitable brake on his machine.” Suitable brakes were then devised.

- Gift of the Manchester Historic Association to N.H. Historical Society

1870-1871
Mount Washington in Winter
Chapter IV - Sliding Down Hill

The leader of the expedition, New Hampshire State Geologist C.H. Hitchcock
of Hanover wrote, “The employees of the company often amuse themselves by
sliding down the railway upon a
board. There are two ways of arranging this vehicle of conveyance. The simplest and safest is
to place the board across the central rail, and the person sitting
upon it checks his course with his feet, one upon
each side of the rail, striking against the ties, forty
inches apart. The body must lean backwards a little, else an occasional irregularity in the rail will
stop the progress of the board, and the passenger
will be thrown off, at the risk of breaking a limb.
By the other method the board, perhaps a yard
long, has two narrow strips nailed beneath, so that
it cannot slip off the rail, and the experimenter
can put his feet upon it, using short sticks as brakes
to diminish the speed. The board does not fit so
closely to the rail as in the first instance, so that
there is less danger from a sudden stop; but there
is danger that the brakes may become unmanage126
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able. By the first method a vast amount of muscular energy is demanded in the thighs, and those
who try it, will have occasion to remember their journey for days afterwards, whenever attempting
to walk. Persons have been know to slide the whole distance in ten minutes, but strangers are advised to avoid these “new methods.” - page 75
Strangers may have been advised to avoid the slide boards, but Professor Hitchcock’s expedition that was to spend the winter of 1870-1871 in the newly built Mt. Washington Railway summit depot/engine house found the devices helpful in setting up a communications link. Trained
Signal Corps observer, Sergeant Theodore Smith, U.S.A. would use the telegraph wire to send
daily weather data to those in the valley. Sgt. Smith outlined the installation in his section of the
expedition’s final report.
Mount Washington in Winter
Chapter X - The Telegraph Wire

THE WIRE HOW LAID
“Though the wire was now upon the summit, it was still a serious question how it was to be
laid along the railway. A sled seven feet long was constructed, the coils were placed upon it, one
being mounted on a reel. One of us sat upon a board in front to guide the sled and the other was
behind, sliding down hill, as explained on page 75, and illustrated in the accompanying sketch.
The sled upon the railway glides smoothly down
the steep grade, and the wire
uncoils beautifully and is laid
just where it is wanted. It
was something fearful to pass
over the high trestle below
the Gulf Tank and on Jacob’s Ladder, and even now
it almost makes one shudder
to think of those dizzy
heights, the load we had,
and the steep grade. But we
reach Marshfield in three
hours from the time of starting, and the wire has been
successfully laid. On our return the wire is fastened
down with eyelets close to
the outer rail, and the summit is reached just at dark.
We put it on the ties, because
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if placed on the ground where there was little snow, it would be constantly moved by the wind
and soon worn off; and should it be broken in the snow and ice there would not be the least possibility of finding where it was broken, as we should not know where to look for the wire. On the
railway we always know where the wire is, and more than half the way to Marshfield it has been
most of the time out of the snow,” wrote Theodore Smith in the expedition’s final report.

1872
French Slide Board Death: “The workmen on the Mount Washington Railroad have a way
of adjusting a board to the rails and sliding down very fast. Thursday (9/26) a Frenchman was descending rapidly, and a heavy mist prevailing, he ran into a locomotive, killing him instantly.”
- Laconia (NH) Lake Village Times – Sat, Oct 5, 1872 pg. 2
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1873
During the fourth year of operation of the U.S. Army’s Signal Corps station (No. 46) atop
Mount Washington, the War Department’s office of the Chief Signal Officer ordered on April
19th that a “series of special (hourly) observations” be made in May and June at the Summit and
temporary stations to be established at the Base, Waumbeck, and at Gulf Tank. Ten additional observers were sent to the mountain for the project. One was Private William Seely of Seneca Falls,
New York. He and another private would assist Sergeant Robert Seyboth at the Marshfield
House, where a wind-vane and anemometer would be put on the hotel’s roof, and a rain gauge
placed nearby with the barometers and thermometers located in railroad’s telegraph office for
communications with the summit.
Enlistment papers reviewed by the Mt. Washington Observatory News Bulletin say Private
Seely joined the Army in Saint Louis, Missouri, on August 16, 1872, at the age of 29. He was
“born in Seneca Falls, and was by occupation a farmer. He was single and had no children. He
enlisted for the standard term of five years. The recruiting officer certified that Seely had brown
eyes, brown hair, fair complexion, is 5 feet and 5 ¾ inches high.”
According to Sgt. Seyboth’s journal, Saturday, June 28, 1873 “opened warm and cloudy,
with light easterly winds and the barometer falling. (A) light rain commenced at 6 am and continued until 10:40am.” Ten minutes before the rain stopped, Pvt. Seely “was sliding down the track
from the Waumbeck House (station No. 3) on a board, when he was run into by Sgt. D. H. Sackett, who, being unable to control his board, in consequence of the track being very slippery from
the effects of a prevailing rain, struck Seely’s board with tremendous force. Seely was thrown forward on his head, and, striking on the cross-ties, was fearfully mangled. Sergeant Sackett instantly
summoned assistance, and through the kindness of Mr. Walter Aiken a train was as quickly as possible run to the place where the accident occurred, and Private Seely was conveyed to the railwaydepot. It was not until 10 pm that a surgeon could be obtained, the wire to Littleton being down.
On being apprised of this fact Sergeant Sackett rode to Littleton and procured the services of Dr.
Bugby. On examination, Seely’s injuries were found to consist of a fractured skull, his right leg broken above the knee, his left ear torn off, and in addition the muscles of his chest and his vertebral
column severely wrenched. As he was apparently suffering great pain, and required constant
watching, by the advice of Dr. Bugby I consented to his removal to Littleton, where he could have
proper nursing and medical attendance. Private Seely was unconscious up to the time of his removal, which took place on the morning of the 29th. Thanks are due to Mr. W. Aiken and employees of the Mount Washington Railroad, also to Mr. Edward Cox and ladies, for kind and efficient help rendered the suffering man.”
Reports of the accident in the White Mountain Republic weekly newspaper in Littleton add an
“e” to Seeley’s last name. “On Saturday last, as Wm. Seeley, employed in the Signal Service on
Mt. Washington, was sliding down the railroad track on one of the apparatus used for that purpose, was run into by a comrade, whose sled become unmanageable, and was seriously injured.
He was brought to the village by Mr. E. Cox of the Marshfield House, and taken to Jennison’s Ho129
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tel, where he lies in critical condition,” the paper writes in its July 3rd edition. The following
week, the newspaper reports, “William Seeley, who was injured in the descent of Mt. Washington,
as announced last week, died on Wednesday the 2d, at Jennison’s Hotel. He remained unconscious from the time of the accident till his death.” In the Chief Signal-Officer’s annual report,
Seely was remembered as “an honest and faithful man, and his loss was greatly deplored by his
comrades.” Pvt. Sealy was laid to rest in the Glenwood Cemetery in Littleton, New Hampshire.

His death prompted calls to end the use of slideboards on Mount Washington. “The Boston
Herald offers the following sensible suggestion in regard to the dangerous practice of sliding down
on the railroad track on Mount Washington: “Since the railway to the summit of Mount Washington built, a contrivance for descending the mountain in a hurry has been in use, but which had
better be abolished altogether. It consists of a board or two fitted to the track and is governed by
a brake to arrest or retard the motion of the machine. Some remarkable feats in sliding down hill,
as boys ‘coast’ on the Common, have been performed with these sliding boards. Not long ago a
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telegram was sent to the Tip-Top House, summoning a railroad conductor to come down immediately. In five minutes he arrived at the base of the mountain, having made three and a half miles
in five minutes, beating the best time of Dexter and goldsmith’s Maid. But this sort of trifling
with gravitation is liable to accidents, as in the case of Seeley, one of the United States Signal Service men belonging to the Tip Top Station. He was, a few days ago (6/28), descending the mountain very glibly on one of these sliding machines, and another man was following in the same manner. The brake of the one in the rear was broken whilst they were going with immense speed, and
it came in collision with the forward one with a tremendous shock. Seeley was thrown ten feet in
the air, his hip was broken, and other injuries to his head and shoulders proved fatal. Other accidents have occurred previously by means of this dangerous ‘coasting,’ and it ought to be
stopped.”
- Laconia (NH) Lake Village Times – Sat, Aug 16, 1873 pg. 2
The 1884 Railroad Commissioners’ report will note “The only serious casualties occurring on
the road have arisen from the use of sliding boards, by which three lives have been lost.” Signal
Corpsman Seely is the only slideboard death discovered in research for this manuscript leaving
two names unaccounted for. An Among the Clouds dispatch printed in the Pittsburgh Daily Post on
Sunday, October 16, 1898 says “Many years ago (1872), not long after the road was constructed,
an experienced person connected with the signal station, while making a descent, ran into a descending train and was instantly killed.” The story was repeated in an 1899 issue of Granite
Monthly magazine. This was likely one of those two unidentified men. A short blurb in the Laconia (NH) Lake Village Times found in 2021 indicates a “Frenchman” died in the fall of 1872. With a
specific year of the death, a name was finally found: “OnThursday, the 26th (of September), a
Frenchman by the name of George Tricott, 20 years of age, an employee of the White Mountain
Railway, started from the summit station on a slide board or sled, in common use among the boys
at that place, fitted to the middle rail or ladder of the track, and furnished with two lever brakes
made to press agains the side of the ladder. It was raining at the time, and the sides of the mountain were enveloped in fog or mist. The usual time of descending in this manner is said to be
about six minutes, distance three miles. With the speed of an arrow he shot down in safety about
one half the distance, when he discovered a freight train advancing to meet him It was but the
work of an instant, the track being wet and slipper, made his brakes useless, and striking head foremost against the framework of the car, his brains were dashed out in an instant. His remains were
taken on board the train and given in charge to his brother, who resides in that vicinity. S.N.J.”
- Bellows Falls (VT) Vermont Chronicle - Sat, Oct 5, 1872 pg. 2

1874
Board Riders to the Rescue: “Messrs. (John H.) Priest and (John) Horne of the Mount Washington Railway were coming down from the summit, Saturday (9/5), on sliding boards on the railway when they came near running over Mr. N.H. Allen and Mrs. C. N. Allen, who were walking
on the track. The lady fell and was quite badly hurt, so she was taken on one of the boards and
slid down to the base safely - the first lady who ever performed the feat.”
- Boston Globe - Wed, Sep 9, 1874 pg. 3
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Slideboard riders pose just below Summit during construction of new hotel in summer of 1872-73.
Train depot and temporary building seen to left of hotel.
- New Hampshire Historical Society

1876
“In the eight years that the road has been run there has been no accident resulting in the loss
of life, though two or three of the railroad workmen have been killed in attempting to slide down
the rails on boards fitted with rude iron runners to the center-rail, and regulated by a brake of like
simple construction. Notwithstanding the danger of a descent in this way it seems to have a great
fascination for some, and in our ascent we met several persons coming down on these sleds. As we
approached they stopped their odd vehicles and detached them from the track; resuming their
downward flight when we had passed. They are all right “while the breaching holds,” but when
that gives out it is the last of earth for the unfortunate sledder. In one instance where the rude
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brake gave way the rider was hurled down the mountain side against a car with such impetus as to
crush him to almost boneless jelly. The descent of three miles on these sleds has been made in 4and-one half minutes, or nearly the highest railroad speed, and the time usually occupied, including the “turnouts” for trains to pass, is less than 10 minutes.” - The Washington (DC) Evening Star - Thu,
Aug 24, 1876 pg. 1

1878
Signal Corps personnel continued to use the slide board - even in winter, according to this
story published in the Boston Post on Wednesday, January 23rd
“The descent of Mt. Washington on a sled is a sensation for whose enjoyment most men
would be willing to endure bumping to a certain extent, although the experience of Sgt. Cone
may be considered somewhat too severe to find compensation in the otherwise pleasurable novelty
of his exploit. Sgt. Cone, being recalled from the elevated position which he has occupied watching the wind and the weather on the top of Mt. Washington, started to come down, Sunday morning, on a sled constructed to slide over the track of the mountain railway. Leaving one man in
charge of the Signal Service station at the summit, the Sergeant and Private Murphy started on
their long trip. All went well, at the speed of fifteen miles an hour, until “Jacob’s Ladder,” as the
high and steep trestle work is called, was reached. Here Sgt. Cone determined to make the dangerous part of the trip alone, and, Private Murphy stepping off the sled, the Sergeant started without company on the down grade. As the pitch was reached where the road descends about one
foot in three, the sled suddenly took on the speed of forty miles an hour with the not unnatural result of “slewing” the sergeant off over the side and landing him in a snow-bank, one hundred feet
distant, on his head. There his companion found him, insensible; made the journey to the foot of
the mountain; telegraphed for aid from Littleton; returned and picked him up, still insensible; and
at last brought him to the Fabyan House where medical skill made him as right as could be expected. This is a variety of railroad accident which has an interest all its own. The travel on sleds
down mountain railways with a grade of one in three is not likely to become a usual mode of locomotion, and the disastrous termination of this experiment may therefore be regarded as conveying none of the lessons ordinarily drawn from casualties on the rail. The most obvious point is the
fact that Sergeant Cone must have had a most glorious slide before he came to such a sudden overturn, and in these snowless winter days his experience must be the envy of every boy with an unused sled. – Boston Post – Wed, Jan 23, 1878 pg. 2
Sergeant Cone recovered and continued serving his country keeping track of Mount Washington from his new post at Fort Gibson in the Indian Territory (that would become Oklahoma) with
a subscription to Among the Clouds. He wrote a letter to the editor July 13, 1878.
“Situated as I am here in this blazing hot country, with the temperature at 96 degrees in the
shade, the perusal of your paper brought to mind pleasant recollections of our elevated position
last summer on the summit of Mount Washington. Although the old mountain did not deal with
me gently last winter, I would much rather be with you again this summer than where I am now.
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You are doubtless aware of my paralytic stroke on the 3rd of last November, by which I lost the
use of the left side of my face. Owing to the fact of my not recovering on the mountain, I was ordered to the signal service hospital at Washington. I started down the mountain on January 20th,
1878, and in so doing took a tumble, as it were, about which you have not doubt heard all the particulars. I remained in Littleton until my wounds were healed sufficiently to enable me to continue
my journey to Washington, where I arrived on the 12th of February. I remained in the hospital
until March 16, when I was ordered to
this outlandish place, in charge of the
signal station. Fort Gibson is a dilapidated looking town of about 400 inhabitants, composed of whites, Cherokee Indians, half-breeds, negroes, turkey buzzards and dogs - the last four
named predominating. Society is a
very low ebb here. Most every man carries a revolver and bowie-knife, and is
very proficient in the use of them, too,

though times are very quiet here now.
There have been only three men killed in
this immediate vicinity since I came here,
about four months ago. About the only
amusement I have is riding on horseback. I
have become the sole proprietor of an Indian pony, on which I take a ride nearly
every day in fine weather. Yours. O.S.M.
Cone”
- Among the Clouds Fri, July 19, 1878
A correspondent for the Boston Home Journal said the Sgt. Cone’s slideboard took a
place of honor and interest at the Base that
summer alongside Peppersass. “We saw “Old Hero,” the first engine that over took the extraordinary
flight, we might call it, to the summit, with its upright and swinging boiler, as crude as Stevenson’s
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first attempt compared with the shapely and sturdy little Titan that now does duty in its stead.
Nearby is the sled that precipitated its luckless owner, Sergeant Cone, from the trestle of Jacob’s
ladder last winter, a crazy affair that would seem to be too unsafe on a common hillside. The sled
in common use by the section men is a peculiar affair, bestriding the centre stringer on which the
cog wheels of the engine work, fitted with a brake like a pair of tongs, which by proper use is supposed to arrest its course with a vice-like grasp at a moment’s notice. This sometime’s a failure,
however, as one of the hands can testify, who performed the journey at one time from summit to
base (three miles remember,) in four minutes and a half, resulting from a broken brake; but we saw it
used so successfully that we all wanted to try it ourselves, except the ladies, of course.”
The White Mountain Echo Jul 20, 1878 pg. 3

Stories about rides on a slide board tempted tourists
to try their hand at harnessing the Devil’s Shingle and
coming very close to Judgement. “A passenger on the
afternoon train from the Summit Thursday (7/11) had
a narrow escape from a fatal accident, through his own
recklessness. Wishing to try sliding down the track,
when the train stopped for water at the lower tank he
left the car and, unobserved, seated himself close behind it on a board on which the roadmaster, John Camden (left), had come to this point. The train before starting down the mountain track, always backs up the track
a short distance. This passenger, not knowing this,
would have been crushed by the train, had not Mr. Camden missed his board, and on looking for it found the
gentleman and rescued him from his perilous position
just as the brakeman had given the signal to start.”
- Among the Clouds Sat July 13, 1878

Railway manager Walter Aiken includes another
slide board story from the “early days of the Mount Washington railway” in an article printed in
the Thursday, September 12, 1878 issue of Among the Clouds. “We once had a little Frenchman by
the name of Peter Goodroe, work for us. Peter was fond of sliding down the rail on his board.
One day, when coming down Cold Spring Hill (in background next page) at pretty good speed, he
came where some of the road men were at work on the track. They had a crowbar stuck in the
center rail, which inclined down the hill and a little to one side. Now Peter thought the men
would take out the crowbar, and the men thought Peter would stop. The result was that Peter did
not stop but ran up and off the end of the crowbar, going into the air some twenty feet and one
side into a bunch of bushes. There was some tall swearing in French on one side, and a great deal
of fun at Peter’s expense on the other.”
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1879
Rescue by Slideboard
“On September 1st, 1879, (a party of six led by
mountain guide Allen Thompson of Bethlehem)
walked up the railroad track to the Summit. While
walking down Jacob’s Ladder on their descent, Miss
(Sophia D.) Hayward missed her footing, but was
saved from falling off by Mr. E. I. Booraem, who had
to hold her for half an hour on the trestle before she
was able to resume the descent. At the Waumbek
tank they were overtaken by Sergeant Jewell of the
Signal Station, who was coming down by slideboard,
and he carried the young lady on his sled to the Base.
Some other slide-board coasters who followed Mr.
Jewell took Miss (Carrie L.) Briggs and Miss (A.
Maria) Nelson to the Base, but Mrs. Booraem walked
all the way up and down on the track unaided. Sergeant Jewell, it will be remembered by old
(Summit) visitors, afterward volunteered for Lieut. Greeley’s Arctic expedition, and was the first of
that unfortunate company to perish.”
- Among the Clouds - Fri, Sep 6, 1901
1880
36th Annual Report
of the N.H. Railroad Commissioners
MOUNT WASHINGTON RAILROAD
No accident has occurred to a single passenger since the road was opened; and the only accidents to employees and others that have occurred, have been from negligence or failure to obey
the rules and regulations of the management of the line.
End of Summer Slide?
Slideboard stories abound. One resurfaced in 1945 in the Littleton Courier. Jitney Jr. attempted
to date the incident by researching the marriage dates of the people involved. It seems to have occurred at the end of the 1880 season. “Recently we (Here and There columnist Arthur S. Morris) saw
an account of such a trip (on slideboards) taken by Mr. and Mrs. William Aldrich and Mr. and
Mrs. Eleck Hall of Lisbon and Buffalo, N.Y. At the time the young people were not
married. They walked up the mountain, intending to ride down, but they passed the last train of
the season. Undaunted they continued to the summit, rolled rocks into what then was called the
Gulf of Mexico (Great Gulf), then walked down over Jacob’s Ladder where they discovered two
sleds. Each young man took a girl in front of him and away they flew to the base station where
they were given a severe lecture by employees of the railroad, who considered their stunt very
dangerous. These two young ladies were probably the first of their sex to slide down the mountain, for the next year a woman reporter paid $40 to do it, then writing a story for a metropolitan
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paper in which she claimed that she was the first to make the thrilling trip. It is of interest to
learn that soon afterwards the sleds were taken away, even from the section hands, so dangerous
were they.”
- Littleton Courier - Thu, July 19th, 1945 pg. 8
Eleck F. Hall of Buffalo (right) was a Granite State native who
became a noted photographer in New York. Gary Saretzky profiles Hall on his website. “E.F. Hall, whose first name was Eleck,
was well known as a Pictorialist and professional portrait photographer in Buffalo. Born in 1857 in Bath, New Hampshire, he began
his photographic career in his native state in about 1874. He married in Iowa and worked in Creston, Iowa, as a photographer, as
well as in Hanover, Lisbon, and Littleton, New Hampshire. He
moved to Buffalo in 1887, where his studio, “E.F. Hall & Co.” at
306 Main Street, succeeded that of Powelson. In 1894, he moved
to 469 Virginia Street, which appears in Catalogue of the Second Annual Exhibition of the Buffalo Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, March 1895. He sold this studio in 1908 to Howard Beach
but continued operating there with Beach as “Hall’s Photographic
Studios” until 1913. Hall is included in Anthony Bannon’s book,
The Photo-Pictorialists of Buffalo (1981) and there is a photo of him in the 1897 Buffalo Merchants Exchange book, p. 117.
http://gary.saretzky.com/photohistory/hall/index.html
Jitney Jr’s Ancestry.com search indicates the 23-year old Hall married 19-year old Ida May
Brown of Littleton on June 25, 1881 in the bride’s hometown. Therefore the estimate that the
ride on borrowed slideboards occurred in 1880.
1881
Borrowed Board Death?
Who Died?

There clearly was a serious slideboard accident on Sunday, December 4, 1881. However
newspaper reports do not make it clear who was injured... or perhaps there were two?
“Last Sunday (12/4) four men, in the employ of Mr. Austin, at Twin Rivers, thought that they
would take a trip to the summit of Mt. Washington. They made the ascent all right and attempted to come down upon the boards which are used to slide down the track upon, when in the
vicinity of Jacob’s Ladder, one of the number, Wm. Stone, lost control of his board and was
thrown off cutting his face and head badly, and bruising his entire body in a serious manner, it is
also feared that his skull is fractured and when first picked up it was feared that he could not live.
Dr. Hildreth of Bethlehem, was called and dressed the wound and is attending him.”
- Littleton (NH) Journal - Fri, Dec 9, 1881
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“A Frenchman named Larush, working for Mr. Austin in the lumber woods, was nearly killed
last Sunday (12/4) while sliding down Mt. Washington on the railway track. His skull was fractured and there is small hopes of his recovery.”
- White Mountain Republic (Littleton, NH) - Sat, Dec 10, 1881
“Four lumbermen started to slide down the Mt. Washington Railway, recently, on the boards
which the workmen use in the summer for that purpose, but one of them lost control of his board,
was thrown from the track, and received injuries which will probably prove fatal.”
- New England Farmer (Boston) - Sat, Dec 24, 1881 pg. 2

1882
Coasting on Mount Washington
“Coasting is admitted by all to be one of the most exhilarating of sports and in the winter everywhere sleds and double-runners loaded with gay young people glide swiftly down the hills.
Many of the sleds and double-runners are fitted and decorated in costly style and present a gay
appearance to the lookers-on as they go by with their merry loads. Such sleds can only be used in
the winter, when the ground is covered with snow, and during the summer they are useless. However, on the longest slide in the world, sledges are only used in the summer. This slide from the
summit to the base of Mount Washington, on the railroad track, is an exciting and dangerous novelty. The track consists of three rails, the two outer being small T rails; the center or cog-rail is
the essential part of this road and it is on this rail that the slide is taken on a board. This rail is
spiked down to a timber running parallel to the outer ones, the edges of the rail extending nearly
an inch beyond this timber on both sides, and leaving an edge under which the brakes are ap-
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plied, The sleds are made as
follows: About six inches from
the end of a board three feet
long and one foot wide, an
iron bolt extends crosswise, projecting over each side of the
board. The brakes are made in
the shape of a common poker,
the end being hinged to the
bolt on the board, while the
handles are held by the slider.
Near the elbow of the brake is
a projecting piece of iron
which rubs on the under side
of the flange of the cog-rail,
and by pulling upon these
brakes the men stop themselves at will. On the bottom
of the board are fastened small
strips of iron, which prevent
the board from slewing and wearing out, and as the cog-rail is kept greased with a mixture of oil
and tar to prevent its rusting and wearing out, the boards glide along as if on ice. These boards
are owned only by a few employed to keep the track in order, and no one else is allowed to slide
even if is so rash as to desire to do so. Formerly the men simply places a board on the track, and
used their hands, protected by a piece of leather for brakes; then came the iron shoes on the bottom, then the iron brakes until now their simple looking board is as complete as possible for its
purpose. The length of this slide is three miles, and the fastest time on record in which the distance has been traversed is three minutes. To an experienced man this slide is as safe as the
shorter ones which Young America enjoys all over the country, but several inexperienced persons
have met with accidents, two of which were fatal. - Hoedus”
- Among the Clouds - Wed, Aug 30th, 1882

“The feat of sliding down the Mount Washington railroad on a board, a dangerous feat even
for experts, was performed successfully the other day by Miss E. F. Coleman of New York. She
made the three-mile slide in thirteen minutes, escorted by two old sliders, and was perfectly delighted with the trip.”
- St. Johnsbury Caledonian - Fri, Sep 15, 1882 pg. 2
1883
William Putnam’s The Worst Weather on Earth, published in 1991 says about ten years after Signal Corps observer William Seely died on a slideboard, another observer suffered an accident
while “coasting” down the mountain. On October 27, 1883, Private P. J. Cahill broke his leg in
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two places and received severe scalp wounds during a crash between Long Trestle and Jacob’s Ladder. He spent two months recovering off the mountain. According to Putnam, a colleague attributed the injuries to “too much slideboard.” Cahill’s accident was noted in the November 8, 1883
edition of the St. Johlnsbury Index that said Cahill was taken to Littleton, N.H. for treatment and he
had been injured while “sliding down the mountain railroad track on the ‘flying devil.’” - Mt. Washington Observatory News Bulletin - Summer 1992 / St. Johnsbury Index - Thu, Nov 8, 1883 pg. 3

The accident tale may have been buried in a blurb that begins with a Southerner talking
about summit weather conditions: “And observer on Mt. Washington says that lookout is a miniature North pole, with the mercury 25 degrees below zero, and only a fortnightly mail, to get which
the signal officers have to walk up and down the mountain on snow-shoes. This observer went to
the mountain from Atlanta, Ga, which city he left wearing a straw-hat, and he found icicles six
inches long on the Fabyan station on his arrival. Although the signal-service officers are scientific
men, their assistants have not always the fear of the powers of nature before their eyes. A wild
Irishman of the party (Cahill?) undertook to slide down the mountain railroad track on a board.
He reached a speed of about a mile a minute, lost his grip and was thrown off, breaking a leg,
spraining an ankle, cutting his head terribly and bruising himself up generally.”
- The (Brattleboro) Vermont Phoenix - Fri, Jan 11, 1884 pg. 1

More details of the accident and Cahill’s stay on the Summit emerged in articles printed in
1884 and 1885. “Sergeant Edward A. Beals is in charge of the (Signal) station, and he is assisted
by P. J. Cahill. Both came here last October (1883) after the trains to the summit of Mount Washington had ceased to run. A telegram, published a few days after his (Beals) arrival, announced a
serious accident to one of the signal me while descending the mountain. On reaching the base of
the mountain he left his clothing and walked to the summit. A few days later the sergeant and his
assistant constructed a slide-board for the purpose of descending to the base by rail. It was completed October 27, and at 10 o’clock Assistant Cahill set out to make the descent. The first mile
was passed over without much difficulty, but after reaching Long Trestle on the second mile the
slide-board gained a terrific speed, and Cahill being unable to control it with the brakes, was
thrown from the track just above Jacob’s Ladder into the air and fell among the rocks. Sergeant
Beals, receiving no word of his arrival at the base, telegraphed the cook, Henry J. Knowlton, to
see if an accident had occurred to Cahill, with instructions to cut the wire cable and touch the
ends together six times if he found him seriously injured. Fifteen minutes later the cable ceased to
work, and then came the unmistakable dashes. Knowlton continued toward the base to get assistance, and Beals provided himself with blankets, then walked down the track. On coming to the
place where Cahill was injured he found him covered with blood, his head frightfully cut and his
left leg broken below the knee. His slide board had made a clean leap into the air, while he was
thrown more than twenty-five feet, falling upon the rocks. Assistance came from below, and after
much hard work the injured man was taken to the base, thence to Fabyan’s, where he arrived
twelve hours after the accident. The doctor set the broken limb and a week later he was removed
to Littleton, but it was two months before he was able to be about. This was a narrow escaped
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from death and the most serious accident that has occurred to any signal officer on Mt. Washington.” (Ed note: The reporter was apparently not told of Private Seely’s death in 1873)
- St. Albans (VT) Daily Messenger - Thu, Sep 18, 1884 pg. 2

Six months later Cahill’s story was told in another Vermont paper. “The signal men have had
various narrow escapes while carrying the mails to and from the base. On one occasion Private
Cahill started down the railroad on a sled of his own construction, none of the regular sledges
(slideboards), having been left at the summit. He went as far as the place called Jacob’s Ladder, and
there the brakes were found insufficient to retard a velocity of almost a mile a minute, and the
sled jumped the track. Cahill was shot off onto the rocks below, where he rolled over and over,
breaking his leg in two places and cutting his head severely. Here he lay, almost dead from cold
and loss of blood, until the Sergeant, not being apprised by telegraph, of his arrival below, sent
the cook down to see what had happened. Sergeant Beals had ordered the cook to cut the wire
and signal to him if Cahill was seriously hurt. The cook did so, and then spliced the wire. The
Sergeant knowing that a dangerous accident had taken place, telegraphed to the base and to Fabyan’s for assistance, The trackmen immediately went up the railroad with two sledges, and, with
great difficulty, carried the wounded man to the base, where a wagon was procured, and he was
taken to Fabyan’s. The unfortunate observer had lost his cap in his fall, and to keep his head
warm the mail-bag had been put over it. This, of course, covered the weather-reports in the bag
with blood, but notwithstanding that, they were sent on to Washington, where they are now said
to be kept as evidence of the trials which the observers have to undergo. Private Cahill, who
seems to have as many lives as a cat, recovered and lived to be struck by lightning last summer
(1884) while sitting at his desk in the signal-station. He saw the wires flash, and thought that he
was to be killed, but, after a few seconds, seeing that he was still of this world, and remembering
his former experience, he tried to move. This he could do, and, with the exception of a slight paralysis in one side, which lasted a few minutes, he was unhurt.”
- Northfield (VT) News - Thu, Mar 26, 1885 pg 3

1884
40th Annual Report
of the N.H. Railroad Commissioners
MOUNT WASHINGTON RAILWAY
This unique road has been in operation twelve years, and the fact that no accident has occurred to any passenger of the one hundred thousand transported in that period, abundantly testifies to the care and skill constantly exercised by the manager and employees. The only serious
casualties occurring on the road have arisen from the use of sliding boards, by which three lives
have been lost. The use of this fascinating but dangerous contrivance by the public has been forbidden by the management, and all employees are enjoined against its use. A few employees still
make occasional use of the board. Its absolute prohibition is desirable, as fatal accidents from its
use are certain to be only a question of time. The utmost skill and vigilance are constantly exer-
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cised by the management to guard against any liability to accident in the operation of the road.
No defect in the superstructure, track, or equipment is perceivable after the closest inspection.
“Mrs. William P. Campbell of Chicago rode a slide board from the summit of Mount Washington to the base on the railroad, Sunday morning (8/3), a distance of three miles, in seven minutes.”
- St. Johnsbury Caledonian - Thu, Aug 7, 1884 pg. 3
1885
“Henry O. Blanchette, a machinist on the Mount Washington Railway, broke his right leg on
Tuesday (9/29), while sliding down the railway on a slideboard.” - Among the Clouds - Thu, Oct 1, 1885
1887
“Assistant Observer J. W. Bauer, who left Mount Washington Saturday (7/16) morning, to take
a position in the New York signal station, could not resist the temptation to make his last descent
of Mount Washington on a slide board. He made good time to the Base, and regretted that he
could not take just one more slide.”
- Among the Clouds - Mon, Jul 18, 1887
“D. H. Cole, the telegraph operator at the Summit, finds the slide-board convenient when it is

necessary to repair the lines. He went from Summit to Base a few days ago for that purpose and
made good time.”
- Among the Clouds - Fri, Aug 12, 1887
1888
“The second woman to coast down the Mount Washington railway was Miss H. Winslow,
who, with Mr. Brice, of Boston, went down in eleven minutes. This included four stops, one in the
middle of Jacob’s Ladder, where they got off and rested a moment.”
- Durham (N.C.) Recorder - Wed, Oct 10, 1888 pg. 1

1890
“David Martin, an employee of the hotel, while trying, on Tuesday (7/15), to see how quickly
he could go from the Summit House to a place below the first water tank on a slide board, was
thrown from his board and his left shoulder dislocated, besides being otherwise bruised. He was
taken to the Base yesterday (7/16) and put under the influence of chloroform and the dislocated
bone put in place. Dr. H. L. Miller of the Summit House, Dr. J. F. Frisbie of Newton, Mass., and
Dr. Gove of Whitefield, and medical student, R. S. York, reduced the dislocation, which was a
very serious one. It was not thought prudent to administer chloroform at this elevation, and at the
suggestion of Dr. Frisbie, the patient was taken to the Base. The operation was successfully performed and Martin was brought back to the Summit last evening. Hereafter no one will be permitted to use the slide boards except the railroad workmen, who understand how to manage them.”
- Among the Clouds - Thu, Jul 17, 1890

Hamlin Garland Coasted Down: “The Boston Herald of Sunday (2/24) contained a fullpage story of Hamlin Garland, the article being entitled “Reminiscences of New England, Boston
and the White Mountains.” In 1890 Mr. Garland made the trip to the top of Mount Washington
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and was so impressed with the scenery that he later wrote a book on the subject. He made a
memorable coast down the railroad track which he describes in his writings.”
- Littleton Courier - Thu, Feb 28, 1918

Hamlin Garland: “I came (East) again at 24 and lived nine years in Roxbury and Jamaica Plain. Boston’s singers,
artists, actors and writers profoundly educated me, just as New Hampshire’s peaks and vales enriched my mental sky... I
do not mind in the least mind your running the New England extracts of my book in your Fiction Department, for while
the story is entirely true - as true as my memory can make it - it reads like fiction even to me, so wonderful is it all in retrospect.”

Reminiscences of New England, Boston and the White Mountains
“When I next awoke it was dawn, and my body was so stiff I could hardly move. We had slept cold and our
muscles resented it. However, we hurried from the barn. Once safely out... we began to lean and dance and
shout to the sun as it rose out of the mist, for this was precisely what we had come 2000 miles to see - sunrise on
Mount Washington! It chanced, gloriously, that the valleys were filled with a misty sea, breaking soundlessly at our
feet, and we forgot cold, hunger, poverty, in the wonder of being “above the clouds!”
“In course of time our stomachs moderated our transports over the view, and I persuaded my brother (who
was younger and more delicate in appearance) to approach the kitchen and purchase a handout. Frank, being
harshly persuaded by his own need, ventured forth and soon came back with several slices of bread and butter
and part of a cold chicken, which made the day perfectly satisfactory, and in high spirits we started to descend
the western slope of the mountain.
“Here we performed the incredible. Our muscles were so sore
and weak that as we attempted to
walk down the railway track our
knees refused to bear our weight,
and while creeping over the ties,
groaning and sighing with pain, a
bright idea suddenly irradiated my
mind. As I studied the iron groove
which contained the cogs in the
middle of the track, I perceived
that its edges were raised a little
above the level of the rails and covered with oil. It occurred to me
that it might be possible to slide
down this track on a plank - if only
I had a plank!
“I looked to the right. A miracle! There in the ditch lay a plank
of exactly the right dimensions. I
seized it. I placed it cross-wise of
the rails. “All aboard,” I called.
Frank obeyed. I took my place at
the other end, and so, with our va-

Editor’s note: The 1918 illustrator clearly worked from Garland’s description when it came to the track
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lises between us, we began to slip slowly, smoothly and with joyous ease down the shining track! Hoopla! We
had taken wing!
“We had solved our problem. The experiment was successful. Laughing and shouting with exultation, we
swept on. We had but to touch every other tie with our heels in order to control our speed, so we coasted,
smoothly, genially.
“On we went, mile after mile, slipping down the valley into the vivid sunlight, our eyes on the glorious scenery about us; down, down like a swooping bird. Once we passed above some workmen, who looked up in openmouthed amazement, and cursed us in voices which seemed far and faint and futile. A little later the superintendent of the water tank warningly shouted, “Stop that! Get off !” but we only laughed at him and swept on, out
over a high trestle where none could follow.
“At times our heads grew dizzy with the flicker and glitter of the rocks beneath us, and we rounded dangerous curves of the track, or descended with swift slides with almost uncontrollable rapidity, I had some doubts;
but we kept our wits, remained upon the rails, and at last spun round the final bend and came to a halt upon a
(flat spot on the track) just above the little station. There kicking aside our faithful plank, we took up our valises
and with trembling knees and a sense of triumph set off down the valley of the wild Ammonoosuc.”
- Boston Sunday Herald - Feb 24, 1918 pg. 41

!"
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Among the Clouds “Newspaper Train” staged publicity photo (taken during daylight hours). Appeared on the front page of the
August 23, 1894 coaching parade edition captioned “On to Bethlehem - Among the Clouds Slideboard Express”

The “Newspaper Train”
White Mountain Chronicles
A picturesque employment of the slide-boards in former days was a “newspaper train.” This
novel enterprise was carried on in the early nineties, when the coaching parades at Bethlehem and
North Conway were at their height, and there was thereby created a great demand for the issues
of Among the Clouds, which contained accounts of the festivities.
- 1916 (pg. 244-245)

1889
Among The Clouds
Thursday, August 22, 1889

BY SLIDEBOARD EXPRESS:
How “Among the Clouds” Reached Bethlehem Yesterday Morning: “Though
perched on a bleak mountain top, 6300 feet above sea level, Among the Clouds is not beyond the
realm of journalistic enterprise, as yesterday’s issue proved. Every preparation had been made to
meet the demand for a full, comprehensive and vivid report of the third annual coaching parade
at Bethlehem. How well our reportorial staff succeeded in handling this by no means easy task of
producing faithful pen-pictures of the many and varied features of the brilliant spectacle, those
who read yesterday’s Among the Clouds can best judge. But the printing of the best story of the pa145
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rade was only part of our task. To be of value to our Bethlehem friends, hungering and thirsting
for the tale of the day’s doings and for the full list of the participants in the festivities, the paper
ought to reach them much earlier than the arrival of the regular trains. To wait until after 10
o’clock for their eagerly awaited papers was far too much to expect of enthusiastic Bethlehemites.
To satisfy their cravings at an earlier hour was the problem before us. Everybody has seen or
heard of the slideboards used by employees on the Mountain Railway, by which they descend the
mountain at lightning speed. Through the courtesy of Roadmaster Patrick Camden, the assistance of two of the bravest and most experienced coasters on the mountain was afforded us for
the carrying out of the proposed stroke of journalistic enterprise. Joseph Marceau and Samuel
Changrau were the men selected for operating “Among the Clouds limited express,” and well did
they perform the task. At three o’clock Wednesday (8/21) morning the edition of Among the Clouds
with the full report of the parade went to press. At ten minutes past four a liberal supply of papers
for Bethlehem and intermediate points was printed, folded, counted and packed in two bulky and
solid bundles. The “limited” was all ready, as were the bold coasters. A bundle was placed on each
sled, the conductors mounted their respective steeds, and with a parting salute from the little
group gathered on the platform, and watching by the fading light of the waning moon, the first
“special newspaper train” to leave Mount Washington shot out into the gloom. Only for a moment could there be heard the ring of the sleds on the rail was they took the plunge down the first
steep descent and around the curve by Lizzie Bourne’s monument and onward toward the Gulf
and beyond sight and hearing. It took just ten minutes for the plucky coasters with their heavy
loads to accomplish the dark and perilous descent of three miles to the Base station, which they
reached in safety. Those watching for them at the Base noted their progress now and then by the
streaks of fire from the friction of the sleds upon the track. At the Base a messenger was waiting
with one of Frank Cofran’s best horses. The papers were quickly transferred from sled to buggy,
and hurried away to the Twin, Maplewood and Bethlehem. The latter place was reached at 7
o’clock in less than three hours from the Summit, and more than three hours earlier than the arrival of the first trains. The demand for the papers far exceeded expectations. The first shipment
was quickly exhausted and was followed by a further supply, which met with an equally warm reception. Expressions of commendation upon both the report and the prompt delivery of the paper were heard on all sides. For all the good words said, Among the Clouds returns its cordial thanks
and promises to endeavor to keep up to the same standard of enterprise. We take pleasure in acknowledging our obligations to the Mount Washington railway people, and especially to Messrs.
Marceau and Changrau, through whose pluck and skill we were able so promptly to met the demands of the occasion.”
- Among the Clouds - Thu, Aug 22, 1889

!"
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1890
Among The Clouds
Friday, August 22, 1890

AT LIGHTNING SPEED:
Among the Clouds Gets There - All Records Broken: “The Bethlehem parade, as usual,
taxed the abilities of the staff of Among the Clouds to the utmost, and the result of their exertions
appeared in the ten-column story in yesterday’s issue. Reporting for a paper to be printed on a
mountain 20 miles away has its difficulties. These were increased Wednesday (8/20) afternoon by
circumstances beyond our control. The 3:40 train
from Bethlehem, which was to connect for Mount
Washington, was so heavily loaded that it had to go
by Maplewood (left) without stopping. Two members
of our staff found themselves left, with a pocketful of
valuable parade “copy.” The next excursion train
landed them at Fabyan’s just before 6 o’clock. The
mountain train had been gone more than an hour.
Through the kindness of Station Agent Jackman the
engine Mount Washington, which had just returned
from the Base, was placed at our disposal and carried
the representatives of this paper to the foot of the
mountain in short order. The most athletic member
Maplewood Depot, Bethlehem (1890) of the staff was prepared to walk up the mountain if
- New Hampshire Then and Now need be, to get the copy through. But it was not necessary, for a wood train was just ready to start. A seat in
the cab was given our reporter and he was landed at the Summit House at 8:10 p.m. The compositors at once went to work and by 2:30 a.m. the last line of the report was in type. At 3 o’clock the
forms were on the press, and at 4:45 three stalwart trackmen had in their arms huge bundles of
Among the Clouds, and prepared to start by slideboard for the Base, that the papers might get the
start of even the earliest trains. The few guests who had arisen to wait for the sunrise stood by
with intense interest to see the strange procession start. But a moment of preparation was needed,
and the three sleds sped off and were soon out of sight in the fog. The three plucky coasters - John
Boyce, Sam Gingras and William Boyce - alighted safely at the Base in less than 10 minutes, having gone at the rate of 20 miles an hour. “Zed” Gaudette was ready with his team, and at 5:35 the
papers were at the Fabyan House. One of Mr. Barron’s fast horses here took the load, and the
Twin was reached at 6:10, Maplewood at 7:05 and Littleton at 7:50 - the quickest time ever made
by any newspaper express in the White Mountains. How well the papers sold we need not tell, for
all our readers can infer it. Among the Clouds can once more claim the credit of giving the most accurate and full report of the great parade published by any newspaper. To the management and
employees of the Mount Washington and Concord & Montreal Railroads, for their willing assis-
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tance and generous co-operation, we return our cordial thanks.”
- Among the Clouds - Fri, Aug 22, 1890

Among The Clouds
Thursday, August 28, 1890

AGAIN TO THE FRONT:
Among the Clouds Beats all Competitors on the North Conway Parade Report:
“Our reporters gathered their information during the progress of the parade, and the lengthy account, the most complete and reliable that has been printed, was put in type between seven p.m.
and one o’clock a.m., and shortly after three Wednesday morning (8/27) the large edition was
ready to be taken down the Mount Washington Railway on the slideboards used only by the workmen, to the base of the mountain. A hard rainstorm had set in, but that even did not deter the
brave and swift riders, William Boyce, Peter Birjejne and John J. Boyce, from making the trip.
Each carried on his slide-board a big pile of papers, and mid the pouring rain they shot out into
the dense cloud which hung over Mount Washington. Hardly a minute had elapsed from the start
before they were out of sight and thundering away down the mountain toward the Base, three
miles below. The distance was covered in a few minutes, and on their arrival at the bottom, “Zed”
Gaudette brought out his swift horse and took the papers to the Fabyan House in 45 minutes, a
distance of six miles Here they were transferred to the early morning train for Portland and at
half-past six they were being distributed to hundreds of anxious readers in North Conway, Intervale and Jackson. While the mountain riders are entitled to great credit in making the descent in
the nighttime, Mr. Gaudette is entitled to special mention for driving so rapidly through the
woods and over a rough and muddy road. The week before, when he carried out the papers for
Bethlehem, he made the six miles from the Base to the Fabyan House in 35 minutes, a much less
time than any other horse owned in this region has ever made. North Conway people never before enjoyed reading a morning paper with their breakfasts, and the demand was so great that the
edition was soon exhausted, while a second was printed at a later hour and forwarded to North
Conway.”
- Among the Clouds - Thu, Aug 28, 1890
1891
The following year, a 21-year old Dartmouth College student working for the mountain top
newspaper, Almon O. Caswell from Orange, Massachusetts, was assigned a “reporter involvement” story. His experience of covering the annual coaching parade, producing his copy, and delivering the news formed the basis of an article he wrote when he returned to school in Hanover
in the fall of 1891.
Dartmouth Sketches
SELECTED FROM THE UNDERGRADUATE PUBLICATIONS OF DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
Hanover, November 23, 1892

A Mountain Slide (pg 155-158)
“The White Mountain coaching parade at Bethlehem has become an annual event of national
reputation, and needs no introduction. During the summer of the present year I was on the staff
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of Among the Clouds, the summer newspaper issued from the summit of Mount Washington, and
had occasion to report the parade for that paper. The event itself possesses little interest for the average reader except in so far as it leads up to the experience I have to relate.
“Tuesday afternoon, when the parade was over, I started for Mount Washington, where I was
to write my report. Time was valuable, so I stood balanced on one foot, and wrote in the cars, as
far as Base station. Going up the mountain the situation was more difficult, but I succeeded in producing half a dozen pages, which required more time for translation than it had required to write
them. Promptly on my arrival, however, I commenced deciphering my hieroglyphics, and by midnight the last line was in type and the forms were on the press. Without the least consideration for
my feelings, it had been arranged by my employer that for the next day I should descend from the
pride and dignity of a moulder of public opinion to the plane of a common news-dealer. So I had
to accompany the product of my genius to its destination, and superintend its disposal at so much
per copy.
“There are no night expresses with sleeping cars attached on the Mount Washington Railway.
There is, however, a custom of making the descent on what are called slide-boards. This practice
is confined to railroad men, and is very dangerous for anyone unaccustomed to it. At about three
o’clock Wednesday morning one of the section men (John Boyce) called for me, as it was time to
make the start. My friends, the printers, all begged locks of my hair and the address of my parents, the latter for convenience in sending the body home, as they cheerfully explained.
“I had often heard stories of frightful deaths from injudicious use of the slide-board, and as
these were all repeated, one after another, by the jolly printers, I started off in a happy frame of
mind. I borrowed a pair of ink-stained overalls, several sizes too large, and took my seat on the
board. The section-man had a bright lantern which he suggested leaving behind, while I made
haste to request, and, as I thought, without a suspicion of fear in my manner, that we take it
along. But the man said, “Oh, don’t you be scairt, young man! There ain’t no danger.” I took the
lantern, however. The man grasped the
brake handles, loosened the grip on the rail,
and we slid. To any who are not familiar with
this mode of travel I will say that ignorance is
bliss. The contrivance for sliding comprises a
board about five feet long, with an iron piece
on the under side grooved to fit the edges of
the cog-rail. There is a long handle at each
side, fastened at one end to a pivot; on the top
of each handle near the pivot is a piece of
iron which, when the handle is lifted, grips
the outer flanges of the rail and holds the
board in a vice-like clutch. It is a perfect machine in theory, but there are some points
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about it which might be improved in practice. For instance, during the whole length of the descent the seat seemed covered with ten thousand points. This sensation is caused by the constant
vibrations. There is an apparent rise of temperature underneath the seat which reminds one of
the gentle heat which emanates from a red-hot cooking stove at mid-day.
“Of course I was not frightened, but merely experienced a queer sensation as we shot around
the curves, down over Jacob’s Ladder, into the world below. “Now don’t you be afeared ‘tal whatsoever,” soothingly remarked the engineer. I kept up a continual flow of talk, in vain efforts to convince the man that I was a “tough,” and not in the least alarmed at the situation. “Oh, this is
grand,” I exclaimed, - “the best ride I ever had in my life!” But my teeth chattered when I said it.
The ride would have been very much like a coast in the winter had there not been the deafening
whir of the board on the rail, and that pleasant sensation of warmth already described.
“At last the buildings at the base came into sight. There was a quick pull on the brake handles,
and we stopped. The trip, which seemed not over five minutes long, had actually required twentyfive minutes.
After I had flattered myself that my fear had been completely concealed from my companion,
what was my disgust on seeing in the next day’s paper a vivid description of my terror, and describing how “our reporter clung desperately to the seat, and felt for his hair to see if he had any
left.” This was all true, but I did not care to have everybody know it, as it precluded the possibility
of all the thrilling stories I had planned to tell about the coolness and courage I had displayed.”
Here is the article that got under the young Dartmouth man’s skin and identified Caswell’s sliding companion.

Among The Clouds
Friday, August 28, 1891

HOW IT WAS DONE:
Among the Clouds Express Down Mount Washington Before Daylight: An Exciting
Ride from the Summit to the Base: “To report on important events, covering eight to ten columns, and have the paper at the breakfast table within a radius of 30 miles from the summit of
Mount Washington, is not an easy undertaking, and yet it has been twice accomplished this week,
much to the surprise of many readers, who did not know that while they were taking their accustomed sleep, trained and daring men were going at lightning speed from the summit of Mount
Washington to the Base, with huge piles of papers, sufficient to meet the demand for the latest
news. The Bethlehem parade on Tuesday and the North Conway parade on Wednesday, were
fully reported and put in type after seven o’clock at night, in our office, and before daylight the
printed papers were going out to our many readers below in time to reach the more important villages in the vicinity, where they are sold. The Bethlehem parade was the first to be reported. Mr.
A. O. Caswell had it in charge, and the excellent report which was printed was entirely due to his
untiring energy. After gathering the thousand-and-one details of the parade he took the train for
the Summit. At midnight eight long columns were in type. At 1 o’clock the fast Hoe press was
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turning out the printed sheets at a
rapid rate, and after being folded and
done up in large packages the most
daring and exciting part of the work
was begun. Those who have visited
Mount Washington have observed the
workmen on the railway sliding at
night after the close of their work, at
lightning speed, towards the base of
the mountain. Four of these trained
and skillful riders came to our aid,
through the permission of Patrick
Camden, the superintendent of repairs on the railway. They were Joseph Gingras, Samuel Gingras, Devene Vachon, and John Boyce. The
latter took our reporter, Mr. Caswell,
upon his slide-board, and away they
Canine Rider: Marshfield Station Museum display in 2017 suggests the
went towards the bottom, 3625 feet
rider with dog in this picture may be Dorvigny David Joseph Vachon (18731949) aka “Devene” or “Derveni” Vachon in contemporary newspaper acbelow the Summit, three miles discounts as David would take his dog “with him down the mountain on the
tant. They went into the darkness toDevil’s Shingle.” Vachon purportedly holds the record for fastest descent from
summit at 2:45 for the three miles. - See Vol. 2 Cog Roster
wards the base at a comparatively
moderate rate of speed, but sufficiently fast to make it necessary for our reporter to hold to his hair, lest he might never see it
again. After the road was clear the three others who were to take down the big bundles of papers
put their slide-boards on the track in front of the Summit House, and as soon as they were ready
away they went into the darkness and gloom of night. Their boards hugged closely to the track,
and as they rounded the water station near the Lizzie Bourne monument, there was a long fiery
light shooting out behind them, - sparks from the track, caused by the rapid speed that the slideboards were making. A planet-hunter sojourning in the valley below, had he turned his eye towards Mount Washington at the time, might have thought he had discovered another comet. The
three riders with the papers followed in close succession, and reached the terminus of the railroad
in safety, with their great loads of papers, in five minutes from the time they left the Summit, accomplishing a most daring feat. Here came another important part in our special express arrangements. It was twenty minutes of 4, and the papers must reach Fabyan’s by half past 5 o’clock.
“Zed” Gaudette, an employee of the Mount Washington Railway, keeps one of the fastest horses
in Northern New Hampshire, known as “Old Pete.” Well, “Pete” is a good deal of horse, although old age is leaving traces on his wrinkled brow. He has done valiant service as a cavalry
horse in the army, and is never so happy as when he is galloping over hills and plains in the discharge of honest work. He has a somewhat peculiar gait, and so far as any one has been able to
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observe when he has fairly warmed up to the work, he takes two leaps to the mile. As soon as the
load had been securely fastened he plunged down the road toward the Fabyan House. He fairly
made what little hair our reporter had left stand on end. It is seven miles from the Base to the Fabyan House and in precisely forty minutes from starting he stood in front of the Fabyan House
door, and thus, in forty-five minutes after leaving the Summit our coaching parade edition of
Among the Clouds had been conveyed ten miles - from a mile in the sky to the level of the Ammonoosuc.”
“The North Conway parade which followed the next day... was ably reported by John P. Fernald, a newspaper writer of long experience, who for two seasons has represented Among the Clouds
in North Conway and Jackson. His report went by the afternoon train to the Summit, and at 2:26
on Thursday (8/27) morning, four trusty riders were speeding toward the base of Mount Washington, each with a big bundle going to dealers at North Conway and Jackson. The slide-board riders
were John Boyce, Joseph Gingras, Samuel Gingras, William Boyce, Devene Vachon and Phillip
Camden. They had been specially charged not to make rapid time, but they managed to reach the
base of the mountain in less than five minutes. Here Mr. Gaudette took the papers in charge and
delivered them at the railway station at Fabyan’s before half-past 3, an hour and a quarter ahead
of time, the slide-board riders and “Old Pete” doing their best to make our undertaking a success.
This is the way things are done up here. Pony expresses of olden times, and swift and tireless locomotives of recent days long since wore out their novelty, while dashing down steep mountain
sides in the dead and darkness of night on a slide-board is still new and strange. If those who
dwell on earth will come up here, slightly nearer things terrestrial, we will give them a few more
lessons in enterprising journalism.”
- Among the Clouds - Fri, Aug 28, 1891 pg. 1
Almon O. Caswell would graduate from Dartmouth College in 1893. He then accepted a teaching position
in North Pownal, Vermont, and was later a school superintendent in Milford, Massachusetts.

1892
Among The Clouds
Thursday, September 1, 1892

OUR SPECIAL EXPRESS:
Sledding Morning Papers Down to the Lower World: “It is on such an occasion as that
of the East Side parade that the inconvenience of printing a daily paper a mile and a quarter
above sea level is most keenly felt. First, the report must be obtained and brought to the office;
next, the paper when printed must be send with all expedition to the scene of the event to satisfy
the cravings of the thousands interested. From North Conway it is as long a journey to the top of
Mount Washington as it is to Boston. This being accomplished, nine columns of matter put in
type and the big edition run off, the paper must be put into the hands of its readers before breakfast. Our tried and experienced Slide Board Express service is called into action as usual. The expert coasters of the Mount Washington Railway force are kindly put at our disposal. The heavy
bundles of papers fresh from the press are put into their hands at 2:50 a.m. By lantern light they
are made secure to the railway sleds. At 2:56 precisely the first messenger calls out “Good night”
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to the little group from the printing office who are watching, and with a firm grip on his brake
handles he spins down the dizzy slope toward Lizzie Bourne’s monument at a three-minute gait.
His lantern is out in a twinkling. Now by the dim moonlight his form can be seen as he glides
more slowly along the easier grade toward the Gulf tank, then he is lost to sight and for a moment
we hear the faint noise of the slide board as it runs along the rail. Then another rider is off, and
another, and another. John Boyce, Philip Camden, Arcade Vachon and Derveni Vachon are the
four plucky coasters who understood the responsible task. The three-mile descent is made by
them all in ten minutes on the average - a speed which would take away the breath and rattle the
brains of any but the bravest. At the Base our old reliable messenger, Zed Gaudentte, is in waiting
with his trusty horse, and he is loaded and away at 3:15. Four or five previous trips with parade papers have taught his horse what is required of him on a day like this, and he doesn’t lose a moment on the way. He and his load are at Fabyan’s in ample season for the first train, and the feat is
accomplished. The papers are brought into North Conway by 6:30 a.m., and in another hour our
full and readable report is enlivening the breakfast tables of all the hotels. The distribution of the
papers at North Conway was under the efficient charge of our agent, Ned Poole. To all who cooperated in getting the papers down the mountain and putting them before the readers, Among the
Clouds returns hearty thanks and hopes they will all be here to help us on another parade day.”
- Among the Clouds - Thu, Sept 1, 1892

1893
Among The Clouds
Thursday, August 24, 1893

“The Mount Washington slide-board express, which conveys Among the Clouds from the Summit to Base, on special occasions, was a complete success Wednesday (8/23) morning. The two
trusty riders, employees of the Mount Washington railway, Samuel Gingras and Arcade Vachon
left the Summit at 3 o’clock, Wednesday morning, each with a large load of Among the Clouds, and
in five minutes Mr. Gingras reached the bottom, a distance of three miles. On the way down he
ran into a hedgehog, who was taking a night’s sleep on the track, but what became of him, the
swift rider was making too rapid speed to find out. The animal, however, managed to leave over
two hundred quills in Mr. Gingras’ right hand and arm, which he extracted after reaching the
base of the mountain. Mr. Gaudette, with his swift steed, took the papers on arrival, and at precisely 6 o’clock, just as the summer guest was taking his last nap, delivered them in Bethlehem,
nearly thirty miles from where they were printed, and in ample time for the hotel guest to read the
paper at breakfast.”
- Among the Clouds - Thu, Aug 24, 1893
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1894
Among The Clouds
Thursday, August 23, 1894

THE COACHING PARADE EDITION:
How “Among the Clouds” Reached the Public Many Miles Distant: “The work of compilation and preparing for the press was done by Mr. John H. Bartlett, for two years past the regular correspondent of the paper on the West Side. In order to fill in the detail matter, Mr. Bartlett
was obliged to leave Bethlehem after the parade and take train for the Summit, where he passed
the night, furnishing copy for compositors until the time for going to press. After the cylinder press
had turned out many hundreds of the printed papers, some of the section men of the Mount
Washington Railway were furnished huge packages, and they at once set out to carry them down
the mountain on their slideboards. Mr. Zed Gaudette and Mr. Arcade Vachon started off at about
3 o’clock in the morning, and, although the tracks were covered with a heavy coating of frost and
the wind blowing at a high rate, were soon passing over the rails as swiftly as the fleetest bird
passes through the air. It was but a matter of five minutes before they had covered the three miles
from the Summit to Base, and there Mr. Gaudette hurriedly harnessed his horse and started over
the turn-pike road to Fabyan. Arriving there a change of horses was made and before 6 o’clock
Among the Clouds was on sale at the hotels and news-stands in Bethlehem and other places. The
Mount Washington slideboards had done for Among the Clouds what the special express trains are
continually doing for the metropolitan dailies - furnishing the public with the latest news in the
least possible time after the occurrence.” (Ed note: This story was illustrated with the “newspaper train” photo seen
at the start of this segment.) - Among the Clouds - Thu, Aug 23, 1894

1895
Among The Clouds
Thursday, August 23, 1895

“The trained riders of our slideboard express, acquitted themselves handsomely yesterday (8/
22) morning, in taking the parade edition of Among the Clouds down the railway to the base of the
mountain. The riders were Eugene Marcotte, Arcade Vachon, and Eddie Camden, and in less
than a minute they not only out of sight but beyond hearing. They reached the base on schedule
time. Zed Gaudette’s fast horse was soon galloping down the road towards Fabyan’s, where it arrived ahead of time. Another team took the bundles from there to Bethlehem.”
- Among the Clouds - Thu, Aug 23, 1895

Among The Clouds
Monday, September 2, 1895

“The managers of the slideboards who took the North Conway coaching edition of Among the
Clouds down to the base on Saturday (8/31) morning performed their duties with their usual faithfulness and dispatch. Those who occupied the slides were Sam and Omar Gingras, and Zeb
Gaudette, who was waiting at the Base, took the bundles in a team to the Fabyan station, and they
were on sale at North Conway at 6:30 a.m.”
- Among the Clouds - Mon, Sep 2, 1895
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Roadmaster Pat Camden at Waumbek

1896
Boston Man’s Terrible Slide Down Mt. Washington
Sensation Like Falling
From a Balloon
To many visitors to the White Mountains, the ride down the side of Mt. Washington on what
are called “slideboards” by employees of the Mt. Washington railway proves more of an attraction than the magnificent views to be had in different directions from Washington’s lofty summit.
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The ride is one seldom taken by anyone not connected with the road, but it is an experience that
once passed through will never be forgotten. It is a downward flight for several miles at a speed rivaling that of the fastest express trains, and is so suggestive a plunge into space as to prove thrilling beyond expression.
The first use of the boards were put to were for the railroad men at the summit to make the
descent of the mountain at the close of their day’s work. Then it became the custom to have a
man go down every day before the train started, to make sure that the track was in good condition. Now it is a regular thing, and twice a day during the summer season and while the road is in
operation, the exciting and stirring spectacle is witnessed of a veritable slide for life.
The first run is between 12 and 1 o’clock each day, when a trackman goes down to inspect the
track in advance of the mid-day train. While he goes at a pace that would prove alarming to a
novice, he goes slowly compared with that of the men at the close of the day. Three and four of
them then straddle the board, and the only thought is to get to the bottom and home at the earliest moment possible. To an eyewitness near the line of track there is hardly more than a flash, and
the board and its load are out of sight. It was the pleasure of a Bostonian, Mr. H. L. Raymond of
2 Blanche Street, to take this ride not long ago. He was at the mountains, and through acquaintance with some of the Mt. Washington railway officials was accorded the privilege.
“I was given the front seat,” he said to a reporter for the Sunday Post, when telling of the event
one day last week, “with a caution to keep a good hold of the board and on no account to lose my
nerve. I had shot the chute on Huntington Avenue and had sized up the ride down the mountain
from that. It was nipping cold up there at the summit, water freezing quickly. I tied a scarf around
my neck to protect myself against the wind, pulled my hat down over my ears, straddled the
board, clutched the sides and announced myself as ready. Only one man went with me, and I
learned later the he was the hardest rider they had, as he takes chances at the curves no other
dared.” (Note: Likely Patrick Camden - who’s ‘”stunt” of descending the railway track from summit to base by
slideboard in three minutes was the talk of visitors for many years,’ according to John Horne)
“Well, we started, and I can tell you I do not care to repeat it. I am certain that ride came as
near an out-and-out fall from a balloon as could be, and not be the real thing. The first thing my
hat went off, and I thought my hair would follow. None of the words you would naturally use to
describe such a ride can begin to tell it. You can call it ‘rush’ or ‘plunge’ or ‘dash,’ or anything
else, but it does not touch it. We simply fell for three miles. I could not see a thing, for the wind
blew so strong and cold I had to shut my eyes. I do not know that I drew a breath from the time
we started till we stopped. The pilot had the best of it, for I broke the force of the wind. He only
spoke once, and that was when we rounded the sharp curve somewhere about half way down.”
“I heard him say, ‘Hold on, now!’ and then it seemed as though some unseen force I could
hardly resist was trying to throw me sideways into space. I should not have been surprised to have
found myself shooting out over the tree tops as a stone is thrown from a sling. It seems to me now,
as I look back at it and recall the sensation, like a drew - a nightmare. And those men enjoy it! It is
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an excitement that stirs their blood as nothing else can do, and they would not miss it for anything. I think it reasonable to call that the biggest chute in the world.”
- Boston Post, Sunday, October 4, 1896 pg. 24

Among The Clouds
Thursday, August 27, 1896

“The annual feat of putting a large edition of Among the Clouds on sale in Bethlehem before 7
o’clock the morning after the parade was performed in the early hours of Wednesday (8/26). At
3:25 a.m. Eugene Marcotte and Eddie Camden, the expert slide-board men appeared in the office, and at 3:35 the former started for the Base with his bundle of papers. A few minutes later his
companion followed. Each made the trip to the Base, three miles, in three minutes and 30 seconds. There the papers were taken by Zed Gaudette in his fast rig, and delivered at the principal
points between Mount Washington and Bethlehem. It was fast work, and the expressmen performed their part of it with their usual faithfulness and alacrity. It is needless to say that the sojourners in Bethlehem and the vicinity were somewhat surprised and correspondingly pleased to
receive the only full and accurate account of the parade, and our fine illustrated souvenir, Bethlehem supplement, at the early breakfast hour.”
- Among the Clouds - Thu, Aug 27, 1896
“The Mount Washington Railway is not noted for the fast time it makes, but some of its officials are not bothered for means to “get there,” when the necessity arises. For instance, General
Manager MacKinnon of the Boston & Maine arrived at the Base yesterday, while Superintendent
Horne was at the Summit. In answer to a telegraphic dispatch, the latter donned a pair of overalls, mounted a slide-board, and disappeared in a cloud down the track. He probably got there
about the time an answering dispatch would have been delivered.”
- Among the Clouds - Fri, Aug 28, 1896

1897
Among The Clouds
Tuesday, August 3, 1897

“Conductor Kenniston received a severe cut in one of his feet, yesterday (8/2), while descending the Mount Washington railway on a slideboard. He, however, expects to be around again in a
few days.”
- Among the Clouds - Tu, Aug 3, 1897
1898
Among The Clouds
Saturday, August 27, 1898

A FEARFUL RIDE:
Down Mount Washington a Slide-Board - A Railroad Track Covered with Ice: “One
of the most interesting of the many novel sights to be seen on the Mount Washington Railway is
to watch the workmen descend on their slide-boards. To give a scientific description of them
would take too much space, but this will probably suffice. The slide-boards, or boards, as the workmen term them, are made of spruce, being about 3 feet 9 inches long, 10 inches wide and 1 inch
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thick, having guides on the under side to keep them on the cog-rail, and a lever and brake on each
side by which they are manipulated. In the hands of an expert they are perfectly safe, but a novice
may as well play with dynamite, the hind feet of a mule or some other powerful explosive, and it
may not be out of place to say that under no circumstances are they allowed to be used except by
the workmen. Looking at one as it lays alongside the track it appears as harmless as an Egyptian
mummy or a ball of yarn; but put it on the rail, and, to use a horsey expression, give it a free rein,
and you would think old Boreas (Greek God of the North Wind) was on a rampage. One of the employees, who calls himself an expert on a board, and who has made the descent from the Summit to
Base in perfect safety inside of 4 minutes, told this story to the writer, and though it happened
more than 20 years ago, when he recalls it, the cold chills creep on him.
“One Saturday early in June, he with some others were making repairs on the Summit, and
the Signal Station being occupied at that time, some of the men invited him to spend the night to
discuss Browning or play old sledge, he forgets which. He gladly availed himself of their offer, and
next morning woke up to find one of the most gorgeous and enchanting cloud views he ever witnessed. To describe it is impossible. There was no land visible except the cone of the mountain;
above was glorious sunshine; below one mass of white fleecy clouds. The morning was very cold,
ice having formed on the platform, and bidding the signal boys good-bye, he put his board on the
rail, and started for the Base. When opposite Lizzie Bourne’s monument he entered the cloud
which had formed hoar frost on the rail, and then the fun or rather agony commenced.
“The board went as if it had been shot from of the Oregon’s 13 inch guns, and if it was possible to travel through that cloud in half a minute it did it, although it extended 2 miles down the
mountain. What passed through his mind in that short space of time it is impossible to tell; the orchards he had robbed, the deceptions practised on his mother - all flashed before him; but it was
very singular that he could not recall any good act he had ever performed. As luck was on his side,
he passed through the cloud into bright sunshine, got his board under control and arrived safely at
the Base, but his nerves were so unstrung he did not know whether to laugh, cry or pray, so he
compromised by taking a drink. The man’s mind must have been partially unbalanced the rest of
the season, for one of the first things he did after arriving home was to get married. Ex-M.”
- Among the Clouds - Sat, Aug 27, 1898

Icy Rider’s Identity Revealed?
In the summer of 1899, a chance meeting between an American tourist carrying a copy of
Among the Clouds, and a Scottish mother on vacation in the Highlands led to a correspondence between Mrs. Archibald Maclaren and the new editor of the newspaper, Frank H. Burt. Mrs. Maclaren’s father helped finish building the Mount Washington Railway as well as building the Summit House in the early 1870’s and she spent her first twelve years spending summers at the Mountain. This Cog Kid was known as “Little Jessie,” and she related her memories of slideboards, including the fearful frosty run detailed above.
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“There is also the name of John
Horne in (the paper), and I felt sure that
he is the same person who had charge
of the engines at the Base. I have often
thought of the fearful ride he took on
the slideboard down the mountain on a
beautiful, but frosty Sabbath morning in
early June. He spent the evening before
with the observers in the Signal Station
and left the Summit about 6 o’clock
a.m. It was very cold, calm and bright
on the top, the cone of Mount Washington being the only visible land. All beneath was enveloped in fog with a temperature much below the freezing point,
coating everything with a white and slippery frost, that reduced the friction on
his board to a minimum.
“He however, arrived safely at the
Base, but what passed through his mind
must have been something terrible. Fear
and agony were depicted on his countenance and all day he kept his room and
would not be seen. We could hear him laugh and cry by turns, and father would knock on the
door, but the only reply was: “Please go away, I want to be alone.” We did not see him until Monday, and his haggard face plainly showed the trial he had gone through.
“Speaking of slide boards brings to my mind a laughable but dangerous incident. The original
slide boards were very primitive affairs, being a common piece of board with a cleat on the underside as a guide, but no brakes on them. There was nothing to keep the board from rising except
the weight of the person on it. The braking was done by means of a small piece of wood held in
each hand and pressed on the cog-rail. One day the trackmen were at work about half a mile
from the Base, and one of them placed a crow-bar in the cogs with the end pointing down hill. Another man was coming down on his board (Ed note: Walter Aiken’s telling of this incident identifies the rider as Peter
Goodroe) and he supposed that the bar would be removed to let him pass, and the man that put the
bar there supposed the other would stop and remove it. Well, as it happened, neither supposed
right, the man on the board kept going and the consequence was his board went up the bar and
board and man landed in the bushes, but luckily he was not hurt. After he picked himself up he
commenced to talk very loud, but whether he was praying or swearing I can’t say, as it was in the
French language, and I am no linguist.
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“(T)he French-Canadians, rough in garb, but with hearts as big as the mountains themselves.
How often after their day’s work was done, have they taken a slideboard on their shoulders, holding on to my hand, and we would walk up the track a short distance and with what childish glee I
would sit in their laps and slide down to the Base.” - Mrs. Archibald Maclaren aka “Little Jessie”
- Among the Clouds - Mon, Aug 7 & Fri, Aug 25, 1899

1900
Derailed on Mount Washington
Two men employed on the Mount Washington Railway had a narrow escape from death late
Friday afternoon. They were descending the mountain at terrific speed on what are termed slideboards. Suddenly they sighted a train coming up the mountain and to avoid a collision each man
applied his brake. The slideboards were stopped so short as to derail both and the machines and
men went over the trestle and fell to the rocks below, a distance of seventy-five feet. How either escaped immediate death is a marvel. The names of the men are H. N. Gilbert and John Camden,
both of St. Agathe, Canada. Gilbert sustained a bad fracture of the skull and will not recover. He
is married, is 35 years old and has a family in Quebec. Camden had a bad scalp wound and his
system sustained a terrible shock. He will recover. The perilous trip which Camden and Gilbert
were making down Mount Washington is not a new one for men of daring to make. Many
women have descended in the same way. The slideboards are a form of handcar, which run on
the cog-wheel road. The “boards” are equipped with brakes, by which the speed can be regulated
the same as that of railroad trains in their descent. The slideboards can be readily stopped, although the brakes are usually applied more gradually than was the case Friday. The grade of
Mount Washington railway at one point is 1,980 feet to the mile, and the distance from summit to
base, which is three and one half miles, is usually covered in four minutes by slideboards.
-The St. Johnsbury Caledonian - Wed, Oct 3, 1900 pg. 5

Accident on Mount Washington
Slideboards in Collision and One Man Fatally Injured
CONCORD, N.H., Sept. 29. - H. N. Gilbert and John Camden were brought to the Maragaret Pillsbury Hospital in this city, suffering from injuries received while descending the Mount
Washington Railway on slideboards, Friday afternoon.
Mr. Gilbert, who was in front, slowed up in the descent, not knowing that Camden was close
to him. The men collided and both were thrown from the track, falling to the mountainside beneath the tracks. Gilbert’s skull was fractured in several places, and no hope of his recovery is entertained. Camden was less seriously injured.
Both men live in St. Agatha, Canada. Gilbert is thirty-five years of age and Camden twentythree.
- New York Times, Sept 30, 1900 (page 17)
The St. Johnsbury Caledonian and New York Times reports of the Friday, September 28th collision
seemed to make it a foregone conclusion that Mr. Gilbert would not live because of the accident.
That turned out to not quite be the case, nor was the Times correct in the reporting Gilbert’s first
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name. The railroad man with the fractured skull was actually Étienne Gilbert, who had been
counted for the U.S. Census with John Camden, Jr. just eight days before their collision. And the
subject, “E.G.” became the focus of a “Report of a Remarkable Case of Fractured Skull,” by the
Chief Surgeon of the Boston and Maine Railway, Granville P. Conn, M.D. of Concord, New
Hampshire.
First presented in May 1901, and published in the Transactions of the New Hampshire Medical Society at their 110th anniversary, the paper on the Gilbert’s head injury echoed the 1848 case of
Phineas Gage. Gage was on the railroad construction crew building a line through Cavendish, Vermont when an explosion drove a 13-pound iron bar completely through his head. He survived
and became national celebrity. Dr. Conn reported Gilbert survived his head injury such that he
was able to go back to his home in Canada. Here is Dr. Conn’s illustrated report.
Report of a Remarkable Case of Fractured Skull
“E. G., age 30, native of Canada, was injured on Mount Washington, September 28, 1900,
and was received in the Margaret Pillsbury General Hospital at 5:30 am, September 29, 1900, or
about twelve hours after the accident. The injury consisted in a compound comminuted fracture
of the skull, involving a large portion of the frontal bone, including almost all the super-orbital
plate of the right eye, and more than half of the same of the left orbit.
“The injury was received on the Mount Washington
Railway at a point very nearly approaching its maximum
grade, by reason of Mr. G. being thrown from a “slideboard” when making about a mile a minute down a grade
of about 33-degrees. He was thrown a considerable distance and struck his head on the corner of a hard-pine
cross-tie. The accident was witnessed by the men on a train
only a few rods distant and was described by them as showing that when the unfortunate man left his board he went
into space and described a small arc of a circle. The arc of
the circle being considerably larger by reason of the grade
that it would have been had it been a level track.
“The slide-board represented in the model (right) takes
the place on the Mt. Washington road of a hand-car on an
ordinary surface railroad. The workmen each have a slideboard, ride up the mountain on the train to such points
where their work commences, then working down the mountain. The box on the slide-board
serves to carry along their tools and material incident to repairs. This slideboard being clamped
underneath the middle rail can be fixed at any point by the break handles. This road is a little
over three miles in length, and men on these boards have made the entire distance in a little over
three minutes. (Note: This explanatory paragraph was added when the paper was published in the International Journal of
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Surgery in October 1901. That journal did not print concluding paragraphs of the original presentation reporting the final outcome
for M. Gilbert.)

“The accident was occasioned by reason of the man in front of him stopping his board, and
when the second man and board came to the obstruction caused by the stopping of the first
board, the second board stopped instantly, for these boards are made to grip on the middle rail in
such a manner that it is impossible for them to leave the track until the clasp is relieved. This accounts for the manner in which he was thrown, and partially explains why he did not have other
wounds.
“The wound of the scalp was about two inches in length, semicircular, beginning in the eyebrow over the external canthus of the right eye and extending upward and laterally to near the
medium line of the nose. The scalp was turned down over the eye and adhering to this integument and turned with it, was one of the larger pieces of bone consisting of both plates. The other
pieces were loose, many of them detached and driven into the the brain substance and the pieces
of the superorbital plate were turned up and found between the hemispheres of the brain.
Twenty-seven pieces, large and small, were removed.
“You will observe by the photograph to be passed round that the amount of bone gone is
much larger than the wound which I have described. In fact, there were numerous pieces broken
off beyond the wound of the scalp, and considerable loss in small pieces of internal table of bone
beyond the loss of the external table. There was evidently considerable loss of blood, but the pa-
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tient was semi-conscious when he reached the hospital, twelve hours after the accident. A compress had been placed over the wound by a local surgeon and the head bandaged about an hour
after he was injured. He was brought to Concord on a cot-bed, changing cars twice on the way,
and was in fair condition when he arrived at the hospital. He was taken in the accident room and
the wound thoroughly cleansed and disinfected with formalin (note: a clear aqueous solution of formaldehyde
containing a small amount of methanol used especially as a preservative first in 1893). Consciousness had so far been
established that ether was necessary. The large piece of bone that was turned down with the scalp
was first dissected away leaving the periosteum on the flap. The other large pieces were easily
found and removed in the same way. The smaller pieces were not so easily found as they were
completely detached and many of them were driven into the brain. The most of them were discovered by the sense of touch, while the wound and the brain, as well as the space between the
two hemispheres, was being irrigated with a 1 to 500 of formalin. I passed my finger over the
globe of both eyes, found a piece of bone pressing on the optic nerve of the right eye, and other
pieces between the two hemispheres. the wound was finally closed with catgut, the brain cavity full
of formalin (1 to 500) and with a strip of gauze for drainage. This extended from lower angle of
the wound over the right eye and extended in front of the lobes of the brain across and beyond
the left eye. There was apparently some effusion from the injured tissues of the brain, but no sepsis, nor was there any pus. Both eyes were closed by reason of the swelling, but in two days they
began to clear up, and in a week he could open both eyes and discern objects. At first the focus
was disturbed, and he had double vision, but in two weeks he recovered from this. You will perceive the right lid has a partial ptosis in consequence of the loss of bone to which the muscles of
the lid were attached.
“After the first few days his recovery
was uneventful and quite rapid, as you
will perceive that he was up and had
his photograph (right) taken twenty-two
days after the accident, and that he returned to his home about forty miles
this side of Quebec in twenty-eight
days from the date of the injury.
“After a few days he rebelled
against the liquid diet of the hospital
and demanded something to eat. It was evident that he was unfamiliar with the
menu furnished in a charming manner
by the master or mistress of art in a
chafing dish; neither had he any use for
spoon victuals, but he did yearn for pork and beans, a boiled dish, or an Irish stew with dumplings. This is not the first time I have been confronted with a woodsman having a taste for the sub163
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stantial rations necessary for work, rather than the delicacies that are relished by those having
more education, yet perhaps less vitality and endurance.
“The only deductions I would offer may be summed up as follows:
“Do not be discouraged if you have a bad case of fracture of the skull, especially if it is about
the frontal portion of the head, and is not complicated with a fracture at the base of the brain. Of
course fractures of the occiput are more liable to involve the tissues about the base of the skull.
Do not fail to explore fearlessly with sight and touch; always using the same precautions against
sepsis as you would in a case of abdominal surgery. Be sure and remove all the pieces of bone, extraneous substances that may have been introduced, blood clots and brain substance that may be
found within the cavity, and in may instances - not all - you will be gratified with your success in
restoring your patient more or less nearly to a normal condition of mental and physical health.’
“This man while not fully restored to his normal strength and physical condition when he left
the hospital was in full possession of all his faculties. His vision, hearing, smell, taste and touch
were normal. The wound healed as you will see in the photograph by first intention and with the
slightest possible scar tissue.
“He returned home, found a new heir, born after he was hurt, was welcomed by his friends
and neighbors in that royal manner which only the rural population of Canada can fully understand. This went on for two weeks, when he came down with double pneumonia and died in five
days.
“From the meager information I could obtain, I could not learn that the accident had any influence in the cause of death unless it was that he had less resistance to the disease because of not
being fully up to the normal standard of vital force and strength.”
- Dr. Granville P. Conn, Chief Surgeon of the Boston and Maine Railway.

Étienne Gilbert died on November 14, 1900 - 47 days after his slideboard accident. 19 days
after going home from the hospital. The French Canadian had been married for eleven years. He
was either 30 (Dr. Conn), 35 (New York Times/Caledonian), or 37 (U.S. Census).
1901
Remembering “A Slideboard Romance”
“To the Editor of Among the Clouds: In answer to your inquiries for reminiscences of the early
days of the Mount Washington Railway, I will mention one of my experiences with the slideboards. The boards we used then were very primitive, and the braking force was applied exactly
the reverse to the ones we now use. the levers ran backward, and power was applied by bearing
down and out, whereas now the levers run forward and we pull up and in. I call attention to the
difference of the construction in the two styles of boards, as the experience of the lady mentioned
in this article could not take place on the boards now in use.
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“I, in company with another employee, went to the Summit one Saturday evening intending
to roam over the mountain the following day, but during the night clouds settled down and next
morning put me in mind of the fog on the banks of Newfoundland. I think it was the densest fog I
ever saw, and persons twenty feet apart could scarcely see each other. At that time there were no
Sunday trains, and passengers going up Saturday evening had to remain until Monday morning.
“The could having spoilt our object, we concluded to make the descent on boards we took
with us on the train. Unknown to us a gentleman and lady started down the mountain afoot, and
they placed a small piece of timber on the track, evidently with the intention of trying to slide or
help themselves down with it, and after satisfying themselves that it was a laborious kind of locomotion, they abandoned it and careless left it on the cog-rail.
“My friend and I started on our boards, I going ahead and, as I have stated before, could only
see a few feet. I ran into the timber, which almost threw me off, and, stopping to investigate, my
board was struck by the man following. The language we used was not used by Martin Luther, nor
do I think you will find it in Wesley’s hymns, but I have no doubt it must have been used in the
army of Flanders. To say that we were mad would be putting it mildly, and when we started again
there was blood on the moon.
“After I pitched over on the long trestle I saw something loom up about twenty feet ahead, and
being possessed of a good pair of lungs gave an unearthly yell. Instantly that something separated
into two pieces, one going to the rocks below on one side of the track, the other falling through
the trestle. Revenge is sweet, but there rose up a nobler feeling and I stopped to render assistance.
It proved to be the gentleman and lady that left ahead of us. Neither was hurt seriously, but the
woman was bruised so that walking to the Base would be a hard task. The man was not hurt in
the least, and how he could jump to the rocks twelve feet below and having no time to look where
to leap and not be hurt is a mystery. The next thing to do was to get the woman to the Base. We
held a council of peace and concluded to put the two boards à la tandem.
“We put the two boards together, the lady sitting in the shape of the letter L, with her feet on
the forward board. We came along cautiously, three of us on two boards, and gaining confidence
as we progressed, increased our speed. The understanding before starting was that I, being ahead,
should do most of the braking, so that the boards should not separate. When we struck Cold
Spring Hill my companion was not holding his brake firmly and I had the whole weight, going
like the wind, or as only a Mount Washington board can. I shouted to him to hold up a little,
which woke him out of his hypnotized state. He put on full braking power and stopped his board
very suddenly. I kept on with the lady and she exchanged her seat from his board to the cog-rail. I
stopped as quickly as possible, and looking back saw something fluttering from the ends of each
rail.
“I looked at the lady and my first thought was I had exchanged her for a cog-rail, as the rails
had more clothes than she, and she had more grease than the rails. When she realized the predicament she was in, and being very proficient in the “gift of gab,” I thought there were two armies in
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Flanders. She concluded to walk the rest of the way, and my friends and I hung our heads, took to
the woods and stayed there until we were sure (the couple) were at least ten miles away. I was told
afterwards she borrowed clothing from the Marshfield House. - X. M. C.”
- Among the Clouds - Tue, Sep 10, 1901

“Going up in the Mount Washington train the other night (July 1901) Conductor Browley
called the attention of the passengers to some of the trackmen coming down on slideboards. After
watching the exciting rush of the boards till they stopped and the riders had alighted, a young
woman said with a mystified air to her companion, “Well, it seems easy enough for them to come
down, but it must be terrible hard work to go up!” To the second lady this was at first a surprising
thought; but after a moment’s reflection she accepted the proposition and clinched it with this bit
of logic; “Why, yes, of course they must go up on them, for how could they come down if they
didn’t go up first?”
- Among the Clouds - Mon, Jul 22, 1901
1901
THIS CONTINENT OF OURS
by Charles Francis King
Principal Dearborn Grammar School, Boston
An educational text “for the use of Teachers and Normal Schools” that used a fictional “traveling club” of
adults and young people who meet regularly to discuss various geographic features of America. “Handsomely
illustrated for supplementary and regular reading in schools and the home,” Lesson XII in the second of the six
book series dealt with the White Mountains, and included not only the Mount Washington Railway, but a description of the “devil’s shingle.”

“George then described the railroad up Mt. Washington: People sometimes slide down the
third rail on a common board three feet long, provided with suitable brakes. A writer thus describes the operation: - “As we were standing by the track, a young man, apparently a mechanic,
came out of the hotel with a piece of board and two round sticks, each a foot and a half long.
The board he laid upon the rail, and attached the sticks to it, one by each side, by means of an
iron bolt, and dropped the other ends upon the ties. He then brought an axe, seated himself on
the board, braced his feet against a strip, which may have also secured the iron bolt, put the axe
between them, picked up the handles (brakes), and then, like the foreign merchant with the steam
leg, “in less than a minute was out of sight.” Down the rail he went, swift as a bird flies. It was all
done so quietly and quickly that those standing near him had no idea of what he was doing until
he flew away from them. His rate of speed we know not, but it is said that persons have gone the
whole three miles of this road in three minutes.” - pg.82-84
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Model Slideboard Made by Howard D.
Libby, machinist at Mount Washington Cog
Railway base station. He resided at base station with William O. Page, locomotive engineer and father of donor. Model made for William O. Page in 1905 out of wood and
brass. Wooden board with carved wrench and
diamond shapes applied to top surface, including an ivory diamond on top of hooded front.
Pricked letters on top surface, “W.O.P.”, for
William O. Page. Tapered wooden brake arm
on each side, attached to brass axle with brass
connecting hardware. Bottom surface has longitudinal wooden cleat at front and two longitudinal brass tracks at rear.Signed in ink on
bottom, “H.D. Libby.”
- Gift to N.H. Historical Society by Albert Page

1906
August 23, 1906
KILLED “SLIDING” MOUNTAIN
Employee of Mount Washington Cog Railway Hurled From Track
MOUNT WASHINGTON, N.H., Aug. 24. - Yesterday morning Alexander Cusick, one of
the oldest employees of the Mount Washington Cog Railway, was instantly killed in descending
the mountain on a slide board. The accident occurred just below the Waumbek tank.
In company with S. W. Butterworth he had worked all night at the Summit House, repairing
steam pipes. Early in the morning he left the Summit on the freight train, changing to a slide
board when part way down the cog road. Just ahead was Louis Dumont, track inspector, who
jumped from the track just in time to avoid being struck. Cusick was thrown off and instantly
killed.
- New York Sun, August 25, 1906 (page 1)
Among The Clouds
Thursday, August 23, 1906

Death of Alex. Cusick: “Alexander Cusick, one of the oldest employees of the Mount Washington Railway, was instantly killed below the Waumbek Tank this morning in descending on a
slide board. In company with S. W. Butterworth he had worked all night at the Summit House repairing the steam piping, and after breakfast left for the Base on a freight train which went ahead
of the regular seven o’clock passenger train. At the Waumbek tank he changed to a slide board, as
did Mr. Butterworth, Mr. Cusick taking the lead. Louis Dumont, the track inspector, was ahead of
them, and was alarmed to hear the rapid approach of a board behind him. Jumping from his
board he was clear of the track just in time to avoid being struck by the board of Mr. Cusick, who
was thrown off and instantly killed. The place of the accident was not far from the foot of the
long slope called Coldspring Hill, or almost at the foot of the mountain. The clouds which envel-
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oped the mountain reached nearly to the Base at the time. Mr. Cusick’s remains were carried to
the Base station on the train which he had left but a few moments before. The summer colonies
of the Base and Summit are thrown into profound sorrow by the sad event. Rarely does death
visit Mount Washington, and it is peculiarly distressing when it comes in such terrible form to one
so closely bound by ties of friendship to his associates. In their isolation at the Base the railway
people are like one family, and none was more esteemed than Mr. Cusick. He had worked on the
road about thirty years. A skilled machinist and engineer, his services were valued in every department in which he served. Personally he was a man of fine appearance and sterling qualities. He
was ever ready to lend a hand in an emergency, and the office of this paper has many times been
under obligation to him for kind assistance. He was married three years ago to Miss Lucy Shaw of
East Andover, N.H., long employed at the Summit House, and they have one child. Their home
was at Websterville, near Barre, Vt.
DEATH OF ALEC CUSICK
State of New Hampshire
In Board of Railroad Commissioners
Concord, December 27, 1906
Investigation at Concord, December 21, 1906
Witness: John Horne, Lakeport, N.H.
Alec Cusick, a man about fifty-five years of age, employed as a blacksmith and engineer, was
fatally injured on the Mount Washington Railway August 23, 1906. The afternoon previous, with
other workmen, he had been sent to the summit on a special train, to make some repairs to the
boiler in the summer house. The work was completed and the next morning the workmen started
down the mountain on a special train. When the train reached the (Waumbek) water tank, which
is located about two thirds of the way down, it was brought to a stop to allow the engine to take
water. Here Cusick took a board, known as a “slide board,” such as track inspectors are accustomed to use, placed it on the track and started down. There is attached to these boards an appliance for braking, so that the speed may be regulated, and the boards are fastened to the rail so securely that it requires fully a minute to remove them. An inspector is sent down on one of these
boards in advance of every train, to make sure that the track is in every respect in perfect condition. In order that the examination may be very thorough from thirty to forty-five minutes are usually consumed in descending the mountain. In accordance with the usual custom, an inspector
(Louis or Lewis Dumont) had started down this morning and was proceeding on his way at the usual
rate of speed, when Cusick left the “special” at the water tank, and began his descent upon the
board. Apparently Cusick forgot about the inspector being upon the track and presumably allowed his board to move at a high rate of speed. The summit was cloudy, the clouds extending a
considerable distance down the mountain, and it is entirely reasonable to believe that these men
could not see each other in season to avoid an accident. In any event, Cusick overtook the inspector, was thrown from his board, and probably instantly killed. Warned by hearing a noise, the nature of which he was unable to determine, the inspector (Dumont) rolled from his board and escaped injury. Owing to the fact that the only one who could give definite testimony as to the cir168
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cumstances under which this accident occurred is out of the country and could not attend the
hearing, we are left in doubt as to the exact conditions which prevailed. As Cusick wore glasses, it
is probable that when he plunged into the fog the mist obscured his vision, and considering the
speed at which he was probably traveling the accident was inevitable.
Mr. Cusick had been in the employ of the railroad for over thirty years, was of excellent habits and regarded as a very careful man. He was familiar with the operation of the slide boards, having used them frequently. Upon this occasion, however, there appeared to be no reason why he
should employ that method of descent. The train, which he left at the water tank, was being run
for the special benefit of himself and other workmen. He had no special work to perform when
he reached the base and would not have arrived there more than twenty minutes in advance of
the train. There seems to be no reasonable explanation of this accident other than that the victim
forgot the precautionary methods employed by the management to protect the lives of its patrons.
He assumed that the course was clear, and this mistake cost him his life.
GEORGE E. BALES, For the Board.

- Conrad Ekstrom Jr. Collection

1908
Non-Fatal Slide Board Accident Sets Legal Precedent
July 17th
Collision on Jacob’s Ladder: “Michael Kildellan [sic], about 30 years old, is in a serious
condition at the Littleton hospital as the result of an accident on the slide on the Mt. Washington
railroad about 5 o’clock last Friday (7/17) afternoon. Kindellan slid down on the board, but was
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followed too closely by another man, who collided with Kindellan, causing him to lose control of
his board. He was thrown into the air, his flight coming to an abrupt ending when he struck on a
rail. Several teeth were knocked out, his nose was broken, the jaw shattered and he also sustained
many cuts and bruises about the head. Kindellan was unconscious for some hours, but finally revived. He was brought to the Littleton hospital on the 1.30 train the following day, and at first it
was feared he could not recover. Although his condition is still serious, his recovery is looked for
Kindellan is a single man and lived at Twin Mountain. The man who collided with him was somewhat hurt, but was able to go to his home.”
- Littleton Courier – Thu, Jul 23, 1908 pg. 1
Legal Response
The Boston & Maine Railroad had engaged the Lancaster, New Hampshire law firm of Drew,
Jordan, Shurtleff and Morris. When word of the slideboard accident reached their office, lawyer
George Morris was dispatched to the mountain. “It seemed wise to make a thorough investigation
of the matter as soon as possible,” wrote Morris in his 1953 autobiography, Reminiscences of a Yankee
Jurist. “It was a safe bet that an action would be brought against the road. With this in mind, I visited the scene of the accident and interviewed both the officers and employees of the railroad and
took written and signed statements from all. Contrary to our expectations, suit was not brought
against the railroad until some two or three years after the accident (Ed note: Spring 1910 in Coös Superior Court). In the meantime, the affidavits that had been taken at the time of the accident had
been filed away in our office. After the suit had been entered in court and was about to be reached
for trial, notice was served by the plaintiff ’s counsel that a deposition would be taken on a certain
date in the city of Calgary, Province of Alberta in the Canadian north-west. The notice did not
name the party whose deposition was to be taken at this time. However, by making inquiries and
by a process of elimination, the identity of the person in question (likely Steve Meaney) was finally
determined. His affidavit, taken at the time of the accident and on file in our office, was favorable
to (the railroad) and we were anxious that the witness’ deposition should follow the line of his affidavit.”
“As the time and expense involved would hardly warrant the long trip from New Hampshire
for a member of our firm,” wrote Morris, “It was felt that a lawyer in Calgary might be instructed
to adequately represent the railroad. Fortunately, another case came into our office, involving allegations requiring an investigation in the same general territory of Alberta. In this latter case I was
urged to make the trip West at once. With these two important matters at stake, it seemed wise to
do so and I arrived in Calgary three or four days prior to the date set for the deposition to be
taken. Desiring to confront the witness with his signed statement before he could be interviewed
by the attorney for the plaintiff and not being able to find his address, I closely watched the street
near the entrance to the office where the deposition was to be taken and was finally rewarded by
seeing my man enter the block. I contracted him before he reached the top of the stairway and
confronted him with his sworn affidavit. His response was that whatever he had said in the affidavit at the time of the accident he would stand by. This he did.”
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Morris says the case was tried before a jury, resulting in a verdict for (Kindellan) in the sum of
eight thousand dollars. The B&M appealed the verdict to the New Hampshire Supreme Court.
Morris says the final judgement would hinge on a point made in the deposition of the Calgary witness. In June 2018, the Clatter publisher examined the case file at the New Hampshire State Law
Library thanks to librarian Mary S. Searles. The file contained testimony and depositions from
the Coös Superior Court trial that provided further detail to life on the Mount Washington Railway track crew/section gang in 1908 and slide board use after Alec Cusick’s fatal accident in
1906.
Opening Up
The 1908 season began the second Saturday in May and job one was to put the firewood for
the engines into the long shed between the ice house and the (anthracite) coal storage/loading
building where the Summit House fuel was stored. Superintendent John Horne told the court,
“We go up there in the spring of the year and we have three engineers, three train crews. Now
when those train crews are not running the trains I take the balance of the men and take them to
do anything that is required. A man that is working as engineer today may be working on the section (track crew) tomorrow.” Roadmaster Patrick Camden oversaw the track crew that could number as many as nine. Horne and Camden had worked as a team for 24 years. “In the fall of the
year I would tell Mr. Horne where I thought (the track) ought to be built new,” said Camden “and
he (Horne) would tell me to build it next spring.” The so-called “section gang” in May 1908 was
made up of Pat’s brother, John Camden and fellow Canadian Joseph Meaney, both returning for
their second season (although brother John Camden had worked “on and off for a few years” before 1907). It was the first year at the Mountain for Patrick Maloney from St. Agathe, Quebec, Michael J. Kindellan of St. Patrice-de-Beaurivage, and Joe Meaney’s younger brother, 19-year old
Stephen. This was his first job beyond the home farm in St. Agathe.
Though Kindellan was more than a dozen years older than Stephen Meaney they would become “good friends” while working together. Kindellan definitely had the more complex resume.
“The first work I ever done I worked on a farm in Canada,” testified Kindellan. “After that I
worked in Berlin, New Hampshire, in the paper mill for a short time. I worked in a machine shop
three years in Canada. Then I went to New York. Worked in a store for about five years, and then
I worked in a machine shop for about three years and then back (to New York) in a different store
– wholesale department store (Van Tinne at 877 Broadway – a “Japanese house”) getting goods
ready to ship, getting them packed and shipping them off, in the shipping department.” Just before he went to Mt. Washington, Kindellan worked “up here in Groveton (N.H.) about three
months in the Odell Manufacturing Company. They were building a mill there, sometimes I
worked on the machine shop and worked all around wherever the boss would send me. I got two
dollars a day up there.” In true Cog fashion, Kindellan heard about the summer job through his
social network. He met Pat Camden while at home in Quebec. “He told me if I was around when
the men were put to work on the Mt. Washington (Railway) if there was a chance for me he
would speak for me,” said Kindellan. “I met him on his way to Mt. Washington on Saturday and
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he introduced me to Mr. Horne and I went up and staid over Sunday and went to work Monday
morning.” Horne says he didn’t ask about Kindellan’s past work, but “I thought he was a likely fellow and one of those fellows that could work.” The pay was “thirty or thirty-five dollars a month
(with board and lodging).”The Work & The Boards
Work trains would leave from the Base Station (now the Shops) by the Boarding House at 7am
pushing a standard flatcar with no roof. The men would toss slide boards onto the car with other
supplies to possibly use at the end of the day. Employees got an hour for lunch, which they carried
up with them, and the train headed back down in time for the supper bell at 6pm - the end of the
10-hour work day. The slide boards were made in the railroad’s carpenter shop. Iron pieces were
made by the railroad’s blacksmith. Each man took care of his own board. “We took the bolts from
the track bolts,” said Pat Camden who had been sliding since 1873, “and we got the cranks made
up by the blacksmith.” John Horne said a general design had been finalized with the brake handles anchored at the front of the board and extending back to the rear. “We had two kinds, when
I went there (1874) we had a kind different from that (brakes in rear with handles to the front) and we
disused – didn’t use the other one, went on this one.” Alexander Cusick’s fatal slide board accident in 1906 curtailed the official use of slideboards - track crews were to ride the work train up
and down until passenger service (up at 10am - down at 1:45pm) began, and then the 3-mile slide
board trip down from the summit had to take 30 minutes with riders staying 200 to 500 feet apart.
They also had to space their starts. “I gave orders for five minutes,” testified John Horne, “but
that was not practical really, but I thought I would be on the safe side because in five minutes
some men would be down to the Base. I didn’t suppose they would live right up to that rule.”
Horne admitted he’d once been “foolish enough to come down in a little under four minutes,”
and he had seen his “official” slide board orders ignored but did nothing to enforce them. “I was
too good-natured,” said Horne. “The idea was, is this – simply this, when the men had done their
work if they wanted, if they would use judgment I was just as willing they should get down to the
Base on the board, because they got down much quicker than they could on the train.” Horne
considered the boards “perfectly safe” if it took thirty minutes to slide down, and said it only took
one trip down for a man to learn how to use the device. No printed rules for slideboard use were
ever produced. However, there were oral guidelines that included several stops to adjust the
board’s grip on the cog rack when the track was wet because the dampness made rail more slippery. Veteran slider Patrick Camden would stop and tighten the bolts “at head of Long Trestle
and then ease it on the upper end of Jacob’s Ladder. At the curve on Jacob’s Ladder it would not
go so easy and I would slack it up. At the head of Cold Spring Hill I would tighten it again and
when I got it to the brook I would loosen it again.” Camden said the process made “it easier on
your arms to hold the brakes.” And he said he briefed the 1908 crew in the spring of the year. “I
said that no man should pass the head of long trestle without stopping to fix their board. I told all
the men that.”
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The Fire
Beginning May 11, 1908, Camden
says his crew spent about six days unloading the firewood, before starting to patch
up the road. “We unloaded wood for
about a week or a week and two days,”
Kindellan recalled. “Then we were up
along the mountain and done a little work
on the track and went up and shoveled
some snow on the top of the mountain to
put a piece in there.” Steve Meaney reAftermath: Looking north the Summit House chimney and partially
members his track work involved “mostly
burned water tank with actual summit at left. (1908)
- Mary Anne Barnes Collection
tightening the nuts” on the new section at
the the top that replaced track that was
worn out. “We (also) put a spout at the Summit House,” said Camden.
The new spout and the new track section didn’t last long. Fire broke out in the Summit
House just after the work train had departed for the Base on June 18th. Strong winds fanned the
flames and every building on top, except for the Tip-Top House and two stables, was consumed.
(see Vol. 3 Timeline)

Passenger train service was scheduled to begin on June 29. Camden
and his section crew had to remove
the debris, replace the track and rebuild the platform despite unfavorable weather conditions. Extra workers were assigned and the deadline
changed the standard railway workweek, “There was a couple of
French fellows, I don’t remember
10 Days to Replace: Looking south track and platform debris post-fire (1908) their names, one went to firing and
- Mary Anne Barnes Collection
one went as brakeman (after passenger trains started running), said Kindellan. “We worked some Sundays, it was just how we happened to work Sunday. We worked overtime on account of the fire.” The Summit House could
not (and would not be rebuilt) quickly. Instead a group of five or six railroad carpenters from
Woodsville, N.H. led by a Mr. Fullerton were fixing up the Tip Top House so it would be habitable. Horne said Fullerton’s men, like Camden’s section gang would sometimes use the slide
boards at the end of the day rather than take the work train down.
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The New Guy & The Preamble
Thomas B. Sheehe from the Lincoln, N.H. area was 19-years old when he started working at
the Mount Washington Railway on July 8th. He had no experience on railroads. The day before
the accident, 19-year old Stephen Meaney said the crew worked from the Base up to Waumbek
cutting grass around the track. After seven weeks on the job, he had a slide board of his own –
“Dennis Maloney used it before me.” Brother Joe Meaney showed him how to use it.
On July 17th, Camden’s section gang returned to the summit. Some work was done in the
morning, but Steve Meaney said it was a “windy, wet day, we didn’t do much in the afternoon.”
The mountain was in the clouds down to the Half-Way House, and it rained after the lunch
break. The man sought shelter in the engine, the stage office and Tip Top.
Just after four, foreman Pat Camden decided to call it a day because “we were doing nothing. I
told them to take the train because it was so damp and foggy, and it would be better” especially
because the Cog rack that got oiled twice a week to prevent wear had just received an application.
The oil only added to slick conditions. “I ordered them all not to go down on the slide board because it was damp and foggy... They said we are going on the boards. I said, ‘You run at your own
risk.’ Then I came along to Tom Sheehe (in the engine staying out of the rain) and said to him:
“You go down on the train. I told him to get on the engine, because he looked to be too fresh.”
Camden said by “fresh” he meant “(Sheehe) was not long on the road and did not know the road
and was a young fellow.” Camden went to see what lumber he needed for the next day. Not one
of his section gang took the train.
27-year old Patrick Maloney says the men chose the boards over the train “because it was wet
and the quicker we got out of the rain the less wet we were.” Maloney went first. He stopped at
the top of Long Trestle to tighten the bolts. He safely arrived at the Base unaware of the accident
behind him.
The Collision
Despite Camden’s orders, Tom Sheehe put his board on the rack and was number two down
the mountain. “I know he (Camden) told me to go on the train because I was a green man,”
Sheehe told the court. Visibility varied - “Part of the time you could see about fifty feet and another time you could see a hundred and fifty.”
Michael Kindellan was the next to slide using a board that a man named Dubois used in
1907. Kindellan says he didn’t know anyone had departed before him. “Just as I got to the high
trestle I noticed Sheehe, and I didn’t know he was on,” said Kindellan who recognized Sheehe by
the clothes he wore. “As soon as I saw Sheehe I knew Mr. Camden’s orders had been disobeyed.”
Sheehe “was going slow.” “I was just taking the trestle. You can twist around and you can see the
Long Trestle and I went to look around and I see Meaney coming, and I thought then I was got
caught in a trap.” Kindellan said Meaney was going “terribly fast. I couldn’t do anything only
hold my board from running into Sheehe. While I was thinking what I would do I was struck and
knew no more until I got to the Base.”
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Stephen Meaney was fourth to slide with older brother John Meaney coming behind him. My
brother told me “to go slow, and be sure and stop on the Long Trestle. He told me not to let the
board out because I might not be able to stop it.” Meaney says he could only see about ten feet
around him. “The sleet in your eyes, and I couldn’t wear my hat on account of the wind. I didn’t
know where I was up till we got on to the Long Trestle and stopped. I couldn’t stop at Jacob’s
Ladder, on the high trestle. When I come to that I saw the fog kind of lifted, and I saw Kindellan
(not more than 20 feet) ahead of me. I tried to stop, and lifted all I could on the brakes… but it
was too close. I didn’t have space enough to stop… it was hard to stop on account of the rails being wet, and they had been oiled on that day. I hit him, just went into him, it was not a second
from when I saw him before I struck him.” Kindellan was knocked off his board on impact and it
continued down without him, but Meaney didn’t see that. “When I hit him I was knocked on to
the side of the track, and I hung on to my board, and it dragged me down to the Halfway House,
and then my board hit his board again. I couldn’t get up, and I was dragged on the side of my
board until I hit his board again, and then the two boards hit Tom Sheehe’s board.”
“I didn’t know anything (about the accident) until the board (Kindellan’s) hit me,” testified
Sheehe, “and I went quite a ways and another one (Meaney’s) hit me.” “I was knocked off when
the two boards hit Tom Sheehe’s board,” recalled Meaney. “There was a fellow there (a tourist
who had been walking up the mountain) helped me into the Halfway House. I went there until
the train came down.” Sheehe was still sliding. “I went only quarter of a mile and I saw the
boards and took them off and went down the track and told Mr. Horne.”
Joe Meaney was the last of the gang to slide. He “came down to where Kindellan was, and
then he went back and stopped the foreman.”
As was his practice, foreman Patrick Camden was last down slowly sliding to study the track
for places that needed repair. He admitted so slowly “sometimes I was late for supper.” He had
been coming down the track like that once or twice a day since 1873. The night of the accident,
Camden said “I started my board at the top and I tightened it at the head of the Long Trestle. I
could see about 150 feet when I got there. I was coming down (Long Trestle) slow and the first
thing I saw – I saw Joe Meaney walking up… and met (him) about 300 feet above Jacob’s Ladder.” Camden says he had no trouble stopping.
Behind Camden was the work train run by engineer Eugene Armstrong. He told the court the
train started down about 10 minutes after Camden – not far from half-past four. “I remember it
being a little earlier than we usually started,” testified Armstrong. “The brakeman and the fireman on the engine with me, and I think three carpenters (from the Fullerton crew). I used to let
as many (men) ride (in the engine) as cared to, that could keep out of my way so I could do my
work. I think I have had as many as five or six in there… besides the fireman and myself.” The
rest of Fullerton’s carpenters went down the mountain that night on slideboards.
The train picked up the injured Kindellan and continued down. Camden says he saw Steve
Meaney at the Half-Way House - “He seemed to be frightened. Not very bad.” The train stopped
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to pick up Steve Meaney who finally saw his friend Kindellan. “(Kindellan) seemed to be unconscious then, he was all cut (on) his face.” For his part, Meaney’s arm, leg and back were injured.
Continuing down, Camden says he saw the slideboards involved in the accident “alongside of
the road where Sheehe threw them off (nearly a quarter of a mile below Half-Way – a half mile below the
accident site at the center of Jacob’s.) As far as I know Steve’s board was all right, and the other board
was all right except the shock split the (tool) box and took off the iron from the hind part.”
Aftermath
Stephen Meaney stayed at the Base for a week nursing his injuries - then went home to Quebec. Two weeks later, he was haying the fields at the home place. By the time the lawsuit was being tried in court, Stephen Meaney was in British Columbia.
Tom Sheehe became a Mount Washington Railway fireman.
John Camden completed the 1908 season inspecting the track on a slide board before passenger trains made their daily descent. He did not return.
Joseph Meaney worked for the railroad at least through 1910. Meaney’s winter home was
Sentica, Canada at the time of trial.
Patrick Maloney became a Mount Washington Railway brakeman in 1909.
Michael J. Kindellan went back to Van Tinne’s after the accident “working in the retail section rather than wholesale as it is lighter work.”
Engineer Armstrong became a “country grocer” in Windham, N.H.
Patrick Camden would continue as roadmaster for another ten years. He was ambivalent
about slide board use. “I can’t say that I was willing and I can’t say that I was hard against it, because it was safe if they used a full half-hour to come down. The rule was that when there was no
work train and the men had to come on slide boards they must not come down in less than half
an hour. If a man came down in less than half an hour I thought it was not safe and didn’t want
them to do it.” Camden himself would take less than a half hour to come down when he carried
torches on his board, streaking down the mountain to celebrate the opening of the new Summit
House in 1915.
Superintendent John Horne continued to maintain slide boards were “safer in my estimate
than to walk down that trestle on the Mt. Washington Railway. The track is, it is a series of ties
eighteen inches apart, and when the thing is elevated up – you come down on that steep incline
and you are liable to slip, if you put your foot down there and don’t get it on just right your foot
would go down through and down you go through the tracks and you would hurt yourself.” Descending slowly on a slide board, said Horne was “perfectly safe.”

!"
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The Supreme Court Decision Reversing the Lower Court
Kindellan v. Mt. Washington Ry. Co.
(Supreme Court of New Hampshire, Coös, Feb. 7, 1911.)
[79 Atl. Rep. 691.]
Master and Servant - Injuries to Servant - Negligence of Master. Where an employee was fully informed
as to the dangers of using a certain appliance in his work,
the employer was not negligent in permitting him to use it.
Master and Servant - Injuries - Negligence. Plaintiff, a section hand, was working on top of a mountain up
which a railroad ran, and was injured while sliding down
the mountain from work in the evening on a slide board, by
another employee running into him from behind on a similar board. All the men who used slide boards to descend
had been instructed in their use and were familiar with the
dangers attending their use, knew the necessity of keeping
a reasonable distance apart, and going slowly, and were familiar with the route, plaintiff having used the board about 25 times, and the employee, who ran
into him, about 20 times, before the accident. There had been three or four collisions in using
slide boards within the past 20 years. Held that, since plaintiff was familiar with the dangers attending the use of slide boards, the company was not negligent in permitting them to be used by
employees so as to be liable for plaintiff ’s injuries.
Master and Servant - Injuries - Proximate Cause - Incompetency of Foreman.
Where plaintiff ’s foreman told another section employee not to go down the mountain on which
they worked on a slide board, but such employee disobeyed his orders and did go, running into
and injuring plaintiff, who had gone ahead of him, on a slide board, no incompetency of the foreman could have contributed to plaintiff ’s injuries.
Master and Servant - Injuries - Action - Sufficiency of Evidence. In an action against
a railroad company for injuries to a section hand while riding down the mountain grade on a slide
board attached to the track by being run into by another section hand on a board, evidence held
not to sustain a finding that it was the other employee’s custom to descend the mountain on the
train on wet nights.
Master and Servant - Injuries - Action - Sufficiency of Evidence - Assumption of
Risk.* In a section hand’s action for injuries sustained while riding down a mountain on a slide
board fixed to the track by being run into by another employee riding on a slide board, evidence
held to show that plaintiff knew and appreciated the danger, so as to have assumed the risk.
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[Footnote: *For the authorities in this series on the question whether a railroad employee assumes the risks
from dangerous conditions because he had knowledge of their existence and location, see last foot-note of
Konifc v Chiceo. etc.. Ry. Co. (Iowa), 38 R. R. R. 493, 61 Am. & Eng. R. Cas.. N. S.. 493.]

Carriers - Passengers - Existence of Relation. Plaintiff was employed as a section hand;
the crew working on the top of a mountain in the daytime and descending in the evening after the
day’s work was done. While the men sometimes descended on a train, they were also furnished
slide boards, which were attached to the rails, and on which they descended by gravity. Held, that
plaintiff was not a passenger in descending on a slide board; his ride down the mountain being a
mere incident to his employment.
Transferred from Superior Court, Coös County; Chamberlain, Judge.
Action by Michael I. Kindellan against the Mt. Washington Railway Company. Verdict for
plaintiff, and case transferred from the Superior Court on exceptions by both parties. Verdict set
aside, and judgment rendered for defendants.
The defendants’ motions for a nonsuit and the direction of a verdict in their favor were denied, and they excepted. The court instructed the jury that the plaintiff was not a passenger upon
the defendants’ railroad at the time of his injury, and that the count in the declaration charging
them as common carriers of passengers need not be considered. To this instruction the plaintiff
excepted.
Remick & Hollis, for plaintiff.
Drew, Shurtleff & Morris, for defendants.
Bingham, I. This action is brought to recover damages for an injury which the plaintiff received while in the defendants’ employment as a section hand and general helper on the Mt.
Washington Railway. The principal questions arise on the defendants’ motions for a nonsuit and a
verdict. At the time the plaintiff received his injury, he was riding on a slide board over the defendants’ railway from the summit to the base of Mt. Washington, and was run into by a fellow employee who was following him on a slide board. The plaintiff ’s contentions are that the defendants
were negligent (1) in permitting the section men to use slide boards at all, and (2) in putting the
foreman, who he says was incompetent, in charge of the men if they were to use slide boards; and
that he himself was in the exercise of due care and did not assume the risk of being injured.
[1] In Leazotte v. Railroad, 70 N. H. 5, 6, 45 Atl. 1084. 1085, it is said: “A servant assumes
the risk arising from all the ordinary dangers of his employment, of which he either knows or
might have known by the exercise of due care; and this includes any risk arising from the negligent performance of the master’s duties, if the servant knows of this danger and voluntarily remains in the master’s employment.” In more recent cases this statement of the rule has been modified some what; the view being that if the servant knows and appreciates the dangers to be encountered in the conduct of the master’s business, arising from the nature or condition of the instrumentalities or the methods employed, as to him if it not negligent for the master to make use
of such instrumentalities or methods; that the master owes the servant no duty as to dangers of
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which he is fully informed, and may perform his duty to the servant as to dangers of which he is
ignorant either by fully informing him of them, or by perfecting or dispensing with the instrumentalities or methods from which the dangers arise. Bouthet v. Company, 75 N. H. 581, 78 Atl. 650; Coolev v. Company, 75 N. H. 529, 77 Atl. 936; Manley v. Railway, 75 N. H. 465, 75 Atl. 81 ;Willis v. Companv. 75 N. H. 453. 75 Atl. 877;
Deschene v. Companv, 75 .N. H. 363, 74 Atl. 1050; Kelland v. Company, 75 N. H. 168, 71 Atl. 947; Bennett v.

It matters little which is the correct statement of the legal principle whether it is based on assumption of risk or absence of duty - for the result is the same in either
event. If, then, the jury were not warranted in finding that the plaintiff was not fully informed as
to the dangers pertaining to the use of slide boards, the defendants were not guilty of a breach of
duty, as respects him, in permitting them to be used.
Company,74N.H.400,68Atl.460.

[2] It appears that the plaintiff entered the defendants’ employment early in May 1908, and
on July 17th, when the accident occurred, had worked for them about 10 weeks. The first week he
was employed in unloading wood at the base of the mountain. From that time on he worked at
various points on the railways; the last of his work being at the summit, rebuilding the tracks that
were destroyed when the Tiptop House (ed note: Summit House, TipTop survived the June 18th fire) was
burned and removing the debris caused by the fire in the destruction of the building. Throughout
his employment he and the other members of the crew boarded at the base of the mountain.
Their labors began at 7 o’clock in the morning and ended at 6 o’clock at night. They left the base
on the work train at 7 o’clock in the morning to go up the mountain, taking their dinners with
them. This train was made up of a flat car and an engine. The passenger trains began to run June
29th. Down to that time the work train remained on the mountain until a quarter of 5 in the afternoon, when it returned to the base.
About a week before June 29th the foreman instructed the men to get out the slide boards to
practice on, as they would have to use them when the passenger trains came on. Before this they
had gone down the mountain at night on the work train. The crew then consisted of John Camden, Joe Meaney, Patrick Maloney, Steve Meaney, Michael I. Kindellan, and one or two others.
All of the men, except Steve Meaney, procured slide boards and came down on them that week
ahead of the work train. After that they left the summit as a rule at half past 5. Steve Meaney
came down on a slide board two or three times before June 29th. On that day two or three of the
men left the track crew and worked as engineers or firemen on the trains. Thereafter Steve
Meaney had a slide board on which he regularly made the descent with the other members of the
crew, with the exception of two wet or foggy nights, when, as he expressed it, he was “new on the
board” and came down on the train. It took an hour and 15 minutes for the work train to make
the trip down. The men came down on the boards in half an hour, and, as they usually left the
summit at half past 5, they passed the work train at the water tank, part way down the mountain.
The distance from summit to base was 3 ¼ miles. In using the boards the men were instructed to
go slowly, to keep a good distance apart, to stop at the long trestle above Jacob’s Ladder and
tighten the bolts on the boards, which increased the pressure of the brakes, and to consume half
an hour in making the trip. All of the witnesses testified that if a man had been down on a board
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from one to three times he would be qualified and could make the descent safely if he observed
the rules.
The plaintiff testified that he could make the trip safely in 6 minutes, but that he could do it
more easily and with a greater degree of safety in 12 minutes. It was more dangerous to go on a
board on a wet, foggy night, as the rail would be slippery, and greater pressure would be required
on the brakes to regulate the speed, and it would be more difficult to see where one was. All the
men had used the boards on foggy nights, some perhaps not as much as others, prior to the accident. The plaintiff had used them about 25 times in all in making the descent, and Steve Meaney
about 20 times. Both had been instructed how to manage a slide board, they had discussed with
other members of the crew the dangers attendant upon making the trip, they knew the necessity
of keeping a reasonable distance apart and of going slowly, and they knew the danger, in case one
lost control of his board, of running into the man ahead of him and of being run into by one
coming from behind. They had been over the road twice a day for nine weeks, and knew the nature of the grades and where they were the steepest. They had worked with each other and with
all the men in the crew, except Sheehy (likely engineer Edward Sheehe), from the day they entered the
defendants’ employment in May. They had been down the mountain repeatedly on slide boards in
company with the other men, knew how they ran their boards and whether they complied with
the rules and instructions that had been given them, and knew the increased danger of their use
on wet, foggy nights.
But, notwithstanding all this, counsel for the plaintiff contends that, inasmuch as there was evidence that during a period of 20 years or more three or four accidents had occurred through slide
boards coming in collision, and for a time at least their use was forbidden, the jury were warranted in finding that the plaintiff did not know the dangers and assume the risks attending their
use. However, we are unable to see that a knowledge of the facts disclosed by this evidence would
have been of any aid to him, for he already knew all the facts concerning the use of slide boards
necessary to his appreciation of the risk; and in our opinion the evidence does not warrant a finding that the defend ants were guilty of a breach of duty to the plaintiff because they permitted
slide boards to be used.
[3] Was the plaintiff injured through any fault or neglect of the foreman for which the defendants were responsible? Counsel for the plaintiff take the position that on the night of the accident the foreman (John Horne), in the presence of the plaintiff, ordered Steve Meaney and Sheehy
to go down on the train, and that the plaintiff would not have gone on a slide board if he had
known that Meaney was to go on one; that the foreman was an incompetent man; and that if he
was given charge of the men the defendants ought to have known that his orders would not be
obeyed.
The evidence relating to this branch of the case was that on the afternoon of the accident it
had rained so that the men did not work. The plaintiff testified that at about a quarter past 4 the
foreman (John Horne) came into the stage house, where he and Steve Meaney and two or three
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members of the crew were, and said, “Take your boards and go ahead of the train tonight;” that
they started in the direction of the train to get their boards, and when they reached the platform
beside the track, other members of the crew, including Sheehy, joined them. While they were all
together, the foreman (Horne) told Sheehy and Steve Meaney “not to go on the boards, to go on
the train,” and, turning to the other fellows, said: “You better not go too close; if you do, you will
kill each other. Keep apart. The track has been greased, and it is rainy, and you will kill each
other.” Having said this, the foreman turned and went to the Tiptop House. There was a heavy
fog upon the mountain, so that at times one could not see more than 10 feet. Then, again, it
would shift, and you might see 50 or 150 feet. The plaintiff ’s board was beside the track, a little
below the engine. He procured it and attached it to the center rail. As he did this, he did not see
any of the other men. He knew some of them had gone ahead of him, but did not know who. He
started off without further ascertaining what the rest of the men were to do. Steve Meaney followed later, and, having let this board go too fast on the long trestle, he ran into the plaintiff on
Jacob’s Ladder, threw him off, and injured him. The plaintiff testified that he really believed the
foreman thought Meaney would obey him; that he had never known him to disobey any strict orders, and although the men had disobeyed the foreman as to some small things, as he had probably done himself, they would not do so before him.
Now, if the foreman gave this order to Meaney, as the plaintiff testified, we are at a loss to see
how his incompetency, if he was incompetent, could be found to have in any way contributed to
cause the plaintiff ’s injury. The order was an entirely proper one, and, if obeyed, the accident
would not have happened. There was
no evidence that (John) Horne, the defendant’s superintendent, ever knew
that the men disobeyed the foreman’s
orders; and the evidence would not justify a conclusion that he ought to have
known of it.
Counsel also contend that if the order to Meaney not to go on a board, but
to go on the train, was not given, the
plaintiff had no reason to think that
Meaney would go on a board that
night, as it was wet and foggy; that it
had not been customary for him to go
on a board on such a night; and therefore the plaintiff could not be held to
have assumed the risk of being injured
by him in case the defendants permitted
him to go. The order “not to go down
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on the boards,” etc., was either given or not given. We have discussed its bearing in case it was
given. We will now discuss the evidence on the basis that it was not given. If it was not given, then
the question is: Was there evidence from which it could be found that the plaintiff had reason to
believe that Meaney was not to go on a board that night?
[4] The plaintiff says it was not Meaney’s custom to go on a board on wet or foggy nights.
The only evidence as to this was that when Meaney was a new man - that is, when he first began
using a board - there were two nights when it was wet and foggy that he went down on the train,
and one other such night when he went on a board. But we do not think this would warrant the
jury in finding that it was his custom to go on the train on such nights, and that the plaintiff
would be justified in assuming that he would not go on a board. The train was on the mountain
the night of the accident. The plaintiff justifies his own conduct in coming down on a board instead of on the train, upon the ground that he was ordered by the foreman to go on a board
ahead of the train. This order is the one the foreman gave at the stage house, when he came in
there to notify the men to get ready to go down the mountain. It will be recalled that this order
was given to all the men in the stage house, and that Steve Meaney was there and heard the order
the same as all the rest. The plaintiff himself so testified. Meaney also testified that the boss came
in and “told us we better go down ahead of the train.” Now, if the plaintiff had reason to believe
that he was ordered by the foreman to go on a board, he had just as much reason for believing
that Meaney, to whom the order was given as well as to himself, would go on a board; and, as he
had never known him to disobey strict orders, that he would not in this case.
The evidence also discloses that the plaintiff knew as much or more than the foreman did
about Meaney’s capacity to manage a slide board. He had worked with him every day from the
first of the season to the day of the accident. He had been down the mountain on slide boards
with him, sometimes starting just ahead, then again just behind him. He knew the increased danger be cause of fog and rain, and testified that he and the rest of the men were warned this very
night by the foreman that the track had been greased, that it was rainy, and that if they went
down that night and went too close they would kill each other.
[5] The only reasonable conclusion fair minded men could draw from the evidence was that
the plaintiff knew and appreciated the danger and assumed the risk.
[6] The plaintiff was not a passenger. His trip down the mountain was a mere incident of his
employment. Gillshannon v. Railroad, 10 Cush. (Mass.) 228; Dickinson v. Railway, 177 Mass. 365, 59 N. E. 60, 52 L. R. A.
326, 83 Am. St. Rep. 284; Kilduff v. Railway, 195 Mass. 307, 81 N. E. 191, 9 L. R. A. (N. S.) 873; 6 Cyc. 543.

The order is: Verdict set aside; judgment for the defendants. All concurred.
Lawyer George Morris of the Lancaster firm of Drew, Jordan, Shurtleff wrote over 40 years
later, “The case of Kendellan vs. the Mt. Washington Cog Railroad was one of my most interesting cases, not alone because of the circumstances attending the plaintiff ’s injuries, but also because of the pleasure and knowledge derived in its preparation and trial and because of the business it led to and the satisfactory results finally attained” for the Boston & Maine Railroad. Law182
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yer George F. Morris would eventually sit as federal circuit court judge in the era of President
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
1909
Regular Issue (fiction) - October 21, 1909
At three o’clock on an August morning the press in the little printing-office on the summit
ceased its clatter, and Corey Green brought out a bundle of Stars, wrapped in enameled cloth, to
Bart Collamore.
“Here’s your five hundred,” said Corey, “hot from the types.”
“All right,” replied Bart. “They’ll be on the hotel counters twenty miles away by six.”
They walked down the platform before the Summit House. A dim light illumined the office,
but the rest of the long building was dark. Only two other persons were awake – Frank Simmons,
busy over the printing-press, and Luke Martin, the hotel watchman.
Overhead an occasional star glimmered through the driving wrack, and the low east disclosed the first faint tokens of a cloudy dawn; but in the west frowned a vaporous battlement,
black and threatening, from which a strong wind was tearing detached masses and rolling them
against the mountainside. Now and then a few flakes of snow flew by on the raw gale.
Lifting his slide-board from the platform, Bart set it on the cog-rail midway of the track.
This rail was bolted to a wooden centerpiece on the ties, and consisted of two parallel strips
of wrought angle-iron, connected by steel pins three inches apart, on which the cogs of the engine
worked. He turned the nut on the brake-rod until the iron plates by means of which the speed of
the board was retarded were in position under the flanges of the rail. Then he pulled on his
gloves, jammed his cap down hard, and buttoned his reefer up to his neck.
Corey glanced at the black western sky. “You’re liable to hit the storm going down,” said he.
“Guess I can beat it out,” returned Bart. Seating himself on the slide-board, with the bundle
of papers between his knees, he gripped the brake-handles. Almost of itself the board began moving.
“I’ll be at the Base House in ten minutes!” he called back, as he sped away down the slope
toward the north, while behind him the drone of the wind almost drowned out Corey’s shout:
“Good luck!”
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The slide-board was the conveyance used
by employees and trackmen in descending
the mountain railroad. Although perilous
for a novice, it was easy of management for
an experienced hand. It was of seveneighths-inch spruce, ten inches wide, and
something over a yard long. Three cleats
screwed across its top kept it from splitting.
Underneath were two sets of “shoes,” the
forward of wood, the rear of iron, parallel
strips half an inch thick and four inches
apart, just far enough for the top of the cograil to slide between them.
As Bart slipped downward, the black
buildings on the summit were blotted out by
driving clouds. Little by little he swerved
westward, turning his back to the dawn,
hearing only the hoarse murmur of the rising gale and the rattle of his board.
Guide-books say that the three and onethird miles from summit to base may be covered by slide-board in twenty minutes. Actually, the record is two minutes and fortyseven seconds. This can be appreciated
when on remembers that there is a drop of
four thousand feet, and that the average
grade approximates one in four. Bart had
made the trip some hundreds of times in his
fourteen years on the road. Every morning
that summer he had gone down before daybreak, in order that the little paper printed on the peak
might have early distribution among the various hotels.
Faster and faster sped the board. The top of the rack was abundantly lubricated with oil
from the cogs of the engine, and the grade was growing steeper. On the left a dim shaft flitted by,
memorial of a life lost by exposure on the mountain years before.
Bart put a little more pressure on his brakes. The stout birch handles, somewhat smaller
than baseball bats and about as long as the board itself, were connected forward with the brakerod running across the front in a hollow wooden bar, and with an iron plate under each flange of
the rail. To retard his course, the rider simply pulled up on the handles, which were directly under
his arms, thus lifting the plates against the flanges and pressing the board down harder on the top
of the rack.
The track curved northwest for the next fifteen hundred feet to the Gulf Tank, a water cistern on the left. The grade varied from one in four to one in eight. The wind, keen, strong, and
shot with hurrying snowflakes, stung even Bart’s seasoned face. He had worked on the mountain
long enough to know what was coming out of that inky bank ahead.
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Gulf Tank swept past, a square gray shadow, and the track gradually swung west. And now
he caught it in good earnest. The moan of the blast had risen to a furious howling. Bullets of sleet
pelted his cheeks. Right before him rose a black wall, the edge of the real storm. It looked almost
as if it were solid. Catching his breath, he ducked his head, and bolted straight into the heart of
the tempest.
In a second it enveloped him, rain, snow, sleet and hail. His board whizzed faster over the
wet, slippery rail.
The grade increased, and he knew he had reached Long Trestle. Beyond lay Jacob’s Ladder,
the steepest place on the line, pitched considerably over one in three. He must not go too fast
there. It was more than a mile and a half still to the bottom. If the board once got away from him
– Bart stiffened himself against the fierce blast, gripped the brake-handles hard, and pulled up on
them. A stream of sparks trailed out on each side, as the plates bit at the flanges.
He was leaning well forward now, boring head foremost into the yelling gale. His eyes were
closed; he could not keep them open.
Now the Trestle was past, and the Ladder lay just ahead. He could tell where he was by the
feel of the track. His head was clear, his nerves steady. All he needed to do was to keep a good
hold on those handles, and the board would soon carry him safely to the base.
Suddenly his speed increased. He had struck the Ladder. The grade at its head was not far
from one in two. Down he shot, lifting hard on the birch bars.
What was that? It could not be that left brake-handle was buckling! Yes! Something had
given way. Up came his hand, higher, higher, higher, yet there was no response of the iron grinding against iron.
For just a second Bart felt sick.
The flange was only three-fourths of an inch wide. If that left plate once got out from under
it, he knew very well what would happen.
A single brake could never hold the board on the rail. On the next curve, if not before, it
would bound from the track with tremendous velocity, and its rider would land somewhere on the
rugged mountainside with a broken neck. Somehow, if he cared to live, that plate must never lose
its grip on the flange.
The Ladder was four hundred feet long and thirty feet above the rocks at its highest point.
Bart was traveling forth miles an hour, so crossing the trestle took less than ten seconds. Before he
left it, he saw what he must do.
Instinctively easing up on his right bar, so as to bring an even pressure on both sides, he ran
his left hand quickly forward down the birch stick, to locate the break. Not many inches from the
socket his fingers found it, where a knurl, imperceptibly weakened by long use, had evidently
yielded at last.
Sitting where he did, he could just reach beyond the break by extending his arm full length,
and he could exert only a slight upward pull. If he hoped to keep the board on the rail, he must
immediately shift his position, so that he might put out his full strength. Several short curves were
just ahead.
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To change one’s place on a narrow board flying down a mountainside at forty miles an hour
through a pitch-black hurricane is no fool’s task. Very carefully Bart hitched straight forward, until
his knees were upright, and he was able to lift strongly on the unbroken portion of the bar. His
speed now was simply terrific.
Round a curve he whisked, leaning far inward in the fear that he might ride the rail. Then,
as his board settled down on a straight-away, he pulled up with all his might.
To his horror, he found that with so short a leverage he could not press the plate against the
flange hard enough to check his speed.
The board was running away with him!
Bart knew every yard of that track, every pitch and curve, from the engine-house at the summit to the Marshfield turntable; and he realized that this was the most critical minute in all his
years of railroading. Two courses were open to him – he might stick to the board, or he might roll
off.
Which was the less dangerous?
If he rolled off at that speed, the best he could hope for would be a fearful bruising, broken
bones and insensibility. It would be hours before rescuers could find him; and hours in that storm
meant death.
If he stayed on, he took the chance of being hurled from the rail at some curve; besides,
what would happen when he reached the bottom, if he ever did reach it?
He decided to stay on.
The slide-board took the curves at express speed. Time and again Bart thought it was flying
off. He wondered to find himself still sitting hunched on the spruce, when Waumbek Tank slipped
by. He knew it had passed, although he did not see it.
But little more than a mile due west, and almost thirteen hundred feet lower, lay the terminus. Was this to be his last ride on the line? In a couple of minutes at the most the thing would be
decided. Bart manned himself for the finish.
On he shot, straining at the bars, head down through the pitch darkness. He was dashing
against a forty-mile gale at an equal speed; that was equivalent to standing still in a hurricane
blowing eighty miles. It shrieked round him with indescribable fury, striving to hurl him backward
from his seat. His cap was torn away, and the sleet pattered like a sand-blast on his bare skull.
Cold Spring Tank flitted past, and the last steep pitch was near, seventeen hundred to the
mile. In a moment Bart was rushing madly down the descent. His head swam with hideous speed.
His board vibrated and trembled as it hurtled along the track. All seemed unreal, uncanny. But although dazed and buffeted, he never for an instant loosed his grip of the bars. A “green” man
might have lost his head, and that could have had but one result.
Almost sooner than he could think, he was at the bottom of the pitch, darting over the Ammonoosuc bridge. Only a few hundred feet more. The track, he knew, was clear to its end, for cars
and engines were housed for the night. Now for one last, long, hard pull!
Deaf, blind, numb, exhausted, bent almost double, he drained his strength to the dregs for a
clutch on the handles; then he lifted, as if he would tear the flange from the centerpiece.
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There was a terrific shrieking as the iron surfaces ground together. Fire followed each brake.
A building rushed by on the right – the carpenter-shop. Bart did not actually see it, but he
knew it was gone.
Then came the car-barn, the turntable, the engine-house and repair-shop, and the long
wood-shed. Less than thirty yards more! His speed was slackening on the level grade, but it was
still tremendous.
And now the laundry was past – the last building. Twenty-five feet beyond it the cog-rail
ended. Bart threw all that was left of himself into one final, mighty wrench.
A second later he found himself rolling blindly along the ties, head over heels and heels over
head, cuffed, punched, battered, as if a dozen flails were beating him at once on every part of his
body. At last he came to a stop, a bruised, dizzy heap.

Lick, Wilmerding, and Lux Schools at the 1915 World’s Fair
- McCullough Library Archives at LWHS.org

After a little Bart sat up, tried his arms and legs, and found he could
get on his feet. He felt himself all over. Luckily his bones were well padded with muscle, so none of them were broken.
The storm was still blowing forty miles an hour, but by contrast it
seemed to him to be almost over. He hunted until he found his bundle
of papers; it had been tied tightly, and had not burst open. Then he
limped up to the Base House.
“Here are your Stars,” said he to the driver of the team, shivering
outside. “I’ve done my part; now see if you can get ‘em to Bethlehem
before six o’clock.”*
* Six years later, it appears that a student at a San Francisco high school submitted Robert Barnes’ above story from the Youth’s Companion as his own. “Delivering the Papers” by Horace Cleveland ‘18 was published in the Literary section of the
Football Edition of The LWL Life Vol. 1 No. 1. - “a journal to keep a faithful record of school life and to foster
that spirit of righteousness and strength typical of Lick-Wilmerding and Lux” schools. This slideboard plagiarism was an interesting discovery for this professor/researcher. Mr. Cleveland’s “literary” effort follows with
changes in (italics) to reflect the original manuscript. What grade Mr. Cleveland might have received was not
recorded in the LWL Life publication. The entire student body is seen attending the 1915 World’s Fair above.

1915
Delivering the Papers
At three o’clock on an October (August) morning the press in the printing office on the summit
ceased its clatter, and Winston Brown (Cory Greene) brought out to Bill Conners (Bart Collamore) a
bundle of Evening Stars (Stars) wrapped in a water-proof package.
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“Here’s your five hundred,” said Winston, “hot from the types.”
“All right,” replied Bill. “They will be on the hotel counters twenty miles away by six.”
Lifting his slide-board from the platform Bill set it on the cog-rail in the middle of the track.
The cog-rail assisted the mountain engine up the steep incline.
Winston glanced at the black western sky. “You're liable to hit the storm going down,” said he.
“Guess I can beat it out,” returned Bill. Seating himself on the slide-board, with the bundle of
papers between his knees, he gripped the brake handles. The board was already moving.
“I’ll be at the Base House in ten minutes,” he called back, as he sped away down the slope toward the north, while behind him the wind almost drowned out Winston’s call (shout): “Good
luck.”
As Bill slipped downward, the black buildings on the summit were blotted out by driving
clouds. Little by little he swung (swerved) westward, turning his back to dawn, hearing only the
roar of the wind (hoarse murmur of the rising gale) as he sped along. The drop from top to the bottom
of the mountain was four thousand feet and the record on a slide-board was two minutes and
forty-seven seconds. This record was held by a brakeman on the mountain train.
Faster and faster sped the board. The top of the cog (rack) was well (abundantly) lubricated with
oil from the wheel (cogs) of the engine, and the grade was growing steeper. On the left a dim shaft
flitted by. (, memorial of a life lost by exposure on the mountain years before.)
Bill (Bart) put a little more pressure on the brakes. The stout birch handles, somewhat smaller
than baseball bats and about as long as the board itself, were connected forward with the brake
rod running across the front in a hollow wooden bar, and with an iron plate under each flange of
the rail. To slacken his pace (retard his course) the rider simply pulled up on the handles, which were
directly under his arms, thus lifting the plates against the flanges and pressing the board harder to
the track.
Gulf Tank swept past, a mere (square grey) shadow, for the board was coasting downward at a
terrific pace. Down ahead he could see the storm mentioned by Winston.
In a minute (second) it enveloped him, rain, snow, hail and sleet (sleet and hail). His board
whizzed faster over the (wet,) slippery track (rail).
The grade increased and he knew he had reached Long Trestle. Beyond lay Jacob’s Ladder,
the steepest place on the line, with a grade (pitched) considerably over three to one. He must
slacken speed (not go too fast) there. It was more than a mile and a half still to the bottom. If the
board once got away from him - Bill (Bart) stiffened himself against the fierce blast, gripped the
brake handles hard, and pulled up on them. He left a stream of sparks behind (trailed out each side)
as the flanges hit the rail (plates bit at the flanges).
With his eyes almost blinded by the rain he sat well forward trying to see ahead.
He passed the Trestle (Now the Trestle was passed) and suddenly his speed increased - he had
struck the Ladder. The grade at this point (at its head) was not quite (not far from) one in two. Down
he sped (shot), pulling (lifting) hard on the brake handles (birch bars).
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What was that? Could it be (It could not be that) the left brake (handle was) buckling? Yes. Something had given way. Up came his hand higher and higher (higher, higher, higher), yet there was no
response of iron against iron (the iron grinding against iron).
For just a second Bill felt sick. The left brake had given way and he knew well enough that one
brake would never hold him. He pressed on the right brake and found to his alarm that the board
tipped to a dangerous angle by too hard a pressure. To regain his balance he let go his hold all together and the little coaster leaped forward. Both brakes were practically useless. What would he
do ! He pulled again, very gently, on the right brake and found to his horror the pressure made no
impression, only tipped him. Suddenly his mind awoke to one fact. [the preceding section new material
by Cleveland] The board was running away!
Bill (Bart) knew every foot (yard) of the track ahead and he realized that two courses were open
to him. He might stick on (to the board), or he might roll off.
If he stayed on he took the chance of being hurled from the rail at some curve ; besides what
would happen if he reached the bottom, if he ever did reach it ?
If he rolled off at that speed, the best thing he could hope for would be a frightful bruising,
broken bones and insensibility. It would be hours before searchers could find him, and hours in
that storm meant death. Another thing if he rolled off, the papers would be lost, and it was his
duty to deliver them.
He decided to stick (stay) on if he could.
The slide-board took the curves at express train speed. Time after time Bill (Bart) thought that
he was going to be spilled off (it was flying off). He wondered to find himself still sitting hunched on
the spruce when Granada (Waumbek) Tank slipped by. He knew he had passed it (it had passed) although he did not see it.
But little more than a mile due west, and almost thirteen hundred feet lower, lay the terminus.
Was this to be his last ride on the line? In a couple of minutes at the most the thing would be decided. Bill (Bart) manned himself for the finish.
On he shot, straining at the bars, head down through the pitch darkness. He was dashing
against a forty-mile gale at an equal speed; that was equivalent to standing still in a hurricane
blowing eighty miles an hour. It shrieked around him with indescribable fury, striving to hurl him
backward from his seat. His cap was torn away, and the sleet pattered on his bare head (pattered like
a sand-blast on his bare skull).
Iron (Cold) Spring Tank flitted past and the last steep pitch was near, seventeen hundred to the
mile. In a moment Bill (Bart) was rushing madly down the descent. His head swam as a result of
the great speed he had attained (with hideous speed). All seemed unreal and uncanny. But although
dazed and buffeted he kept his (never for an instant loosed his) grip on the handles (of the bars). A green
man might have lost his head, and that could have had but one result. Almost sooner than he realized it (could think), Bill (Bart) was at the bottom (of the pitch), darting past the railroad company’s
yard limit sign (over the Ammonoosuc bridge). Only a few hundred feet more. The track, he knew, was
clear to its end, for the cars and engines were housed for the night. He gave a pull on the brake
and to his great joy found that, now being on a level with nothing but his own momentum to drive
him onward, the brake had a slight effect (Now for one last, long, hard pull!!).
Deaf, blind, numb, exhausted, bent almost double, he drained his strength (to the dregs) for a
clutch on the handles.
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A building rushed by on the right, the carpenter shop. Bill (Bart) did not actually see it, but he
knew it was gone.
Then came the car-barn, the turntable, the engine house and repair shop, and the long woodshed. Less than thirty yards more! His speed was lessening on the level grade, but it was still tremendous.
And now the laundry was passed, the last building. Twenty-five feet beyond, the cog-rail came
to an end (ended). Bill (Bart) threw all his remaining strength (that was left of himself) into one final
mighty wrench.
A second later he found himself rolling blindly along the ties, head over heels and heels over
head, cuffed, punched, battered, as if a dozen fellows (flails) had just finished giving him an awful
drubbing (were beating him at once on every part of his body). At last he came to a stop, a bruised dizzy
heap.
After a little Bill sat up, tried his arms and legs, and found he could get on his feet. He felt all
over himself (all over). Luckily his bones were well padded (with muscle), so nothing was broken.
The storm was still blowing - forty miles an hour but by contrast it seemed to be almost over.
He hunted till he found his bundle of papers; it had been tied tightly and did (had) not burst open.
Then he limped up to the Base House.
“Here are your Evening Stars,” said he to the driver of the team shivering outside. “I’ve done
my part, now see if you can get ‘em to the hotels (Bethlehem) before six o’clock.”
- Horace Cleveland, ‘18.
Ancestry.com reveals an 11-year old Horace Billings Cleveland living in San Francisco in Assembly District 39 in 1910 with his mother and father, who is a printing agent for a fruit
insurance company. Cleveland (left) was president of the LWL Debating Society in his senior year. The Class History recorded that as a junior in an interclass tournament, “Lane,
Cleveland and Schetter turned the trick that so embarrassed the defeated Seniors. We
showed up well in other activities and had players on every school team.” Cleveland also
was heavily involved the school’s dramatics activities. “Horace Cleveland who managed
the entire affair (Junior play and dance), the cast, and various committees, too much praise
cannot be given. The lay was a snappy one-act football story, entitled, The Revolving Wedge,
and the lcass was highly complimented by the faculty for the business-like manner in
which the affair was handled, as well as for its great dramatic success.” Cleveland also managed the Senior Play
effort, An American Citizen. “The play itself was the longest ever presented by a class, the whole evening being
taken up, with not time for dancing. Under the skillful management of Cleveland, it turned out a big financial
success, and a tidy sum was turned over to the Student Body.” Horace served in the Navy - he is “somewhere someplace,” wrote LWL Life - “a gob in the U.S. Navy.” In 1920, 21-year old Horace Cleveland is living with
his mom and dad on 15th Avenue in San Francisco. Horace is working as a clerk in oil company. At 24, Horace is living at 82-5th Ave, San Francisco when he marries 23-year old Frances Louise Black in Aladeda, California. She’s from Oakland. Horace would die in Alameda on August 23, 1980 at the age of 82. LickWilmerding High School, “a private school with public purpose” since 1895 continues to operate at 755 Ocean
Avenue in San Francisco. https://www.lwhs.org/
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1911
“Shooting” Pike’s Peak
A Colorado Springs dispatch states that R. O. Green of New York and M. H. Hayden of Detroit “shot Pike’s Peak” last Thursday (9/7/1911) on a railroad “toboggan” - a greased board with
cleats that fit over the cog rail of the Mountain railroad, somewhat after the style of the slideboards so well known on the Mount Washington Railway. Starting from a point above the Halfway House, they reached Manitou, at the base of the peak, a distance of about five miles, in five
minutes and thirty-seven seconds. this is at about the same speed attained by the “flyers” on
Mount Washington, who have made the descent of three miles in about three minutes. “Shooting
the Peak,” the same dispatch states, was more or less common sport some years ago, but was
stopped by the officials of the cog road because. as the management put it, “the fool killer got on
the job too often.”
- Among the Clouds - Thu, Sep 14, 1911

Hand Cars of the Manitou & Pike's Peak Ry. - “The average grade of the cog road from
Manitou, Colo., to the top of Pike’s Peak is 844.8 ft. per mile, and in several places it is as steep as
25 per cent, or at the rate of 1,320 ft. per mile. In order to insure traction for the locomotives rack
bars are laid in the middle of the track, as seen in the illustration. For rapid transit down grade
the officers and employees of this road use what are known as “slide boards,” on which they can
coast down the track at great speed. The device consists essentially of - a plank 12 ins. wide and 3
ft. in length, along the middle of the under side of which there is a cleat which runs between the

Pike’s Peak - Similar, But Different: The Colorado cog railway was of a similar, but different design - both in the center cog rack, and the
workers’ “hand cars” to descend the line. The western boards were not as wide and ran outrigggers to the outside rails for stability.(1904)
- Catskill Archive Collection /www.catskillarchive.com/rrextra/pikepe11.Html
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rack bars and holds the vehicle thereon. On either side of the middle cleat there are brakeshoes, bolted to the plank at one end and bearing
against the outside surfaces of the rack bars or
cog teeth. These brake shoes are applied by
clamps bent over the sides of the plank and operated by a lever which, as appears in the illustration, the rider holds within his grasp. The plank
bears upon the upper edges of the cog teeth by
steel runners, which consist of two straps bent
over the ends of the plank. To hold the device in
Go-Devils: Orrie W. Stewart, wearing a suit, tie and hat, “coasts’ balance a bar or pole, is bolted to the top of the
down the Cog Railway track on a personal sled, or “go-devil,” in an un- plank, crosswise, extending over the track rail on
dated photo. Orrie and his brother, Ben founded the Stewart Brothers
Commercial Photography business in Colorado Springs. either side. Across the front end of the plank
Photo by Stewarts Commercial photographers, Pikes Peak Library District, 013-2386
in Colorado Springs Gazette - July 1, 2007 there is bolted a rest for the rider's feet. The
weight of the slide board entire is but 35 lbs. The
position of the rider when motion is clearly apparent in the illustration, and the method of operating the device is simply to place it on the track, sit down and attend to the brake. The speed attainable depends upon the pleasure of the, rider. A record of a fraction under a mile a minute has
been made, and a ride at this speed over the rack rails is said to be stimulating if not exciting. The
entire stretch of track from the top of the peak down to Manitou—9 miles—is used, except at
four points where the rack rails diverge at sidings. At these points the rider must come to a stop
and carry his board about 40 ft. On one occasion an employee of the, company made the trip
over the 9 miles in 11 minutes. The friction of the runners on the rack rails causes the former to
heat, and on the lighter grades of 8 to 12 per cent the heated runners have been known to adhere
to the rack rail and stop the vehicle. For the purpose of lubrication, and to prevent the runners
from unduly heating, the rider carries a bar of soap which he applies to the top of the rack teeth
by reaching over in front of the board. Even then, the friction is so great that, at very high speed,
on the long grades, streams of fire follow the flight of the rider.”
- From “Notes on Track: 1904 by W. M. Camp” http://www.catskillarchive.com/rrextra/pikepe11.Html1919
Boys Who Tried To Slide Down Mountain Railway Are Killed
BRETTON WOODS, N.H., Aug. 6 - Harry Clausen, aged 19, and Jack Lonigan, aged 21,
both of Boston, were instantly killed yesterday on Mt. Washington, when they attempted to slide
down the mountain over the tracks of the Mt. Washington Railway on a slide board they had
made from two railway ties roped together.
Their companion, John P. Jansky of South Boston, tried in vain to dissuade them from the hazardous venture and started to walk down over they trail when they insisted upon making the trip.
Nothing more was heard from them until passengers returning to the base upon the afternoon
train saw the body of a young man lying beside the track. (“About 100 yards above the half-way station” ac192
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cording to the Littleton Courier - Aug 7, 1916)

The train was stopped and the body of the other young man
was found near by. The bodies were taken on board and brought to
Fabyans where Dr. Blake White of New York said that the necks of
both had been broken. The bodies were taken to Boston.”
- The
Evening Caledonian, Wed, August 6th, 1919 - pg. 1

As the Cog Railway was approaching 100th year (1968-1969), a
George Woodbury wrote a Hometown History column about slide
boarding. The clipping was found in a file at the Littleton Public
Library, but had no date or indication from what “hometown”
newspaper it might be from. It was clear the author was still taken
by the romantic notion of the Devil’s Shingle and its use.
“Furthermore it was a great deal of fun,” wrote Woodbury.
“The run from Summit to Base Station was a little more than
three miles, but most of it was “on end.” The gradient averages
25 percent, or a drop of about 1,100 feet per mile.

UK Tourists near Half Way House

(1919)

1954
John Henry’s Ride Described
The New Hampshire Profiles magazine article in which a John H. Henry describes his trip down
the Mt. Washington Cog Railway - on a “sliding board” made its way into the Kwik Klips column
of the Boston Traveler that featured “the best, in brief, from the nation’s current magazines... on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.”
“The use of these board, I believe, even at that time, was forbidden, except to men working
on the track, and then only in cases of emergency. The distance is approximately three miles, and
we were told of experienced men making the trip in three minutes. We walked up as planned and
used the boards coming down, and I recall that my time was 12 minutes. It was fast enough for
me. The “sliding boards” slide on the greased cog rail, this being located midway between the
two ordinary rails, and the boards being - as I recall it - approximately 16 inches wide, and
equipped with a “handle bar,” one on either side, and so clamped to the under side of the fringe
of the rail that an up or down pressure with the handle bars regulates the speed of the board.
“All goes well as long as everything works as per plan, but when something out of the ordinary
occurs - I for one wouldn’t want to be there. We were told of a man who was riding a board at
one time when something unusual happened to the handle bars, putting one of them out of use,
and the only thing for him to do was to use his hands; by this means he finally stopped the board,
but his fingers were worn down to the bone. On account of one or more casualties similar to this,
I assume, the railroad management forbade the use of the boards, except in case of actual necessity.”
- Boston Traveler - Fri, Feb 19, 1954 pg. 11
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1970
Improvised Slideboard Recalled
A photo from 1914 is published to illustrate a pair of New Hampshire men’s improvised
board ride down the Cog tracks.

- Portsmouth (NH) Herald - Tue, Nov 24, 1970 pg. 14
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ON THE GREASY “rack” of the Cog Railway the little slideboard fairly flew – at time they
really did fly, or tried to, with disastrous results. The average run from Summit to Base Station
required 10 minutes for a conservative slideboarder.
The record time for the run was two minutes and forth-five seconds – or an average speed
of about 70 miles per hour!
Those who experienced slideboards said it was like dropping too fast in an express elevator,
except that there was a good deal of lateral motions as the tiny sled shot around the curves.
The management of the Cog Railway allowed only authorized personnel to use slideboards. It took a strong man to manage the brakes. It
took an experienced one to know the schedule and not encounter a train
climbing up as he whizzed down.
***
“JUST HOW LONG does it take to go down the mountain on a
slideboard?” a pretty young tourist asked veteran John Horne.
“Well I can’t tell you exactly,” the old mountain man replied, “but I
stood at the door of the Summit House one day with my watch in my
hand and the telephone in the other and as the fellow let go the brake
195
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a slideboard (1940s)
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and started down I hollered in the phone ‘He’s off !’ and the
operator at the Base Station hollered back, ‘He got here ten
minutes ago.”
One Last Slide: Whispers in the Jitney Era hinted slideboards were used one last time some four decades after “officially” banned on the road. Jit suspected Linc Handford
and Dave Usher might have been involved. Tom Holzel
confirmed in 2016 he was part of a group who were the
“last to ride the Devils Shingles down from the top.” Holzel
says this occurred “the summer of 1960” and the group
carefully prepared for their ride. “Sitting on the back of the
passenger car on the way up,” he writes, “we greased the
entire cog all the way to the top. This took several
days. Then one evening, on the last trip up, four of us hitched a ride up with Shingles stashed on
the train. After it departed we began our descent. We knew that some sections of the cog had
been changed. The cogs were connected left-to-right by an angle iron which sat on a wooden support. The horizontal flanges of this iron stuck out over the edge of the wooden support. It was
that protruding part onto which the sled arms/brakes grabbed. (By the way, the “brakes” were not
very strong and you had to pull hard for quite a distance to come to a stop.) However, we knew
that there were a number of sections of the cog in which the supporting wood was wider than the
flange. (Ed note: a design change made to help clear the cog of ice and snow for winter operations in the late 40s early 50s) But we figured we could see the difference as we rode down. FALSE! What happened
was that as you picked up speed, the sled, which was guided by a runner that was sitting directly
on the cogs and kept going straight - by-the-by the vertical flanges rising above the cogs, began to
vibrate like crazy--and completely blur your vision! The first guy down had his sled come to an
instant stop and he went ass-over-teakettle down the tracks. It was a miracle that he didn’t get hurt
or killed! From then on, we all sledded down VERY CAREFULLY--and even then, a number of
times missed seeing the new cog sections. But at least we all made it down in one piece.”
Asked about Usher and Handford’s possible involvement in the caper, Tom Holzel (right) said those names
sounded “faintly familiar, but I can’t for the life of me
remember for sure.” Holzel authors a website known as
Velocity Press: The web journal of “Forbidden knowledge.” According to the home page, the site provides “A skeptical
examination of controversial subjects based on experience, logic, uncommon sense and (oh, how rare) the inclusion of exculpatory evidence!”
- http://www.velocitypress.com/
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2008
Mathematics Competency Test
Some Silicon Valley-types hopped on the 19th Century slide board and rode the Cog in 2008
to help junior high school teachers “STEM” declining mathematics’ competencies. The Noyce
Foundation developed Inside Mathematics, a multimedia website to assist teachers, principals, and
school district leadership who struggle to provide the best mathematics instruction they can for
their students. “Too often, teachers who excel at reaching students have few ways of sharing these
strong practices with others – and teachers who struggle, struggle alone,” they write on the website. “Our classroom doors have remained closed too often and for too long.”
As part of the packet of
resources for 8th grade
teachers they included a
problem spiked to the Cog
Railway (left) that featured
the “Devil’s Shingle.”
“Coaches learn strategies of re-engagement with
students around mathematics assessments, and demonstration lessons on reengagement are featured
here,” the website says.
“The Noyce Foundation
was created by the Noyce
family in 1990 to honor the
memory and legacy of Dr.
Robert N. Noyce, cofounder of Intel and inventor of the integrated circuit
which fueled the personal
computer revolution and
gave Silicon Valley its
name.” While the Inside
Mathematics website continues, the Noyce Foundation
itself closed up shop at the
end of 2015 after twentyfive years of philanthropy. “It has always been our intention to spend the Foundation’s resources
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in a timely way to address today’s issues rather than to worry about preserving our resources in
perpetuity.
The Shell Center developed and owns the Mathematics Assessment Resource Service (MARS)
or Balanced Assessment tasks that included the Cog Railway problem. The project materials were
produced as part of a collaboration between the University of California, Berkeley and the Shell
Center team at
the University of
Nottingham,
with support
from the Bill &
Melinda Gates
Foundation. The
team works with
the Silicon Valley
Mathematics Initiative and school
systems across
the US and UK
to develop improved assessment.
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http://www.noycefdn.org/documents/math/MARS/MARS2008/tft2008gr8-part2.pdf
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The Marshfield House
A structure glimpsed in early stereopticon pictures of Mount Washington Railway operations is a puzzle to most
modern day Coggers as it was gone by the turn of the 20th Century. In 1926, Frank H. Burt wrote a remembrance in the Boston Daily Globe that explained the building’s story. Here are excerpts from that article.

An Almost Forgotten White Mountain Hotel
A query by a correspondent in the columns of the Globe a few weeks ago brought back to memory the picture of an almost forgotten hotel that once stood near the foot of Mt. Washington - the
Marshfield House.
Somewhat outside the circle of tourist hotels and primitive in its equipment, it deserves to be
remembered for its unusual history, which covered from about 1871 to 1895, as well as for the fact
that aside from the houses on Mts. Washington, Moosilauke and Kearsarge, it was the highest in
altitude of any White Mountain hotel, being about 2700 feet above sea level.
Until the advent of the auto the Base Station was merely a spot in the wilderness where you
alighted from the observation car (below) after a pleasant half hour’s ride near the winding Ammonoosuc to scramble across a platform in a wild rush for the best seats in the little cars in which
you were to be pushed up the ascent to the Summit House.

Mount Washington Railway trains loading at Base (1910)
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Today, however, many motorists drive directly to the Base, either by the old turnpike, now a
State road, or by another State highway from the Crawford House, so that the locality where the
Marshfield House stood has ceased to be an unknown region.
The exact site of the old house is... 200 or 300 feet south of the track of the cog railway, on an
elevation which commands a beautiful view. The Marshfield House was two and one-half stories
in height, facing the west and having a plaza which commanded the beautiful landscape. Built before the days of modern hotels, it was about as primitive as they made ‘em, but it probably wasn’t
much more than many of the simple village taverns of the mid-nineteenth century.

Marshfield House as seen from spur line transfer point with Depot complex to the left before the 1895 fire.
- Harold Young donation to Littleton Historical Society

“I do not know who built the Marshfield House,” said John Horne of Lakeport, N.H. at 83.
“It was there in 1873 (when Horne started working at the railway) and the landlord was E.K.
Cox. It was used by the stage drivers... There were three large barns connected with it, which on
some days were filled with horses from the different hotels.”
“Regular stages were run from the Crawford, Fabyan and Twin Mountain Houses to connect
with the morning and evening trains, and quite frequently some from the White Mountain House
and from Bethlehem,” said Horne. “I have seen so many teams near the old depot that we were
bothered in getting out the engines and cars.”
The busy days for the Marshfield House were of short duration. The stage lines were inadequate feeders for the mountain railway, the fame of which soon spread far and wide throughout
the country. The railroads from east and west (the present Maine Central and Boson & Maine)
reached Fabyans in 1874-75, and in 1876 a branch was built to the base to connect with the
mountain railway.
The new road, while it successfully negotiated a grade of 325 feet per mile as part of its route,
struck a grade too steep to ascent at a point about a half mile below the original terminus of the
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cog railway, and so the latter was extended down hill from the former Base Station to meet the
new railroad, abandoning the old depot.
This left the Marshfield House, so to speak, sidetracked, and with little reason for existence.
There was, however, a nucleus for business in serving meals for the railroad “boys” and caring for
their friends who came to visit them in their secluded hamlet, while occasionally fishing and
tramping parties would seek shelter.

“Who owned the Marshfield House,” Mr. Horne says, “I never could find out. A friend of
mine wanted to buy it for a Summer resort, but could not get a clear title and the deal fell
through. After E.K. Cox left it, the house was run by different parties. Among them were David
Aldrich from Whitefield, George Crawford from Bristol, N.H.; Edwin Junkins and Harrison Davis
from Franklin.” (Note: According to an Among the Clouds article 8.20.1879 a Mr. Willoughby of the Twin
River House was involved in 1879-80)
It seems a fair guess, in view of the informal way in which matters relating to the railroad
were handled in those days, that the house was built on railroad land, with the consent of Mr.
(Walter) Aiken, who was practically the sole authority in all its affairs, and that the builder, finding
it unprofitable, abandoned it. Thereafter the railroad, for the sake of the convenience of having
the house kept open, allowed any one to run it who would take of the chance of its paying - which
probably it never did.
In the Spring of 1895 came the disaster that ended the career of the Marshfield House - the
burning of the old depot, car barn, machine shop and other buildings of the road at the Base.
The opportunity was availed of to rebuild in a more convenient location, close by the junction of
the mountain railway with the Boston & Maine.
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“When we were burned out at the base,” says Mr. Horne, “the Marshfield House was not
burned and the railroad boys moved in and we occupied it until the present boarding house was
built. When we got settled down in the new house the Marshfield House became a source of danger, as tramps began making use of it. So we took out the doors, windows and blinds and everything else that was of any use, and set fire to the rest.”
- Frank H. Burt (son of Among the Clouds founder Henry M. Burt) - Boston Daily Globe, July 4, 1926 pg. B21

An 1879 Base Experience at the Marshfield House
“Bears have been seen the present season on the line of the Boston, Concord & Montreal railroad, between Fabyan’s and the Base, on the Crawford bridle path, the Glen carriage road and at
Twin Rivers. The B.C.&M. railroad boys of the Mount Washington Branch, who lodge at the
Marshfield House at the base of the Mount Washington, now claim the honor of having discovered a new species of wild cat. Shortly after midnight on the morning of Friday, August 8, J. F.
Marsh and H. Dufur, who were sleeping in the corner room of the hotel, were awakened by footfalls on the roof of the veranda and the scratching of some animal at the window, causing each
individual hair of the heads to stand on end. The animal commenced walking round the corner
of the house to the other window of their room and back, seemingly determined on forcing an entrance. Your correspondent was not an eye witness to the scene, but the terror of the occupants of
room No. 3 might be imagined. At each circuit the night prowler was plainly seen in the clear
moonlight and ever and anon he peered in at them through the window. At last, taking advantage
of a moment when the creature was rounding the corner, the indomitable Dufur seized such implements of war as were at command and hastened into the hall, the window of which was down
at the top, waited until the animal had arrived at the end of his beat, and when he started on the
return, launched the cover of a watering pot at him and immediately followed it up with a huge
spittoon, which struck him full in the breast. The contents of the last bomb must have been very
powerful, for the animal appeared to be completely blinded and rolled off the roof - as afterwards
stated – with growls and cries most terrific. No slumber came to the eyes of Messrs. Marsh and
Dufur during the remainder of the night, and at daybreak they repaired to the spot where the
beast had fallen, finding, however, only a quantity of hair of an extremely bristly character, upon
examination of which, Mr. J. Horne pronounced it to be that of a hedgehog, which he had nearly
slain in an encounter a day or two previous and which had dragged itself to the Marshfield, wishing to die within the pale of civilization. Of course no one believes his theory to be true, and the
gentlemen are given great credit for the courage they displayed in their encounter with the great
unknown. – Q.D.” - Letter to Editor, Among the Clouds, Tues Aug 12, 1879

!"
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1881 Green Mountain Railway
For a time there were two mountain-climbing railroads operating in New England - the Mount Washington Railway in New Hampshire and the Green Mountain Railway in Maine. Both served a tourist destination - the
White Mountains and the seacoast of Maine. Owned and operated by different companies, the two railways
were twins of a sort - born a dozen years apart as the Green Mountain Railway’s track and trains closely followed the design of Sylvester Marsh. Green Mountain’s track used very little trestle, anchoring the roadbed to
rocks and ledge and ground, but engines were near copies of the Mt. Washington cog locomotives. This gave
Coggers alternate employment opportunities while the Maine trains climbed what is known as Cadillac Mountain these days. This twin-like design would also prove to be important in 1895 for the Cog. While the Jitney
Years’ Volume 3 Aggregated Timeline has touched on the Maine line, THE STORY OF BAR HARBOR An Informal History Recording One Hundred and Fifty Years In the Life of a Community by Richard Walden Hale, Jr. (1949) neatly wraps
up the overall story here in this extract from the history.

“In 1881 the Boston Traveler writes of (Bar Harbor) “more dressiness now than at the opening of
last season,” of “natty dark blue suits giving place to yellowish flannel for young men and maids,”
of “yachts vying with mackerel” in the harbor, and of there being money in a toll road up Green
Mountain, of the number of permanent boarders being greater than at similar times in previous
years.
“The simple customs of Bar Harbor began to change under this prosperity, and how they
changed can be recorded here, for Joseph W. Wood, a businessman who had run various stores,
now began publishing the MountDesert Herald. From it can be learned that Mr. R. H. Mehesey actually put an awning over the buckboard that ran to his Eagle Lake House. Here pride came be204
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fore a fall, because a “liquor violation” was pinned upon him, and others took over the Eagle
Lake House, which had grown from the pier and rowboats of 1874. Still, prosperity increased,
and a Village Improvement Association was founded, in the winter of 1881, after the summer
folks had gone. But it was short-lived.
“Other improvements—if they were such—came in 1881. By August there were five telephone circuits in operation and “a system of additional bells now so arranged that calls are not
heard by others, save in case several subscribers are on the same circuit.” So it was that four hotels, a livery stable, Bee’s Store, and Dr. Amory were linked together.
“Even in the 1880’s Bar Harbor was still primitive. That, however, was why it was growing. It
was a low-cost town, where ship carpenters built hotels quickly, where money came from a big
turnover rather than a few high-priced deals, where quantity rather than quality was the secret of
success, where there was much money in transportation.
“Here it was that the struggle was joined against an outside invader, who sought to make
money in mass transportation.
“In 1881 Frank Clergue, of Bangor, wrote to Walter H. Dunton, the owner of the side of
Green, now Cadillac, Mountain, asking permission to use his land. Mr. Clergue was a good, oldfashioned Yankee capitalist, willing to make money on whatever line seemed good, whether a fertilizer factory or the Persian empire. He had an idea that if it paid small boys to collect informal
toll on the road up Green Mountain it would pay to haul people up to see the sunset and stay the
night for the sunrise. He knew how to get measures through. Quietly, but legally, the official notices necessary for opening a railway were published. Before anyone knew it, the time for objections had come and gone, and the railroad commissioners held a “public hearing” on February 2,
1883. In the meantime, the survey had been made. A. F. Hilton, who later that year built the Megantic Railway by which the Canadian Pacific got access to salt water at Portland, spent the
months of December, 1882, and January, 1883, prowling over the sides of Green Mountain. Of
several suggested routes, the one chosen first proved best, and was duly reported as such. The actual construction of the road was simple. When the snow cleared enough to permit work, rails
were when possible bolted to the rock, being laid on ties cut a few feet from the roadbed, and
hauled by oxen to where they were needed. To keep a good grade, occasionally, trestles were set
up. Meanwhile, the hotel at the top of the mountain was transformed first into a boarding house
for workmen, later into a combination hotel and restaurant that would sleep fifty and dine one
hundred.
Naturally, with a man like Clergue at the helm, there was plenty of advertising of the GreenMountain Railway. The Bangor Mining Journal carried a laudatory account comparing the proposed road with that up Mount Vesuvius; and that at theRigi - with, of course, a puff for the construction car and the two passenger cars that were being built at Hinckley & Edgery’s, in Bangor.
Meanwhile, until the cars and the locomotive came, gravity furnished at least a one-way route
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down the mountain. The record for slide- board travel was one and one-eighth miles in one and
one- quarter minutes.
The locomotive, when it finally arrived at Portland and was put on the wharf, proved too large
for the City of Richmond to carry, and had to wait until the schooner Stella Lee could pick it up.
Once brought to Bar Harbor, the locomotive had to struggle to reach its destination. It took fourteen horses to pull it from the wharf to a point between West and Cottage Streets. Then wheels
were substituted for the runners on which it had been slid, and by April 21, three days after the
landing, it had reached Eagle Lake, having been, apparently, winched along the road. But there
its troubles were not over. That was a bad winter on that lake; and in May, Alexander Cameron
was shipwrecked as he carried track material across it. So it was only when the snow melted, at
the end of the month, that the scow of Richard Hamor - the builder of the original inn on the
top of the mountain was still connected with things - carried the locomotive to the base of the
tracks.
Locomotive and cars were all “high-behinds.” They rode level, with tiny front wheels and
large rear wheels, (Ed Note: Have not seen photographic evidence of that set-up - perhaps mix-up with Mt.
Washington?) and backed down after they had gone up. The gauge was four feet, seven and a half
inches, that of the Mount Washington cog railway, in which a legal change had been made on
January 30, 1883, by a special legislative act. In the center was a cog rail, which engaged the locomotive’s driving wheel, and allowed the locomotive to act as a brake going down. With the locomotive in place, and burning the wood that lay by the roadside, the completion of the work was
easy. On May 10, two of Bar Harbor’s professional photographers, Bryant Bradley and a newcomer, C. A. Paul, were able to take shots of the new engine in motion. By May 30 a party of ladies, Mrs. F. J. Alley and the Misses Alley, and Mrs. W. P. Dickey and her daughter, of Bangor,
were able to ride to the top of the mountain. On June 23 the great day came. The railroad commissioners were invited to make their formal inspection. The steamship Cimbria was chartered for
the use of guests of the Green Mountain Railway, starting at 7 a.m., to arrive at Bar Harbor at 2
p.m., then to return the next day, while the more convivial guests were to return the day after, using the same tickets on the Queen City. These passengers were the first to follow the regular route
set up, by horse-drawn “barge” from Bar Harbor to Eagle Lake, by the steamer Wauwinnet from
Eagle Lake to the foot of the mountain, and then up the cog railway.
The venture proved a great success, winning praise from the highest circles. Did not Senator
Hale, of Ellsworth, bring his friend and fellow senator, the great John Sherman of Ohio, who had
just restored gold and demonetized silver, to the top of the mountain? In good Republican circles,
what higher praise could be found than that? Or that the railway paid six percent dividends, the
first year, in spite of its expenses in fighting forest fires? Indeed, the Green Mountain Railway got
“too big for its boots,” and used methods not customary, it is to be hoped, in the State of Maine.
For fear of competition by the carriage road, it blocked traffic by putting gates across the roadway.
Naturally, these gates were pulled down. Then it sent to Bangor for sixteen men, who worked all
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night setting dynamite, and that dawn blew the charges and destroyed the road. This, however,
was the last such effort, for when the carriage road was rebuilt, it was left alone.
The Green Mountain Railway had other plans at that time, and wanted public support. Clergue felt that if he got money from one railway, he could from another. One attempt at a railway
on the island had failed, when he had tried to slip a clause into the special act about the railway
gauge, to allow spur lines to go to “Bar Harbor, the top of Newport Mountain, Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Somesville, Greening’s Island, Bass Harbor, and Southwest Harbor.” This
trick Section2 had been dropped in committee. Now, in November, 1883 Clergue revived his
plans. A “blurb”appeared in the Mount Desert Herald, announcing that the Green Mountain
Railway wished to open the first electric railway in America to replace the”barge”line that carried
passengers to Eagle Lake. Here, however, Clergue met his match; the summer colony swung into
action, and showed what it could do to protect the island. The struggle took place in front of the
railroad commissioners, who held a public hearing in the autumn, on November 3. For the proposed Mount Desert Railway Company, Clergue appeared. Against it were two lawyers, A. P.
Wiswell, and Hannibal Hamlin himself. Whatever hopes Clergue had had must have been
squelched when he saw the caliber of the opposition. I f men affluent enough to pay for such representation opposed him, a man with a case as doubtful as his had no chance—as he doubtless
knew from having been shouted down in a public meeting in Bar Harbor, when he had tried to
lessen opposition by suggesting a railway station near the Belmont Hotel in place of the wharf.
Clergue was down, but not out. The records of the commissioners show that, with the utmost ingenuity, he kept the Mount Desert Railway Company legally alive until 1890. However, he had
other interests. His Mount Desert Fertilizer Company he transformed into the Bar Harbor Packing Company, a more genteel name. He founded a Mount Desert Land Company. And finally, as
has been told, he quietly moved around the world, and exercised on the Shah of Persia his talents
for salesmanship, to which endeavor he went with the blessings of his local enemies.
His Green Mountain Railway soon fell on evil days. Its first dividend was its best. Soon it did
not pay the railway to run large barges to Eagle Lake, since buckboards could take all the traffic.
The transportation and land boom broke, and the railway quietly stopped running. In 1893 the
end came. The Wauwinnet’s boiler was taken out of her, with all her other fittings, and she was
scuttled in Eagle Lake. A notice was given of a sheriff ’s sale, and the fittings of the railway were
sold to pay its final debts. If the stockholders put up the $100,000 Walter Dunton’s daughter says
they spent, they got remarkably little for their money.
Though the railway tracks were torn up, and the corporation no longer existed, its engine still
puffed on. In 1895, there was a disaster on Mount Washington. In desperation, the managers of
that cog railway bethought themselves of the only other one of the same gauge, and sent for the
Green Mountain Railway Company’s engine.
CITATIONS: For the Green Mountain Railway see the file in the Sawtelle Collection, which contains tickets, notices, etc.,
Maine Secretary of State legislative file 199 of the 1881-3 session, the Ellsworth American, April2 6,1933, and Appalachia, December,
1943, article Mount Desert’s Mountain Railway, by Frank H. Burt.
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1889 - A Summit Taking
The Railway Commissioners’ Hearing as reported in Among the Clouds: The hearing
before the New Hampshire Railroad Commissioners on the petition of the Mount Washington
Railway Company for condemnation of more land on the summit of Mount Washington and appraisal of damages, and also of the petition of Messrs. Coe and Pingree for a change of the location, as filed by the railway company in the office of the Secretary of State, opened before Chairman H. M. Putney of Manchester, Ex-Gov. B. B. Prescott of Epping, and J. F. Coburn of Derry,
in the sitting room of the Summit House, at 9 o’clock Friday morning (8/16). Hon. E. B. S. Sanborn and W. D. Hardy of Franklin appeared for the railway, and Ex-Senator Bainbridge Wadleigh
of Boston, Ex-Judge W. S. Land and Wm. Heywood of Lancaster for the land owners. Both petitions were read, being based on the General Statutes of the State, that of the railway being predicated on section 10, “If from any cause they (the railroads) cannot or do not obtain such deeds,
they may apply by petition to the railroad commissioners to condemn and appraise the damages
to the owners of such lands occasioned by such railroad;” and that the land owners on section11
of same chapter, “Any owner of land over which such railroad is located, who is aggrieved by such
location, may at any time before his damages are assessed, present his petition to the railroad commissioners, praying for a change of the location of such railroad.”
Land Owners
Senator Wadleigh opened for the land owners by stating that the railroad had now all the land
they needed necessary for railway purposes. Judge Ladd followed and desired the railway to show
why they asked it. The counsel for the owners then proceeded to protest against any action in the
premises by the commissioners, on the ground that the statutes do not authorize the condemnation of land other than for legitimate railway purposes; all other purposes incidental hereto were
illegal. Mr. Sanborn (for the railway) said that the question of location must be decided before
that of damages was taken up. A railroad could go where it pleased and enter on any land of a
grantee by filing its location with the Secretary of State, and opponents had no power to say
where such location should be. Here came a call upon the railway to show what land they wished
to condemn, Judge Ladd saying: “They need land by eminent domain, and their burden is to
show their necessity. They say they need it, and we say they do not. They are to provide it before
we give it to them.” Chairman Putney ruled that the petition of the land owners took precedence
and that they put their objections in writing, which were as follows:
Ebenezer S. Coe and David Pingree, trustees, comes and objects to any action by the commissioners, upon the
ground that the location was made for purposes for which the statutes do not authorize the land to be taken, to wit:
For sidetracks, woodsheds, repair shops, engine, car and freight houses, turntables and depot purposes, and all other
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purposes that are incidental thereto or may be necessary to carry into effect the objects for which the said Mount
Washington Railway Company was established, and that the said location was unlawful and void.
The subject of the boundaries of the railway land upon the Summit then coming up, an adjournment was made for a half hour, when certain boundaries were pointed out, and iron pins
shown by Conductor John Horne, comparing the original and second survey, in which latter the
railroad was given more land for 100 feet down from the Summit. In the examination, the party
went down the track to the first water tank, up to the site of the Tip-Top House, and about the
platforms. Reopening their session the matter of boundaries was taken up, and after each party
had displayed his map of the locality and after considerable consultation, the same were agreed
upon.
David Pingree of Salem
...was then sworn and testified as follows: “He thought the railway didn’t need any more land;
was heir to and trustee to his ownership of Mount Washington; the railway ownership was 100
feet on and down the Summit and 90 feet in width for this distance; the south end of the hotel
building was not on the railway ground, but on land of the Mount Washington Summit Roadway,
which had been deeded to them before the railway was built. This company owned 15 rods below
the Tip-Top House and two rods wide up to its door; this Roadway was chartered by the State as
a turnpike, and ran from Gorham to the Glen and thence eight miles up the mountain; it was necessary for the Summit Roadway to have this termini for its stage office, passengers and baggage,
as its stages brought 3700 passengers up the mountain last year; the first lease in 1872 for five
years, negotiated to the railway company, included 100 rods in a circle around the Summit; at that
time the title to the Summit was in litigation with Henry Wells and undetermined; the rent was
$2000 a year, the railway to pay taxes, and move off their buildings at the end of five years, or deliver up the buildings to the lessor at cost; the house was in course of construction when first lease
was drawn; Mr. Lyon and Mr. Aiken each owned one-half the house; at the end of the first five
years a new lease was drawn for $3000 rental and taxes, the right of the lessors being incorporated therein of taking the house and furniture at appraisal at its expiration; nothing was said
then about more land being wanted; at the end of this lease the lessors gave notice that they
would take the house and furniture, but a committee from the railway visited them and a new
lease was made for five years more.”
A letter was here introduced from Mr. Aiken to Mr. Coe, dated Franklin Falls, Jan. 28, 1883,
agreeing to the terms of rent, and purporting to be satisfied with the same. Mr. Pingree continued: “During the first two terms of 10 years there was no more land asked for, but at their termination the railway wanted more. This third lease terminated Nov. 1, 1887 - $3000 with $113
taxes; the lessors have the right to take the house and furniture at appraisal as before; the lessors
gave the railway notice again that they would take the house, etc., but received no answer to their
letter; afterwards the owners learned that the railroad wanted more land and if they couldn’t negotiate with the owners, and buy at private sale of them, they should call out the commissioners; Mr.
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Aiken notified the owners by letter that the railway required everything in the premises for the use
of the road, buildings, land, etc., and that it must have it.”
The several leases were then read by the counsel, on which they commented on the points that
in them “the right of way to the Summit was reserved,” that “no new or additional buildings were
to be erected without the consent of the lessors,” etc.
Mr. Sanborn then questioned Mr. Pingree in relation to the binding agreement of these leases
upon the Mount Washington railway, and in regard to having any other interest in the hotel except its use as a statin, but Mr. Pingree seemed to be of the opinion that the railway was a party in
the latter. He thought it was chasing the devil around a stump to prove they did not control what
they did control. He understood that they had accommodations for a depot under some agreement, but did not understand their contracts. Mr. Sanborn here drew from the witness that the
Sargeant Purchase was held for one-third of the taxes on the mountain property, $46, and also
concerning the extension of the tracks past the stage office, which tracks the witness did not remember to have seen until this year. Mr. Pingree admitted that the Mount Washington Summit
road had not used their right of way to the Tip-top House since 1872. The stage office was necessary to the company for baggage use, and then again the line would want its termini on its own
land.
After some talk about the intricacies consequent upon ownership of this property by three persons and Mr. Aiken’s position as to ownership in the house and in the railway. Mr. Wadleigh said
the railway had no business to keep a hotel on land condemned for railway purposes, and that its
grant of land could never have been obtained for this purpose. If this hotel was not here the railway could have all the privileges it might ask, to which Mr. Sanborn replied that the road could
get some land to put a hotel on if it wanted to. Judge Ladd said that on the Western roads there
were big hotels run by private capital, and that no doubt parties stood ready to take this site on
Mount Washington and put accommodations equal to those at the Profile House.
Ebenezer S. Coe of Bangor
...was sworn and examined by Mr.
Wadleigh. He said he was “a trustee of
the Pingree estate; the Summit Road
Company built their turnpike 28 years
ago; originally its teams drove up to the
Tip-Top House, but since the building of
the railway they had made their termini
at the stage office, where they made connections with the railway; up to 1883
there was no talk about the leases or too
much rent. We had intended to build a
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hotel ourselves when Messrs. Aiken and Lyon commenced to build and we stopped; Mr. Lyon always thought the value we placed upon the summit a fair rental; I always supposed an agreement
was sacred until the railway was called in to annul the covenants of this contract. We leased the
Summit because we wished to accommodate the railroad, and the travel, and live in peace, and
we got along very well; the people over at the Crawford House, and other parties, had talked of
putting in stock to build a carriage road to the Summit, and if this is ever done we want the land
for its accommodation and not to have to cross the railway tracks; if we give the Mount Washington railway its location it will take all the available land up here, and we shall have no room for
any other buildings; it is not necessary that they have it; they only occupied their track leading
past the stage office 23 hours last summer, and the engine house itself but once, and that for a broken locomotive; they have room enough, and have had no trouble or accidents, and this is a simple question as to whether they shall abide by their agreements; the Pingree estate owns seveneights of the Mount Washington Summit Road Company, and it had had no collisions with the
railway, though Messrs. Aiken and Milliken sometimes disagree; had tried to be impartial with the
railway, though his interests were with his own road; the last lease of the Summit expired Nov. 1,
1887, and since then none had been made and the railway are now tenants at will; they made a
payment last fall on the rent; for the last five years they paid $3,000 a year and $2,000 prior to
that; they occupy a radius of 100 rods around the Summit; it would be wrong for them to take
more land and crowd everything else off, as there would be no room left for anything else.”
In reply to Mr. Sanborn as to what the land might be desired for, which he held so valuable,
Mr. Coe replied, “for cottage sites, for it has got to be the fashion to erect and build these on the
highest rocks, as at Bar Harbor.” Being pressed by Mr. Sanborn for some other reason, after this
witty reply, which caused much merriment, he said that there was about the same necessity for the
railway’s condemning more land on the Summit as there was for them to condemn seven acres at
the base 10 years ago, on which they had only cut the wood; the owners, it is said, were awarded
$25 for damages, but he hadn’t seen the money yet.
Walter Aiken of Franklin
...testified as follows; “I have been president and manager of the Mount Washington Railway
Company since the death of Col. George; before that time I was the manager of the road. I own
one-half of the Summit House and the other half is owned by the Boston, Concord & Montreal;
part of the land where it stands was condemned to the railroad, and part of it is owned by the Pingree estate. We furnish station facilities for the Mount Washington Railway Company. The portion of the land where the old Summit House is belongs to the Pingree estate, and also about onehalf of the platform in front of the house. We need an engine house badly, especially in the fall of
the year, to run our engines and cars into for protection. We have had several pipes and pumps
burst by standing in the cold, where if we could have had them under cover they would have been
all right. Then I do not consider it very safe to allow an engine to stand in front of this house
when the wind blows hard on account of fire; frequently when a certain amount of fire is left under the boilers, and the wind rises, the steam will begin to blow off, but we can get along with that.
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It is a general custom to house locomotives whenever we can. We do not use our present engine
house for the reason that our turn-table is very hard to work, and our tracks are so crooked that it
is considerable work to get them into the house, and in moderate weather we leave them out
rather than put them into the house. When it is cold weather, I have see twenty men trying to turn
the turntable, and it is a very disagreeable job; sometimes it is almost impossible. That is the reason we have not occupied our engine house, and it is the only reason we do not put our engines in
there nights. In regard to taking more land for our platform, when we have a large number of people here, we need all the room that we have with the new platform. I have been wanting to build
that platform for years, but never got at it. Sometimes people have complained of the engine blowing steam on them. When there are 300 people here, there is no more room than a railroad
should have for a station. People frequently get out on each side of the cars, and the extra room is
necessary for standing room. We need this land for the terminus of a road that is growing and doing a great deal of business. As it is now, we have to keep our engines almost in front of the house,
and I consider that a railroad needs a little room for a station. Most people especially railroad corporations, like to have their buildings on their own land. The tendency is more and more that way
every year. When this railroad was build the company did not have funds to build a station; in fact
they did not have the funds to finish the road. We ran it about eight years, and it took all we
earned to put into the road. I told Mr. Lyon if they did not have the money to build a station, we
would build it, and they gave us the land to build on. This is the first time we have attempted to
get terminal facilities up here on the mountains. We tried last year, but the commissioners could
not get to it. The reason why I want this land towards the signal station is, so I can have a straight
line to run my engines out on, and not have to turn. Engines using a cog-rail are much harder to
run than on the ordinary rail; that is, they are harder to turn. I have seen my men go out and have
to get the guests of the house to help turn the turntable, and the wind would blow so they could
hardly keep their feet. We do not pay anything whatever for terminal facilities here on the moun213
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tain, except that
our house stands
on their location.
When we first built
our road, we put up
with what facilities
the old Tip-Top
House could furnish, and unless I
am mistaken, I
tried to have the
parties who owned
here build a house
to put up the people we left here over night. They did not choose to build, so we did. There should be facilities to
take care of our engines and cars, and our workmen, and the people we bring up the mountain.
We cannot leave the people out of doors nights. I have seen this building a good many times as
full as it could be; so as a matter of prudence, I think a large amount of station room should be
furnished. If we did not have it, we should have to run up in the morning and back at night.
Sometimes we have to cancel a train on account of the wind. When the wind is blowing a hundred miles an hour, the men have orders not to start a train. We do not dare to start a train off
this hill when the wind is blowing a hundred miles an hour.”
Cross Examination
“Soon after we reached the Summit, I (Aiken) came to the conclusion we should need a large
house, and we built this house two years after we got here. I think it was at the suggestion of
Messrs. Coe and Pingree that we put in the provision that they could have the house. The owners
of the house were really the people who made the lease. The Mount Washington Railway Company have always kept their agreements as far as I know. We made the same provision in the second lease. At the end of the lease we made a new one; they were willing to extend the lease instead of taking the house. All the trouble we have ever had has been about the rent. We deemed
the rental extortionate and always have. I have no reason to dispute the letter which has been read
here, but if any one had asked me if I wrote it I should have told them no. I never thought the
rental fair. When the lease was made making those terms I think Mr. Lyon made it, and he agreed
to pay the extra thousand dollars. I have always been in favor of letting the Pingrees take the
house, but lately I have thought it better for the railroad to have it. On the second lease Lyon paid
$2000 a year and I paid $1000. When the third lease was made I got tired talking about the
money. I always considered the rental too high, but a man will do a great many things sometimes
for the sake of keeping the peace. When the lease expired, if we could not agree on a new one
they were to take the house at a fair valuation. I assisted in having this location made. I did not
carry out the agreement under that lease because I had changed my mind and thought the rail214
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road the proper party to have it. I thought it was better for all hands for the railroad to have it. We
do not care anything about the land down the hill, except for the water for our engine tanks. We
wanted a piece of land, going out from there in a straight line, and I though we had better ask for
the land where the Tip-Top House stands, than to leave that jog in there. The land where Among
the Clouds is we might want, but I cannot say about that. There is no curve coming up the mountain as sharp as that going into the engine house. We would like to have the land where the stage
office is, but we do not wish to trouble people any more than we have to. We might have to move
the stage office a little. We do not want but one session in getting the land we want, and we have
to look out for future business. If we need two tracks, we should need more at that point. With the
kind of weather we have had the last two seasons, business has been decreasing. I think the new
watering places have taken some of the mountain business. I do not think our business has increased much the last few years, but the American people are getting more and more in the habit
of taking vacations, and some of it may come this way. We do not exactly need the land where the
Tip-Top House is only in this way, while condemning the land we thought we would make a decent shaped piece of it. We need to go beyond the Tip-Top House, because this straight line
where we wish to run our cars runs out there. We propose to run our tracks to keep engines on out
as far as the signal station.”
John Horne of Lake Village
...testified as follows: “I... have been connected as an employee of the Mount Washington Railway Company for 14 years as master mechanic. I have been up and down the mountain a good
deal; sometimes I stop here over night. It is sometimes very hard work to turn the turntable. Last
Monday, if our train had been on that side track, there was not men enough on the mountain to
get it out. The frost had formed around the turntable and it was one mass of ice. You could not
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get power enough to move; the lever would have broken before it moved. We have lost trips on account of not being able to get the train out, and for that reason we stopped using the car house. It
is certainly improper to leave machinery out doors. When we came up last Sunday night it was a
fine night, but we did not know what the weather might be in the morning, so we did not put
them in, and if we had put them in, we could not have gotten them out. Sometimes a great many
people come up on the mountain. The Friday of the week the school teachers had their convention, we brought up 1382 passengers, besides some we passed, and men that came up to run the
house. The 10th of July, 1878, we ran 11 trains; that is, we brought six up and then went down
again with five trains, and brought the balance up. This track out here was all full of trains, and
we had an engine and three cars down on the side track. When we have all the men up here, we
can get along quite well, but if we start three or four trains, the last one is left in bad shape. Two
years ago we had a car on that side track; we started to push it, and when we struck the straight
line, the wind blew so hard we could not stop it, and it went off the track. It delayed us half an
hour. We had to have more land out here for a platform, to make people coming here comfortable, and to insure their safety. It is unusual to have 500 people here at a time, but we have had
them. When the Chautauquans were here last year, we had a very large crowd. We have had five
and six trains a number of times, and we have had six trains twice this year, and have five trains a
number of times.”
The testimony being finished, the hearing was adjourned, and decision reserved.

!"
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1892 - Aiken’s Thesis
In 1890, Walter Aiken gave his nephew permission to use one of the Mount Washington Railway engines to
conduct a series of experiments that would form the basis of a hand-written thesis young Charles W. Aiken and
a colleague, Robert S. Ball would submit nearly two years later for a Bachelors of Science degree in Mechanical
Engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge, Massachusetts. What follows is an
edited, transcribed version of that thesis that omits many pages of the measurements. Those interested in reading the full handwritten document may find it here (https://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/28188 )

A Series of Tests on a Mount Washington Locomotive
This Thesis is the report of some tests made on the Mount Washington locomotive Cloud under the various running conditions. It consists mainly of two parts, the tests on the evaporative efficiency of the boiler and the power developed by the engine on the different grades. This second
part may be again subdivided into two, the work done by the engine in ascending the mountain,
and that done against gravity in descending.
The results of the boiler and engine tests were afterwards combined thus giving the fuel and
water used per horse power per hour. The separate tests are finally compared all except two being
made with different loads.

View showing the indicator and the piping for the indicators.
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The locomotive on which these tests were made, resembles somewhat in appearance, an ordinary locomotive, but is in reality quite different. The boiler is of the locomotive type, designed to
burn wood. It is set on the frame at an angle of 10-degrees with the horizontal, the head end being the higher. This is done to bring the boiler into a horizontal position, when the engine is on a
grade. The shell of the boiler is 48" diameter, and there are 230 tubes 1½" dia and 5 ft long. The
smoke space being 18½" in
long. The shape and size of the
fire box will be seen by reference
in Fig.’s 1 and 2 on the following page. The grate is 28½" below the bottom of the fire door
which is 9" x 17". The frame on
which the boiler rests is simply a
rectangle made of wrought iron
1½" thick and 6" deep. This is 4
feet wide by 16 feet long and is
braced by tie rods and cross
pieces.
This frame rests on four wheels 24" in diameter which carry the weight of the locomotive, See Fig. 3. There are four cylinders, 8" x 12", two on each side. The two
back cylinders working on the same shaft
and the two front cylinders working together. Each pair are set 90 degrees apart
and the back pair is set 180 degrees from
the front pair. they have plain D slide
valves, with the cut off fixed at nine inches
no link motion being used. The front cylinders drive the axle A, Fig 3, on which is
the small pinion gear A, which goes into
the large gear B, on the shaft B. Through
these gears the cog wheel C is driven,
which running in the rack-rail moves the
engine. On the axle B are also the wheels
which support that end of the locomotive,
as the cog-wheel supports no weight, but
simply produces the motion. The pinion
gear A having 12, and the large gear B having 64 teeth, the multiplication is 5 and
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one-third, the crank making 5 and one-third revolutions for every revolution of the cog wheel.
Since the cog wheel has 19 teeth the pitch being 4 inches, for every revolution of the cog wheel
the movement of the engine is 76", then taking the cross speed of revolution as 200 per minute the speed of the locomotive will be 238 ft per minute with a maximum of 325 ft per minute - on
low grades.
The pulley D shown in Fig. 3 is a ratchet wheel with which the pawl I plays on the up trip,
thus preventing any movement in a backward direction. The pawl is raised on the return trip. The
pulley E is used for a friction brake, being surrounded by a steel band lined with leather, which is
brought to bearing on the pulley by means of a lever not shown in the figure. The pipes F and F'
are the steam supply pipes and the pipes G and G' are the exhaust pipes. The indicator is show at
H with the indicator rig at K. The details will be readily understood from the sketch.
The engine works in the usual way, going up the mountain, but on the down trip the manner
of working is somewhat novel. The action of the engine is reversed are instead of a pressure in
the cylinder moving the piston, and thus moving the locomotive, the locomotive, moving down
hill under the action of gravity, causes the pistons to move, and thus, air being allowed to enter
the cylinder, a pressure is produced in the pipes, which on the
up trip are the steam pipes, but
which on the down trip become
the exhaust-pipes. This excess of
pressure, on the under side of the
vales, tends to throw it from its
seat, which, is prevented, however, by having the vales bear
both on its seat and on the steam
chest - cover.
[description of valves etc]
In the purpose of lubricating
the cylinders, when running
down grade and using air instead
of steam, water is admitted to
the pipes from the boiler. This
has been found to work in a
much more satisfactory manner
than oil.
The boiler is fed by a 2½"
pump placed on the left side of
the cab, on the floor.
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The rack rail is made as shown in Fig. 5 by riveting short pieces of wrought iron of the
proper length into two angle irons. The rail are made in lengths of nine feet, and are bolted to the
trestle work by means of ¾" bolts passing through the holes shown in the figure. The rails now in
use are those that were originally laid and have been replaced in only a few instances.
A mixture of tar and
grease is used to lubricate the
rack rail and cog wheel being
applied every two or three
days
[engine constants & method
measurement explained]
A short description of the track is necessary for the purpose of future reference to principal
points.
The track has a total length of
about 3 miles and rises in this distance
about 3,010 ft. It leaves the base, where
the tests started, with a steep grade and
becomes more nearly level as it approaches the Waumbek Tank. Up to
this point it is almost straight, but soon
after leaving Cold Spring hill on which
the tank is situated, it curves considerably to the right. The next point noticeable is Jacob’s Ladder where the track
passes over a very high trestle (hence the
name) and swings round a very abrupt
curve. The gradient on the ladder is the
highest attained on the course. At the
head of the Ladder there is a steep portion which terminates in the straight
piece known as the Long Trestle. Above
the Long Trestle is located the Gulf
Tank where the gradient is comparatively small. The most level portion of
the whole is found just after leaving this
Front view of the Cloud, showing seats from which the indicators
tank. The last part of the track is very
were managed.
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steep as it approaches the summit.
Apparatus
The indicators used were four Crosbys fitted with 40, 50 and 60 scale springs. The cylinders
were bored and piped through the ends and the two ends united by means of a 3-way cock to the
indicator. The pipes were thus necessarily very long but it was found to be the only method as the
clearance (3/16") was not sufficiently large to admit of side boring without cutting into the piston.
All the pipes leading to the indicators were lagged with hair felt, and the indicators were placed
midway between the ends.
The motion of the crosshead was reduced from 12" to about 4" by the Brumbo pulley motion
which can be seen from reference to Fig. 6, that for the backward cylinders differed only in the
respect that the forging D was not needed, wooden brackets being used to pivot the link E to the
bottom of the cab.
Fig. 6 shows a vertical section of
the cylinder, it will be noticed that the
form of head in the head end is cast
double so that the length of pipe was
increased by having to bore through
A. The strings from the Brumbo pulleys went direct to the indicators,
those for the forward cylinders were
rather long which made a variation in
the lengths of the cards, while the
backward cylinders were free from
this error.
Counter
The revolution
counter was of the usual hawk clock
type reading to one revolution and
was tacked as is shown in Fig. 6
Grade
The grade was
determined by an apparatus which
consisted essentially of a ½" wrot
iron bar suspended inside the cab
from ⅜" pin and swung in a vertical
plane coincident in direction with the
track. The distance from the center
of suspension to a vertical pointer on
the rod was 3'. This pointer moved over a wooden arc of 3' rad graduated to 1/100ths ft. The pendulum was set at zero while the engine was on the turn table. Difficulty at first was experience in
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reading the arc divisions owing to the excessive vibration of the engine but this was obviated by
fixing to the end of the rod a fan of tin which dipped into a circular trough of cylinder oil, the resistance of which made it possible to read accurately. The curve inserted was platted from the
readings of the instrument and gives the grade in feet per mile. A correction of 2 must be subtracted from the gradiometer reading.
Barometer The barometer used was an aneroid. The instrument was frequently compared
with the mercurial at the meteorological station on the summit and was found to be correct in its
readings.
Calorimeter The calorimeter used was a 4" throttling one, and was used to determine the
quality of the steam furnished by the boiler. It took steam from pipe K Fig. 4 and it is shown in
position on the left of the figure. A pressure of about 20 lbs was maintained in the calorimeter
throughout the testing. the resulting percentage of moisture was 1.5, this being constant throughout.
The thermometers and gauges used were standard instruments and the boiler gauge on the
engine was replaced by a Crosby.
The Waumbek and Gulf Tanks were calibrated per 1/100 ft of the depth within probabe limits of draught. For this purpose scales were made out of pine boards 3' x 1' cross section graduated to 1/100ths ft and well shellacked. By means of floats connected with pointer which moved
on the scales, readings could be taken when the engine drew water. As the calibration of the tanks
showed the amount per 1/100th ft depth to be a constant, the wt of water could be at once readily recorded.
The calibration was performed as follows. The valve on the tank was opened and the water
allowed to run into a barrel on scales. When the level of the water was lowered a convenient distance as read on the scale, the valve was closed and the quantity of water per unit of depth determined. The leakage from the tank was negligible during the operation.
Waumbek
Gulf

Result of calibration
per 1/100 ft depth
per 1/100 ft depth

44.80 lbs.
83.00 lbs

The wood was weighed in lots of 500 lbs on a standard Fairbanks scale which was carefully
adjusted and tested before use. The wood on being weighed was laid by until the engine came to
the shed to “wood up.” This operation usually lasted over an hour and every pound of wood put
on the tender was recorded. At the conclusion of the test the wood remaining in the tender was
weighed, but no attempt was made to weigh the ashes, it being impossible owing to the form of
fire box. The error introduced from this cause must be slight, as there were but little ashes left at
the conclusion of a test. What was left would form a very small percentage of the total wt of fuel
burned on the trip. The percentage of moisture in the wood was found by roasting a fair sample
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weighing 50 lbs, in an oven for 24 hours. The heat of the oven was not sufficient to scorch the
wood. The result of this showed the wood to contain 6 % of moisture.
A pump test was made to find the steam consumption of the feed pump. The test was made
while the engine had steam up in the shed. The pump was started forcing water into the boiler
against the usual steam pressure. The strokes were counted, and when constant the feed pipe was
discontinued from the boiler and the pump allowed to discharge into the air. The valve on the exit
water pipe was then closed partially until the pump made the same number of strokes as before.
The steam supply not being altered it was then assumed that the same quantity of steam was
used. the wt of steam was determined by condensation in a barrel on scales.
Six tests were made 5 of which are recorded the first being merely a trial of the apparatus. Of
these 5, nos 4 and 5 are both “up” and “down” tests and the rest are “up” only.
Indicator cards were taken from all cylinders at intervals of 5 minutes on the stroke of a gong
rung from the cab. At the same time the gradiometer, counter, barometer & gauge readings were
taken in the cab.
While coming down cards were also taken every 5 minutes. The engine test began when the
train left the base & the boiler test when steam was up. The engine tank at starting was usually full
& stops were made at Waumbek and the Gulf to draw water. The amount drawn in was recorded.
On arriving at the summit the boiler feed pump was connected with the engine tank and the water pumped into barrels. This quantity was deducted from the amount drawn in thus giving the
consumption on the “up” trip.
Test Number Two
Test No. 2 was made at noon on Aug. 4th. The engine pushing up a platform car loaded with
wood and ice. The estimated weight of which was 3½ tons. The weight of the car being about
one ton and the estimated weight of the engine with wood and water being 10 tons, making the
of 14½ tons. We were obliged to take the estimated weight of the engine and cars, as there were
no track scales on which we could get their weight. The duration of the test 71.5 minutes. [description of tables where results recorded]
Test Number Three
This test was made on the night train Aug. 4th. There being 25 passengers and the baggage
car. The estimated weight of car and passengers being 5 tons. The wood and water were both
weighed. [description of tables of results]
Test Number Four
This was made in the morning trip Aug 5th with a large car and 54 passengers but with no
baggage car. The estimated weight of the car and passengers being 5½ tons. Both the wood and
water were weighed. [description of tables of results]
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Test Number Five
This test was made at noon on Aug. 6th with the engine alone, curves being taken both on the
up and down trip. [description of tables of results]
The points on the plot came more evenly in this test than in any other. This was due probably
to there being no car, and consequently, less friction going around curves.
Test Number Six
This test, the last of the series, was made on the night trip Aug 6th with 24 passengers and the
baggage car. The estimated weight of the load being 5 tons. Both the wood and water were
weighed. The wood being also weighed for the round trip including the building of a fire in the
morning at the summit. 2743 lbs was used on the round trip.
Test Four - Down
Cards were taken on the down trip but the max FPs do not correspond with the max grades.
The car being controlled by a friction brake, consequently the pressure on the engine was constantly changing. The max FP on the down trip was 101.58 taken where the weight of the car was
allowed to come entirely on the engine.
Test Number Five Down
This test was made with the engine alone. The FPs varied more nearly as the grades for the
same reason as on the up trip.
The loads pushed up on the different trips with the horse power developed are show on p. 92.
Tests 3 and 6 were made under practically the same conditions, but the same car was not used
and the quantity of freight carried on the baggage car was not the same.
Test 4 was made with the largest car belonging to the road and which is supposed to be harder
to push up than the other cars. This would appear to be the case as the baggage car included in
the other tests would more than counter-balance the larger number of passengers carried on Test
3.
The larger amount of wood burned in Test 4 is to be expected. The quantity of water evaporated per lb. of fuel being slightly lower than in the other tests.
The water evaporated per lb. of fuel in Test 3 seems to be unusually high. This is probably
due in a great measure to the fireman. The engine being fired on this trip by the most expert man.
It would seem that 230 is a fair average for the lbs of water evaporated per lbs. of fuel. The HP
developed between 90 & 95 with average loads. Test no. 5 shows the power required to run the engine alone, it being about 64% of the power developed with the average load, this at first sight
seems rather excessive but appears more reasonable when the respective weights of engine and
cars are considered, the former constituting about twice the total weight in each case. It will be
seen that the work is evenly divided between the head and crank ends, the head ends if anything
doing slightly more.
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The quantity of water per HP per hour does not seem excessive when the type of valve and
length of cut off (¾ stroke) are considered.
Greater efficiency could be got out of the engine by piping the cylinder so that there would
not be such a drop in pressure between the boiler and cylinders. At present the engine is worked
to its fullest capacity on steep grades, and were the piping rearranged such a high boiler pressure
need not be maintained.

!"

One of the engines in use at the current time on the Mt. Washington Ry.
The Among the Clouds newspaper reports on these tests may be found in Chapter 4 Sec. 16, and the Vol. 3
Aggregated Timeline (1890 & 1891) in this manuscript. Charles W. Aiken would graduate from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and become a consulting engineer living in Brooklyn, N.Y. His obituary in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle reports
he was the owner of Aiken Manor on Webster Lake in Franklin,
N.H. and had come to that place from Lorain, Ohio, to spend the
summer of 1936. He died at the Franklin Hospital on September 2,
1936 at the age of 67. He was survived by his widow, a daughter, a
stepson and a grandson.
The editor is indebted to Cogger Dennis “Stretch” Buss, who
earned his BS, MS and PhD from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, for convincing the MIT archives to rescan the online Aiken Thesis at photo-quality reproduction
levels so the images contained in the word could be properly viewed.
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1897 - The Falcon Takes Flight

When Cog kids in the Jitney era counted, their number sequence went “One, Two, Three, Four,
Six, Eight, Nine” because there was no number Five or number Seven engine running on the line.
Adults asked about the discrepancy were vague as to why - there was a wreck or something. There
had been a No. 5 Cloud (below) and a No. 7 Falcon (above) at one time but no more.
Glenn Kidder’s book says there were three Clouds in all.
The first built in 1870 with an upright boiler (left) was replaced six years later with a No. 5 that featured a horizontal boiler. In the summer of 1890, the second Cloud helped
Walter Aiken’s nephew earn a Bachelor’s degree from
MIT. Charles W. Aiken and classmates, Robert S. Hall and
F. A. Cole conducted a number of tests “on the evaporative efficiency of the boiler and the power developed by the
engine on different grades.” The hand-written thesis submitted in February 1892 contained mechanical drawings
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of the Cloud’s frame and boiler controls to assist in explaining the engine’s operation. Those diagrams are reproduced here.
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The second Cloud was extensively damaged in the 1895 Base fire and scrapped.
The third Cloud was also built in 1883, but only carried the No. 5 and not the name. That No. 5 (left) became No. 3 Base Station when the No. 3 Hercules was
scrapped in 1934. With that switch the number Five
was retired from the locomotive roster, and Clouds disappeared from Cog sign boards.
The first No. 7 Falcon built in 1883 (seen at the start of
this section) was also singed in the 1895 blaze, but was
re-built and became the No. 1 Mt. Washington. The second No. 7 Falcon was built in 1895 with a diamond
No. 5 at Base/Shop loading area (August 1913) smokestack (below) on a horizontal boiler, but it car- N.H. Then and Now Collection
ried only the number Seven, and it’s luck ran out just
two years later in an “unusual” accident at the Summit. Unusual in that a locomotive parked according to procedure with brakes on, and ratchet down next to the hotel at the Summit should
not be able to be pushed by the wind to roll off the top of the mountain and careen down the
tracks. (Editor’s note: Tests on a flatcar at the Summit in 1946 determined wind would need to exert a force of some 825 pounds
per square inch to move just a 3-and-a-half ton car on a partially wound brake, but if the brake was tight a steady force of 1930
pounds and gust jerk of 2870 pounds could not move the car. According to the Railway’s Annual Report in 1896, the No. 7, it’s
passenger and baggage car would have weighed a total of 15 tons empty.)

However in 1897, wind was precisely the villain named in an accident story that went national, and the No. 7 was never used again on an engine at the Cog.
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Train Blown from the Track
Wind Hurls an Engine and
Two Cars Down Mount Washington
CONCORD. N. H. July 15 — A dispatch from Fabyan’s today says that an engine, passenger
car, and baggage trailer on the Mount Washington Railroad were blown from the platform at the
summit of the mountain yesterday afternoon. The train was carried down the mountain, and was
destroyed. There was no one aboard at the time.
- New York Times - July16, 1897

Train blown Off
Last Wednesday morning an engine and car were run out of the engine house on Mt. Washington to the front of the Tip Top house, waiting for passengers to leave at 7 a.m. While the engineer was temporarily absent a gust of wind started the train down the track at fearful speed.
When two hundred feet below the Lizzie Bourne monument, where there is a sharp curve, the engine left the track and was converted into a heap of iron. The car followed the track about a mile,
when it leaped into space and landed some distance from the road, a total wreck. No passenger
trains were run Wednesday on account of the mishap, but Thursday the road was open for travel
as usual. This is the first accident of any importance since the road was built, twenty-eight years
ago. It was a very fortunate circumstance that there were no passengers on the train.
- Littleton Courier - Wednesday, July21, 1897

An engine, passenger car and baggage trailer on the Mount Washington Railway were blown
down the mountain last Wednesday during a terrific gale. The train was carried down the side of
the mountain and destroyed. No one was injured as the train was empty. The accident would not
have occurred if the engineer and fireman had been at their posts. The loss is heavy.
- Vermont Watchman (Montpelier, VT) - Wed, July 21, 1897 pg. 8
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Blew a Train of Cars Off the Mountain
CONCORD. N. H—The terrific cloudburst and tornado which devastated the northern portion of the state last week furnished a startling addition to the history of Mount Washington and
its railway.
At the afternoon hour, when the wind had attained its highest velocity, one of the mountain
trains, consisting of a passenger car, baggage trailer and engine, was standing on the platform at
the summit of the mountain. The wind picked it up as if it had been a toy and blew it completely
over, off from the track and down the precipitous side of the mountain. It was completely demolished.
Luckily there was absolutely no one either on the engine or in the car. There was no interruption in train service.
- New York Journal reprinted Los Angeles Herald, Volume 26, Number 304, 31 July 1897

Chronicles of the White Mountains - 1916
As has been already stated, no passenger has ever been even injured on the Railway. The only
mishap of any consequence, and a most peculiar one, occurred about the middle of July 1897,
when a train consisting of a locomotive, passenger car, and baggage car was wrecked. A heavy
gust of wind struck the train, which was standing near the Summit, with such force as to start it
off down the line. It was found that about a quarter of a mile down. The engine and baggage car
had jumped the track, had turned over and over while falling a hundred feet or more into the gulf,
and had become total wrecks. The man sent out to investigate on a slide-board reported that he
saw nothing of the passenger car, but it was later discovered that this had left the track at a curve
near Jacob’s Ladder, had turned over and had been completely demolished. Fortunately no one
was on board.
- Kilbourne, Frederick W. “Chronicles of the White Mountains” Houghton Mifflin Co. Boston, 1916 – pg. 244

The 54th Annual Report of the New Hampshire Railroad Commissioners for 1898 reveals the Mount
Washington Railway Co. took $5,000 off its books - $4,000 for one locomotive and $1,000 for
one passenger car “destroyed on mountain.” Despite the loss, the company was able to pay out a
4 per cent dividend ($8,460) on its common stock, and end the year with a $14,413 surplus on its
balance sheet. They carried 5,950 passengers that year.
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1912 - Electric Scenic Railway

Messrs Mellen & Morgan’s Master Plan
“The new Summit House that is to crown Mount Washington, New England’s grandest mountain, will in every respect be a monument to New Hampshire, while the new electric scenic railway, which will be nearly twenty miles long and circle the mountain two and one-half times, will
be one of the wonders of the world. Plans are nearing completion for both railway and hotel. The
total cost of the improvements, including the electric railway, hotel, power plant, rolling stock and
equipment, is estimated at about $1,500,000. The vast proposition is to be financed by an issue of
stock of the Concord & Montreal Railroad, authorized by a vote of the stockholders in June,
1912.
“A foot-path, opened in 1817, a bridle path, made in 1840, and a carriage road, finished in
1861, were in turn the means of ascent of Mount Washington. Then the happy thought of a New
Hampshire business man - Sylvester Marsh of Littleton - revolutionized mountain climbing. The
simple device of a cog wheel playing in a central rail was the means which he devised by which a
locomotive might draw itself and its load up the steep grades. “Give him a charter to build his railway to the moon,” said a member, when Mr. Marsh unfolded his plan to the New Hampshire Leg233
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islature. But in 1858 the charter was granted. Several years went by before practical railroad men
saw the merit of Mr. Marsh’s idea and made his dream a reality. In 1869 the trains first reached
the top of Mount Washington, and Mr. Marsh took his place in history as the builder of the first
cog railway to the top of any mountain in the world. The cost of the road was about $150,000,
and three years were spent in its construction.
“The present cog railway has been in operation for 43 years, and thousands of people have
thus ascended and descended without accident. But it is safe to say that the little engines and
closed cars are becoming insufficient to handle the growing traffic. This was the problem that had
for some time confronted the railroad officials. At one time it was thought to electrify the present
road, but that plan was soon abandoned. Then the idea of making a traction road was taken up.
“Vice-President E. H. McHenry, of the New York, New Haven & Hartford and Boston &
Maine Railroads, was the first to take into consideration the construction of an electric railway
which would depart from the old route and by winding about the mountain, open up new scenic
attractions. He assigned to Chief Engineer A. B. Corthell, of the Boston & Maine Railroad, the
working out of the problem. Under Mr. Corthell’s direction, Engineer F. S. Darling was placed in
the field and reconnaissances were made. The development of the enterprise, together with the
planning of the new hotel is under Mr. McHenry’s personal direction.”
A Twenty-Mile Trolley Line to the Summit - A Masterpiece of Engineering
“The building of the old cog railway up Mount Washington was a simple piece of work compared with the problem which confronted the Boston & Maine Engineers. In building the cog
road, the proposition was one of cutting down trees on a straight pathway, leveling up the inequalities of surface, and above the timber line putting in trestles wherever necessary. To provide for permanence of construction, to avoid the marring of the landscape, to secure easy grades and to
reach points affording the finest views - all these were factors which entered largely into the new
problem but not at all into the old one. Furthermore, the possibilities of destruction by landslides
and winter avalanches had to be considered, as well as the use of a form of power unknown in
Sylvester Marsh’s day.
“Engineer Darling celebrated the Fourth of July, 1911, by starting the actual survey of the
route along these lines. With seventeen men he began the preliminary survey, and in the face of
great difficulties, but with a double crew of men the last two months, made both the survey and
location of the road, and completed his task in October.
“Grades were studied and various routes followed, the grades varying from three to ten per
cent. Finally, a uniform grade of six per cent was decided upon, and on this basis routes were studied. One ran around the Lakes of the Clouds, between Mount Washington and Mount Monroe.
Another was planned to run along the Great Gulf side of Mount Clay, but the sheer precipices on
this side caused an abandonment of this plan.
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“All the time the engineers had to keep in mind, besides the engineering problems, which were
many and varied, the preservation of the landscape and the matter of reaching the vantage points
for views. This, of course, complicated the task. Finally, a route which would afford the finest
views to the West and North, reaching the picturesque height known as the Ridge of the Caps
and the Castellated Ridge, and then going along the westerly side of Mounts Jefferson and Clay,
and finally encircling the cone of Mount Washington, affording views in every direction, was decided upon. One advantage of this plan was that it would be possible, at no great cost, to run a
spur to Mount Adams.
“The first part of the survey led through the dense woods on the lower slopes up the Jefferson
Notch. But this was nothing compared with the difficulties met on the survey above timber line.
The difficulties of locomotion over rocks covered with hedge-like growth of stunted spruces can
better be imagined than described. In some cases the branches of the dwarfed trees, which were
fifty years old and not more than three feet in height, were so interlaced that it was possible to
walk along the treetops, stepping close to the trunks. This was dangerous, because the branches
might give way, precipitating one into a hole in the rocks from which he might emerge with a broken leg. Added to this was the discomfort and difficulty of surveying where sudden rainstorms
would arise, and clouds would hide members of the party from one another. To complete the field
work in less than four months was a great feat in itself. All the time the engineers had to keep in
mind those long streaks down the side of the mountain which told landslides which would wipe
out any railroad structure. As the route is laid out, all danger from this source has been eliminated.”
Proposed Right of Way
“The present road from Fabyan to the Base, a distance of nearly seven miles with a maximum
grade of five and one-half per cent, will be electrified and used as part of the scenic system.
“Fabyan, the union station of the Boston & Maine and Maine Central Railroads, will be the
starting point for the ascent. There will be a stop at Bretton Woods, half a mile from Fabyan, the
station for the Mount Washington and Mount Pleasant hotels. Then, turning to the left the line
passes Lake Carolyn and the Bretton Woods golf links and goes for some distance along the rocky
gorge of the Ammonoosuc, where views may be had of the remarkable rock formations down
which the raging stream tumbles. The southern peaks of the Presidential Range - Monroe, Franklin, Pleasant, Clinton, Jackson and Webster - are seen at the right, while Mount Washington is supported on the left by Mounts Clay and Jefferson. The line continues, crossing several streams, and
always climbing higher, reaches the Base Station, 1000 feet above Fabyan and Bretton Woods.
“At Base Station the new road begins. It starts exactly at right angles to the present line, and at
several points the road runs directly away from the summit of Mount Washington. Running almost north the first two miles of the journey from Base Station is through the woods, crossing Jefferson Brook and winding a serpentine way up through the picturesque and wild Jefferson Notch,
with the Dartmouth range and Mount Mitten off to the left. At this point a feeder electric line
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runs up directly toward the summit of Jefferson. From Jefferson Notch, which is reached at an altitude of some 3,200 feet, the road crosses what is known as the Ridge of the Caps, unfolding a series of panoramic views to the north and west. Five hundred feet higher the road comes to the
very edge of the Castellated Ridge, and here will be one of the most interesting features of the
journey. Instead of making a turn around the edge of the ridge the railway will go through the
ridge by a tunnel, and with a turn to the left will come out and cross over itself.
“On the west slope of Mount Jefferson, beginning at the Castellated Ridge, the route presented great engineering difficulties, making it necessary to put in two switchbacks. Such a
method, of course, could not be used on an ordinary road, but here it will be an additional attraction and a novel feature. In a direct line from Jefferson Notch to the highest point on the side of
this mountain where the railroad runs is a distance of less than a mile and a half, but by the railroad it is about six miles. After the road passes over itself it runs back toward Base Station, but always climbing, for a mile and a half. At the first switchback there is a sheer drop in front of nearly
a thousand feet. The car will then run backward to the Castellated Ridge and the second switchback, affording a view down into the deep Raving of the Castles and beyond Mount Jefferson to
Mount Adams, Mount Quincy Adams and Mount Madison. From the second switchback the traveler for the next few miles faces Mount Washington. Running along the side of Mount Jefferson,
some nine hundred feet below the summit, a detour is made between Mount Jefferson and Mount
Clay in order to afford a view of the Great Gulf, although this is not seen at its best until later. To
the right, looking across Burt’s Ravine, some 1200 feet below, is an inspiring series of views. The
road runs along the slope of Mount Clay only a few hundred feet below the summit and crosses
the old cog road at a point near the Gulf water tank.
“From this point the road is on Mount Washington itself, and a wide prospect is opened up of
the southern peaks, Monroe, Franklin and Pleasant, and the country beyond. Coming in sight of
the Lakes of the Clouds, the road makes an abrupt turn to the left, beginning the circling of the
summit and giving a wonderful view down into Tuckerman’s Ravine. Climbing higher, it runs
above the Alpine Garden and unfolds views toward North Conway, Lake Winnipesaukee and Portland. Making another turn to the left the road doubles back and crosses the carriage road, looking
down into the Great Gulf, with Spaulding Lake 1200 feet below. Again crossing the old cog road
the electric line completes a circuit of the Summit but, makes another complete turn and comes
to an end in front of the new hotel, having run two and a half times around the top of Mount
Washington.
“Thus the visitor will have repeated outlooks at different elevations toward every point of the
compass, and will be able to look down on the road below over which he has already traveled.
Many of the grandest sights will be brought within the reach of all which now can only be seen
after long and arduous climbs.”
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The New Hotel - A Massive Structure of Stone, Steel, Concrete and Glass
“Unique among hotels will be the structure which will surmount the pinnacle of New England. It will be the only hotel in the world which will have a mountain top sticking through its
floor. It will have every room an outside room, and in spite of its location it will be equipped with
all modern conveniences and provide for all the possible wants of tourists. The new hotel will
have one hundred sleeping rooms and will be three stories in height. In planning it the most unusual features have been incorporated. It will be a combination observatory and hotel, and will
not “get in its own way” to obstruct the view.
“In planning the hotel the general features were decided upon
only after many consultations of officials, and the working out of the
details of the plans was left to Architect R. C. Reamer (right) of the
New Haven road’s engineering department, who had years of experience in this line, having planned unusual features for the Yellowstone
Park hotels (below). It was recognized that the season would be short,
and that a large number of people would go to the mountain merely
to spend a few hours, while others, disappointed in the weather after
reaching the summit, would wish to spend the night. Accordingly,
provision was made for a dining-room which would accommodate
some 300 or 400 people during the day. Of the hundred rooms,
many will be provided with baths The building will be of stone,
wood not being able to withstand the elements, and plenty of the
solid material being already at hand. It will be absolutely fireproof.

Architect Robert Chambers Reamer

“The great feature of the building will be a circular observatory 150 feet in diameter. The sides will be practically all of
heavy glass, and the fan-shaped wings of the building on the
east side will be so placed that only 48 out of the 360 degrees of the circular observatory will be cut off from the
view. The observatory, which is three stories high, will be surmounted by a circular walk on the roof, and a glass skylight
90 feet in diameter. Above all will be a searchlight which will
be of sufficient power to be seen from Portland, Me., and
other points equally distant.
“The railroad station will be on the south side of the hotel,
and provision is made for separating the passenger and
freight traffic, one passageway leading to the service and
store rooms, while another will go directly into the hotel. In
the basement will be the kitchen, boiler and engine rooms,
wine room, barber shop, billiard-room, lavatories and serInterior of Reamer’s Old Faithful Inn
vants’ rooms. From the passageway, which goes into the side
with four stories of balconies
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of the mountain, one goes up a flight of stairs or by elevator into the lobby of the hotel, which is
entirely apart from the circular rotunda. Here will be the service rooms, some sleeping rooms, the
great dining room and the news and souvenir stands. Above this are two stories, just alike, in
which the rooms run around the observatory well and are in both wings.
“Verandas and porches are of little use on the summit of Mount Washington, and therefore
the “verandas’ of the hotel are placed within the observatory part itself. Around the outside of the
first floor, however, will be a terrace, and the glass side of the rotunda will open so that one may
step directly from there out of doors to the terrace. The observatory part will be centered on
the highest point of the mountain, and a picturesque feature will be in having the very
summit of the mountain itself protrude
through the floor so that one may stand on the
summit and view the horizon for 312 degrees
of the circle. Inside the rotunda a row of pillars will support the upper stories, but these
will not obstruct the view, as they have a common center, and between the pillars and the
observatory walls will be a space of some 25
feet clear. On the second story, surrounded by
the sleeping-rooms, will be a circular gallery,
looking down into the rotunda. Around the
circular skylight on the roof will be a space 25
feet wide. The building will be handsomely
furnished throughout, and the interior finish
will be rich and expensive. In lighting the interior some novel effects will be produced, but
the details are not fully worked out.”
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Plot of location of proposed “new power house” site behind woodshed. New pumping station located to left of laundry.
“Engineers Camp” building for survey team to right of Car House. (1912)
- Joseph Orlando Jr. Collection

New Line to be Concord and Montreal Extension
“The present road from Fabyan to the Base is now owned by the Concord & Montreal Railroad, which also owns valuable rights at the Base and Summit as well as the stock of the Mount
Washington Railway. The new line will be an extension of the Concord & Montreal from Base to
Summit.
“The pumping station at the Base to supply the new hotel with water was completed last fall,
together with the pipe line from the Base to Summit. This plant is unusual in that the water is
pumped in one stage or lift from Base to Summit, an altitude of 3,700 feet, and the pressure is tremendous.
“The power plant which will generate the electricity to keep this vast establishment in operation will be located on the Ammonoosuc river at the Base. The Base will also be retained as the
headquarters for the railway.
“Electric cars will start at Fabyan and run through to the Summit without change, requiring
less than two hours for the trip. When the new line is complete the cog road will be abandoned.”

!"
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June 1912
The Design of an Electric Railway for Mount Washington:
A Thesis Submitted to the Faculty of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute
For the Degree of Electrical Engineer
by
Millard F. Clement

The design for an electric railway for Mount Washington has been undertaken as a thesis for
three reasons: First, because of the writer’s close acquaintance with the present conditions on the
mountain, second, because the present railway with its smoky and dirty little engines is becoming
insufficient to handle the growing traffic, and third because the proposition seemed of enough engineering importance to warrant the expenditure of time and efforts. The writer has not been disappointed in the least by the last point.
Historical
Mount Washington, the ancient Agiochook (“mountain with snowy forehead”) of the Indians, is
the highest point of land in the easter part of Norther America. It is situated in the northern corner of the state of New Hampshire, forming the crown of that section of the White Mountains
known as the Presidential Range, and has an altitude above sea level of approximately 6,300 feet.
It lies in the unincorporated tract of land known as Sargent’s Purchase, and was originally sold by
the state of New Hampshire to Jacob Sargent and others, May 31, 1832, for $3,000. It has passed
thru various hands and is still privately owned, but a considerable portion of the summit has been
conveyed to the Mount Washington Railway Company.
The present rack road which extends from Base Station (To be called Ammonoosuc) to Summit was the idea of Sylvester Marsh of Littleton, N.H. who was granted a charter for it in 1858..
The road was finished to the summit in 1869 having taken three years in construction and costing
$150,000.
Length of Line and Grades
The essential features of the road are the rack (shown by photographs) and the heavy grade
which averages 25% for the 3.3 miles of track with a maximum of 37½% at “Jacob’s Ladder”.
The road is reached by a branch line from the Boston & Maine R.R. at Fabyan. A fuller explanation is given later under “proposed line” this
same branch to the Base Station being used.
Rolling Stock
The rolling stock consists of 6 train units
which are made up of an engine and tender
and one passenger car. The locomotive,
equipped with two pairs of cylinders conveying power to two large cog wheels operating
independently on the roack, pushed the car up
the mountain and holds back by compression
coming down. Each car is furthermore
equipped with its own cog wheel and hand
brakes. A safety appliance, whereby only a
definite speed can be attained, has proven efficient for the 43 years of service.
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Schedule Speed
The running time from Fabyan to Base is 32 minutes and from Base to Summit 80 minutes.
The schedule speeds are then as follows: Fabyan to Base - 14 MPH / Base to Summit - 2.5 MPH
Concentrated Traffic
Schedules have been such that it was necessary to take the 400 (passengers) up at once in the
morning and return in the middle of afternoon, although a train used to go up in later afternoon
when Summit House was running and return in early morning. The above condition which prevails largely at present has lent the most difficulties to a proposed change of line with the accompanying use of electricity for power.
Reasons for Making Some Change,
Preferably Use of Electricity
Inadequacy of Present System
The above figures in regard to the equipment and traffic show tht on those days when 400 are
taken up the mountain the capacity of the cars is taxed to the utmost. In fact the writer has taken
the trip when some over 300 passengers were crowded into 6 trains. As all cars seat 40, save one
which seats 48, many sat on the steps, some sat on planks across the tender, while many were
forced to stand.
Smoke Nuisance
Add to the above conditions the smoke and steam from a wood burning locomotive and with
little or not wind the conditions are very unpleasant. Coal has been tried in the loconotives but
found unsatisfactory due to the altitude.
Short Ride and Limited View
The third important reason for making a change is the fact that the present road follows one
side of a ridge from base to summit which permits but a limited view, to obtain which the passen241
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ger is forced to twist around in the seat and get his head out of the window, those on the inside faring still worse. The view at right angles to the line is very limited until near the summit and then
in but one general direction which is often at this height obstructed by clouds.
The fare for the round trip, which at present lasts from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. with 2 hours at
summit, is four dollars.
Statement of Problem
The problem is then to enlarge the capacity of and the pleasure of a ride on the present system at a lower fare or, make use of a completely new line and equipment.
Possible Solutions
Enlarge Present System
The speed of trains on the present road, which is 2.5 MPH cannot be safely increased because
of limitations in capacity of locomotive and the condition of the trestle-work. The number of
trains cannot well be increased due to the schedule and there being no provision for two trains
passing or a greater number being stored at the summit.
Replace Steam Locomotives with Gasolene Power
To replace the present steam locomotives with a gasolene type does not remove the above hindrances, merely eliminates the smoke nuisance; besides, a suitable gasolene equipment is not a present on the market.
Electrify the Present Road
The electrification of the present road is out of the question as is any change of power on the
present road, since it would only increase the capacity possibly, while the view would remain the
same and the fare for the short ride would in all probability be increased.
Add to the above features the fact the two equipments (branch line train and rack system) are
already in use, causing delay while changing cars at Base Station, then the desirability of an entirely new system, involving same equipment from Fabyan to Summit becomes apparent.Proposed
Right of Way
Uniform Six Per Cent Grade
In view of the limitations on the present rack system, as
mentioned above, the writer proposes to abandon it and so a
new right of way has been laid out from the Base Station (Ammonoosuc) to the Summit of Mount Washington which involves nearly 12 miles of approximately 6% grade and makes
use of two switch-backs, one on the Castellated Ridge of Mt.
Jefferson and the other at the foot of the cone of Mt. Washington near the Lakes of the Clouds. These switch-backs have
been called Jefferson and Munroe respectively.
Location and Map
The proposed road would be a continuation of the present
line, (see photo #10) from Fabyan to the Base Station. Following this page is an enlarged government map showing in detail
the proposed extension to the Summit from the Base Station.
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Description of Line
Beginning at Fabyan the run to Bretton Woods is over practically straight level track first passing thru the steel covered bridge and then paralleling the state road and main promenade between the Fabyan House and the Mt. Pleasant House.
The start is really made at Bretton Woods (the station for the Mt. Washington and Mt. Pleasant Hotels) from which point the run is made over level track past Lake Carolyn and the golf links
in a northeasterly direction meeting a 2% grade at the edge of the woods about 1.6 miles from Fabyan. Three miles of the 2% grade follow with curves varying up toe 11 degrees as the track
winds up the south bank of the Ammonosuc, after which the gradient rises to 5.5% and the line
continues crossing several streams including Pleasant Brook and reaches Ammonoosuc 1,000 ft.
above Fabyan and 6.5 miles distant from it.
From Ammonoosuc the proposed line begins with a 14.6 degree curve 850 feeting long which
bears around to the northwest across the river, over a wooden trestle, and follows the general run
of the contours toward the north at a 5.8% grade. Clay and Jefferson Brooks are crossed on short
wooden trestles and the road winds around the ridge of the Caps toward the north-east, then
crosses several more small streams reaching Jefferson, the first switchback, at an altitude of 2390
ft. above Fabyan.
From Jefferson the road takes a direction nearly due south following along he west slopes of
Mts. Jefferson and Clay at a uniform grade of 5.8% with alternate straight track and curves running up to 18 degrees. The old rack road is crossed at an altitude of 5100 feet or 3500 feet above
Fabyan and with the same general direction the track ends at Munroe, the second switchback
which overlooks the Lakes of the Clouds.
From Munroe to the Summit the grade runs at 6% in a northerly direction, recrosses the old
rack road 700 feet higher than before and bears sharply to the east around a 19 degree curve.
About 1500 feet further on it crosses the Carriage Road, makes a loop around a crag, and returns
again toward the south beginning the spiral which requires two complete turns before reaching
the Summit station at an altitude of 6270 feet and 4770 feet above Fabyan. The last 1800 feet of
track would have a spiral varying from 21 degrees to 33 degrees, the latter being equivalent to a
1% grade.
Two 150 ft. sidings would be provided at the Summit for storage of cars during the lay-over
and a small car barn for the cars remaining over night and needing slight repairs.
Storage Battery Cars
The above line having been decided upon several systems presented themselves; for it should
be stated here, that although the design of an electric railway was the problem undertaken, yet it
seem desirable at the same time to make comparisons as far as practicable with any other suitable
system that came to notice.
The Federal Storage Battery Car was the first to come up and because it was early seen that
with traffic bunched as at present the load factor on a suitable power plant would be exceedingly
poor. It was hoped that a storage batter car might be used, thus dissipating in an hour to two the
energy which had been stored up during the rest of the day, from a smaller plant, to drive the car
up the grade.
(Clement contacts the company about the plan, and sends them the grade profile and map.)
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Mr. A. M. Thresher, Chief Engineer (of Federal Storage) replied: “Although we are operating
a number of roads having considerably steeper grades than suggested in your letter, we do not as
a general rule recommend battery cars for heavy upgrade work. However, we will be very glad to
go over the proposition and give you sufficient data to enable you to work out a thesis along this
line, and will endeavor to send it to you some time this week.” Dated 3/4/12
Up to the present, no data having been received... rough calculations have been made using
standard equipments. We have (a) cost per train unit equal to $21,375 to $24,075. Since cars
could be used but once a day (single battery charge) 10 would be required. This calls for an outlay aside from the power plant of over $200,000, three quarters at least of which is in battery.
Thus unless a very much lighter equipment could be obtained a batter car is out of the question
entirely.
The Gas-Electric Motor Car
The gas-electric cars manufactured by the General Electric Co. seemed at first a very attractive solution to the problem which presented such a concentrated load for two hours with little or
not load during the rest of the day. These equipments were therefore very carefully investigated
and their ability to handle the service figured on.
Any car operating on the above grades as mentioned should have power enough to accelerate
it from rest with load on a 6% grade at the rate of .25 MPH/PS. The #RE(rear entrance)-57 (ft)B-6 (6 foot baggage room) type (below) with 75 passengers at 150 lbs. each weighs in round numbers 45 tons. This would call for an engine of at least 225 HP, which with increased weight of
equipment would be prohibitive.

Mr. G. H. Hill of GE writes: “We do not build at the present time a Gas Electric Motor Car
with a greater capacity of engine and generator than 100 Kw. output. This will not give the
power required for the service you mention. The car body and trucks of these outfits are made
just as light as is possible and the only way to save in weight would be to reduce the length of car
and th saving would not then be sufficient to make the car powerful enough. An equipment could
be produced to do this work by using motors of a greater current capacity and gearing the car to
a speed of about 6 miles per hour on the grades. The cost of a standard car would be about
$25,000, and this could be used as approximate cost for the slower speed equipment.”
This speed is too low to meet the schedules.
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The Gasolene Motor Car
One other type of self propelled car was investigated and appears from the claims of the makers to be very well suited all around for the type of service. This is the McKeen gasoline motor
car built at Omaha, Nebraska, blue prints of a standard car recommended for the service being
show (below). As show there it is 55’ long and seats 71 passengers.

The following extracts from letters of Mr. W. R. McKeen, Pres. & Gen’l Manager: “The cars
are propelled by a 200 HP, 6 cylinder, air starting and reversible gasoline engine of our own make
and design. The engine is mounted on the front truck, entirely independent of the car body, and
the drive is direct from the engine to the main axle. The cars are designed to be operated from
one end only, but can be backed up without any difficulty, the engine being reversible and handled
in the same manner in backing up a locomotive. The cars are equipped with air brakes, the braking power being 90% of the light weight of the car. A hand brake is also furnished and in emergency cases the engine can be reversed, using the clutch as a brake, or the engine thrown in reverse, air starting position, using the engine as an air pump against reservoir pressure to retard the
movement of the car. Tractive power of the 200 HP engine and weight on drivers is sufficient to
meet much heavier grade conditions than encountered on branch line railroads. However, for
service having in the neighborhood of 14 miles of 6 % grade, a larger engine would be required,
greater tractive power, special brakes, etc., to meet this special service... there is no question but
that a speical car could be designed to meet these conditions... Price of a special car to meet your
requirements would be int eh neighborhood of from $3,000 to $5,000 higher (than our standard
$19,000 each f.o.b.) The ordinary railroad service cars average 3 miles per gallon of gasolene and
the total cost of operation varies form 12 to 18 cents per car mile. In railroad service where more
gasolene is required for the up grade service where there are heavy grades, this is off-set on the return trip as the car is allowed to drift, thereby saving fuel.” Dated 5/9/12
From the above a very economical installation could be put in which besides being of use on
this road in the summer could be used... on the many short branch lines of the controlling com245
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pany (B&M) during the winter where very infrequent service is supplied at present. Thus the initial investment would be for a larger field of service and reduce the necessary charges on the
mountain line. Some such type of equipment has been in mind during the whole study because
the mountain road is operated only during the summer vacation season which is approximately
100 days in length. However, a more thorough and personal inspection of these cars would be
needed.
The Electrification of the Proposed Line
In choosing a system for the electrification of the proposed 6% grade one of the first points to
be considered is that of the return trip down the mountain and the demand for some kind of electric braking. This is imperative since the ordinary brake shoes would become excessively heated
and be liable to break on such a long grade, in fact a larger per cent of the accidents on mountain
division of steam railroads can and has been traced to over-heated brake shoes. this fact has led
to the adoption of a three phase electrification system on one of our own mountains roads, “The
Great Northern”, and to several on the continent in Europe especially in Switzerland and Italy.
The inherent characteristic of the poly-phase motor to return power to the line when it is
driven above synchronism by some outside source has brought this about. It is however a constant speed machine which has limited its use and manufacture in this country for railway purposes... although weight and efficiency favored doing so in view of the two overhead wires, which
would have to be used and the two “third” rails near the summit of the mountain, (necessitated by
the severe climatic conditions,” and the accompanying increase in line cost, complication, maintenance, expense, and danger, it did not seem that the installation would be warranted since the regenerated power could not used to reduce size of power station due to the bunched schedule.
Here again the real problem due to such a crowded schedule becomes apparent.
The single phase system was investigated but due to the greater weight and cost of motors as
well as their higher heating rates it was not considered as suitable as a 600 volt direct current system which equipments could be used if desired during the remainder of the year on interurban
lines of the controlling company (B&M).
As will be noted below the power for this system would doubtless be generated in a station
along the line, however, should it be found possible to purchase sufficient power at a reasonable
rate within 20 or 25 miles then the alternating current systems should be more carefully examined
as a transformer station alone would be required besides the line and power if regenerated here
could be used. The writer does not know of any such possibilities for so large an amount of
power.
The Direct Current 600 volt system has been chosen because; first, the 18 miles of track is not
spread out but on the contrary rather crowded together, thus abolishing the need of any substations, - second, the maximum safety is obtained which is required in such locations (especially the
two ends of the line), - third, the apparatus is all standardized thus facilitating the obtaining of
necessary data, - and fourth, comparing the motors with the single phase type commutation is better, armatures re smaller permitting lower speeds, weight, cost and maintenance is lower.
The 600 Volt D.C. Proposed System
Line
The line as explained under the last sectin is 18.75 miles in length and makes a rise of 4670
feet in this distance. The schedule speed required is 14 MPH which would take 1 hour and twenty
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minutes for the trip up the mountain, the return being made at nearly the same speed as will be
seen under Electric Braking.
Rolling Stock, - Cars
The type of car body required for this “scenic railway” class of service is determined largely
by two factors; First, its sight-seeing qualities (and by that we mean of course its degree of openness) coupled with the ability to be speedily and effectively closed for the protection of passengers
against storms; and as little weight per passenger carried as is possible for safety. The first requisite cannot be met by the ordinary open car with its canvas curtains since weather conditions as
already noted are often too severe, nor should it be settled by using closed cars with large windows
because in this construction the weight is not only excessive but the open-air ride is sacrificed.
Again the car should operate from either end and its seats should be transverse and reversible to
ensure easy riding on the grades.
With the above consideration in mind the Brill Full Convertible Car with “Narragansett” Double Step was finally chosen, a photograph of which type, furnished by the Brill Co. is shown (below). The weight of the car body as shown is 15,900 pounds. The car required would be somewhat longer with a seating capacity of 52 instead of 44 and have shorter vestibules fitted with folding doors instead of iron gates.

Mr. H. A. Henlings of the Brill Company wrote: “We can very readily furnish a car of this
style that would have a seating capacity of fifty two passengers, which would represent a car measuring 36’1” in length over the end panels, or body proper. The convertible feature covers the furnishing of a car designed to have both upper and lower sash, as well as the side panels, storied in
pockets in the roof when the car is being operated during the summer season and restored to their
position between the posts when the car is being operated during the colder seasons or inclement
weather.
“We could supply a 26’1” Brill Patented, Narragansett, Full convertible type of car, as mentioned, generally similar to our photo (No. 2793) except to have a seating capacity for fifty-two passengers, as indicated, said car finished in cherry or ash fitted with transverse eats of cane having
reversible backs, platforms at each end closed by stationary vestibules and doors to be at all stop
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openings, including the Brill No. 27 G02 trucks as shown in the photograph, at a price of $4075
delivered FOB our works, which figure, of course, is exclusive of electrical material and air brake
apparatus.”
Rolling Stock, - Trucks
The type of truck to be used is the
Brill #27 - G 2 and is shown by the accompanying photograph, also furnished by the Brill Company. This
truck weighs 5,000 pounds and is sold
under the guarantee to carry a load of
38,000 pounds at a speed of 30 MPH
with two 50 HP motors. 30” wheels
are used. This type of truck was chosen in preference to a maximum traction truck so that all axles might be
drivers, a feature which reduces individual size of motors as well as offering better braking conditions.
Rolling Stock, - Motors
The choice of a motor which is especially adapted to this class of service is perhaps the most
important consideration from an engineering standpoint in the whole proposition for on it depends whether the schedule can be maintained, and whether the operating costs shall be high or
low.
From the profile and schedule speed required it is evident that a rating considerably in excess
of the one hour rating must be considered in order that the temperature rise shall not be excessive. There being but four short stops averaging less than a minute each the run is practically
equivalent to a “shop test” of an hour and twenty minutes, the advantage being in favor of the
run since the motors will be in a cool wind most of the trip.
The heating of railway motors concerning which so much has been written and yet which can
be determined definitely only by a test under existing conditions is due, - first, to the iron losses (depending upon voltage), and second, to the copper losses which vary within the square of the current. In the two motors which have been considered the iron losses vary from 500 to 600 watts.
These two motors are the Westinghouse #306 interpole rated at 50 HP and 500 voltes, and
the General Electric #203-A interpole rated at 50 HP or 600 volts. The decision was in favor of
the G.E. #203 because it operates on 600 volts, is much lighter, and is self ventilated. The weight
of this motor complete with gear and gear case is 2150 pounds which is 700 pounds less than the
Westinghouse #306. Total weight of the car is now 25 tons approximately.
Schedule Speed, Train Sheet, Number of Trains
It was not considered worthy while with the limited time on hand to plot exact speed time
curves of the different runs, because the starting conditions are such an extremely small percent
of the total. It is seen that maximum speed of 30 MPH would be attained on the level in about 3
minutes and the schedule speed of 14 MPH in 5 seconds. The station at the base is on a piece of
level track and at each of the switchbacks, Jefferson, and Munroe, the acceleration in either direction wold be made on a 5.8% down grade permitting a speed in excess of the schedule to be attained before striking the grades. This would reduce the starting current to 35 amperes per motor
a value nearly half that on the level and a least 30% less than when running on the grades. To al248
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low for 3 - 30 seconds stops and minor delays that are always incident to such traffic and because
time did not permit the working out of detail runs for each section a flat schedule speed of 14
MPH has been used in making up the train sheet.
Number of Trains
As was mentioned at the beginning the maximum number of people that have been carried
on to the mountain in any one day was 400. It is estimated that with the proposed electric road
this number would be increased to 525 besides those who remained over night on the mountain.
The number of single car trains required is then 10. These would go up with a 10 minute headway beginning at 8:30 a.m. except the last two cars which would leave at 10 and 10:20 thus connecting with later trains. this would be the car which came down at 7 a.m. from the summit. The
10 trains would return on a 10 minute headway, first car leaving at 2 p.m. and taking the 5:10 trip
to the summit for the night. A freight and express car would leave Fabyan at 12 or as soon after as
the noon freight was in from the South.
Power
Load Curves
As seen form the load curves the maximum peak load comes with the 8 cars on the line in the
forenoon from 9:40 until 10. The maximum power required is then 1000 Kw. approximately for
20 minutes, while on either side of the peak this gradually falls off as the cars are starting or reaching the summit. The small load during the morning and afternoon while cars are descending is
due to power taken by the pumping station at “The Lakes of the Clouds” the pumping being
done at this time since power would be desired on the line for the air brake equipment. There
would be a small load during the night for lighting the summit building which would be carried by
a storage battery at the summit, which battery would also assist in taking the peak load in the forenoon.
Prime Mover
The type of prime mover has been given considerable consideration but the writer has time to
do no more than decide in a general way upon what seems to be the most economical system, and
obtain a lump figure for the cost of the equipment.
Steam - Gas - Oil
A steam plant would be out of the question due to high stand by losses. Gas producer plant
was thought suitable with a large storage tank but when the size of a 10 minute reserve tank for a
500 HP engine was considered this system was abandoned. Oil Engines, while expensive in first
cost, seem to be the most suited for this type of service, and were investigated as to initial and operating costs. In a plant of this size, the cost per Kw. output, based on oil at 3 cents per gallon,
including the fuel oil, lubricating oil, waste and repairs in the engine, and operating labor, would
not exceed one-half cent per Kw. output. With oil at 4 cents per gal. then the net cost per Kw. output would be a fraction less than 6/10ths cent.
Hydro-electric Power
It was thought that possibly sufficient hydro-electric power could be obtained from the Ammonoosuc river or the Peabody river, the latter flowing northeast form the “Great Gulf ” into the
Androscoggin river at Gorham. Accordingly, a day was spent last summer (1911) in examining the
conditions for a power site on the last mentioned river and obtaining from the near-by inhabitants
general information as to usual and abnormal flowage. There was no government data on the
river, the reconnaissance proved without a doubt that there was not over a couple hundred horse
power available.
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The Ammonoosuc proved a little more attractive, but as sufficient storage could not be obtained the idea had to be abandoned after considerable time had been spent in surveys and calculations.
The two most attractive sites on the Ammonoosuc river were surveyed last September by the
writer with the assistance of Messrs. R. E. Harrington and J. W. McGregor.

Lower Falls of the Ammonoosuc River (~1930)
- Robert J. Girouard collection

At the upper site which begins at the head of the falls just below the White Mountain House
and about 9 miles form the Base station, there is a fall of 36 ft. in a distance of 1200 ft. Two
miles below this site and just below the confluence with the Zeeland river there is a fall of 27 ft. in
1300 ft. of river. There is not storage practically at the upper falls. The flow during the summer
at this latter point is often as low as 20 cubic second feet. With a dam 10 ft. high which is the maximum (because of the Fabyan golf links) the theoretical H.P is only 108. At the lower falls the minimum flow is 31 cubic second feet. As seen from the profile of the river bed at this point a dam
could be erected 134 ft. in length having a height of 16 ft. The theoretical minimum horse-power
is then 150. Although 3 or 4 acres could be flooded at an average depth of 5 feet this would be
insufficient for storage as about 8 times this would be needed. Could a storage of 50 acre-feet be
obtained as well as water rights to permit this then it might be considered.
Transmission and Feeders
The pwer house would be located at Ammonoosuc and supply energy at 600 volts to three
feeder lines which would run as follows: One, down the line on the trolley poles feed the trolley at
suitable distances. Another would follow up the line toward Jefferson, with a branch extending
across to the upper line. The third would run up the line of the old cog road feeding in at both
crossings and connecting with the storage battery at the summit. A branch feeder from a point
near Munroe would run to a pumping station at the “Lake of the Clouds” and to several intermediate pumps between it and the summit.
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From Jefferson, which is at the edge of the vegetation, to the Summit a third rail should be
used instead of trolley because of severe climatic conditions. Iron poles and trolley could be used
but excessive cost would be entailed if made strong enough to withstand the winter conditions.
Telephone System
Since the line is single track and the headway short some method of communication between
cars and stations and the starters at Fabyan and summit seems advisable. In case of accident of
any kind on the mountain whereby a car was disabled some means of making this known from
car to Ammonoosuc or Summit would be imperative. A systems has thereby been devised which
provides for a portable telephone set in each car, permanent sets at all schedule stops and plug stations every half mile. This system would cost approximately... (no figure in document)
Cost, Maintenance, Income
The writer was compelled finally to leave out the question of costs except in a few of the more
important cases as shown because of the delay caused by making comparisons between different
equipments. The method that had to be adopted finally was to get an equipment that was satisfactory, and then if possible get at the cost.
It should be noted, however, that the large part of the expense of this proposition would come
in constructing the line, most of which would like along the steep slopes of the mountains and
even an estimate on such work could not be had with the data at hand.
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Conclusion
In concluding the writer regret that so much time had to be spent in obtaining the necessary
map and data for the proposed line. At first it was thought that a 6% grade could be assumed,
required length calculated, and then the equipment determined. Perhaps this would have been sufficient but such a broad assumption would have taken away the real interest in working out an
equipment. The conditions as met above, are, in the writer’s opinion, very close to those which an
actual survey would reveal, those from Fabyan to Base being actual present conditions. In view of
this and the fact that considerable delay was experienced in obtaining necessary information on
motor equipment many of the valuable details have had to be omitted from the calculations.
Especially is it to be regretted that sixes of feeders and exact run curves could not be worked
out with a more detailed load curve on power station, as well as a satisfactory regeneration
scheme for returning energy on the down grades for pumping water to a hotel on the summit.
This, in the writer’s mind, would be the turning point toward economy of operation. However as long as the holding company feels that it is necessary to maintain such a bunched schedule
just so long will the economics of the proposition demand some such scene as the gasoline selfpropelled motor car.

!"
Thesis author Millard Fane Clement was born in Bethlehem, New Hampshire on August
28, 1887. He was the middle son of salesman Luther J. Clement and Ella Jane (Savory) Clement.
Brother Murray L. arrived two years earlier and later served as police chief of the family’s hometown of Whitefield, New Hampshire. Brother Maurice became a farmer in Springfield, Massachusetts. Worcester Polytechnic Institute student Millard Clement worked summers at the Mt. Washington Hotel and NOT the Cog railway (though its clear he went up the Base Road to visit with
the Trolley project’s main engineering team.) Daughter-in-law Priscilla Clement says Millard apparently was fairly agile and not afraid of heights. “The rope for the flag over the (Mt. Washington) hotel had come undone,” she told Jitney Jr in a 2019 email. “$10 was offered to anyone who
would replace (the rope). Millard volunteered and I’ve seen a small book he kept of expenses and
income (during those summers) and sure enough there was listed “$10” for flag. I guess he had to
shimmy up the pole!” Millard F. Clement married Marietta E. Ray on July 15, 1919, in Whitefield, New Hampshire. T hey had two children during their marriage. Robert Ray Clement
(b.1920) and Gordon Millard Clement (b.1922). Priscilla married Gordon who was a salesman
for a brake manufacturing firm. While visiting with Cog Railway officials, Gordon Clement mentioned “he had a ‘nuts and bolts’ son, a senior in High School who would fit right in at the Cog.
They said, ‘end him up’ so that’s how Bob got started there. At that time, most workers were college kids from Dartmouth. Working at the Cog, lead Bob to purchase the hotel with a group of
local men. Little did we suspect,” says Priscilla “that Bob would one day be a part owner of the
Mt. Washington Hotel.” Bob’s grandfather Millard enlisted in the US Naval Reserve and served
aboard the USS New York in 1918 as a Lt. (jg) and became a Lt. Cmdr in 1929. Millard Clement
was a long-time member of the Masons. He died on September 15, 1982 in Arlington, Massachusetts at the age of 95. He was buried in the Pine Street Cemetery in Whitefield. His WPI thesis
and its sketch of the proposed route is one of the few documents left from the ambitious Mt.
Washington Electric Trolley project.
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John M. Keenan - Mount Washington’s Latest Victim
Among the Clouds report in Three Installments
No. 1 - Tuesday, July 15, 1913
Foreword - The season of publication for Among the Clouds for 1912 had just ended when young Keenan
became lost on Mt. Washington, Wednesday, September 18. While the staff was assisting in the vigorous search
for the unfortunate surveyor, the editor was busily engaged in sending out dispatches to Boston newspapers. Being thoroughly familiar with all the details, the writer is able to give the readers of Among the Clouds the best account ever written of this fearful casualty.

How Keenan Became Lost
John M. (Martin) Keenan, of Charlestown, Mass., eighteen years of age and fresh from the
city, arrived at the surveyors’ camp at the Base of Mount Washington on Friday, September 13,
1912, and the following day began to take up his work as rear flagman with other members of the
party surveying the right of way for the proposed Scenic Railway which is to be built up Mount
Washington. His work for the next few days kept him near the base of the mountain, but on
Wednesday morning, September 18, he went to the Summit with a party of experienced engineers. At the Base it was quite calm, but on the mountain top the wind was blowing over fifty
miles an hour. The sky was overcast, but the mountain was free from clouds the greater part of
the forenoon. The temperature was about 40. Upon arrival at the Summit, the party descended
the cone of Washington to below the point where the monument of Allan Ormsbee now stands
and facing directly the Lakes of the Clouds. The chief (H.S. Jewell) began giving instructions, and
placed his men in the various positions. Keenan, being the rear flagman, was stationed and was
told to stay in his position, and in case it clouded up to stay there until they came for him. Otherwise to come up to them when they signaled for him. The party had not long separated when a
heavy cloud enveloped the mountain and it became impossible to see scarcely ten feet.
The chief with his other men, who had then came together, waited for half an hour in hopes
that the clouds would break away, but finding that it was getting worse, decided to go back and get
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Keenan and go up to the Tip-Top House. On reaching the point where Keenan was placed, they
found that he had gone. They then began to shout for him and the chief fired off his revolver, hoping to attract his attention. This was at 10 a.m. They searched around the mountain in that vicinity till noon, when they thought he might have gone up to the Tip-Top House. They then made
their way to the Summit, but Keenan had not arrived there. The thought then occurred that
Keenan might have circled around the side of the mountain and boarded the afternoon train; so
at 2:30pm they telephoned the Base, but found that he had not arrived there. Things began to
look serious, so the party set out again for another search, which continued until nearly dark,
when for the sake of their own lives they were compelled to give up.
When the surveyors that were with Keenan on the mountain arrived at the Base that night by
special train and told their story of how Keenan got separated from them, word was at once dispatched to Fabyans, Crawfords, Randolph and Gorham to be on the lookout for the missing man.
The bell on the Summit was kept ringing all night, while at the Base the steam whistle sounded at
intervals throughout the dreary night. The wind continued high all night, but decreased to almost
a calm the following day. The temperature ranged about 40 until Friday afternoon, when it
dropped below 30.
It was then the opinion that Keenan became frightened when the cloud enveloped him and, in
starting to find the other members of the party, got turned around and went in some other direction, which he evidently did. Had he only stayed in the place he was told to and obeyed orders
this terrible calamity would not have befallen him. At that time no one gave it a thought but what
he would be found the following day on the cone of Washington alive.
Thursday a searching party composed of all the engineering corps, available employees of the
Mount Washington Railway and Among the Clouds staff, searched the entire cone of Washington
through the dense clouds in vain hopes of finding the missing man.
Friday the search was continued on the mountain under great difficulties, as the clouds had
not yet lifted and the falling temperature had cause the rocks to become coated with ice, making it
very dangerous for the searchers.
Friday night word was received from Hon. George H. Turner, of Bethlehem, who, with Dr.
Gile, of Hanover, was making an inspection of the State roads in an automobile and passed a
man on the Pinkham Notch road, near the Darby Field, who answered the description of
Keenan. They did not know, however, that a man was lost on Mount Washington until they
reached Fabyans. Mr. Turner stated that it was between 11:30 and 12 noon, Friday, that they
passed the man. He was standing by the side of the road and appeared almost demented. He did
not speak a word to them, but as the car passed he waved his arms and pointed toward Mount
Washington. He was travel-worn and his face had a vacant expression. Mr. Turner’s description
of this man compared favorably with that of Keenan.
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The searching party was spending Friday night on the Summit, and word was communicated
to them to go at daybreak Saturday to the Glen House and start a search from there, and to follow
up Mr. Turner’s story. In the meantime several experienced guides were hired by the railroad, and
they too were sent to the Glen.
Boston Herald First Person Report
The Search Zone
The following article appeared in the Boston Sunday Herald of October 13, from the pen of Raymond B. Hemenway, who represented the Herald in the White Mountains during the search for young Keenan. Mr. Hemenway made his headquarters in Gorham part of the time, and was actively engaged in the search for the missing
man. The story was reprinted in the White Mountain Republic-Journal of Thursday, October 31, 1912

“It was Keenan’s first day on the range, and, possibly frightened by tales of bears and bobcats,
he evidently tried to reach the rest of his party or lost his head and wandered off. Search was
shortly after instituted, but not a trace of him was found. The camp occupied by the engineers
was half-way from Bretton Woods to the summit of the mountain, and as soon as a telephone was
reached the Mount Pleasant and Mount Washington (hotels) were notified and searching parties
hastily organized. These included summer visitors and the employees, many of whom have been
familiar with the range for years. Frantic messages to the east side of the mountain called out at
Gorham and the Glen house experienced guides and men who have hunted over the range since
childhood.
“Above timber line, and below as well, the mountain is as if some gigantic dynamite blast or
some powerful agency of the gods had thrown its rock foundation int eh air and sent the huge and
little boulders hurtling over the sides and down the valley for miles. It is no wonder that the boy
unfamiliar with the unusual conditions should have become confused. If one has never been
caught in a fog on Mount Washington it is difficult to imagine the true situation. It seems as if a
grey blanket were let suddenly down about 15 feet away, a blanket that queerly distorts everything
within the now limited vision. On a clear day, as one looks form the summit to Bretton Woods
traced out in miniature way down and down the valley and sees the clouds slide by below, it seems
as if it were foolish to even think one could be lost. But let the skeptical one try to trace the trail
that Keenan must have taken, as I did, from the spot where he was last seen, and wonder ceases.
“Trying to simulate the exact condition as on the morning Keenan left his position and fortified with a compass and contour map and with several days’ experience as one of the searching
party, I made a start from the summit, following the lie of least resistance, to learn if possible
where Keenan would come out. Under the assumption that Keenan would not face the gale I
went east and shortly found myself at the top of Tuckerman’s ravine. At its head the ravine has a
sheer wall of rock more than a thousand feet from the bottom where a stream winds it’s way. The
approach is hazardous, a step missed might mean a plunge down the whole distance, bounding
from rock to rock and finally lodging possibly where a man might never be round, embedded in
scrub pine or slipping into one of the thousand crevices which are almost caves. “Did Keenan go
down there?” That is the question I asked myself.
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“Back up the mountain for another start. It led to the same place, unless I tacked across the
wind to Boot Spur, another ridge on the right or to Lion’s Head, to Huntington’s ravine, almost as
bad, to the left. I concluded to try the latter. Guided by the white spots of the Appalachian
Mountain club trail and the little pile of rock, I crept and crawled and slid, down and acrosss and
back a little way, then down again, finally winding up at the bottom in a stream running over the
rocks from way up the side of the cliff. Where it came from I could not determine, but as it
dropped in a cascade about a hundred feet it seemed as if I could hear the sound of human
voices. Were my companions afraid for my safety and calling to me, or was there some drowsy
poppy or some subtle perfume sapping my senses? No! my feet were wet and my hand was bleeding where I had grasped a rock quickly to keep myself from falling. Surely there is nothing like
this in a dream. The little piles of stones led down the stream, over and back, around a tiny tree
by which it is necessary to swing to a rock below or through a gnarled thicket, and then horrors, a
woman’s foot-print in the earth, right in the middle of the path. My pride had taken a fall. But
anyway, she didn’t do it alone. There was a big print beside it. Die the row cairns mean anything
to Keenan? Unfamiliar as he was with woodcraft would the white splotches on the rocks look any
different that spots of quartz in others. If they did where were his tracks? He must have a left a
sign if he had been there. All of a sudden the trail turned abruptly left, north, and for more than
three miles led over some very rough country. All in the big timber or brooks, which tumbled
over ledges, more up and downs, climbing up paths at an angle of 45 degrees, then down, almost
straight it ran. To one who can read nature signs and the ones put there by the hand of man, the
trail is easy, and through the woods it is just like the one across the corner lot. It is more than
likely that the young man, even if he didn’t get down the train of Tuckerman’s ravine, would finally find his way out to about the place where Raymond’s cascade shows through the opening in
the trees.”
Among the Clouds report in Three Installments
No. 2 - Wednesday, July 16, 1913
How Keenan Got Off the Mountain, And Those Who Saw Him
At the time Keenan was lost a fifty mile an hour gale was blowing from the southeast, and
naturally he would not attempt to face the blast; thus it is very probably
that he travelled with the wind, which would lead him into Tuckerman’s
Ravine.
How he ever got off the mountain alive after slipping, sliding, crawling and probably falling down the 1000-foot precipice will never be disclosed. Nevertheless he got down, and the first man to meet him was fire
Warden Briggs, who was coming down a lonely old log road toward the
Darby Field in the Pinkham Notch District, about two miles from the
Glen House. The description that Mr. Briggs gave of Keenan was perfect in every detail. Briggs states that at 10:30am, Friday, September 20,
as he was coming down the old log road, he heard a noise in a thicket of
John M. Keenan (1912)
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dead spruce down the bank of the Peabody river. Briggs stopped and listened again, and then saw
a man’s head appear from the thicket. They both shouted hello. Keenan climbed to where Briggs
was standing and leaned against an old stump. First he asked what day it was. When told it was
Friday, he said he had been out two days. He said he was lost and the he was looking for Keenan
farm. He said he belonged to a party of surveyors on Mount Washington, and that he was working for Jewell. He did not say much about hungry or wanting anything to eat; all he asked for was
a piece of spearmint gum. He talked to Briggs in such a rambling sort of way that he could not
make out exactly what he was saying. Briggs told him there was no Keenan farm that he knew of,
but thought he wanted the Glen farm.
Briggs at that time did not know of anyone being lost on Mount Washington, and did not
know that H. S. Jewell had charge of the surveying party. He did not think Keenan was a surveyor, as he was not dressed as a surveyor usually dresses, and he also thought the remark he made
about working for Jewell was false, as the only Jewell that Briggs knew was W. W. Jewell, a liveryman of Gorham.
Briggs then brought Keenan out of the woods and down the log road to Darby Field, and putting him on the State road, started him toward the Glen House. Keenan told Briggs he had fallen
down a ravine thirty feet deep, and from his appearance Briggs judged he might have fallen.
When the State road was reached, Keenan bade Briggs good-bye, waved his hand and started
down the road toward the Glen House, which is two miles from the Darby Field. It was then 11
a.m. Briggs went on in the other direction to his camp, half a mile distant, and as he had been in
the habit of meeting curious looking characters throughout the summer in that locality, thought
nothing more about it.
When the party of searchers arrived at the Glen on Saturday morning to follow up Mr.
Turner’s story, they met Fire Warden Briggs at his camp and asked him if he had seen anything of
a stray man that had been lost on Mount Washington. In reply to this query, Briggs stated that he
had met a crazy man the day before. In the conversation that followed, Briggs told his story and
gave a description of the stranger, which answered Keenan’s description in every respect.
Keenan was six feet tall, weighed about 170 pounds and of dark complexion. At the time he
was lost he wore a brown pair of overalls over a grey pair of pants and had on a coat to match
pants, brown slouch hat, low black laced shoes, black stockings and a striped negligee shirt. He carried a leveling rod. At the time Briggs found him he did not have on any coat, nor did he have the
leveling rod. Up to this writing no trace has ever been found of his hat or leveling rod.
It was then thought that Keenan must be in the woods somewhere between the Darby Field
and the Glen House, as no one answering that description had been see to pass the Glen or had
been seen at or near Gorham. The searchers covered the ground carefully Saturday between the
Darby Field and Glen House, but it brought no trace of the lost surveyor.
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Up to this time of the search the weather was very disagreeable. All the mountains were
cloud-capped and it was cold and rainy for a greater part of the time. Sunday, the 22nd, was the
first fine day from the time Keenan was lost on Wednesday, the 18th.
The greatest search ever made for Keenan was on Sunday, September 22, when fully one hundred people from Gorham and various parts of the mountains volunteered their services and
joined the regular searching party that had spent the previous night at the Glen. Every inch of
ground between the Darby Hill and the Glen House was gone over, where Keenan was last
known to be seen. The searchers covered both sides of the road for a distance of over a mile from
the road through the dense woods, which is in many places almost impossible for a human being
to penetrate. The shores of the Peabody river were followed for several miles, and Milliken’s Pond
was also drained in the search.
Mr. Lawrence J. Keenan, father of the missing boy, came to the mountains on Saturday, and
was taken to the Base, where he spent the night at the surveyors’ camp. Sunday he went to the
Summit by special train in the early morning, and a team was there in readiness to convey him
down the mountain to the Glen. Mr. Keenan was with the party all day Sunday, and was satisfied
that a thorough and careful search was being made to find his son. Mr. Keenan returned by train
to Boston that night and gave up all hope of finding his boy alive.
Monday the search was discontinued as all hope of finding Keenan alive was abandoned and
a greater part of the searchers returned to their respective places, leaving on the experienced
guides and few of the surveyors in the field. These men again went over the territory, exploring
the caves, crevices and ravines.
In the meantime it had been rumored that a man by the name of Lightfoot who was following
Mr. Turner in an automobile on Friday had picked up a man believed to be Keenan, but this story
was contradicted at the time and appeared without foundation. However a few days later when
the real story were revealed, it threw a new light on the mystery.
Among the Clouds report in Three Installments
No. 3 - Thursday, July 17, 1913
Lightfoot’s Own Story
Mr. J. Howard Lightfoot, of Bethlehem, a chauffeur under contract to the State as a conveyor
of certain State highway officials, was following the automobile of Mr. Turner and Dr. Gile on Friday, September 20. Mr. Lightfoot was in his own car, and was carrying the councilmen’s baggage.
Following is Mr. Lightfoot’s own story of picking up Keenan in his automobile:
“It was about noon, when I was coming through the Pinkham Notch road and had passed the
Glen House about half a mile, when I noticed a man gesticulating very vigorously for me to stop.
I did so, and the stranger asked for a ride and got in.
“The young fellow was, in my opinion, about twenty years old, wore a pink and white striped
shirt, attached cuffs with the cuff links gone; his hat was what I call a polo hat, the rim turned
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down all around, and was probably brown; pants and shoes I cannot describe. There were two reasons for my noticing his shirt and hat: First, they were clothes that you would not look for on a
tramp or mountain boy; and second, aside from a possible undershirt, this shirt was all he had on,
and it was very cold and raining very hard.
“I carried him, I should say, about two miles and dropped him off at the deserted lumber
camps near the Darby Field. He asked me where the Keenan place was, how far it was to
Charlestown, and how far it was to Franklin. When I told him the distance to Charlestown he
merely said, ‘Yes, I guess it is quite a ways.’ He seemed to ramble in his conversation and showed
no great concern in anything. When we came to these old camps he said, ‘I think I want to get
out.’ It was raining so hard that I did not look to see just where he went after getting out.
“I knew at the time that there was some one lost on the mountain, but supposed it was surveyor and would have looked for a bright looking fellow dressed as you might have expected a surveyor would. This fellow was not bright looking. He had a slightly receding chin and, if I remember right, his nose was a little larger than the average nose. His hair and eyes were brown. He was
nearly six feet in height. He drooled at the mouth, which might have been due to his being cold
and wet, although he was apparently suffering from neither cold nor hunger.
“When I got home the next day I was shown a picture in the Boston Post of the lost boy, which
to me did not resemble the fellow I had carried; but later, when shown Keenan’s picture in the Herald, I felt very sure that Keenan was my passenger.”
At the time the searching party was at the Glen they did not know of Lightfoot picking him up
and taking him back to the Darby Field. As they expected to find Keenan somewhere between the
Glen House and Darby Field and not knowing he had been carried back, very little searching was
done beyond the old camps or up in the woods from that direction at that time, but when the facts
of Lightfoot’s story were told a few days later another party was organized and covered the territory where Keenan was last seen, but to no avail.
Mrs. Keenan, the heartbroken mother, came to the mountains for a few days. She visited the
Summit and was accompanied down the mountain side to the point where her son was station
when the heavy blanket of clouds enveloped him.
What Probably Became of Keenan
In following up the stories of Mr. Briggs and Mr. Lightfoot it is evident that Keenan had lost
his mind and gone insane and was not sufficiently conscious of the fact of being into civilization
to profit by it. A comparison of the time indicates that Briggs saw him at 11 a.m. near the Darby
Field and headed him toward the Glen House, Councillors Turner and Gile saw him beside the
road between the Darby Field and the Glen House between 11:30 and 12, and Lightfoot picked
him up a short time afterwards not far from the Glen House and dropped him, at his own request,
at the abandoned camps near the Darby Field, not far from where Briggs first put him on the
road. This all happened on Friday, September 20th, two days after Keenan was lost.
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From the time Keenan left Lightfoot’s automobile at the abandoned campus up to the present
day no trace has ever been heard of him. It is very probable however, that from the old camps he
wandered up some of the old log roads, thence through the thick woods and worked his way back
towards Mount Washington. He probably kept on wandering and struggling in this helpless way
through the wild, unbroken forest and through rain and storm, until from sheer exhaustion, he fell
to rise no more.
To the writer it seems as though it was Keenan’s fate. Everything possible was done that human power could do to find him, and yet after he had succeeded in getting off the mountain alive
and was seen by several parties, even then it seemed as though he was doomed to wander back to
the mountains and become lost again.
In concluding this story let us all hope that soon the boy’s body will be found so that his remains may be laid away in some quiet grave where the heartbroken mother (Delia) may visit it and
know that her boy is laid at rest. - Reginald. H. Buckle.”
- Among the Clouds
Modern Doubts: Frederick Moe of Warner, N.H. doubts Keenan was seen alive by Briggs or
Lightfoot on the east side of the mountain after his disappearance. Writing in the December 2017
edition of the The Novelty Pressman, Moe notes Keenan had recently graduated from high school
and “was unaccustomed to the backwoods. His only previous job had been as an elevator operator in Boston” and had come north attracted by the higher wages of the railroad. Moe says “John
was known to be afraid of animals and afraid of the dark, and had never been out on his own before landing in the midst of hard-gambling, hard-drinking railroad men.” Moe questions the reports because of the pink-striped shirt witnesses say he was wearing when they encountered him
along the Pinkham Notch Road. According to Moe, Keenan arrived from Boston at the Base that
Friday the 13th wearing a thin pink-striped shirt “notoriously in appropriate for railroad attire.
That pink-striped shirt had been the brunt of snide comments from his co-workers for several
days.” Moe thinks the witnesses came up with the shirt detail from the rapidly circulating news of
the disappearance. “In 1912,” writes Moe, “information sped around the mountainous communities by word-of-mouth” more quickly than postings on the internet do today.” Moe concludes
“The reality is (Keenan) had no training on how to traverse the rocky topography, or the bitter
cold environment, and had no knowledge of survival skills. He was young and healthy, so that was
in his favor. Yet the likely scenario is that he perished somewhere in the wilderness and his body
was never found.”

!"
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The Pumping Station: The only part of the electric trolley project built still standing in 2016.. It was demolished in 2020

- Kent Family Collection
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Gideon in the Rafters

Facebook Mount Washington Cog Railway - We Were There group - September 20, 2015 ·
Art Poltrack: “Who knew this builder?”
The photo above prompting the question was likely taken in a tin building that was labeled a
“shed” in the 1958 Report of the Governor’s Mt. Washington Study Committee, but the shed was actually
the only part of the Boston & Maine’s grand scheme for a new electric railway and summit hotel
that was ever built in 1911. (For details see Appendix Sec 11 & Vol. 3 Aggregated Timeline) The “shed” housed a
new, powerful steam water pump profiled in the Boston Daily Globe on December 16, 1923 when
they ran a story from the Washington Star.
Water Shot Up Mt Washington by Tremendous Pressure
“At the foot of Mt. Washington, in New Hampshire, may be seen a small shed that contains
one of the most remarkable high-pressure pumping plants anywhere. A single engineer, who acts
as fireman, caretaker and oiler, operates the plant. It “squeezes” against a pressure of 2350
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pounds to the square inch from the base of the mountain to the Summer hotel at the peak of Mt.
Washington.
“It is difficult to comprehend such a pressure without a medium of comparison. The highpressure system of New York’s Fire Department, with 300 pounds to the square inch, which will
throw water over even the 700-foot Woolworth Building, is insignificant beside it. The pressure of
a harnessed Niagara Falls, or any of the numerous irrigation and power plant projects of the
West, has about the same ratio to the weight of that column of water from the top to the base of
Mt. Washington as the force within a soda water bottle has to your local water supply.
“If the Mt. Washington pumps were deprived of their duties at the foot of the mountain and
connected instead to a turbine intake pipe at Niagara, or to the high-pressure fire lines of New
York, they would pump 25 gallons a minute into the pipes again the 300 or 400 pounds pressure
encountered.” - Washington Star
Art Poltrack’s question about the pump house graffiti came in the midst of a newspaper archive review for Mount Washington Railway references, and the name “Corriveau” came up in
St. Johnsbury’s Caledonian Record.
“Gideon Corriveau, who is at the base of Mt. Washington for the summer, spent Sunday with his family here.”
- July 12, 1920 pg. 6

“Gideon Corriveau who (has) been at the base of Mt. Washington during the summer (has) returned to St.
Johnsbury.” - October 4, 1921
St. Johnsbury Local News: “G.C. Corriveau has gone to the Base of Mt. Washington to resume the railroad
work he has done for the past several seasons.” - May 9, 1922
The graffiti says “Gid Corriveau - July 1919 to Sept 1929.” The Gideon Corriveau in St.
Johnsbury was 52 when the apparent pump house operator/graffiti artist started work at the Cog
and would’ve be 62 when he signed the beam.
Gideon Joseph Corriveau of St. Johnsbury was born on November 10, 1861 in Plessisville,
Quebec - the son of Jean Baptiste and Adeline (Lariviere) Corriveau. In 1919, Gideon J. Corriveau had been working for the American Fork & Hoe Company for at least three years, and was
living with his wife, Helene Victorine (Champons) at 48 Concord Avenue. When the pair got married in 1906, Gideon was 44-year old widow working as a blacksmith. In 1925, the St. Johnsbury
City Directory says he is a “hotel man” and five years later he’s working for the Boston & Maine
RR. He died on June 3, 1949 at the age of 87 of a cerebral hemmorhage.
But there is also a Gideon J. Corriveau working as a knitter in in Belmont, New Hampshire
who would be 30-years old in July 1919. Could he be a relative of the elder Corriveau and was visiting family in St. J? Then there’s the problem with the middle initial - the Caledonian Record says
the middle initial is “C” - both men’s middle name starts with “J.” Personally, I like to think the
old blacksmith left his mark on the pump house beam.
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Gideon in the Museum
The pump house was demolished in the summer of 2020 to
make way for a new $3-million
dollar engine shop. The pumps
and the boiler that powered
them were set aside. Workers
made sure to cut the roof beam
with Gid Corriveau’s signature
as a memento of the project.

- Photos this page by Art Poltrack (2020)
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1919 - Teague Labor Report
REPORT OF HENRY N. TEAGUE, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF PUBLIC
WORKS OF THE INFORMATION AND EDUCATION SERVICE, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.
Recognizing the great need of providing employment not only for returning soldiers, but also
for the large number of employees of munition factories while they were being changed from a
war-time basis to a peace-time basis, and realizing that neither public works nor private enterprises were being planned for the future that would accomplish that object, the Secretary of Labor felt that something must be done to stimulate both public works and private building enterprises. For 13 months the Federal Government discouraged in every way possible and in many
cases absolutely forbade building operations. The public got out of the habit of building and it is
curious psychology that unless people see buildings going up on all sides of them they are loathe
to start their own building. Now, building is a basic operation. It not only keeps capital invested at
home and supplies the opportunity to work in the community where the building is erected, but it
also supplies work for practically every industry in the country. The miner, taking ore from the
mine, is given employment; the woodsman chopping trees in the forest is given employment, as
well as all the men connected with the industry between the growing of the tree and the finished
product in the building.
The Information and Education Service has two objects in view - one to stimulate public building, because it is felt that private capital was unwilling, owing to the high cost of labor and material to start on a building program, but it was felt that these reasons of high cost of labor and material can not apply to public works, because in all good government whenever there is any employment, it is the duty of the State to provide its citizens with an opportunity to earn a living.
This opportunity should be given in useful public works. There is nothing that is quite so much a
loss to the State as idleness. For men unemployed are either a public charge or an idle producing
unit.
The other object of the Information and Education Service is to promote home building and
home owning, as it is felt that the best antidote for anarchy is home owning. The man who owns
his own home will never desire bolshevism.
During the past three months I have traveled through the majority of the States of the Union
and paid official visits on the governors and the mayors of the large cities, carrying to them the
message of the two objects of the Information and Education Service and telling them of the seriousness of the unemployment situation throughout the country. I have been very much gratified
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with my reception by them and their sympathy with the Labor Department on the question of
public works.
I have seen the governor and legislative body of a great Commonwealth leave the Statehouse
as a committee to ask mercantile establishments of a large city to provide work for unemployed
soldiers and sailors, who had paraded the streets a few days before demanding work. I have seen
in another city 500 discharged soldiers waiting for an opportunity to work in the United States
Employment Service Office; and from this office I have seen two soldiers sent out to wash windows at 40 cents an hour. I have talked with hundreds of soldiers on their way home, and have
been very much encouraged at the views of the soldiers and sailors who have done duty overseas;
not one of them but stated in convincing words that we were obliged to enter the war; it was our
duty to do so; and what they have seen on the other side has convinced them that we have the
greatest government on earth, and they are unwilling and determined that anarchy shall not rule
over here.
The governors and mayors of the great Western and Southern States have expressed a hope
that a great many of the returned soldiers would come to their States to settle, as they feel that
they will make the best possible citizens for them.
I feel sure from what I have seen and reports that I have received that within 90 days there will
be so many public works started that there will be work for all, and that the most prosperous years
of the country are at hand.
From the PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE WITH THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES AND THE SECRETARY OF LABOR OF THE GOVERNORS OF THE STATES AND MAYORS OF CITIES IN THE EAST ROOM OF THE WHITE HOUSE WASHINGTON, D. C. • MARCH 3,
4, AND 5, 1919 - pgs. 156-157
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Camden Cottage

“A very fine vantage point on the west side of the old stone Tip Top House, the oldest structure on Mount Washington. In the center
is Camden Cottage, and the Stage Office is beyond the Cog Railway trestle. The Filo camera seen here on the tripod.
- Winston Pote photo & caption / Mount Washington in Winter

June 1925 Boston & Maine Employees’ Magazine: “Erected in 1922 for the shelter of winter tourists, by
the Mount Washington Railway, at the request of the late Patrick Camden, a veteran of over fifty years in service of this company. His last work was to superintend the erection of a small house on the summit of Mt. Washington, which is now named in his honor - Camden Cottage. this shelter is left open during the winter to tourists, many of whom visit this building when others are closed. The idea of providing this shelter was original
with him, and after he finally obtained permission to build it, he worked hard for its completion. His kindly disposition and his long and faithful service endeared him to all connected with the railway, as well as to countless
numbers of its patrons, many of whom coming here year after year became personally acquainted with him.
The cottage is marked with the following legend:

To you who to this cabin come
To seek shelter from the storm.
Of Patrick Camden have kind thoughts,
With him the idea to took form.
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Frequent Visitor
The pictures of Camden Cottage in this section were taken by Winston Pote and are found in
his 1985 book, Mount Washington in Winter. His personal photographic journey began in 1918
when a fellow employee at the General Electric test laboratories sold him a second-hand “Folding
Brownie” camera for five dollars. He gravitated towards northern New Hampshire to take images. He was hired to be the official photographer for Green’s Tours White Mountain winter
trips. Nine years after he bought his first camera he was aboard the Peppersass when it took its final
plunge down the Mountain. He was working as a druggist in Massachusetts and set out for his
Pinkham Notch base of operations to document an early October snowstorm in 1925. His trip
coincided with the dramatic rescue of Carriage Road employee, Max Englehardt by Pote’s good
friend, Joe Dodge.and Arthur Whitehead. Pote took a picture of the dead-tired pair and then
hiked to scene of Englehardt’s ordeal.
October 1925
“I found the summit icy with frost.” Pote wrote. “The door to the old Stage Office building,
where Max had been, was open. Inside, snow hung in frozen waves three inches long where the
fierce winds had driven it right through the cracks in the walls. I made a time exposure showing
the snow and the leftovers from Max’s hurried last lunch before his retreat down the mountain.
More than once I stumbled over a small file that was driven into the floor. A nearby piece of timber proved to fit the space between the file and the doorway. Apparently Max had used the timber, jammed against the file, to hold the door closed against the wind, but with only limited success. After the Summit House closed in early October, Max Englehardt, a French Canadian who
had worked at the Glen House during the summer, moved up to the old Stage Office at the summit to serve sandwiches and coffee to those who came up by auto during the month. Before he
went, some friends had tried to scare him with stories about the high winds at the summit—one
story was about the time the door to the Summit House had been blown away and never found.
Max was undeterred; he knew how to survive in the open during a winter storm by digging down
into the deep snow—and it was a good thing he did. Although the weather was turning bad by
(October) tenth, Max did not bother to get in a supply of firewood from the nearby Camden Cottage, perhaps because he was due to leave the mountain on the fifteenth. After the storm hit he
realized that he did need the wood but that it would be difficult, if not impossible, to reach. He
made one attempt to reach Camden Cottage, nonetheless, and was blown off the boardwalk connecting the buildings. Finally the door to the Stage Office blew off, hinges and all, just as in his
friends’ story. Max scrawled a note, found later by two climbers from the Glen House: “Laf at 12
for Tocman Arein— no wood.” Translated: Left at 12 for Tuckerman Ravine. He then grabbed a
blanket and a package of raisins, and headed down. There was a fierce west wind, and he wore
only summer hiking shoes. He also carried a lot of money, of the heavy variety (coins), collected
as tips from visitors. His blanket eventually was torn to shreds, but probably helped him during
the first day and night on the mountain. He spent two nights buried in the deep snow. His feet
froze. On the third day he found the Tuckerman Ravine headwall and slid down on the snow,
which is a feat usually impossible so early in the fall.”
“Joe Dodge and Arthur Whitehead, after a day spent searching for Max on the summit cone,
often crawling on all fours to keep out of the wind, at last returned to Pinkham Notch. They had
decided to go up the ravine from there. They borrowed some snowshoes (which had poor bindings, making the rescue effort more difficult). There were deep drifts, much like in midwinter, and
their progress was very slow. Finally they heard a sound like a high-pitched train whistle. They
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shouted in reply, then heard it again. Going in that direction, they saw a head beyond a large, sheltering rock. It was Max.”
January 1926
Two months later, Pote was back on the Summit - this time alongside Joe Dodge. “We
planned to stay in Camden Cottage, the winter shelter that Joe called “the best damned hut in the
mountains!” He kept a cache of canned stuff there. When we arrived, Joe went ahead to see
about a fire. As I reached the top of the drifted stairway on the summit, I saw a blanket come flying out the open doorway of the old Stage Office, which had not been visited since the October
(1925) storm when Max Englehardt fled in panic, leaving everything in disarray. The now-open
building had filled with snow, so we could just barely squeeze in past the doorway drift. Joe soon
had a good fire going in the Camden box stove. Railway ties are fast-burning, as the wood is saturated with creosote. Used with care, it makes excellent firewood, but gale-force winds can create
such a draft that a stove can become red-hot. We started drying blankets and clothing, and melted
snow for coffee. In spite of my protest, Joe set a large can of frozen beans directly on the hot stove,
allowing as how he had done this many times at the Lakes of the Clouds A.M.C. hut. “Oh, they
just pop open,” he assured me. Soon the beans were forgotten, for we discovered that the (Cottage) door seemed to be iced up and we couldn't get out. Meanwhile, the unattended stove did
get red-hot. I was standing with my back to it, drying out as the coffee pot bubbled close by. Suddenly there was a deafening explosion that sent me flying across the room and into the woodpile! I
yelled at Joe, “I told you so!” In spite of my pain, when I took one look at Joe I had to laugh. The
boiling contents had flown in his direction, and his ears and hair were plastered with beans! The
exploding bean can had pushed over the coffee pot, and scalding coffee burned my arm and some
other parts of my anatomy, which was the reason for my quick broad jump. The ceiling and windows were covered with bean mush. We cleaned up some of it, but most we simply allowed to dry
as we heated up some soup, both of us eating from the same dish.” Next morning dawned clear,
with a colorful sunrise beaming through the bean-smeared window. We took the broom and swept
the dry bean residue from windows and ceiling. By the lime we had our housework done, clouds
had come up from the south. Joe remarked, “We gotta get out of here!” So we quickly finished
putting things in order and started down the mountain.”
February 1927
Joe Dodge and Camden Cottage were in the newspapers again in early 1927 as Dodge relayed
news of the Dartmouth Outing Club’s climb to the top of Mt. Washington via his private radio
Station 1-UN at Pinkham Notch to Alfred Sise operator of Station 1-ASF in Medford, Massaschusetts. The Dartmouth group had used skis all the way to the summit, “a feat which has never
been done before, according to local authorities. At Camden cottage at the top, the party met R.
J. Lougee ’27; L. C. Conant ’26, and H. Brige ’30, Dartmouth students, who had come up from
the base station to reconnoiter for senior trip next week.” The Dartmouth men “piled skis against
the wall of Tip top House. Summit House was reached at 3:15 p.m., and by the time the party
was ready to descend a heavy storm had set in. Men had an exciting ski run down carriage road
above Timberline and fine slide from Halfway House to Two-Mile Post” reported Dodge. The
Boston Globe said “Dodge intends to broadcast a report of today’s (2/28) activities, and also tomorrow’s, about 8 o’clock at night.”
February 1929
Yale Mountaineers Safe After Storm: “Edward P. Adams of Providence, R.I., and John W.
Cutler of New York City, Yale students, arrived at the Glen House at Noon on Wednesday (2/6)
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and immediately after dinner started to climb Mt. Washington spend the night. Thursday’s snowstorm stranded them there. They had climbed the mountain safely, and went into the Camden
cottage, which is kept unlocked through the winter to accommodate such as may climb Mt. Washington. They found there sufficient food to keep them going though supplies were rather scanty.
The storm of Thursday was a blizzard on the mountain top where about a foot of snow fell. The
students were snug, however, and fared very well. After returning to the Glen House yesterday (2/
8) afternoon, they went to Cornish and returned to college yesterday.”
- St. Johnsbury (VT) Caledonian Record - Sat, Feb 9, 1929 pg. 4

“Camden Cottage, our home for February and April of 1931. The unusualy frost-free entrances is due to
the heat from the stove, which was near the door. The Stage Office is at left. Camden Cottage was erected
in 1922 to shelter winter climbers, at the request of Patrick Camden, the veteran Cog Railway roadmaster.”
- Winston Pote photo & caption / Mount Washington in Winter

February 1931
A friend from Lynn, Massachusetts, Joe Oliver accompanied Winston Pote and his dog (previous page) on this hike to the Summit and Camden Cottage. Joe had lost his appetite at breakfast
and ran low on fuel during the hike up.
“We made very slow progress all the afternoon,” Pote wrote. “I broke trail, although it was
bad going. The dog was quite frisky. Then we climbed into fog, and it was getting late. The sturdy
old stone wall was right there, guiding us along the road. As it got dark, the wind picked up. This
was a very bad situation: trying to urge along someone who is losing strength, and uneasily aware
that the point of no return has been passed and the trail back down is much too lengthy. We
stopped often, and I thought longingly of the flashlights. We’d had no idea that we would need
them, so they were stowed away in the very bottom of my pack. We had left the wall behind but I
knew where we were: an area we called “the home stretch flat.” Here I paused, removed clothing
and some loaves of bread from my pack, and found the flashlights. One loaf of bread blew away,
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and I chased it! Then the dog began to whine; he seemed to know we were in trouble. I tried to
convince Joe that the summit was “right up there!” It was, and we got there, but only after what
seemed like a long time. When we reached the summit stairway, which was buried in deep snow,
it was a great relief. Joe could barely make it up this steep place. Camden Cottage appeared
through the fog—a welcome sight. Someone had tied the doorknob to a fastener with a piece of
rope, which had frozen. I thawed it with my bare hands. Joe had almost lost his voice by this
time, but managed to ask if the door would open. We finally got in all right, and it seemed warm
inside, compared to the gale outside. Several times on first entering the cabin I had thought there
must be a fire in the stove; perhaps just getting out of the wind gives one that feeling. Anyway, it
felt good to be inside, and I soon kindled a fire. That box stove was great. The trunks were upstairs, and by climbing on the table we could reach them. They were soon unlocked, and we unpacked a pan for melting snow, and some canned goods. I took out candles, to use instead of our
flashlights, and gave the dog some water and food. Joe soon recovered—some hot soup did the
trick - and all seemed well. That night the wind increased and moaned around, sometimes tearing shards of ice from the rocks and throwing them with an ominous clatter at the window panes.
Camden Cottage was very well built, and we appreciated that fact during high winds. By contrast,
the old Stage Office, which was built in 1915, could move around some under its chains. We
made ourselves at home during the following days, and there was nothing but fog and high winds.
I recall that several times, when the wind suddenly stopped at night, the silence would wake me
up! We had to stoke the big box stove often, too many times at night, so one night when it was
not very windy, I filled it up with large, heavy chunks of wood. Not long after, it began to blow
real hard again, and the stove got red hot with all that pitch-soaked railroad-tie wood in it. I got
up and opened the door, which was close to the stove, and held on. One could have made toast on
that chimney pipe, even near the ceiling. My union suit was almost on fire on one side and
seemed frozen on the other! The wind rushing past the door created a tremendous pressure on

“Inside Camden Cottage: One bed was on the bench, and a hammock swung up above.”
- Winston Pote photo & caption / Mount Washington in Winter
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“Stoking the box stove. High winds from a southeast srom blew the snow in around the door of the cottage.
This picture shows the old shutters, once ont he Summit House, that we used to try to block the invading
snow. Two years later vestibules were built on the entrances here and on the first observatory building (now
the Stage Office), which improved conditions. It looks cold, but we had plenty of wood to burn.”
- Winston Pote photo & caption / Mount Washington in Winter

our eardrums, like our heads were being buffeted. We tried to throw on some clothing just in case
we had to get out, but finally the wood burned down. That mistake I never repeated!”
April 1931
Snow 32 Feet Deep on Mt. Washington: “A number of ski enthusiasts availed themselves
of the mountain skiing during the last week (on Mt. Washington). Most of them were Harvard
men, five of whom stayed one night at the Camden cottage on the summit, and four remained several nights and enjoyed ski slides down the auto road, which is covered in places by 32 feet of hard
snow. The sow fields on the south side of the cone of the mountain offered some of the best conditions for fast skiing, with the sun making the survace slightly soft. The Harvard men who made
Camden cottage their headquarters were Trafford, Balch, Livermore and Powell.”
- Boston Globe - Mon, Apr 20, 1931 pg. 28

January 1932
The Harvard experience was not universal, nor was the successful outcome experienced by
Englehart in October 1925 and Pote in February 1931. However, Englehardt and Pote’s interaction with Mt. Washington contained details (a scrawled note & failing strength) of a tragedy early in
1932.
Shelter Nearby as Two Die: “Down the heart-breaking trestle line from Mt. Washington,
with the wind roaring at nearly 100 miles an hour and the temperature at 25 below, a half-frozen,
weary party of mountaineers and a team of sled dogs plugged their way this (2/3) afternoon, bear272
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“Here I’m (Winston Pote) mixing p some “Klim” - powdered milk. The kerosene lamps gave us plenty of light, and
the gasoline stove was a big help in melting snow and frost for water.”
- Winston Pote photo & caption / Mount Washington in Winter

ing the bodies of two Greater Boston youths who lost a desperate battle with a storm on New England’s most dangerous mountain. With them came the real story behind this tragedy of Sunday
afternoon, a story full of heroics, inexperience and tragedy within a stone’s throw of safety. (T)he
dead youths, Joseph Chadwick of Woburn and Ernest McAdams of Stoneham were only three
minutes’ walk from the summit when they gave up their battle with the terrific cold and fell into
the drowse from which they never awakened. Donald Higgins, the surviving member of the Sunday climbing trio, did fight his way over this three-minute barrier, but only after he had given his
left glove to the faltering Chadwick, whose glove was blown away by the storm. The act probably
will cost Higgins his left hand. McAdams was the first to fall, after they had crawled past the Gulf
tank, the Western trail and had reached the last 100 yards. Higgins saw his companions die, He
himself was at the point of death,. He crawled inch by inch, across the ice of those last few yards
and, groping blindly through the gale, stumbled upon Camden Cottage, a hut at the summit. He
fell onto the floor, expecting to die. With a last desperate effort, he pulled a pencil and piece of
white paper from his knapsack. On it he wrote in faltering letters this tragic note: “I am striking out
and if I perish, let my dear mother and my sweetheart, Rose Donahue of Woburn, know that I perished in the story
and for want of food. My two pals didn’t make it. I just arrived here. Ernest McAdams perished first. His body
is under the trestle. And 100 yards father up is Joseph Chadwick.” His name was signed at the bottom.
The note, with no address, was dated “Sunday.” Higggins worked his way across the hut and
pinned the note tothe wall. There it was found this noon, when the first of the searching party
came in out of the storm, after they had found McAdams’ body buried in snow, with only a pack
strap protruding out of the snow alongside the low trestle where he perished. Six men found the
two bodies, first McAdams and then, after a difficult search under the snow, Chadwick’s. But for
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“A foggy day in February (1931). Here are the chained and padlocked trunks
from the storage space upstairs. Rex sits near window.”
- Winston Pote photo & caption / Mount Washington in Winter

the note, indicating the distance between the two youths, Chadwick’s body might not have been
found for days, for at this particular spot, with the trestle a few feet above the barren ground, snow
was piled in. It was about noon when the six men - James Gail, James Webb, John McKennon,
Charles Thayer, John Giffin and Dennis Meanie - reached McAdams’ body. McAdams apparently had tried to crawl under the narrow base of the trestle - over which teh famous Mt. Washington cog-railway lies in the Summer months- and there sought a measure of protection from the
wind and cold. His knapsack was still on his back but loosely attached. Numbed by the cold and
able to see hardly five feet in front of them, the men searched vainly for Chadwick. They gave it
up and climbed tot eh summit. When they found Higgins note, they retraced their steps and
dug... with skiis and with their hands, and finally they found the second youth, one leg up against
the trestle as if he had fallen. As they dragged Chadwick’s body up to the trestle, the men saw
that he had fallen less than five feet from the triangular slab erected Sept. 15, 1853, as a memorial
to Lizzie Bourne, 20, who perished in a storm the previous day. Her death was the first on the
mountain.”
- Boston Globe - Thu, Feb 4, 1932 pg. 1 & 12
Later that week, the Boston Globe attempted to tell its readers why there was a winter hiker shelter on the summit of Mt. Washington. Journalistically, it went as well as the young mens’ hike.
“Camden Cottage,” the shelter on the summit of Mt. Washington into which young Donald
Higgins stumbled last Sunday (January 31, 1932) after companions, Ernest McAdams and Joseph
Chadwick, had collapsed only a short distance from safety, has been maintained by the owners of
the Mt. Washington cog railway for the past eight years as a memorial to Patrick P. Camden, for
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more than half a century a faithful worker on the steep slopes of New England’s most famous and
most treacherous mountain. The Cottage - it is really little more than a one-room stone (Ed note:
built of wood) shed - was erected (in 1922) by Camden three years before his death, and when Walter Aiken (died in 1893 so this is wrong), manager of the Summit Hotel, and of the railroad, asked
Camden’s family how he could best do justice to the man’s memory, it was quickly agreed that perpetual maintenance of the shelter as a relief station during the Winter months when the summit is
deserted was what “Pat” Camden would have most appreciated. The problem of providing a haven for the Winter climbers had become increasingly serious as Mt. Washington became more
and more popular. The Summit House was frequently broken into and considerable damage
caused by mountain climbers who sought shelter. Camden hit upon the idea of killing two birds
with one stone - saving the hotel from damage and providing climbers with a necessary haven.
Every Fall he would equip this new hut with firewood, matches, provisions and blankets, and there
is little doubt that this little shelter has saved other lives in addition to Higgins’ last week.
- Boston Daily Globe Sun, Feb 7, 1932

March 1933
“Prospective mountain climbers are advised that winter conditions will prevail on the range
for several more weeks. They should pack their own food but blankets will be furnished at the observatory for use in Camden cottage, the sturdy summit refuge where 19 Dartmouth students
were obliged to spend the night of March 11.”
- Littleton Courier - Thu, Mar 23, 1933
Camden Cottage’s Last Relief Mission: With the construction and staffing of the Mount
Washington Observatory, the need for emergency shelter at the Summit waned. When demand
for the women’s restroom facilities within the Summit House were overwhelmed in 1960s, the
Camden Cottage structure was moved around to the backside of the Summit House and housed
the women’s toilet expansion for a time.

!"
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Tiny Ticket Office
Rev. Guy Roberts, who tracked down and successfully lobbied for the return of the Peppersass to Mt. Washington
in 1929. wrote and published several booklets about the Mount Washington Railway. He also wrote about the
unique nature of the Railway’s ticket office for motorists arriving at the Kro-Flite Camps location rather than
via the Fabyan railroad spur line in the mid-20s. His hand-written manuscript of the ticket office tale can be
found in the files of the Littleton Historical Society. A transcript follows:

Smallest Railway Ticket Office
by Rev. Guy Roberts

What is quite surely the smallest of all
railway ticket office buildings is the one
shown herewith, located at the MarshField station of the Mount Washington
Cog Railway near the Base Station at the
western foot of Mt. Washington, & also
very near the “Kro-Flite Kamps” located
there.
When the famous Cog-road was
opened for travel in July 1869 & for 7
years thereafter there was no railway connection between it & the outside world,
passengers being brought in by stagecoach & other vehicles from Fabyans, over
the six mile toll-road leading in to the beginning of the Cog-road.
When the Cog-road was built it
started at the Ammonoosuc River at the
foot of Cold Spring Hill, a steep shoulder
of Mt. Washington, & this remained the
beginning of the road until the present
railroad was extended in from Fabyans to
the Base Station in 1876. When this was
done it was found that the regular locomotives & trains could not make the steep
grade of the last quarter of a mile, so the
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Cog-road was extended that much farther down to meet it. This occasioned the awkward arrangement of having the depot - which was an ungainly three story affair - car & engine houses, stables,
wood sheds, boarding house, etc., at the original terminus of the Cog-road, but with the actual
junction of the two roads a quarter of a mile farther down the Mountain.
This arrangement was made the best of, however, until the fire of 1895 burned all these buildings excepting the old Marshfield House which was both hotel & boarding house for the mountain railway help.
Naturally when the new group of Base Station buildings was erected where they were located
where they now are at the real junction of the two roads. The old Marshfield House was in consequence deprived of its clientele & also its usefulness & soon becoming a menace & fire hazard because of tramp occupancy it was stripped of worthwhile material & burned probably in 1896.
This left the little clearing near the original beginning of the Cog-road again without buildings of
any kind & thus it remained until some four years ago (1925) when a small restaurant & two overnight cabins were erected at this place for the accommodation of auto & other tourists who in
ever increasing numbers are annually “going up to the Base.” As many of these made the ascent
of Mt. Washington by the Cog-road trains it was found desirable to establish a station there just
before the Cog-trains cross the Ammonoosuc on their Summit climb. A little waiting room building was erected here & named “Kro-Flite.” A few years ago the author conceived the idea of having this named Marsh-Field, instead of “Kro-Flite,” the new name being in memory of Sylvester
Marsh, inventor of the Cog-road & engine, also in memory of Darby Field, of Exeter, N.H., who
in 1642 was the first white man to make the ascent of Mt. Washington, while the combined name
of Marsh-Field not only pays tribute their worthier but also commemorates the existence of the
old Marshfield House above referred to.
Col. W.A. Barron, proprietor of the Crawford House orchestrated with the writer in this
matter & the Boston & Maine accordingly had the name changed to Marsh-Field.
For the convenience of the public & also the conductor, Mr. McCarthy, a little ticket office
building has been erected about midway between the Marsh-Field station building & the “KroFlite Kamps,” as pictured herewith.
This little office is just four feet & four inches wide, by five feet & three inches long, & eight
feet high at the highest point. It is opened & used by the conductor for the sale of tickets over the
Cog-road, as each train makes the trip.
If anyone knows of a smaller ticket office building in real use we trust they will write the Union
about it.

!"
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Rev. Guy Roberts Dies In Concord
Well Known Whitefield Methodist Minister Had Been Ill Some
Time.

With the passing at a Concord hospital on Monday (10/31) of
Rev. Guy Roberts of Whitefield, the North Country met with a
loss not easily to be realized. For in one person he combined the
virtues cultivated by nearly 32 years of service to New Hampshire
Methodism, the ability to work with his hands at the same trade
which his Master followed, that of carpenter, and fruitful interest
in the natural beauties and legends of the White Mountains,
which few, if any, have done more than he to preserve.
He was born at Goffstown, September 15, 1870, and it was there
that he was married to Blanche Whipple Roberts, who, with a
brother, Ned Roberts, a teacher in the commercial department of
Rev. Guy Roberts
the Berlin high school, survives him. He was educated in a number of different schools, entering the ministry after a course in the
School of Theology of Boston university, in 1900.
His avocation was nature, and to him alone is due the preservation of this state’s greatest natural wonder, the “Old Man” profile in Franconia Notch. In 1906 he discovered that a large stone
forming the forehead had slipped to the danger point, so that its 20 tons had only four more
inches to slide before it overbalanced. That this important part of the profile was in danger was
known in 1850 but knowledge lapsed until Mr. Roberts rediscovered it in 1906. By his efforts
largely, the state government, under Governor R. H. Spaulding was stirred to action, so that by
1915 further slippage was arrested by mechanical means and the “Old Man” made a permanent
asset with all its majesty of contour, never failing inspiration to thousands who, thanks to the interest of a man of action as well as ideals, may continue to gaze upon it.
This work alone was sufficient to place the people of the White Hills in his debut, but in addition he published a series of booklets exceeding all others in popularity, on Mount Washington,
the Willy Slide, the Indian Head, Lost River, the Flue, and others, all of them scholarly, well illustrated, and of real interest. His latest feat was the resurrection of “Old Peppersass,” original cog
wheel locomotive on the Mount Washington Cog Railway.
The work that he did lives after him, whether graven on human hearts or the face of nature.
No pastorate far from his mountains could ever tempt him. While it would be fitting that he be
laid to rest near the Profile which he preserved, he will be near it in his lot in Whitefield’s Pine
street cemetery, where so often he ministered to others.
- Littleton Courier - Thurs Nov 3, 1932

!"
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A Visit to “The Inn”
This regards a 1920s-era winter hike to the Base Station, written some 30+ years later. Written by the late Laurence Breed Walker, who traveled all over the North Country in his youth. Transcribed by John Kurdzionak, 18
March 2020 from The Weekly Cricket Vol. #1; No. 34; 3 January 1958 originally entitled The Mount Washington Railway of New Hampshire: “The Base Station in the Dead of Winter” (Another in the “Editor Remembers” Series.) Note:
For authenticity and accuracy, Mr. Walker’s words were left exactly as he wrote them. Only a modicum of punctuation and words were added, and only in such places as were thought necessary for easier reading or for clarity. [Such additions are contained in brackets]. MEC = Maine Central Railroad

Eddie Greenwood was the desk clerk at the Crawford House for many summers. He was one
of those tall, mountaineer type fellows, born and reared under the shadow of the Presidential
Range for whom no work is too hard, no task too exacting and no location too deserted or lonesome. Girls signing the hotel register who suddenly looked up to find
him standing there were rendered
speachless [sic] and couldn’t utter
even a faint “tee-hee” and in following days could only squeal in
delight if he passed along the hotel
porch. Even boys who came as
guests were so stunned when they
first saw him that they, too, were
inarticulate. The only counter
part to him I have ever seen have
been some “cow-punchers” in the
Crawford House (early 1900s)
Texas Pan-Handle; the real article
- White Mountains Remembered
and NOT some moving picture imitation.
During the winter he was the Watchman of the Mt. Washington Ry’s Base Station. When he
asked me to come and visit him and share his lonely vigil, you can well imagine the thrill that was
mine. In fact if there was anything I wanted to do during the summers in the Mountains, I had
him make the suggestion to my father[,] and anything Eddie said was “OK” [and] was quite all
right with my family. During the fall, I lived only in dreams of the coming visit with him.
It happens that I was spending a week at the Station of the MEC at Crawfords and I took the
noon train to Fabyans. “Eddie” was waiting on the station platform in a plaid mackinaw that
would be visible at 10 miles away and carrying two pair of “Bear Paw” snowshoes. Never before
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had I worn them and as we crossed the B&M bridge over the Ammonoosuc River he guided me
over the treacherous ties which is a difficult proceedure [sic] at best on snowshoes. Of course no
roads were plowed in those days and we followed the B&M tracks to Bretton Woods which were
not used after October 1st. That view of the great sweep of the Presidential Range across the Hotel Golf Links is the most impressive scene this side of the Canadian Rockies. The temperature
when we left the Fabyan station was below zero at noon and a cutting 25 mile an hour North
Wind swept down from Mount Washington’s towering summit and heavy school sweaters, mittens, mackinaws, wool shirts; they all availed little. Like the Indians of old, he set his face toward
the Base Station and strode on with the same grace with which he handled bags and trunks in the
hotel on rushed days. By the time we left the Bretton Woods Station, I was already at home on
these funny creations that were destined in coming years to bring me to safety for many perilous
episodes.
Only my nose was exposed to the elements and I was quickly aware of this fact. Faintly I
could see the little “Inn” at the base, a tiny speck above the endless forests beyond the river. The
little memorial chapel built in memory of the engineers who built the Portland & Ogdensburg
Railway was encased in ice and the sweet toned chimes in the tower were silent. But at last we
reached the welcome shelter of the deep woods. Although this is the steepest grade on any existing [traction] railroad we were not aware of any climb. Four feet blanketed the woods and the
drifts along the right of way were often 3 times that depth. The beauty of the silent, snow buried
woods far surpasses the same forest as viewed in full foliage on a calm July day. After a couple of
hours of strenuous walking we came in sight of the so called “Inn” which is used for the train
men of the “Cog Railway” during the summer. It is built on a sightly bluff and the little wiff of
smoke from the chimney at least revived my hopes and sped up my endeavors to get there still
alive.
In the mountain country, the sun is gone and the shadows of evening begin to fall by 3.30
p.m. So, we stayed in doors and told stories of the figures and events of past summers. He had 3
rooms in the “Inn”; the office, a small anti-room as a bed room and the kitchen. A huge stove was
in the center of these 3 rooms.
There from October 15th until
May 15th he lived alone. The nearest person was at Fabyans, nearly 7
miles distant. A single phone wire
connected with the Fabyan station
of the MEC & B&M; his only contact with the outside world. The
wind that night increased and the
temperature continued to fall. At
bed time he brought out 2 sleeping
bags and put on the floor by the
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side of the office stove. So there on the floor we spent the night, completely dressed. I was used
to the roar and rush of down-town Boston and the weird noises of that night gave me little sleep.
Everything snapped[,] from the wood in the stove about 5 inches away[,] to the nails in the building snapping in the intense cold[,] and the trees in the wilderness a few feet away “letting out
booms” in the “terrific silence” that resembled the firing of a [sic] motar [mortar?]. Twice during
the night he had to check the fires. I found out whichever side was near the fire was nearly blistered while the other side of me was numb.
In the a.m. we made a tour of the buildings
as required by the insurance regulations. A
transfer table seperated [sic] the engine house
from the car house. Of course the “table pit”
was filled with snow but we got into the Car
House and there stood the 7 cars so familiar to
summer travelers. The snow had sifted onto the
cars and they were covered with frost. Across

the table stood the seven engines, all in a row
looking like the ice figures you might find on the
Dartmouth College
Campus in late winter. At least they
were protected from
the elements. The
small machine shop
was intact as was the
old coaling station
which was built in
days when only wood
was used as a fuel
and when the line
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was owned by the Boston, Concord & Montreal R.R. He pointed out the location of the engine
shelter built & used by the Boston and Lowell R.R. before the days of B&M control. In the rear
the snow reached to the roof of the engine house and we had to use lanterns within the buildings
even though the brilliance outside forced us to wear smoked glasses.
The only sign of wildlife was a few mice who would tunnel through the snow to appear for an
instant[,] only to dive back out of sight. In fact they traveled from one place to another under the
snow. From the Inn [sic] portch, miles away, I watched a long MEC freight creep along the side of
Mount Stickney and I could see the distant Mount Pleasant House. The summit of Mount Washington was not visible from “The Inn”. We could see the Rosebrook Range, the twin peaks of
Twin Mountain; in fact towering mountains rose on all sides. Greenwood made 2 trips a week on
snowshoes to Fabyans for mailing a few supplies but his stay was limited as he had to tend his fires.
On the 3rd day was a fierce mountain snow storm. We phoned Fabyans but the trains were
running. In the woods we were sheltered but as you listen to the wild wind and watch the groaning
and cracking trees, you realize the fierceness of Nature’s potential powers. So heavy was the snowfall, that we saw on nothing on the return trip. The great Mount Washington hotel was completely hidden by the storm. Again we followed the railroad right of way and there was no danger
of [sic] loosing the trail. Eddie left me early for the return trip as he feared for his fires and darkness in that storm would come soon after 3. I watched him as he glided on into the storm from
the Fabyan Station, still wearing his “bear-paws” and in an instant he was literally “swallowed up
by the storm.” The caretaker of the “Base Station” certainly had a “tough assignment” but “Eddie Greenwood” enjoyed every minute of it. And the years that have followed I have lived over
and over every minute of my visit and it is [is it] any wonder that a sight of the station [Fabyan(?)]
brings back fond and sacred memories.

!"
The Writer: Laurence B. Walker died August 15, 1970 in Salem, Mass. He left no immediate family. Born June 7, 1895, in Lynn, Mass., Laurence was a son of Charles E. and Laura
(Breed) Walker. He transferred to Trinity College (right) in Hartford, Connecticut from Boston
University in 1917 and stayed one year at Trinity. He did not graduate. At Trinity, he was a
member of Sigma Psi, a local fraternity. Remembered in the 1918 Trinity yearbook as “a
sweet and virtuous soul,” Walker was a member of the Young Mens’ Christian Association
cabinet. He was an alternate on the debate team in 1917-1918 when Trinity faced Rutgers at
New Brunswick, NJ. Mr. Walker was a radio news commentator in Boston and in Salem, and
in recent years before his death in 1970, a minister of the Congregational Church, serving parishes in Maine.

Laurence Breed Walker (1918)
- Trinity College yearbook
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The Hero’s Odyssey

Melvin R. Wilkinson “made this model of the steam engine that pulled the Cog Railway on Mount
Washington, New Hampshire.” The family says it was featured in Yankee Magazine in the early 1950s
- Ancestry.com

Origins & Travel
Mount Washington Railway engine No. 1 Hero was built by Campbell & Whittier in Roxbury,
MA, for Sylvester Marsh in 1866.
Birthplace to Workplace: 247 miles est.
The Story of Mount Washington says, “The first locomotive, shipped from Boston to Littleton in
sections, was hauled twenty-five miles by ox teams to the base, and the parts assembled in an extemporized blacksmith shop. Hauling material over the rough road (at least seven miles of it corduroy) was a matter of great difficulty. At one time a piece of the engine slipped from an ox cart
and pinned one of the men under its great weight. Hours passed before the machine could be
lifted and the man freed. It is recorded that he was a ‘very sturdy’ man and that he lived through
the ordeal.” Engine No. 1 was the primary engine for construction of the railroad during the first
two years - ferrying men and materials up the mountain as the first mile of track was built from
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the Base to Waumbek. Amongst the workers, the Hero became known as Peppersass because of its resemblance to a condiment container of the era that held “pepper sauce.”
The Peppersass made the first ascent of
Mount Washington in 1869, and according
to the Interstate Commerce Commission in
1929, “(the engine) was in regular service until 1878.”
Exactly how many miles Peppersass liter284
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ally racked up (and down) on the Mount Washington Railway during the construction of the 3point 3 mile line and subsequent passenger operations through its retirement from active service
in 1878 is unknown.
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But during that time, Engine Number
1 (“Peppersass”) became an icon of the
railway. A New Hampshire Historical
Society magazine article by DonnaBelle Garvin in the Spring of 2009
said Edwin Gannell Burgum crafted a
decorative Mount Washington Railway scene for scrollwork in the 1870s1800s (left) that would appear on the
famous Concord stage coaches that
hauled passengers up the mountain.

- Courtesy New Hampshire Historical Society

In 1963, the wife of the director of
the Bretton Woods Boys Choir began
doing research for a book on the Peppersass for her good friends, Col. Arthur and Ellen Teague. Her manuscript can be found in the archives
(ML-36) at Dartmouth College. Selections from Frances Ann Johnson Han-

Image of Peppersass believed to be taken in Lakeport, N.H. after being refurbished for transport to the Chicago World’s Fair
(~1893) - Courtesy Boston & Maine Railroad Historical Society
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Out of Service / In Storage: The August 20, 1892 White Mountain Echo magazine features an illustration
based on a photograph by Charles T. Ranlet of Peppersass “in storage” down mountain from the depot. “The engine
in the foreground of the picture, however, is not a representation of one of the little hump-backed giants that at the present day push their loads of humanity up the steep incline, but the likeness of the first engine employed in that service,
and that was one which resembled a pile-diver, with a small upright boiler.”
- The White Mountain Echo and Tourists’ Register - Bethlehem, N.H. Vol. 15 No. 8
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cock’s work informs the next section of the Hero’s Odyssey after her trips to the Summit came to
an end. Google maps has been consulted to estimate miles traveled by the railway’s Hero. Of
course, actual historic mileage will definitely vary.
1893
Workplace to Columbian Exposition:

1125 miles est.

“The Chicago World’s Fair of 1893 marked the first renaissance
of ancient railroad motive power. There was a brisk little man
working for the Baltimore and Ohio. His name was J. G. Pangborn. His energy was endless and he conceived the idea of making that railroad’s exhibit at the World’s Columbian Exposition
something quite a bit out of the ordinary. Quietly, Major Pangborn scoured the whole land digging out early locomotives.
There were still a considerable number to be found and the persuasive little Major had little difficulty in securing a number of interesting items, such as... the old Peppersauce, 1869, in New
Hampshire invariably known as the “Peppersass.” In addition to these, the Baltimore and Ohio, the
earliest public railroad to operate in the country, had a number of interesting engines of its own...
They all went out to Chicago. To these genuine antiques Major Pangborn added an imposing array of full-sized wooden models of most of the well-known early locomotives of the world. He
was quite a showman, was Major Pangborn.” - from an article by Edward Hungerford in the May 1939 issue of
American Collector magazine reprinted in March 2009 in Collectors Weekly - http://www.collectorsweekly.com/articles/collecting-iron-horses/
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A Railroad Relic. - The Boston Journal is authority for the statement that the Concord &
Montreal Railroad has forwarded to the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad to be placed (below) in their
exhibit of “Railway Equipment and Appliances” at the world’s fair in Chicago, the first engine
which ascended Mt. Washington. This interesting and valuable historical locomotive has been contributed to the exhibit by Walter Aiken, of Franklin, N.H., president of the Mount Washington
Railway. The engine “Peppersass,” was built in 1865, was the first locomotive to ascend Mount
Washington and was the first mountain-climbing locomotive in the world. It is a rare relic, and
has been thoroughly overhauled by the Concord & Montreal Railroad at its Lakeport shops for
such preparation as was necessary to show it in complete original form at the exposition. With it
was forwarded a section of trestle with track complete, so that when seen it will be in position as
when ascending the “Jacob’s ladder” of the mountain railway.”
- The Railway Review - March 4, 1893 Vol 33 No. 9

1894
To Field Museum of Natural History:

< 14 miles est.

The Mt. Washington Railway’s Hero did not travel far after the Exposition closed, it was exhibited at the new museum in Chicago (above) for nearly eleven years
“The Field Museum was primarily an outgrowth
of the World’s Columbian Exposition held in Chicago in 1893. Early in 1892 an organization called
the Columbian Historical Association was formed, at
the suggestion of members of this committee, to take
advantage of the privilege granted scientific societies
to import exhibits free of duty (for the Exposition). A
committee of three of the directors of the exposition
called a public meeting ‘to adopt measures to establish in Chicago a great museum that shall be a fitting
memorial of the World’s Columbian Exposition and
a permanent advantage and honor to the city.’ As
time went on, however, and exhibits accumulated in
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large amount, it began to be realized that an adequate endowment to insure permanency to the
institution was as yet far from being obtained. The countrywide financial stringency which developed to alarming proportions in 1894 was already beginning to be felt. Strenuous efforts which
were made to raise the amount needed failed
to give the hoped for results. Among Chicago’s citizens in 1893 none stood higher in
the confidence and esteem of the public than
Marshall Field. On October 26, 1893 he announced that he would contribute the sum of
$1,000,000 for the establishment of the proposed museum” and that started the fundraising ball rolling. On June 2, 1894, the Museum
opened with Peppersass (Hall 42) still on the
grounds “in the former Palace of Fine Arts
Building in Jackson Park, what is now the Museum of Science & Industry.”
https://www.fieldmuseum.org/about/history
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1904
To Louisiana Purchase Exposition:

317 miles est.

The Palace of Transportation completes the main picture of the Exposition on the west. It
stands at a convenient point for entrance of railroad trades from the northwest
(of St. Louis). It presents its station-like front towards the east on the Plaza of
Orleans and is a commanding object from every quarter. A fine façade also
looks north towards the passing trains of the Intramural Railway. The exhibits in the Palace of Transportation show the most advanced practice of today in railway building, equipment, maintenance, operation and management, and also the history of the railway as developed during the less than a
century of its existence, in all parts of the world. Vehicles of all sorts, from the
most primitive to the most complex, are arranged in the order of their invention
and development.
- 1904 Official Guide to the Louisiana Purchase Exposition - April 30th to December 1st, 1904

1905
To Storage at B&O’s Camden yards, Baltimore, MD:

874 miles est.

1928
To Fair of the Iron Horse at Halethorpe, MD:

10 miles est.

“Between Sept. 24 and Oct. 8, 1927, more than 1.25 million people visited Halethorpe for the
Fair of the Iron Horse, a massive festival thrown by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad to celebrate
100 years of American railroading. A miniature world’s fair spread out over 25 acres along the
Old Main Line - the nation’s first commercial railroad route - running parallel to Hollins Ferry
Road and the event included exhibits, music and other entertainment provided free to the public
by the B&O. The high point of the fair was the daily Pageant of Transportation. Every day (except Sunday and Monday) at 2 p.m., in front of a reviewing stand holding a crowd of 12,000 people, a parade of historical vehicles and costumed performers filed past to illustrate the progress of
wheeled transportation through the ages.” While not rolling in the pageant, some locomotives (like
the Peppersass) were assembled on a set of tracks behind the Hall of Transportation.
http://patch.com/maryland/arbutus/then-and-now-the-fair-of-the-iron-horse
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http://www.rgusrail.com/mdfotih.html

Spring 1929
To Boston & Maine shops, Concord, N.H.:

461 miles est.

Chief Mechanical Officer Richardson stated that he made an inspection of engine No. 1
upon its arrival at Concord shops for the necessary work and repairs in preparation for the ascent
of Mount Washington. The main concern was with the strength of the boiler, which was 63 years
old; a hydrostatic test with a pressure of 150 pounds was made, which pressure remained applied
over night. The boiler was also tested by representatives of the mechanical engineer’s office and
after the results of these tests had been assembled it was considered perfectly safe to run this engine under a steam pressure of 50 pounds. - Interstate Commerce Commission Report - August 2, 1929
Engineman Edward C. “Jack” Frost, whose regular position with the Boston & Maine Railroad is enginehouse foreman, had worked on the Mount Washington Railway for six consecutive
summers as machinist, extra engineman and master mechanic. In preparing engine No. 1 for the
exercises on July 20, he examined all parts and found the main parts in very good condition. The
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“You may be bigger’n me, but I bet you couldn’t climb my mountain”

Old Peppersass might have spoken thus to the big Boston and Maine fast freight engine, and it’s perfectly true that the
latter, being cogless, could not climb Mount Washington. - Mainline magazine

main valve was missing, but this was replaced and other parts were renewed, including the pistons.
- Interstate Commerce Commission Report - August 2, 1929
Reconditioned by the railroad’s engineering forces, the veteran little climber was “refurbished
with gay old-time colors and decorations,” according to the railroad’s own chronicle which adds:
Officials of the Boston and Maine mechanical department, on inspecting the locomotive, were astonished to find that the old vertical boiler, with its conical rivets headed by hand, easily met water
and steam-pressure tests. Only the replacement of a few minor parts was necessary to restore Old
Peppersass to her original condition. she has been pronounced not only a tribute to “Yankee genius” in design, but a lasting exemplar of New England thoroughness in construction. And so the
old lady was dolled up for her birthday party, which was attracting a vast pilgrimage of sightseers
to Mount Washington, together with a distinguished company of invited guests, including
an assortment of Governors.”
- B&M Mainline magazine

June 26, 1929
To Base Station, Mt. Washington:
126 miles est.
After the engine was taken to the base of the
mountain several trial trips (left) were made by
running part way up the mountain and during
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Officials come to watch the refurbished Peppersass go through tests ahead of the celebration. Grandstands have been constructed
and a modern engine is behind the Hero ready to assist. An unidentified Cog kid can be seen in the cab window. (1929)
- Courtesy N.H. Historical Society

these tests the engine appeared to function perfectly. Q. (of Mr. Richardson - B&M Chief Mechanical Officer) You were perfectly satisfied that the engine was capable of making the ascent
safely and the descent safely? A. I was fully satisfied. The only question as to the trip was whether
or not she would descend freely. In all previous tests she had so much internal friction it was necessary to put another engine on to push her
down. Had to drag it back by means of
chain. Q. There was on the rear of the
tender a buffer of some kind; an iron
strap around the rear of the tender. Can
you tell us why that was applied? A. That
was placed there in case she became stuck
on the upward ascent. However, as testing
progressed the climbing ability was established and it was found this (buffer) was
Handshake for engineer “Jack” Frost. Push locomotive engineer leans out not necessary.
- ICC interview
window as man in hat signals as to roller/bumper meeting (1929)
- Courtesy N.H. Historical Society

“Peppersass” Exercises Game Plan
for July 20, 1929
To Summit, Mt. Washington (partial) ~3 miles
A Boston & Maine planning document for the July 20th event says “The object of these exercises is to advance New Hampshire recreational interest, at the same time that we restore the origi-
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nal engine of the Mount Washington Cog Railway.
The program as now planned provides that the principal event will take place... at 2pm. At that time
President Willard of the Baltimore & Ohio will be
invited to formally return the “Peppersass” to the Boston and Maine Railroad, President Hannauer will
accept, and in turn will address Gov. Tobey to the
effect that the old engine is now permanently rededicated to the development of recreational New
Hampshire. It is hoped Gov. Tobey will respond. Except for a test run to be held some early morning
(left, below & previous page), (the engine) will be protected against public view. The “Peppersass” will
climb the mountain again after the formal exercises.
A grand stand should be provided opposite Base Station for about 150-200 persons. The permanent location of the “Peppersass” will be at the easterly end
of the Bretton Woods station, where a hole should
be opened through the roof for the smoke stack, and a railing should be provided about two feet
from the engine. Shutters will be needed for the winter (this work will be performed by Mr. Barkers’ forces). Mr. Barker will arrange for a suitable sign on the platform, and on the highway. We
shall make general news announcement of the plans through three stories. We shall have news stories from the ground and fresh photographs. In connection with the event itself, we shall consider
in conjunction with the New
Hampshire Publicity Bureau
invitations to a group of Boston newspaper men and possibly a group of hotel and
travel editors from New York.
There should be a booklet
typical of the occasion,
sketching the history of the
“Peppersass” and the Mt.
Washington Cog Railway
against a background of the
White Mountains and New
Hampshire recreational attractions, in colors to conform with those of the “PepPeppersass on Ammonoosuc trestle during pre-celebration tests (1929)
persass.” Efforts should be
- B&MRR Photo - Alan E. MacMillan Collection
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made to clear the Cog Railway right of way, removing the old timbers and other debris, both as a
matter of general maintenance and in connection with this event. The old time roadbed beyond
Base Station should not be disturbed; and should be marked by a sign.”
- T.F.J. 6.21.29 memo
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“Peppersass” Exercises Press Kit & Invitation
issued July 15, 1929

Press Kit: Found in an estate
sale by Mat Glover of Lincoln,
N.H. - now part of the Jitney
Collection - the cover letter (far
right) was apparently used to take
notes. Found on the reverse (near
right) in pencil - observations made
as the press train descended to the
crash site. The numbers & notes
correspond to bent numbers included in the final ICC report.
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Saturday, July 20, 1929
A long Boston & Maine train “arrived at Bretton Woods just before noon Saturday. Then followed a delicious lunch served in the main dining room of the Mount Washington hotel. The governors and Rev. Guy Roberts made the trip from the hotel to the Bretton Woods station on top of
the old Crawford stage coach. It was drawn by six prancing steeds driven by George Howland of
Lisbon and Crawfords, an old-timer at this kind of work. Mr. Howland handled the reins like the
veteran he is and the start from the hotel was to the accompaniment of clicks from the many cameras present,” noted the Littleton Courier report.
“The special trains for the base station were appropriately decorated with red, white and blue
bunting. At the base a special grandstand had been erected for the guests. This was gaily decorated as well as the mountain trains. (The newspaper would note after the fatal accident the red, white and
blue bunting “disappeared as if by magic.”) Those who were obliged to wait for the second special train
(up to the base station) were entertained by selections from a band which featured a tenor soloist.
The railroad officials had attended to every detail to make the restoration exercises complete and
appropriate.”
Program begins at 2pm
(and follows script)
“At the proper moment Old Peppersass came chugging up the track, blowing her whistle in answer to the cheering thousands. Engineer Jack Frost and fireman William Newsham were dressed
in bright red shirts and tall beaver hats. Governor Charles W. Tobey officially received the locomotive for the state of New Hampshire...”
- Winston Pote recollection - N.H. Profiles - Aug 1960

Old Peppersass is run out onto the transfer and moved to the mainline to run up to its re-dedication celebration.
The photo shows the Model-T engine rigged to move the transfer back and forth. (July 20, 1929)
- B&MRR Historical Society Collection
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“This is indeed a rare occasion
for New Hampshire, for the White
Mountains and for New England,”
Col. W. A. Barron of Crawford
Notch said as toastmaster. “We in
this part of the country know the language of Recreational Development;
we understand its importance not
only to New Hampshire but to all
New England. That the restless Peppersass is finally to come into its own,
as a worker and as an exhibit consecrated to greater recreational development for New Hampshire, is a gratifying termination of the day’s festivities.”
“On August 29, 1866, the party who gathered at the official trial (of the cog railroad concept)
adopted a resolution which stated its purpose was to ‘greatly enlarge the facilities of enjoyment of
the best and noblest scenery of the country,’” B&M President George Hannauer told those assembled. “Old Peppersass stands as a symbol of the recreational enjoyment that awaits the visitor to
these hills; and as a symbol also of the Yankee ingenuity of Sylvester Marsh, who built Old Peppersass and who built this railway; and who lived to smile at his scoffers as the Peppersass and her successors climbed to the clouds - without serious accident to this day.”
“The intensity of modern life, with its great strain on our mental and physical qualities, has
made necessary greater recreational facilities, and New Hampshire has much to offer in this direction,” said Governor Charles W. Tobey. “Nature has been lavish with us in her distribution of
lakes and mountains, and today gathered together in this environment, surrounded by these majestic peaks, product of the handiwork of the Great Architect of the Universe, the very soul of man
is moved, and we feel if we do not say, ‘What hath God wrought?’ President Hannauer, as Governor of New Hampshire it is a great joy to greet you... and on behalf of New
Hampshire I accept Old Peppersass and join with you in the happy thought of
rededicating it to the attractions of our White Mountains, and so to a continuous service to our fellow-men.”
The engine is rededicated by (B&M President George Hannauer) with the
ceremonial smashing of a large bottle of water (obtained by toastmaster Col.
Barron of the Crawford House) from the Lake of the Clouds on its right cylinder mimicking the launch of a boat. “Six trainloads of guests (next page),
each train consisting of an engine pushing one car ahead of it, ...preceded
engine No. 1 up the mountain to the summit. Peppersass was in charge of En304
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gineman Frost and Fireman W. I. Newsham, ...proceeded up the incline.”
- Interstate Commerce Commission Report - August 2, 1929

State forester Warren F. Hale was one of six guides selected by Robert P. Peckett of Sugar
Hill to ride in the passenger coaches that afternoon and describe the
sights and surroundings during the journey. The group had met the night
before at the Willey camps in Crawford Notch to coordinate their spiels.
The team - Hale, Joe Dodge of the AMC, Walter Goldthwaite of Dartmouth college, Nat Goodrich from Hanover, Tom Joyce of the Boston &
Maine and Fred Gardner of Concord spent the night there. Just after
breakfast in the morning, Hale and Dodge had organized a search for a
bellhop missing from the Crawford House. It was feared the young bellhop named Graves had walked the tracks of the Maine Central and
started to climb the slippery, steep southern slopes of Mt. Willard. “No
walkie talkie radios were available in those days,” recalled Hale in 1954 in
a Concord Monitor column. “Messengers were dispatched every two hours
Cross for 19-year old John Richard Graves. He was a bell boy at to the Crawford House as to the progress of the search. At noon Dodge
the Crawford House. On July 19, and I left Ranger Spinney in charge as we drove to the base station to be
1929 he decided to go for a hike up
Mt. Willard after dinner. When on hand for the Peppersass ceremony.”
Graves didn’t show up again, a
party went out looking for him.
Richard had slipped and fell off of
Mt. Willard and died. His
mother Mary, had a cross put up
on the side of Mt. Willard in memory of her son. Today the cross has
long been covered by rock slides.
-

(1930)
Raymond W. Evans photo / Robert J.
Girouard Collection

“There were not sufficient trains to carry all the party up the mountain.
Those who could not find places on the trains were taken back to Bretton
Woods where buses were boarded for a sightseeing trip about the mountain highways. Some remained at the base.”
- Littleton Courier - Thu, Jul 25, 1929

Special guide Warren Hale had taken his position on the third train. “Evi305
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dently many people did not hear the words “special passes” or believed that passes (to board the
trains) were unnecessary,” wrote Hale. “It seemed that almost every one present proceeded to the
six one-car trains and hoped to get aboard. Each train had a brakeman and while he stood at one
entrance the first arrivals entered the car at the other end. Not only were the seats rapidly filled
but people were standing in the aisles. Many (without passes) were asked to leave the cars... which they
did and it believed all the invited guests were finally
taken aboard.”
Noted New Hampshire photographer Winston
Pote who was in the press gaggle recalled in 1960,
“There was a scramble for space on the small trailer
car for photographers. I managed to squeeze in behind the newsreel cameras and altogether too many
folding camp chairs. I had arrived on the scene a bit
late with a friend and no certain plans for going up
the mountain. With me I carried a Graflex camera, a
doctor’s leather bag full of extra lenses and film, and a Filmo movie camera. It was not until I
found myself on the flatcar that I realized that the lunch was still locked up in the car and that the
keys were in my pocket. In my haste to get pictures of the ceremonies I had not taken time to eat,
and now there would be no food available for several hours.” Pote said, “The fact of my increasing hunger was to be a fateful one in the decisions I made that afternoon.”
“The signal was given to start up the mountain and with loud cheers we left a throng behind,”
recalled guide Warren Hale. “I found my assignment to talk to this group (on the third train) with
every one talking to each other rather difficult. With the snorting and hissing of the engine directly behind the car I found it necessary to go to the upper end and try to interest those nearby
that I was trying to act as a guide and tell them about Mt. Washington; the Cog railroad and the
Peppersass. We should have been provided with megaphones and I was wondering how the other
guides were making out. I gave a short talk - short because I wasn’t sure whether anyone could
understand me. Then I repeated this performance in the middle of the car as I could not reach the other end because of
people in the aisle.” As the celebration trains went up the
mountain, the rescue party in Crawford Notch found the lifeless body of the missing Crawford House bellhop on the lower
slopes of Mt. Willard.
While Hale struggled to present his part of the program, photographer Winston Pote was trying to do his job, too. “The cog
train we rode climbed slowly as possible in an effort to keep
the slow moving Peppersass within camera range. All of us were
trying to get pictures at once, some hopping off and on our
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train and even hitching rides on the old locomotive
for an effective close-up. For it was hard to hold a
camera steady, what with the jolting of the cog
wheel. Our train made frequent stops, since nobody knew how far Peppersass would attempt to
climb. At the first water tank (next pag) an official
signaled the Peppersass to return, but Frost continued on upward to the Halfway House, a small
building near the track. There they stopped for
more wood, which was quickly loaded onto the
queer tender. (Once again Peppersass) continued upward instead of starting back down as we halfexpected she would.. After Peppersass climbed a few
feet, we distinctly heard a loud bang. ‘That doesn’t
sound so hot!’ said a newsreel camera man. There
was no further comment about it, but I was to
hear a very similar sound on our descent. Another
quarter of a mile, perhaps, and we crossed Jacob’s
Ladder with Peppersass following slowly in the distance. Engineer and fireman were busy waving those tall hats and blowing the whistle which made
little puffs of smoke in the almost calm air.” - Pote’s Peppersass eyewitness account published in August 1960 N.H. Profiles
magazine

This engine (No.1) made one stop while ascending the grade due to low steam pressure and
another to lubricate the cylinders. (Frost) ran the engine up as far as Gulf Tank. At this point he
inspected and oiled the engine.
- ICC Report - August 2, 1929
Just after the photographer’s train passed over Jacob’s Ladder, Rev. Guy Roberts stepped
down off the car. Nicholas Howe writes in Not Without Peril that Roberts wanted to watch the Peppersass go over the famed trestle one last time. Roberts had campaigned for more than 20 years to
bring the historic engine back to the White Mountains. He thought the climb would end above Jacob’s, and he would escort the locomotive
back to the Base “by either walking along with
her or perhaps riding down while standing on
her forward ‘bumper,’” Roberts wrote in the
Littleton Courier. “Frank T. Joyce, assistant vice
president of the Boston and Maine railroad,
who was in charge of all the exercises, had...
told me that the old relic would only run to
the top of Jacob’s Ladder, for doing so would
prove her ability to climb to the summit, but
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that going clear to the top would too much delay the return of the other trains.” The Reverend
was surprised when it kept climbing towards Skyline.
“The procession continued upward to the Gulf tank,” wrote Pope, “where Peppersass stopped
to take on water. I remember they filled it so full it ran over. More pictures were taken of the process, and I climbed out with all my gear. When my train moved off toward the summit, only a
short distance now, I did not rejoin it but stayed watching the old locomotive. Frost had evidently
received orders to take Peppersass back down, but still he waited, looking longingly upward as
though his goal was fading away. As I watched, Peppersass took on two more passengers - the engineer’s son Caleb, a boy of sixteen and Daniel P. Rossiter, who was official photographer for the
railroad.”
After taking water at Gulf Tank the return trip was started down the grade... running backwards, traveling at an estimated speed of 3 miles per hour.
- Interstate Commerce Commission Report - August 2, 1929

Winston Pote decided to join his colleague, Rossiter. “Peppersass started steaming slowly down
the moderate grade of the area. I grabbed up my equipment, and, with both hands filled, tried to
run over the rocks - a strange chase after a strange engine. It was only going two miles an hour, so
I was sure I could catch up. Yet twice I stopped, as though to give up. It was as though there were
some restraining force holding me back. I chalked it up to an empty stomach and ran on, catching
it at last. Frost stopped, reached down with a helping hand. Then with a clank and a roar of
steam, we were off down the mountain. My first need was to load the movie camera. I had done
it on a moving dog sled and on a speed boat, but this jolting conveyance was the worst yet. Young
Caleb Frost lent a hand, and together we struggled with the camera on the pile of firewood,
which was taking up most of the room. We got it finished just as the engine reached the steeper
grade. Watching Peppersass from above, I hadn’t realized how noisy and rough she was, once in motion. Conversation was limited to brief shouts. Engineer Frost stood by with a huge oil can and
used it when his aim was good. Newsham, the fireman, tossed a chunk of wood into the flaming
firebox. Here were two fine closeup shots, and I shouted into Frost’s ear that I would like such pictures if he could stop. It was impossible to hold the camera steady otherwise. ‘You can get that at
the base’ - I could just make out his words. At that point we reached the top of Long Trestle, and
I could hear the engineer’s words as he yelled to Newsham: ‘How do you like the looks of that!’ I
was not alone in feeling apprehensive about this ride,” recalled the hitchhiking photographer.
Nothing unusual occurred until (Frost) reached a point (Bent 800) about one-half mile from
where the return trip was started when he heard a snap at the front end of the engine, immediately followed by the forward end raising up and when it came down the cog wheel was out of the
cog rail. - Interstate Commerce Commission Report - August 2, 1929
“We passed two climbers who waved.... Down we dropped - a different kind of jolt, now... Rossiter sat holding his camera, near the doorway. My equipment was scattered on the woodpile...
What a fine, clear day, I thought - and how hungry can you get... There was a large sledge ham308
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mer crack,” says Pote. “We seemed to bounce a bit and lurch to one side. As we picked up speed,
there was an ominous grinding sound. Frost grabbed the old hand brake wheel, which spun
loosely and seemed to have little effect. I could see his mouth opening, shouting, ‘Jump Jump!’ I’m
sure I didn’t hear the words, so terrifying was the clatter.”
Rev. Guy Roberts had been waiting at Jacob’s Ladder for some forty minutes before he first
heard Peppersass descending. “Glancing up the track I saw steam or smoke as from her stack,” he
later wrote, “the engine was being concealed by a brow of the mountain. But in an instant she
was in sight and I thought, ‘Here she comes.’ Then I realized that her speed was very fast and the
next instant I thought, ‘Why, she is running away!”
Cog Kid Hitches a Ride
Caleb Frost, 16 years of age, son of the engineman, stated that on the day of the accident he
walked up the mountain behind the engine. When the engine started the return trip, he, together
with two other persons, got on. The engine was proceeding normally and without indication of
trouble until he heard a snapping sound near the front part of the engine and it appeared to be
derailed and bumping on the ties. He jumped just as the engine started down the long trestle and
the last he saw of the engine was when it disappeared around a curve running at high speed and
tearing up the ties.
- ICC Report
“Struggling to the woodpile, I grabbed a bag of film and lens equipment - carefully threw it
out the doorway,” writes Pote “and watched it roll over on a grassy place. I should have gone with
it. Caleb was the only one with presence of mind to jump this soon and got away with only a torn
shirt from the bushes that cushioned his fall. The brake must have been holding partially; we were
not going more than fifteen miles an hour - but it was unpleasant. The engine rocked violently,
and pieces of flaming wood and embers flew from the firebox. Rossiter still sat with his camera.
We were going too fast now. Then something else gave way, and we started to roll freely, a sudden
drop, like a high speed elevator. Any brake action was gone. I was sure the old engine would tip
over. Trees and rocks whizzed by.”
- N.H. Profiles - August 1960
With the assistance of the fireman, (Frost) attempted to apply the hand brake but without
much effect on the speed of the engine, and realizing that the engine was out of control he
shouted to the other persons to jump. - Interstate Commerce Commission Report - August 2, 1929
“Engineer and fireman hung on in on the doorways, on opposite sides, looking for a soft spot.”

Pote was in the tender, “As I jumped from the woodpile, I caught one toe on the Peppersass sign. So
it was headfirst, a dive instead of a jump, with no sensation of falling, only of speed. Sky-rockssky-then a huge rock looming up for a landing. I tried to throw my head back to protect my face.
Stars I saw plenty, but I remember better seeing the engine like a comet with a long tail of steam.
I knew I had a broken jaw, because I could hear the bones rattle. I tried to find the camera, but
something was wrong with one knee. I was very close to Jacob’s Ladder, and some time later remember seeing the engine’s smokestack under it. It was here that Rossiter had dropped off, or was
thrown, after hanging on to the tender with his camera. He was killed instantly. The engineer and
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fireman suffered broken bones but recovered, in time. Frost had made a miraculous 30-foot jump
on the high ravine side (of Jacob’s Ladder.)”
Rev. Roberts watched alongside the track. “On she rushed, careening and tottering, when with
a sudden lurch, off toppled her smokestack, crashing onto the rocks at my right. Then I noticed
that a man was hanging on the flaring top of its tender, swaying as it careened!” he recalled. “The
terrible outfit flashed past, showering me with its cinders, as on it dashed in its mad rush to death
down Jacob’s Ladder, tearing and crashing. When but some fifteen feet beyond me the man
dropped from his hold on the tender and was shot down some forty feet through space outside the
upper side of Jacob’s Ladder, where he crashed to death on the sharp jagged rocks and huge timbers at the foot of the trestle and about midway its length.”
“Some of those waiting for the return of the trains to the base had field glasses and distinctly
saw the accident, although of course they did not know whether there had been any injured. It
was close to an hour later before anything definite was known.”
- Littleton Courier
Engineman Frost could not account for the front end of the engine lifting out of the cog rail
unless it was caused by a broken tooth from a cog wheel being stuck in the cog rail. He further
stated that he had never known of cog wheel breaking on any of the engines used on this line; at
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one time a front pinion gear broke on one of the present type of engines and the train stopped immediately.
- ICC Report
Assistant to the Engineer of Maintenance of Way Watson… found marks on the side of the
cog rail between bents 768 and 734 which appeared to have been made by something sliding on
the angle iron which forms the side of the cog rail. There were also marks on the ties in the same
vicinity which appeared to have been made by a gear sliding on them and about 50 ties were broken between the bents. Later he found several teeth from a broken cog wheel and parts of the broken main driving gears, approximately 1,100 feet from the first mark of derailment. - ICC Report
Crash investigators determined the engine... continued down the incline, gaining speed rapidly, and finally left the trestle about 2,050 feet from the initial point of derailment while traveling
at a speed of about 25 miles per hour. Rev. Roberts described it this way. “Watching Old Peppersass
as she shrieked out her swan song, she continued tearing down the Ladder until coming to the reverse curve at its foot. Being unable to make the curve she leaped from the rails into space over
the brink of Burt’s Ravine, where with a thunder-like report the boiler exploded amid a great puff
of steam, landing her some thirty feet from the rack with pieces of metal and debris flying in all
directions, at last burying her shattered and scattered self amid the rotten wood, stunted spruce
and birches that there were growing.”
Investigators found the engine fell a distance of about 12 feet and
was destroyed, practically the only part intact being the boiler. What
Guy Roberts saw as an exploding boiler was likely the rush of steam
from within as the cylinder feed pipes were ripped from the pressurized container. However, eyewitness reports, like Roberts’, of the
boiler exploding made headlines the next day.
The person killed (Daniel Rossiter) was a photographer-writer, who
was temporarily employed by the Boston & Maine Railroad, and the
persons injured were the engineman, fireman and a photographer,
all of whom were riding on the engine. The Berlin Reporter wrote EnRossitor’s 1918 Passport photo
- Dan Szczesny Collection gineer Frost “sustained a five inch gash on his head, a broken shoulder, sprained ankles and a sprained wrist. He also suffered cuts and
bruises. He was unable to move his head and and complained of severe pains, but physicians
were hopeful that, barring unforeseen developments, he would recover. (Fireman Newsham, 29)
has two broken ribs, a sprained ankle, broken wrist and cuts and bruises.”
Rev. Roberts’ eyewitness account continued in the Courier. “Immediately after the terrific explosion I hurried down over the somewhat shattered Ladder, putting out several small fires enroute,
and noticed the bruised and broken body of what proved to be that of my friend, Daniel Rossiter,
lying on the jagged rocks below and in such a broken position as to not in the least resemble a
man as seen from above. Hurrying to him I felt his pulse and otherwise examined him, finding
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him dead, his face cut and bleeding, arm broken, legs also, and probably his back, while at the left
ear his skull was fractured and indented”
A golf caddy from Bretton Woods who had been at the foot of the Ladder when the crash occurred. The caddy, Paul R. Brennan and Roberts “lifted Dan and placed his head and shoulders
in a less terrible position and thus was he found by those who removed his body.” Rossiter’s “broken glasses were rescued, and his monogram white gold watch, dented and broken, was found and
later returned to his widow by Mr. Roberts who also wrote her the full details of his death. He
also found three of his camera plates although the camera smashed to pieces, and had the plates
developed and prints made from them.” The day Rossiter died his wife was with her parents in
Ludlow, Vermont recuperating from an illness and celebrating their baby daughter’s arrival exactly three-months earlier.
(Daniel) Rossiter is believed to have been trying to save his camera gear – clinging to the side
hidden by the tender from Frost and Newsham. Eighty-eight years after the wreck, Manchester
author and journalist Dan Szczesny posed his theory as to why Rossiter did not jump. “It’s hard to
say why Daniel hesitated,” wrote Szczesny in the Concord Monitor. “As the photographer for the railroad itself, 33-year-old Daniel had a promising career ahead of him. Just one amazing shot of the
Peppersass’s final plunge could set him and his family up for life. I think I know what was in Daniel’s mind. Years earlier, Daniel had been conscripted by a local paper in Vermont to cover a motorcycle race at a county fair. One of the racers jumped the track and crashed into the spectators.
Daniel dropped his camera and rushed to the aid of the injured, then ran to get a bucket of water
for rescuers who arrived in an ambulance. Only then, did he stop to take pictures of the wreckage. He was fired for that brief moment of humanity, his managing editor furious that Daniel
failed to bring back a picture of the wounded. After a time, Daniel
had begged for his job back, telling his boss that next time he comes
across a man on fire, he’d take a picture of him first, and throw water
on him second. He was rehired. He was a journalist’s journalist, Daniel was. He did retrieve his camera, which was later discovered focused and ready for a shot. But Daniel never had a chance to secure
his legacy, for somewhere around the high point of that ladder as Old
Peppersass jumped the track for the final time and plunged into Burt’s
Ravine, so to did Daniel.”
- Concord Monitor - Sat, May 6,
2017

Rossiter (right in window at ceremony) held on for about 1500 feet
then dropped to his death at the foot of bent 669. “(Rev.) Guy Roberts
saw him drop and was the first to reach him.” Roberts was the man
who tracked down the whereabouts of “Old Peppersass” and convinced
the powers that be to return the historic engine to the mountain. He
was one of only “three to have witnessed, close at hand... the tragic
ending of what had promised to be so fine an affair.” Golf caddy
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Brennan and postcard photographer E. D. Putnam of Antrim were the other two eyewitnesses.
Putnam’s friend John Brassil was on scene but reportedly “was too busy getting down one of the
large posts of the Ladder trestle... to have seen much if anything that really happened here so
tragically.” Roberts wrote that he found comfort in the fact that although he pushed to bring Peppersass back to the mountain “the attempted round trip of the old engine was not of his planning,
which relieves all sense of personal responsibility for this sad demise of the ancient relic.”
Boston Globe photographer Edmunds Bond was one of the first reporters at the crash site. He’d
hopped on board the last train up when it started down from the Summit just ten minutes after
arriving. New Hampshire Governor Tobey was on board. “The train had gone down, perhaps
three-quarters of a mile, when somebody hollered that a man was down beside the track,” wrote
Bond. “They picked up a young fellow holding onto his jaw (Pope). I jumped off, asked somebody what was the matter, and one of the officials, who had him by the arm, said he had fallen
down. I wasn’t surprised at it - among those crags and broken rock - so I didn’t think anything of
it then. I went into the observation car (behind the tender), had it all by myself, put my camera
down and started looking. By leaning out I could see down over the side and I noticed pieces of
ties gouged out along the track as if something had dragged over it, and the grooves grew deeper.
Over to the right I saw a man in a red shirt wandering around kind of dazed. I recognized the
fireman (Newsham) on the Peppersass. Below him, 100 feet or so, was the engineer (Frost), face up,
as if he were dead. ‘There’s a dead man beside the tracks,’ I called to the engineer of our train.
He (Charles LeMora of Concord, Mass.) brought it to a stop. Just then a boy ran up. He proved
afterward to be the engineer’s son. Men lifted the engineer on board and the train was started
(down). The next thing I saw was somebody waving his hands frantically, as to warn us off the
tracks below. He looked like a mountain climber (Rev. Roberts). The ties were all splintered and
split, I noticed, they didn’t appear to be any too safe, and over on the left-hand side of the track
seemed to be all broken. We’d started to make the curve (above Jacob’s) and the brakes were on,
but they didn’t mesh in the cogs. There was a rip and a burr and the crew (LeMora, fireman Alfred Trudel & brakeman Adelard Bushey) was frantically trying to stop the train. I slid out over
the side and was already to jump off before the train got momentum, when I felt it stopping, so I
held on and then climbed down. Right beneath me in a deep-rutted hole was a body. I slid down
the trestle, probably a drop of 10 feet, and bent down and felt of the heart, picked up one of the
hands. It was limp. A man up the tracks with a straw hat about 40 feet away told me it was Rossiter. The smashed camera was underneath him, where he’d clung for dear life, probably hoping to
save his pictures.” Bond’s training kicked in. “I ran back up the mountainside because the passengers were getting off. I made a picture or two of them, carefully making their way out of the train
onto the rocks below and then I went down under the trestle, crawling over big bowlders and having to go on my hands and knees through crevices and up over rocks until I could climb onto the
track and look for Peppersass.”
- Boston Globe - Mon, Jul 22, 1929 pg. 7
Federal investigators reported at Bent 640 “she leaped from tracks and crashed opposite bent
625 on the edge of Burt Ravine. The boiler landed in a large growth of trees more than 100 feet
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away, and the bottom of the
ash pan slid along the tracks
until it bounded off near bent
number 560, a distance of 960
feet from where the engine had
left the rails.” The crash tore
out the telephone lines along
the track. The water pipe was
damaged so not enough water
could be pumped to get the
stranded trains back to the summit. Passengers climbed down
from the cars and walked –
230 passengers returned to the
top. 60 or 70 climbed all the
way down. It was 4:30am before the last group came down.

Where the Hero left the track just below Jacob’s Ladder. Halfway House in the distance. (1929)
NH Public Service Commission Peppersass Accident photo

- Hancock research / ICC Report /
Littleton Courier - Thu, Jul 25, 1929 pg. 1

Globe photographer Bond saw the track damage from below. “On the curve in the middle of
the Ladder I saw where the ties were demolished and from there I sighted the remains of the old
engine. I saw where she struck, but I could find no part of her larger than a splintered fragment.
For 150 feet there were just bits of iron and wood still smoking and smouldering. My film was exhausted on what was left of Old Peppersass. I followed John Barry, the reporter, down over the
rocks. Later, fearing that I’d break my camera by falling, I walked on the railroad ties, until I
could find a scrabble of path the hikers have worn out in places. I stopped at a brook to drink a
quart and half of water, I think - ‘My wasn’t I hot and thirsty.’ John was the first down, the engineer (LeMora) second and I was third.”
- Boston Globe - Mon, Jul 22, 1929 pg. 7
“Herbert H. Downing, who happened to be
at the base station, was delegated to go to
Bretton Woods and make arrangements for
doctors and ambulances. This he did and
in less than an hour the Littleton hospital
ambulance and Dr. A. T. Downing and Dr.
White of the Mount Washington hotel
were on hand. There was one engine at
the base which had not been used for
some time. Fires were built in it and it
was made ready for a run up the moun-
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tain. On a flat car went ties and necessary articles to repair the damage to the track. But there was
no engineer present.”
- Littleton Courier
Finding that engineer took awhile, according to Nicholas Howe’s Not Without Peril, as one of
the six engineers, who had taken the nearly 250, now stranded passengers to the Summit, had to
walk down to the base to run the rescue train up.
“The 60 or 70 people who walked down from the first train just above Jacob’s Ladder as well
as the few remaining at the base went to Bretton Woods on a train. They came onto the base station platform in small groups, many of them on the verge of collapse. There were few lights and it
was no small task to work down the mountain over the stones. But with a few minor accidents, all
arrived in safety, even if they were exhausted and lame for days.”
“The relief train started up the mountain just before dusk and it was near 10 o’clock when it
returned with the injured engineer (Frost) and fireman (Newsham). They were tenderly transferred to the ambulance and rushed to the Littleton Hospital. A motor cop cleared the way for a
quick trip. Winston H. Pote, who had a fractured jaw, was rushed down the mountain (from the
Summit) and taken to a hospital at Berlin Around 11 o’clock the relief train again ascended the
mountain, this time to bring down the body of Daniel Rossiter. The train was met by Bingham
and Meacham, undertakers of Littleton, who prepared the body for shipment to Ludlow, Vt.
Meanwhile those on the mountain top were having unusual experiences. It was several minutes
before those on the trains nearest the top knew that there had been an accident. Finally it was
learned that the thing to do was to get back to the Summit House. This was done, but it was close
to midnight before the last train-load arrived on the top. (Mike Boyce and Charles Barlton were
the engineers that ran the shuttle service between Great Gulf and the Summit House.) One train
ran out of water and it was necessary to abandon it and the occupants, including many women,
had to get out and walk in the dark
to another car further up the mountain. There were many thrilling experiences. It was like a shipwreck at
sea. Families were separated, not to
be joined again until early Sunday
morning. After lunch at the Summit
House the 236 guests were taken
down the carriage road in automobiles to Glen and then by bus to
Crawfords and Bretton Woods. Governor Tobey personally supervised
this work and was the last to leave
the mountain top, after being sure
that all had been properly taken care
The Hero’s boiler where it came to rest in the scrub of Burt’s Ravine (1929)
NH Public Service Commission Peppersass Accident photo of. At the Crawford House every315
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thing possible was done for the comfort of the guests as they would arrive during the night on the
buses. Colonel Barron and Senator George H. Moses personally served sandwiches and coffee to
all desiring refreshments. They did not quit the job until the last bus, in which was governor Tobey, arrived at 4:45 o’clock Sunday morning.”
B&M officials told federal regulators “an inspection of the boiler after the
accident (leftt) showed the
flues intact, top of boiler
and all seams except the
mud ring were tight, the
dent on the mud ring being
inward. This inspection convinced (Richardson) that the
boiler was not involved in
the accident.” The ICC report concludes “The damaged condition of the driving assembly indicates that
the gears probably were
jammed by the broken tooth
The broken frame, pinions, shaft and tender the scrub of Burt’s Ravine (1929)
NH Public Service Commission Peppersass Accident photo
of the pinion gear becoming
lodged between this gear and
the large driving gear with which it was supposed to mesh, resulting in the locking of the mechanism. This condition apparently
accounted for the raising of the
front of the engine sufficiently to
disengage the forward cog from
the rail, and when this end of the
engine came down the cog wheel
failed to mesh with the cog rail.”
Reverend Roberts says he made “a
later hasty visit” to the spot where
the engine landed. “I noticed but
little of the precious old relic, so
completely had she annihilated herself. The large trunnion supports
(right) were quite intact, however,
with the cog wheel and axle en316
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tirely detached but bent and
wrecked. A large piece of the
tender was also noticed, but
the rest was mostly buried beneath the varied vegetation
there abounding.”
Littleton Courier

The Hero’s frame & cog gear in the scrub of Burt’s Ravine (1929)
NH Public Service Commission Peppersass Accident photo

Winston Pote wrote “They say
the following day the mountain
was like an ant hill, with souvenir hunters carrying away anything that was light. Fortunately, most of the engine
pieces were heavy. The steam
gauge went across the Presidential Range, while the whistle
found its way into Pinkham

Notch. The only thing that
remained on the old engine
was my Graflex - and pieces
of that eventually turned up
at the University of New
Hampshire. I never did find
the lens. Many photographers went up Mt. Washington July 20, 1929, looking for
special pictures. All of us
missed the big one. However,
I had the fastest ride on the
slowest locomotive ever built,
and lived to remember the
last climb of Old Peppersass.”
July, 1929

Peppersass’ shaft and brake drum in the scrub of Burt’s Ravine (1929)

To Boston & Maine
shops, Concord, N.H.:
126 miles est.

NH Public Service Commission Peppersass Accident photo

The scattered remains of the engine were gathered up and taken to the repair shops in Concord and pieced back together that winter of 1929-1930. Mike Boyce later tells Jitney the railroad
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had to station people at the crash site to protect the famous wreck from souvenir hunters seeking a
piece of history.
August 1, 1929
“It is understood that the Boston & Maine railroad plans to restore Old Peppersass. The pieces,
as found on the rocky sides of Mount Washington, have been picked up and will later be put together as far as possible. a representative of Henry Ford was in New Hampshire Tuesday (7/30),
endeavoring to purchase the old relic. He was not successful.” - Littleton Courier - Thu, Aug 1, 1929

!"

Centennial Parade: This was the Peppersass Centennial parade. The picture was taken at the corner of Main & Pleasant Streets (Jun 21, 1938)

- Courtesy/Harold Kimball - NH DOT Archives
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May - June 1930
To Bretton Woods Station:
120 miles est.
Early in the summer of 1930,
the re-assembled Peppersass was finally put on exhibit at the Bretton
Woods station in front of the
Mount Pleasant Hotel (right)
where she remained for awhile.
This was where the engine was to
be taken following her “celebration” the summer before.
August 17, 1933
“Peppersass” House ?
To Base Station:
6 miles est.
Photographic and document
research for this manual indicates
that sometime after Peppersass arrives at B&M’s Bretton Woods Station, during the early part of the
Col. Henry Teague ownership of
the Mount Washington Railway, the engine is brought to the Base. In the summer of 1933, the
Portsmouth Herald reports on its editorial page that “On Thursday (8/17/1933), that famous engine,
the gallant first conqueror of Mt. Washington was brought up from the Base Station roundhouse
and placed beside the tracks at the Marshfield station. The form on which it stands is pitched at a
35 degree angle to give a realistic picture of the engine climbing the steep
slopes of the mountain. Battle-scarred
but proud... Old Peppersass can now rest
in peace and watch from its perch the
ascent to the top of the mountain of
the other engines that have taken its
place. It is painted red and green and
looks almost exactly as it did on its initial journey in 1866. “Old Peppersass” is
unique among engines. It deserves an
honored resting place.”
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It is unclear whether the locomotive went into its own house that summer. But at some point a
building to exhibit the No. 1 is erected at Marshfield Station, where tourists arriving by automobile are congregating. The building appears on the railroad’s tax valuation map in 1934. It is
glimpsed in a Floyd Williams photograph after construction of the log structure across the tracks
that was the restrooms building during the Jitney era. A tourist leaning out of passenger car No. 5
captures the structure (below) and the rest of the Marshfield station as Mike Boyce and the Great
Gulf climb the first trestle over the Ammonoosuc.

- Robert J. Girouard Colllection

The Granger Family photo album includes a series of photos of “Old” and “Young” Plineys
with a work crew, and Peppersass with its house (previous page) and on a truck (below).
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Base Station after spur line rails removed (1932-33), coal trestle installed at shop. Little Marshfield and Peppersass House at
loading area. No restrooms across the tracks. Reflects 1934 Tax Valuation Map.
except for new bridge leading to Jewell Trail (proposed Aug 1934)
- Courtesy N.H. Historical Society

But the house has been moved by the time construction of the new Marshfield Station is underway and seen in photos in 1938-1939 (see Ch. 9 Sec. 3).
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June 21st, 1938
To Concord, N.H.
and Back to Base:
245 miles est.
MWR Engine No. 1 attends the parade for New Hampshire’s Constitutional Sesquicentiennial Parade – Rising
some 20 feet tall, “Peppersass” only appeared on the capital’s Main Street
(right) “where there were no wires.” The
morning before the parade she was
housed in the nearby State Highway Department garage.
1939
To New York City:

355 miles est.

No. 1 was carried by a railroad flat car loaded at Fabyan
and shipped for a two year stay at the New York Worlds’
Fair. The fair opened on April 30, 1939 and 206,000 people attended. The site in Flushing Meadows covered over
1200 acres - only the 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition
was larger. The New York expo was the first to be based on
the future and the world of tomorrow. Peppersass was part
of the Railroad Conference exhibits. The headlining act
was a live drama re-enacting the birth and growth of rail
called “Railroads on Parade.” Videos of the pageant are

available on the internet. MWR No. 1
Hero was part of the historical objects
on display (right) at the World’s Fair,
and it was not the only Mt.
Washington-based locomotive in attendance.

!"
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No. 1 & No. 494
Together Again - For the Very First Time
B&M Employees Mag: “Old 494” Goes to the Fair | Our Shop Forces, in Cooperation with
Railroad Enthusiasts, Have Veteran Engine as Exhibit.
Saved from the junk-pile and now resplendent as when it was built nearly 50 years ago, one of
the early types of American locomotives - Boston and Maine No. 494 - is now one of the feature
exhibits at the Railroad Building at the New York Worlds Fair.
Thanks to officials, foremen, shopmen, and almost everybody else at our shops at Billerica and
at Concord, who gave unselfishly of their own time and labor to assist in a project originated by
our friends, the Railroad Enthusiasts, Inc., our railroad has a mighty fine exhibit at the big exposition in New York. It will be viewed by millions in the next two years.
Some months ago, officers of the New England Division of the Railroad Enthusiasts, Inc. approached President French and asked if they might have “Old 494,” rusting away at Portsmouth,
New Hampshire and awaiting retirement to the scrap-pile. The Enthusiasts suggested that they
would like to restore the old engine to its original state and exhibit it at the Fair.
Once a “mighty piece of railroad power, hauling fast passenger trains after it was built at the
Manchester Locomotive Works in Manchester, New Hampshire in (July) 1892, the “494” had
rather ignominiously finished her railroad career as “No. 905” at the prosaic task of hauling cars
of coal from Fabyan, New Hampshire to the Base Station of the Mount Washington Cog Railway.
Our shopmen found that “Old 494” was far from being “what she used to be.” In the period
since the engine was built, improvements in locomotives had resulted in substitution of a steel cab
for a wooden cab; removal of the pilot and wheel guards; an electric headlight had replaced the
original oil lamp, and most of the fancy brass work which featured locomotive building in the
early ‘90s had been replaced by more modern steel and malleable iron.
But once they took over the job of restoring the engine, that didn’t stump our shopmen
one whit. Our shop folks actually put in more
than 2,000 man-hours of their personal time
evenings and on week-ends, so that when they
had finished the job old-timers who actually
worked on “Old 494” said that “she’s almost
entirely just as she used to be, and it would
take a ‘railroad mechanical detective’ to find
anything wrong.” Among the B&M volunteers
was machinist Earl C. Cone.
Following the ‘39 World’s Fair, No. 494 was
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stored at the Fitchburg and Lowell yards for several years. There was talk of scrapping this engine. Finally, a Boston-based group, later incorporated as “The Railroad Enthusiasts, Inc.,” acquired No. 494 from the Boston & Maine Railroad, saving the engine from the scrap yard. The
Railroad Enthusiasts sought a permanent home for this historic steam locomotive. Finding interest to the north, ownership of the locomotive was transferred to the Town of Hartford, Vermont
in 1957. The engine remains on display today at this historic hub of railroad activity. During its
heyday, as many as 50 trains a day arrived and disembarked from White River Junction, in Hartford, Vermont
- Boston & Maine Locomotive No. 494 Restoration Project - Society for Industrial Archeology - New England
Chapters newsletter Vol. 18 - No. 1 1998 - Wilfred E. Smith

On May 23, 1997, the 494 Restoration Committee officially became the White River Junction
Chapter of the National Railway Historical Society. The goal of this group is to document the history of the B&M 494 steam locomotive and restore this engine as closely as possible to its original
condition. This historic engine had served the Eastern and B&M lines, hauling passenger cars and
light freight. In 1911 No. 494 was renumbered as the 905. Toward the end, the 494/905 was used
to haul coal from Fabyan Station, at steep grade, to Marshfield Station at the 2700 foot level of
Mount Washington, New Hampshire. This coal was used by the Mount Washington Cog Railway
for its climb to the 6,288 foot summit. Engine No. 494/905 was finally retired in 1938. The 1939
restoration was done at the Boston & Maine shops in Billerica, Massachusetts. No attempt was
made at that time to restore the engine to full steam.
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B&M 494 - It’s a long way to White River: Boston & Maine Railroad’s Engine 494 is not just
any old steam locomotive; it has a unique history of its own. Built in Manchester, New Hampshire
in 1892, Engine 494 hauled passengers on the company’s Eastern Line, then was used on the uphill run from Fabyan Station to Marshfield Station, 2700 feet up the side of New Hampshire’s
Mount Washington. It hauled coal to fuel the Cog Railway, which ran from Marshfield to the summit. Over it lifetime, many improvements were made in train construction and with each, Engine
494 was modernized to keep up with the times. It was retired in 1938. But not quite. In 1939 Engine 494 was chosen to represent Boston & Maine at the New York World’s Fair, and it was unmodernized, its steel cab replaced with wood, its electric headlamp replaced with an oil light. After the fair it was stored and almost scrapped, but a group called the Railroad Enthusiasts was unwilling to see this unique example of a restored nineteenth century locomotive die, and a new
home was found for it in White River Junction.
However, the 494 built in 1892 was not the first heavy engine to make the tourist run from Fabyan to the Base when the spur line opened in 1876.

”Mt. Washington”
B&M Employees Magazine: Log train of 32 years ago (above) on the Mt. Washington branch at
Ammonoosuc falls (1894). “The old Mt. Washington was truly one of the characters of her day in
the north country,” writes R.H. Large, our correspondent at Woodsville, New Hampshire. “It
used to be the practice to clear the main line when she moved between Woodsville and Lakeport,
and it was not thought expedient to use her on a regular assignment off the Branch account of
the hazard of broken rails due to her excessive weight.
“During the summer months the old Mt. Washington was used to run the observation train between Fabyans and the Base Station with passengers taking the trip via the cog railway up Mt.
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Washington. After this road closed in the fall she was sent to Lakeport for overhauling and stored
until logging operations began, when she returned to the Branch to haul hard wood logs (as
shown in picture) from the Ammonoosuc Falls to Twin Mountain, where they were split and
sawed into short lengths. In the spring this wood was shipped back to the Base Station to be used
as fuel in the small locomotives on the Mt. Washington Railway.” The picture (previous page) includes (L-R) Engineman David Perkins; Fireman Frank Reynolds (both deceased); Conductor
Frank N. Keyser, now passenger conductor on the White Mountains - Passumpsic division; Brakeman Fred A. Carr, now general yardmaster at Woodsville, and Brakeman John Mayo.”
Vermont forest service member Bill Gove says the Mt. Washington was hired out to New Hampshire timber baron James Everill Henry and his Zealand Valley Railroad. Gove writes in the Northern Logger and Timber Processor Magazine in November 1975 that “Henry leased it for about three winter seasons as a yard switcher (1886-1889), and according to reports, treated the engine so roughly
that the Boston, Concord & Montreal railroad wouldn’t lease it to him anymore.”
Like the Peppersass, a mechanical failure on the Mount Washington during her logging chores in
1890 led to the death of a railroad employee. According to a New Hampshire Board of Railroad
Commissioners investigation, the Mt Washington - “an eight-wheeled machine weighing 75,000
pounds...” was put into service on the Kilkenny Railroad - a ten mile line “built and used exclusively for the purpose of hauling timber from the forests of Kilkenny to Lancaster... It was cheaply
constructed and the grades upon it are heavy, but it is in fair condition for the business for which it
is designed. Leonard H. Crouch, one of the most capable and trusted engineers upon the Concord & Montreal systems was selected to run the locomotive, - a position which it was understood
required a man of excellent judgment and nerve.” The report says engineer Crouch was accustomed to using the Mt. Washington “to haul daily from the mountain logging trains consisting of
from twelve to fourteen lengths of timber, each resting upon two sets of trucks, to which were attached brakes that were set by hand, with wrenches before the load started, and were relied upon
to hold the train as it passed down the grades. In the latter part of January, the Mt. Washington
blew out a cylinder head, and the Triton, a four-wheeled shifter built... about a year before was
sent from the Concord yard to take her place.”
The investigation revolved around whether the Triton was a suitable substitute for the Mt. Washington. “The Washington had eight wheels, six drivers, and two leading trucks, while the Triton
(nearly 14 tons lighter) had but four drivers and no leading trucks.” According to the report most
trainmen believed that a locomotive like Mt Washington with leading trucks “is more likely to keep
the track when passing over curves at a high rate of speed.” They said “the Washington would not
have been derailed under the same circumstances as the Triton was.” There was conflicting evidence as to what engineer Crouch thought. Railroad superintendent H.B. Mann testified that “after running (the Triton) from Woodsville to Lancaster, Crouch said she was a smart engine, and he
guessed she would work all right and do good business; but the fireman, Mr. (William P.) Balch,
says Crouch criticized the engine at the landing because she had no leading trucks and her tender
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was too light; said he did not consider her safe, and told him (Balch) if anything happened going
down the hill to jump through the window.”
That something happened on January 31, 1890, when the Triton started downhill from Button’s Landing trailing “its tender, twelve lengths of logs containing about 60,000 feet on flatcars
and trucks, and a saloon car” with Superintendent Mann, Conductor C.W. McIntyre and brakemen C.M. Nourse and George P. Gonyer inside. In a sag just before Orchard hill, the pin coupling the fourth and fifth lengths of logs broke - the train separated and the Triton with Crouch
and Balch in the cab, the tender and four lengths of logs pitched over the hill and picked up
speed. At a curve a quarter mile down the track, the Triton, traveling at nearly 30 miles per hour
“left the iron, and was instantly wrecked, the tender and logs attached to it being piled upon it.”
The brakes on the rear section of the train held and it traveled at a very slow rate down the hill running no more than four miles per hour when it was stopped by the wreck. No one in the saloon car was hurt. Crouch’s body was pulled from the wreck. Balch was badly hurt, but recovered.
H.M. Putney writing for the Board said “whether it was an error of judgment to send the Triton to Kilkenny... the Board can arrive at no decision which warrants a definite finding upon that
point... That the Kilkenny men were competent and faithful we have no doubt. That they had on
the 31st of January, the machinery that was safest and best, is, and it seems to us must always remain, open to doubt and to controversy.”
The preceding narrative was developed from the New Hampshire Railroad Commission’s Annual Reports. However, the photo (above) is from Littleton author Mike Dickerman’s account of
the Triton wreck in his books, Logging Railroads of New Hampshire’s North Country (2010) and Stories from
the White Mountains: Celebrating the Region’s Historic Past (2013).
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The Hero’s Odyssey Resumes
1941
To Boston & Maine Shops, Concord, N.H.:

268 miles est.

At the conclusion of the New York World’s Fair, the Hero was stored for several years in Concord, New Hampshire.
1948
To Base Station:

126 miles est.

When Mount Washington railroad operations resumed after World
War II, the “increasing crowds inquired for her, and it did seem strange
that the railway’s famous pioneer locomotive should be absent. So in
1947 plans were made to bring her back home once more. On August
4, 1948 amidst a flurry of excitement at the Base Station, Old Peppersass
again returned, this time after an absence of 10 years. She was trucked
up from Concord by a powerful Diesel tractor and placed on a section
of inclined track where she could look toward the Summit she had
reached so many times.”
- Hancock research
1951
To Museum of Science, Boston:

168 miles est.

“In March of 1951 Old Peppersass was loaned to the Boston Museum of Science, but was
brought back in 19?? to her honored place beside the tracks of her Mountain home. And here she
remains, the pioneer veteran of a century of adventure. It is the hope of all who love her, that she
may never have to go away again, but may always be in her place every summer to welcome visitors to a ride on the railway she helped to build and was first to climb.” - Hancock research
The Frances Hancock’s Peppersass manuscript never went to print. Col. Arthur Teague wrote
to her on April 14, 1963, “Frances I did not forget about the little booklet last Fall - but Alan Burt
who wrote the Mt. Washington book had spoken to me about printing a little pamphlet and since
he has loads of material and photos - I told him to go ahead and see what he could do...”
1953
To Eastern States Exposition:

436 miles roundtrip est.

“The world’s first mountain-climbing locomotive, “Old Peppersass,” will hold the featured spot
in the New Hampshire exhibit at the Eastern States Exposition, September 20-27. A spokesman
for the State Planning and Development Commission, the agency arranging the Granite State’s
program at Springfield, Mass., said the eight-ton locomotive will be moved on two trucks. Col. Arthur Teague, president of the Mt. Washington Cog Railway Co., accepted the P&D’s invitation to
put the original locomotive used in building the famed line nearly 90 years ago, on display. At the
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present time the engine is on a pedestal at Marshfield Station of the Cog Railway.”
- Portsmouth Herald - Fri, Sep 4, 1953 pg. 7

195?
To Base Station:

168 miles est.

Jitney remembers seeing the engine on the back of big flatbed truck at Marshfield, and wondering how it would be unloaded. He watched as “Young” Pliney Granger and crew jacked and
rolled the Peppersass onto a timber crib made of ties and then use the jack to support the machine
while removing the ties one-by-one, back-and-forth, and neatly lower the load to the ground. Jitney would employ the same method to boost a heavy stationary steam boiler into place in his
steam shed known as “Jitney Junction.”
Jitney also remembers Mike Boyce telling him that there was a loose cylinder cock on the Peppersass display and that Jit should add it to his collection of memorabilia. Jitney did not follow his
mentor’s advice, but later that part and others slowly disappeared. Jitney the collector had his eye
on one of the Peppersass tender name plates that was “hanging around” at the shop waiting for the
right time to ask for it when it was about to
be tossed. He missed his chance as one day
he discovered the metal sign had been cut
up by the shop crew for shims to use on the
locomotives.
Other than minor adjustments to the
location of its pedestal in front of
Marshfield, Peppersass would not travel during the remainder of the Jitney Years, sticking close to home and providing a place for
Science teacher Norm Lewis’ class field trip to Cog Railway (1960)
- Lewis Family Collection

8-year old Miss Jitney takes the controls (1963)
- Lewis Family Collection

youngsters to scramble and play engineer turning
the valves - fireman opening and closing the firebox
door - and brakeman winding the wheel on the right
side of the machine. It provided the backdrop for
hundreds, if not thousands of photographs and very
nearly ran under its own power once more. In 1966,
the centennial of Sylvester Marsh first hauling his
Hero to the Base, Col. Arthur Teague told news outlets Peppersass would be rehabilitated so with 20
pounds pressure in its boiler it could steam from the
Shop to Marshfield in 1969 to commemorate the
Cog’s Centennial. The events of 1967 would put a
kibosh to that plan.
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Peppersass maintained its vigil at the Base Station through another ownership change, the construction of a new Marshfield Station, the fiery destruction of the old Marshfield, was joined by
other steam-powered veterans in a display park and persevered as best it could. A new era of
travel and promotion by the first engine of the world’s first mountain climbing railroad resumed
in the summer of 2015.
An Alternate 1929 Crash Explanation Surfaces
1971
“Next Generation” Cogger Roger Clemons says an elderly visitor to the Base Station challenged the official “broken gear tooth” cause for the Peppersass crash over four decades after the
fact. “I talked with an old man in 1971, who said he was at the dedication,” Clemons recalls in December 2017. “(He) said he and a friend hiked up the tracks behind Peppersass and started back
down when Peppersass went past him and his friend somewhere round Skyline Siding. He said he
didn’t see anything unusual, but heard a loud crash and went down to see what had happened.”
Clemons says the old man “walked me out of Marshfield early one morning after breakfast and
we took a look at the old engine. He noted no broken gear or axle. He then told me that when
they put the original, extended tender on Peppersass, it had a bad habit of lifting up, pulling a
“wheelie” if you will, when fully fueled and watered. He said that the cog rack had been closed in
the early days and that when the problem with Peppersass was first noted the shop added a couple
of “fingers” to the front of the engine (his words) to go under the rack to hold the front down.
These weren’t in place during the last run. He said that Jack Frost re-fueled and took water at the
Gulf Tanks and they started back down. They didn’t experience any problems until they got past
Skyline platform and onto the steeper grade of Long Trestle. I think he told it to some of the others working at the Cog at the same time (1971) and (General Manager) Paul Dunn told several of us,
at breakfast one morning, that an old man had told him the same story. Interesting bit of info,
but I doubt if it could be proven.”
Some of the old man’s details can be corroborated. Photographer Winston Pote’s eyewitness
account of his ride says the Gulf Tank stop did involve water. “I remember they filled it so full it
ran over,” but there’s no mention of additional wood. However, Pote says “My equipment was
scattered on the woodpile” just before the large jolt occurred that started the engine’s fatal slide
and there apparently was enough wood to provide Pote a launching platform - “As I jumped from
the woodpile, I caught one toe on the Peppersass sign.”
The story’s detail of the Cog rack flange and the “fingers” are accurate, but use of the “fingers” was part of the original design and was discontinued as the Peppersass’ length of service on
the Mountain got longer. Master Mechanic and Railway Superintendent John Horne explained
the situation in the July 13, 1910 edition of Among the Clouds: “As the Mt. Washington Railway was
the first mountain climbing road, everything was in what may be termed an experimental stage,
and the promoters realizing that safety must be the prime factor, had the idea that the cog-wheel
might possibly lift out of the rail unless it was held in position, so they used a timber narrower
than the rail. On the first engine there were brackets, one on each side of and lower than the rail,
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and attached to each bracket was a small roll that reached under the projecting edge of the rail
which would keep the wheel and rail in proper relative position and it was impossible to get out of
mesh. Experience has shown it was not required.”
As Clemons rightly observed in his email to the Cog Clatter publisher, “Finding the ‘truth in any
enterprise is difficult at best and in the clouds surrounding the Cog story, much is hard to be confirmed even if it is ‘seen.’”
Peppersass goes to the Liquor Store: On July 8,
1978, a commemorative decanter (right) went on sale
in New Hampshire’s 71 liquor stores. Gov. Meldrim
Thomson said he anticipated “this special decanter
will become a prized collector’s item, as well as a permanent memento of the Yankee enterprise of
Sylvester Marsh, the Campton farm boy who pioneered the Peppersass and its railway.” Also on hand
were “Augustine Flanagan, 79 and William Menzies,
89, of Concord, and Albert Drescher, 68 of Contoocook, all of whom worked on rebuilding the Pepperasass following its disastrous plunge.” In addition, two
sons and a daughter of the late Peppersass engineer
Edward “Jack” Frost received complimentary bottles.
Newspaper reports say Jack Frost died within six
years of being injured in the 1929 crash due to complications from those injuries.

Peppers’-ass: Unique view of Jitney Jr. examining MWR No.
1’s firebox. Moral of the story don’t let your sister hold the camera.
- photo by Miss Jitney - Lewis Family Collection

Photographer Lovey Harwood finds winter winds have deposited
Peppersass’ stack in the melting snows of spring 2011
- Lovey Harwood Collection
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“On the Road Again”
Peppersass came down off her pedestal in the 21st Century to once
again promote the World’s First
Mountain-Climbing railroad.
July 29, 2015
To Craftsmen’s Fair, Mt.
Sunapee, N.H.:
200 miles roundtrip
September 2015
To Eastern States Exposition,
West Springfield, MA:
436 miles roundtrip
November 27, 2015
To Littleton Holiday Parade:
40 miles roundtrip
May 3, 2016 - The New Hampshire Travel Council kicked off the
(2016) summer season at an Omni
Mount Washington Hotel gathering. The council’s 40th annual Governor’s Conference on Travel and
Tourism, which ran Sunday to Tuesday, drew more than 200 attendees, including Gov. Maggie Hassan. The conference ended with a
singing of “Happy Birthday” and cake for the 150-year old Peppersass cog railway engine, owned
by the Mount Washington Cog Railway.
- Union Leader - May 4, 2016

May 7, 2016 - 166 miles / 332 round trip
Watch City Steampunk Festival, Carter Street - Waltham, MA
June 25 - 26, 2016 - 210 miles / 420 round trip
Everything Trains: Peppersass Comes to North Adams - Western Gateway Heritage State Park
North Adams, MA
July 15 - 16, 2016
First Annual Handcrafted Event - The Mt. Washington Cog Railway Mt. Washington, N.H.
July 17, 2016 - 41 miles / 82 round trip
Ray Burton Annual Picnic - Bath, N.H.
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August 5 - 14, 2016 - 106 miles / 312 round trip
83rd Annual League of N.H. Craftsmen’s Fair, Mt. Sunapee Ski Resort - Newbury, N.H.
August 20, 2016
Steampunk Festival at Cog Railway - Mt. Washington Cog Railway Mt. Washington, N.H.
September - October 2016
438 miles / 876 roundtrip
Steamtown National Historic Site (left) - Scranton, PA
November - December 2016
118 miles / 236 roundtrip
Manchester Airport (tentative), Manchester, N.H.
November 25, 2016 - 40 miles roundtrip
Littleton Holiday Parade - Littleton, N.H.
January 28, 2017 - 436 miles roundtrip
Model Hobby Railroad Show - Eastern States Exposition, West Springfield, MA
May 6, 2017 - 246 miles / 492 round trip
Daytrips & Destinations Travel Expo - Hartford, CT
May 25 to June 10, 2017 - 112 miles / 224 round trip
Common Man Roadside North - Hooksett Welcome Center, Hooksett, N.H.
June 10, 2017 - 149 miles / 298 round trip
Ashby 250th Anniversary - Ashby, MA
June 24, 2017 - 20 miles / 40 round trip
Annual Fly-In & Tractor Show - Mount Washington Regional Airport, Whtiefield, N.H.
July 1, 2017 - 24 miles / 48 round trip
Old Home Days Parade - Franconia, N.H.
July 15 - 16, 2017
Second Annual Handcrafted Event - Mt. Washington Cog Railway Mt. Washington, N.H
July 30, 2017 - 149 miles / 298 round trip
Lowell Folk Festival - Lowell National Historical Park, Lowell, MA
August 11, 2017 - 200 miles roundtrip
League of N.H. Craftsmen’s Fair - Mt. Sunapee, N.H.
August 19, 2017
Steampunk Festival at Cog Railway, The Mt. Washington Cog Railway Mt. Washington, N.H
September 2017 - 436 miles roundtrip
Eastern States Exposition - West Springfield, MA (next page)
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Conservative estimate of total miles traveled thus far on the Hero’s on-going odyssey
through 2017:
9,563 miles est.

!"
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2019 Peppersass Birthday Schedule
Since 2016, Peppersass has been visiting railroad and tourism related events and museums in
New England and beyond to promote The Cog’s 150th anniversary in 2019. Here are the details
of Peppersass’ summer appearances:
Thursday, May 25th to Saturday, June 10th: Peppersass will be welcoming visitors at the
New Hampshire Welcome Center at the Hooksett Rest Area, Everett Turnpike Northbound.
Saturday, June 10th and Sunday, June 11th: Peppersass is helping the town of Ashby, MA
celebrate its 250th Anniversary. Ashby is the hometown of one of The Cog owners, Susan Gummerus Presby. On Saturday from 4 pm to 7 pm at the 873 Café (on 873 Main Street), visitors can
see Peppersass and watch the Emmy Award winning documentary about The Cog, called Climbing
to the Clouds. On Sunday, Peppersass will be in the 250th Anniversary Parade that starts at 11 am
from Allen Field, down West Road onto Main Street (Rt. 119 eastbound), ending at the Town
Common.
Saturday, July 15th and Sunday, July 16th: Peppersass is participating in The Cog’s 2nd Annual Handcrafted in NH Fest at The Cog’s Base Station in Bretton Woods, NH. For this event,
The Cog is partnering with premier New Hampshire organizations to celebrate New Hampshire's
innovation and finest handmade craft and products. Visitors can shop for New Hampshire-made
products at booths featuring fine craft made by renowned craftsmen and a variety of food, clothing, jewelry, household products and more. Free admission. Rain or shine.
Friday, July 28th to Sunday, July 30th: Peppersass will make its first ever appearance at the
30th Lowell Folk Festival in Lowell, MA. More than 150,000 people are expected attend to enjoy
the finest folk music, craft, food, and more in downtown Lowell.
Saturday, August 4th to August 13th: Peppersass, which was handcrafted in New England,
will be part of the Annual League of NH Craftsmen’s Fair at Mount Sunapee Resort in Newbury,
NH. Friday, August 11 is Cog Day at the Fair, with special activities in store.
Saturday, August 19: Peppersass is the centerpiece of the 2nd Annual Railway to the Moon
Steampunk event at The Cog – an event where the Victorian Era meets the Wild West meets Jules
Verne. Visitors are encouraged to wear their Steampunk best to win prizes for the best costume in
the fashion show parade. There will be Steampunk art, antique bicycling, steam exhibits, including a demonstration by steam artist Todd Cahill and his Steamachine Sculptures. The Cog is featuring a special ride to the moon on the “Steampunk Express”, engine number 9. Call
603.278.5404 to book train tickets for the 3:30 pm steam ride. Admission to the event is free.

!"
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John Granger spent one summer and one winter at the Mount Washington Cog Railway working for his uncle in the Boarding
House kitchen. The time at the Base made an impression on the young man. He would later write a story about that time called
“Sojourn at Mt. Washington.” His daughter, Sally Granger Barrett found a copy of the story in his papers in June of 2016. It had
been typed up by his brother, Jason in February-March 1991. John used the real names of his relatives but created pseudonyms for
other real-life characters. Col. Henry Nelson Teague became Col. Henry T. Winslow*. Real-life Coggers G.G. Dowling became
G.G. Darling*, George Stevens became Steven St. George*, while Talmadge and Molly McCormick became Milly* and Terry
O’Halloran* and so on. There remains several names we are unable to transform back to the actual characters at this point - Alice
and Billy Hollingsworth*, Bascomb Little* and Mr. Oliver* at the Summit. An asterisk (*) will be used when these pseudonyms first
appear. Even so, John Granger captures aspects of Cog life that brings further details to the overall picture. Jitney remains
bummed that Steven St. George’s* comfortable barber chair got tossed over into the dump in 1952. A discovery of a John
Granger snapshot in April 2018 resulted in the O’Halloran’s being unmasked as Talmadge and Molly (Rivers) McCormick. Here
is an edited version of Granger’s “Sojourn.”

“When I arrived on the scene in 1936 the Base Station was home for thirty or forty men who
came each summer to work at the cog railway. They slept and ate at the big boarding house with
its large kitchen and larger dining room with bedrooms overhead. Nearby was the round house
and machine shop. Maintaining about 3-miles of track, plus furnishing engineers and firemen and
making repairs at the machine shop kept them busy. It was the height of the depression. The Mt.
Washington gang considered themselves lucky to have jobs.
Since leaving high school I really
hadn’t amounted to much, not getting a substantial income from any
of my small undertakings including
a summer at a bakery and working
off and on for my father. So when
my uncle who was a chef at the Base
Station called, offering me a job, I
decided to leave the
home fires in Vermont.
Uncle “Stub” had been a chef on the Boston and Main Railroad. Years later he
became the chef at Williams College. Rather short and stout and a little asthmatic
he was inclined to be a little impatient and brusque at times, but he could whip up
a fine meal whether it was a simple lunch or a banquet.
My job was definitely not an important one, nor did it pay much. Ten dollars a
week plus room and board seem small as I look back. Nevertheless I guess I was fortunate to have
work. There were few places to spend money. I actually saved enough to send some home to my
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folks. I even managed to send for a small Sears Roebuck radio which relieved the monotony of
the evenings.
My duties were to wait on my uncle, wash dishes, wait on tables and help clean rooms. Two
women had similar duties. Alice Hollingsworth*, short, plump, animated, always ready with a
sassy quip, did most of the chambermaid work. Molly McCormick (Milly O’Halloran*) in her late
forties handled the dining room tasks. She was diligent but a little
erratic in her behaviors, sometimes pleasant, often grumpy. Her
husband, Talmadge McCormick (Terry O’Halloran*) was the
head carpenter and a good one. Alice told me Molly and Talmadge didn’t get along very well. She said Molly had been married before.
My father’s brother, my uncle P.N. (Pliney) Granger was an engineer as was his son “little” P.N. (Pliney Jr.). “Little” P.N. grew to
be a size larger than his father. His brother, Al, was a fireman, I
think. So all-in-all our clan was well represented.
We never knew when the owner of the cog railway might show
up. Colonel Henry Teague (Henry T. Winslow*) (I wondered if
he had ever been a real colonel) was an imposing figure, tall, over-weight, red of face he was apt
to be impetuous. He demanded high standards of work. He had the money to pay for it. He was
quick to praise and quick to reprimand. We all paid more attention to our duties when he visited.
He called me “Boy.” One day his private flush toilet plugged up. I had the unpleasant task of
swooshing one of those rubber plungers on a handle up and down in the stool while the colonel
watched. “Don’t think it’s going to clear up,” I said after about fifty swooshes.
“Keep at it, Boy”, said the colonel. “Henry Ford once said in the bright lexicon of youth there
is no such word as fail.” So I continued. Finally when it seemed my arms were about to break, the
darned thing let go. The colonel’s toilet was unplugged.
“Good work, my boy. Before you go back to the kitchen I
want you to put my rubbers on for me. My damned back is so
bad I can’t bend over.” He stuck his feet up while I struggled
to put his rubbers on. I couldn’t help but think of some old
story in history where Andrew Jackson rebelled at putting an
officer’s boots on for him.
I forgot to mention there was another relative working at
the Base Station, my good friend and cousin George Welch,
Uncle Stub’s son. George did not resemble his father either in
appearance or temperament. George was lean and rugged
and of a more placid nature. He performed his duties capably,
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but he had one characteristic that often made him the butt of jokes. He was the slowest walking
man I ever knew. His long deliberate strides in a ponderous forward progress made it look as
though he hated to move out of his tracks.
One day while George was strolling unhurriedly by the machine shop, Billy Hollingsworth*
stuck his head out a wind. “Hey, George, move it. How do you know which way you are going?”
“Go to hell,” George answered with a grin. “I’ll get there. Don’t you worry.”
And mouthy little Alice Hollingsworth* got after George one time. “You are the slowest man I
ever saw. I’m short and stout, but I bet I can beat you in a race. Come on. I’ll race you to the gate
and back. I challenge you.”
It was quite a race. I can still remember George with his long, loping strides while Alice
buzzed along like a bumble bee. Trot, trot, trot. Plunk… plunk… plunk. You guessed it, Alice was
back to the boarding house before George had even turned around to come back.
I really enjoyed this my first job away from home. All the personnel were good to me. They
were a hard working crew, some of them rough and uncouth, but they all seemed considerate of
each other. As in any big family there were arguments and disagreements, but in general they
were a decent, likable lot.
A few individuals stand out in my memory, George Stevens (Steven St. George*), the superintendent of operations would have been known as a section foreman on an ordinary railroad. He
had charge of the machine shop as well his main job the upkeep of the cog railway. A big, thickset man in his sixties he was respected and a little feared by some. Rather moderate in his speech
and actions, he tolerated no slothfulness as a newcomer soon found out. When Stevens looked at
you from under his bushy old brows you knew he meant business.
Old Stevens worked hard all day. In the evening he relaxed by sitting in his second-hand barber chair he’d purchased just for himself. “he’s got the most comfortable chair in the place,”
Cousin George told me. “You better not get caught sitting in it. He’s got one habit that wouldn’t
bother you since you’re inside most of the time. He don’t’ have any teeth, but he chews big cuds
of Redman tobacco. Sort of gums it until it’s more like a horse biscuit then lets it go, no matter
where he is. I’ve got hit twice working under the trestle when he’s up on top.”
While Stevens was ruggedly masculine, our company bookkeeper, Bascomb Little* was
stooped and slight of build. He appeared frail, almost delicate. He kept to himself not readily mixing in the conversation and jollity of the others.
Helping Uncle Stub kept me on the run. We both got up early to start breakfast. At six, Molly
McCormick arrived to tend to the dining room. Then came the onslaught of hungry men. Plenty
of coffee, eggs, bacon, home-fried potato soon disappeared. They were a hard-working lot. Almost every one ate a hearty breakfast.
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Cleaning up after breakfast kept Molly and me occupied
until about nine when we joined Stub for a breather with coffee and a bit of gabbing. Stub was a great storyteller with anecdotes recalled from his years as a railroad cook. Molly
joined the conversation often with complaints about her
headaches and ailments. Then it was back to work.
The continual regimen of preparations, cooking three
big meals a day, planning a varied menu or ordering kitchen
supplies was apt to make Stub rather testy some days.
One afternoon he had concocted eight large custard pies
and shoved them into the oven. Let me tell you his custard
pies were out of this world. No worry that eggs were used cholesterol and saturated fats had not yet been heard of.

Real-Life Crew: (L-R) Cook Stub Welch, Alice ???,
Molly McCormick & John Granger (1936)
- John Granger Collection

After ten minutes he opened the door to see how the
pies were doing. An immediate explosion of profanity filled
the air. Two pies had broken through their crusts. The creamy contents were running all over the
hot oven. I though for a moment Stub was about to have a stroke the way he raved and swore.
Then he glanced at me. “Don’t stand there pickin’ your nose. Get a pan and spatula!”
I was aghast at his tirade. Then I lost my temper. “That’s a hell of a thing to say. I’m not picking my nose. It’s not my fault your dam’ pies run over. Here’s your spatula – you know what you
can do wit it!”
He gave me a surprised look. “See here don’t you ever mouth off like that to me again.”
“Well, don’t you talk like that to me either. Just tell me what you want me to do.”
We both calmed down. Finally Stub said, “I didn’t mean to sound off like that. Dam’ pies got
me going. Sometimes I get a little hot under the collar.”
There were never any more words between us again, for which I was thankful. Stub was a
good man and good to me.
Colonel Teague employed six college men from North Carolina to serve as trip guides on the
trains. Having returned for several years they were well versed in cog railway facts and figures.
One man to each carload of passengers explained how the cog railroad worked and called attention to the natural features of Mt. Washington. They were an intelligent, affable group of young
men and well-liked by all of us.
I had never met anyone with their pronounced southern accents, but I should have known better than to ask big, easy-going G.G. Dowling (G.G. Darling*), “Where do you get your peculiar accent?”
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At once I realized what a tactless question it was. G.G. Dowling lost his pleasant smile. “What
do you mean – peculiar accent? We don’t have any accent. It’s you Yankees who murder the English language!”
I had been at the Base Station three months before there was a chance to ride up the Cog Railway. One day Stub received a call from the manager of the Summit House restaurant. One of
their waiters was incapacitated. Did the Base have anyone who could help for one day? Stub
thought of me. I was eager to ride the train but not enthusiastic with the prospect of being a
waiter.
If you have never been on the journey to the top of Mt. Washington the first time is something to be remembered. We hadn’t gone very far when the birch trees and firs began to be
shorter. Our first stop was at the Waumbek tank for water. It was a brief opportunity to step out
of the car. The view was already spectacular. The fir trees were now tiny crawling plants covered
with moss – something like Spanish Moss. Traversing steep Jacob’s Ladder gave an unreal impression as we looked out. Were we moving in a sharp incline while the mountainside had flattened
out, or was it the other way?
Then we left the tree line entirely. The only plants were diminutive grasses and a few flowers
and lichens struggling to survive in the vast jumble of rocks and stones. I had thought there would
be solid expanses of granite cliffs. But no, the whole mountain-top had been covered with rubble
left when the last glaciers melted.
On nearing the top the Summit House and the old Tip-Top came into view. The train
stopped long enough to permit passengers to visit the restaurant and gift shop in the Summit
House.
On a clear day a wonderful panorama spreads out around you. The strange Lake of the
Clouds is nearby from which the
Ammonoosuc river gets its start.
The surrounding peaks of the
Presidential Range seem close at
hand. To the east one can make
out the Atlantic Ocean. To the
west you can see New York’s Catskills and Camel’s Hump in Vermont.
I mentioned the views can be
seen on a clear day. Unfortunately
many a visitor starts out in what
appears to be sunny weather only to find old Mt. Washington is shrouded in fog at its summit.
Weather is occasionally born here. If you watch one of those fat summertime clouds in the low
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lands you will notice they are nearly always melting slowly away. But I have seen a tiny wisp of vapor hugging the top of the mountain gradually grow larger until the entire area for miles is covered with clouds often accompanied by rain.
At the Summit House I was introduced to a Mr. Oliver* who put me to work at once. “Glad
you’re here. Just need a waiter for today. I expect you know how to wait on guests.” I was issued a
white jacket and black bow tie.
The diners looked to be well-off, probably used to fancy restaurants. Certainly the menu was
fancy enough but far too expensive for ordinary folks. I was a mite nervous but got along fairly
well with but a few criticisms from the head waiter.
Presently a party of five descended at one of my tables. They were obviously of the upper
class… the “Four Hundred” as my folks used to say. The lady was bedecked with bracelets and a
bejeweled necklace. She was a big buxom and very much the imperious mannered “boss” of the
family. An elderly, dreamy-eyed man with a tired expression probably was her husband. Two elegant young ladies and a soft snooty young man made up the party.
Apprehensively I encountered the old matriarch who proceeded to order for the whole table. I
remembered to serve from the left. In placing a skimpy salad in front of her I accidentally brushed
against her hand which she had been waving around as she talked. “Watch what you’re doing,
young man.” Then to her son, “How clumsy help is nowadays.”
I was determined to make no more mistakes. Everything went along well enough until the
lady ordered cream for her tea. The kitchen didn’t have cream. “Giver her some evaporated milk.
She won’t know the difference.”
Needless to say she did know the difference. “This is not cream. I definitely said cream. I know
what cream is if you don’t.” I tried to placate her by explaining the kitchen had run out of cream.
Plainly she was unhappy with the restaurant and me in particular. I think there was a tip of a
dime when she left.
The summer was drawing to a close. Already some of the men had left. I had no idea what I
would do come winter, probably return to Vermont and scout around for work. The cog railway
usually operated through Labor Day. This year warm weather held out like summer was forever.
Colonel Teague decided to run the trains through the autumn leaf season. We’d close the second
week of October.
October 10th we held a big farewell banquet for the Colonel. Uncle Stub really extended himself. I never saw so much food, turkey, vegetables, dessert and all the rest. The day of the banquet
I was up at 4:30 to work with Stub, Molly and Alice who often helped on special occasions. It
seemed the day would never end. Finally the banquet was nearly over. The colonel was finishing
off his roast duck, something we always prepared especially for him. He made a grand speech
thanking the crew for their part in a prosperous year. Billy Hollingsworth* was to respond for the
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men. We didn’t know he had imbibed five bottles of beer while he ate. His speech was colorful, a
little too much so as he told several risqué stories including an inappropriate joke about the colonel, who brushed it off gallantly.
Afterwards the men insisted they would clean up the place and wash the dishes. “Stub, you
and Milly and John take it easy, settle down and have a good supper.”
“Don’t forget me,” cried Alice. “I’ll have you know I worked hard, too.”
Colonel Teague was about to leave when he called me aside. “We need a helper to stay all winter with the McCormicks. Take care of the place… make repairs. How about it? Think it over.”
Then as he was about to get into his Packard, he said, “boy, run up to my room and bring down
my Scotch. I forgot it.”
The scotch was expensive Teachers Highland Cream. “Don’t ever get hung up with alcohol,
my boy. It’s bad, bad, bad.” He took a hefty gulp. “I have it for my health.”
I decided to stay. There wasn’t much doing back home. The McCormicks would be great to
work with.
By the middle of October everyone else had left. We three had the place to ourselves. I liked
Talmadge. He was a first-rate carpenter. He had dark, intense eyes and a thin, hard, muscular
body. He was constantly on the go.
The moderns would have considered Talmadge a bit weird the way he held forth with pugnacious diatribes at least three times a day. The evils of the World, the state of the Union, the plight
of the working man evoked wild declarations.
It was hard to keep a straight face listening to this. Molly had her moments too. She was forever disputing anything Talmadge said. I soon found she was an excellent cook herself. We had access to a well-supplied stockroom. The three of us had some great old meals.
There was one drawback attending our meals, especially breakfast. Husband and wife argued
vociferously while eating. Sometimes Terry got so excited he choked on his vittles. Molly displayed
her anger by leaving the table and slamming dishes around.
As for me I didn’t comment or even try to make peace. I couldn’t enjoy my breakfast with the
continual war between those two nutty combatants.
One morning they had a particularly virulent exchange. Molly jumped up from the table.
“That does it. Talmadge, you can go jump in the lake. I’m leaving right now. To Hell with you.”
She scurried round, came out of her room with an overnight bag, slammed out the door and
started down the hill.
Talmadge showed no alarm. “Don’t worry, she’ll be back when she cools off. Pass me some
more of that sausage. Arguing makes me hungry.”
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But she didn’t come back. It’s a long seven miles down to Fabyan. Late afternoon, still no
Molly. I could see Talmadge was beginning to worry. Finally he took off in his Model-T.
Eight o’clock that evening they returned. To my astonishment Molly was clinging to Talmadge rapturously as though she was a new bride. And Talmadge? He cooed, “Darling, I love
you.” Then kissed her like a young lover.
If that was what married life was like I vowed to myself never to get entangled with a wife.
The McCormicks had a dog, old Bessie. She was part German Shepherd. About her jowls
was that white look that comes to some dogs as old age approaches. Bessie’s tail was scraggily.
Some of her hair had come out, and she was the only canine I’d ever seen with bad teeth. Worst
of all she smelled. The poor old animal had been with Molly for eleven years. Molly constantly
defended her against Talmadge’s threat to do away with her.
About the only activity Bessie engaged in was to come out of a sleep with a start, trot over to
the door and bark half a dozen times. I suspected she had been dreaming. But Talmadge always
jumped to his feet. “That panther is out there again. Even a dumb dog like Bessie can tell. Don’t
ever go outside at night, John, unless you take my rifle along.”
I opened the door and gazed all around. The fresh snow lay in an unbroken expanse. No signs
of panther tracks could be seen. “It’s out there,” Talmadge explained. “Probably snow fell into its
tracks.”
Then in December Talmadge was ill. For several days I had seen him bending over hanging
onto his belly. “Just a stomach upset. Molly’s cooking is too rich for me.”
The pains persisted. Finally we realized Talmadge was really very sick. He could barely stand.
Molly took him to their doctor sixty some miles away in St. Johnsbury, Vermont. I stayed alone at
the Base Station with no news for two days. Then Molly called. Talmadge was in the hospital. He
had a large cancerous growth in his intestines. He wasn’t expected to live.
Three days went by. Molly came back to get clothes and legal papers. “I’ll be at the hospital.”
She began to cry. “I think Talmadge is going to die. I wish I hadn’t been so mean to him.”
And Talmadge did die. Was it possible the so recently lively, excitable Talmadge was gone? I
almost missed the ranting and raving he had subjected us to.
Molly came back for the last time. “I’ve called Colonel Teague. He’s sending someone right
away to take my place.” She gave me a kiss. “It’s been nice working with you, John. I’m leaving
old Bessie behind. Take care of her.”
It wasn’t but two days after that my uncle Pliney Granger arrived. Later his
daughter and youngest son came for a few weeks. Uncle Pliney and I got along famously. I must admit it was much more peaceful than it had been during the continual upsetting experience with the McCormicks. Cousin Guy (right) and I
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worked with his father while sister Mary kept house.
Uncle Stub had seen to it there would be enough provisions to last all winter. One shelf in the
store room was laden with big no. 10 cans from S.S. Pierce containing everything from vegetables,
to meats and fruit. Poking around one day I found a can of clams. “How would you like some
clam chowder?” I asked my uncle.
“Sounds good, but too much bother.”
“Oh, I’ll make it… recipe is right here in Uncle Stub’s cook book.” It was simple, just fry a bit
of chopped onions and a little salt pork. Add the clams along with their juice. Add a small amount
of flour to barely thicken the chowder.
I mixed up the ingredients and heated it up on the big stove. “Smells good,” remarked Pliney.
“I am a little hungry.”
Maybe two-thirds of cup of flour was too much. When I tried to dish out the chowder it was
just a quaking mass of swelled-up flour studded with clams. Pliney couldn’t eat it. My cousins
looked at it and laughed. I gave some to old Bessie, the dog and she smelled of it, then turned
away.

Seven miles from the little village of Fabyan, New Hampshire the road climbs steadily until it
reaches the Base Station of the Mt. Washington Cog Railway. Here was the scene of my first job
away from my home in Vermont.
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1938 Hurricane
Hurricane Lashes North Country: Worst Storm Sweeps Over This Area As Terrifying
Climax to Rainstorm
North Country people arose this morning to survey untold damage, and tired workmen continued their all-night labors to clear highways and establish communication with the outside world,
following the worst hurricane to hit this section in the memory of the oldest residents. Much more
serious damage was indicated in the few reports that filtered in from other sections of New England.
The windstorm, that swept unabated for several hours, starting in the early evening, was a terrifying climax to a three-day rain that deposited over five inches in this area, as compared to the
rainfall of 4.42 inches during the three-day period in the flood of November 1927.
The town of Littleton, like many other communities in this area, was cut off from the world as
far as communication was concerned. This morning there was no way of telephoning even
nearby towns, and the telegraph service had been out of order since yesterday afternoon. The local electric power was shut off at 7:14 p.m. yesterday, and all forms of existence depending upon
that source of power stopped immediately. There had been not trains since about 9 o’clock
Wednesday morning. Some mail trickled in on special trucks. There were no newspapers, and
home electric radios were useless
Crawford Notch, closed yesterday because of a landslide and damaged culverts, was made
even more impassable by fallen trees which effectually choked the pass this morning. Thrown together across the highway like jackstraws, this remnant of the high wind presents the barrier that
will take some time to clear away.
- Littleton Courier, Thursday - September 22nd, 1938 page 1
The 1938 New England Hurricane reportedly killed an estimated 682 people, damaged or destroyed over 57-thousand homes, and resulted in property losses of roughly $306-million dollars
(equivalent to $4.7-billion in 2016). The most powerful and deadliest hurricane in recent New
England history formed September 9th, 1938, and on September 20th - squeezed between a deep
trough over Appalachia and high pressure over Bermuda, it headed north picking up speed. On
September 21st, Boston meteorologist E.B. Rideout told his WEEI radio listeners, to the skepticism of his peers, that the hurricane would hit New England. That may have been the time, Pliney Granger, Jr. decided it was time to head north as well. The hurricane’s eye was about 50 miles
wide when it made landfall on Long Island, “and the storm continued traveling northward into
New England at more than 50 mph. The east side of the hurricane - the ‘dangerous semicircle’ was scouring the countryside” as it traveled up the Connecticut River Valley.
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Storm track of the 1938 New England Hurricane. The background image is from NASA.
Tracking data from the National Hurricane Center.
- Wikipedia:WikiProject Tropical cyclones

The Colonel Heads to Concord
Bob Varney says Colonel Henry Teague was heading south to Concord on business in late
September at the same time the storm moved north. Varney writes after Teague had arrived
“landslides closed the roads in both Franconia and Crawford Notches. It was three days before
Colonel Teague was able to get word through to the railway, but when he did, his only question
was, ‘Was anybody hurt?’ (No one was strangely enough)” observed Dartmouth senior Varney in
his 1942 history paper. Jacob’s Ladder he writes “was rebuilt under the direction of Arthur Teague. The cost of rebuilding the railway was almost sixty thousand dollars.”
Grangers Assemble !
“Pliney had a ‘38 Studebaker and went up to the Cog,” says Dale Granger Eckert in handwritten notes from a discussion with her dad. “(He) barely made it through the Notch. Grandpa was
up (at the Cog) and insisted on taking the car back to Lisbon leaving him stranded there. The
Base Road was blocked. They had to work both ends to clear it. George Welch (Stubby’s son)
looked up from the Boarding House and saw there was no longer track along Jacob’s Ladder.”
The Littleton Courier’s coverage of the Hurricane continued a week later.
Jacob’s Ladder
Victim of Hurricane
Like other New England carriers, the Mount Washington cog railroad suffered a severe loss
from the windstorm of Wednesday night. Close to 2400 feet of track was blown away, including
the famous Jacob’s Ladder, famed the country over. The wind picked up the heavy trestle and carried it nearly 150 feet onto nearby rocks. A crew of 50 men went to work this week on the big re348
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Floyd Williams is in the center of the picture (above)
with a team assessing the ‘38 hurricane damage
- All photos - Beverly Williams Decato Collection
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pair job.
But don’t for a minute think that the railroad is licked or out of commission for long. Already
trains have been operated up the mountain to Jacob’s Ladder from which the view is marvelous.
Patrons, if in sufficient numbers to fill a train, will be accommodated in this way until the roadbed
is repaired, which will be about July 1, 1939.
Dormitory Demolished
Considerable damage was also done at the Base station. A dormitory, recently completed, was
demolished while the roofs were blown off two large sheds. The train sheds were moved several
feet on their foundations.
Col. Henry N. Teague, president of the railroad, is most optimistic regarding the future and
will see to it that repairs are made as quickly as possible. He is building a large new rustic log station at the base which will add greatly to the plant. Work had already started in this addition, and
fortunately it was not damaged by the storm. Other changes will be made which will add to the
comfort of patrons.
200-Mile Gusts
The Summit House closed on Monday, following a successful season, in spite of the inclement
weather all summer with many hours of fog and rain. The weather observatory will remain open
all winter. The men there reported that the wind velocity during Wednesday’s storm rose to 160
miles per hour and to 200 during gusts. The buildings at the top withstood the terrific wind without damage.
Many college boys are on the railroad payroll during the summer and now most of them have
returned to their several schools. They evidently feed well at the boarding house for the average
weight increase of the boys was over 20 pounds, which speaks well for Col. Teague’s commissary.
- Littleton Courier, Thursday - September 29th, 1938 - Hurricane Happenings - page 1

While the Courier’s coverage featured a fair amount of hometown boosterism and pluck, stories
filed in newspapers further away from the North Country were more measured.
$75,000 DAMAGE TO COG RAILWAY
Damage to the Mt. Washington Cog railway was estimated at $75,000 by Col. Henry Teague
as a result of Wednesday night’s gale, the results of which became known yesterday.
With the wind blowing at an average velocity of 165 miles per hour, but reaching more than
200 miles per hour in gusts, the railway trestle known as Jacob’s Ladder as torn from its moorings
and carried more than 150 feet. Between half and three-fourths of a mile of track was torn up.
Windows on the east side of the Summit house were torn out with their frames, and the runway between the old Tip-Top house and the Summit house was destroyed, but the short-wave radio station withstood the blasts, according to people coming down the mountain late yesterday. A
135-foot long ice house near the base station was leveled.
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Colonel Teague, proprietor of the cog railway, announced service would be given Sunday
from the base station to the Half-Way house. It will be impossible to repair the remainder of the
line this year, he said, but reconstruction will be carried out for the 1939 season.
- Portsmouth (N.H.) Herald, Saturday - September 24, 1938 - page 6

While paying passenger runs to the work site began just four days after the storm to generate a trickle of
cash for the operation, the real race was on to convince New England the track would be rebuilt, and rebuilt to
withstand any future blows from Mother Nature. On Thursday, November 3, 1938, the Portsmouth (N.H.) Herald
printed a blurb on page 4 likely generated by a press release from the Old Colonel - “The management of the
Mt. Washington cog railway has figured out a system to beat even hurricanes, and the new Jacob’s Ladder, replacing the one lost in the September gale, is anchored to a solid rock by eight one-inch steel cables hitched with
turnbuckles.”
Three days later, The Daily Boston Globe Sunday edition ran a photo of the “Last Train of Season Over Rebuilt Cog Railway on page B9. The publicity still shows a passenger train at the “usual” spot for a Jacob’s Ladder picture and a work train further up obscuring where reconstruction work stopped for the season at the foot
of the still-missing Long Trestle (next page under construction 1939). The article accompanying the photo was this.

Hurricane-Swept “Jacob’s Ladder” Is Rebuilt on Mt. Washington Railway
Destroyed by the hurricane of Sept. 21, the famous “Jacob’s Ladder” carrying the steepest grade on the line
of the Mount Washington Cog Railway, has been rebuilt after a most difficult engineering job. Twenty-five
Georgia hard-pine horses - some of them 30 feet high - are necessary to carry the tracks of the unique railroad
over the 360-foot gully on the mountainside, which it traverses. It was entirely destroyed in the storm, with
nearly a mile of track above it.
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The grade on the trestle is 36.6, which means that the locomotive and its passenger car moves upwards
nearly 37 feet every 100 feet it travels. The new trestle has been bolted to the mountainside with huge steel cables. The photograph shows the first passenger train over the newly completed “Ladder.”
The cog line, second highest in the world and pioneer of its type, has operated since 1869 without a fatal
accident.
Construction of a new road will be necessary for nearly a mile above the present terminus of the road, located where the locomotive at the left is standing. The hurricane destroyed the road from there to the top of the
mountain. It is expected that work will be completed in time for the opening of regular operations next Spring.

Photographer Winston Pote
captures the first work train to
cross the newly rebuilt Jacob’s
Ladder in the Spring of 1939.
The skier is John Dick of the
Mt. Washington Observatory
staff. (May 1939)
- photograph by Winston Pote

General manager Arthur S. Teague
stands atop a bent literally overseeing track repairs. (May 1939)
- photograph by Winston Pote
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Pliney Granger has to tilt his camera to capture the full length of the No. 2 Ammonoosuc work train on Long Trestle (May 1939)
- Granger Family Collection

As the snow melts Long Trestle becomes long again above Jacob’s Ladder (May 1939)
- Kent Family Collection
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Inspection of Mt. Washington Cog Railway
Winslow E. Melvin
New Hampshire Transportation Director
“On Thursday, July 13, 1939 an inspection of the Mt. Washington Cog Railroad was made. Those present were
(NH Public Utilities Commission) Chairman (Nelson L.) Smith, Commissioner (William H.) Barry, Secretary (James W.) Doon
and Transportation Director (Winslow) Melvin. In making this inspection Colonel Henry N. Teague, President, and Arthur S. Teague, Vice President accompanied the inspection party.
“This railroad owns seven locomotives and six passenger coaches, one being a combination passenger and baggage
car all of which are used for carrying passengers. Additional equipment is owned for servicing the coaling stations and
track and trestle maintenance. In making this inspection five of the cars and engines were used on the trip or examined
at the terminals. An inspection was also made of the terminal and various improvements and experiments were pointed
out by Colonel Teague.
“An entire section of the trestle several hundred feet in length, including “Jacob’s Ladder,” so-called and above, was
torn up by the hurricane, tipped over and deposited to the north a distance of approximately 300 feet. In this vicinity
the track location curves to the right of an imaginary line between the Great Gulf and Waumbek water tanks and the
result of the wind damage was to deposit the section of the trestle along this imaginary line. The railroad officials stated
that the trestle work and tracks weighted approximately 1100 pounds per foot and that a wind velocity of at least 500
miles per hour would be required to move the trestle. This damage has been repaired with practically all new timber.
The bents at various intervals have been securely anchored to adjacent rock ledges with steel cable. This will add a great
deal of strength to the trestle and further reduce vibration. Previously all of the trestle work has rested on rock foundations and held in place by proper bracing and the weight of the trestle.
“In riding up the mountain the ties, stringers and bents were carefully noted. None appeared to be in need of renewal. Various locations were noted where new timber has been installed indicating that the usual care has been continued in replacing all bad timber as soon as its condition warrants.
“It was noticed that there is considerably less vibration than usual throughout the entire length of the railroad. This
is apparent in the riding of the train but can be gaged more accurately by watching the telephone wires which follow the
north rail beds. Experiments have been made in counter balancing the connecting rods by adding weight opposite the
crank pins at each of the four wheels. This is undoubtedly the most important change which has been made in a number of years. All of the engines are to be equipped in this manner as soon as an opportunity is available. The ratio of
the crank shaft gear is 6 to 1 but the force applied to the piston has always been apparent to those riding in the train as
each impulse was given to the piston. The counter balancing is reflected in a smoother ride and proportionately less vibration to the moving parts of the locomotive, cars and trestle.
“Great care must be taken to renew the crank shafts before the possibility of breakage. During the past four years
new vanadium steel shafts have been installed but the results did not meet the expectations. Shafts now used are made
of nickel allow steel with the hope that crystallization will not occur as was found to be the case with those made of vanadium steel. It is believed that the counter balancing of the crank pins will be of value in accomplishing the desired results.
“In braking the trains while descending the mountain the engine cylinders are used as air compressors and the adjustment of a valve determines the mount of pressure which is released thereby adjusting the speed of the train to compensate for the variation in the grade of the railroad. This in itself is sufficient to hold the train but, in order to distribute the load over a greater section f track and cogs, brakes are used which control the car and the engine, for the most
part, performs its won braking. The brake drums and shoes are both metal which results in considerable squeaking. A
new and larger brake drum is now under construction to be operated with a fiber brake shoe. This experiment should
be carefully watched, when installed, and if found to be successful will contribute a great deal toward the comfort of the
passengers descending the mountain by the elimination of the grinding and squeaking metallic brakes.
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“New and finer mesh screens are being installed on the smoke stacks of the locomotives to reduce the possibility of
live sparks setting fire to the mountain side. One new car was constructed last year (1938) and more comfortable seats of
the bus type have been installed.
“A new building has been built known as the New Marshfield Station. This is a very attractive log building designed
by Colonel Teague and affords an opportunity for obtaining meals, gifts, etc. Fine toilets are conveniently located near
this station and are very neatly kept. With these accommodations and those provided at the Summit House, the patrons
of the Railroad are provided with very suitable and attractive facilities
“The locomotive engineers are all experienced men and the brakemen on each of the cars are college undergraduates. Their appearance is of the finest and the courtesies and consideration shown to the passengers is to be highly commended. A great deal of praise should be given to the fine manner in which this railroad is being maintained and operated.”

!"
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Brakeman - Almost a Spy ?
Researching the backgrounds of Cog employees more than a half century after the fact can be fascinating as
one discovers ties that bind Mount Washington to larger, more well-known historical events. This is one of
those stories dealing with a 22-year old multi-lingual college student who spent three summers at the Cog before
leaving to join the war effort in 1942. Those who worked at the Mountain in New Hampshire knew him as
“Jack” Kessler.

Hans Theodore “Jack” Kessler was born on August 15, 1918 in Jena in the Federal Republic
of Germany, the first son of 34-year old Gerhard and 35-year old Anna Klara Dorothea (Rauff)
Kessler. The couple’s first child, daughter Gerhild had been born three years earlier. Another son,
Gottfried and another daughter Adelheid would follow in 1921 and 1926 respectively while their
father taught at the local university. Economist Gerhard Kessler was described as “an enthusiastic
lecturer at the University of Jena (1912-1927)” and moved to
the Leipzig University as a sociology professor. “Jack” attended
the Königin Carola Gymnasium that had opened in 1902 - the
school named after the Saxon Queen who had lost her post
that same year of 1902 due to the death of her husband. The
three-story school and its gym in the courtyard was destroyed
during a December 1943 Allied bombing never to be rebuilt
Queen Carola High School, and is now the site of a parking garage in Leipzig.
As a young man, Jack’s dad - Professor Gerhard Kessler was part of
the Liberal Party before World War I. In the Weimar Republic (19181933), “he was an activist in the Social Democratic Party, fighting for democracy and defending the young Republic against the nationalists and
the rising Nazi movement. A member of the regional parliament in Saxony, Prof. Kessler ran for an opposition seat in the Reichstag elections of
March 1933 after Hitler was appointed German Chancellor. “Kessler
was imprisoned by the Nazis but liberated on the personal intervention of
President Hindenburg.” Upon his release, Prof. Kessler, his wife and 15year old son, Jack emigrated to Turkey. Jack would continue his preparatory studies at the German Lyceum in Istanbul. Back in Germany, the
Nazi Regime officially erased the Kesslers’ German nationality from the books.
Radical changes in higher education were underway in Turkey at the same Professor Kessler
was released from prison. The Ottoman University in Istanbul was abolished by the new Turkish
Republican government on July 31, 1933. Istanbul University was opened on August 1, 1933 on
the same campus. Over 150 academics from the old Ottoman university were dismissed and re358
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Entrance to the Istanbul University (1940s)
- Margaruite Bourke-White

placed by foreigners to improve teaching
methods and research outcomes there. As
Ragip Ege & Harald Hagemann write in
The European Journal of the History of Economic
Thought, “the dismissal of academics (like
Kessler) from German universities for racial
and/or political reasons under the Restoration of Civil Service Act, promulgated by
the National Socialists on 7 April 1933, combined with Ataturk’s reform of Turkish universities to offer the unanticipated opportunity to recruit a substantial number of firstclass scholars to create a modern university
system in the Turkish Republic.”

Prof. Kessler joined the Istanbul Faculty of Law. He would stay in Turkey until 1951. Students described Jack Kessler’s father as “deeply liberal in heart and mind… far more lenient towards social policy and state interventionism” in economic policy. Unlike other foreign academics, Prof. Kessler did not have to rely on translators to convert his German lectures for students.
Gulten Kazgan, who later became a prominent Turkish economist, listed Kessler among the faculty from who she benefited most because he spoke French well and taught his seminar courses in
this third language.
Teenage son “Jack” was learning French and the local language at the German Lyceum until
he was expelled in 1938 for refusing to attend a celebration of the Nazi takeover of Austria.
Thrown out of school, H.T. “Jack” Kessler contacted two distant cousins (one was Dr. Theodore
Moldenka living in Hempstead, New York) in the United States and arranged for them to sponsor
him as an immigrant. A young American teacher Kessler had
come to know at Robert College in Istanbul suggested he enroll
at his alma mater - Hamilton College in Clinton, New York.
Hans arrived on the Hamilton campus just two days after landing in New York City. He had only “begun the serious study of
English just a few months before leaving Turkey, but soon mastered the language,” according to the Hamilton Alumni Review,
“and earned a solid A from Tom Johnston in freshman English.
A dedicated classicist, he took (Prof.) “Bull” Durham’s advance
courses in Greek, and on occasion was the only student in the
class. By the end of four years, he had not only won the
Hawley, Curran, and Winchell prizes in Greek, but achieved
election to Phi Beta Kappa.
He could converse in German, Turkish, French and English.
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“A man of culture rare,” wrote the editor of his college yearbook, “Jack has spent most of his
spare time since rush week freshman year reading Greek, Latin, German, French, and AngloSaxon.” In 1940, he won the college’s Hawley Prize in Greek, the Curran Greek and Latin Prize
along with the Winchell Greek Prize followed in 1941. Away from academics, yearbook editors
noted Kessler “took a crack at football, soccer and fencing but gave them up for the good of the
team.”
Kessler started working summers at
the Mt. Washington Cog Railway for
Col. Henry N. Teague after his first academic year at Hamilton College. Kessler
arrived just as the new Marshfield Station opened in 1939 and Marshfield
may have been the first place he
worked. The job history entry on his resume for the Mount Washington Railway says he was initially “a cook, then
brakeman and then conductor.” According to his daughter, Kessler often talked
Train leaving Base Station for Summit on August 21. 1941 the last summer Hamilton
College student H. T. “Jack” Kessler was a Cog brakeman/conductor. about Colonel Henry Teague and (Tea- Robert J. Girouard Slide Collection
gue’s) association with Dartmouth. “I
don’t remember who actually hooked Dad up with (Henry Teague) given that he was from Hamilton,” says Elise Wiley “but there was someone specifically who got him the job.”
As a brakeman, Kessler was responsible for safely bringing the passengers riding in a car like the one left
down the mountain by standing on the
rear platform - adjusting the two brake
wheels. As train conductor, he would
take tickets and give the passengers the
speech at Waumbek Tank outlining
the sights to be seen and answering
their questions along the route. In
Passenger coach awaiting return of engine (1939)
1940, the Mount Washington Daily News
- Gary Irish Collection
in its Tip-Topics column wrote: “Expert linguist as well as A-1 brakeman is ‘Jack’ H. T. Kessler, Cog Railway employee. In this country two years he sounds more like a Yankee than do many natives. Jack is studying for an A.B. at
Hamilton College, Clinton, N.Y. He plans to take up a career of teaching and research.” During
his three years at the Cog, he not only saw Marshfield Station come into being but had to learn
how to throw the new switches at Waumbek and Skyline.
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Kessler was on the Dean’s
List his last two years at Hamilton. A member of the Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity he lived in
the house at the bottom of College Hill. “First man in the class
to get his diploma,” noted the
1942 yearbook editors as Jack
decided to enlist at the start of
the what would have been the
spring semester of his senior
year if he hadn’t graduated
early.

Lambda Chi Alpha house at Hamilton (1942)
- Hamilton College yearbook

That same spring Kessler’s
story became part of Dartmouth College student Robert Varney’s 1942 history paper about the
Mount Washington Railway, when Varney discussed the old Colonel’s practice of hiring college
students. Varney never named his Cog friend Kessler. “One of the boys whom the Colonel has
assisted,” wrote Varney, “was a German boy whose father fled Germany in 1932. He (Gerhard
Kessler) had been a professor at Jena and Heidelberg and was mixed in politics in a mild professorial way. He fled to Instanbul and has been at the university there ever since that time. His son
(Jack) came to this country in 1938, and he went to work at the railway almost as soon as he came
to the country, even before he spoke English well enough to be understood. He was at the railway
for three seasons, and at the end of the last one, he (Jack) said that all of his success and happiness
in this country he owed to the Colonel (Henry N. Teague) because he had done so much to make life
easier for the boy. Yet in all the time that the boy was at the railway, the Colonel almost never
spoke to him.”
Jack was not yet a citizen nor married and living in Clinton, New York at the fraternity when
he went to Fort Niagara Yorktown on February 6, 1942 to answer his draft call and enlist in the
Army. He weighed 163 pounds and stood 6-feet 1-inches tall. The records noted he had four
years of college and was working as an actor. He went to Camp Croft, South Carolina for basic
training assigned to the 37th Infantry, Park Battalion - Co. A. He attended graduation ceremonies at Hamilton wearing his uniform while on furlough. Private Kessler was transferred “per secret letter” from the 8th Infantry Training Regiment at Camp Croft, S.C. to the
OSS and arrived at Area “B” on April 14, 1942.
OSS Area B

William Donovan

Training Area “B” in the Catoctin Mountain National Park in Maryland was the
first operative training camp for the OSS in the United States. The head of the
OSS, “Wild” Bill Donovan (left) selected the government-owned site because of its
heavily wooded terrain, camps to house recruits and buildings for dining and train361
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ing. Special Operations recruits and some
secret intelligence personnel would receive
basic paramilitary training there. Area B
training included knife-fighting and closecombat techniques. Actual urban combat
situations would be staged in what became
known as the “house of horrors.” Recruits would be awakened in the middle of
the night, given “a gun with ammunition
and sent into the house, where they were
told they would find Nazi guards.”
Picture of OSS recruits practicing firing a gun in Area B

- National Parks Office of Strategic Services Gallery

Lt. Col. Shipley Thomas of the security office filed a
background report on Kessler on May 19, 1942. Private
Kessler, he wrote, is “23 years old, born in Germany. He
came to this country four years ago and has taken out
first papers. His father was a professor in a German University – a member of the Democratic Party there and
was imprisoned for 3 months and his property confiscated (1932-1933). He was released to go to Istanbul,
OSS trainee in “House of Horrors” Turkey, to teach. (Kessler) had two sisters who remained
- NARA
in Germany when the family moved to Turkey. The sisters are said to be intensely pro-Nazi and this caused a “rift” with the rest of the family. References all feel that (Kessler) is violently anti-Hitler.” Lt. Col. Thomas reported all of the references “were of German descent. These references were carefully checked and are believed to be
anti-Nazi and with reason. (Kessler) has been in this country too short a time to permit any satisfactory investigation. It seems important, therefore, that he be carefully interviewed.”
The “careful” interview was conducted by Lt. Col. Ellery Huntington Jr. Huntington’s June
23, 1942 report found Kessler “is of pure German stock. Two sisters and mother are Nazis. Father opposed to Nazism as is (Kessler). Strangely enough (Kessler) believed to be thoroughly honest in statement of anti-Nazi convictions. Speaks English perfectly and desires infantry duty. Due
to connections, should probably be transferred to infantry outfit, where pressure of such connections would not be so dangerous as in case of present assignment. It is believed that (Kessler), if
transferred, would be thoroughly discreet.”
That August he was promoted to Private 1st Class and became a corporal on November 20,
1942. The OSS personnel officer George B. Riggin found Kessler’s character to be “excellent”
and his efficiency rating as a soldier “superior” in December 1942 as he was being transferred out
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of the OSS to Military Intelligence Training Center - assigned to Camp Ritchie in Cascade,
Maryland. Kessler signed a secrecy certificate in January 1943 saying he understood everything
he learned as part of the C.O.I. Service Command was not to be discussed.

Administrative offices at Camp Ritchie, Maryland
- www.theritchieboys.com

Camp Ritchie
TheRitchieBoys.com website says Camp Ritchie began as 638 acres of Maryland used as a
summer resort by wealthy families from Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, D.C. In 1926, it
became a training center for the Maryland National Guard and was named Camp Albert C.
Ritchie in honor of the then Governor of Maryland. It also served as a summer camp for children. In 1942, the Army leased Camp Albert C. Ritchie from Maryland and its official name became the Military Intelligence Training Center (MITC), or simply Camp Ritchie.
Chief of Staff Gen. George Marshall wanted to improve the intelligence training in the U.S.
Army. He sent a team to England to review British Army training methods. Their recommendations led to the centralized school for training interrogators of prisoners of war, interpreters and
translators. The State of Maryland and the Federal Government signed a one year lease to let the
War Department use Camp Albert C. Ritchie for the new Military Intelligence Training Center
on June 1, 1942. It could be renewed on a year to year basis for one dollar, but would revert back
to the state within six months after World War II ended.
Kevin Aughinbaugh of Gettysburg College says in The Gettysburg Historical Journal that the men
who graduated from the six-month training at the M.I.T.C. at Camp Ritchie “served their field
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commanders well during battle by analyzing situations and providing quick reports on enemy
movements. Furthermore, these graduates played meaningful roles following the engagement, as
they would work to interrogate prisoners and analyze photographs to provide intelligence for the
next battle. The Ritchie Boys were mostly direct descendants from Europeans, or were German
Jews who had escaped to America in the years preceding the war. The army preferred these men,
as they already knew European languages such as German, which would prove useful in interrogating captured enemy combatants.” Aughinbaugh says roughly 19,000 men, including intelligence officers, interrogators, and photographic analysts were trained at the camp.
Corporal Hans T. Kessler arrived in Maryland in January 1943. He was assigned to Section
VIII - Close Combat and begins training in the Fifth Class - Section 9. The Section 9 recruits specialize in (not surprisingly) German. Their training began on February 8, 1943. Kessler’s final
standings show him to be an adept pupil. “Excellent” in languages. A grade of “97” in German
Army Organization and a “94” in German Army Identification. He recorded another “94” in Interrogation. “100” in German Army Tactics. A “92” in reading German maps. His lowest score
of “83” involved German documents. He is on a list of fifteen Camp Ritchie Assistant Interrogators and Chief Clerks. He graduates on April 9, 1943 and receives Certificate #1061. He speaks
German “fluently” - French and Turkish “fairly well.” His specialty is the interrogation of German Prisoners of War. Of the 450 classifications handed out to his class, Hans T. “Jack” Kessler
is the only one with an Assignment Book Number of “I-64.”
While awaiting orders “Jack” becomes a naturalized U.S. citizen in Hagerstown, Maryland on
April 21, 1943. His name officially changes from “Herman Theodore August Kessler” to Hans
Theodore Kessler. He is attached to the MITC school for a short-time.
On May 6, 1943, Cpl. Kessler is “Ordered Away” by Special Order 109 from Camp Ritchie
Headquarters. “Away” is the 3rd Service Command in Baltimore, Maryland which covered the
District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia, and Pennsylvania. As Kessler’s Camp Ritchie military
intelligence file closes someone cryptically writes “history made” next to his name and service
number. Back in Istanbul, Turkey, “Jack” Kessler’s father was trying to covertly make a little history of his own by helping with a clandestine German Resistance effort to end the war in Europe
by making contact with the OSS and President Franklin Delano Roosevelt..
“So’s Your Old Man”
In 1943 “Neutral Turkey had become an arena in the fight between the
Axis and the Allied powers for influence and allegiance. Clandestine activities by all sides had reached historically unprecedented levels,” write Holocaust survivors Arnold Reisman and George Wolf in the October 2010 Jewish Magazine. The pair say the elder Kessler was part of an “unlikely coalition of anti-Hitler elements of the German Army, German refugees living
in Turkey, members of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), the Abwehr
(German military intelligence) and the German ambassador to Turkey,
Ambassador von Papen
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Franz von Papen” who fashioned a report that went all the way to President Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Reisman and Wolf say FDR rejected the plan after listening to his advisors, “including
American Jews, Henry Morgethau Jr., among them counseled against it.” The result of that rejection, they write, “was two more years of war, untold destruction throughout Europe, and millions
of additional soldiers and civilians being killed” as the Nazi death camps were just starting to operate.
The plan began in July 1943, when Count Helmut von Moltke, and
another aristocrat, Wilhelm Wengler, were sent to Istanbul by the German government to secure the release of a fleet
of ships interned by Turkish authorities in the
Sea of Marmara. While Wengler was working
on their official assignment, von Moltke (who
was legal advisor to Admiral Wilhelm Canaris,
commandant of Germany’s military intelligence, the Abwehr) called an old friend, Hans
Wilbrandt, a German refugee who was now consulting with the Turkish Ministry of Trade. WilHelmut von Moltke (Jan 1944)
brandt was a banker in Frankfurt before 1933
Admiral Wilhelm Canaris and helped von Moltke obtain financial assistance for his family estate in Kreisau. Wilbrandt arranged a meeting with Alexander Rüstow, an economics professor who maintained ties with both the German Ambassador in Istanbul and contacts in American intelligence. The three met and von
Moltke briefed them on conditions in the homeland and the status of
the resistance movement. He suggested “a German staff officer be
sent to Britain under the guise of an air accident. This officer would
Alexander Rüstow
have the power to make an agreement with the Western Allies to end
the war. Von Moltke sought a meeting with the US Ambassador in Cairo to talk about this idea
that became known as the Kreisau Plan - named after the family estate and the circle of men who
came up with it.
This initial group became larger as other émigrés and individuals joined making it an effective
link between the internal Free Germany Movement (Deutscher Freiheitsbund – DFB) Germans
living abroad, and Western intelligence services. Joining the movement were economics professor
Gerhard Kessler, Walter Arndt who later became a professor of humanities at Dartmouth, Ernst
Reuter, a city planner who became the first mayor of post-war Berlin and Alfred Schwarz, a
Czech engineer working in Ankara who was associated with the OSS. As guests of the Turkish
government, the émigrés were gambling dangerously. Not only were they forbidden to participate
in any political activity, they were risking their lives by cooperating with American and British intelligence. Nevertheless, the group was determined to help the Allies bring an early end to the war.
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By early fall, memoranda about the group, the émigrés and von Moltke, began traveling between Istanbul and Washington. A report filed with the OSS Washington office on September 8,
1943 noted the start of a “Free German Movement in the Service of the Western Allies.” Reisman and Wolf write “The report specifically named Professors Kessler, Rüstow, Reuter, and Wilbrandt in a section titled “Personal Particulars of Some Members of the German Freedom Movement (DFB)” and summarized their respective bios and continued with: “They possess valuable
contacts with like-minded men inside Germany, with circles in the Wehrmacht and all sectors of
German economic life, on the employer as well as the labor side.” The inter-German resistance
group were given the code name Kreisau Circle.
US authorities thought that Franz von Papen, the German Ambassador to
Turkey might be “hedging his bets” by playing several sides by involving
himself in this plan. Some worried OSS officer Theodore Morde sent to
talk with Ambassador von Papen might be a double agent.
Von Moltke’s first try at contacting leading Americans in Istanbul failed.
He went back in December for five days and planned a third trip for the
start of 1944. However, von Moltke was arrested by the Gestapo in January of 1944 and executed on January 23, 1944.

OSS Agent Theodore A. Morde

According to Reisman and Wolf, the so-called Dogwood network operation was terminated by the OSS on July 31, 1944.

Gerhard Kessler stayed in Turkey until 1951. The German Historical School
and European Economic Thought edited by José Luís Cardoso and Michalis Psalidopoulos said the
elder Kessler “contributed greatly to the development of the library of economic and social sciences. In 1946 he was active in setting up together with Orhan Tuna the first postwar official
Turkish trade union.”
The Son Also Rises
After Camp Ritchie, Cpl. Hans T. “Jack” Kessler went first to the 3rd Service Command in
Baltimore in May 1943. He was then assigned to Co. D of the 2nd Battalion of the 541st Parachute Infantry Regiment at Fort Benning, Georgia where he was promoted to the rank of master
sergeant. The 541st PIR was activated on August 12, 1943. The men in the unit had scored exceptionally well on their Army Entrance Exams and all were volunteers. In December 1943, the
541st joined the 11th and 17th Airborne Divisions for two weeks of maneuver’s in North Carolina to determine whether the Airborne Divisions would continue or become independent Battalions that could be attached to regular army groups “for use in sabotage and deception operations.” The so-called Knowllwood Maneuvers kept the Airborne Division concept alive, and the
541st went back to Benning as part of the strategic reserve held in the United States. The 541st
never saw combat as the war ended before their planned deployment to the Pacific Theater. However, the 541st with its highly trained and highly educated troopers was used to send trained replacements overseas. Kessler was one of them.
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According to “morning reports” which are the best evidence available that someone is
actually with a unit and records
changes of activities within the
unit, we have a good idea of
Hans T. Kessler’s service in
Europe and what he was actually doing. These show him in
early August, 1944 being a
member of the 541st Parachute
Infantry, Company D, in Fort
Benning, Georgia (also known
as the First Parachute Training
Regiment). Sometime between
Jack? Kessler: These guys who strike a pose during Tennessee maneuvers were members of
September 13 and November
the 17th Division Intelligence Section. Front row(L-R): Raymond JUST, Richard LACEFIELD,
23rd, he sailed to Europe and
Fred DICKSON and George CHARLESWORTH. Middle row: Thomas CONNERS,
Lt. Col. KENT
was in the 12th Replacement De- KESSLER, Adolph BEYERS, Glen MILLES and Fenton MILLES.andBack:
Major McALESTA.
- TFH collection / http://17th-airborne-in-the-bulge.eklablog.com/the-17th-a-b-division-c924529
pot when he entered the service
of the 17th Airborne. He was
placed in the Headquarters Company of the 194th Glider Infantry Regiment. He became part
military intelligence staff (G-2).
194th Glider Infantry Regiment
The 194th had been ordered to Europe in early July 1944. Final preparations extended into
mid-August. The Regiment boarded the Army Transport vessel Wakefield at Pier 7 in Boston Harbor. The Wakefield crossed the Atlantic without convoy and was uneventful except for the “numerous abandon-ship drills that were held.” The Regiment’s official narrative says “The Wakefield docked at Liverpoool, England before noon of the 27th of August.” The next morning the
194th moved by train and truck to Camp Ogburn St. George near Chiseldon, England.
Their training through the fall of 1944 involved learning how to fire foreign enemy weapons,
officers flew to Holland to see combat conditions as they existed with other Airborne Divisions. (It
was during this period that MSGT Hans T. Kessler became part of the Headquarters Co. specifically on November
23rd). Veterans of the Normandy invasion and campaign put the 194th through special exercises
involving attacks of fortified positions, the technique of hedgerow fighting and the intricacies of
street fighting” all common to combat on the Continent. Orientation flights were held in Waco
CG-4A and British Horsa gliders. A flight on December 12, 1944 resulted in the unit’s first casualties, when 30 officers and enlisted men were killed in a glider crash. Six days later the unit received air movement orders to head to France to assist in countering the rapid German advance
in Belgium that became known as the Battle of the Bulge. The 194th was ready to move out on
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December 21st, but weather conditions “prevented departure.” The same was true on the 22nd,
23rd, and 24th. They spent Christmas Day preparing to move into battle positions in the socalled SEDAN area of the fight. The day after Christmas, the 194th lifted off from Remsbury Airfield at mid-afternoon (1500). They arrived in France two-and-a-half hours later. The 17th had
been transferred to Rheimsarea in spectacular night transport landings. Out of the planes and
onto trucks, they left the French airfield at 1945 and arrived at Mourmelon at 2130.

Graphic from “a pictorial
review of the division’s initial action - the Battle of the
Ardennes - published by enlisted men of the 17th Airborne Division on the Continent. (1945)
- The Talon

The Bulge
“The 17th was whisked to France by air to help stem the German advance,” wrote Combat
correspondent Don R. Pay in the Division’s newsletter Thunder from Heaven. “Leaving Charleville,
France, under cover of darkness, the 17th moved to the Southern flank of the Belgian Bulge, after
having secured the Meuse River line again Nazi penetration. After trucking through the gray
cold of the Ardennes winter, the Division left Neuchateau and established operation headquarters
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in the war-torn
town of Morhet,
Belgium. Regimental combat
teams moved
into position
with order to attack at 0815 on
the morning of
the 4th of January 1945. In
front (of the 17th) were Von
Rundstedt’s prize Panzer grenadiers,
making a final, desperate attempt to
sever the Bastogne corridor by attacking from the Northwest in force.”
January 3rd, 1945, the glidermen were
in Magerotte, Belgium ready for an attack on the enemy in the Bulge the next morning shortly after 8 am. The regimental narrative
says “It went along well to forward limit of advance then met 5 counterattacks. 2d & 3d Battalions held well.” However, heavy tank attacks between 9pm and midnight forced the 3rd Battalion
back. The battle surged back and forth. On January 9th, the 194th was digging in near Houmont for a possible German breakout attack. Men on the line were “relieved in shifts to get (frostbitten) feet fixed up.”
13 January 1945 - 2145 HQ receives message from Sgt. Kessler, S-2: Les Trois Ments
479637: 5 tanks passed thru here about 1900, had muzzle brakes, headed off to Bertagne. Germans reeled in telephone wire. Civilians in Cirfeulle state that 100 or more Germans in
armored vehicles
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passed thru Bertegne. One German column consisting of about 25 motor vehicles was observed moving toward Salle 4764 by the same civilians. Civilians believed that these Germans
moved into wood NW of here. Also reported German Arty moved into positions here, fired, and
moved W about 2200, 12 Jan 45. German troops originally stayed in Cirfeulle, but moved E during day light 12 Jan 45. Troops fr W moved in afternoon. Left town about 2200, 12 Jan 45.” And
at 2200 on 13 Jan, Kessler messaged that “Anyone who wants CO is to call 1st Bn.”
The 17th Airborne and the 194th’s first battle operation came to an end on 11 Feb 1945. The
next month would be spent at Chalons Sur Marne, France preparing for what was known as Operation Varsity - a glider-only segment of the invasion of Germany over the Rheine river. The soldiers
of the 17th Airborne would employ a number of new weapons. As an improvement over the
largely ineffective shoulder-fired anti-tank rocket launcher, better known as the bazooka, the
17th’s paratroopers and glider infantry were equipped with a new shoulder-fired 57mm recoilless
rifle, as well as a more powerful, tripod-mounted 75mm recoilless rifle. While they still carried
plenty of bazookas in combat, the relatively lightly armed airborne soldiers now had weapons
that could more effectively deal with German armor. Part of the preparation was a reorganization of the Division on March 1st. The 193rd glider Infantry Regiment was deactivated and the
troops from that unit (along with replacements) brought the 194th up to operational strength. As
part of the reorganization Kessler was transferred to Headquarters Special Troops of the 17th Airborne.
Special Troops
The 17th Airborne’s yearbook produced in August 1946 said “The Jacks of All Trades are
found in Division Special Troops... to make the blind to see... to keep the engines roaring... to
keep commanders informed of the fluctuating tides of battle... to ease the demand for food, clothing, and supplies... to organize and simplify the problems of administration... these phrases barely
begin to explain the multiple tasks of the units of Special Troops - Medics, Headquarters, Signal,
Quartermaster, Ordinance. As companies they operate individually but in effect they are molded
together to provide the necessary functions to keep the Division a smooth running organization.”
Hdqtrs Special Troops would be just ten men at the start. Master Sgt. Hans Kessler was one
of six enlisted men, a single warrant officer and four officers, including the Commanding Officer
Lt. Col. Clark N. Bailey, that made up the initial group. By April 1st in the wake of Operation Varsity the Hdqtrs Special Troops unit would number 36 (11 officers, 1 warrant officer & 24 enlisted
men). The Headquarters Special Troops performed Base Echelon duties during the campaign.
Sgt. Kessler was likely part of the team interviewing the 1153 German prisoners of war captured
on D-day and the 229 POWs captured during the second day of fighting D+1
Operation Varsity
The first American glider troops (COL Pierce’s 194th Glider Infantry Regiment and LTC Joseph W. Keating’s 681st Glider Field Artillery Battalion in double towed gliders) begin arriving at
around 1030 on D-Day, with most reaching the correct landing zones despite the haze and heavy
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weaponsandwarfare.com/2016/12/11/operation-varsity/

ground fire. German flak took a heavy toll on the 295 tow aircraft–twelve were shot down, another fourteen were forced to make crash landings, and 126 suffered heavy damage. Six CG-4A
gliders were shot down, and most of the incoming craft were damaged on their final landing
approach. German automatic weapons and rifle fire raked many of the gliders once they were on
the ground. Unlike previous air assaults, Varsity marked the first time gliders came down in landing zones not already secured by paratroopers. Eighteen glider pilots were killed and another
eighty were wounded or injured in crashes.
Kessler’s old unit - the
194th GIR came down on
LZ ‘S’, according to the
website Weapons and
Warfare.com. “Again the
gliders and transports took
heavy casualties, the glidermen actually landing
amongst an artillery emplacement engaging targets on the western bank
of the Rhine. This was
duly silenced by the glider-

Glider infantrymen from the 194th Gilder Infantry Regiment, 17th Airborne Division, begin moving out
towards their objectives (24 March 1945)

- National Archives
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men.” The 17th Airborne Division’s G-2 section rode in on glider number 80 - the last of Serial
#8 that left from Field A-58 near Coulimmiers, France. The after-action report says Kessler’s
glider was hit in the air by both small arms fire and flak from the German troops below. The
glider crashed and suffered two casualties.
As 24 March came to a close all the tasks given to the men of the various airborne units had
been accomplished. The German rear had been thrown into disarray and allowed for the consolidation of the bridgehead over the Rhine by the land forces. The routes taken by any potential
counter-attack from the German panzer units stationed further to the rear were held and the town
of Hamminkeln had been captured. By midnight of 24 March the 15th Division had made contact with the 6th Airborne and armour was starting to come across the river to further reinforce
the bridgehead. By the following day twelve pontoon bridges were laid across the Rhine to aid
the stream of Allied forces east of the river. The attack had been costly on the airborne forces,
with the 6th Airborne suffering 1,300 casualties and the 17th Airborne suffering a similar
amount. However the lessons learned from Market Garden had proved to be fruitful, with an airborne army landing in the enemy’s direct rear area a swift victory could be achieved. The German defences in the west had been cracked and now the road was open for 21st Army Group to
exploit the gap and continue on to the Elbe river, swinging south to join with the American counterparts, who had forced various crossings along the southern part of the Rhine. Within six weeks
the war in Europe would come to an end.
Presidential Unit Citation - Aug 12, 1946
The 194th Glider Infantry Regiment, for extraordinary heroism, efficiency and achievement
in action against the enemy near Wesel, Germany on 24 March 1945. After encountering strong
flack resistance during the airborne landing, this glider infantry regiment went into action against
previously prepared and strongly fortified positions to seize, organize and hold their initial objectives within 2 hours after getting to the ground. In addition to seizing the crossings over the Issel
Canal and Issel River, after landing in an area swept by heavy enemy fire and which afforded little
cover and concealment, the 194th Glider Infantry Regiment took 1153 prisoners, captured or destroyed 49 field pieces of various caliber, and knocked out 10 tanks of the Mark IV and Mark V
class. Planning to the last detail and execution with aggressive leadership and fighting qualities of
this glider infantry regiment’s officers and men played a vital part in gaining the initial and subsequent success of the airborne and land invasion of Germany.
Letter of Appreciation - 8 Sept 1945 from Gen. Jacob L. Devers “When the German Army
drove a huge wedge into our lines in the Ardennes, the 17th Airborne was brought forward immediately and placed in the line south of Bastogne. Despite freezing weather and heavy resistance,
your troops assaulted the German salient, forced the enemy to fall back, and by the end of December had penetrated the western frontier of the Reich. After a brief rest, you were called upon to
engage in another arduous mission. In one of the most decisive battles of the war, your paratroopers dropped on the eastern bank of the Rhine and touted the enemy so effectively that British and
American infantrymen were able to sweep across the river with little delay in the drive which at
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last brought about the surrender of all Germany. It is my privilege on the eve of the inactivation
of your division, to commend you, your officers and men for your gallant contribution to the
cause of liberty.”
Master Sgt. Hans T. Kessler stayed with Special Troops of the 17th Airborne until he was
transferred to the 28th Infantry Division on July 7, 1945 He returned to the U.S. with the 28th arriving on August 2, 1945 aboard the USAT James Parker (below). He was honorably discharged
on November 4, 1945 at Camp Shelby, Mississippi at the time of demobilization. His final payment from the Army was $594.59.

After the War
Jack Kessler’s time in the Army had changed his career path from becoming an academic like
his father to working for a company in the Near East, “preferably in the oil business.” The Hamilton Alumni Review highlighted Hans T. Kessler ’42 as an example of what the college’s new Job Advisory Service could do for graduates. They said Jack’s first “application to an oil company with
Near East connections brought no results. So he tried (Hamilton’s) Job Advisory Service. Sidney
B. Bennett, ’28, the director, sent (Kessler’s) name and credentials to W. H. Spice, Jr., ’22, a consulting geologist, away down in Texas, who wrote Mr. Kessler in New York, advising him where
his best prospects lay and how he could most advantageously develop them, and suggesting certain persons for him to call on; at the same time he (Spice) wrote these men to expect a call from
Mr. Kessler. That was toward the end of November. By the middle of January (1946) Mr. Kessler
was happy with a job as junior marketer in the Near East Division of the Socony Vacumm Oil
Co., at a much better salary than he ever expected to get as a greenhorn - though he is careful to
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note that he is “only a small fry.” He expected to start for Cairo in February or March. There is
no catch to it, either. Out of curiosity, the man who hired Mr. Kessler made a search for the previous application, and found it buried in a drawer from which it would probably never have
emerged except as waste paper. The Spice part of the Job Advisory Service had turned the trick.
Clearly it is well worth an ex-Serviceman’s while to communicate with Mr. Bennett. The Advisory Service, of course, promises only advice; but those who have applied to it have found that advice valuable, and not a few have gained much more. At last report 146 Alumni, representing 46
occupations had consented to assist the Service. P.S. - Another corporation to which Mr. Spice
had introduced him was apparently all set to offer Mr. Kessler a job, too.”
Kessler’s entry into the petroleum industry at a good salary comes at a time “when British and
French influence in the Middle East was in decline.” Saint Martin’s University professor David
H. Price writes “The short-lived Central Intelligence Group, and later the CIA, jockeyed to put
the United States in position to exploit the post-colonial hopes for self-determination in the region.” They did that by working with various oil company executives - some of whom had wartime ties to the intelligence field.
Ex-Cogger, OSS & military intelligence trained Army veteran“Jack” Kessler arrives in Cairo
in early 1946 just five months after the Egyptian government demanded complete British withdrawal from the country and the voluntary transfer of Sudan to Egypt.
Kessler’s “small fry” job turned out to be as an assistant to the manager for
Egypt in Cairo. Three months after “Jack” starts, British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill warns the Suez Canal will be in danger if the UK withdraws from Egypt. As tensions in the region begin build, Kessler meets a
Junior Leaguer from New York City. At age 28, Kessler married 24-year
old Geraldine Paine Conant of New York City who was also living in
Cairo at the time. They were married in St. John the Baptist Church in
Maadi, Egypt on October 26, 1946. An announcement in the October 30,
1946 New York Times said the new Mrs. Kessler was the daughter of Mrs.
Geraldine Albert GalGeraldine Paine Conant (1943) latin Lanier and Mel- Conant Family collection
vin Abbot Conant and the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Francis H. Paine of New York City. She
attended the Spence School and was a member of the Junior League of New York. It was
apparently her second marriage as a May 30,
1943 New York Times article announced her engagement to George Osgood Howe, son of Dr.
Hubert S. Howe of New York. Over the next
four years, Socony-Vacum (which became Mo374
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bil) moved “Jack” to various posts with affiliates in Egypt.
In 1950, Kessler is transferred to the industrial port city of Haifa, Israel in the newly created
Jewish state. During the 1920s and 30s, Haifa owed much to British plans to make it a central
port and hub for Middle-East crude oil. During the 1948 Arab-Israeli War Haifa neighborhoods
were sometimes contested. Kessler arrives in 1950 as Haifa continues to be a gateway for Jewish
immigration into Israel, and as those immigrants start settling into new neighborhoods within the
city.
In 1952, he returned to Istanbul as assistant general manager of Mobil Oil Turkey, with the
title of vice president. The Hamilton Alumni Review reported “Hans T. Kessler is now connected
with Sakoni-Vakum Petrol A.O., a Turkish corporation with head offices in Istanbul. He is still a
member of the board of directors of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company (Cyprus) Ltd., a corporation
organized under the law of the Colony of Cyprus, with head offices in Nicosia.” King Paul of
Greece had declared in 1948 that Cyrprus desired union with his country. The Orthodox Church
of Cyprus presented a referendum in 1950 which found 97% of the Greek Cypriots supported
the union with Greece and the UN accepted a Greek petition for it to happen. Turkish Cypriots
objected as did Turkey. Kessler’s positions with Socony in Turkey and Cyprus meant he was now
on both sides of the dispute over the future of the Mediterranean island state.
The conflict may have been mirrored in Kessler’s personal life. It is in this period that Hans
and Geraldine Conant Kessler are divorced. She would remarry in December 1958 to Richard
Wurts some four years after Hans took a new bride and a new position in Socony Mobil.
“Jack” Kessler became Mobil’s sales manager for French West Africa and in 1954 was stationed in the capital of the eight colonial colonies in Dakar. While there he got married for a second time in Tangier, Morocco to a woman from Illinois.
31-year old Jane H. Sargent had been born in Evanston
and grew up in New Trier, Winnetka and Chicago. The
couple had a child in 1956 that was duly reported in the
Hamilton Alumni Review. “A daughter, Elise Ann, was born
on May 2 to Mr. and Mrs. Hans T. Kessler in Evanston,
Ill. Mrs. Kessler, the former Miss Jane Hodges Sargent,
received her B.A. degree at Wheaton College (1946) and
her M.A. degree at New York University School of Education. In May, she was working at the Harvard Graduate School of Education on a thesis on educational questions in French West Africa. (She would receive her doctorate in
Science teacher Jane Kessler (1965)
education in 1958). The Kesslers make their home in Da- St. Hilda’s & St. Hugh’s School
kar, Senegal, French West Africa, where Kessler is sales
manager for Mobil Oil A. O. F., a subsidiary of Socony Mobil Oil. Co., Inc. He is also director
of Mobil Oil A. O. F., a French West African Corporation.” The new Kessler family was being
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put together in Dakar as France was moving to give more political power to the citizens of the African colonies. Universal suffrage in elections was granted in June 1956 - the first elections held in
late 1956 were at the local level - territorial Assembly elections were held on the last day of March
1957.
In 1957, Jack, Jane and their baby girl headed for New York where Hans worked in Mobil’s
head office in the city. His wife taught at the Emma Willard School in Troy, N.Y., and at Brearley
and at St. Hilda’s & St. Hugh's schools, both in New York City. She retired from the latter in
1978.
Hans T. Kessler remained in Mobil’s head office in
New York as a regional coordinator and division
manager for overseas operations, and later as a senior planner, until his retirement in 1980. As a senior
planner, Kessler worked on and was a co-author of a
1962 report published by the Northern Petroleum
Council. The report, Impact of Oil Exports from the Soviet Bloc, was requested by Kennedy Administration’s
Interior Department which viewed “with concern
the growing shipments of petroleum from the Soviet
Block to the Free World. Because of the varied but
widespread impact of these shipments upon Free
World nations and upon international relationships
between the United States and other nations, it is
greatly in the interest of national security for this
situation to be better understood.” Hans Kessler was
on the 10-member Working Subcommittee which
“gathered and studied a vast number of facts and
data related to oil exports from the Soviet Bloc.” They concluded the Free World Oil Industry is
a major target of the Soviet economic offensive, and that Free World trade rules were “ineffective
in retarding the flow of Bloc oil or the sale critical equipment from the West that the Bloc procures with oil.”
Monterey
When Kessler retired from ExxonMobil in 1980, “he and his wife, Jane moved permanently to
their summer and weekend vacation home in Monterey in the Berkshires of Massachusetts. The
couple had begun coming to Monterey in 1957.” A town with fewer than one thousand residents,
it lies at the headwaters of the Konkaput River that is fed by Lake Garfield and Lake Buel. Jane
Kessler continued to teach in Monterey and Hans Kessler soon became busily engaged in the affairs of his new community that used an open town meeting form of government. He served on
the Monterey Board of Selectmen (1981-87). Monterey was a quintessential small New England
town, but small American towns can become contentious. Glenn M. Heller, a stockbroker from
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Connecticut, lived on Lake Garfield and became the Board’s selfappointed citizen watchdog in
1986. Heller charged the board
with several violations of state law
and town regulations in the course
of the year. When Heller began
calling Monterey’s highway superintendent “seven and eight times a
day” with questions in October
’86, the Board tried to stop what
they saw as “harassment.” “He’s
not an elected town official, and
we have asked you to call us if you
have any questions,” said Selectmen Chairman Hans T. Kessler.
The Berkshire (MA) Eagle - Wed, Sep 26, 1994 pg. 7
“We can’t have you calling him all
the time and interrupting him.” Heller refused. “I have the right to call anyone I want. This is
not a dictatorship,” Heller is quoted as saying in the Berkshire Eagle’s coverage of the meeting.
“Look, we didn’t mind if you call Don once in awhile,” said Selectman Jed P. Lipsky. “But eight
times a day is harassment. He’s complained to us and this is what we’ve decided.” “That’s fine,”
said Heller. “But I’m under no compulsions to stick to your decisions.”
Two days after the Berkshire Eagle’s report, Glenn Heller wrote a letter to the Records Reconstruction Branch of the National Personnel Records Center that was trying to piece together military records lost to fire in 1973. Heller asked to “Please verify for me and send to me whatever...
you can pertaining to the following individual in public office in our town. The fellow’s name is
Mr. Hans T. Kessler. According to Mr. Kessler, from 1943 until 1945 he served in the Army,
achieving the rank of Master Sergeant and Paratrooper. He says he fought in Europe with the
17th Airborne Division.” Reconstruction Branch chief Deborah Haverman wrote back on November 19, 1986: “Extensive searches of alternate records sources for additional information on
Mr. Kessler’s service were essentially unsuccessful. We did locate evidence that he had foreign
service and was a paratrooper but no additional details are available. His last unit of assignment
prior to discharge is listed as Headquarters, 28th Infantry Division. Other organizations with
which Mr. Kessler may have served are unknown.”
Glenn Heller’s research into town officials apparently continued. At their January 12, 1987
meeting, Heller told the selectmen that Monterey’s police chief did not have the minimum requirements of formal training required by the Massachusetts Interlocal Insurance Association, the company that insures the town police. Heller said the insurer requires part-time police chiefs “to complete a 12-week training course at the Police Academy in Agawam.” “What do you intend to do
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if he doesn’t have enough (training) ?” asked Heller. Selectman Hans T. Kessler told Heller that
the board would then assume responsibility for the police force as commissioners. The Selectmen
would not be required to undergo training at the academy, said Kessler.
When the Selectmen met on Monday, February 23, 1987, they had enough and according to
reporter Derek Gentile of Berkshire Eagle “scolded municipal critic Glenn M. Heller for not following proper procedure in filing several petitions for town meeting articles.” Heller had filed a complaint with the state Board of Elections. Heller said he had submitted eight petitions for articles
to the acting Town Clerk for verification of the signatures he had gathered. On Friday, he asked
the clerk for copies of all the petitions. Heller said the clerk told him the copies were unavailable
because the petitions had been mailed to the Selectmen. Heller then went to the Postmaster who
told him the petitions had not been mailed in Monterey. “I got a little nervous that they would get
lost,” Heller said. The petitions were on the Selectmen’s desk at the meeting having arrived in
the mail. And the OSS-trained former military intelligence officer on the board had talked to the
Monterey postmaster, who told him postmasters are prohibited by law from revealing what is
mailed at local post offices. “(The postmaster) didn’t tell you anything of the sort. You’re a liar,
Mr. Heller,” Kessler said. Heller replied, “Maybe we should get (the postmaster) up here and
question him under oath.” “I don’t think we have to,” said Kessler. “Mr. Heller, you called me
Friday night and gave me a long song and dance accusing (the town clerk) of dealing illegally with
your petitions. But you were not acting in accordance with the law. You are supposed to bring
these petitions to us. We submit them to the Registrars of Voters for verification and put them on
the warrant. Mrs. Brown was doing you a favor by taking them and verifying them for you.”
Kessler told Heller his complaint about the matter to the Board of Elections was “Misleading. It’s
very nasty to alarm the state authorities in this case because Mrs. Brown is doing two jobs as best
she can. Your complaint was unjust.” “That’s your opinion,” Heller said. “That’s the law,” Kessper replied.
The next month, Glenn M. Heller took out nominating papers to run for selectman. The Berkshire Eagle reported on March 16, 1987 that “Heller, who has accused the local board of numerous
wrongdoings ranging from illegally bidding road projects to improperly authorizing the drawdown of Lake Garfield, will seek the seat now occupied by Hans T. Kessler. Kessler announced in
November he would not seek another three-year term because of poor health.”
At the end of 1987, Kessler resigned his position as Chairman of the Town Hall Committee
that had been working towards construction of a new Town Hall on 10.7 acres of town-owned
land reserved for the project. Kessler said that voters more than 20 years ago recognized that a
new town hall was needed. “In the late 1960s, they just didn’t want to spend the money to build
it,” said Kessler. Now Monterey’s Affordable Housing Committee had proposed both a new town
hall and eight housing units be constructed on the land as well as a village green and kindergarten
school. But the housing project would require a land-use change be voted on in early 1988.
Kessler said on Christmas Eve that “selectmen promised at the time of his appointment to the
town hall committee there would be no affordable housing on the town hall-reserved land. “There
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was an agreement made with the selectmen, it wasn’t followed and, for that reason, I reason, I resigned.”
However, three years later Kessler was still serving on the Monterey and regional planning
board (1990-93). He was also active on the town’s Republican Committee and in the United
Church of Christ, where he was occasionally asked to give the sermon. In addition, he was a
member of the Adirondack and Mountain Club, and for having hiked the entire region and
climbed at least 46 of the area’s 4000+ peaks, he earned recognition as an “Adirondack 46er.”
Hans “Jack” Kessler died July 12, 1997, while traveling to Leipzig on a visit to his boyhood
home. Besides his wife, he is survived by their two daughters, Elise Wiley and Gerhild “Hildy”
Kessler. He was 78. He was buried in the Mount Hunger Cemetery in Monterey, Massachusetts.
The family stone reads “What does the Lord require of you but to do justice and to love kindness
and to walk humbly with your God.” - Micah 6:8.
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The 1942 Cog Railway summer season ended early in September. The war effort was heating up. Men and
material were scarce. New technology needed to be tested and while tourist traffic to the top of Mount Washington diminished the military presence there increased under a veil of secrecy because “loose lips could sink
ships.” The following is a look at the war years - both hot & cold - at the summit.

An official wartime “cone of silence” for security reasons began to descend over Mount Washington on Christmas Day 1941. Eighteen days after the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor, the exchange of weather information by radio to and from the Mt. Washington Observatory and the
Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory in Milton, Massachusetts “was discontinued by government
order.” The weather connection between the mountaintops was decades old at that point. A
1905 issue of Among the Clouds notes S. F. Fergusson of Blue Hill came to the Summit that summer
to suggest a Blue Hill box kite design be used to conduct weather experiments. On August 31,
1905, Frank Prescott successfully flew a kite from Mt. Washington. Blue Hill and MtWObs personnel had been working together to advance weather forecasting and science since the Observatory was established at the Summit in the 1930s. The Weather Bureau said no weather data
could be transmitted except when hidden in “a secret government cipher, and any mention of current weather over the radio, except in code, was strictly prohibited.” At the same time, the radio
and weather rooms on top of Mt. Washington are closed to the public for the duration of the war.
The uncensored tale of what happens next during World War II begins to be written down for
public consumption during the winter of 1945 after VE and VJ Days by Harvard meteorologist
Victor F. Clark the Staff Sergeant USAF in
charge of aircraft icing research on Mt. Washington at that time. His article - “The War
Years on Mount Washington” appears in the
AMC’s Appalachia magazine. He describes the
time when the US government discovered that
Col. Henry N. Teague’s mountaintop was a
good place to test hardware and military material.
Carbon Monoxide Testing
According to Clark, it began “in March
1942, a group of scientists (including one girl)
under Swarthmore University climbed to the
summit to test (for the Army) a Swedish

Primus Stove CO Test Tent pitched on snow. One of two low-walled
5x7 foot tent with sewn-in floor and sleeve type entrance allowing the tent to be
closed tight while the stoves are operated. (1942)
- Swarthmore University Collection
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Primus stove for carbon monoxide fumes. For these tests, they dug into the snowdrift in front of
the Summit House and set up the Primus stove in a small Army tent.” Clark writes, “While carbon monoxide took no toll among the scientists, on the final night of testing, hurricane winds
blew down the tent and the scientists took refuge in the (Weather) Observatory.” Clark says when
they returned two years later for further testing they set up shop at the Halfway House on the
Auto Road rather than at the Summit.
Results from the 1942 Swarthmore University experiments appeared in the October 1942 Journal of Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology did
not mention its Army connection. The paper, submitted in June 1942
entitled “Experiments on Carbon Monoxide poisoning in Tents and
Snow Houses” coyly said instead “at present, there are many men on
duty in the North who have not had the long experience of professional
explorers, and any question as to the safety of the equipment should receive careful consideration.” Laurence Irving, Per Fredrik Scholander
and George A. Edwards of the Edward Martin Biological Laboratory
at Swarthmore said they measured “the carbon monoxide in the blood
of people who remained in tents and snow houses with Primus stoves
burning. In order to simulate the conditions of the northern travel the
Laurence Irving (1895-1979)
- University of Alaska Fairbanks
experiments were conducted in the late
winter on Mount Washington, where the
kind hospitality of the staffs of the Mount Washington Observatory
and the Yankee Network Station greatly aided the investigation.”
Two identical tents were used except one was made of a light cotton
duck, water proofed with paraffin and was
still “somewhat porous for air.” The other
was made of a plastic treated fabric prepared for shower curtains, “and was practically air tight. The top ventilator, which
should normally be used in a heated tent,
Per Fredrik Scholander (1905-1980) was kept closed.” Researchers found that
- PMS Instrument Co
“in spite of the inadequate oxygen supply
(in the tightest tent), very little monoxide poisoning was produced. The
atmosphere in the tent was so bad from exhaust fumes that under ordinary circumstances a person would soon have thrown open the tent to
get fresh air. It also seems doubtful whether it would have been possible
George A. Edwards (1914-1960)
- NY Health Dept.
to sleep, or to fall asleep, with such bad ventilation.”
While only one tent was pitched at the Summit, two experiments were conducted in a Summit
snow bank. “A snow house large enough to accommodate two people comfortably (some 8 by 8
feet floor and 4 feet high) was dug in a snow bank. The entrance was a narrow tunnel. during
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the night the snow drifted over the tunnel and closed the occupants in completely. In the morning
the temperature inside was below freezing when both of the (Primus) stoves were ignited. The
candles and the “roarer” burner failed before an hour had elapsed (due to the lack of oxygen), but
the “silent” burner continued to burn for 15 minutes longer. The atmosphere in the house was
then bad, and both of the occupants felt dizzy. Not knowing how much work they would have to
do in order to dig their way out through the drifted snow, the experiment was discontinued.
Blood analyses showed about 18% saturation of the hemoglobin with monoxide. Slight dizziness
and headaches persisted for several hours, and analyses showed that only a small part of the monoxide had been eliminated from the blood after the first 45 minutes of recovery.”
“In another experiment the entrance (of the snow house) was closed as well as could be by a
double blanket hanging from a ski pole, and both stoves were burned for 2 hours without giving
perceptible amounts of monoxide in the blood. Strong gusts of wind outside gave good ventilation and the candles and burners operated well.” The paper concludes “it appears that some
monoxide poisoning may occur from stoves of this type as a result of inadequate ventilation. The
conditions leading to the serious cases of poisoning which have been reported can not yet be explained. In view of the exposed situation of the northern travelers who may encounter this danger, it seems wise to emphasize the need for precautions to assure ventilation and it is certainly desirable to investigate further the conditions which lead to the release of carbon monoxide in winter shelters.”
While Irving, Scholander, Edwards and the still unidentified “girl scientist” were testing
Primus stoves on the Mt. Washington, Col. Henry N. Teague was telling news outlets it would be
business as usual during the upcoming summer. “Schedules may necessarily be curtailed somewhat” read the page 5 article in the Portsmouth (NH) Herald on Tuesday, March 31, 1942, “but present plans are to operate the cog railway, the cabin facilities at Marshfield Station and also the
Summit House and the Tip-Top House on the mountain’s peak.” While the railroad, Marshfield
and the cabins at the Base did open for the Summer of ‘42, the Summit House did not - perhaps
because of secret scientific tests underway.

!"
Penetrating the Fog of War
Victor Clark writes that the Defense Research
Committee for the Navy conducted the second of
the so-called “war projects” on Mount Washington. In the summer of ‘42, the first year the Yankee Network was operating in its new building on
the summit, the DRC conducted tests with searchlights. Clark says the Navy shroud of secrecy
around the tests was such that Weather Observatory personnel working just yards from the group
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Mt. Washington Observatory & an inconspicuous mount? (1940s)
- Robert J. Girouard collection
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only learned that “it involved the penetrability of fog by searchlights.” A “few inconspicuous
mounts” were placed on the Cog Railway trestle and could be seen during the day by Summit visitors. The searchlights only came out at night and the “lights could not be pointed to the southeast
for fear that they might be seen by submarines off the coast at Portland.”
At the end of the summer of 1942, Colonel Henry N. Teague made sure the public knew how
the Cog was assisting in the war effort without mentioning the summit testing. “Colonel Henry
N. Teague has joined the campaign for scrap iron, and this week about 40 tons of material salvaged from the unique vacation spot was being loaded at Fabyan Station,” reported the Littleton
Courier in a page 1 story on Tuesday, September 3, 1942. “Starting about two weeks ago, Colonel
Teague directed a thorough search of the Mount Washington Cog railway property in which his
employees brought in scrap iron of all descriptions, including one motor weighing about a ton,
wheels, rails, water pipe, and other discarded equipment. A special train was sent to the summit
of the mountain to bring down what was gathered there and along the cog railway right-of-way.
Then Colonel Teague had the scrap, expected to weight at least 40 tons, transported by truck
from the Base Station to freight cars at Fabyan station, and it soon will be on its way to be converted into war materials.”
As scrap metal headed down the Mountain, scientists from Blue Hill Observatory were heading up to conduct experiments. Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory: The First 100 Years 1885-1985 by
John H. Conover says “simultaneous observations of direct insolation were made at the top and
the base of the mountain when the density water-vapor content of the intervening atmospheric
layer was measured.”

!"
Where the (fake) Rubber Meets the Road
Goodyear Tire and Rubber arrived at the Summit in the fall of 1942. Goodyear wanted to
test their newly-developed synthetic rubber tires in the severe cold. Dozens of automobile tires of
different compositions were mounted on a test car and then driven around the Auto Road’s parking lot. Victor Clark says that usually the tires “would reveal their faults in the first few feet of
driving.” The secret project made for an interesting dichotomy at a site near the Gorham, N.H.
railroad station. The local Tire Salvage Committee was asking citizens to turn in their old tires
for the war effort at a salvage pile, while Goodyear representatives arrived to pick-up batches of
new synthetic tires brought by train for testing on the mountain. Clark says “one car and some
twenty-odd tires were left on the summit” when the toll road closed that year. In early January,
Clark says “Joe Dodge and a crew roped the tires together and dragged them to the Halfway
House on the Carriage Road, where they were loaded on toboggans and transported to Pinkham
Notch.”
The winter of 1942-43 saw the Navy test some phosphorescent paints at the summit. Researchers at the Naval Research Lab at Anacostia “figured that any paints which could withstand
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a few months of Mt. Washington weather should be able to stand up under almost any conditions.” Clark says conditions above timberline were such that “anything not blasted away in winter (by the windblown snow) will do well not to be baked off in the spring.” Clark wrote the
weather that winter “was warlike in keeping with the rest of the world (in many ways the worst
winter in Observatory history).”
Clark says Observatory personnel, who continued to record the winter weather conditions and
transmit their readings to military and civilian organizations by “secret cipher,” also helped out
testing electric blankets. General Electric wanted to put their blankets and electrically heated flying suits, boots, gloves and goggles through the temperature wringer. The most enjoyable
equipment-test that winter, according to Clark, was the prototype GE sun lamps.
A Summer Lull
The summer of 1943 was very quiet at the Summit for both visitors and actual military testing. The Cog Railway did not operate, despite Col. Henry’s initial push to keep the trains running. Those who came to the Summit either walked or drove the toll road. According to testimony at a 1948 Senate Armed Service Committee hearing, the Army’s Quartermaster Corps
made the first of 25 trips to New England for field tests in 1943. From August 1st to August 12th,
1943 experiments were underway in New Hampshire at Mount Washington and in Vermont on
Mount Mansfield, Vt. and along the Long Trail. The Quartermaster Corps was testing new cold
climate clothing, hand gear, rations, & sleeping gear for
the nation’s soldiers.
The Blue Hill: First 100 Years says modifications were
made to the heated number 2 anemometer at the top of
Mt. Washington that year. “A new calrod heating element with thermostat was installed in the top. A small
cooling fin was also made which attached to the upper
end of the anemometer shaft. This was intended to
carry off heat from the upper bearing which had previously overheated and failed. Following these changes the
calibration was checked at the Harvard wind tunnel. Use
Sketch of Blue Hill Observatory, MA (1947)
of the thermostat was abandoned because of vibration
- J. M. Mitchel sketch
caused intermittent operation and excessive radio interference.” John Conover writes in the Fall
of ’43, Blue Hill (right) “was permitted to send its weather by radio to Mount Washington (in the
clear) but Mount Washington’s weather remained encoded.”
Clark says Mt. Washington Observatory personnel spent the summer of ‘43 preparing for an
influx of winter visitors. The Observatory staff was increased to six men. An Army observer
from the Army Air Force 8th Weather Squadron came on board. Staff Sgt. George Hansen finally arrived at the Summit on the 29th of November. He explained in his December 10, 1943
status report back to his commander in Presque Isle, Maine: “A delay of several days was neces384
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sary at the foot of the mountain because of an unusually heavy snow storm amounting to 54
inches of snow at Pinkham Notch. Upon arrival at Gorham, the next day after leaving Presque
Isle, the roads were closed and the telephone lines were down, so that it was impossible to call Joe
Dodge at Pinkham.” Once on top, Hansen said “the work of the Observatory consists of 30 days
of 12 hour shifts for each man, the first fifteen days on nights, and the latter half of the term on
days; then 12 days off are granted, which time includes travel up and down the mountain. Observations are taken every three hours which are sent to Portland by radio for transmission on the
regular schedule. In addition... the Observatory maintains experimental equipment for General
Electric in connection with an investigation for the Air Corps on precipitation static on aircraft.
The Yankee Network maintains an FM broadcasting station here in a separate building near the
Observatory. As they have a good cook the Observatory staff take all their meals over there
which is a great convenience. All the arctic clothing issued has been very satisfactory and every
item is well used. The wool trousers with the wind breaker covering are perfect. Also, the similar
idea in mittens with the wind breaker covering afford warmth in cold temperature and high winds
and yet are not too bulky when using the hands. Regarding the skiis, Mr. Joseph Dodge advised
that they are too long and very heavy for mountain climbing. As I had no skins for the skiis and
none were obtainable I made the assent on snow shoes which are excellent. Mail is necessarily
very slow since it must be carried up and down the mountain when someone is going on leave. In
the event any information is needed contact can be made over the Observatory’s radio. As the
weather observations are sent to Portland every three hours, messages could be relayed to us
through the Weather Bureau in Portland.”
The U.S. Army Signal Corps also came calling in the fall of 1943 looking to test the performance of wind recording instruments. Clark says the instruments had already served time in the
Arctic, but failed to make it through Mt. Washington’s gusts. The “worst weather in the world…
virtually destroyed all of the test instruments before the first day of winter” that season.

!"
Searchlights & Static & All Weather Gear
The University of Michigan took over searchlight testing for the National Defense Research
Committee in late 1943. Clark says they made “extensive fundamental measurements of the
amount of light that would pass through various densities of fog (again primarily for the Navy).”
A light was projected through a first-floor Observatory towards a reflector in a window of the Yankee Network building to be measured at the Observatory upon its return. Observatory staff
would shine the light throughout the winter to take readings.
The Army Air Forces contracted the General Electric Research Laboratory to learn more
about precipitation static that hindered and sometimes wiped out radio reception when an aircraft
flew through a snowstorm. The War Department expected an “invasion by Japan would have to
come very largely from air attacks through the Aleutian Islands, across Alaska, and from the
North.” General Electric’s July 1952 History of Project Cirrus says icing and the static made flying in
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the Aleutians very difficult. That intrigued Dr. Irving Langmuir, Associate Director of the GE Research Lab who had been working with Dr. Vincent J. Schaefer to improve gas masks by testing
the filters with “smokes” which led to the development of smoke screen generators to provide
cover for ships and Army units. Langmuir and Schaefer suspected “the weather” had something
to do with the static and determined Mt. Washington’s winter weather offered “the proper conditions for a research of this kind. GE set up duplicate experimental equipment on the Mt. Washington Observatory’s tower and an Army B-17 airplane. Schaefer conducted experiments at the
Summit several times during the the winter of 1943. Clark says the 1943 Mt. Washington tests
showed the static to be almost always present in storms, but the storms also grew “frost feathers”
on the gear. GE moved directly from the radio static testing at Mt. Washington to an aircraft icing study for the Air Force. The Observatory had been doing wing icing tests of their own, but
now GE was on the case and a third organization would join them in the spring of 1944.
The day after Col. Arthur S. Teague waded ashore on Utah Beach in Normandy, Col. Henry
Teague’s Mount Washington Club, Inc. signed a new $30,000 lease with The Yankee Network,
Inc. for a little over 9-acres of land that contained its transmitter building. Teague and Yankee
had started working together in September 1937 negotiating a 13-year deal for “the establishment
of a year-round broadcasting station on top of the mountain.” The first deal covered construction of the station’s first 150-foot tower with experimental radio equipment housed in a portion of
the Henry’s newly completed weather building. In 1940, a tank farm was installed near the Lizzie
Bourne monument to hold 25,000 gallons of fuel for the station’s generators, and in 1941, the two
story, L-shaped building was erected by Yankee on Teague land.
The six-year deal signed on D-Day plus 1, 1944 did not include the weather building that Teague owned, and had leased to the Observatory. Since 1937, the Observatory owed Teague $500 a
year under the terms of a 20-year lease. However from time to time Joe Dodge couldn't come up
with the payments and Teague was gracious and generous at such times. Yankee would pay the
Mount Washington Club $20,000 on New Year’s Day 1945, and $2500 on the first day of 1946,
1947, 1948 and 1949. The check to go to the Dartmouth College treasurer (perhaps to help pay off
Teague’s 1939 refinancing deal with his alma mater?) The Yankee Network would also provide the “electric current for the lighting of the hotel and other buildings (owned by Teague) on the Summit of
Mount Washington” during those six years. Yankee could only “use leased premises for aural and
visual broadcasting and receiving and similar uses... no admission fee to be charged (to the buildings)...” and the land could not be used “to compete with (Teague’s) hotel business.”
The Army’s Quartermaster Corps returned in late July 1944 for a seven-day test in Tuckerman’s Ravine to determine value, utility and limitations of clothing to protect soldiers against
rain.” On October 17th a five day test on Mount Washington and the vicinity began as the Quartermaster wanted to measure the “efficiency and competence of Freon Aerosol bombs, and testing thermal insulation, comfort, utility of socks, wool, (and) cushion soles.”

!"
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1944 - 1945

“In War and Peace: First in Rubber”
The B. F. Goodrich Company was a leader in the development of aircraft de-icing equipment
using inflatable rubber bladders. Clark says Goodrich asked the Observatory to arrange (with
Col. Teague) “for the installation of an airplane wing section for de-icer tests atop the water tank”
behind the Summit House. “In addition,” writes Clark “a one-room laboratory and tower were
built on the side of the water tank, with a ramp running from the tower over” to the passageway
from the Summit House to the Tip Top House for easier access to the test wing from the Observatory. Clark says a special meeting was called in Washington, D.C. in November 1944, to coordinate the Mt. Washington icing research for the best interests of both civilian and military aviation.
Littleton Courier columnist Jack Colby talked about the plans in his Nov 16, 1944 Mountain
Musings: “From the top of Mt. Washington comes word that an airplane wing fitted with “overshoes” has been mounted like a weathervane on the summit of N. E.’s loftiest peak as testing apparatus for airplane deicers. The experiment at that forlorn spot, tenanted only by Weather Bureau
experts, is being carried out by a physicist for the B. F. Goodrich company, and a great variety of
icing conditions experienced by flyers can be reproduced and conveniently studied.”
Goodrich handled the main rubber-based ice preventive equipment tests. General Electric
worked on development of the main ice-measuring instrument and the theoretical work it involved. Observatory personnel did fundamental ice deposit studies and made basic cloud density
and icing rate measurements. A monthly report on the findings (some thirty pages in length) was
sent out by the Observatory to interested research agencies around the country starting on January 1, 1945.
A German Winter Offensive
The Signal Corps came back to the Summit in the winter of 1944-45 to test an automatic
weather station with the help of the Observatory and the Yankee Network. Clark says the station’s “winter supply of heater fuel was exhausted before Christmas, and more fuel had to be
transported to the summit in an Army weasel.” The weasel “arrived on the summit only after six
POW’s (German prisoners of war from Camp Stark, near Grafton, N.H.) were employed to do
spot shoveling ahead of the vehicle.”
A late January storm put the Summit in the local news by toppling a water tank: “High winds
in the wake of Monday’s (1/29/1945) storm piled the new powder-like snow into drifts. Atop Mt.
Washington winds in excess of 173 miles an hour toppled the huge water tank used during the
summer season to supply water for the Summit House and which had a capacity of more than
3,000 gallons. The heavy oak planks of which it was constructed were strewn about the mountain
top, as gales lashed the peak,” reported the Littleton Courier on Thursday, Feb 1, 1945. It was not
reported whether that tank had the wing testing structure on top of it.
In the spring of 1945 with the end of the war in sight, a second Mt. Washington Icing Conference was held at the Glen House in Gorham so site visits to the summit during the meeting could
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be made. All parties concluded research should continue at Mt. Washington whether the war
ended quickly or not because the dangers of weather to flying had “not been defeated.”

!"
Cog to Reopen?
In the spring of 1945, Col. Henry Teague was itching to re-open his railroad. He had been
unable to find the men necessary to run special trains in July 1944 to take attendees of International Monetary Conference at Bretton Woods up “his” mountain. He told local reporters in late
May the Cog would run in 1945. “Memorial Day will once again signal the opening of the summer recreational season in the White Mountains, as resorts prepare to welcome visitors from near
and far. A good season appears in the offing. Adding impetus to the belief that seasonal business
is on the upswing is the decision of Col. Henry N. Teague to reopen the famous Mt. Washington
Cog railroad this season. He announced this intention while in Littleton this week.”
- Littleton Courier - Thu, May 24, 1945

The actual operational status of the Cog Railway appears in the July 31, 1945 historical report of the Air Corps’ Eighth Weather Squadron officer at the Mt. Washington Observatory.
Tech/Sgt Adam J. Eckert, Jr. writes: “Colonel Teague still has high hopes of getting his cog railroad in operation before the season is over. To date they have the water running up the 3.5 mile
track and are filling the water tanks up on the summit. Although all of us here feel that they
won’t have the trains running this season.” On the other hand, T/Sgt. Eckert says the Stage Company’s “business has been very good so far this year and they are expecting to surpass all previous
records in carrying passengers up and down the mountain.” The report indicates the upcoming
winter will be busy for those left on the mountain. “The program for this coming winter has been
enlarged by additional work being done for the Ice Research Base; our work for the General Electric Company as well as B.F. Goodrich and other interested parties will continue only on a large
scale,” writes Eckert. “The personnel problem is not quite as bad as was anticipated; with the extra man from Eighth Weather this will allow more time for research and still make the routine
work for the Weather Bureau a little easier. We will would like to have one more man from the
Weather Bureau but this looks very doubtful at present.”
“The Tip Top House has been leased from Colonel Teague (owner of the top of the mountain),” reports Eckert “and construction work for a new icing platform as well as a new laboratory
with work shop facilities and four bedrooms will be started in another week. Representatives from
Northwest Airlines, under contract with Ice Research Base, were here to discuss the necessary construction problems. The new platform will have a streamline design in order to keep the airflow
as uniform as possible. We will test the new heated wing as well as other types of airfoils, antennas treated with de-icing agents, cylinders, and many other types of equipment. Our routine icing observations will be made from this same location. The GE cloud meter, which has proven to
be very successful in test runs this summer, will also be used as standard equipment. This new
platform will allow us more working space than the present tower and give us a much better expo388
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sure at the same time. The four bedrooms (in Tip Top) will allow any representatives from the different organizations to stay here for any length of time and since our icing at night is just as frequent it will be more convenient to be right in the building where the work will be carried out.”
Eckert says they hosted just such a visitor in mid-month. “On July 17th the Air Inspector paid
us a visit and stayed over night. This gave us a chance to convey some of our problems and
needs. We are in hopes that some of the equipment suggested to him will be able to be supplied.
We are hoping that sometime this winter some of the members of the Eighth Weather will be able
to come up and see the actual icing program in full operation as well as enjoy the mountain life in
the winter.” While the mountaintop observers were making their case to the visiting brass, President Harry Truman, Prime Minister Winston Churchill and Soviet leader Joseph Stalin were
meeting in Potsdam, Germany to map out the future of Europe.
However no steam or smoke had streaked the summer skies through mid-July of ’45 when the
Air Inspector spent his Tuesday night at the Summit. Col. Henry publicly remained optimistic.
“Col. Henry N. Teague, president of the famous Mt. Washington Cog Railway, was in Littleton
this week and said that he still hopes to get the railroad into operation this summer. With good
luck in obtaining experienced help he will have the attraction running by the first of August, he
stated. The 20 cabins, gift shop and restaurant at the base are now open and many sightseers
daily visit the place. Colonel Teague said that if plans can be completed for the opening of the
railroad the public will be notified. The mountain line has been closed for the past four years. He
added that Lt. Col. Arthur Teague, veteran overseas officer, has arrived back in this country and
has been with his family on Cape Cod. He is expected to visit Mt. Washington soon.”
- Littleton Courier - Thu, Jul 19, 1945

The Courier’s update on the Cog’s status came as the Army Quartermaster Corps began “clothing indoctrination courses for Quartermaster officers and nurses” on the Mountain. The training
would last through September.

!"
New Tip-Top Tenants for Col. Teague
Cog trains never ran that season. By the fall of 1945, Goodrich and GE had plans for increased activity at the Summit and a new player, Northwest Airlines had come on board. Clark
says during the previous winter Northwest had studied “the use of heat for protection against ice,
all tests being made in flight around Minneapolis (MN)” Northwest engineers were working to
conduct engine exhaust The work was dangerous and expensive, and their flights had found “insufficient icing” from that city. Mt. Washington could provide Northwest with “an almost limitless
number of hours of icing without the dangers and expense of flight tests.”
According to the Air Corps’ T/Sgt. Adam Eckert, Jr., modifications for Northwest’s winter
program started late. Construction work started on the Tip Top house in the second week of
August and as expected the weather was bad the last week. The head carpenter can only speak a
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few words of English and none of us are able to speak French well enough to try to make him understand but so far we have run into very little trouble trying to get across to him our ideas. Work
is underway in digging the hole to bury two 2800 gallon fuel tanks to be used in conjunction with
the present 35,000 gallon fuel storage supply. Two engineers from Northwest Airlines have been
here for the past four days (30 Aug - 2 Sep) installing some of the equipment to be tested this winter for the Army.”
Blue Hill: 100 - “In October (1945) (Charles F.) Brooks gave a fifteen-minute talk over the Yankee Network home radio station, WNAC. His subjects were aeronautics and the work at the
Mount Washington Observatory. During the year he spent considerable time on the design and
construction of new facilities to study icing on Mount Washington. This involved the coordination of four government agencies, three universities, one airline, and two manufacturers. Much
of the conversation was carried out between the two Observatories (Mt Wash & Blue Hill) by
radio. In preparation for a more active winter, the mountain staff was increased from six to nine.
At the start of October, T/Sgt. Eckert
reports the push was on to get set for the
fast approaching winter. “The construction work on Tip Top has been going very
slow due to the problem of trying to get
workmen to work under such conditions
and there has been some delay in getting
the (Northwest) equipment delivered. Ice
Research Base used a B-17 and C-47 to
Tourist photo from behind Summit House looking south at military test apparatus on
fly all of their equipment in to Berlin with
water towers and the Tip Top House with test platform porch to the right (1950s)
- Paul Whitney Collection
both of these planes making frequent
trips. Six miles of telephone was run from
the Base Station out to Bretton Woods where we had expected to be connected to the main line;
but now the telephone company does not care to grant permission for us to be connected. (Ed note:
This may be the circuit Ken Randall talked about that ended at the Fabyan Railroad station where agents would
answer regular phones then relay messages to the Base in the 1950s) The Observatory has been used as a
hotel for the past month (Sept) with as many as ten to fifteen men here representing different companies to discuss the problems for the coming winter. Our years supply of food has been coming
up a little at a time and this has kept us very busy storing this away. S/Sgt Ziriax let on that he
liked to cook, which was a great help when our regular cook was down on time off and we had
twenty one for each meal. During normal conditions each one of us have our share of cooking
which is a lot of fun, but when the crew is large it makes it very difficult to try to do your regular
work and still prepare meals. Our official opening of the icing season has been changed from 1
October to 16 October (if the Weather Bureau supplies arrive).” This was Adam Eckert’s last report. He went down the mountain on October 18th, relieved of duty by T/Sgt. Vernon W. Humphrey.
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Humphrey wrote his first historical report on November 5, 1945 saying that he, and Sergeants
Clark and Ziriax were “the Army personnel for the coming winter.” “The experienced men at
the station,” Humphrey wrote, “expressed opinions that the army men would definitely need flying boots for the cold periods. The boots were ordered and flying shoes were received. They are
very unsatisfactory for conditions at this station so the Weather Supply Office was notified that the
fleece-lined boots were needed. A new telephone line was laid down the railroad track to the Base
Station (where Cog winter caretaker James Webb likely answered). The hum of the line was eliminated
and at present the circuit is very satisfactory. Due to the variable weather during the month (of
October), the (auto) road has been closed and opened two or three times. At present the road is
open but will not doubt be closed for the winter in the near future.”
On the fifth anniversary of the Pearl Harbor attack, Technical Sergeant Vernon W. Humphrey of the 8th Weather Squadron - the new non-commissioned officer in charge of the detachment at the Summit wrote the weather did not make the work easy. “The road is closed with
about eighteen inches of snow and drifts up to four and five feet deep. The weasel (a tracked vehicle), supposedly being obtained by Northwest has not arrived and in all probability will not arrive
at all. The telephone line to the Base Station and the outside is still in operation although fairly
weak at times. The phone line down the road to the Glen House is out at present. The radio sets
will be used for communication in case all the phone lines go out. Several re-enlistment bulletins
have been received but at present no one from this station has shown any interest in re-enlisting.”
The rest of December 1945 was “a cold and windy month on the mountain.” T/Sgt. Humphrey wrote “the weather as a whole was such that the station personnel stayed outside only long
enough to carry on the regular work and a few odd jobs. Several good icing storms made possible
a number of icing observations both for the Observatory and Northwest. Sgt. Ziriax assumed the
duties of chief cook during the holidays and made a very inactive Season an enjoyable one. On
New Year’s Eve Ziriax received notice to return to Grenier Field to prepare for his discharge. By
recount Humphrey’s score was reduced by eight points. The Monthly Icing reports of which Sgt.
Victor Clark is in charge, is being forwarded to your office.”
The same Victor Clark’s Appalachia article says “Half of the Tip Top House was winterized
(for the 1945-46 winter season) and a large platform constructed on the northwest end of this building to supplement the Observatory tower for the exposure of research equipment and to accommodate a heated wing section and other equipment of Northwest Airlines.” This is likely when
Col. Henry Teague and the Mt. Washington Club, Inc. leased the Tip Top House to the military
through their contractor – Smith, Hinchman and Grylls. Those rental rates of over $13,000 a
year were discussed in the 1950 land dispute with the U.S. Navy over its hangar test facility.
Clark concludes his article saying “Thus, at this writing, in the middle of the first post-war winter, the (Weather) Observatory finds itself in the top position in one of the most important and
most active icing research centers in the country.” Clark predicts Mt. Washington will see “an increase rather than a decrease in the work and its importance in the future.”
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Staff Sergeant Victor F. Clark followed up his Appalachia article by writing the March 6, 1946
Historical Report to the Commanding Officer of the Eighth Weather Squadron at Westover
Field, Massachusetts. Clark was now the in charge of the detachment on Mount Washington.
“The month of February (1946) was far from uneventful... While part of the month found all
three members of the Army staff off the mountain at the same time, by the end of the month all
three men were back on the summit, although each was in a different capacity then at the time of
his departure.” Clark left the Summit for icing research conferences in Minneapolis and Washington and would return to the mountain charged with making plans for the Mount Washington icing research program in 1947.
The day after Clark went down the mountain orders arrived for T/Sgt. Humphrey and Sgt.
Larsen to report to Grenier Field prepare for discharge from the service. Sgt. Clark reported
“both men have returned (as civilians) to this station in the employ of the Mount Washington Observatory. Thus, of the last four men assigned by 8th Weather to Mount Washington, three are
now back here as civilians. The first to return was Eckert, who is now in the employ of the Northwest Airlines (under Army contract) here on the summit. All three plan a return to normal civilian jobs in the lowlands at the end of the winter.”
Death Trap on the Stage Road?
Humphrey’s return made headlines in Boston. 2 ESCAPE DEATH TRAP ON N.H. PEAK
screamed the final edition front page of the Boston Record-American Daily Record on Saturday, February 23, 1946. Sgt. Clark’s dispatch on the event was a bit more measured. “Ordinarily, the 8 mile
trip is made in 3 stages,” explained Clark: “...to the Halfway House at timberline by Army weasel, to the 6 mile shelter on foot alone, and then to the summit in the company of someone from
the summit who has come down to meet the climber.” The climber on Wednesday, February 20th
was 25-year old Vernon Humphrey of McFarland, California. 28-year old Marshall Smith of
Turner’s Falls, Massachusetts hiked down from the Summit to meet him. Clark reported “For the
first two stages of this trip, it appeared to be uneventful with the wind velocity below 20 mph and
the temperature near 10 F above zero. However, in the few minutes (Humphrey and Smith
rested) at the 6 mile shelter before continuing the trip, a cold front passage increased the wind velocity to over 50 mph, dropped the temperature to zero degrees, and filled the air with a raging
storm of falling and blowing snow, which reduced the visibility to zero or less. Realizing that it
would be dangerous to attempt to travel anywhere above the timberline under these conditions,
both men prepared to make the best of their one room tar paper shelter, while awaiting moderation of the elements. They found the small gas heater to be in good shape, but the usual supply
of K rations was found to be completely depleted.”
The weather got worse the next day. Thursday’s wind speed was 115 mph - temperature was
down to 29 F below zero. Clark says it was impossible to ring the shelter on the telephone line
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running down the mountain, but “the line held up so that hourly reports from the men could be
received on a prearranged schedule, and it was known that the men were in no real dangers as
long as the heater gas lasted.” Humphrey and Smith said later that even with the heater going,
the snow which seeped through the cracks lay unmelted near the heater and that it was cold
enough in parts of the shelter for skin to stick to metal.”
On the third morning, an unsuccessful attempt was made from the Summit to reach the men,
who had now been trapped at the 6 mile shelter for more than 40 hours. The temperature of 26 F
below zero with the wind still near 100 mph turned the rescue party around. In the afternoon,
the temperature had risen to -12F, when the party tried a second time through hurricane force
winds. They made the two mile descent down the cone. They brought food to the pair. “After
this first nourishment in 48 hours,” wrote Clark “both men, under their own power, were escorted
to the summit. Neither man experienced any ill effects from the ordeal, although fear of freezing
had prevented any sleep during the entire 48 hours.”
Readying the Rental?
August 10, 1946 – Flatcar loaded with debris from “unused” Tip Top House is blown off Summit and crashes into stopped train at Lizzies during a storm. Many hurt – none killed. Puzzling
as stories about this seemed to indicate the Tip Top House had not been used, the roof had
leaked and stuff inside ruined and needed tossing. Yet Clark talks about Tip Top being winterized
for the 45-46 season? Perhaps a clean out after the lease concluded? Or was it a clean out so the
rest of Tip Top could be used as described in newspaper article below?
Aug 29, 1946 - Tip Top Icing Research: “It was learned this week that the famous Tip Top
House on Mt. Washington has been leased by Northwest Airlines, Inc., of Minneapolis, Minn.,
and will be the scene this coming winter of scientific research in connection with aerial ice conditions. At the same time, it was learned that the water tank owned by the Mt. Washington Cog railroad has been leased for use by the Goodrich Rubber company for similar research purposes,
working in conjunction with the Mt. Washington Observatory. Northwest Airlines has engaged
Francis H. Howe, contractor of Alton Bay, to remodel the Tip Top building, insulate it, install a
new heating system and otherwise prepare it for the rugged scientific work scheduled atop New
England. The lessees will work with the U. S. Army Air Corps through a government contract to
study means of preventing ice from forming on airplane wings, propellers and other parts of a
plane. The summit of Mt. Washington is the only place in the United States, it was said this week
where the same ice conditions exist on the ground as those encountered by planes in the air, and is
therefore ideal for the experimental project. The building is expected to be ready for occupancy
soon after October 1. The Army is installing two Diesel generators, and various pieces of paraphernalia will be rigged up on the building to test the ice conditions. It is expected $25,000 will be
expending in reading the mountain structure for the important work, and it will be staged by a
crew of six to eight men who will make the experiments.”
- Littleton Courier - Thu, Aug 29, 1946 pg. 1
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“Systematic icing observations had been made on Mount Washington for about two years by
this time (44-46)” writes John H. Conover in Blue Hill 100. “The wealth of data revealed a large
potentiality for icing and cloud physics research which was eventually realized in the form a
$37,000 contract with the Air Material Command. The Blue Hill Observatory undertook the contract, arranging for research space in Cambridge and communication via blue Hill, while exposure facilities, living quarters, and working space were provided on Mount Washington. ...(Charles F.) Brooks continued as director of the mountain Observatory. Victor Clark, who had been in
charge of the icing studies on the mountain from 1942-1946, became a voluntary assistant.”

!"
Phantoms in the Clouds
Victor Clark’s prediction that more, not less, government icing research work would happen
on Mount Washington began to come true in the summer of 1947 when the power plant division
of the Navy Aeronautics bureau asks on July 11th that the top of mountain be investigated as a
possible test site for a McDonnell Aircraft XFD-1 Phantom jet during the winter of 1948-1949.
Five days later, an inspection team led by Commander Raymond Lamoreaux of the Aviation
Facilities Division of the Bureau of Yards & Docks at the Navy Depot in Washington DC, along
with representatives of the Volpe Construction Company arrived at Glen House, and went up the
toll road - surveying as they went and toured the top. They initially looked at a site near the TipTop house. But found it “extremely rugged, and impracticable to use, considering the short time
available for completion of the project,” and cost limitations. No blasting could occur there to
protect wells constructed by Yankee Network. In addition it would be be difficult to “move (the)
test plane from the railway to the building, and would require several hundred feet of cribbing
and false work for temporary wooden platform or road.
The group then looked at another potential site just south of Stage Office. The area was “reasonably level (having been cleared by drilling and blasting prior to the restriction on such activities), is close to the terminal of the Cog Railway, and presents no stupendous problem in site
preparation. However, it will be necessary to reduce the size of the proposed test building to a 30
feet width and 35’ length (from 40’x40’). The Standard Butler truss model would have to be modified to reduce to the 30 foot site restriction. After inspection of the toll road “it was decided it
would be impossible to get the test aeroplane to the summit of the mountain by towing it up the
Toll Road. There are restrictions in width of the road, which cannot be improved, together with
some hairpin turns which makes towing of the plane up this road impossible, or at least very dangerously impractical. The question was then explored as to whether the plane could be transported on the Cog Railway, and Mr. (Maurice E.) Staples (of the Road Co) assured the party that
he was certain that the Mt. Washington Cog Railway would amenable to this proposal, and knew
of no limiting conditions which would restrict transportation of the plane from the west side Base
Station of the mountain to the summit. Mr. Staples was also asked by the inspection team if he
could produce any deeds.
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On Friday, July 18, 1947, “the inspection party left Glen House at 0730, and proceeded to the
Base Station on the west side of Mt. Washington, and located Col. Henry Teague, who is President of the Mt. Washington Cog Railway,” reported Commander Lamoreaux. “A conference
was held with Col. Henry Teague, and also Col. Arthur Teague (Lamoreaux noted: Col. Arthur Teague
is understood to be an adopted son of Col. Henry Teague. Col. Arthur Teague obtained his commission in World
War II, and commanded a battalion of Infantry in the Normandy landings. The younger Teague appears to be
more or less, manager of the railway). During the discussion with both Teague’s, an effort was made to
ascertain exactly the ownership of the land in which the Navy was interested. The elder Teague
advised that Mr. Staples was in error in his statement of the Summit Road Co. having leased the
desired area, and furthermore stated
that even the Stage Office of the
Summit Road Co., was located on
Cog Railway property, for which the
Summit Road Co., had never negotiated a lease. The Colonel had no
maps showing detailed location of
property lines of his lessees, although one is reported to have been
made in 1941 or 1942, and may be
in the hands of the company’s attorney. The only map (left) which
would be obtained, showing general
location of facilities on the top of
Mt. Washington, is attached as Exhibit A, the original of which was
part of the lease between the Mt.
Washington Cog Railway Co., and
the firm of Smith, Hinchman and
Grylls Co. Inc., Architects and Engineers, with the leasing of the Tip
Top House and some of the adjacent land. The elder Teague said he
would be agreeable to leasing the desired plot (south of Stage Office) to
the Navy, and that he would further allow the Navy to enter on permit, pending completion of final lease.
Lamoreaux’s report continued: “After discussion of real estate matters had been considered,
the inspection party took up the proposition of hauling materials to the top of the mountain using
the Cog Railway. There appears to be no complications herein, so far as construction materials
are concerned, and the Teague’s agreed to haul one flat car with a ten-ton load to the top of the
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mountain for $100 (this charge is not excessive considering that the railway receives $4.00 per person per trip up the mountain, averaging 33 paid fares per trip). The matter was then investigated
as to whether there was sufficient clearance on the railway to allow transportation of the test aeroplane, which has a minimum width, with wings folded, of 16 feet. It developed through the conversation that there are two limiting points to operate, where a coal bin is located on the left side
of the track, with two water towers on the
right side of the track on the way up the
mountain (Waumbek right). The inspection
party rode the Cog Railway up to the first
of these locations, together with Col. Arthur Teague. It was decided that this restriction could be overcome by moving of
the coal bin and skidding the plane temporarily away from the water tower side,
and then drawing it past the obstruction
with the possible necessity that some false
work might be required. Col. Arthur Teague agreed to transport the plane to the top of the
mountain, and to make the necessary alterations and temporary construction required. The inspection at the site was completed, and the party left for Boston at 1400.”
The Site Visit Summary concludes: “It is apparent that fast action is required by any and all
parties involved in this project, if the proposed construction is to be completed in time for use this
winter. Limiting conditions are the fact that the weather starts to get very bad, beginning about
the 15th of September, the Cog Railway ordinarily does not operate after 1 October, and in any
event, not later than 12 October, although these dates might be extended for the convenience of
the project. Available labor in the area is very scarce, as confirmed by both Teague and Staples,
usual weather conditions at the top of Mt. Washington are undesirable from a construction standpoint, and efficiency of the workmen can be expected to be relatively low. The project will probably be comparatively expensive.
Lt. Jackson of the First Naval District Real Estate section visited Mt. Washington on Friday,
August 1, 1947. He arrived back in Boston on Sunday, Aug 3, 1947. A transcript of Jackson’s
phone call the next day with Commander Ray Lamoreaux in Washington DC indicates gaining
use of the Summit test site could be problematic. The phone connection is reported as
“scratchy.”
August 4, 1947 transcription
Lt. Jackson: “We ran into considerable difficulties on quotation of their property.” Both the Stage Company and the Cog
Railway Company will give the Navy a “letter of permit” and both would like the test building after the Navy use is completed.
However, “the Cog Railway also wants… $1500 per year rental for the space that it occupies, which is slightly exorbitant.”
Cmdr. Lamoreaux: “Yes. I didn’t think we were going to run into anything like that. Have you been able to rationalize
exactly who owns the property that we want?”
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J: “As far as I can tell… apparently both people have a claim to the piece of property that we own.” I guess you found on your
trip up there that they are not on speaking terms with each other.”
L: “That is right.
J: “In fact, there is quite a bit of feuding going on up there between them.”
L: “Yes. They are really competitors, you see, for the interests on the top of that mountain.”
J: “It would be almost impossible to enter into a joint lease with them. I determined that much. It looks as though what we are
going to have to do is accept their letter of permit so that we can immediately get started and enter into condemnation procedure. One
marked document they have up there, the one that Col. Teague has, states that he owns the top of the mountain with the exception of
the right-of-way… he owns all of the property, but he has to maintain a right-of-way up there for this Stage Company. The original
charter (for the Stage Company - as described in 1860 minutes) says the right-of-way shall be 4 rods wide coming up the mountain
and upon reaching that section that we are interested in shall become 2 rods wide, which would be 33 feet wide up there, which
would take in the majority of the space that we want. The Colonel’s idea is that if we just leave a 10-ft. space in there for them to
get through – that, as far as he is concerning, he is living up to his terms of his deed. Therefore, he claims full title to the property up
there and wants to enter into a lease as if it were his property. However… the Stage Company would have a claim against us and
the Cog Railway if they care to force it.”
L: “Yes, I can see that they (stage company) have an interest in there all right.
J: “They have a right of entry in there and we would be encroaching.”
L: “Do you need condemnation just for a lease?
J: “Oh, yes, we would have to have condemnation for a lease to protect our interest. Of course, we get a right of entry from
both parties subject to a lease upon their request; that is what I have asked for…. I know the old Colonel is going to request his right
off as soon as he can get a copy of his deed down here showing his owning the property. I told him I would have to have that before
I could enter into any lease with him; but that I wanted to get up there right away. He gave me a letter while I was there that gives
the Navy Dept. immediate authority to occupy what interest he has in the property. I have been promised a similar ltr from the Stage
Company; but both letters are pending entry into a formal lease upon determination of proper ownership of the property.”
L. “Well, that is about the best you can do, I think.”
J: “What the Colonel wants now is $1500 per year rental AND the building is the kind of a lease he would enter into. The
Stage Company would give us the use of the property but they want the building. also. So we are going to have a conflict on settling
any lease up there.”
L: “Except by condemnation.”
J: “Except by condemnation – the court would decide how much the property was worth, establish a fair rental AND how much
each man should receive. The way it is now, each man feels that he should receive all of it.”
L: I get it. I see no other alternative except to go ahead on these permits and probably throw it into the court.
J: Of course, the permit that we have been promised by the Stage Company is subject ot approval by their Board of Directors.
But (Charles C.) Libby (of the Stage Company) was very much easier to do business with than the old Colonel was.
L: Yes I would imagine that.
J: I went up there anticipating some trouble but not what I did run into. Buy the way, on your inspection trip up there, did you
look at the site down there where the Stage Company had their old stables? There is an old bbuilding. down… well, I guess it is a
100-ft. below the peak where we want to build now. (third site)
L: There were conditions of weather that put us up on the point where we are now. We looked at two locations – they seemed
to be the only ones that were satisfactory to both the Aero people and the aviators. (Up by Tip Top and Stage Office) A third lower
down site – all Stage Company – free with only donation of building. without disassembly was considered but rejected. That unfortunately is around in pretty much of a shielded location… the primary purpose of this whole thing is to get up there where we can get
the most icing and the winds and the foulest of weather that they can possibly get.
J: We had some foul weather up there Friday (8/1)
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L: We had it when I was up there, too. It was very difficult trying to get around, you couldn’t see through the rain, generally.
J: Well, our trouble the day I was up there wasn’t due to vision, we had a nice clear day; but the temperature was down at 28
degrees.
L: Oh! That is pretty cold”

August 13, 1947 – Cmdr. Ray Lamoreaux and Bartlett of Aeronautics go to Mt. Washington
to determine possibility of utilizing an alternate site for conducting tests.
August 15, 1947 - The Navy receives a permit from Summit Road company signed by Charles
C. Libby.
August 16, 1947 - The Navy announces one phase of its winter test projects. They’re going to
bring a Phantom jet fighter plane up on the Cog Railway flat car sometime this fall and the ship
will be exposed to an “ice box test” 6288 feet above sea level. The plane will be secured in a flattopped “Butler” building to be erected on top of the mountain. The building will be opened at
both ends to form a natural wind tunnel when the tests are run. Construction is scheduled to be
completed by mid-September. - Boston Daily Globe, Aug 16, 1947 / Nashua Telegraph, Aug 22nd, 1947
August 18, 1947 – Transcript of a phone call between Lamoreaux in Washington and Cmdr
Aubie & Cmdr MacManus in Boston
Aubie: I just got a call from Jackson and he tells me that a piece of paper is in giving us the right to go into that area. They
have given us that letter but the understanding is that rent will be about $1,000 a year plus the building.
Lamoreaux: Well that is a better deal than we were getting form the Colonel (Henry Teague).
Aubie: That is right – you should get that over to the Real Estate Section because I think they should know that. The Quonset boys have been up there and left this morning. We are set to go ahead. (A Navy rep) had a chance to see the Colonel but he was
going to call in on him on the way by (today) just to advise him that were going down to the lower level. He will have (Teague’s) reaction when he gets back here.
L: All Right. I would say now that you are authorized to go ahead and tell Volpe (Construction) to proceed.

Approximate cost of building to house the XFD-1 aeroplane $20,000 – Butler type trusses for
the frame.
August 19, 1947 status letter: “Negotiations were entered into with the property owners relative to obtaining a lease for the property immediately south of the stage office, resulting in the procurement of a letter from Cog Railway Co. granting right of entry. However, it was determined
that a dispute between the property owners exists relative to the title to the original proposed site.
Lamoreaux and Mr. Bartlett of the Bureau of Aeronautics on 13 August made an inspection trip
to Mt. Washington to determine the possibility of utilizing an alternate site for conducting tests.
This inspection resulted in negotiations between the Summit Road Co for the site located on the
lower parking area immediately south of the originally proposed site.
Road Co. granted the Navy Department permission to enter and erect the proposed building,
subject to terms of a lease at a later date. Southwest corner of lower parking area. One year
$1,000 renewed annually until 20 June 1950.
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August 26, 1947 Navy memo: “It is noted that the proposed rental for the leasing of subject
site is $1,000 per year. Seeking justification of said rent.
September 11, 1947 Government Winter Test Plans: “Mountain Musing: As long as the government does not eventually take over the mountain-top entirely, freezing out summer visitors
who come from the far corners of the globe, no one will probably seriously object to the increased
expansion of research facilities atop Mt. Washington! A visit to the summit reveals the physical
evidence of the expanded program lined up for this winter, when included in the scientific studies
will be the “flying” of a two-jet Phantom fighter plane housed in a steel hanger which can be
opened at both ends to allow ice to accumulate on the wings and engines. The B-24 which
started altimeter-error check flights over the summit last spring will again be flying over the peak.
The erection of the $30,000 steel hangar for the jet plane has started at the head of the Auto
road!”
On September 23, 1947, Col. Henry N. Teague went to Coös Superior Court and filed suit.
Mt. Washington Club v. Summit Road Company and Volpe Construction Company
Bill in Equity
Mount Washington Summit Road Company, Gorham, NH
Volpe Construction Co. – 54 Eastern Avenue, Malden, MA

The Mt Washington Club told the court the hanger was on a circle of land 50 rod radius from
iron pin set in rock next to stage office. The land had been conveyed by the Mt. Washington Railway Company to the Mt Washington Club in a valid deed of December 15, 1939.
“The defendant, the Mount Washington Summit Road Company, has recently negotiated a
lease with the Navy Department of the United States of America, the exact terms of which are
unknown to your petitioners, by which the defendant, the Mount Washington Summit Road Company purports to lease to the United States of America a parcel of land within the circular area
described… for purposes other than the maintenance and operation of hits carriage road.”
Mt Washington Club is “Owner of the fee of the land.” The Summit Road Company “has
no interest in said land to convey by lease or otherwise except the rights and easements referred to
in said deeds. Volpe Construction Company, without permission, has and continues to enter and
trespass upon the land purported to be leased to the USA and is constructing a building thereon
for purposes in no way related to the maintenance and operation of said carriage road.”
Mt Wash Club seeks injunction against both parties and seeks “reasonable compensation from
the Summit Road Company. McLane, Davis & Carleton for Mt. Wash Club
ON September 24, 1947 a Court date set for Nov 1, 1947 in Superior Court in Berlin, NH.
Friday, September 26, 1947 – “A test airplane was moved up the side of the mountain and is
now secured in the building. Also on Friday, 26 September, word was received from Mt. Washington that the Cog Railway had entered a court action against the Mt. Washington Summit Road
Company and the Volpe Construction Company… the court order was an attempt to restrain
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Volpe from trespassing upon the property and further asked Summit Road
Co. be order to make reasonable compensation for damages to the Mt. Washington Cog Railway due to the fact that
the Summit Road Company gave the
Navy written permission “to construct
the building upon the site presumably
owned by the Road Company.
Transcription of a telephone conversation between Bartlett and Lamoreaux
when second order received as the Phantom jet was going up the auto road that
Friday.

The McDonnell FH-1 Phantom test bed on its hauler arriving at the Summit after its
daylong trip up the Auto Road (1947)
- Mt. Washington Auto Road photo / Dan Szczesny Collection

Bartlett: “(Cog) has just served papers. It is a building equity.” Cog contends they own the land. It was served on Mr.
Volpe and and on Mr. Staple. Staple said, “Well, we are about half way up the mountain with the airplane… “
Lamoreaux: “How is the construction on top of the mountain?
Bartlett: “It’s very good.” Hands phone to John Volpe
Volpe: “When the sheriff came out to give me the injunction I thought he was kidding.”
L: “Isn’t the plane up there now.
Volpe: Yes, I’d say it was about three quarters of the way up, it left the half way point about an hour ago.
L: Now, about the building, it must be about ready for them.
V: Well, not too far from it, we are putting the asbestos board on the inside, and they’ve got the outside pretty well licked, and
they’ll probably be ready to put the canvas on, I’d probably say Monday.
L: You know you are entirely clear of it, you were directed to go in there by the Navy.
V: That’s right.
L: For your part of it - send those papers onto Washington, and they will have to settle up with the old man, the Railway, whoever it happens to be.
V: I don’t see that this means at all that we should stop work or do anything to realize somebody is trying to get themselves
some dough.
L: That is right, somebody is suing for damages.
V: He’s like to pick up some dough out of it because he lost some dough on the other deal. (perhaps hauling the plane up?)
L: I think that’s it – This is just a play by the Railway to get some damages, when they found out they weren’t going to get any
direct payment.”

AIR MAIL SPECIAL DELIVERY ENVELOPE to Cmdr Lamoreaux with Smith, Hinchman & Grylls return address to their headquarters at the Glen House, Gorham, NH – likely the
court paperwork
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The Phantom’s Winter Lair: Icing test hanger atop Mount Washington, New Hampshire, looking northwest, before the winter season closed
down. In portion of shed to left, the auxiliary power unit, which is a motor-driven electrical generator, is in the upper level and the ground heater room is
on the lower level. This picture shows the steel cables which secured the hanger to the rocky mountainside. Biggest problem was the canvas curtains strung
across both ends of the “wind tunnel.” (1947)
- US Navy photo / Lewis Family Collection

Monday, September 29, 1947 – Information has just been received the Cog Railway has obtained another set of court orders advancing the hearings on the first court order to be advanced
from the first Tuesday in November to Thursday, the 2nd of October. The second order enjoins
the Navy – “if granted would require that all work cease on the project on which the Navy has already spent several thousand dollars and, more important, unless action is taken to set aside the
injunction it would mean that the important research data and the tests to be conducted this winter would be cancelled.”
OCTOBER 1st 1947 PHONE CONVERSATION: Cmdr Lamoreaux in Washington with
Capt. John “Johnnie” Gromfine and Lt. Jackson in Boston. Jackson is about to depart Boston for
Concord “with a lot of stuff for the Attorney General.” Jackson has been in touch with US Attorney and “the old colonel’s attorney,” John Roy “Judge” McLane.
Jackson: “(McLane) was in Boston yesterday (9/30) – I don’t think he knew that we were aware of what was going on up
there. I think he came around to fish some information. I determined from my conversation with him, yesterday, that he is pretty
weak on his claim. His deeds back him up – he recognizes the fact that the other deeds do not back him up.” Lamoreaux agrees.
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J: “His deed doesn’t say that the road company has the deed to the property; however, their deed does. (The Road Company
deed) gave it to them in fee – for $75,000 they were given a definitely described parcel of ground. The deed (that Teague’s lawyer)
is speaking of… is the deed by which the Colonel got control of the top of the mountain. That is the main deed that we have had,
that is the 1906 one, I believe or 1893 or something like that. That deed is the one that covers it all.
L: “Yes, but then, there was a deed subsequent to that which I thought gave Summit Road Company this property in fee.
J: Well, the 1906 deed gave them the building., that wasn’t in fee. There was a deed in 1860 where the original Summit Road
Company was granted a certain amount of land for $75,000.
L: In other words, the attorney for Colonel Teague thinks he is on rather thin ice?
J: I drew that impression for my conversations with him.
L: Does he know what action we are going to take now?
J: Yes, he was definitely told what action we are to take and he was talking to the US Attorney yesterday after his talk with this
fellow McLane, the lawyer for the old colonel. The US attorney is of the opinion that he can have the case continued… However in
the event he can’t talk their lawyer out of dropping it, he wants me to have the information up there to him this afternoon so he can
present Notice of Condemnation at that court meeting. In other words, that will save us from losing any time at all.
L: Fine! I think everything is going to work out all right then from the way you have planned it.

On September 30, 1947 “the attorney general was requested to institute a condemnation proceeding to acquire a term for years in 0.1 acres of land atop Mount Washington, N.H. for naval

Overall view of area where jet engine icing tests were conducted. Purpose of the project was to study icing conditions on both engines and wings. Six
men comprised the Bureau of Aeronautics icing study party which worked in staggered 90-day shifts through the winter. Often braving 120-mph gusts
and 40-beelow temperatures to gather data on how jet engines operate under frigid conditions. (1948)
- U.S. Navy image / Lewis Family Collection.
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airplane test. The condemnation proceeding was not instituted as it developed that temporary
permits could be obtained. At the time the request was made of the Attorney General to institute
a condemnation proceeding it was thought that the Navy would require the use of the property
for a short term only. However, Commander Lamoreaux verbally informed me (D. W. Agnew)
that the Navy may desire to continue the occupancy of this property for a considerable period of
time. We have been unable to reach an agreement with the claimants for a lease. I think it advisable for us to institute a condemnation proceeding.
January 6, 1948 letter to Willis Dudley Yards & Docks: forwarding permits from Mt Washington Club for six months from November 19, 1947 and Summit Road Company permit dated
August 15, 1947. Henry agrees to a dollar on either parcel A behind Yankee network south of
Tip Top and lay fuel lines there. Summit Road says okay to 30’ x 35’ hangar at the site of the old
stable located at the westerly section of such presently described parking area. Good for testing
during the winter of 1947-1948 subject to final lease and extending use of the area for two years.
January 10, 1948 Phantom Freight Too Wide for Cog: The XFD-1 Phantom jet fighter will be
taken by truck and trailer “up the Mount Washington vehicle road to the site of the experiment.
It was originally planned to use the Mount Washington cog railway. However, this was abandoned
because of too many close clearances of buildings on the right-of-way and excessive vibration of
the trains on the 25 percent grade.
- The Bradford (PA) Era - Sat, Jan 10, 1948 pg. 9
January 23, 1948 – Initial permits granted by Mt. Washington Club and Summit Road Company have “not been formerly accepted on behalf of the Government” negotiate a “firm lease covering use of the property by the Navy. This action is desired so that the claimants will not at a future date submit exorbitant claims to the government for rental, restoration or damages.” Get
one until June 30, 1948 with right of yearly renewal for nominal consideration. In all probability
the improvements placed on the property will not be removed from the premises and will represent a valuable improvement to the property so no more than nominal consideration. Tell US Attorney Dennis E. Sullivan in Concord about the intent of the negotiation and ask for help. Do it
quickly. Doesn’t happen condemnation proceedings.
February 11, 1948 - Army Quartermaster Corps returns to Mount Washington for “wind chill
determinations at the meteorological station on the summit using the copper man (clothed in
United States Army Arctic clothing) exposed to natural environments for the first time.” That testing was continuing when Major General Thomas B. Larkin the Quartermaster General submitted the list of field tests in New England to the Armed Services Committee on March 1, 1948.
The list was collated to support the construction of a $6-million dollar Research Laboratory in
the Boston area.
June 15, 1948 – proposals to enter joint lease with Cog and Road referencing terms of Jan 23,
1948 letter. Have been delivered to both parties as of this date no direct reply received. “Conversations with Mr. Arthur Teague, president of the Mount Washington Club, Inc., and his attorneys,
however, indicate that entering into a lease for a nominal consideration is not acceptable to them,
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and it is therefore recommended that condemnation proceedings be instituted.”
August 18, 1948 Navy Dept letter: “This
letter outlines the present and future plans of
the Bureau of Aeronautics for use of the test
facility. The icing test hangar is currently being used for a comprehensive aircraft gas turbine engine anti-icing system development
and test program. The program is one of urgency and of extremely high priority. Further, there is at present no other test facility
available giving such natural icing conditions, nor are there other development and
test methods economically feasible for conducting the work currently scheduled at this
facility. The Bureau… has very definite
plans which will require use of the icing test
hangar through June 1950. Although definite plans have not been made beyond 1950
because of unknown factors (noted enclosure Cold Comfort: Cold weather clothing also received an unofficial testing, as
a) there is every indication that there will be well as the icing conditions on jet airplanes. On bright days snow blindness had
to be taken into consideration by the study party. This photograph shows two
a justifiable requirement for continued use of members
of the party dressed in cold weather clothing and shows some addition
interesting ice formations. (1948)
the icing test hangar. A May 24, 1948
- US Navy photo / Lewis Family Collection
memo says engine icing tests during the next
two years. “Continued operation of the facilities beyond a two-year period will be dependent on
several factors, namely, (a) status of proposed gas turbine laboratory; (b) status of proposed Air
Materiel Command facilities at Mount Washington; (c) success and value of test programs conducted during the next two years.
September 30, 1948 - Pratt and Whitney is continuing its testing of its Turbo Wasp jet engines
on the summit of Mt. Washington, where the best aerial testing laboratory in America permits
conditions next to actual flying, with winds of 100-mile velocities, heavy fog and clouds.”
- Littleton Courier - Thu, Sep 30, 1948

October 26, 1948 DOJ’s Acting Assistant Attorney Gen Robert E. Mulroney sends transcript
of the condemnation hearing. The petition was filed on October 5, 1948 and an order of court
was entered the same day concerning the Government’s possession of the property since August
15, 1947.
Navy started condemnation on October 5, 1948 for 0.1 acre of land atop Mt. Washington for
a period beginning August 15,1947 to and including June 30, 1949 with the right to renew said
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term annually. The Navy Department is conducting experimental work… which requires the uninterrupted use of the property for as long as the experimental work continues. The condemnation was sought to make sure that happened as well as determine the rental to be paid and distribution of that money. Jack E. Cochrane closes his Nov 10, 1948 reply to Summit Road Co. “This
bureau desires to express its appreciation to you for the excellent cooperation and assistance you
have rendered the Navy Department in connection with the experimental work begin conducted
atop Mt. Washington.”
November 16, 1948 – Mt. Washington Summit Road Co. letter signed by Maurice E. Staples
seeking settlement of condemnation at “earliest possible convenience.”
December 8, 1948 – “Commitments cannot be made that the improvements placed upon the
property by the Government will be permitted to remain and become the property of either of
the claimants. Therefore, any agreement reached in relation to the improvements should provide
that the Government may, at its option, remove or abandon the improvements and that no restoration of the premises to the condition they were in at the time of the Government’s entry into possession thereof will be required. Memo from Jack E. Cochrane at the direction of Chief of Bureau – negotiating strategy within Navy.
December 16, 1948 – Summit Road treasurer Leo E. Ray writes Cochrane to say “to date we
have not heard or received any reply to (Staples letter seeking settlement). We hope the letter
reached the correct office and that we may hear from you soon.” Apparently, Ray wrote a similar
letter to the Secretary of the Navy on the same day.
January 3, 1949 – U.S. Navy Secretary John L. Sullivan weighs in with a letter to Lee R. Ray
of the Mt. Washington Summit Road Company - “Dear Lee: I have looked into the matter of
verification of the permit issued to your company by the First Naval District for installation of testing equipment and building near the top of Mt. Washington, about which you wrote me on December 16th.” (Ed note: Handwritten notes by two people left of opening: Oh Oh Oh! Double underscores under first two) Sullivan tells Ray about a proposed meeting of all parties at US Attorney’s office in
Concord after 3 January 1949. “If you have not received a notice of this proposed meeting, I
would suggest that you communicate” with the First Naval Headquarters in Boston, “and request
that you be fully informed concerning the time and place of the meeting. We are hopeful that this
matter can be settled in a manner that will be satisfactory to all the parties concern. With kindest
regards, and the best of Season’s greetings, I am – Sincerely yours, John L. Sullivan, Secretary of
the Navy.”
January 7, 1949 – conference of all interested parties held in office of US Attorney in Concord. This was where the $1,500 / $1,000 split came up. “Although the Navy representative at
the conference made an attempt to reduce this amount and to guide discussions away from consideration for loss of business by the road company due to occupancy by the Navy of portions of the
only vehicular parking areas on Mount Washington, the claimants insisted that this item be given
some consideration in the justification of the proposed rental.” The Navy figured “The business
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loss would approximate any value to be gained by the lessors in the event the Navy abandoned the
hangar.
January 26, 1949 – Claimants in agreement that the “title rests with the Mt. Washington
Club, Inc., and the sites of the Navy installations are on the parking areas for which the Mt. Washington Summit Road Company holds a perpetual easement and that they are agreeable to renting
the property to the Navy for $2,500 per annum - $1,500 to the Club and $1,00 to the Board and
that the Navy at its election could remove or abandon its installations.
Rental payments “while they seem high, are based on rentals being paid by other tenants on
Mount Washington similar property; more specifically by the Army for space occupied for experimental work conducted by Northwest Airlines, Inc. as outlined below: Area of land – 19,500 sq ft
/ avg rental for five year - $8,600 per year / Value of improvements to revert to lessor on termination pro-rated for five-year period - $5,000 per annum. Total value rental and improvements (to
lessor) - $13,600 per annum / Value per square foot - $0.70
Total area of land to be leased to Navy – approximately 3,550 squ ft. / Annual rental at $0.70
per square foot - $2,485 - SAY $2,500.
Handwritten note in margin “2/3/49 Army has no record of lease.”
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H. E. Wilson recommended that a joint lease be prepared and forwarded to Commandant for
presentation to the lessor and that subject condemnation proceeding be withdrawn.” Lease to
cover site of existing test hanger with 10’ wide reserved area on all sides of the building on the
lower parking area so-called; an area 20’ x 40’ on the flat area at the front of the garage building
so-called and the right to lay and maintain fuel lines from the hanger to the area in front of the
garage building.
May 17, 1949 – agreement with Murphy for appraisal of summit
June 1949 - Property Dispute at the Summit - Again: “One might expect that the summit of
Mount Washington would be sufficiently unencumbered to be free of the problems involved in
the exact establishment of legal boundaries. Such, however is not the case as the U.S. Navy recently brought suit against the Mount Washington Club and the Mount Washington Summit
Road Company - neither of which is related to the other - to determine who owns what land on
the summit. The problem arose when the Navy erected a large steel hangar and some fuel tanks
on the mountain to test the action of its new jets under winter conditions. Unable to locate right
on top of the peak, the Navy built near the parking space at the end of the Carriage Road on
land which as thought to belong to the Carriage Road company. All went well until the Mount
Washington Club submitted a bill to the Navy for rental of the land, claiming that their jurisdiction covered some fifty acres on the summit other than a right-of-way. The Navy has requested
condemnation of the land so that they may have use of it until July 1, 1949, with the right to renew their use if necessary. However, it has been reported that the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics
does not expect to have men on the summit next winter as the results of last winter’s tests were
most conclusive.”
- Appalachia - Vol. 27 No. 3 June 1949 pg. 365
July 1, 1949 first due date for John Murphy appraisal of Summit

!"
July 26, 1949 - GE Cog Diesel – Blueprint July 26, 1949
Historian Rob Bermudes first discovered the blueprint when he was allowed to dig through
Cog documents. When Jitney Jr. learned of this blueprint and its date of creation he thought it
was attached to the U.S. Navy research lab however they may be drawings attached to an offer to
the Cog Railway to build diesel cog engines for $100,000 per unit. It appears to be a modification
of an existing mainline traction diesel. However, repeated efforts to track down the genesis of this
design through the archives of various subsequent company owners has been unsuccessful. In addition, COVID closed federal government archives keeping NICOM, Inc. researchers from track
ing down a report explaining why the Navy & Air Force wanted to use the Cog Railway to haul
supplies to their icing test facilities on top of Mount Washington.
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August 11, 1949 – Appraisal of Summit sites filed by John F. Murphy who comes up with
$600 proper value. He is paid $375 for his work.
August 31, 1949 – Frank Cahill recommends the Navy set aside the $600 called for by Murphy’s report.
September 2, 1949 – Commandant and Lands bureau in agreement “a further effort should
be made to negotiate a lease in settlement of the condemnation case.
September 21, 1949 – Lease negotiating session held in the US attorney’s office in Concord,
NH. Those present: Attorney John R. McLane, Jr., Col. Henry Teague, and Mr. Arthur Teague,
representing the Mount Washington Club, Inc.; Attorney Edward J. Reichert, Mr. W. E. Staples,
and Mr. Leo Ray, representing the Mount Washington Summit Road Company; Mr. Dennis E.
Sullivan, US Attorney for New Hampshire; and Lt. jg Robert C. Young, representing the Commandant, First Naval District. “After much discussion by all parties of the damages to the lessors,
the previous negotiations, and the appraised fair rental value of the property by Mr. John Murphy
($600 total), the Mt. Washington Summit Road Company, through its attorney, Mr. Reichert,
stated that the Road Company would accept as a minimum $1,000 yearly rental, would allow 20
free trips, after which regular tolls would be charged, and would grante the Government the option of leaving the hangar building or removing it upon expiration of the lease. After the early departure of Colonel (Henry) Teague, Mr. McLane, the attorney for the Mt. Washington Club,
stated he would advise his client to accept (the same terms). Verification that the latter terms are
acceptable to the Mt. Washington Club has been received. The above terms are believed to be
the most favorable which can be obtained by negotiation. Further negotiations are not recommended.”
October 4, 1949 – US Attorney Dennis Sullivan recommends taking the deal to DOJ Lands
Acquisiton Section
October 14, 1949 – Claimants now agreeable to $1,000 each. The Road payment would allow 20 free trips after which regular tolls would be charged.
Recommendation for next steps by Navy outlined by H. L. Mathews from the First Naval District – Option 1 enter into this joint least agreement; Option 2 – enter lease with Mt. Washington
Summit Road Company under $1k terms and continue condemnation proceeding against Mt.
Wash Club or Option 3 continue current proceeding to conclusion. Reasoning for each: Option
1 “only way to settle this case amicably.” Option 2 – “probably results in reduction of $1k rental
desired by the Mt. Washington Club. This action, however, would undoubtedly result in charges
of discrimination and unfair dealings. Furthermore, the existence of two un-identical leasehold
interests, one obtained by negotiation and one obtained by condemnation could create awkward
situations. The alternative is undesirable because of the necessity for maintaining a cooperative
spirit among all parties at this comparatively isolated location and also because both the Summit
Road Company and the Mt. Washington Club have indicated that they would require removal of
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the Government improvements if the condemnation proceeding is continued to its conclusion.
The approximate cost of removing these improvements is $2,500.”
October 20, 1949 – Frank P. Cahill memo recommends “that condemnation proceedings be
continued to its conclusion because of $600 rental estimate by appraiser.
November 22, 1949 – Proposed settlement acceptance – No because “The appraisal of John
F. Murphy discloses that in his opinion the use and occupancy of parcels A & B has a fair annual
rental valued of $500, while the use and occupancy of the road and parking area has a fair annual value of $100. In view of the values estimated by Mr. Murphy it is considered that the offer
of settlement of $1,000 yearly rental to be paid to each of the owners is not satisfactory” and the
Justice Department has been asked by the Navy to go to trial “in order that the annual rental to
be paid for use of the property may be determined by the Court and payment thereof made as
early as possible.” Written by Jack E. Cochrane by direction of Chief of Bureau – First Naval District in Boston.
February 28, 1950 – The Bureau of Aeronautics has been able to operate an extremely economical research program at Mount Washington attributable to a considerable extent to the cooperative attitude of Mount Washington Summit Road Company officials with Naval personnel assigned to Mount Washington. It is recommended that… acceptance of the offer submitted by the
claimants” since legal proceedings “might seriously affect this cooperative attitude to the detriment of the Department of the Navy.”
February 6, 1950 – Impact of Navy operations on Summit business for use in settlement negotiations by government.
“During 1948, fifty-five round trips were made (on auto road) between the base and summit
of Mt. Washington with the Navy jeep. In 1949, fifty-three round trips were made. Reimbursement for this use of the toll road was made indirectly by Project Summit personnel by special arrangement with the owners of the Glen House whereby residence at the Glen House would include daily use of the toll road. Transportation on the mountain need not be contingent upon the
place of residence of the government employees assigned to work at the summit, and should not
be the responsibility of the individual employee. At least 70 trips per year should be provided. Estimates of 20 trips per year previously made by Navy appraisers failed to take account of the fact
that the Project Summit Office is necessarily maintained at the base during September and October when frequent contacts with participating engine manufacturers is essential to the integration
of all activities. Interference with the use of the summit parking lot is caused by the building
(40x30 ft.) throughout the year, and during September and October there is additional obstruction caused by 8 engine boxes (6x14 ft.) and 8 fuel trailers of 4000 gal. each. On average weekdays, there is sufficient space left to park all the cars which visit the summit. However, on weekends and holidays, when traffic heavy, there is inconvenience to visitors, since cars and buses must
proceed to the stage office area above, (difficult for an inexperienced driver,) or park along the
road below the parking lot. AS these are days of high revenue for the toll road, it is believed that
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the loss of business resulting from the inconvenience can be show to be considerable. On Labor
Day, 1949, more than 150 private cars and 75 buses are known to have visited the summit.”
As a result of the decision to try the case before a jury, Maurice Staples has told Navy Air Materials folks that the Summit Road Company will no longer dispute the ownership of the land and
consequent rental rights with the Mt. Washington Club. The Summit Road Company will sue for
their loss of income resulting from the obstruction of the parking lot, and when the Government
is no longer using the building they will seek the removal of the building as an obstruction. (That
would cost $2500)
In addition, F. W. Pennoyer, Jr wrote “The Mt. Washington Club probably will attempt to obtain as high a yearly rental for the land as possible (Ed note: speculated to be as much as $10k per
year) and will be in a favorable position because of previously established high land values in the
immediate area. To a certain degree the U.S. Government has already set a precedent for property values on Mt. Washington by leasing the Tip-Top House from the Mt. Washington Club at
between $6,000 and $8,000 per year. This was done through a contractor to the Air Force
(Smith, Hinchman and Grylls, Inc., Detroit, Mich.) but subject to approval of a government Contracting Officer. The yearly payments for the land purchased by the Yankee Network, Inc. of Boston, Mass. Indicate a purchase price in the neighborhood of $30,000. The exact figures can
probably be ascertained from the respective organizations. A court decision requiring removal of
the building upon termination of the project might involve additional expense. Originally the
Summit Road Company was agreeable to a provision that the government could elect to remove
or abandon the building at its own discretion. It is therefore, suggested that the facts and figures
contained in the foregoing paragraphs which were obtained indirectly be checked for accuracy.
Results of a further investigation would provide a basis for a resumption of negotiations, or at
least assist in the preparation of an adequate defense for the trial.”
March 21, 1950 memo by Frank P. Cahill: . “The terms of (lease) settlement of $1,000 per
year for the Mt. Washington Summit Road Company and $1,500 per year for the Mt. Washington Club were satisfactory to all but the Navy” (Ed note: Some involved blamed that rejection on
the professional appraisers hired by the Navy who did not fully investigate “all the aspects of the
case.”) Proposed (new) settlement differs from first as is $1,000 per year rental to each. Cahill is
of the opinion “that the rental values are not in excess of those show in Murphy’s appraisal ($500
for the Club and $100 for the Road). I have also given consideration to removal costs. “Considering all the items including the good will of the lessors, it would be to the best interest of the Navy
to settle for $2,000 per annum and not be obligated to remove the improvements.”
June 27, 1950 – stipulation by and between Club and Road filed and petition dismissed as to
the Volpe Construction Co.
May 31, 1951 Summit Military Ventures: “Mountain Musing: The summit of Mt. Washington continues to attract Armed Forces departments interested in experimental work at high altitudes. The latest venture will include the building of a laboratory for use by the Air Force. The
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site location is some 200 feet below the top of the mountain, where below-freezing temperatures
have been recorded in all months of the year, and sub-zero temperatures during seven months of
the year. Winds of extreme velocities are common at the tip of N. E., and during the summer no
month is free of winds in excess of 100 miles an hour. These are some of the reasons why Uncle
Sam’s forces like our famous Mt. Washington.
- Littleton Courier - Thu, May 31, 1951
July 19, 1951 - Crowded Summit - Winter Cog?: “Mountain Musing: The summit of Mt.
Washington, where the top wind speed ever recorded by the U.S. Weather bureau was clocked at
better than 280 m.p.h., is becoming increasingly more popular as the site of government testing
projects. The latest activity is noted in the approval by the House armed services committee of
$4,223,000 for research, development and test facilities, including the climatic projects laboratory,
on Mt. Washington. If the year-round population of the top of N. E. continues to grow, they’ll
have to winterize the cog railroad!”
- Littleton Courier - Thu, Jul 19, 1951 pg. 4
August 23, 1951 – Smith, Hinchman & Grills purchase order ($25,00) with Mt. Washington
Railway Company to modify the cog rack on the track to be supported by two timbers so that ice
and snow could be pushed out. As much as possible to be accomplished before start of winter.
Sept 5, 1951 - USAF Cog Railroad?: In order to transport personnel and material up and
down the mountain to the new Aeronautical Ice Research lab, government contractor, Smith,
Hinchman and Gryllis, approaches the Mount Washington Railway Company about modifying
the track and leasing the rail line on an annual basis for winter operations. In a letter on this date,
Vice President Arthur Teague tells the Public Service Commission’s Winslow Melvin that despite
state and railway objections to some parts of the lease “the Air Corps wants us to go ahead and
start converting the track” and will pay the railway $25,000 to begin and conduct some weekend
winter tests. Teague wonders whether the state would “have any objection to the railway taking
this work on as we will do it in connection with our fall track maintenance” in order to do as
much as possible so the modifications (supporting the Cog rail with two timbers instead of one so
ice can clear from the rack) could be completed in the spring of 1952. Teague says “The Air
Corps is having General Motors Diesel Electramotive Division at LaGrange, Illinois, make up a
design for a cog engine to be used by them here on the railway. I hope the ‘great white fathers’ descend down on us, and we, in some way, manage to get a couple of new engines and cars ourselves someday. During the past 5 years we have spent $135,000 in maintenance of locomotives,
cars and equipment and a little over $90,000 in track maintenance. How would you feel if we
managed to borrow some money from God knows where to buy a couple of pieces of new equipment? I really think it would be one of the greatest things the state could have done to add to the
tourist attractions.”
- Teague correspondence in NH Public Utilities Commission files
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Davenport-Besler Corporation
Passenger Locomotive
The Mount Washington Project file of the Davenport-Besler Corporation in the University of
Iowa archives begins with a $51,950 quote for mountain-climbing cog diesel engine dated September 21, 1951. The locomotive would be built with two diesel engines attached to torque converter
drives. Engineers were able to use the company’s standard diesel general specification proposal
sheet to describe the loco, but there was a special equipment attachment. That list included air
actuated internal expanding drum type brake on each axle, and a hydrodynamic brake connected
to each transmission to retard speed on the down grade. A deicing sprocket was provided at each
end of the locomotive to clear the cog rack for the two cog wheels. It would carry 12 passengers
with a single operator. Electric window wipers both front and rear on the operator’s side. A Vtype snow plow with hand hydraulic lifting control would be mounted on each end of the locomotive.
October 2, 1951 – Old Col. Henry N. Teague dies / Dartmouth inherits Teague’s mountaintop holdings
On October 2, 1951 Davenport-Besler sent Major R. A. Barraclough at the Climatic Projects
Section of the Wright Air Development Center at Wright Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton,
Ohio proposals for both a 16-ton and 18-ton version of the locomotive The difference came in
selection of GM diesel engines. D-B’s Chief Engineer Waldo E. Rodler, Jr. told the Air Force “the
advantages of the second (18-ton) unit compared to the first (16-ton) are greater power... higher
performance and longer engine life. The disadvantages of the second unit are greater length and
greater weight (as well as) higher cost & higher fuel consumption.” Rodler explained, “The
greater length was necessary to maintain the same amount of passenger space as in the first locomotive... the greater weight caused by the heavier engines and the longer body (24-feet 6-inches versus
23-feet).” The longer, heavier version would cost an additional $2,590. Shipment from Davenport
could occur in approximately four months after receipt of the order, but that timeframe was based
on the Air Force helping Davenport-Besler receive “prompt delivery of the materials required to
build these locomotives.” A separate letter on October 2, 1951 said it would cost another $1800
to provide a snow plow hookup with hydraulic control at both ends of the engine. The company
recommended their 118SP “V” plow be used as the cog diesel contemplated is “not a very heavy
locomotive and we would not recommend a larger size plow.” Davenport-Besler sent along a
photo showing how they hooked up a V-plow on a Canadian engine.
Early the next day, Colonel W. C. Rogers called Davenport-Besler vice president George W.
Koch telling him an 18-ton cog diesel was “not acceptable and asked (D-B) to refigure.” By the
end of the day, this was done. Koch told Col. Rogers’ boss Major Barraclough the larger GM
62300 diesel engines can be used (in a 16-ton version) by reducing the seat spacing by six inches,
shortening the wheel base by a foot-and-a-half to 12-feet to meet a 23-foot overall length. Body
sheets and structural members would be made with aluminum, and the original partition for the
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operator’s compartment removed. Koch closed his October 3, 1951 letter by saying “Since the
matter of weight is very important we are writing you immediately as an amendment to our proposal.” The new complete specifications package for the modified engine was put in the mail on
October 5.
Six days later the Air Force sent the company comments to consider for final specs. The first
involved reworking power curves “on the basis of a 16-ton locomotive and 14-ton car (approximately 4-ton weight of cars and 10-ton weight of maximum load).” A battery charging receptacle, fuel and engine cooling system filling ports to be placed on the right side of the loco. They
wanted the cab heated within weight limits. The hood covering the engines needed to soundproofed and easily removed for engine inspection and repair. Each engine “should be readily removable” with quick disconnect fittings & wiring. All lubrication fittings should be the same size
“so that only one grease gun will be needed.” The engineer’s controls needed to be moved from
the left side to the right side of the locomotive. The Air Force directed the company to contact
the Mount Washington Railway for detailed information about the “buffers” required to push the
car. Colonel (Arthur) Teague would also help them with design of an “additional emergency
safety braking device such as a ratchet and pawl arrangement on the axles.” Flangers needed to
be installed “to cut and scarify the ice ahead of the de-icing sprocket.” The Air Force also asked
for a list of “a complete set of tools necessary for the maintenance of the locomotive, estimated
spare parts required for one year of operation, including one complete engine-torque converter
unit, one complete axle with wheels, and the estimated cost of these items.” They wanted these
changes finalized “during the week of 15 October 1951.”
Davenport-Besler was apparently working with GE Electro-Motive Corporation on the engine
design. On October 16, Davenport’s Chief Engineer Waldo E. Rodler was in La Grange, Illinois
at the GE diesel plant for a meeting with Colonel W. C. Rogers and Electro-Motive engineers.
The requested design changes pushed the estimated price of the Davenport unit to $58,525.
Hand-written notes indicate the two rear seats needed to be “easily removable (and a door installed) to use as baggage space & door. 750-lbs to be carried.” Davenport was pushing for a November 1 delivery of the engine proposal incorporating the new specifications. On October 29,
1951 the spec sheet was ready to go with a ratchet and pawl arrangement “on each axle for parking purposes.” The diesel cog locomotive would be insulated. “One course of Fibre-glass will be
applied to car roof, sides and ends, except over windows which will be Insulite board. Two heat
ducts (will) heat passenger compartment.” The recommended spare parts for the first year of operation would cost $26,626.53. Total quoted for project: $85,152.
De-Icing Sprocket
D-B Chief Engineer Rodler now turned his division’s attention to the design of a de-icing
sprocket installation for a Mt. Washington Cog steam locomotive. The proposal was sent January
28, 1952 to Smith, Hinchman & Grills, Inc. at the Aeronautical Icing Research Laboratories at
the Willow Run Lab in Ypsilanti, Michigan. Rodler asked S.H&G to “Check our drawings
against locomotives to be sure there are no interferences. This check is necessary because the
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drawing supplied us were not complete in all details.” Each sprocket and mount would cost $367.
Rather than clamping the devices to the engines, Davenport-Besler designed steel mounting plates
to be attached with heat treated alloy steel studs.
The estimate went to Smith, Hinchman & Grylls because they were contracted by the Air
Force on January 1, 1952 to do some tests to determine if the existing Mount Washington steam
engine fleet could plow the track to the summit during the winter. However as of February 18,
1952 had not received any “special funds” for those tests. They apologized in a letter sent that
day to Davenport-Besler saying a decision on the de-icing sprocket proposal submitted three
weeks earlier would have to be delayed. However, S.H&G had “contacted Mr. Teague concerning possible interference between the locomotive and the (de-icing) installation.”
The special funds apparently arrived soon after the S.H&G reply as Chief Engineer Waldo E.
Rodler flew in to Willow Airport in Ypsilanti at 8:30 am on February 28, 1952 to talk about the
de-icing sprocket design with Ed E. Ratliff of Smith-Hinchman, mechanical engineer Homer E.
“Ed” Carley and Ratliff ’s boss, Ray Potter. The group concluded there should be no “major difficulties with the operation of the ice clearing sprocket” even though it might face “layers of ice as
much as six or eight inches thick mixed with layers of snow (to) a total depth... sometimes exceeding three or four feet.” They said a track inspection was necessary to “make sure there are no sudden changes in gradient which would cause the ice clearing sprocket to raise from the track or
cause the sprocket to support the whole weight of its end of the locomotive.” Smith, Hinchman
& Grylls thought they could “obtain a snow plow for mounting on the flat car to be pushed in
front of the locomotive” for $50 from the New Hampshire Forest Service. The tests had to be
“completed by the middle of May or else there will be no snow remaining to make testing possible.”
Ed Carley’s memo on the meeting noted his concern that “because this (de-icing) sprocket is
not connected to the drive cog in any manner... and is entirely dependent on the movement of the
locomotive to turn, will it have a climbing action, if the teeth don’t match and have a tendency to
de-rail the locomotive?” Other Carley questions included; Will it work if there’s more than an
inch of snow still on the rack? Will vertical dips and rises cause a binding action raising the
wheels from the tracks because the sprocket is mounted ahead of the drive wheels in a rigid manner? and will the cross member on the present locomotive carry this sprocket without damaging
same? A field investigation is set for March 3-10. Carley also noted that while Ed Ratliff thought
the Air Corps was “going to see to a device to clear the tracks for the experiment” but has since
been “informed it was our problem.” Carley flew to Boston after the meeting on American Airlines arriving at 11:30 p.m. He stayed at the Statler Hotel.
March Site Visit
On February 29th, J. Robert Bowrey of Davenport-Besler received orders dispatching him to
Mt. Washington. S.H&G would provide “necessary winter clothing,” but Rodler suggested Bowrey have at least “$250 in cash or traveler’s checks to cover your expenses on this trip.” Bowrey
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was to keep a detailed expense account so Davenport-Besler could be reimbursed by S.H&G.
Bowrey was to check the snow plow “and prepare sketches of a mount so we can prepare a proposal for mounting it.”
While Bowrey was receiving his marching orders, S.H&G’s Homer “Ed” Carley was on the
11:30 a.m. Maine Central bus heading from Boston to North Conway, New Hampshire. He got
there at 8:30 p.m. and took an hour cab
ride to the Glen House in Gorham.
Saturday morning, March 1st, Carley inspected the plow at the U.S. Forestry Station in Bartlett, N.H. Supervisor Thomas B. Johnson said his shop
and personnel were available to remodel
it to suit S.H&G’s purpose. Then it was
on to the Base Station. Carley said the
party didn’t need to use a snow vehicle
as they were able to drive within a quarter of a mile of the locomotive sheds.
He looked at the cog engines, but be-

U.S. Forestry V-plow outside Bartlett, N.H. station (Mar 1952)
- Davenport-Besler photo

cause they were different one needed to be
selected for the plow. Carley reported “After the man from Davenport-Besler gets
here and tells us about delivery dates, we
are going to have to get in touch with the
people who operate the railroad and get
one of the locomotives in shape to run, because all of them are in some stage of disassembly.”
Robert Bowrey left Davenport on Sunday,
Close-up of mounting bracket of U.S. Forestry V-plow (Mar 1952) March 2 on the 10:05 “Rocket” to Chi- Davenport-Besler photo cago. Bowrey then boarded the 2:20 “Eastern States” overnight train to Boston and
arrived 20 hours later. Monday afternoon, Bowrey left Boston and arrived at North Conway just
before 10 p.m. A Glen House station wagon picked him up, and he “talked over the Mt. Washington situation with Mr. Homer Carley... conclusions were to view snow plow owned by Forestry
Comm. and look over the locomotives (6) and, if possible to observe track & icing conditions tomorrow.” Bowrey went to bed at 2 a.m.
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Ed Carley had started that Sunday be climbing the railroad to meet Lt. Bruce Morrell, USAF,
“for purpose of inspecting snow, ice, condition of tracks, ties and trestles.” Carley got up about
500 yards up and met Lt. Morrell coming down. Morrell found about 2 inches of glare ice in
spots above the timberline, open track a lot of the way, and below timberline the highest drift
about 5 feet of light snow. Morrell told Carley “some of the trestles and ties in the upper regions
are in bad need of repair. (He) suggested structural man investigate before we try experiment.”
Carley suggested the track condition means “we go kind of easy in running this experiment so as
to lessen the possibility of tearing up anything when we start to plow.” Ed Carley also learned
past winter experiments had found “if the rack is not almost clear of snow and ice a deposit fills
up in the drive gear and causes the axle on the locomotive to bend and break.” He headed back
to the Glen House to meet “the man from Davenport Besler.”
Tuesday morning, March 4th, Ed Carley and Robert Bowrey left the Glen House to go look at
the V-plow in Bartlett. Carley’s March 10th memo outlining his work on that Tuesday says
“Browley assured us that... the snow plow would work reasonably well in snow on the level drifted snow with the exception of snow drifted against buildings or anything else along the tracks

Outside car barn at Base of Mt. Washington preparing for plow tests - Person could be Ed Carley (Mar 1952)
- Davenport-Besler photo

that might tend to prevent the snow from being pushed to the side. He is not too sure about rime
or glare ice.” Forestry Supervisor Thompson said “because the plow is going on another government project there would be no charges” if S.H&G signed “a form that its going to the Air
Force.” At the base Bowrey sketched the front of locomotive # 6 - Great Gulf for the plow and deice sprocket attaching.” Carley says existing bolt holes in the frame of the locomotive will be used
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to hook-up the plow so the frame “can be assembled
back together the same as it was before the test. Col.
Teague was called in Philadelphia, and told the engineers that there was 2,240 feet of split cog rack supports along the line; all of Jacob’s Ladder (240 ft),
1500 feet at the Summit and another 500 feet at the
Base. Teague also said the Great Gulf could be put in
running order with just two days notice. The relatively short distance of split cog rack support worried
Carley. “I am of the opinion we are going to encounter considerable difficulty when we get to a spot in
the track that is entirely full of ice with no place to
push it when the de-ice sprocket passes over.”
Robert Bowrey’s hand-written notes for Tuesday,
March 4 in the Davenport-Besler file read: “Inspected
lower section (from base station up to 2nd ravine trestle) encountered one drift approx 7’ deep. Must exercise extreme caution in initial plowing due to track not being anchored to
ground. V-plow O.K. in most places... at two places up the
Snow covered track & Ammonoosuc trestle (Mar 1952)
mountain V plow can be used with careful handling. 1 at base
- Davenport-Besler photo
station refueling and one just before “Jacobs Ladder.” V-plow
can cut ice above timberline, if done cautiously. 2 to 6" rime ice (refrigerator type) Sketched loco front bumper and
snow plow owned by Forestry Comm. (Mr. Thomas Johnson) Sargent #3129 Maine Steel Products Co., So. Portland, Maine. Plow seems to be in good condition. Work necessary to re-vamp plow comparatively easy. Loco push
plate w/ swivels and loco riding shoes are necessary (55½ Ga.)”
Bowrey woke up to six-inches of new snow on Wednesday, March 5th and drove six hours to
Boston with Vernon Hoskins, resident engineer S.H&G and Homer E. Carley, mechanical engineer S.H&G for an evening meeting with R.
J. Potter, professional engineer of Willow
Run and Aeronautical Ice Research Lab at
Mt. Washington. Also at the meeting Col.
R. J. Hawn, an engineer with Ice Research
Lab, and toll road stockholder Morris Staples.

Snow covered cog track showing reduction gear clarance (Mar 1952)
- Davenport-Besler photo
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equipped with a boom outside; 3) the plow will be re-worked and sprocket installed by S.H&G labor under Davenport supervision; and 4) when the sprocket and assembly are completed in Iowa,
Col. Hawn will see if an Army plane can transport it to New Hampshire.
Waking up at the Statler Hotel Thursday morning March 6th, Robert Bowrey went immediately to the hotel’s Western Union office and message Waldo E. Rodler back in Davenport: “Mt.
Washington Project very urgent. Start ice sprocket. Returning United No. 129 tonite.” On hotel
stationary he wrote a note to his boss explaining how the sprocket fit into the larger plans of the
Air Force.
Waldo,
The de-icing sprocket and snowplow mounting to the cog steamer #6 is an experiment necessary to determine if
it is possible to negotiate the grade to the summit whenever it would be necessary to transport men and supplies. The
present installations on the top are valued at approx. $5-million. If it is possible to use Cog R.R. they are going to
build another test bldg. valued at approx. $2-million and purchase 1 or 2 Diesel Hyd. locos to haul engines &
equipment for testing. We are the only bidder on this project in the de-icing and loco branch. Mr. Potter, Project Director, and Mr. Hawn of Aeronautical Ice Research Wright Field want a bid from us as soon as possible (Monday
or Tuesday - 10 or 11) to cover ice sprocket, mounting of same to steamer (supervision only) and supervising the
mount of the snow plow to the loco. I have phoned Mr. Soule and Mr. Hogkins of Maine Steel Inc., South Portland relative to drawings for their V-plow... Drawings are being air mailed. We will have to make a push plate to
go on the loco for mounting the plow and for two riding shoes. The cost of these parts and trans. to Moline Airport
is to be included in Bid.
Mr. Potter advises bid to be worded as follows: Provide one (1) de-icing sprocket and mounting for cog loco.
#6. Provide suitable parts for re-working and attaching V-plow serial no. 3129 Model 76 (owned by New Hampshire Forestry Commission at present) to Cog loco. #6. Provide supervisory assistance in the field for mounting
above equipment and witnessing “test climb” to the Summit of Mt. Washington. Total cost not to exceed $___
(My guess $2,500 ?) Payment to be made according to invoices certifying costs incurred. Invoice to be preented not
later than 60 days after the completion of the “test climb” this spring. - J.R. Bowrey
Robert Bowrey’s written report of March 11th contained additional details about his time at
Mt. Washington: “I made sketches of the front bumper of cog locomotive #6 and checked the
relative heights to the top of the rail and top of the rack and noted that the reduction gear clears
the tie by approximately 2" making it necessary to remove the snow and ice on the right hand side
of the cog locomotive to a distance of approximately 4" below the top of the rail. The locomotive boiler’s most forward portion (fire door hand wheel) is 3-¼" behind the front of the bumper.
When we provide the hook up for the snow plow and have no parts protruding further back than
the front of the bumper we will have no trouble with clearing the boiler. Since it is agreed that
the plow should be mounted directly tot eh locomotive bumper as well as the de-icer it will not be
necessary to use the buffer roller since it would be covered by the plow. It is going to be necessary
to have a considerable amount of hand labor performed prior to the installation of the snow plow
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and de-icing sprocket on the locomotive, since the means of getting the locomotive from the storage building is by the use of a manually operated traverse section of track.”
Bowrey’s report continued: “For mounting the snow plow and de-icing sprocket there is, available at the base station, a jib crane mounted on a flat car with an estimated capacity of one ton.
There is also a welding machine and acetalyne equipment, drill presses, wrenches, etc. available.
The first, and seemingly worst, drift was encountered about twenty feet up grade from the locomotive storage building. This drift (above) is of ordinary snow which has been thawed and refrozen to
form a semi-crust surface. The drift at this point is approximately seven feet deep. It will be necessary to remove some snow at this point by hand, since it seems impractical that a small V-plow
could accomplish the task. Proceeding up grade to the passenger mounting platform the depth of
snow varies from two inches to five feet. The places having the deepest snow are usually by buildings or obstructions which cause an angular drift. Upon proceeding up grade further it was noted
that some of the trestles have been reworked to provide clearance for the ice and snow to fall
through from the rack section. It was suggested that the snow plow be provided with a variable
connection to provide for the changes in gradient and the radius of the turns of the track. This
could be accomplished by providing our standard “universal joint” push arms. It would only be
necessary to allow for approximately a 5° differential in any direction. It was also suggested that
we use our standard locomotive riding shoe for each rail to exert part of the side thrust, which will
usually result from the V-plow entering snow drifts at an angle, on the rail. It was suggested to
make a slight modification in our design of the de-icing sprocket to allow for the “self-cleaning”
of the snow and ice compressed in the minor diameter of the sprocket teeth.”
Bowrey did not make it to the Summit and discussed the actual ice formations to be encountered with Hoskins and Ed Carley who had been briefed by Lt. Morrell. “The ice observed was
more like refrigerator condensation with a thin coating of glaze ice net to the metal parts of the
cog and rail; the ties being comparatively free from the glazing condition.
As for the March 5th evening meeting at the Statler Hotel, Bowrey wrote the experiment (one
trip to the summit, whether a return is accomplished or not) needed to be completed no later than
April 7 of 1952. Mr. R. J. Hawn from the Climatic Projects Section at Wright Patterson told Bowrey the locomotive used on this experiment or any other locomotive equipped with a de-icing
equipment will be run for one round trip each day in order to lessen the formation of ice and
snow.
Davenport Besler went ahead with the V-plow test plans, but cautioned Smith, Hinchman &
Grylls in a March 12th letter: “There is... a possibility that ultimately you may be required to
make use of a rotary type snow plow to be able to negotiate the cog railroad throughout all seasons. It may also be necessary that a sort of scarifying device be employed to rake through the
crust, which has formed on the snow, in order to get good results from the snow removing equipment.” (Ed note: crude pencil sketches of a dual-head rotary plow and scarifying devices for the cog were found in
the University of Iowa archive file).
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S.H&G officially ordered the de-icing sprocket, riding arms, plow mount and attachments on
March 12th. Shop order number 59268 “to be delivered to Moline Airport with the small parts
boxed for shipment, the larger parts loose” as soon as they are manufactured. The parts were
completed on March 20. A truck driver was to meet a B-24 piloted by Captain Lamb at 2:00
p.m. at the Moline, Illinois Air Port and help load the equipment. Bad weather in New Hampshire prevented the B-24 from making the run from Detroit until after the night of March 22 at
the earliest.
As the official order was being transmitted, Smith, Hinchman & Grylls’ mechanical engineer
Homer E. “Ed” Carley was back at the Glen House in New Hampshire lining up all labor, material and facilities necessary to install the plow and socket as soon as the parts arrived from Iowa.
Carley gave Richardson of U.S. Forestry and Arthur Teague a heads up. Bud Lary of Lary’s Garage in Gorham was engaged to remodel the Forest Service plow and move it to the Base Station.
The next week (March 16 - March 22) Carley had the state highway department plow the road
from Fabyans to the Base Station. Mr. Stephenson drove Carley over to the Base Station to pick
up three men (Mr. Hoskins, Mr. Gelman and Mr. Casimiro) who had come down the railroad
from the summit “for the purpose of inspecting the trestles and tracks.” The plow was dug out of
the snowbank in Bartlett and moved into the forestry garage. Carley and Bud Lary went to the
garage and made changes to the plow following Davenport Besler’s preliminary blueprint.
Week of March 23 - March 26
John Eckroth of Davenport-Besler arrived at the Glen House shortly after 10 p.m. with the final prints on Monday, March 24th. He and Ed Carley of S.H& G looked them over and strategized how to proceed. The next morning, Carley took Eckroth to inspect the plow in Bartlett.
Eckroth realized the push arms would be “too short to pin into the existing location of the transverse member.” He said a new member would likely be cut and put in the proper position. It also
appeared the front shoe location on the plow would need to be reworked. Next stop the Base Station so Eckroth could see the locomotive and the work area & equipment. Eckroth was not impressed with the Cog shops. “The gasoline driven air compressor is not operative without unreasonable time expenditure. It is hand-cranked and there is no visible means of retarding the
spark,” he wrote. “We will find other means of drilling the necessary holes. I have never seen a
more capricious or insincere shop layout. Tools and equipment were dropped anywhere when the
final whistle blew last fall. No would believe this unless they saw it.”
The morning of Wednesday, March 26th at 10 a.m., the Eckroth and Carley were waiting at
the Glen House for the truck to come from Grenier Air Base in Manchester with the material
from Iowa. They planned to go that afternoon to Bartlett and start work to complete the plow.
The truck arrived at 1:35 p.m. Thirty minutes later they were off to work on the plow. Five
hours and 40-minutes later they were back. Eckroth got the shoes on the plow after some “unexpected cutting and fitting. Mounting looks good and checks dimensionally” he noted. It now
looked like tests could commence on Monday morning, March 31st.
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The 27th saw Eckroth make a “new push arm bracket from 4" H-Beam and placed it well forward of lateral thrust. A foot was cut from the wings, maintaining good contour” before the plow
was taken to the Base Station on the back of Bud Lary’s wrecker. The plow was placed on the
tracks and small adjustment was needed for proper clearance on rails. Eckert “located holes in
push plate. Lary will take this to Gorham in the morning for drilling. His machine shop has a
good radial drill.”
Friday, March 28th, they considered moving locomotive from the barn to the tracks outside.
But Eckroth reported “the transfer is difficult to operate without proper tools and knowledge, so
we dismissed (the idea.)” They did move the plow across the transfer with truck winch, bars and
jacks. They started to mount the push plate. “Brake beams not relief in the push plate interfered;
relocated with cutting torch. This error due to plate lay-out and not field measurements.” The
plate was finally “stud mounted in behind roller, impossible to bolt,” wrote Eckroth. On Saturday,
Eckroth completed the assembly. He said “sprocket elevation exactly as per print. Painted entire
assembly. Entire job looks good. Will attempt to learn scheduling of tests and inform Mr. Rodler.” He sent the telegram below Monday morning.
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No. 6 over the Ammonoosuc during plow and Davenport-Besler de-icer tests conducted April 1-2 (1952)
- Roger Clemons Collection

1952 April Fools’ Day On The Mountain
The tests of the de-icing sprocket and snow plow were conducted on Tuesday and Wednesday,
1st & 2nd April 1952 at the Base Station. Witnessing the test were Mr. V. E. Rothe (civilian) - Rail
Branch T. R. Ads., Fort Eustis, VA; Maj. J. F. Conti - Hq. A.R.D.C., Baltimore, MD; H. G. Smith
- Wright Patterson A.F.B., Dayton, OH; Smith, Hinchman & Grylls resident engineer Verne Hoskins; Ralph J. Hawn - Wright Patterson AFB, Dayton, OH; Homer “Ed” Carley - S.H&G, Detroit; a Col. Dexter - A.A.F; one lieutenant (name & address unkown) and Col. Arthur S. Teague general manager of the Mount Washington Railway.
Four pages of hand-written notes (by Davenport-Besler test supervisor John Eckroth) in the University
of Iowa describes how the test went. “Upon moving the locomotive from the transfer to the main
track the de-icing sprocket bottomed momentarily on its rest diameter; the cog had difficulty in
engaging the rack for a second or two because of the locomotive’s being supported. The rack at
this point is approximately 1¼" above the rails instead of the normal ⅞". A side slip at this time
caused the right oilite bearing to pull free; it continued to ride back and forth in the sprocket hub
throughout the test but it did not leave the hub entirely until the test was completed on Wednesday and the locomotive was being returned to the round house.
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“The plow was attached to the locomotive and the test was begun. The gear clearing plate,
set beneath the plow on a 30 degree angle, cause the plow to leave the track immediately. (The
gear clearing plate) was cut loose with a torch and a similar device placed on the leading edge.
Heel chains were then attached and the plow behaved well in snow approximately 18"-30" deep
for a total distance of 200-300 yards. The de-icing sprocket encountered mostly snow and soft ice
in the areas where the rack was relieved at the bottom; the sole spot with firm ice about 1½"
thick was encountered near the end of the test in an area not relieved. The sprocket action here
was to crush the ice over a 1" area, leaving the 3" of ice intact. Because the ice was firmly supported on the bottoM, and had no freedom, the sprocket did not clear the track as it probably
would have done had the rack been properly relieved. The end of the test occurred in about 60"
of snow, through which the locomotive plowed successfully for probably 50 feet. The locomotive
came to an abrupt halt, the cog slipped in the rack and the test was finished. The rack at this
point was lower than the standard ⅞" elevation; This condition, along with the upward thrust of
the plow, caused the cog to disengage the rack. The present sprocket elevation should be maintained in future installations - ¾" from root diameter to top of rack pins.”
Suggestions for Future Reference
1) The rear shoes of the plow should be mounted reasonably close to the leading edge. Test
plow shoes were mounted about 36" behind the edge;
2) Rear shoe flanges may require another 1" drop for rugged use. Test plow weight about
1600 pounds, flange drop was about 1". Plow left tracks readily with little side thrust. Heel
chains corrected this but deeper flange may increase stabilization;
3) Consider double flange on rear riding shoes. Trouble will be encountered at switches but
plow must be raised here anyway. Test plow leading edge was ⅞" from rack - plowing edge
over rails was 1" - shoes cleared remaining snow with no difficulty - at these elevations plow still
must be raised at least 6"- 8" to allow front-mounted gear clearing plate to traverse rackjunction pins at the switches;
4) Front shoe should be at least 6" wider if suggestion #5 is seriously considered. Present design, even with yaw chains, wanders flush with rack edge on either side on straight track and
rides within 2" of outside edge of rack on curves. Test shoe showed probably .012" - .015"
wear (due to angle edges) in two mile round trip (Ed note: that would be roughly up to the Ammonoosuc
trestle if measured from shops - Waumbek and back if measured from Marshfield platform);
5) Seriously suggest possibility of mounting plow integrally with locomotive if V-plow is given
further consideration;
6) (Sprocket) chrome shaft was badly scored due to ashes from stack or other residue. Some
type of protection is essential. Oil seals probably indicated with present design. Shaft was fitted to within probably .003" max. and oil ran freely over shaft. (Esso 10-W; ambient temp.
probably 35° - 38° F.);
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7) The entire sprocket mounting probably should be spring loaded if consistency in rack elevation is not maintained.”
The final batch of paperwork in the Davenport-Besler file involves an interdepartmental bureaucratic dispute over the Mt. Washington order for sprockets as it did not have a “memorandum of Order or a green order to cover it.” And according to Chief Engineer Waldo R. Rodler,
“we are either to have a Memorandum of Order or a green order on everything we sell.” His
March 19, 1952 memo Subject: Sales Orders says “At the moment we of course have Memorandum of Orders for all locomotives but it appears that the Mt. Washington order for sprockets is
not covered so our method of getting these orders into the factory should be reviewed. With this
in mind we are issuing in the Engineering Department an instruction that all matters pertaining
to Sales must be written up with copies to Mr. Koch so that there will always be necessary information in Sales to properly issue orders. Meanwhile we will all have to be careful that this matter is
properly handled.”

!"
Up Top
April 23, 1952 – Public voucher for sum of $3,525 be drawn for just compensation for these
lands.
September 17, 1952 – Premises leased “being used for purposes vital in the national emergency.”
September 18, 1952 – Lease with Mt. Washington Summit Road Company of Cold Weather
Test site known as “The Half Way House” located on the private road leading from New Hampshire State Highway No. 16 to the top of Mt. Washington NH. Initial term of the lease ending
June 1953 and renewable each fiscal year thereafter up to the June 30, 1957 at the nominal rental
of $1.00 per year. Between November 11th and April 15th no toll fees shall be charged to the
Government for use of the toll road. During remainder of each year the Government will pay for
the use of this road in accordance with toll rates registered by lessor with the Public Utilities Commission. The Navy will pay for repairs and equipment required to place the house in operating
condition for use as a base for Navy field trials. Estimated cost $7,500. Will test low temperature
clothing. Actual cost $7,477.74 for installation of a Butane gas heating system, insulation, new
kitchen facilities, reinforcement of the foundation, new outside doors, storm window, re-shingling
of exterior walls and roofs where necessary, electric wiring, re-covering of floors with asphalt tile
or linoleum, construction of work tables, bunks, dining tables and all necessary furniture, improving storage and latrine facilities, and painting both inside and outside of the building. The halfway house is desirable because “at any time of the day or night when the greatest extremes of
weather conditions occur, the test subject (human subjects) will be within fifty feet of one of the
most exposed areas on the entire mountain.
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Halfway House consists of a 22’x35’ house; a 26’x16’ Stable; a 8’x12’ Shed and 8’x8’ outhouse four miles up the toll road on the east side about 4,000 feet above sea level.
December 29, 1953 – Richardson of Littleton figures annual rental value $1500
Jan 21, 1954 – George H. Richardson appraisal of fair value of, or damage to said property
from Aug 15, 1947 to June 30, 1954 - Parcels A & B $3,437.58 and summit road parking area
$6,834.93
August 19, 1954 – “We are not particularly concerned with the apportionment of the damages as between the Company and the Club, provided they can agree among themselves and we
with them as to the total award.” Use and occupancy of Hangar 3500 sq ft and garage 800 sq ft
– easement of 180 feet for fuel line location. John F. Murphy found annual rental of $600. Geo
H. Richardson found Hangar and Garage rental value of $500 and easement in common with
others for use of parking area and stage road to be $1,000. Settlement of Aug 15, 1947 to June
30, 1954 would be $10,272.51 according to Maurice P. Bois US Attorney
August 24, 1954 – Gov’t studies offer from Club and Road “to accept a sum of $1,500 per
year for the interests taken.
November 4, 1954 – review $1500 arrangement?
May 10, 1957 – Work at the Hangar site is being phased out – therefore a new condemnation
not justifiable.
June 30, 1957 – Civil Action No. 743 lease condemnation expires and is not renewable beyond this… unless a new suit for condemnation is initiated. However, the land cannot be returned to the owners by 20 June 1957. It is presently planned to move the existing structure to the
new Air Force Facility on Mount Washington, in which the Navy has a participating interest.
September 25, 1957 – US Attorney receives offer from Summit House and Summit Road of
$7,177.50 to settle term from August 15, 1947 to October 31, 1957. US Attorney says “this offer
has been obtained after numerous conferences beginning as early as 1949 and extending through
today and it is believed by this office that it is in the best of the Government to accept this offer.
We believe that the offer is thoroughly justified because it is not substantially higher than our lowest appraisal and may indeed be lower than any verdict which might be obtained by a trial on the
issue of just compensation. It will also be noted that the difference between our lowest appraisal
and the defendants’ offer is probably somewhat less than the expense of trial. This case has been
set down for trial at this term and if it is to be tried at this term it will have to be tried before November 1 when the weather will preclude a view. Therefore anything which could be done to expedite the granting of authority to settle will be greatly appreciated. Maurice P. Bois US attny by ass
us attny William Maynard.
Oct 7, 1957 – “due to tight budget situation the Air Force is not in a position to take over the
(Hangar) structure or provide a foundation to accept it at their facility. (Moving the building down
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the mountain to the new facility had been proposed) The structure must be removed from the
mountain unless the road and cog would be interested in accepting it and waiving the restoration
clause.
October 26, 1957 – removal of hangar discussion – “It is our understanding (the Club/Road)
are not interested in accepting the “test Building” so-called in lieu of restoration but have insisted
they need the parking area and want the building removed and the parking area restored to its
original condition. (Cog/Road) have solicited estimates of cost to demolish the building and restore the premises, and have agreed to accept $1800 from the Government together with transfer
of title to the “Test Building” so-called, and would accomplish the demolition and restoration.
We estimate the cost of demolition and of salvage and of restoration – our estimate is $3500. It is
our considered opinion that if (cog.road) insist upon removal and restoration, transfer of title to
the building and payment of $1800 to them would be in the best interest of the Government.

!"
Brief Abstract of condensed material presented by G. S. Wheeler to the Mt. Washington Study Committee
on March 17, 1966 on the action taken by the Forest Service to date to effect the removal of the Air Force Dormitory and Laboratory from the White Mountain National forest on Mt. Washington.

Summer 1960
Dormitory and Laboratory buildings vacated and placed under custodial care.
Fall 1960
Air Force indicated no further need of facilities
Spring 1961
Forest Service requested disposition of facilities and site restoration
Fall 1961
Forest Service notified by Corps of Engineers that it might be Spring of 1962 before definite
action would be taken on Mt. Washington buildings.
Spring 1962
Air Force indicated cost of installation in excess of $2,500,000. No longer required by Air
Force, Forest Service requested removal of structures and site restoration in accordance with
terms of occupancy permit.
Summer 1962
Air Force protests removal of buildings citing cost of $160,000 as unjustified public expense.
Forest Service pressed for removal. Some indication of State of New Hampshire interest in buildings.
Fall 1962
Corps of Engineers suggested tank farm and wooden structures be removed and Dormitory
and Laboratory sealed in “pickled” state with time limit of ten years set for eventual removal to
slab. State of New Hampshire still interested in buildings. Air Force requested Corps of Engi429
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neers to remove temporary structures, fuel and pickle two buildings. Also to screen with G.S.A.
Boston to determine U.S. requirements.
Spring 1963
No action of site cleanup. Forest Service position that facility cleanup and building removal
responsibility of Air Force. State of New Hampshire still interested in buildings.
Fall 1963
Removal of wooden buildings, fuel, tank farm removed, site cleanup and two buildings “pickling” accomplished.
Winter 1963-1964
Congressional interest in remaining two buildings. State of N.H. interest in buildings indicated as remote. Air Force attempted to transfer two buildings to Forest Service, based on estimated of $190,000 to remove same, through proposal to abandon structures in place. Forest Service refuses to accept disclaimer of responsibility for buildings.
Spring 1964
Corps of Engineers attempts to transfer two buildings to Forest Service and Forest Service refuses to accept custody. State of New Hampshire still interested in buildings.
Fall 1964
State of New Hampshire doubtful of interest in buildings. Forest Service reiterated position
that Air Force is responsible for buildings.
Summer 1965
Governor King indicated that State of New Hampshire can foresee no use of buildings and
agrees with Forest Service position to have structures removed. So informed Senator McIntyre.

!"
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1946 Flatcar Collision
22 Hurt in Crash on Mt. Washington
GORHAM, N. H., Aug. 10 - (AP) Twenty-two persons were injured in a train wreck on the
cog railway tonight 600 feet from the summit of the 6,293-foot Mount Washington, New England’s highest. Mr.s Norman Fagerquist of Worcester, Mass., received fractures of both legs and
possible internal injuries. The injuries of all others were minor. A spokesman for the Mount Washington Railway said that a flat car broke loose at the summit and sped down into an up-bound passenger train. The train was carrying twenty-four passengers to the Tip Top Inn. The flat car had
been taken up to remove old fixtures from the inn, which was being remodeled. Employees had
checked safety brakes on the flat car twice in the past week, the railway spokesman declared, leading them to believe it had been tampered with.
- New York Times - Aug 11, 1946 pg. 1
Cog Train In Odd Accident
Offer $1,000 Reward For Information Regarding Flat Car That Rams Passenger Car,
Injuring Several Saturday - Famous Road Resumes Travel
While officials hoped that a reward of $1,000 would bring to light information bearing on the
reason for a flat car to break loose from its moorings atop the peak and plunge 600 feet down the
mountain to crash into a passenger train approaching the summit, Saturday afternoon, travel on
the famous Mt. Washington Cog railroad this week had returned to normal after the accident
which caused the first injuries to passengers in the mountain railroad’s 77-year history.
Meanwhile, 17 persons injured in the odd accident were fast recovering and those hospitalized
at St. Louis hospital in Berlin were showing rapid improvement. The injured were among 24 passengers aboard the train making its final trip to the summit in stormy weather when the flat car,
loaded with junk, left its sidetrack berth at the top and plunged down to smash into the train as it
was approaching the last incline on the three-and-one-quarter-mile route up New England’s highest mountain.
---------Mt. Washington’s famed cog railway engine chugged to the top of New England’s highest
peak Monday, two days after its odd mishap, carrying 392 passengers and “business was better
than ever.” The engine, the same one involved in the accident, was found to be undamaged except for a few dents, and was making peak trips up and down the mountainside. (Editor’s note: apparent
newspaper cutline without a picture in pull quote format)

----------
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Safety Reputation Unmarred
While the cog railway’s record was unbroken by the mishap, oddly enough it was not through
any fault of the tiny train making a routine trip with sightseers, and the road’s reputation for
safety was unaffected by the near tragedy.
According to Col. Arthur S. Teague, vice president and general manager of the railway, two
safety brakes and a ratchet device on the flat car had apparently been loosened and it was believed that winds of gale force which prevailed at the time of the crash may have set the idle car
in motion.
It was to learn if anyone had been seen tampering with the flat car at any time prior to the accident that the railroad offered the $1,000 reward for information.
Most Seriously Injured
Reported as the most seriously injured were a railway employee, whose name was withheld
and who reportedly had suffered a broken back and shock; and Mrs. Norman Fagerquist, 23, of
Worcester, Mass., honeymooning in the White Mountains with her husband, who received a fractured skull, face abrasions, a fractured right leg and facial and leg lacerations. Her husband received a nose fracture.
Employees of the railway, the Mt. Washington Club and the weather observatory worked in a
blinding electrical storm and a high wind to rescue the victims from the wreckage of the passenger car and carry them to the summit where they were taken down the winding eight-mile carriage road and thence to the Berlin hospital. All available doctors, nurses and ambulances in the
area were summoned, ambulances from Littleton, Whitefield, Berlin and Gorham assisting.
According to officials of the line, the flat car had been checked at intervals prior to the accident and its braking devices found in order. After a thorough investigation by Colonel Teague and
Winslow E. Melvin, transportation director of the N.H. Public Service commission, there appeared to be evidence that the safety attachments had been tampered with, either as a prank or
through curiosity.
The cog railroad is heavily patronized by summer vacationists, is said to be one of the world’s
steepest railways. It has known only one fatality, that in 1929 when a photographer lost his life in
an ill-advised re-dedicatory trip by the famous “Peppersass” engine.
- Littleton Courier, Thursday - August 15, 1946 - page 1

Eyewitness Account
“Eyewitnesses to the crash were Neil Mitchell, 16, of 128 Irving street, Everett, Mass., and
Charles Ryan, 15, of 602 Belmont street, Watertown, Mass., both vacationing in the area. They
were passengers on the train. “I saw the car as it came rushing down from the top,” Mitchell said,
“and I yelled at the top of my lungs, ‘Duck, Charley.’ Both of us buried our heads as the car
plowed into our train. It was my impression,” Mitchell said, “that the flatcar was carrying garbage, because garbage was strewn all over the scene of the wreck. Some of the passengers were
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very badly hurt and Charley and I went around trying to quiet some of the women who seemed
on the verge of hysteria. Neither of us was hurt.” Mitchell said the train left the foot of the Mt.
Washington shortly after 3:30 p.m. and that the wreck occurred before 6 p.m. Help arrived from
the summit of the mountain within five minutes of the crash, Mitchell said, and stretchers were
put into use with 15 minutes. He said passengers were treated at the hotel on the summit by physicians for about an hour and a half, while those most seriously hurt were taken immediately to the
Berlin Hospital. He said all passengers were taken to the Berlin hospital to make sure that no hidden injuries had been suffered. The train had stopped for a moment just before the flat car broke
loose, Mitchell said.”
- Boston Herald - Sun, Aug 11, 1946 pg. 58
“The coach was not derailed, according to Berlin Police chief Walter Hines, but was smashed
to pieces. He termed it a “mriacle” that no one was killed. Chief Hines obtained Red Cross
medical supplies at Berlin after hearing of the accident and rushed them to the Tip-Top House,
which was converted into a temporary first-aid station for use by four doctors who answer the distress call.”
- Boston Globe - Sun, Aug 11, 1946 pg. 25

Official accident photo by Winslow Melvin (1946)
- N.H. Public Utilities Commission

The following official account is based on, and taken from the October 14, 1947 report to the New Hampshire Public Service Commission by Transportation Director Winslow E. Melvin; an August 12, 1946 interdepartment communication from New Hampshire State Trooper Harold B. Johnson to Col. Ralph W. Caswell,
and a November 1946 report to the state by Col. Arthur S. Teague.

“A flatcar was taken to the top of the mountain on Friday, August 2, 1946, with a load of
coal for the Summit House. On the following day, the crew employed at the Summit Club moved
(the car) about thirty feet downhill to a position for unloading the coal. After this was accomplished, it was again moved nearer the summit of the mountain to a position near the foot crossing leading to a stair way to the Tip-Top House and Observatory, following which the (car’s)
brakes were applied and the ratchet placed in position to prevent a downhill move. During the period from August 3 to 10 (the car) was being loaded with mattresses, bed springs, bedsteads, metal
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washstands, and garbage for removal to the base, a load estimated to weigh approximately 1½
tons and which extended a distance of approximately four feet above the floor of the (two-ton)
car.”

Official accident photo by Winslow Melvin (1946)
- N.H. Public Utilities Commission

“The flatcar involved was overhauled in either 1941 or 1942, at which time new sills, new journals, brake drums, linings and shoes were installed. It was inspected and greased by the brakeman
before going up the mountain with the load of coal and oiled again enroute to the summit. Instructions were given to the crew to put the ratchet down and ‘brake it’ before leaving it there.
(The flatcar) was inspected upon several occasions while at the top by railroad employees, and the
Summit Club manager. It was inspected by (Hollis Willard), the Superintendent of Maintenance
of the railroad on Thursday, August 8, 1946, during the afternoon, at which time he tested the
hand brake to see that it was tight and that the ratchet pawl lever was in position to permit the
pawl to be engaged. Braking equipment on this car and others of the same type is sufficient to
handle loads much greater than that involved in this accident, as testimony reveals that 7 or 8 ton
loads have been carried down the mountain and properly controlled by the brakes.”
“On the afternoon of the accident there were intermittent showers of rain with strong southwest winds and temperatures in the 50’s. The top of the mountain was in the clouds during this
period. At about 4:42 pm, the wind shifted from southwest to west abruptly, the temperature fell,
and the rain increased from light to heavy. Wind velocities increased from 21 miles per hour up to
65 miles per hour within a period of 23 minutes, or until 5:05 when it decreased to between 50 to
59 miles per hour for the next 40 minutes… Weather Bureau officials stationed at the top of the
mountain estimate the pressure from wind at that point is about 80% of the corresponding velocity at sea-level. It is further claimed that the locations of the buildings are such that a westerly
wind might be “dammed up” and the funneling effect against the side of the Tip-Top House, the
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stone passageway and the side of the Summit House would have the effect of increasing the velocities by approximately forty to fifty percent.”
“The train involved in the accident left the base station at approximately 3:30pm in charge of
20-year old Chester “Ted” Beattie of Medford, Massachusetts - Conductor; 24-year old Paul H.
Weierbach of Allentown, Pennsylvania - Brakeman; Edmund Higgins, Engineer; and Clifford R.
Kinney, Fireman. (Trooper Johnson says a second fireman “a Mr. Bishop” was in the cab as well.)
Upon reaching the skyline heavy rain and high winds were encountered. It was necessary to stop
(the train) at a point near bent No. 1158, approximately 50 feet above the Lizzie Bourne Monument, which point is about 600 feet from the summit, to work up steam for continuing the trip.”

Official accident photo by Winslow Melvin (1946)
- N.H. Public Utilities Commission

“At the time of the accident they were having a terrible storm, and the passengers in the front
seats had moved back into the rear of car, which undoubtedly, saved several lives,” concluded
Trooper Johnson.
Melvin’s report said, “No warning of the collision was provided as visibility was very limited
and the noise of the storm was apparently great than that caused by the approaching car. (A)t approximately 5:00pm, a collision occurred… involving (the) standing train and (the) partially
loaded flatcar which left the top of the mountain unattended and out of control.”
“(T)he flatcar collided with the forward end of the passenger coach of (the) train, penetrating
(the coach) a distance of about six feet,” or as Trooper Johnson observed “as far as the third window… hitting the front wheels and axles, which stopped the flatcar.” Melvin reported, “The impact forced the downhill end of the passenger car into the forward end of the locomotive and
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raised the wheels under this end of the car off the track. The locomotive did not move backwards,
but the cog wheel shaft was bent by the impact.”

Official accident photo by Winslow Melvin (1946)
- N.H. Public Utilities Commission

“Twenty-three passengers… were on the train, of whom 15 passengers and 2 crew members
were injured sufficiently to require hospital treatment.”
Dr. Frances Appleton, who was one of four doctors who treated the injured on the mountain
that day in 1946, said the engine was able to push “the telescoped car” with the injured the 600
feet back up to the Summit. (Dr. Appleton would also be on the mountain 21 years later to help
tend to the dead and the wounded in the September 1967 derailment.)
However, a November 1946 report by Col. Arthur S. Teague, after two days of testimony by
26 people under oath on August 16th and 17th, said the injured passengers “who were unable to
walk were carried by stretcher to the Summit House and all were given first aid and made comfortable.”
Trooper Johnson says “four of the (Auto Road’s) beach wagons and three ambulances”
brought the fifteen patients to St. Louis Hospital in Berlin where two doctors worked until 3:00
am taking “care of all these people.”
The Teague report said the “the car was not touched that night and a further inspection was
made the following morning… before the wreckage was cleared from the track and normal operations resumed. The metal parts of the passenger car were salvaged, the wooden part was burned
up. The flat car and engine were brought down the mountain under their own power.”
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Diagram made of flatcar position, measurement and track details noted during NH Public Service Commission Investigation (1946)
- Courtesy N.H. Department of Transportation
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The Railway offered a reward of $1000 for the arrest of the person or persons responsible for
tampering with the flatcar’s brakes and ratchet mechanism.
A Somerville, Massachusetts plumbing inspector told the Boston Daily Globe on August 11th that
he had seen a slack chain brake on the flatcar the day before the accident. He talked with both
state investigators and the Railway, and both concluded there was little validity to his story. Teague concluding that his “story is a very confused one and because his conception of the car and
its safety devices was so completely at variance with what actually existed, little credence can be
given his story.” Winslow wrote, “Upon questioning, it developed that he was in error as to which
end of the car the brake mechanism was located and admitted that he knew nothing about the
safety mechanism.”
During the accident investigation, the state of New Hampshire conducted tests at the summit
(previous page) to determine how much wind force would be necessary to blow the flatcar down the
mountain. The wind recorded during the August 10th storm was enough IF the flatcar’s brakes
were off and the ratchet pawl had been lifted. Winslow Melvin’s report concluded “a strong wind
started the car on its runaway dash at a time when neither the brakes nor the ratchet were set to
hold it on a descending grade. No defective condition (of the brakes or ratchet) was found which
would contribute to the failure of the safety mechanisms. Therefore it must be concluded that
they were released by some unknown person.” That unknown person was never identified. The
Railway implemented a new procedure such that any flatcar left at the summit would have its
brakes set, its ratchet down, and would be chained and locked to the rails.
List of Injured
Chester Beattie
Amy Dawson
Mr. Norman Fagerquist
Mrs. Norman Fagerquist
Mr. Charles Goem
Mrs. Charles Goem
Gail Goldwasser
Neil Mitchell

20
50
23
23
41
41
40
16

Medford, MA (conductor)
Saylesville, R.I.
Worcester, MA
Worcester, MA
Peterboro, N.H.
Peterboro, N.H.
Boston, MA
Everett, MA

“Neil Edward Mitchell, 16, of 128 Irving st., injured in the Mt. Washington railway accident, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Mitchell. He is a junior at Everett High School and a member of the school band. He has been at a White Mountain
caddy camp two weeks and took the trip up the mountain as a sight-seer. His family is vacationing in Canada.”
- Boston Globe - Sun Aug 11, 1946 pg. 25

Charles Ryan
Mr. Richard Schlachter
Mrs. Richard Schlachter
Mr. Morcellows Valenti
Mrs. Morcellows Valenti
Paul H. Weierback
Mr. Merrick Williams
Mrs. Merrick Williams
Frank Zenther

15
55
41
24
32
28
17
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Watertown, MA
Devon, CT
Devon, CT
Peterboro, N.H.
Peterboro, N.H.
Allentown, PA (brakeman)
Pawtucket, R.I.
Pawtucket, R.I.
Portland, ME
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1949 - A Roving Eye
Rudolph Frank Elie Jr. was reporter/columnist for the Boston Herald. He was born on July 29, 1909, in Somerville, Massachusetts, and died on March 11, 1958, in Los Angeles, California, at the age of 48. He covered the
Pacific Theater for the paper in World War II. He would come back to Massachusetts, and write a column for
the Herald called “The Roving Eye.” Col. Henry N. Teague, Mt. Washington and the Cog Railway would become subjects of a series of columns in September 1949. The series’ genesis came when the railway’s publicist,
Bob “Mother” Varney read an Elie column questioning the usefulness of weather reports from the summit of
Mt. Washington being broadcast in Boston. Elie spent Friday, September 16 and Saturday, September 17, 1949
at the Mountain.

The Roving Eye
Boston Herald
September 20, 1949 pg. 16

“In regard to your column in today’s Herald,” wrote Robert J. Varney of the Mount Washington Railway Company, “it won’t be necessary to obtain hobnail boots, alpine stick and knapsack
to see what goes on in connection with the weather at the top of Mount Washington. Col. Teague, president of the cog railway and owner of the top of the mountain, would like to have you
come up and see for yourself.” With this amiable communication at hand, resulting form a peevish speculation in this department some time ago as to what the weather on top of Mount Washington, as reported on the radio every night, has to do with the weather on the bottom, I took off
on an investigatory junket the other day sans hobnail boots and alpenstock for quick dash up the
mountain on that singular contraption, the cog railway.
“Mount Washington itself, which suddenly pops into vast and horizon filling view on the Colonel’s road in from Fabyan (you keep confusing everything else with the mountain until you stumble into it) was a mass of gold and silver above the timber line, a dizziness of scarlets, purples and
greens below. The gold presently proved to be ferns; the silver the great granite boulders with
their patinas of lichens. It was, as any mountain is, a pretty majestic sight. So, for that matter,
was Colonel Teague, who was eating Welsh rabbit in his restaurant at the base station (while casting a critical eye at one of his contraptions outside the window). He’s fairly close to 75 now and
somewhat bowed down by a leg ailment, but even so he reaches a lofty six feet four and weighs a
solid 250 pounds. He also wears thick glasses, through which he burns a penetrating eye, and nobody ever preserved a sharper tongue longer. “How did I get to own the top of the mountain?”
he roared (for nothing arouses Colonel Henry Nelson Teague more than learning that people do
not know it is privately owned), “Blankety blankety, I bought it, that’s how!”
“It presently developed that the Colonel (a private in the Spanish American War with an honorary colonelcy from the late Governor Winant), had made and lost three or four fortunes in real
estate, hotels and one thing or another, when the Boston & Maine Railroad asked him in 1931 if
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he wanted to buy its Mount Washington holdings. At the moment the Colonel was broke and he
said so, but the B&M, evidently figuring that if anybody could make money on the cog railway
the Colonel could, worked out a deal. “All I knew about railroading,” said the Colonel, “was what
I’d written as a Dartmouth undergraduate in a theme about the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe.
But I made $2000 the first year.” Today, in a crisp operation under the direction of Arthur S.
Teague (no relation), with the Colonel personally supervising and checking every detail, the cog
railway, built in 1866, is clearly an exceedingly liquid proposition. Though not as active as he
once was, from purely physical considerations, the Colonel sits in his big leather chair in what he
whimsically calls his “hut” below the base station. Out of the picture window of this beautiful chalet, he commands a view of the railroad all the way up the mountain, keeps track of every movement on the mountainside with binoculars, and shouts orders through his telephone to every employee he can reach. Most of the employees are college undergraduates (in Earl Blaik’s day the
whole Dartmouth football team worked for him summers) with a smattering of railroad presidents’ sons and nephews; the rest are engineers and firemen, some of whom have been on the
road for 30 years or more.
“In his lustiest years, so they say, the bachelor colonel lived on Scotch and cigars and was one
of the great hosts. Anybody who wasn’t invited to his Miami parties might as well have packed up
and gone home. He was also - and probably is - a considerable political influence in Massachusetts, counting among his friends most of the big cogs in the state. “I’m a State of Maine Democrat,” he says, “the only one in captivity.” But like most who have made fortunes, the colonel
keeps his eyes on pennies. “You know how much it costs me to pump water up that mountain?”
he cried, pounding the floor with his ivory-headed cane, “Seven cents a gallon! Every time somebody goes to a toilet up there they use three gallons of water and cost me 21 cents. I put dime machines on the doors, but I’m still losing 11 cents every time somebody has to go.”
(To be continued)

The Roving Eye
Boston Herald
September 21, 1949 pg. 32

“The domain of Col. Henry N. Teague (in case you missed the first installment of this series
devoted to the goings on atop Mount Washington) consists of 95 acres of granite boulders on the
peak of the highest mountain in New England. It consists also of a perfectly incredible railroad
up that mountain, a half a dozen or so of the weirdest steam vehicles ever conceived, and a large
tract of handsome rolling country at the bottom of the mountain. Somehow or other everybody
who visits this strange kingdom in the White Mountains - and that would be more than 100,000 a
year of whom about 30,000 take the train up the mountain - gets the impression it belongs to the
state, or the country or perhaps some big “interest.” But it doesn’t; the 74-year-old Colonel is lord
of the manor.
“There are four ways to get up the mountain. One is to hike it on the Appalachian mountain
trails. Another is to drive your own car up the carriage road (cost: $5 plus a dollar a head). An440
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other is to be driven up in station wagons operated by the owners of the carriage road. And the
other and certainly most surprising is to take the Cog Railway. There’s still another, which is to
walk up the trestle, but this enrages the Colonel and woe be to anyone he catches at it. Anyone,
that is, but a favored Dartmouth undergraduate employee, who ran up to the top in 45 minutes
for the record. The Cog Railway was the invention of one Sylvester Marsh, who first conceived
the idea of a cog railway up to the top (four miles and 4000 feet above the base station) in 1859.
The Civil War intervened, but in 1866, with $50,000 of his own money, Marsh built a quarter of
a mile of track. His locomotive, also of his own design, consisted of an upright boiler on a platform which had rear wheels bigger than the front, to keep it more or less level!
“This machine, named Old Peppersass, is still on view at the base station, and it is second only to
the Niagara Falls for being photographed beside of. The present-day locomotives, which develop
100 horsepower, have two engines, each geared to the cog track between the rails. The cars, as
quaint as the engines themselves, hold 48 people (at $4 a head round trip), and they too are doubly geared to the track. So if the engine fails, the cars can’t go backwards. At least, says the Colonel, they never have for in all its 80-years the line has never had a passenger fatality. During the
summer the trains shuttle up and down on very informal - but usually hourly - schedule. Up until
October 12 they run whenever they get a reasonable full load. “Takes a ton of coal and a thousand gallons of water to get her up there,” said the Colonel, who made the proposition pay by taking into account such statistics, “so we don’t run her up for any old Tom, Dick and Harry.”
Grant Rode Here: “At first, when the Cog Railroad was opened, people were far too skeptical of “Crazy” Marsh’s contraption to take the ride. But Ulysses S. Grant went up during his
presidency. After that there was plenty of business. But not soon enough to rescue old Marsh
from his financial difficulties. He died broke. The ride of the top begins when the engine, emitting fierce snorts, clouds of steam, belches of smoke, and horrid noises of grinding and clashing,
bumps into the car, then up it goes, thundering skyward at three miles an hour. At first the trestle
is even with the ground, but a third of the way up the ground recedes below; a sheer drop of 25
feet or more from the car. As it nears Jacob’s ladder, which is a grade of 37 percent, the timber
line is passed. To stand upright in the car is to resemble a clown with extended shoes leaning forward with his face but a few feet from the ground.
“Here,” cries the brakeman above the din of the engine, “is the monument to Lizzie Bourne,
frozen to death on September 14, 1855, when she got lost on the mountain. And there, to your
left, is the plaque marking the spot where two Harvard students lost their lives in a blizzard.” All
the way up he tells of the sights and history of the 6300-foot peak. All the way it gets colder and
windier. All the way up people get more and more wide-eyed. And after an hour and 10 minutes,
the little I Think I Can grinds up the final grade as those already on top greet it with a battery of
open mouths. It’s quite a ride.”
(To be continued)
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The Roving Eye
Boston Herald
September 22, 1949 pg. 34

“The top of Mount Washington, which according to Colonel Henry N. Teague (who owns it)
is 12 feet higher than these blankety blankety government surveyors say it is, consists of an immense pile of boulders, a hotel known as the Mt. Washington Club, a peculiar building known as
the Tip Top House, a water tank, three miscellaneous buildings housing weather and research
gadgets, a tall red radio tower, and about two dozen assorted characters. The characters, aside
from those who run the Club (which is a nicely appointed inn managed by an amiable chap
named Atwood), are largely young men stationed on the mountain top the year around to observe
the weather and, in summer, the young women mountain climbers. All but the best looking of
the young women mountain climbers are lumped together under the general title of “goofer.”
Even the young women become “goofers” if they pay not mind to the weather observers’ attentions. (Elie then talks about weather personnel as it was their observations that prompted this trip.)
“The other two groups on the mountain top are civilian workers for the Army Air Force and
the Navy working on such hush-hush stuff as what kind of ice conks out jet engines, what kind of
de-icing gadgets and winter clothes work best, and other related matters. The weather and ice
men live in a shack just below the summit, companioned by a mammoth Alaskan Malamute
named Nome and a host of pictures of pin-up girls on the walls. The dog, which is as much a
tourist attraction as the view, is reputed to be the father of every dog within 20 miles of the mountain. The weather men are very proud of this. They also are proud - as indeed they should be of their mountain rescues. Mount Washington, which is considered to have the worst recorded
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weather in the world, is an exceedingly treacherous place for “goofers” who try climbing it out of
season. Even in season, which is July and August, it can be treacherous.
“Although the Cog Railway goes up until Oct. 12, the Club closes at the first freeze (which was
this week though they had a snow storm in August), and after that the mountain men are left
along with their weather gadgets, jet engines, foul weather fear, television set, beans and pin-up
girls. They get 10 days off every month, and take them by hiking down the mountain, blizzard or
no, and the only one who likes it is Nome, the Malamute. He thinks the hot weather on the mountain is terrible. It once got up to 68. As to what all the weather information gained on the top of
Mount Washington has to do with the weather in Boston, to learn which was the primary purpose
of my visit, nobody on Mount Washington knows, either.

!"
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1952 J&M Inspection
In 1952, the engineer consulting firm of Jackson & Moreland was hired to conduct an inspection of the Mt.
Washington Cog Railway. Dartmouth College had taken ownership of the railroad upon the death of Col.
Henry Teague the year before. Based in Boston and New York, the inspection team arrived just four days after
long-time engineer Mike Boyce had died from injuries sustained in a workplace accident. An edited version of
the Jackson & Moreland report follows:

Inspection Report
Mount Washington Cog Railway
Fabyan, New Hampshire
July 7, 1952

Summary and Conclusions
This report covers an inspection of the roadbed and rolling stock of the Mount Washington
Cog Railway made by us during the period June 9-13, 1952, together with a review and evaluation of the railroad’s operating practices. The purpose of this inspection and review as to determine whether the roadbed and rolling stock (exclusive of locomotive boilers) were in safe operating condition and whether safe operating practices were being followed.
The design of structures and of mechanical equipment was not included in the investigation,
it bing felt that the designs had been amply tested in service over many years, and that performance as therefore dependent on the physical condition of the parts.
We found the roadbed to be generally sound, well maintained and in safe operating conditions, except for a limited number of items, noted in the report and called to the attention of the
General Manager (Arthur S. Teague) at the time of the inspection, warranting immediate attention.
Rolling stock was found to be in reasonably good repair and general capable of safe operation,
subject to certain exceptions noted in the report and called to the attention of the Master Mechanic (Pliney N. Granger). Operating practices as described to us by the General Manager were
found to be safe.
The body of the report contains suggestions and recommendations concerning inspection, operation and maintenance. Lists of rolling stock and railroad personnel, and sketches illustrating
conditions and suggestions are included as appendices. Our inspection notebook, listing and locating all roadbed itms found in other than fully satisfactory condition, will be made available to the
railroad’s General Manager for his information.
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Track & Trestle
The following general comments are offered. Our principal criticism of the framed bent trestle construction applies to the bracing, both lateral and longitudinal. Connection details for bracing are considered generally inadequate to develop a reasonable proportion of the strength of the
member. Many of them also make contact with horizontal surfaces of sills, forming a lodging
place for moisture which has induced decay. Less attention appears to have been given to maintenance of bracing than to the remainder of the structure. A notable exception to the above criticism is the Jacobs Ladder trestle, where the bracing has ben very well handled, and is in excellent
condition. Cable guys have been provided in certain locations for wind anchorage. These were
found generally too loose for maximum effectiveness. Bracing and guys are important parts of
the structure and should receive comparable attention. In a few instances ties were found to have
suffered because of the location of the bolt holes. Ties receive the train propelling and braking
loads from the cog rail and transmit it to the structure through this attachment to the stringers.
For best service, cog rail bolts should be located in the uphill half of the tie and stringer bolts in
the downhill half. Loose blocking between sills and ground was found with some frequency.
While not dangerous, this condition permits unnecessary movement or “working” of the structure
under load, as well as abnormal stress distribution in the bents.
It was noted that locking keys for some of the switch connection pins were missing. We feel
that these keys should be provided and used, primarily because insertion of the key gives positive
assurance that the connection pin is properly installed. Platforms at various locations received
only casual examination during the inspection. We understand that these are scheduled for attention by the railroad maintenance crew in the near future, and agree that this is in order. Creosoted plank is being considered for these structures. It is suggested that salt-treated material also be
considered because of its lesser tendency to become slippery and its lower fire hazard during early
stages of its life. Track and cog rail were found to be in good condition with only a few minor exceptions noted, none of which were considered hazardous. We understand that inspection of
track, cog rail and their immediate supports is made by trackwalker at irregular intervals. It is suggested that this practice be formalized, with an inspection at least once weekly during the operating season.
Rolling Stock
This inspection covered locomotives (7), locomotive tenders (7), passenger cars (6) and work
cars (6). A visual inspection was made of mechanical parts of the locomotives. All locomotive
parts were found to be in satisfactory condition with the following exceptions:
No. 1 Locomotive
The forward brake bands were damaged because of interference with the ratchet and should
be replaced. The interference should be corrected.
No. 3 Locomotive
The rear L.H. wheel was chipped badly in two places and should be replaced.
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No. 4 Locomotive
Rear brake band should be replaced. Front brake linings should b replaced. Driving pinion
teeth were worn, requiring reasonably early replacement of the jack shaft
No. 6 Locomotive
One front brake band and linings for both brakes should be replaced. Driving pinion teeth
were badly worn, requiring replacement in the near future.
No. 8 Locomotive
Driving pinion teeth show considerable wear and will require replacement in the near future.
No. 9 Locomotive
Front brake linings should be replaced. Eyebolt connecting brake operating lever to brake
band was distorted and should be replaced.
A visual inspection was made of locomotive tender axles, bearings and wheels. All of these
parts were found to be satisfactory.
A visual inspection of passenger car mechanical parts was made. All passenger car parts inspected were found to be in good order with the following exceptions:
No. 1 Passenger Car
Lining of the rear L.H brake should be replaced.
No. 2 Passenger Car
Governor bevel gear drive missing. This will prevent automatic control of the ratchet pawl
but does not affect safety.
No. 5 Passenger Car
Rear L.H. brake shoe broken off just blow center and should be replaced. Front and rear
L.H. and rear R.H. brake linings should be replaced. Cars with defective brakes should not be operated on the open road until brakes are repaired.
Design Comments and Suggestions
We are favorably impressed by the efforts made in recent years to improve performance of locomotive and car parts through re-design, the use of better materials, and the like, Particularly
noteworthy are design changes of use of improved materials for the locomotive jack shafts and
pinions, the substitution of cast steel gears for cast iron, the use of better steel and more rugged
design for axles, the improvement of brake design, the use of molded asbestos brake blocks instead of cast iron shoes, and efforts made to eliminate stress raisers such as sharp cornered keyways, re-entrant angles and surface roughness from highly stressed parts. These changes have produced marked improvement in general equipment performance, reliability and safety. This practice should be encourage and extended, as should the practice of preventative maintenance.
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Operating Practice
The normal train crew consists of an engineer and a fireman on the locomotive and a brakeman on the car. Th engineer is in charge of the train. The trains leave from and return to
Marshfield Station. Operating speed approximates 3-1/2 miles per hour. Trains operate under
definite orders from the dispatcher, who is stationed in the ticket office at Marshfield Station and
ho may b contacted by field telephone from any point on the line. Train orders may be changed
only by the dispatcher.
Ascending trains stop at Waumbek for water, and proceed to the summit. Descending trains
are met and passed as ordered either at Waumbek or Skyline passing sidings, the ascending train
taking the siding. If one of the two meeting trains arrives at the scheduled meeting point and the
second train is not at the meeting point or in sight, the arrived train calls the dispatcher for orders
and proceeds as instructed. Descending trains normally make no stop except as required at passing sidings.
When ascending, the brakeman is stationed at the front (uphill) end of the car, where he
watches track and cog rail for obstructions and bad condition, and points out places of interest to
the passengers. His front-end station is equipped with a bell cord by which he may signal the engineer. Th ratchet, which prevents the car from backing down grade, is set in the “engage” position
but the ratchet pawl is kept up (disengaged) by a flyball governor driven through a clutch and gearing from the car axle. This is done to reduce wear on the ratchet and to eliminate annoyance to
the passengers by the ratchet click. The brake wheels, at the rear (downhill) end of the car, are unattended and in the “off ” position. If the train stops for any reason, the ratchet dog is permitted
by the flyball governor to engage, and the car is thus kept from descending.
On arrival at the summit, the train is stopped by shutting off locomotive power, and car and
locomotive ratchets are engaged. Standing orders reduce that no train be left without either the
engineer or the fireman in attendance unless the train is chained to the track and the chain padlocked.
The track grade at the summit is quite flat, so that a pull from the engine is normally required
to start the train downhill. This is accomplished by chaining the car to the locomotive, the chain
being maintained in position until the train has travelled approximately 200 feet, when it is removed.
In order to start downhill after a stop, the locomotive or train must first move uphill a short distance to disengage the ratchets. The ratchet pawls are then locked in the “disengage” position,
the train meanwhile being held by the brakes, and descent is begun. During descent, the brakeman is stationed at the brake wheels (two in number) at the downhill end of the car. When descending steep grades, one brake is set and locked, and the brakeman regulates the pressure on
the second brake in such a manner as to maintain a space of not more than 2 feet between locomotive and car bumpers. Should this space exceed 2 feet for any reason, the brakeman is
required to bring the car to a stop and engage the ratchet. The engine must then return, push the
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car uphill to release the ratchet, reverse and continue the descent. On gentle pitches, the car
brakes are released to reduce hating and the car is braked by the engine. As previously noted the
engineer is in charge of the train. The brakeman may bring his car to a stop when his judgement
dictates but cannot resume its operation without the active co-operation of the engineer.
Normal procedure requires the engine to descend using the compression braking effect of the
pistons, occasionally augmented on steep pitches by steam pressure admitted in opposition to piston travel. Compression is built up in the locomotive cylinders by means of a throttling valve in
the exhaust line. Compression braking may be supplemented by use of the locomotive hand
brake if necessary or desired.
If an unscheduled stop is made for any reason, the brakeman is required to advise the dispatcher by telephone immediately, requesting instructions. The telephone wires are strung along
the ties and the brakeman may tap in at any point with his field telephone set. In case of loss of
the service of one cylinder the engineer is permitted to descend on the remaining three. Should
two or more cylinders become unserviceable, the locomotive is required to remain immobile until
repaired or returned to the shop with the assistance of another locomotive.
Weather on Mount Washington is a definite operating factor. Contact between the dispatcher
at Marshfield Station and the Weather Bureau station on the summit is maintained by the dispatcher, and weather information thus obtained is considered in making operating decisions.
Trains are not operated to the summit when wind speeds there exceed 70 M.P.H. Trains operating in fog or mist use lights. Icing conditions cause difficulty by clogging the cog rail, especially
when the old style solid center piece is used under it. When ice or snow is reported by the
weather station and operating is planned, an engine (without car) is dispatched up the mountain
to “break out” the track. When conditions are particularly bad, track men precede the engine to
clear the track, with a man of experience, judgement and authority in charge to decide whether
trains may be permitted to operate.
Selection and Training of Operating Personnel
The engineer is the key man in train operation. Engineers are usually selected from men who
have previously worked on the route as firemen, though in the past occasional engineers qualified
on standard railroads have been tried. In general, these men have not proved adaptable to the operating conditions obtaining on the cog railway, and this source has ben or is being abandoned.
Engineer candidates are selected from mature men, preferably those with previous mechanical experience. Thy are placed as firemen with experienced engineers, where they remain for at least
one operating season, during which time they are given operating instructions. Candidates then
spend a period in the shop working under the Master Mechanic and are also given instruction on
inspection and lubrication. They are then permitted to operate work trains under observation of
qualified engineers, who must certify that the candidates are qualified as engineers before they are
permitted to operate alone. No unqualified man is permitted to operate any passenger train un-
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der any circumstances, or to operate any locomotive on the open road with a qualified engineer
present.
Foremen other than engineer candidates are selected on the basis of the employer’s judgement
of their physical qualifications and intelligence. The fireman’s job is to fire the locomotive, and to
apply the locomotive ratchet when directed by the engineer. No special qualification procedure is
required before a fireman is assigned to work. An effort is made to train firemen so that they can
bring a train to a stop in case the engineer is incapacitated, but firemen are not permitted to operate except in the case of engineer candidates, as described above.
As a general, but not inflexible rule, brakemen are college undergraduates employed for the
summer. They are selected for physical ability, good reflexes, and mental adaptability to the work
as demonstrated by trial. No brakeman is permitted to operate unless he has ben formally qualified. Candidates are trained for a week to ten days under an experienced brakeman and, when
certified by him as ready for qualification, are checked and certified by a second qualified brakeman or by the Master Mechanic, on the basis of knowledge of operating practices and rules and
ability to execute them.
Operating Inspection
Trains are inspected for general condition by the engineer before each ascent and descent and
as opportunity permits at intermediate stops. These inspections are intended to reveal faulty lubrication (hot bearings), loose or broken running gear parts, and other obvious defects. Shop inspection of rolling stock is made periodically. Boilers are inspected annually by an outside boiler inspector.
Operating Rules
Operating rules have been established over a period of years by experience and judgement.
They are transmitted orally to new employees by the General Manager, the Master Mechanic and
(presumably) by other experience employees. There is not written operating code, and no formal
“rule book”. We noted a tendency to relax the general operating procedures described herein on
non-passenger operations.
Evaluation and Recommendations
We consider the operating rules and practices described herein to be safe. They should be
strictly enforced on work as well as passenger operations. To facilitate the training of personnel
and to insure that those concerned are familiar with all the rules, a formal written rule book
should be prepared and distributed. Employees should be checked at irregular intervals for knowledge and observation of the rules, and annual physical examinations for engineers should be instituted. Consideration should be given to establishing an age limit for engineers.
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1961 Missing the Train
Jack Lynch followed his college roommate, Dennis Buss, to the Mountain in 1961. Before Jack joined the train
crews in 1962 (see Ch. 9 Sec. 9) he worked as a waiter at the Summit House. In 2007, Lynch wrote a short story
based on an incident during his first year of summit work that might explain what the experience was like to
those unfamiliar with the Cog - a memoir of sorts, like John Granger’s story of his 1936 experiences (Appendix Sec. 12). Here is Lynch’s story entitled “Missing the Train.”

Colonel Teague stood on the rough platform, one hand on the railing of the wooden passenger car he was about to board. His worn woolen pants fluttered in the sharp wind as he strained
to finish his brief conversation with Jack, the new Summit House waiter. Teague shouted over the
wind and train noise, “No, you can’t go.”
Jack’s plan had been to take the last train down the
mountain Saturday evening in order to attend 6:00 AM
Mass the next morning at a church near the beginning
of the six-mile-long base station road. He would then
take the 7:00 AM work train back to the top, arriving in
time to serve breakfast at the Summer House. Earlier,
Jack had asked his Summit House manager about going
to church. The manager had been reluctant to make a
decision on his own since he considered Colonel Teague
a tough boss and feared making a mistake.

Shrine of Our Lady of the Mountains - Carroll, N.H.

The whistle blew and the engine snorted white steam as Teague climbed on board. The train
lurched backward for its descent to the base station. Jack stared in disbelief. He had missed Mass
only once when he was quarantined with whooping cough. Even at his secular college, he and his
lanky roommate, Stretch, had always started their study-filled Sundays with early morning Mass.
He was glad he wasn’t living at his parent’s city home this summer because he had been growing self-confident after two years of college and didn’t think he could handle his father’s criticism,
orders and anger. Now here he was with a new boss who wouldn’t let him go to church on Sunday
morning. I don’t have to take this, he thought.
Jack had wanted to work on the trains. He loved all things mechanical. From an early age he
was able to figure out how things worked. He discovered that he could count on machines. A person needed to maintain them and sometimes fix them but they always came through for you.
There were no surprises. People, on the other hand, were a nightmare of surprises. They could
turn on you in a flash.
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It was Stretch who had found these offbeat summer jobs on the Cog Railway. Stretch worked
as a brakeman on the trains while Jack was hired as a waiter at the half century-old Summit
House. Colonel Teague, the owner and manager of the railroad and the Summit House, said that
if Jack did well that summer, he would have priority for a job on the trains next summer.
As Jack continued to stare at the descending locomotive, he wondered how he had gotten into
this muddle. Stretch’s mother had driven them to the base station in New Hampshire from her
home in Vermont. The friendly Green Mountains were a sharp contrast to Mount Washington,
the tallest mountain in New England. From a distance, the barren upper part appeared to be devoid of all life. Cars drove in between the White Mountains, not over them. He had felt naive
showing up at the Summit House carrying a small suitcase and the tennis racquet his mother suggested. There were no tennis courts on this windy summit, only at the fancy inns below.

When Jack heard two different shrill steam whistles he guessed that two trains were passing at
the Skyline sidetrack. He was pretty sure that Stretch would be the up-bound brakeman, so even
though he was shivering in the brisk wind, he walked down the track to meet him.
Soon the engine came chugging by at a fast walking pace. Hopping on the passenger car was
easy and Jack stood on the cinder-dusted platform explaining his predicament to Stretch. They decided that Jack should ignore Colonel Teague’s “suggestion” and go to church anyway. Stretch
made arrangements with Pliney, a third-generation Cog worker with the same name who lived in
a makeshift boarding house at the base and regularly drove to early Mass every Sunday. He had
assured Stretch they could go to Mass and make it back to catch the 7:00 work train. Pliney said
that Teague ate breakfast with his family and was never around the base station until the first passengers left at 9:00. He would never know that Jack had come down. The Summit House had few
guests that first Saturday night of the season. Randy, the other waiter, was happy to finish serving
the inelegant dinner alone so Jack could catch the last train down the mountain. That night, after
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he joined Stretch and a few other trainmen on a trip to Littleton to do laundry and go to a bar,
Jack slept in an empty room in the boarding house at the base.
Stretch and Jack readily heeded their unwelcome 5:15 alarms the next morning, inserted themselves into stiff jeans and started searching for Pliney’s room. Within minutes they were speeding
down the base road in Pliney’s repainted Dodge. Mass was longer than expected. After the final
Amen, but before the priest left the altar, Pliney motioned to make a break for the door. They
peeled out of the parking lot and rocketed down the highway to the base station road. Pliney did
not slow down when they reached it. He drove sixty on ready-to-burst screeching tires up the winding, hilly road to the base. Jack recited the Our Father more fervently than he ever had in church.
Of course, he wanted to catch the 7:00AM train but he didn’t want to die trying.
Just as they started up the last steep, bumpy part of the road to the base station they heard a
whistle—a shrill wha-oooh wha-oooh wha-wha oooooo-ah. It was Chase’s signature style of pulling on
the cord that opened the steam whistle valve. The 7:00 AM was just leaving the base station.
As the car entered the large base station parking lot they could see the escaping train. Pliney
said, “Jack, I’m sorry. You’ll have to wait two hours for the next one. There’s no way anybody
could catch that engine on such a steep grade.”
It was a sickening sight to Jack. Less emotional eyes would have glimpsed a portal into the
country’s industrial past. At first glance, an observer wouldn’t even notice the steam engine and
the single passenger car it pushed up the steep hill like a baby carriage. Instead, he’d see an immense, coal-black plume towering over the engine and, beside it, an equally enormous, drifting,
cotton-white steam-cloud. The engine also spewed white billows of steam out of pistons set close
to the ground. Oddly, these white puffs did not rise. They instead formed a private, translucent
fog bank that appeared to follow and envelop the train. The monster roared deeper than a jet
plane taking off. It was not the pleasant choo-choo of flat-earth steam engines but a menacing proclamation of an industrial-strength mechanical mountain climber.
Jack yelled to Pliney to let him off at the closest point to the train. He was going to run to
catch it before it got too far. He didn’t know that the train didn’t simply climb Mount Washington;
it went up the “fall line”—the steepest ascent to make the trip shorter than the hiking trails that go
up the mountain. He sprinted at first, hoping to quickly catch the train but soon discovered how
steep the grade was. After two minutes he had only halved the distance to the train and was too
winded to continue. He had to walk. He looked up and saw the engineer and fireman in the cab.
Then a third person; it was Colonel Teague.
Jack was breathing heavily, a controlled, even breathing. His face and hands were a dull red, a
condition that in others might warn of physical collapse but were simply his routine reaction to
hard work. Although he was now moving at the same speed as the train, he was sure he’d never
make it all the way up the mountain at this pace. He then remembered that the steam engine had
to stop for a few minutes roughly a third of the way up the mountain at Waumbek to take on wa452
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ter. He figured about a twenty-five-minute climb. He’d have to get there before they left. It was his
only chance.
He was now calm, confident he’d catch the train at Waumbek. That calmness soon gave way
to dread when he started thinking through his dilemma. He was sure Teague would fire him for
disobedience. It didn’t seem fair. He was, after all, following his conscience.
As Jack reached the stopped train at Waumbek, the young fireman was still monitoring the
flow from the huge water tank. Chase, an experienced crafty engineer was greasing one of the pistons and showing something to Colonel Teague. Chase glanced up at Jack and growled, “Didn’t
think you’d catch us. Usually, you book-sense college kids can’t handle the mountain.”
“Nice walking,” Teague said. “Do you want to ride in the cab with me?” Chase gave Teague a
dirty look but wasn’t going to question his stern boss. Soon underway, Teague took some time to
explain to Jack how the engine worked. Jack could hardly hear him. The soft coal-burning boiler
made a roar that was extraordinary when the fire door was closed but impossible to speak over
when it was open. The engine rattled raucously and the pistons hissed steam on each stroke.
“Hear that rhythmic clanging?” Teague shouted. “That’s the ratchet on the large cog gear
that engages the cog “ladder” that sits between the two rails on the cross ties. That ratchet has to
be strong enough to prevent this twenty-ton engine from going backward if we were to break a
steam line and lose all pressure to the pistons. The engineer wouldn’t be able to grab that large
brake wheel fast enough if we broke a steam line. We’d then jump the track and fall off the trestle.
That ratchet keeps us safe.”
Soon the train neared what Teague called “Jacob’s Ladder,” the steepest part of the trip—an
outrageous thirty-seven percent grade. Teague became silent and Jack looked around the cab.
Chase and his fireman were covered with coal dust and smeared with black grease. They looked
as if the coal dust and grease were part of their skin. It was hard to believe the worn wood floor
and cab walls could stay intact given the violent vibrations of the moving train.
After Jacob’s Ladder, the train reached Skyline, a short flat stretch. Since the steam engine was
not working as hard, the cab was quieter and Colonel Teague finally moved closer to Jack. Jack
turned pale, looked at the floor and took a deep breath. Now he would be fired. In a deliberate
voice, Teague said, “I understand that going to Mass must have been important enough for you to
disobey my order. I respect your principles but I have a railroad to run. Part of that operation is
serving breakfast to the guests at the Summit House. I need you to do that.
“Hell, son, you should have known that the summit of Mount Washington is out of range for
attending Sunday Mass and if it’s that important to you, you shouldn’t have applied for the job in
the first place.”
Jack realized that Teague was right, but he didn’t want to admit that he was a city kid with no
idea what a real mountain was.
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Teague said, “Catholics the world over are sometimes prevented from attending Mass. I believe in an understanding, loving God. Of course, you have to do what you think is right.”
Teague asked, “Do you need the job? I mean do you need the money to go to college?”
Jack was hoping that with the tips and a small salary and free summer lodging and meals, he
could pay all his room and board for the next year. He said, “Yes, sir, I do.”
Jack recalled struggling with the decision whether to attend a Catholic university or to attend
what some people said was the best engineering school in the world. A kind Jesuit visiting his parish had told him that if God had given him the talent for math and science, then He would expect
him to use that talent for the best that he could, even if that meant attending a nonreligious
school.
Teague told Jack that he would forgive his disobedience this time, if Jack would promise not to
do it again. He wanted Jack’s decision by the time they reached the summit. Jack didn’t have to
wait. He spoke up, “Yes, sir, I’m sorry. It won’t happen again.”
“Okay, we have a deal. Welcome to my mountain.”
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A Taylor “Day’s Work”
Coggers are often asked what was the job like? A complete and nuanced answer is difficult to craft. Jitney’s first
draft of his “Day’s Work” (Chapter 5) made it only as far as Waumbek on the first trip before running out of
steam. The remainder of the day was recollected/recreated fifty years later. Doug Taylor’s attempt to answer
the same question also stopped short - before the engine even moved, but his first draft contains details not observed by Jitney and is included here for a more complete record of “a Cog day.”

So you want to know what a typical Cog Railroad Engineer’s day is like? Well, I’ll tell you
It’s five-twenty four in the morning. The sun is
just barely crawling up over the mountain. Temperature outside is around 40-degrees, and even though
it’s July, the inside of your unheated boarding house
is mighty cold. You’re lying in bed - under 3 blankets
if you’re lucky. You are dreaming - dreams not connected with railroading - things are even getting interesting... It’s now 5:30 with a satanic click, your monstrous, two-belled alarm clock starts its hideous chatter. You groan - your pleasant, warm dream world is
yanked out from under you. Still half-asleep, you
blindly grope for the elusive stop button. You fumble,
you grasp the clock, it slips and falls out the window.
You sit up.... “Yes, Mr. Jesus, it’s going to be a good
day!”

- Doug Taylor Collection

Now you search for your clothes... underwear here, ah – clean socks here, blue cotton work
shirt, blue denim pants, bloused at the ankles, safety boots, overalls; red, no today it’s blue bandana, and railroad hat, Finally you find your leather gauntlet gloves in the litter, grab your pocket
watch, and clomp wearily down the stairs to work.
The cold of the morning bites through your lined frock as you hike down the steep bank in
front of the boardinghouse to the Shop. You turn up your collar, and with hands jammed in your
waste-filled pockets, you cross the transfer table, and tie-at-a-time you paddle up the shop lead to
your engine.
You’re second out this morning - due out of Marshfield at nine AM with the morning Flyer.
You are now passing the lower lineup of the trains on the main below the coal bunker... Tip Top or
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the mighty 8; Waumbek, or the 9, Mt. Washington or the one. You gleefully note that Chase has lost
his fire for the fourth straight time.
Now you’re walking the rail over the ash pit, jumping off to kick the cinders lower so you
won’t fill your gears like Chase had just obviously done. There’s the deuce on the back of the
switch and there you are proudly - number 6, The Great Gulf with the aluminum coach (the Cog
Railroad’s answer to the Super Chief), waiting quietly for you.

You climb into the cab. Oh yes, there’s the hissing of that leaking stay bolt in your left side
sheet. (What do those birds in the shop do that they can’t fix that??) First you check the water...
open bottom valve first on the glass, then the top one, just a turn of the wrist if you please - it’s
easier to shut off if the glass breaks. Ahh - there it is, the clear column of water, just below the
number two gauge cock. You flush the glass to make sure. Yes, it’s still there. How’s the steam just barely five lbs. Good, just enough to start the blower after breakfast. The bank glows redly
from the open firebox door. You shut it, reach over by the fireman’s seat, and work the shaker bar
once or twice. There - That ought to hold it until after breakfast. You dig out a piece of waste,
wipe your grimy hands and climb off the engine to chow.
As you go into the kitchen, you stop at the coffee, long enough to grab your first cup of coffee
- first in about fifteen. There you are, standing in front of the serving counter, staring at the variety of fruit juice cans in front of you. They stare back. You grab the V8 and gag slightly as the
eight different juices rush through your numbed system. You look at the cook. The cook looks at
you from behind his bottle of Ruperts . What’d ya want? Eggs. 3? 4! Uh...
You sit down, and huddle over your coffee. Your fireman comes in “Morning Doug?” You
look up and mutter some unmentionable obscenity back, as per usual. The rest of the meal is
eaten in monosyllables.
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1963 Dartmouth’s Title Search
By the end of 1963, Dartmouth College had owned the summit of Mt. Washington for more than a decade having inherited the property from their alum, Col. Henry N. Teague - Class of 1900. In 1962, the College had
sold the Cog Railway properties to Col. Arthur Teague. Now the state of New Hampshire was considering using taxpayer dollars to buy the property at the top. The Littleton Courier provided its readers with background on
Thursday, December 5, 1963.

“In the following story (John F. Meck, treasurer and vice president of Dartmouth) outlines the history of
the mountain from the time white men first visited the North Country. The information was contained in a talk at a recent public hearing on the proposed purchase of the summit by the state,
held at Dartmouth:
I am here at the invitation of Governor King to explain how Dartmouth college acquired the
summit of Mt. Washington and to present the college’s position with respect to the state’s interest
in owning this property. As Governor King pointed out in his remarks, the college is not urging
the state to purchase the summit of Mt. Washington but if the state does wish to do so, the college
is prepared to discuss a sale of the property to the state. This has been the college’s position ever
since 1955 when the then governor expressed interest in state ownership of the mountain. On
the other hand, should the state decided not to purchase this property, the college is prepared to
pursue other alternatives.
The summit of Mt. Washington is undoubtedly the most unique piece of real estate in the entire State of New Hampshire, if not in the eastern United States. In effect it is an island of arctic
weather, and a base from which to study arctic flowers and animal life down in the Alpine Garden, all in the midst of a temperate climate.
In brief, the weather conditions at Mt. Washington represent the most severe combination of
wind, cold, icing and storminess accessible outside the deep polar regions. Thus the summit is, in
effect, a tremendous scientific laboratory and has been and is continuing to be used extensively for
scientific purposes. Despite the rather forbidding climate, the summit of Mt. Washington has
over the years attracted millions of tourists. It is readily accessible by automobile via the carriage
road and also by the way of the cog railway. The Mt. Washington Study committee (1958) estimated that approximately 150,000 people annually visit the summit. P. T. Barnum is said to have
described the summit of Mt. Washington as “the second greatest show on earth.” It is undoubtedly New Hampshire’s greatest tourist attraction and also perhaps one of its most valuable assets
from the point of view of scientific research. As the highest peak in New England, it has a unique
value which Mt. Adams and other mountains almost as high do not possess.
Apparently the State of New Hampshire once owned Mt. Washington, since the legal history
of this area actually begins approximately in 1832 witht he conveyance by the Land Comissioner
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of the State of New Hampshire of some 25,000 acres in what is today the White Mountain National Forest to Jacob Sargent and others. This area became known as Sargent’s Purchase and included the summit of Mt. Washington. Because of rather vague conveyancing in the early days,
there arose a number of disputes as to boundary lines and prolonged litigation ensued concerning
the land in the vicinity of the summit of Mt. Washington. Eventually the Estate of David Pingree, a wealthy merchant from Salem, Mass., who had acquired great tracts of land in Maine and
New Hampshire, purchased the interests of other claimants to this area. The Pingree heirs retained titled to the summit of Mt. Washington until 1894 when a circular tract on the summit of
Mt. Washington containing about 49 acres was conveyed to the Mt. Washington Railway Co.
The center of the circle is an iron pipe at the northeast corner of the stage office, a small wooden
building just south of the Cog Railway tracks at the summit. This deed reserved to the Mt. Washington Road Co. a right of way to the summit and certain rights in this circular tract of the passengers and employees of the Road Co.
In 1910 the Mt. Washington Railway Co. acquired a 10-acre tract of land on the northeast
side of the summit from the Conway Co. this tract of land is nearly a rectangle adjacent to the
49-acre circular tract and is located in the area of what is colloquially known as the Home
Stretch, the flat area just north of and below the summit proper (near the Lizzie Bourne monument). Shortly after the acquisition in 1910 by the Mt. Washington Railway Co. of the property
of the Conway Co. on the summit, the United State Government, under the Weeks Act, condemned virtually all of the land in the vicinity of Mt. Washington and created the White Mountain National Forest. The summit tracts of land which were owned by the Mt. Washington Railway Co., however, were specifically excepted from the condemnation and remained the property
of the Mt. Washington Railway Co.
The ownership of the Mt. Washington Railway Co. was acquired by the Concord & Montreal
Railroad form the Estate of Walter Aiken (who died in 1893), a long-time majority stockholder
and operator of the railroad. Subsequently the Concord & Montreal Railroad became a part of
the Boston & Maine Railroad. The Boston & Maine Railroad in 1931 sold its stock in the Mt.
Washington Railway Co. to the late Col. Henry Teague, Dartmouth Class of ’00, who owned the
Mt. Washington Railway Co. until his death on October 2, 1951.
Dartmouth college first obtained a financial interest in the Mt. Washington Railway Co. and
the summit of Mt. Washington in 1939.. The 1938 hurricane had done tremendous damage tot
eh railway and completely destroyed large sections of the railway trestle. Col. Teague succeeded
in obtaining from Dartmouth college the financial support which he needed in order to rebuild his
railroad. In 1939 the railway company conveyed the summit properties, together with certain of
the properties at the base of Mt. Washington, to a real estate corporation then called “Mt. Washington Club, Inc.” Mt. Washingotn Club, Inc., in turn borrowed $135,000 from Dartmouth college secured by a mortgage of this real estate. Subsequently the name Mt. Washington Club was
changed to “Mt. Washington Summit House, Inc.” and this corporation continued to own the
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real estate at the summit of Mt. Washington until that corporation was liquidated and the summit
was conveyed to Dartmouth college in 1962.
The will of Col. Henry Teague left his stock in the Mt. Washington Summit House to Dartmouth college. Under the provisions of Col. Teague’s will this property was to be used to establish, in part, a loan fund for students in the Tuck School at Dartmouth college and, in part, a fund
for the general purposes of the college. There have been suggestions in the press that Dartmouth
college should give Mt. Washington to the state. This cannot be legally done because Col. Teague
left it in trust to Dartmouth college for the purposes specified in his will.
Dartmouth college remained the owner of the stock of Mt. Washington Summit House, Inc.
and, therefore, also the owner in fact of the Mt. Washington Cog Railway, which was a subsidiary
corporation, until 1963 At that time the property of the railway was sold by Dartmouth college
to Arthur S. Teague’s corporation, Marshfield, Inc. The college also leased the Tip Top House,
Summit House and certain related facilities to Teague’s corporation, but title to the real estate on
the summit was retained by the College. Over the years there have been a number of leases of
the real estate at the summit to various persons and corporations and also conveyances from time
to time of certain easements and rights of way in this real estate. As noted earlier, the deed from
the Pingree heirs to the Mt. Washington Railway Co. reserved a right of way for the Carriage
Road. That same deed granted the Railway the 99-foot strip of land on which the Cog Railway
tracks are located from the base of the mountain to the summit. Subsequently, the deed from Mt.
Washington Railway Co. to the Mt. Washington Club reserved for the railroad a right-of-way
over the summit real estate.
In 1937 Col. Teague constructed the building which is occupied by the Mt. Washington Observatory and this building was leased to the Observatory for a period of 20 years. This lease was renewed for an additional period of 20 years in 1957. The observatory building is located at the
northwesterly end of the Cog Railway tracks. The building proper is 22’ x 44’ and stands two stories high.
In 1937 Co. Henry Teague leased a portion of the summit to the Yankee Network Inc., for a
period of 10 years. In 1944 the Yankee Network leased about nine acres on the northwesterly portion of the circular tract for a period of six years with the right to renew the lease for four consecutive 15-year terms to the year 2010. The Yankee Network in 1941 constructed the L-shaped
wood and steel building near the Observatory building and a steel FM transmission tower. Presently the lessee pays an annual rent for this land of $1,000 per year. The Yankee Network abandoned its FM transmitting facilities at the summit in the late 1940’s. By certain mergers and corporate reorganizations the Yankee Network, Inc. became General Teleradio, Inc. In 1953 General Teleradio sub-leased this same property to Mt. Washington T. V., Inc., the owner of Channel
8, WMTW-TV. WMTW-TV has constructed at the rear of the Observatory building a small
structure housing its television transmitting facilities. In 1962 Mt. Washington T. B. purchased its
sub-lease from General Teleradio and has now become the direct lessee of this tract of land.
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After World War II the federal government became vitally interested in Mt. Washington as an
outdoor laboratory to do research on the icing of airplane wings and later jet engines. At first the
government’s contractor leased the Yankee Network building then subsequently this area was condemned for short periods of time by agencies of the federal government. However, the government’s interest in those so-called “takings’ has long since reverted to the owner of the summit,
now Dartmouth college. Eventually the federal government constructed the aeronautical laboratories on the National Forest land just north of the rectangular tract of land at the summit. These
two structures are not on either of the summit tracts presently owned by Dartmouth college.
Over the years there have been various rights of way granted for the purpose of running electrical cables and pipelines and for the construction of tanks for fuel oil at various locations on the
summit. In addition certain rights were conveyed in 1962 by Dartmouth college to the Cog Railway. As mentioned earlier, a right of way was granted to the Cog Railway across the summit
tracts. Also, the Summit House and Tip Top House were leased for a period of 10 years with a
right to renew for two additional periods of ten years each to the year 1993. This lease reserved
the right to sell the summit to the State of New Hampshire, or any other person, and provided
that in that event the Summit and Tip Top leases were to terminate and Dartmouth college would
convey to Mr. Teague’s corporation a strip of land measuring 80’ x 200’ east of the Summit
House and adjacent to the Cog Railway for the purpose of constructing a passenger station.
It might be interesting to recite briefly the history of the Cog Railway and Carriage Road.
The Carriage Road actually preceded the Cog Railway. Construction of the Carriage Road was
begun in the 1850’s and the Carriage Road was opened for business on August 8, 1861. The Cog
Railway was the idea of Sylvester Marsh, a native of New Hampshire , who had made a fortune
in the meat-packing business in Chicago. The Legislature granted Mr. Marsh a charter for his
Cog Railway in 1858. Actual construction of the railway began in 1866, and it was opened first
in 1869. Actually it was the first cog railroad in the world, and its design has been copied by similar railroads in the United States and Switzerland.
The present Summit House was constructed in 1915 after a prior hotel constructed in 1872
was burned to the ground in 1908. The Tip Top House, the oldest building on the summit, was
constructed in 1852. Over the years, general remodeling has been done with respect to both the
Summit House and the Tip Top House. Today the Tip Top House is used as quarters for hikers
and to house the employees of the hotel. Other than the small stage office, we have previously
mentioned all of the other buildings located on the summit. The only buildings actually involved
in any sale of the summit to the State of New Hampshire are the Tip Top House, Summit House
and Observatory building, since the other buildings on the land owned by Dartmouth college are
in the Yankee Network lease.
Since Col. Henry Teague’s death in 1951 when the Mt. Washington properties were left to
Dartmouth college under his will, a number of studies have been made of the Mt. Washington
area. In August 1953 Governor Gregg established a study committee under the chairmanship of
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Russell B. Tobey, then director of the New Hampshire’s Recreation Division, to advise on problems of public use and concern on Mt. Washington and the Presidential Range. In 1955 Governor Dwinell appointed another Mt. Washington Study committee under the chairmanship of
Judge Peter Woodbury, which recommended in its report of October 1958 that the State acquire
ownership of the college’s Mt. Washington property.
In light of this recommendation Dartmouth college has felt a responsibility to continue to
hold title to the summit of Mt. Washington pending resolution of the state’s interest, and the college has not considered alternative disposition to third parties which might have made it more difficult for the State to acquire the summit. However, Dartmouth college is not in a position to develop and improve the summit. If the State of New Hampshire should decide not to purchase the
property, then Dartmouth college will undertake to sell it otherwise , in order to realize a cash
value to devote to the educational purposes stipulated in the will of Henry Teague as it has done
in the case of the Cog Railway and base station properties.”

!"
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1967 Skyline Switch
New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission Transportation Director Winslow E. Melvin arrived at Marshfield
Station at 12:45 AM on Monday, September 18, 1967 to begin his investigation of an accident that occurred
seven hours earlier resulting in the death of eight persons. His preliminary report of the “Derailment on the Mt.
Washington Cog Railway at Skyline Switch” delivered to the Commission and released on Friday, September 22,
1967 would later become the official final report. What follows is an edited version of that document illustrated
with New Hampshire State Police photographs taken at the scene. This aerial photo was not part of the investigation but gives a good overview of the segment of the railway involved.

Aerial photo of Skyline Platform and Switch area. The descending train upper right has taken the Switch and is awaiting passage
of ascending train to the left with its car on the Skyline Platform. On Sunday, September 17, 1967, the No. 3 Base Station derailed
at the Skyline switch and fell off the track. The Chumley passenger car then derailed at the switch and traveled downhill across the
platform before leaving the tracks at lower left
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“Gentlemen:
“On Sunday, September 17, 1967, at approximately 5:30 P.M., a Mt. Washington Cog Railway passenger train descending the Mountain was derailed at Skyline, resulting in the death of
eight persons and injuries to passengers and crew...
“The equipment involved consisted of Locomotive No. 3 Base Station, and an aluminum car
The Chumley No. 11. This train left the summit in the vicinity of 5:10 P.M. The locomotive preceded the car. It was in charge of Engineer Gordon Chase of Lincoln. Charles Kenison of Jefferson was at the engineer’s controls, and was under the instruction of Mr. Chase. The fireman was
Peter H. Carter of 361 Centre Street, Milton, Massachusetts, who was riding on the fireman’s seat
and with him was Mr. Guilliaem (Rusty) Aertsen. Mr. Aertsen fired the train on its uphill run. In
the car as brakeman at the manual brake controls was Nathaniel Carter of S. Woodstock, Vermont. (editor’s note: New Hampshire in newspaper reports)
“Before leaving the summit, an announcement was made that there would be another train
coming up to take any other passengers who wished to remain on the mountain. A number of
people entered the car which has a seating capacity of 56 persons. It was intended to meet another train at Skyline, where the standees could be transferred in accordance with the usual custom. The steepest part of the grade is below Skyline.
“There are 13 rows of seats, two are seated each side of the center and at each end is an individual seat for accommodation of two persons. Nathaniel Carter stated that just before leaving the
summit he counted 25 persons standing. He assumed that the seats were all occupied. There was
no actual record of the number of passengers because the tickets were to be collected at Skyline.
Based upon his count, there were approximately 83 persons in the car.
“Mr. Carter stated that on the trip from the summit toward the Skyline switch he operated the
left hand brake wheel which controls the brakes on the rear axle (uphill) of the car. This control is
at the down hill end of the car, approximately mid-way between its center and the left side, based
on direction of travel. He stated that this control worked properly and that he controlled the
speed of the car in accordance with the usual practice until reaching a point when the grade lessens near the switch, at which time he fully released the brakes so that the car would follow the engine into and through the switch. He further stated that after the engine entered the switch he saw
it “Pop up and down.” He noticed that it was derailed, at which time he immediately applied the
left-hand brake wheel and another man located nearby started to operate the brake wheel on the
right-hand side, which operates the brakes on the forward or down-hill axle. The individual who
operated this brake was unknown to him, both before and after the accident.
“He stated that the engine started to pull away until the car went up over the obstruction on
the switch. The car appeared to slow considerably and nearly stop, following which it went over
the obstruction and proceeding down the trestle off the rails out of control to a point where it
tipped off of the trestle. He stated that the right-hand brake wheel was not used from the time he
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left the summit until reaching the switch because it was not necessary to do so in controlling the
car. He further stated that the speed down the mountain was normal, that the train was slowed before entering the switch in accordance with usual practice. He estimated the speed of the car
when it left the trestle at somewhere between 20 to 40 miles per hour.
“The four persons in the locomotive were interviewed. Peter H. Carter was riding on the fireman’s seat and as the train approached the Skyline switch he was facing crosswise of the cab from
right to left as the train was proceeding. The first he knew of anything wrong was when he felt the
locomotive bounce into the air and return again to the trestle. He noted that Mr. Chase and Mr.
Kenison immediately grabbed the brake handles and applied the hand brakes on the locomotive.
He stated that the locomotive slowed down and then it appeared to him that the car pushed it off
the trestle. He remained in the cab as it overturned, following which he got out and helped people
out of the car.

“Rusty Aertsen was riding in the cab of the engine beside Mr. Carter. He fired the locomotive
on its up-hill trip. He stated that as the engine proceeded down the mountain toward the Skyline
switch he looked at it to make sure that the rails were O.K. and that the flags indicated that the
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switch points were in proper position. He also stated that he saw Nathaniel Carter at the end of
the car in position to operate the brakes. As he looked at the track it appeared to him that the
switch was in proper position for his train to pass over.
“Charles Kenison, who was at the locomotive’s controls, was interviewed at Weeks Memorial
Hospital in Lancaster. He stated that he started firing locomotives on this railroad on August 27,
1967, previous to which he had been employed as brakeman starting to work on June 20, 1967. At
the time of the accident he was being instructed in the handling of the locomotive by Gordon
Chase. He stated that the descent was made with the air valve controlling the speed of the locomotive and at the usual speed of approximately 4 to 5 miles per hour, although on entering the
switch he stated that the speed of the train had been slowed to 2½ miles per hour for passing
through this mechanism. He stated that from his position he could see the switch and that he examined and determined that there were three straight lines through it, meaning that the two rails
and the cog rack indicated that they appeared to be lined for a straight movement. He stated that
the visibility was good, that there was “some dusty fog” at the time, but this did not interfere with
the visibility of the switch. He felt certain that Mr. Carter and Mr. Aertsen also looked at the
switch to determine its position. He adjusted the air valve to compensate for the reduced grade in
passing through it, because of the less severe grade at this position.
“As soon as the first cog of the locomotive hit the obstruction he and Mr.
Chase operated the brake handles to
apply the brakes. He also opened the
steam valve slightly for the forward position to assist in retarding the movement
of the locomotive. He stated that he
had operated locomotives several times
down the mountain, that on this particular trip the train was in complete
control, that there was no unusual load
which required any different control of
the engine than in a normal run, that
everything appeared to function as
usual.
“Engineer Chase was interviewed in
the St. Louis Hospital in Berlin and appeared to be more severely burned
than any other person occupying the
locomotive. He stated that he looked at
the switch before the train passed
through it and could not understand
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why he did not see any obstruction there. He stated that the train was handled normally in accordance with his instructions. He further stated that during his employment with the Cog Railway
he had found, on occasion, at least two such, when switches were improperly lined; one of these
was going up the hill, the other was going down the hill.
“There are 9 separate operations which must be followed in throwing the switch. Five of these
involve ‘flipping the rails’, two are sliding of cog rack sections, and two are hand thrown targets
which operate the switch points very similar to a conventional railroad switch.

“An examination subsequent to the accident clearly indicated that a section of the rail was
across the cog rack at an angle of approximately 9 degrees, resulting in a lifting and a sideways
movement to the right of the cog wheel as it encountered this section of track. This section was
called the ‘long bar rail’, is a 5' 4 and 3/4" in length and when set for a side track movement it is
placed over the main line cog rack extending 2½ inches above the top of the rack. This section of
track, when struck by the cog wheel of the locomotive and car, was bent approximately 2 inches
out of line. The cog rack was torn on the right hand side as the cog was lifted and forced to the
right, resulting in the derailment. The riding wheels of the locomotive and the car struck a section
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of the cog rack on the side track switch between the rack and the left rail. From this point the cog
traveled just inside of the right-hand rail through the switch points. The engine continued down
the track structure with its center just inside the right hand rail. The engine tender had no appurtenance which would strike the misplaced section of track, but because the locomotive was derailed it began to jack-knife with its rear extending over the left hand rail. It continued in this approximate position a distance of approximately 68 feet until it tipped off of the trestle landing at
appropriately a 45° angle against the track work supports.
“At the point where it (the engine and tender) left the trestle the distance from the top of the
rail to the ground is 8' 8". It came to rest on the ground with no evidence of sliding after striking
the ground.
“The car with the passengers continued on past the engine with its left hand wheel riding the
cog rack with the cog wheel itself just inside the right hand rail gaining momentum until reaching
a point approximately 516 feet below the initial point of derailment. During this time its speed increased. A left hand curve was then encountered and the force against the rail finally was sufficient to spread it to the breaking point. This let the car proceed off the right hand side of the trestle tipping on its right side and sliding down the hill adjacent to the trestle until it stopped in a
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combination of earth and stones. At the point where the car left the trestle, the grade was approximately 24%. The top of the rail was about two feet above the ground but the mountain slope was
steeper than the trestle, so that where the car came to rest the ground was approximately 5 feet below the rail. The car traveled a distance of approximately 60 feet along the rough terrain of the
mountain before coming to a stop.

“The main force of the collision appeared to be caused by striking a jagged rock at the right
front corner of the car. The right side of the car was damaged and windows broken. The front
end remained intact with two windows to the right of the center broken and the two to the left of
the center remaining un-cracked.
“It is indicated that some of the passengers, 6 or 8, may have jumped from the car before it
left the track work.
“From the facts obtained from the train crew there is no evidence that the number of passengers occupying the car affected the speed or control of the train prior to its derailment. In the
braking of the car only one of the two systems was in use between the Summit and the Skyline
switch. The location where the car left the trestle was at a point where the structure was almost at
ground level. It was only 5 feet lower than the trestle where the car came to rest. The terrain was
a gradual slope and not a gully, as described in some reports.
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“It is apparent from the testimony taken from the involved persons that the switch was properly closed for main line use after the last train movement was made through the side track. It is
also apparent that as engine No. 3 approached just prior to the derailment that one of the flip
rails was in a position across the cog rack as it would be for a train movement to the side track.
“The immediate cause of the derailment was the location of this 5' 4 and 3/4" section of
track. The failure of those on the engine to notice this, in view of the fact that they looked at it as
the train approached is very difficult to explain. Had it been noticed and the train stopped before
striking it the accident would not have occurred.
Respectfully submitted,
Winslow E. Melvin
Transportation Director

All photos in this section, except the first, were taken by George Hester of the New Hampshire
State Police Criminal & Photographic Laboratory on September 19, 1967
- From N.H. PUC files
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List of Passengers Injured & Status
The Casualty Roster with their injuries & conditions as published in Thu, Sep 21, 1967 Littleton Courier. Hospital Key: MH Mary Hitchcock in Hanover, NH; LTN - Littleton Hospital; STJ - Brightlook, St. Johnsbury; BER - St. Louis hospital, Berlin;
LAN - Lancaster Hospital; COT - Cottage Hospital, Woodsville; BAR - Barre City Hospital, Vt.

LTN
LTN
LTN
LTN
MH
MH

MH
MH
STJ
STJ
STJ
LTN
LTN
LTN
LTN
LTN
LTN
LTN
LTN
LTN
LTN
LAN
LTN
LAN
LAN

COT
LTN

LTN
LAN
LTN

Bailey, Floyd P.
40
New London, N.H. - discharged
Bailey, Kenneth P.
12
New London, N.H. - discharged
Bailey, Louise H.
41
New London, N.H. - discharged
Belovitz, Ronald T.
45
Agawam, MA - discharged
Blackburn, Frances M. 67
Memphis, TN - back injury and fractured ribs,
Fair condition - wife of Norris
Blackburn, Norris
68
Memphis, TN - fractured right shoulder,
fractured right arm, fractured right hand, fractured right leg, fractured ribs
Critical condition - husband of Frances
Buxton, George
49
Clifton, N.J. - head injury, right should injury
Satisfactory condition - husband of Marie
Buxton, Marie
47
Clifton, N.J. - back injury - Fair - wife of George
Cardin, Rita
42
Newmarket, N.H.
Cardin, Roger E.
47
Newmarket, N.H.
Cardin, Roger E. Jr.
21
Newmarket, N.H. - discharged
Casparius, Jennie W.
60
Falmouth, ME - discharged
Casparius, Richard E. 62
Falmouth, ME - discharged
Croteau, Bertrand, Jr.
6
Thornton, N.H. - discharged
Croteau, Bertrand, Sr. 32
Thornton, N.H. - admitted - burns of face, hands,
arms and scalp, back injury
Croteau, Debra Ann
11
Thornton, N.H. - discharged
Croteau, Edmae
30
Thornton, N.H. - discharged
Davies, Carol Ann
Davies, James T.
Davies, Lorreta
Demeritt, Everett W.
Dixen, James B.
Dixen, James I.
(severe)
Dixen, Natalie
Dorsey, Carol A.
Drury, Phyllis
Drury, Robert E.

9
33
5
30
12
55

Hampton, N.H. - discharged
Hampton, N.H. - discharged
Hampton, N.H. - discharged
Wolcott, VT - discharged
Portland, ME
Portland, ME - admitted - bruises of right shoulder

44
26

Portland, ME
Woodstock, VT
Essex Junction, VT
Essex Junction, VT

Everbeck, June
Everbeck, Richard

22
25

Newton, MA - discharged
Newton, MA - discharged

Frigon, John W.
Frigon, Ruth A.

22
22

Gardner, MA
Gardner, MA

Gaines, Clifford
33
Lockport, IL - admitted - lacerations and contusions,
ribs, right shoulder, right wrist
Gaines, Jeffery
2.5 Lockport, IL
Gaines, Norma
33
Lockport, IL - admitted - minor injuries
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LTN
LTN
MH
MH
MH

LTN

Gaines, Tom
5
Lockport, IL
Gothreau, Ovide
64
Putnam, CT - admitted - fractured ribs and right
shoulder
Gothreau, Pauline
Putnam, CT - admitted - multiple back injuries
Greene, Michael
28
Rockaway, N.J.
Gross, Charles
31
Brookline, MA - lacerations of scalp, fractured left
arm - Satisfactory - husband of Gaby
Gross, Gaby
34
Brookline, MA - facial abrasions - Satisfactory - wife
of Charles
Gross, Melanie
3
Brookline, MA - contusions and lacerations of face
Satisfactory - daughter of Charles & Gaby (Mr. and Mrs. Gross are the parents
Monica Gross, 2, who was killed in the accident.)
Gula, Carol A.
19
Williamansett, MA - discharged
Herrmoin, Bruno
Johnson, Ann

40
27

Bridgeport, CT
Parsippany, N.Y.

STJ

Kaloceris, George

27

Lynn, MA

BAR
BAR
MH

Larendeau, Carol
Larendeau, Joseph
34
Larendeau, Linda
3
Fair
Leslie, Nancy
41
wife of Richard
Leslie, Richard
49
husband of Nancy

Barre, VT
Barre, VT
Barre, VT - lacerations of face and fractured jaw

COT
LTN

Meister, Peter
Morrow, Michele

32
19

Boston, MA
Springfield, MA - admitted - fractured pelvis

LTN
LTN
LTN
LTN
LTN
LTN
LTN

Pichler, Klaus
Provencher, Daniel R.
Provencher, James
Provencher, Jeanne
Provencher, Linda J.
Provencher, Robert
Provencher, Susan D.

32
9
5
32
7
31
10

Acton, MA - discharged
Biddeford, ME - discharged
Biddeford, ME - discharged
Biddeford, ME - discharged
Biddeford, ME - admitted
Biddeford, ME - discharged
Biddeford, ME - discharged - scalp laceration

LTN
LTN
MH

Rasicot, Paul
28
Woodstock, VT - admitted - back injury
Raymond, Kenneth P. 20
Springfield, VT - discharged
Reimer, Donald MD
33
Georgetown, MA - fractured ribs, possible head injury
Fair
Reimer, Robert
6
Georgetown, MA
Reimer, Susan
10
Georgetown, MA - possible head injury, multiple
body abrasions, fractured right arm. Satisfactory - daughter of Dr. Reimer
Remington, Susan
23
Springfield, VT
Richmond, John
13
Putnam, CT - admitted - multiple lacerations,
fractured humerus
Rodgers, Dean
4
Campton, N.H. - discharged

MH
MH

MH
COT
LTN
LTN

Madison, OH - multiple body abrasions. Satisfactory
Madison, OH - head injury, right eye injury. Critical
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LTN
LTN

Rodgers, Frances
Rodgers, Harold
Roemisch, Harry
Roemisch, Paula

24
34

STJ
STJ

Schoop, Greta
Simmon Christina

33
Bridgeport, CT
child Lynn, MA

LTN

Valliere, Joseph V.

59

Methuen, MA - discharged

LTN

Warren, Beryl M.
left shoulder
Warren, Patrick
Webster, George
Webster, Jeanette
Witmer, Elsie Ann
Witmer, Jay Earl
Woodward, Sumner
Woodward, Joan
Woodward, Kate
Woodward, Kim

27

Craftsbury, VT - admitted - spine injury, laceration

LTN
LTN
LTN

Campton, N.H. - discharged
Campton, N.H. - discharged
Fort Devens, MA
Freemont, N.H.

14 mos
Craftsbury, VT - discharged
35
Campton, N.H. - discharged
21
Campton, N.H. - discharged
20
Roxbury, MA
21
Roxbury, MA
husband
New London, N.H.
wife New London, N.H.
child New London, N.H.
child New London, N.H.

Two more passengers were admitted to Littleton hospital for checkups Monday morning and two more
were taken directly to St. Louis Hospital in Berlin. They included Anthony Bertelli, 47, and Mrs. Jeanne
Bertelli, Haddam, CT
LTN

BER
LAN

Aertsen, “Rusty”
discharged
Nate Carter
Chase, Gordon
Kenison, Charles

Crew Injured & Status
19
Buck’s County, PA - abrasions & contusions
shoulder & nose injuries - discharged
Lincoln, N.H. - severe burns (3rd degree) - critical
Jefferson, N.H. - burns

56
18
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CONSULTANTS’ REPORTS
The New Hampshire Public Utilities hired two consultants in the wake of September 17, 1967 accident to
review and report on the condition of the Mount Washington Railway’s track, equipment and operations. The
organizations were both run by long-time Boston & Maine Railroad personnel - one had also worked on the
unique Mount Washington Railway before beginning his B&M career. Thomas K. Dyer, Inc. of Lexington,
Massachusetts was founded by B&M’s retired chief engineer Thomas Keane Dyer who worked for the B&M
from 1946-1963. Paul C. Dunn started working at the Cog as a Dartmouth College student in 1930. Dunn entered into an apprenticeship with the Boston & Maine and in 1939 he began full-time as a mechanical inspector.
He took over as the railroad’s chief mechanical officer in 1960. Over the years, he had helped direct spare parts
& equipment to the Cog. Dunn’s familiarity with the mountain-climbing railroad allowed him to submit his review less than a month after the accident. Thomas K. Dyer Consulting Engineers’ report would arrive in
March 1968. This group was specialized in mainline, traction railroads. Dyer’s report could be found in the
N.H. PUC’s public files. Dunn’s was stamped “CONFIDENTIAL.” It is reproduced here (with annotations) in its
entirety. An edited version of the Dyer report follows.
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Inspection Report
Mount Washington Cog Railway
Mount Washington, New Hampshire
October 4, 1967
SCOPE OF SURVEY
The State of New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission requested a survey to investigate the present
safety status of the Mount Washington Cog Railway from the standpoint of -A) Track and Trestle
B) Equipment
C) Qualifications and Training of Train Personnel
D) Adequacy of Operating Safety Rules
A) TRACK AND TRESTLE
Investigation
The entire track and trestle structure was traversed on foot in each direction. Observations were made under long trestle and Jacob’s Ladder during ascending and descending train movements to determine the extent
of vibration, sway, and trestle motion under load.
Observance was made to determine quality of workmanship in the replacing of the accident damaged
side pieces, center pieces, rail, and ties in the Skyline area and the complete rebuilding of four bents at the Skyline switch.
The track structure was observed on four trips from Marshfield to the Skyline from the front end of a
work car with close observations made for looseness or working of the stringer joints on the caps and working at
the mud sills and blocking.
Stringer ends were inspected for bearing on caps from Marshfield to the summit except under platforms.
Trip from Marshfield to skyline switch was made with the track foreman (Larry Gooden) who was requested to
point out in general the work that had been in progress prior to the accident on September 17 and the work programmed for the 1968 season.
Field observations were cross checked with a Timber inspection and l968 Timber renewal program made
on August 9, 10, and 11, l967.
Findings
The Timber inspection made on August 9, 10 and 11, 1967 (by Gooden & Ops Manager Jitney), appears to
have been carefully made. The 1968 Timber renewal program developed from this inspection is adequate to
maintain the safety of the track and trestle. Timber for the program has been ordered with some of it already
received.
The cog rack and rails are safe and securely fastened. A welding program has been in effect for several
years to help retard the cog rail wear with good results. This should be continued.
Some longitudinal and lateral bracing and side posts are missing or deteriorated. However, no undue vibration or trestle movement was evident at these locations while under train movement, indicating a substantial
and well-constructed structure adequately bolted so that the entire trestle works or is held together as a unit.
The very nature of the terrain with its rugged rock outcroppings holds the trestle from side or downhill slipping
or movement.
Two of the wind protection cables installed after the 1938 hurricane were disconnected and one was
slack. These, however, were not installed to hold the track from a safety standpoint, but merely to protect against
a complete destruction of the trestle in a high wind.
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Track line and surface is in need of attention through a program of blocking and shimming under the
mud sills. This condition was not found unsafe; however, it does add materially to the maintenance expense of
the locomotives and cars, in as much as these are un-sprung with fixed rigidly held journal bearings which do
develop wear if not operated on a fairly even plane.
Workmanship in repairs and rebuilding the track and trestle at Skyline and the l967 program work completed was good. The track foreman (Gooden) has an intimate knowledge of the track and trestle and can be expected to recognize and correct a condition requiring attention before a safety hazard develops.
No condition was found in the track and structure which is considered unsafe or critical.
B) EQUIPMENT
Investigation
Only two locomotives, Nos. 8 and 9, were under steam at the time of the inspection. These locomotives
were given both a standing and running inspection. Locomotives Nos. 1, 2, 4, and 6 were inspected while in
their various stages of repair and standby conditions. They were not tested under steam. Locomotive No. 3
which was wrecked on September 17 was inspected after its arrival at the Base Station shop.
The boiler of locomotive No. 1 was being given a new front flue sheet, smoke box, and tubes. This boiler
was entered through the dome for an internal inspection of the boiler barrel, crown sheet, crown stays, and the
back head bracing. The front flue sheet bracing was not inspected as it had been removed in order to install the
new flue sheet.
The locomotive log record was checked for pertinent repair data, particularly as to boiler status
Passenger car No. 12 and a work car were observed and brakes tested in actual train operation. Passenger
cars Nos. 1, 4, 5, 6, and 7 were given standing inspections with particular emphasis on the brake systems. Passenger car No. 2 was observed in the process of being completely rebuilt with a new steel frame and braking system. Passenger car No. 11 which was wrecked on the mountain was inspected for conditions other than those
which were accident caused
Machine shop and repair shop practices were checked for quality of workmanship with particular emphasis on internal parts not readily visible for daily inspection.
Findings
The locomotives, Nos. 8 and 9, which were observed while under steam and under working conditions
appear to be well maintained and steam tight as to boiler and piping. The other locomotives not checked under
steam likewise appear well maintained. No exceptions from a safety standpoint could be taken.
The lack of damage that locomotive No. 3 sustained in its drop from an eight-foot trestle speaks well for
the ruggedness of these engines.
The Mount Washington Railway is fortunate in the caliber of its maintenance personnel, particularly as
to welding (Paul Philbrick) and boiler work (Ray Gilman), evidenced by the boiler work being performed on locomotive No. 1.
The locomotives are vastly improved over what they were when acquired by the present company in l931,
even though they are 36 years older. Redesigned crank shafts, main shafts, journal boxes, crank shaft bearings,
counter weighted cranks, cast steel wheels, cast steel cog gears, cylinders, and valve mechanisms, along with
forced feed lubricators, molded asbestos brake lining, electric lights, new tenders, and a complete new system of
steam piping are some of the maintenance saving and functional improvements engineered, developed, and installed by the present company since 1931. (Ed note: Dunn would know. He was working on the Cog when Henry Teague
assumed ownership from the B&M in 1931.)
New fire box side sheets have been installed on all except one locomotive during the past several years. A
new boiler has been purchased and frames are in process of construction on which this boiler is to be installed.
When complete, this will be the first new locomotive built since No. 9 in 1908.
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The adequacy and soundness of construction of the new style aluminum cars were apparent from the
slight structural damage sustained in the accident by car No. 11.
Workmanship in the rebuilding of one of wooden cars appears good. Cars have been modernized in the
past few years with improved brake drums, molded asbestos brake linings, and cast steel wheels.
No conditions were found on any of the locomotives or cars or exceptions taken in maintenance practice
could be considered as constituting a safety hazard.
C) QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING OF TRAIN PERSONNEL
Investigation into the qualifications and training of the engineers, firemen, and brakemen could only be
made as to the limited force currently (late Sept-Oct) employed by the railroad. Most of this group of employees
leave after Labor Day. It is the customary practice after this date to have available one or two crews during the
middle of the week and augment this during weekends with returning summertime employees who are able to
get back for weekend duty. Interviews and observations were made with one regular engineer, two weekend engineers, and several weekend brakemen and firemen. All of those observed working in their capacities as engineer, fireman, or brakeman on passenger and work trains indicated a complete understanding of their jobs with
due regard to safety. Some of these observations were made under rather difficult circumstances, including the
critical locomotive movements made during the re-railing operations at Skyline and the braking of the work
train which held back its usual load plus the damaged car (see Vol. 3 Timeline) on the descent from Skyline to the
Base.
Discussion with the train dispatcher (Cliff Kenney) and several engine crew members indicated that the
normal practice was for new brakemen to be instructed and qualified by the senior fireman. This process of
teaching and qualifying might take up to six trips, depending on the prior experience of the individual. The engineer must also give his approval of the braking ability of the trainee brakeman before he is considered qualified.
Brakemen who desire to are usually promoted to fireman, the firemen in turn are promoted to engineers,
after they have gained sufficient experience in the operation and care of the locomotive under the tutelage of an
engineer.
No age limit or length of service for any one of these positions before promotion is standard, this being
entirely dependent on the capabilities of the individual. Except for the few regulars and a few local school teachers who work regularly in the summer and come back for fall weekends, most of the other engine and train crew
are college students.
The maturity, ability, and interest of the person involved and the thoroughness of the training are more
important for this work than an established age limit or years of service criterion. If these factors are carefully
observed in selecting men for this work and the qualification rules are firmly enforced, the system is adequate
and safe.
D) ADEQUACY OF OPERATING SAFETY RULES
The railroad does not have a book of operating rules governing the movement of trains, nor a code of
safety rules governing working conditions and the traveling public. Such rules have been handed down by word
of mouth and have been considered as part of the training process.
Since the accident on September 17, 1967, new rules have been established governing the operation
through switches, the number of people allowed in the cab of the locomotive, and the braking responsibilities of
the brakemen. The current train personnel have been instructed on these rules and it is understood that all returning train personnel will be instructed on the rules before they are allowed to work on a train.
served.

These rules are proper and adequate for safe train operation. Supervision must see that they are ob-
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CONCLUSIONS
The track and trestle structure is safe for operation and if maintenance, as programmed is carried out, it
will continue to be safe.
The locomotives and cars are adequately maintained and have adequate holding and braking power to
do the job required. The equipment is safe and suitable for operation.
If the selection and training of personnel is carried out as programmed and the train operating safety
rules are observed, there should be no question as to the safety of train operation.
RECOMMENDATION
One recommendation only is given with this report because of its definite relationship to future safety of
operations and restoration of public confidence. The individual recommendations, for long range improvement, which could be made in the maintenance and operations will in the normal course of management be
handled through the fulfillment of this one recommendation.
It is recommended that an experienced manager or superintendent, well-rounded in maintenance, operations, and employee supervision, be employed by the Mount Washington Cog Railway.
Respectfully submitted,
Signed: P. C. Dunn

!"
Report
on
Mount Washington Cog Railway
for
New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission
October 1967
Received by PUC: March 4, 1968

SCOPE OF SURVEY
The New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission retained Thomas K. Dyer, Inc. to investigate and report on th adequacy of the trestle, equipment, and operating practices of the Mount Washington Cog Railway
after the passenger train derailment of September 17, 1967.
A field inspection of the trestle indicated 8% of the timber was poor and needed replacement. Track surface was poor in some locations due to crushing of timbers. Downhill movement of the trestle, due principally
to inadequate longitudinal bracing, has resulted in poor track alignment. Computations of stresses in the trestle
showed stresses higher than considered allowable in normal engineering practice in some members.
Operating mechanical equipment was in a satisfactory condition at the time of the inspection. Braking
systems were found to be adequate to control and stop the trains under operating conditions. No written instructions exist concerning the inspection of equipment.
Train operation was studied to determine operating practices. No written instructions were found other
than those issued by the Public Utilities Commission in October 1967. Recommendations resulting from this
investigation are summarized as follows:
a. Eight (8) percent of the trestle timber needs replacement and longitudinal bracing fasteners require replacement. Overstressed members should be maintained in good condition.
b. The track requires surfacing and lining.
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c. Written instructions should b prepared by the Railway and submitted to the the Commission for approval covering equipment inspection and operating rules defining responsibility, duties, train operation and
qualification of personnel.
d. The Railway should furnish the Commission annually a statement from a qualified and responsible
employee that the trestle, track, and equipment has been inspected and is adequate for operation.
FINDINGS
Track and Trestle Structure
The inspection findings are summarized as follows:
Running Rails: The running rails consist of 25 lb. rail (approximate) from the Base Station to the Summit.
From the Base Station to the Shop, the rail was 50 lb. (approximate). The rail is old and worn but in satisfactory
condition except for a few rails broken in the joint area. Four hole joint bars were used without lock washers.
Many loose bolts were observed. The joining bars were in satisfactory condition. Running rails were fastened
down on every other tie with one track spike and one bolt. Spikes and bolts were in satisfactory condition.
Rails in general were butted up tight due to no anchorage and general downhill movement. There were marks
on the rail under spike heads showing evidence of rail movement apparently due to expansion and contraction
from temperature changes. The movement was not excessive.
Cog Rack: The cog rack assembly is 12’-0” long. Th cog rack is fastened with two ¾-inch bolts through
every other tie (ten bolts per 12’ section). Angles were corroded and, in some locations on curves, worn by the
gar teeth. The general condition was satisfactory. A considerable number of loose spools were observed.
Other spools had been welded to the angles to correct a loose condition. Spacing of spools between two cog
rack assemblies was frequently poor, up to 1” too wide.
Switches: There are three switches on the Railroad located at the Base Station, Waumbek Tank, and Skyline. The switches are considerably more complicated than conventional Railroad switches due to the cog rack
assembly. Nine separate moves are required to line the switch. Due to the many movable parts in the switch,
the switch, both cog rack and running rails, is very flexible in the sidetrack move. Gauge was poor and evidence
of wear where various members of the switch had been struck by equipment was apparent at all three switches.
The condition of the various members making up the switches was satisfactory.
Line, Surface and Gauge: The horizontal alignment of the running rails and cog race was generally poor due
to downhill movement of the trestle structure. Track surface was poor in many locations principally due to
crushing and settlement of supporting timbers. The gauge of the track was general satisfactory except in a few
locations on curves and through switches.
Trestle: Approximately eight (8) percent of the timber was found to be in poor condition and in need of
replacement. Considerable crushing of caps and sills has occurred which has resulted in poor track surface at
these locations. Longitudinal bracing of the trestle was consistently poor except for Jacob’s Ladder. A portion
of the shims were in poor condition and in need of replacement. Additional shimming is required at some locations to improve track surface.
Equipment
An inspection was made of the equipment operated by the Mt. Washington Cog Railway with emphasis on
braking systems and maintenance procedures. The equipment consists of seven (7) passenger cars including
two aluminum cars, two (2) work cars and six (6) steam locomotives.
Braking Systems - Cars: At the time of inspection, all cars capable of operating had braking systems in adequate condition. Axles, wheels, and car frames were also inspected and found to be adequate.
Braking Systems - Locomotives: Observation during operation showed all three (braking) systems (brake,
ratchet, cylinder compression) were capable of stopping thE locomotive independently. The general condition
of locomotives at th time of inspection was satisfactory. It is understood a full hydrostatic test is made of the
boilers annually before locomotives are put in service. We were also advised that each locomotive is inspected
after each run.
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Operating Practices
Operating procedures were observed during train operation and additional information obtained by interviewing Railway personnel. No written operating rules, procedures, personnel tests, or personnel rosters appear
to exist (except for instructions issued at the request of the Public Utilities Commission during the inspection period.)
ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
The general condition of cars and locomotives in operating condition at the time of inspection was satisfactory. Braking systems were found to be adequate to stop trains under operating conditions. In order to insure a continued satisfactory and safe condition of equipment, written instructions for the frequency of inspection, methods of testing, and equipment components to be inspected for locomotives and cars would be desirable. Car inspection instructions should place a particular emphasis on periodic inspection of the hand brake
system in detail, axle, wheels, pawl and ratchet, and provide for brake tests.
The problem of obtaining steam locomotive maintenance personnel will be increasingly difficult as men
who railroaded in the Steam Era become more scarce. It would appear necessary to train a nucleus of young
men in this work to insure adequate maintenance forces in the future.
The long history of successful operation of this Railway indicates operating procedures have been largely
satisfactory. The investigation of procedures revealed, however, that no written instructions or rules, other than
those recommended by the Public Utilities Commission recently (see below), have existed. The absence of written instructions defining responsibilities, duties, train operation and crew qualification increases the possibility
of man failure.
- Thomas K. Dyer, Inc. - Lexington, Massachusetts

!"
To All Engineers, Firemen and Brakemen:
The following rules have ben adopted by the Mount Washington Railway Company upon the order of
the Public Utilities Commission:
1.
Trains ascending the mountain must stop before passing over any switch, following which the brakeman shall examine the switch, and the train will proceed upon his motion only after he is satisfied that it is
properly set. During the passage of the train the brakeman shall observe the movement of the train over
the switch making certain all parts are in proper condition, and to report any excessive movement or other
condition indicating that maintenance attention should be provided. Note: The brakeman shall stand beside the switch during the movement of the car and engine over the switch and shall not return to his post
until the entire train has cleared the switch.
2. All descending trains shall stop before passing over any switch and both engineer and fireman shall
make a physical inspection, acknowledging to each other that it is properly set for passage and that passage
through the same be made at a very low speed not to exceed 1½ miles per hour. Note: The fireman shall
get out of the cab and actually look at the switch before the train goes over the switch. If due to darkness
or weather conditions, he cannot see the switch, he shall make whatever examination is necessary on th
ground in order to be sure that the switch is in the proper position before the train proceeds over the
switch. Until the fireman has completed his examination the train shall not proceed over the switch. It is
the responsibility of the fireman to examine the switch, but it is also the responsibility of the engineer to
look at the switch from the cab since he is the person primarily responsible for th safety of th train, its passengers and crew.
3. That the brakeman while ascending the mountain shall be stationed in the forward end of the car in a
position to observe and ascertain that the cog rack, rail and structure is in normally safe condition without
obstructions.
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4. That the collection of tickets shall be made at a time when no train movement is involved unless
this duty is performed by one who has not responsibility for train movements. Note: Tickets will be collected only when the train is stopped. This may be done either at Waumbek when the engine takes on water or at either siding. Tickets will not be collected under any circumstances by the brakeman when the
train is in motion. The brakeman will remain at his post in the uphill end of the car at all times while the
train is in motion. On descending trains, Tickets will be collected either at the Summit or if the train is
stopped at Skyline or Waumbek. If the train is not going to stop at Skyline or Waumbek, the tickets must
be collected at the Summit prior to the departure of the train.
5. That descending trains while under way shall have a qualified engineer and fireman in their proper positions in the locomotive and a qualified brakeman stationed at the brake control in the car with no other
duties to perform.
6. Occupancy of the locomotive shall be restricted to not more than 3 employees at any one time while
in operation. Note: Persons who are not employees shall not be in the cab at any time while the train is in
operation and occupancy will usually be limited to the fireman and the engineer unless the duties of some
other employee require his presence in the cab.
MOUNT WASHINGTON RAILWAY COMPANY
By: Ellen C. Teague - President
Editor’s note: In late 2018 a copy of this memo was found in a file attached to copies of The Cog from a Safe Point of View
and Brake - Fire - Run produced in the early 1960s which outlined in writing some of the responsibilities, duties, train operation
and crew qualifications the Dyer report said was lacking. The photo below of the memo to Engineers, Firemen and Brakeman records this.
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1973 The Troubles
When the Jitneys set out to complete the Operating Manual in May 2015, it was decided they would stop writing their narrative at
the end of 1967 - their last summer at Mt. Washington. It would be up to someone else who was there to pick-up the story. But
eighteen months after Jitney’s death no volunteer had stepped forward. Jitney Jr. decided to tell the story of another tumultuous
Cog summer through documents collected over three years of research and the testimony of those who were there. What follows
is that effort.

Five summers had passed since the Cog Railway’s “Annus Horribilis.” Lionel Rodgers had been Ellen Teague’s General Manager of the railroad for the first two. Former Boston & Maine Chief Mechanical Officer
Paul Dunn had replaced him in 1970. Niles LaCoss replaced Paul Philbrick as master mechanic and was now
leading the shop crew. Veteran engineer Bob Kent took over daily train operations management from Jitney.
But it was now Mrs. Teague’s railroad. She had to make the calls that her husband had handled for 38 years
when it came to maintenance budgets for both the Cog’s track and the Cog’s trains.
Her concern for the cost of railroad upkeep surfaced early. In a memo to the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission about an April 10, 1968 meeting with the new Cog management team, Transportation Director Winslow E. Melvin said “The point which seemed to bother Mrs. Teague most was the amount of timber
which is required (by the Commission’s post-accident order) to be purchased each season for renewing and maintaining
the track work and trestle. It was pointed out that in the Dyer report and the Commission’s Order that the material already ordered last year (1967) would amount to approximately 40% of the total needed to replace or renew the work recommended by Dyer.” Melvin said “the same amount (ordered in 1968) could continue for the
next two years” because the 1967 order for track material went in late, and didn’t arrive in time to be installed
that season.
Material that did arrive in time in 1968 was metal to fix the Chumley car. “After the wreck - the idea was the
aluminum car would be rebuilt,” recalls car shop foreman John Ruggles. The namesake son of Arthur Teague’s
wartime colleague, John Ruggles had worked three summers under Col. Teague’s railroad management style. A
hitch in the Army took him away from the Mountain for 1967 - the Cog’s summer of sorrow. He returned in
1968. “What I did is I made an inventory of all the materials (needed for the Chumley). All that was delivered in
‘68, (and) from ‘68 to ‘71 it just sat out back of the car shop (while the Number 2 car rebuild was completed).
One of the things that I heard about (from Mrs. Teague) was ‘Why hasn’t (the Chumley) car been rebuilt? All the
material has been sitting there since ‘68.” Ruggles tried to explain, ‘Well, we had another (passenger car) in
there that had to be rebuilt.’ That wasn’t good enough.” Ruggles says the new railway president did seek counsel on some decisions. “People would give her an idea which sounded good to her and when it didn’t work out,
guess who got the blame? The person who came up with the suggestion or the idea that she attempted to put
into practice that didn’t work.” Ruggles says her management style quietly soured relations with other northern
New Hampshire tourist operations. “She created a lot of ill-will with the White Mountain Association because
a lot of things (for her) were black and white instead of shades of gray. (For) guys like Art Teague… everything
was a shade of gray. He was making the best out of the material he had to work with.” Ruggles says Mrs. Teague didn’t do that. “Ellen Teague was a very authoritarian and controlling person. She wasn’t a person who was
a natural leader... You didn’t see that in Ellen Teague when Art was still alive. She had definite opinions on
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things (then). It was easy to see that.” But now, the widow Teague was in charge of the railroad, and the
Mount Washington Railway’s 100th anniversary in 1969 was fast approaching.
Ellen Teague’s 1982 memoir makes it clear the Cog’s Centennial was a top priority for her in 1968. A
grand party was in her wheelhouse. She had been planning and attending social events in Philadelphia for
years. Manager Lionel Rodgers’ “personality, honesty and sincerity” and “his watchful eye on the little steam
trains” allowed her to concentrate on the year-long party. “He was a railroad buff,” she wrote, “and that was
reflected in the way he made certain the cars were swept, the windows washed and the exterior of the coaches
kept clean, too. I felt free to leave the railroad in Lionel’s charge as I accepted invitations to speak before various organizations - valuable preparation for the year to come.”
Lionel Rodgers stepped down as General Manager after the 1969 Centennial season. Gift Shop manager
and Railway corporation board member Mike Haney also left. Haney had been at the Cog since 1946. He told
Jitney in a letter that winter, “I have given up the Cog Railway. It was most difficult to even finish last season
(1969) with the state of affairs at the Base. I did, however, and vowed I would not return for another season.”
Financial records indicate 1969 may have been boilermaker Ray Gilman’s last season as well.
With Rodgers departure, Ellen Crawford Teague needed to find someone to oversee the railroad for her.
She hired Paul C. Dunn. Her book, I Conquered My Mountain never mentions his name. “The new man did a
good job his first year (1970), although he was not the ideal man, having a very cold personality. He did tell me
when I hired him that he always stopped work at five to have his before-dinner drink, but that did not concern
me. He was evidently interested in his career, for he asked if he could buy stock in the company. I had to tell
him that was impossible, as all the stock was to remain in the Teague family.” Dunn’s interest in owning a piece
of the operation may have run deeper. The Dartmouth man had worked at the Cog for the B&M, and then for
Henry N. Teague in the 1930s. Dunn was part of Henry’s management team starting the first summer of the
Old Colonel’s ownership in 1931. Arthur Teague and Paul Dunn were on Henry’s board of directors in 1938
before Dunn left to begin his full-time career at the Boston & Maine Railroad. There Dunn was in a position to
help Arthur with his railroad by sending spare and used equipment to the Cog as the B&M wound down its
steam engine operations. Paul Dunn knew how to run and maintain a railroad. Ellen Teague maintained strict
control of the railroad’s purse.
“Paul Dunn was the operations manager and Paul couldn’t do anything on his own really,” remembers car
shop foreman John Ruggles. “The final arbiter on anything was Ellen Teague. I went to them and said we need
to do something about repairing the insides of the cars and taking care of the paneling and getting everything
ship-shape for the upcoming season.” But replacing the paneling in the Thelma aluminum car would be time consuming without a new specialized tool. “When (Ed) Chumley had built the cars, everything was hand riveted
and getting the rivets out to replace any of the structural parts or any of the aluminum paneling was a real problem.” The solution? “It was as simple as saying, we need a very specialized pop rivet gun, which at the time
(1970) was relatively new for large pop rivets on the order of a quarter of an inch, which is an industrial
grade… You couldn’t go to the hardware store and buy this stuff. It was probably a couple of hundred bucks
for everything. The answer (from Mrs. Teague) was, ‘We can’t do that. You’ve got to spend money on other
things.’ I’m not sure what the other things were,” says Ruggles, “(but) if the inside of the cars are falling apart
that’s a real problem. It was general maintenance. You just couldn’t get the money for… or the permission to
do (it).”
When John Ruggles left after the 1970 season, the job of rebuilding the wrecked aluminum passenger car
was advertised. Bob Kent almost found someone to fix the wrecked Chumley. Dick Bell was teaching with Bob
in Essex, Vermont. Bob told him about the job. Dick’s background in vocational arts was a good fit. He went
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to the Mountain for an interview. Mrs. Teague offered him the job. But Bell turned it down. The job stipulations were too much. His wife, Nancy would have to work in the Gift Shop, and the couple had four kids that
would be left with no supervision.
Ellen Teague writes in her book that Paul Dunn’s attitude changed during the 1971 season. “I watched our
employees carefully and could see the changes which had taken place in their attitudes. He began playing up to
the employees and hosted frequent beer parties at the cabin where he and his wife lived. Soon two of our employees who had always been very friendly to us hardly spoke to me or other members of the family. Then another employee began to treat the manager with marked deference, and I began to wonder what he as telling
them. One day I found out. He had been telling the employees that I used the Cog money to take winter trips,
and they believed every word he told them. All of this upset me very much and made my work and (daughter)
Janie’s most unpleasant.” Business during the 1971 season was good under Dunn’s direction - an estimated
50,000 people rode the trains. However, the former Boston & Maine vice president saw problems on the horizon. “This is a private enterprise working in the old steam era,” Dunn told reporter Erma Perry of the Copley
News Service. Dunn said he was having problems finding steam locomotive builders and boilermakers. It was
the problem forecast in the 1967 Dyer report: “The problem of obtaining steam locomotive maintenance personnel will be increasingly difficult as men who railroaded in the Steam Era become more scarce. It would appear necessary (for the Mt. Washington Railway) to train a nucleus of young men in this work to insure adequate maintenance forces in the future.” The other problem Dunn saw was literally on the horizon - the plumes
of black coal smoke coming from the stacks of the engines as they pushed their load of tourists to the Summit.
“People forget when they talk of pollution what the old steam engines used to do,” he said.
In 1972, the New Hampshire Air Pollution Control Commission ordered the Cog stop polluting the air
with coal-burning locomotives, and the coal-fired water pumping station sending water to the Summit. Paul
Dunn told reporters the railway would request a hearing on locomotive operations and seek a year-long variance to avoid closing. “There’s no way to fix a steam locomotive so it won’t put out smoke,” said Dunn. “We’re
not polluting any more now than we did 50 years ago. The cog railway is quite an important part of the economy of the North Country.” Dunn said the railway didn’t need the pumping station for their operations.
“We’re running it for the state park on the summit. If the state wants water at the top, it will have to find a way
to get it there.” Ellen Teague says lawyer Jack Middleton advised seeking the variance, but she wanted a permanent political solution. “I would have to (seek a variance) every two years, and the winds of political change
could disqualify us at the whim of some politician,” she wrote. She started working the legislature seeking an
exemption from air quality rules. The exemption for “steam railroads which operate entirely within the state”
enacted in early 1973 covered the Cog and the wood-burning steam train at Clark’s Trading Post at North
Woodstock.
While the Cog’s public focus was on the skies in 1972, other problems were developing closer to the earth.
State Transportation Director Winslow Melvin and inspector Walter W. King went to the Base Station on Friday, September 15, 1972 to conduct an inspection of equipment and the track. King reported, “Due to lack of
available maintenance crew there has been little routine type of work done on the track structure. However,
safety has not been neglected; if repairs were necessary to insure safe operations, they have been completed.
Most of the crew returned to fall and winter activities early this year. There are enough men available to make
up three train crews and a small force for repair.” It was King’s opinion “that the one factor in the highest of
priority expressed by the General Manager (Paul Dunn) and members of the crew that were interviewed (during the inspection) would be safety of the passengers.”
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Ten days later, Ellen Teague presided over the gala roll-out of the Cog’s newest engine, the No. 10 Colonel
Teague, named for her husband. Niles LaCoss and Steve Christy had assembled the engine while former B&M
shop execs, Paul Dunn and Earl Cone oversaw the effort from their positions on the Cog payroll. Cone, like
Dunn, had worked for Henry Teague back in the day, had a long career at the Boston & Maine, and had
worked for Arthur Teague.
Twelve days later, inspector Walter King filed a report listing the specific trestle timbers he found needed to
be replaced as he walked the track on August 17, August 22 and September 5, 1972. In addition, King found
the rack and rail needed work as well. “There was no welding done as a maintenance feature this summer
(1972) due to the lack of labor. The same could well be said of the routine up-keep of the track and trestle.
Only those areas that were found to be in need of immediate attention were attended to. However, the track
was not neglected.” King reported General Manager Paul Dunn said “the overall replacement of (track) timbers schedule was delayed” due to lack of qualified personnel and the early departure of the college students
and teachers for school.
Simmering maintenance issues came to a head in June 1973 as the shop crew prepared the engines for the
new season. It was time for the annual pressure tests on the locomotive’s boilers to make sure they would not
fail while pushing paying passengers up the grade. “We used to ‘hydro’ those boilers,” Steve Christy explains in
2018. “We took ‘em to just 180 pounds (pressure - 25% over ‘pop-off ’ or safety valve release) with cold water.
You figured if you had 40 more pounds on (the boiler) with cold water... everything shrunk up... you’re going to
see a leak (if there’s a problem) and you’re also stressing the boiler and the stays (stay bolts) and everything
(flues, welds).” Steve vividly recalls testing the engine (No. 3 Base Station) that had been that spring’s work train.
Half of a new arch had been installed in the firebox (two fire bricks with a key placed in front of the flues to roll
the fire over before it exited through the boiler to the stack.) The arch cost about $120, so they didn’t want to
knock it down and remove it for the test. That meant someone had to get in the firebox, get up over the arch
with a trouble light and monitor for leaks around the firebox flues. Steve was elected to go inside.
“I was a little thinner in those days,” Christy says. He could hear the old leaky hand water pump bringing
the water pressure up. “I don’t know how (the pump) ever got the pressure we needed, but (it) did.” When they
made the pressure, the boiler reverberated with a large report. “It was like somebody took a 16-pound sledgehammer, and just struck the firebox,” says Christy. “I can’t hear anything. And I started hollering... to stop...
something had happened. I thought a stay (bolt connecting the inner firebox wall with the boiler wall through
the water jacket) might’ve broken. I said, ‘Something’s happened to her and we better figure out what it is.’”
But the necessary test pressure thad been reached before the loud “CLANG.” Technically, the boiler had
passed. “Niles (LaCoss) was upset,” says Steve. “I said ‘Let’s drain the boiler... pull the dome cover and see
what’s going on.” The boiler was emptied and the dome cover removed just before noon. “It was early in the
year so everybody was still going up to Marshfield for the hot lunch,” says Steve. When the rest of the crew
headed for lunch, Steve stayed at the Shop. “I climbed up on the boiler, took my boots off and took a trouble
light and some mirrors with me and went down in. The stays all looked fine. All the sheets looked like they
were good. But I had noticed in the inside of the firebox on the throat sheet, inside of the (firebox) door, it
looked to me like that throat sheet had distorted. Somehow I was able to turn over in there, and got my head
and shoulders as far as I could up to the crown sheet. It’s the damnedest place to be, particularly if you’re claustrophobic. I stuck a trouble light up to the butt of the boiler and shown it down. Then I took a mirror and
reached as far as I could. And what I saw, I still remember... the hair standing up on the back of my neck...
every stay in that locomotive from the firebox side back looked like you’d taken and put it in a pencil sharpener.
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From the outside of the boiler going towards the fire box about an inch and a half, about half of (each stay) was
full integrity. The first third of (each stay) was virtually not there.”
When the crew got back from lunch, Christy pulled LaCoss aside. “Look, I know what our problem is. If
this locomotive is indicative of all of the rest of them. We’re probably not opening here in a couple of weeks,”
remembers Christy. “I told him what I’d found. I said, ‘I think what we need to do is cut out a stay underneath
the throat sheet where I think the one failed... and see what we got.’ And that’s what we did. We had these little
round bindle mirrors, you know, you could just get one of those through there with the light up above, you
could see (the problem.)”
Christy says at that point, the owner of the railroad Ellen Teague became involved. “Somebody had telephoned her, or spoken to her at some point (and) communicated to her we had a problem with the boilers...
There is going to have to be some extensive repair work before they could go up on the mountain, and it might
delay the season. Well you can imagine how that set with her. She came up from Philadelphia. The first place
she stopped virtually was my cabin. I remember I heard something in the driveway. And I looked... it was her,”
recalls Christy, who was cleaning up after the work day. “I’d just gotten out of the shower... and she comes in.
She says, ‘Somebody tells me that you think we’ve got a problem with these locomotives.’ And I said, ‘Well, I
don’t think it - I know it.” She said, ‘I’m going to tell you these trains, this railroad’s been around here for over
a hundred years and it’s run every season through World Wars and everything else. And it’s gonna run again
this year!”
Mrs. Teague describes her return to the Base in 1973 this way - with no mention of the boiler problem:
“When (daughters) Janie, Fanny and I arrived at the base in early June, we found it difficult to understand why
the Railway employees seemed so cold in their attitude towards us.”
The opening of the 1973 season was fast approaching and a worried Steve Christy headed down the mountain. “I went to Fabyan and with directory assistance, I found Walter King... who was the inspector for the
(New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission) who lived out in West Canaan. I didn’t know him other than seeing him up there” remembers Christy. “I called him and I told him the story. He came up (on June 11) and we
showed him what we’d found.”
Walter King’s inspection report for that June 11, 1973 visit found the following: “According to Paul Dunn,
General Manager, the insurance company has requested that all boilers be retested at 50% above capacity...
This request excluded No. 10 because it has a new boiler. As near as can be determined... the boiler on No. 3
was new in 1909. It was further noted that this was the last boiler to be replaced.” That meant the Base Station’s
failed boiler was the newest one in the fleet other than the Col. Teague went in service in 1972. “Niles LaCoss
could not give an estimate as to how long this engine (No. 3) might be out of service. He claimed that 25 staybolts might be replaced per day providing no problems arise. As the situation is now, locomotive No. 10 is operational. No. 1 will be after other repairs are completed. No. 3 is out of service until 149 staybolts are replaced
and it is retested at 216 lbs. (50% over pop-off). No. 4 passed the 216 lbs. hydrostatic test, but failed the visual.
No. 6 has passed visual inspection, but it must have the high hydrostatic test. No. 2 and 9 must be retested at
216 lbs. This brings about the concern as to whether or not there will be locomotives enough to accommodate
the passenger traffic. If those engines that are to be retested fail, it would appear the railway has problems.
The possibility of other (mechanical) problems could mean an even sharper cut in service, or as the case last
year (1972), broken shafts could mean the cancelling of the entire day’s schedule. The problem that arises is
this: What will the management propose to correct the situation? Repair is the logical solution. How - is a
management decision.” Dunn and LaCoss told inspector King “they are not boiler experts. They can repair
and maintain; however, professional advice as to what is the margin of safety is required. It would appear to
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this inspector that as a regulating body concerned with safety of operation and passengers, it would be in keeping with the responsibilities of this Commission to request a boiler expert be consulted with to determine what
margin of safety should be set for a minimum staybolt size. It would be further opinioned that a boiler repair or
replacement schedule be in order should the finding of the boiler test indicate a problem does exist.”
Steve Christy says the PUC ordered the railroad to replace one third of all of the stay bolts in all of the locomotives before they were allowed on the Mountain. “I thought that was pretty generous. Just to replace a
third of ‘em based on what I’d seen, but Ellen was fit to be tied,” says Christy in 2018. “I don’t know if she ever
knew who ratted ‘em out. I mean if it had been left to Ellen there’d not been any work done anywhere. Everything would just roll along. She didn’t like to spend money on the track.”
On Monday, June 18, 1973, Paul Dunn told the PUC he had resigned as General Manager “effective immediately.” Inspector Walter King went to the Base the next day to investigate and reported to Winslow Melvin
that Dunn’s resignation “was prompted by an order issued by the owner, Mrs. Ellen Teague, that the only backup locomotive could be used as a regular schedule train, and leave the railway with no back-up power at the
Base” and “the boiler inspection problems also have entered into the disagreement” between Teague and Dunn.
King found on June 19th “Locomotives No. 1 and 10 were operating a passenger schedule and No. 9 was fired
up for back-up power. These are the only engines available at this writing that can be used and No. 9 as back
up only. It has not had the new 150% hydrostatic test.” King told both Teague and Dunn that the State could
not become involved in their disagreement. “However, the (Public Utilities) Commission does have an obligation to the passengers to see that its order, which was issued in 1967, that a qualified manager or superintendent
be employed by the railway is upheld. After much discussion separately with both parties involved, it was determined that Mr. Dunn was staying for a few days to act as a trainmaster, and he would make no decision as to
maintenance.”
King reported to Melvin that “Niles LaCoss was leaving and Bob Kent, trainmaster last year, would not be
coming (to work this year) if Mr. Dunn left. As of the evening of June 19, (1973) Mr. LaCoss was gone, Mr.
Kent hadn’t arrived and probably wouldn’t, and Mr. Dunn was officially through as General Manager, though
his only concern is for the best interest of the Cog Railway. This was borne out by the fact he was still trying to
get the four (4) locomotives repaired before June 30, the beginning of the hourly schedule. Mr. Dunn did succeed in acquiring the services of the Dillon Boiler Service, Inc. of Fitchburg, Massachusetts to begin work on
June 20. As of this date, June 20, the railway is still without a general manager.”
As Inspector King was writing his report to his boss, Winslow Melvin, Transportation Director Melvin received a noon phone call from Mrs. Teague. Ellen told Melvin a meeting at 9 am that morning (6/20) had been
held “and she felt things had been worked out between her and the General Manager (Dunn) and employees
and that Mr. Dunn was being retained in his position and that he was responsible for train operations and the
equipment used.”
Paul Dunn called Melvin on Thursday, June 21 to tell him “that arrangements had been made between Mr.
Jack Morgan and Mr. Niles LaCoss to have (LaCoss) come back and to do so required an increase in pay. The
arrangements had been agreed upon (between Morgan and LaCoss)... however, they had not been authorized
by Mrs. Teague so it is questionable at this point whether Mr. LaCoss will come back and whether Mr. Dunn
will stay as General Manager. He (Dunn) has agreed... to remain while the boiler work is being performed... at
least until the end of June.” Melvin told the Public Utilities Commission, “Until then the General Manager is
Paul Dunn.”
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The negotiations prompted trainmaster Bob Kent to begin work on Sunday, June 24. Niles LaCoss had
also returned.
Inspector King made another visit to the Base on Thursday, June 28th, the last day “the Dillon (boiler) people could be there. As of 3 p.m., all boilers had been repaired; that is, as far as staybolts and welding was concerned. Number 1, 2, and 10 were operating with No. 4 as back-up power. Numbers 6 and 9 were tested and
ready to be put together. Number 3 had not been tested yet.” However, King reported the General Manager
situation remained unchanged. “Mr. Dunn claimed his notice of June 30 (resignation) still stands. However,
Mrs. Ellen Teague was confident arrangements would be made with Mr. Dunn to remain for the 1973 season.”
The management dispute is noticeably absent in Ellen’s memoir. Instead, she outlines her impromptu attendance at an employee gathering at the Boarding House during this time period. “Late that June (1973) when
Janie and I returned one evening from the Weathervane Theater in Whitefield I saw a note pinned to my door
saying that there was a meeting at the boardinghouse. I drove there immediately and found many of the Railway employees sitting about full of talk, complaints, and beer. Their abusive talk was sickening and since they
would not listen to me, I left. Next I heard that a strike was planned for the Fourth of July. What had happened
now? To prevent the strike from working, I secretly contacted several of our former loyal employees - engineers,
firemen, and brakemen - enough for three crews to be on hand. I was right.” Although she does not say so in
her book, Ellen Teague also got in touch with Edward M. Clark, who ran his family’s Clark’s Trading Post tourist attraction in North Woodstock, New Hampshire which featured trained bears and a wood-fired steam locomotive. She wanted him to take over for Dunn as general manager. “Eddie had an engineering degree from
the marines and had served in World War II,” she wrote in her memoir. “He had his good and bad points, as
we all have, but he came to my rescue...”
As the Cog Railway management storm built towards a weekend crescendo, a real rain storm began pummeling New Hampshire. The Boston Globe reported “The 72-hour deluge of almost unremitting rain pushed rivers in the state as much as 11 feet over their banks, causing some of the worst flooding in years.” Streams and
rivers receded below flood levels on Sunday (7/1) leaving behind “millions of dollars in damage to local and
state roads. The high waters forced the evacuation of hundreds of residents and the shutting down of roads
and bridges in the northern regions of the state. About 70 employees of the Mt. Washington Cog Railway,
along with two dozen hikers and tourists spent Friday and Saturday nights in company cabins at the Railway
Base Station. A branch of Franklin Brook had washed out three quarters of a mile of the road from US 302 to
the base station, and the Ammonoosuc River had flooded the main highway in both directions.” On Sunday,
people began “hauling hundreds of tons of gravel to repair washed-out culverts, bridges and roads. Said one
weary volunteer, grunting over a short-handled spade in a culvert: “Anybody who ain’t out here digging ought
to be in church given thanks that it weren’t no worse.” Behind the scenes at the Cog it was getting worse.
Many employees were planning to leave the railway because they felt Mrs. Teague was refusing “to allow
the general manager (Dunn) to do his job.” Bob Kent sat down with Ellen on Monday, July 2nd for “a two-hour
conversation with her, and at that time told her all I thought had gone wrong to bring us to the point where we
were.” In a letter to Transportation Director Winslow Melvin, Kent said he told Mrs. Teague “what I thought
could be done to rectify the situation. She did not take my advice and as a result was left with no men to operate the railway.”
The same day as the Kent-Teague meeting, state inspector Walter King was at the rain-soaked Base to see
how the engine repairs and tests were going. He found “Engines No. 6 and 9 were being readied for service.
No. 3 had been (hydro) tested.” King also learned the Dunn matter had not been settled - despite the personal
assurances of a solution from Ellen Teague just five days before. King told Transportation Director Melvin key
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personnel were ready to leave. “Mr. LaCoss said he was staying until the No. 3 boiler was ready for reassembly,” wrote King. “After that, he was definitely leaving. At least one other man from the shop, Steve
Christy, who helps Mr. LaCoss with the internal (boiler) inspection was also leaving.” King learned Paul Dunn
was going “down the Mountain” the next day. Bob Kent told King that Dunn had “terminated his employment
at the Railroad as of June 30 as he planned. (Dunn) was staying on long enough to make an orderly transfer of
authority to a new General Manager.” Kent told King he and “most of the crew would be leaving also. It
would not be a strike of sorts; they would be leaving the employ of the Cog Railroad.” Kent estimated no more
“than one or two engineers and firemen would stay (after July 3rd). Possibly three or four brakemen would stay,
and he was not sure as to how many of the new trainees would remain,” wrote King. “This will create a problem with the hourly schedule. It appears that there will be difficulty in putting together more than two (2) crews
with no back-up crew if the engineers and firemen do leave.”
Tuesday, July 3, 1973 was the anniversary of the Mount Washington Railway sending its first train to the
Summit in 1869 after four years of construction. It was becoming clear to state regulators that behind-thescenes, the Cog’s 104th birthday was going to be anything but happy.
During his Monday visit, state inspector Walter King learned the new General Manager would be Eddie
Clark. “Mr. Clark has had nearly 30 years experience with steam engines,” King wrote. “However, most of this
is aboard a steamship. He has a certificate as a third Assistant Engineer of unlimited horsepower. Mr. Clark
admitted he did not have any experience with the cog-type railroad or (cog) locomotives. He does have working
knowledge and experience with standard (traction-type) steam locomotives.” King told Winslow Melvin the
new General Manager was assembling a repair team. “Mr. Clark is bringing in a James Moody of Lincoln to
be the machinist and oversee the shop. Mr. Moody is presently employed with Oceanside Machine Shop in Plymouth, New Hampshire. He has very little, if any, boiler experience. Mr. Clark feels Charles Kenison can handle any boiler and engine repairs if a qualified machinist is available to prepare the parts. Paul Dunn, Niles LaCoss and Bob Kent are trying to brief Mr. Clark on as much as possible about the operation, safety, track and
trestle, and locomotives. He (Clark) admitted he knows nothing of the switches. This is his first concern, to
learn the switch and how it operates. He feels he needs to go through a simulated ‘engine in trouble on the
Mountain’ situation. Mrs. Teague feels she has a good manager in Mr. Clark and claims he is highly recommended by several people including Governor Meldrim Thompson. She is giving Mr. Clark the authority and
power to make all necessary decisions concerning the operation, safety, and maintenance of the railroad. The
authority was denied to Paul Dunn,” noted King.
Inspector King may have first met Eddie Clark during a meeting with Ellen Teague as King’s July 3rd report concluded by saying, “In discussion of the operation and safety with Mr. Clark alone, he brought out some
areas he felt needed attention. Mr. Clark wishes to spend more money on track and trestle repairs. He feels 4
or 5 new boilers are needed, now! He felt that about $300,000 should be borrowed to up-grade the entire operation and all profits from the railroad must go back into preventative and corrective maintenance.” King thought
Clark’s ideas “would enhance the Cog Railroad greatly. However, these same requests have been made by Paul
Dunn, only on a smaller scale, and refused by Mrs. Teague as being unreasonable. Taking this into consideration it would appear that (it’s) possible Mr. Clark will discover he can’t do all he feels necessary and this may
jeopardize his position as general manager.”
Ellen Teague’s book does not mention the July 1st replacement of Dunn with Clark. Her recollection resumes on the nation’s birthday: “On July 4 none of the manager’s crews came to work, but I had two crews with
a reserve on hand. Dr. Bob Campbell took over one of the locomotives as engineer; Joe McQuaid, later editor
of The Union Leader, took over the second engine; and the spare remained at the base. The railway opened for
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business, but no one was permitted to answer the phone at the ticket office. One of the strikers put a plug in the
switch at the base. Meanwhile another had called the Public Utility Commission saying that we were operating
against rules. I learned of this through a friend at Troop F (of the State Police). Then I called my lawyer Jack
Middleton.”
Documentary evidence of what exactly happened to settle the 4th of July showdown between the two sides
of the Cog family, each deeply and personally committed to the railroad, is not readily available. The solution,
however that was negotiated, did result in the return of Paul Dunn, and the crew that wanted him to be allowed
to do his job for the remainder of the 1973 season. (Editor’s note: According to Ellen Teague, there was apparently a July
4th meeting between Dunn, Mrs. Teague, lawyer Jack Middleton, and Teague accountant, Bob Wood where Dunn reportedly said
“it’s either me or Mrs. Teague.”)
Ellen Teague wrote of the solution: “The manager (Dunn) asked for a contract and demanded that Mrs.
Teague and Janie leave or he would go. Since the season was already under way, I had no alternative, because
without a manager the Public Utility Commission would have closed the Cog. Janie and I decided to go to Kennebunkport, Maine, but Fanny had to stay, since she was in charge of the kitchen (in Marshfield). As soon as I
could get her things together, Janie and I left for Maine.” They spent the rest of the summer off the Mountain first in Maine and later at the Teague Farm in Guildhall, Vermont.
Paul Dunn continued to run the railroad for his fourth season. Trainmaster Bob Kent wrote “that under
Mr. Dunn the railway has steadily progressed” and “climaxed with (the 1973) season’s record-breaking performance. We had the greatest passenger-carried year and the greatest financial year in the history of the railway.”
Dunn allotted $10,000 to crew supervisor Kent to distribute as year-end bonuses to “the good men who worked
hard to produce a record season” - a practice begun by Henry Teague and continued by Arthur Teague during
his management of the railroad. However, there would be no timely bonuses in 1973.
On September 14, 1973, Railway President Ellen Teague gave the State a heads up about her plan to terminate Paul Dunn once the trains stopped running that year. “I am notifying you at this time, prior to notifying
Paul Dunn, that his services will no longer be needed here with my Company after this 1973 season. It is now
dangerous to continue to hire Paul Dunn, who is that kind of a man who thinks nothing can stop him. Paul
Dunn has blackmailed this Company, twice to get agreements for his retention here, as manager. He quietly organized a walk out... This was planned against me... to get an agreement that Paul Dunn would get an agreement to work here through December 1975; this would give Paul Dunn his maximum Social Security.” Teague
said “several of the boys” would back her up. She asked that her letter be read to the New Hampshire Public
Utilities Commission and be published. Teague wrote that she asked Joe McQuaid “to keep all (the details of
the strike) from the papers, which he did.” Teague notes “business has been excellent and trains are running
ahead of last year and 1971 because now Paul is making a point to run five and six trains which previously he
had not done in 1971 and 1972. Actually we could and should have had seven trains in running order. What
Paul Dunn hasn’t done is track work and coach work. To have Paul Dunn work for me any longer is dangerous.
He was hired to work with me, not against me and my family. It reminds me of long ago, on this Railway, when
Mr. Lyon of the B&M, back in the 1890’s, took over possession of this Railway from Sylvester Marsh by pushing him out and making him serve only as President and gained control of his stock.* Paul Dunn is now using
these same tactics. Paul has become rude, aggressive, and feels he has full control of everyone. Therefore for
* The corporate power-play Teague alludes to was actually done by Walter Aiken, a partner of John Lyon who ran the Boston,
Concord & Montreal Railroad. Lyon and Aiken built the Cog’s first Summit House in 1872-73. A wealthy man in his own right,
Walter Aiken accepted stock as payment for management of the Cog and the engines and cars he built for the railway. John
Lyon died in 1878. The next year, Aiken family claims to coming up with the original concept of the Cog Railway surfaced.
Marsh said he did not publicly fight with Aiken because his patron on the railway board had died, and he wanted the Cog to succeed. In addition all of Marsh’s male heirs had died. When Marsh died in 1884, Walter Aiken took total control of the railway.
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the safety of the Railway, Paul’s services will no longer be acceptable to me and my family...” Ellen told lawyer
Jack Middleton to tell Dunn he was fired on Thursday, October 11 with just three days left in the 1973 season.
On October 11th, Ellen Teague sent a hand-written letter to Transportation Director Winslow Melvin that
Paul Dunn had violated PUC orders by leaving the Base with no reserve crew on October 8th and 10th. Niles
LaCoss and Frank Kenison were at the shop, but Teague said LaCoss was not a qualified engineer and “neither
of them are a reserve crew.”
On Friday, October 12, Transportation Director Winslow Melvin was inspecting the railroad to determine
its general condition. Melvin went up on the 11 am train riding on the front platform with 48 passengers inside
the renovated No. 2 passenger car being pushed by the No. 9 Waumbek. They met the No. 10 Col. Teague and the
No. 4 Summit at the Skyline switch. The No. 10 was carrying passengers. The No. 4 was on a test run as it had
been completely overhauled. Melvin asked the engineer if the No. 4 was okay. “He indicated everything was
working fine,” wrote Melvin. But near the Half-Way House, the descending No. 4 lost one of the six bolts that
anchored the boiler to the frame. The water drained out. The crew dumped the fire to prevent boiler damage.
The Summit was stuck on its ratchet. A rescue train was sent up. The breakdown gave Melvin’s train one hour
ten minutes at the top, and another 35 minute delay on the way down. General Manager Paul Dunn told Melvin “he was being notified in the mail that as of the end of the season he was relieved of his duties.” Niles LaCoss told Melvin that “it would be impossible for him to work for Mrs. Teague, and if Mr. Dunn is not retained,
Mr. LaCoss will not assume the responsibilities which he has shouldered in connection with making certain all
of the equipment is properly maintained for service.” Melvin noted in his inspection report, “LaCoss is the only
employee at the shop who is qualified and recognized for boiler welding on the locomotives.” Parts had already
been shipped to LaCoss’s Etna, New Hampshire workshop to assemble an eighth locomotive during the winter
(1973-74). This was the same shop where the No. 10 Col. Teague was built. Melvin concluded his October 15th
memorandum: “The railroad will be in a very serious situation if Mr. Dunn’s services are terminated. While
the Commission is not charged under the statue with managing this operation, it is unique in that qualified men
are getting fewer each year and it is very necessary that this operation be conducted by one who is familiar with
all of the required procedures. It must be one who can accept responsibility for making certain that the employees understand and perform their work properly. With all due respect to the ownership during the past few
years the actions of Mrs. Teague indicates that she does not fulfill these requirements.”
Sunday, October 14th - the last day of the Cog’s 1973 Season - the last day of Paul Dunn’s tenure - was
also the day Arthur and Ellen Teague’s oldest child died. Jane Teague’s diabetes which she had been living with
since age six had put her in a coma in late 1969. She lost her eyesight. Jane recovered enough to continue working at the Cog as the Marshfield cashier with a small “I am Blind” sign on the counter - making change and
sometimes asking a nearby waitress for help identifying the bills. With her mother at her side, Jane Teague died
that Columbus Day weekend. She was buried alongside her father and youngest sister, Lucy in Lancaster. She
was 30 years old.
Ellen Teague named Eddie Clark as her new general manager. She reportedly told Mr. Clark he “could do
as he wanted” with the $10,000 worth of bonuses allocated to the 1973 crew by trainmaster Robert Kent. Kent
was told Clark replied, “the men have been paid and that is all there is to that.” Kent warned Transportation
Director Winslow Melvin the non-payment of bonuses would lead to fewer qualified Cog train crew returning
to the Mountain for 1974. “A good general manager has been fired,” he wrote, “many hard working men apparently have been denied bonuses ranging (up) to $500 that they richly deserve, an outstanding master mechanic
has terminated his employment - and how will these people be replaced? I wouldn’t have any idea except that
they will NOT be replaced with the caliber of personnel of 1973.” Shortly after Christmas 1973, some men
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did receive bonus checks. And some of the crew that had walked out on the 4th of July talked about doing
something to “save the railroad.” Engineer Bill Oedel, then a Yale senior finishing his degree, told an organizer
of the effort: “After half a dozen years I too have grown to love the place and to feel increasingly numb about
the (Teague) Family. Perhaps for that very reason I grow increasingly fond of the Railroad, more and more emotional about its imminent demise.” But Oedel was also realistic about the chances for success. “(Ellen) certainly
had no right owning a railroad,” he wrote. “One day a group of enraged drones realized this fact and shouted
as much from the rooftops. They were made sterile and replaced - kazam. They had forgotten that (Mrs. Teague) owned the railroad and there was nothing they could do about it. I’m not saying there’s nothing we can
do; I’m trying to suggest that we should realize our limits and carefully work out our priorities.”
On Friday, November 30th, Transportation Director Winslow Melvin finally answered both Ellen Teague’s
September 14th letter telling State regulators Dunn was done at the Cog, and her hand-written October 11th
correspondence that had arrived six weeks prior. “You do not indicate in your letter a replacement for Mr.
Dunn as General Manager for next year,” Melvin wrote, “or who is to be responsible for the necessary planning
during the winter in order to have materials and equipment ready for the opening of the 1974 season. It has
been very apparent to me over the past few years that there is personal animosity between you and Mr. Dunn.
However, I think, I must in all fairness, inform you that... it has been my observation that he has been completely loyal to the railroad, and has held a high degree of respect and cooperation among the employees responsible for its operations. Mr. LaCoss who is responsible for constructing, assembling and maintaining steam locomotives certainly must be considered qualified to operate them under emergency conditions, with no revenue
passengers, in case of breakdowns on other equipment on the mountain, with one such as Mr. Kenison available to accompany him. I believe that I should call these matters to your attention in the hope that in making a
change you will realize that the best interests of the Cog Railway must receive the first consideration. It is my
considered opinion that Mr. Dunn has performed these services in the best interests of the railway and in doing
so has overcome many difficulties and ended the present season with the heaviest patronage in the history of the
railroad. This should not be overlooked.”
Mrs. Teague answered the following Wednesday. “The episode of Paul Dunn is finished and through
with,” she wrote. “There is no personal animosity on my part but Paul Dunn has been unfaithful to me as my
manager... Now to answer your question on my manager for 1974. The past two managers since Art’s death, I
tried to study carefully but then man is changeable, and some can do the job better than others. I certainly have
learned a great deal, and Art... told me (before he died) he wished he had taught me more. I am certain Art
would never have left me if he felt I was unable to carry on. This I shall do and will do until my life’s end and
do well, even though there are others ready to grab (the) business. There is no one more qualified than Edward
Clark for performing the duties of General Manager of the Cog Railway. Edward Clark is my new manager
and Governor Thompson said he was a good man for the job.” In her book, Ellen Teague wrote: “Eddie Clark
was kind to me. The biggest job (of 1974) was to restore the distorted feelings of our employees. We got going
slowly and it took time to break in the new employees, but it was worth the effort.” (Editor’s note: Clark would leave
as manager in the fall of 1976 after three seasons. He, like those involved in the 1973 dispute, remained loyal to the railroad. In
2000, he found two large classic wooden water tanks built in the early 1900s and donated one to the Cog to fill the tenders of the
thirsty steam engines at the Base Station.)
1973 was supposed to be Fanny Teague’s last year at the Mountain managing the Marshfield kitchen. She
followed in the footsteps of her sisters, Margie and Anne, who had married and moved on. Fanny got married
on May 24 just ahead of the 1974 season. She came back to cook that summer when the new chef was fired.
The Teague Family now running the railroad after the summer of 1974 was just Ellen and son, Charles.
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Rochester, New York historian Robert Bermudes, Jr. interviewed Edward Clark about his time at the Mt. Washington Cog Railway in December 2000, 2001 & 2005. At the time, Clark was overseeing the hydroelectric facility in Littleton and was nearly a
quarter century removed from the general manager’s position he held for Ellen Teague from 1974 to 1976. However, his memories and his story-telling skills remained vivid. Here with Bermudes’ permission is an edited version of his conversation with Clark.

“I became general manager of the Cog Railway because the Teague family and I had been very close,”
recalled Edward Clark. “I had begun to collect historical steam (at Clark’s Trading Post) that dealt with the
logging of the White Mountains at the close of World
War Two. I always kept track of the Cog Railway
and went up there to get boiler flues or bushings or
cylinder oil or whatever. It was when I began to run
my railroad experimentally to see if the tourists would
like it.” Clark’s master plan was to eventually cross
the new interstate highway that was heading north
and build a replica logging operation in North Woodstock. “Then I could get onto what has now become
500 acres of land in a mountain surrounding and excellent for commemorating the logging days. I had
Ellen Teague & Ed Clark at Marshfield Station (1983) gone about as far as I could and needed a lot more
- John Rolli Collection capital to go up heavier grades and put in a lumber
camp and all by the seat of my pants. And it had to be
an economic success.”
Ed Clark had become friends with the Teagues at the first organizational meeting of the White Mountain
Recreation Association in North Conway in the early 50s. “The Teagues were still living up at the Hut and going through Crawford Notch,” Clark told Bermudes. “It had to be November or December... I had a 1940
Dodge pickup truck and they had some kind of an old Chevrolet car, ‘37 or ‘38 and it wasn’t worth the powder
to blow it to hell... The Teagues were thrifty and careful not to ground... It wasn’t easy money and he didn’t
take easy money out (of the Cog operation) to my knowledge. However, I’m never interested in whether you got
any money or whether you’re Catholic or Protestant or Palestine Irishman. Going up through the Notch, I went
a few hundred feet ahead because I thought my tires are a little better than theirs. When I got to the Crawford
House to the Bear Notch road, I knew that’s where they would cut in (to go to the Cog) and the lights on the car
were very dim and it was a dismal feeling as the sun was coming down. And they made it up to that last pitch.
I stopped my truck and I went back to them to ask them if they were okay and they were... they were a happy
jovial pair. Ellen Teague and he were wrapped up in big, heavy a coon skin coats, you know, because the goddamn car didn’t have any heat in it.”
“They never knew much about me until the White Mountain Recreation meetings,” said Clark who went to
the Association’s organizational meeting to represent his father who was ailing. “(Clark’s Trading Post) only had
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an admission of a quarter, and Storyland already was (charging) a dollar... when I went to that meeting. They
said, ‘Now we’ve got to assess one another before the meeting is over, and in order to make this fly, we should all
put in $1,500.” Ed Clark remained quiet until the chairman said, “Ed, I didn’t hear from you. I said, I am here
to report to my father, and we do not have a cash flow where I can say that we will put in $1,500. Arthur Teague said that he couldn’t put up $1,500. Bob Morrill, who’s a very fine diplomat and good man... said, ‘Well,
do you think your father would consider $750?’ And I thought a little bit and I said, ‘Well, I think yes, but I
can’t speak for him.’ It was a late meeting. When I got back, he was in bed. Daddy, said, ‘How did things go...’
this and that. And eventually I told him what I had semi-committed to...” The elder Clark agreed, and son Ed
says “Arthur Teague was assessed in the first few years of the Recreation Association $750 just like we were.”
Ed Clark became Ellen Teague’s general manager in the late 1973. “I took over in the fall when the last
train came down from Paul Dunn, who had been with the B&M in an administrative job, like on right of way...
materials... supplies and contracts and so on,” said Clark. “But he had the benefit of the old timers” like Earl
Cone and Harold Adams. “Paul Dunn really did very well in his own way, but Ellen was a very strong woman
and you can even look down on people for being strong and ridicule them. She was very, very strong and could
endure any amount of tragedy and hardships and financial return and all of these torments that ran with having about 67 employees, which I think is what was in there when I finally took (over) all of the system.
Why? Economics “when I came to the cog railway, the Treasury was very low if anything. And I took a very
modest figure, general manager and unlike other crews all of the years, I would work throughout the winter to
bring the equipment up to par. And uh, there was something like 67 employees, counting the girls, taking care
of the laundry and the dining room and the gift shop. And like, galley, I finally put all girls in there because I
had a lot of troubles with drinkers being cooked and working in the Galley. They couldn’t be depended upon to
be there in the morning to feed the crew and get the train out at 8:00 but a 63 or 67 is the total amount (of employees). And I had to eliminate all the unnecessary help there was. And I got it down to 37 and the payroll was
the same. But I was able to have more contented man because they were getting paid more and they agreed
with me if I keep the pay total payroll the same and I could weed out anybody and the other guys. My men
would play, as I say, the piano with both hands. They’d work harder. And they did. And we had a good relationship in most cases except those that didn’t want to do the right thing. And I had to replace them as quickly as I
could. Find a way to train them up and replacing them.” According to Doug Taylor, Clark also was interested
in hiring at least one of the Jitney Years team. “Ed Clark tried to get me to join him full time at the Cog to run
the Car Shops again,” says Taylor in March 2020. “I went up and talked to him, but I guess I sensed the management problems at the time, plus the fact (wife) Missy didn’t want me to leave Dartmouth (where Doug was teaching technical theater), made it easy to turn him down. He offered to match my Dartmouth salary, which was about
$10,000 per year. I wonder if he would have been able to get it by Ellen.”
“Three Types of People”
Bob Clement: “Ed is fond of stating that there are three types of people: workers, coolies, and drones. Whatever you did, you did not want to be a drone in Ed’s eyes. Workers, and coolies had uses; they were able to accomplish things with either their minds or bodies; they got things done. Drones did not. Drones took up space
and slowed others down.
It was not only people that fit into these three neat compartments; the equipment you used could also be
categorized this way. Clement tells a story of a work crew high up on the mountain that included Ed, in his blue
work uniform, replacing wood on some of the three miles of trestle that ran up the Cog right-of-way. Being
miles away from electric power sources, most of the equipment used on the mountain was hand or gasoline powered. Ed was having difficulty starting a gas powered chainsaw. He tried diligently to start it, making all the fine
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tuning adjustments appropriate for the chainsaws of the day. As the seconds turned into minutes, his gyrations
trying to start the saw became more and more intense. Soon he was just a blur; a whirling dervish frantically
pulling the ineffective starting cord. All of a sudden he stopped. He became completely calm. Ed had given
the chainsaw every opportunity to start and it chose not to. He turned to the gathered congregation as he
started to gently rock the offending chainsaw in an underhand motion. “Gentlemen” he said in measured
tones, “there once was a time when people cared about the equipment they made.” The pendulum arc got
greater as he pontificated on the ruin of the modern working man and his equipment. The entire track crew
was now watching and mesmerized by Ed’s sermon. He remained calm and under control the entire time. L ike
an itinerate bible preacher working a crowd, the tempo and rhetoric of Ed’s benediction increased as he went
on. As he reached the climax, both in the rhetoric and motion of the saw, he finally stated categorically what he
thought of the saw. “Sometimes people produce shit!” With the word “shit” he let go of the chainsaw sending it
in a big curving arc into Burt’s Ravine where it smashed to bits. The service over, Ed and the crew got back to
the work at hand.
Clark told Bermudes “There is nothing that I can say wrong about Ellen Teague. Even though there was a
conflict there, I never got angry, or ugly or nasty and so on because I was playing with the toys and doing what I
wanted and I was there to make modifications. I didn’t care about the gift shop or about the restaurant or the
bookkeeping. I was there from a mechanical aspect only. It was easy to do all of that... she was very good to me
and it was a place to live, and for the first time rebuilding of locomotives went on somewhere in the winter.”
The Yellow Jacket Speeder
One of Clark’s mechanical projects was the development of a small Cog section car to be used when there
was trouble on the line. “Breakdowns on the mountain were more frequent, constantly frequent, and things had
to be beefed up... we always had a special train at the Base simmering away... something happened up there and
we’d have to stoke her up. The shop crew were former engineers, firemen, brakemen and all, but they were
working down there either on coaches or whatnot, and would go be an additional crew if needed. There were
times that the crackerjack machinist was running the locomotive and the next best machinist was firing. So we
were in need of a quick way to get up and back.” Thus the Speeder concept was born.
“I’m a flamboyant guy... the first (speeder) was light and could be lifted off by the section crew. And she was
made from Maine Central speeder components with an entirely whole different undercarriage. We just used the
wheels. And we made sprockets and special drive gear and the first one was yellow - so her name was The Yellow
Jacket” because of her color and her sound. “We put a high speed, a very powerful engine for the Seventies that
belonged in the snow machine with the constant torque clutch brake. Roger Sanders and I worked on the first
experimental unit that was going to be lifted off... we made alterations and so on, and we had a double ended
windshield. We had to have the sprockets - the power sprocket to the rear and the idler sprocket, which is also a
brake system. We’d run our experiments after the place closed on Oct 12th, and the summit was in snow.”
“The day came that we tested her out probably as far as Waumbek, and she worked excellent. Then the
next day (November 25th, 1974 according to Mt. Washington Observatory logs), the mountain weather turned very bad
and the summit was in heavy snow - fresh, and we put within the Yellow Jacket a survival plan of food, heavy
clothing, enough materials for a makeshift shelter. We felt that if we came off the iron, that one of us would be
able to get down to the valley. Plus we had a track phone with us and could get Crawford - and Crawford in
turn, would call my sons down in Lincoln that their father was in trouble on the mountain with Roger Sanders.
And Crawford was told he was not to Yodel or anything if we were late, one way or the other because we didn’t
need state police and rescue parties.”
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“Going up, she performed exactly like we wanted her to, and we’d never been into the steep grades - Jacob’s Ladder at 37 percent. But we worked our way to the summit and then about Lizzie Bourne - I have no
idea how fast the wind was, but it was ungodly and we were bundled up... between Lizzie Bourne and the absolute summit, we lost a lot of our body heat. When we got just above the water tank, the drifting had started on
the summit, so there was a wall of three or four feet of snow and you couldn’t penetrate through it. We were
chilled to the bone so we rammed the Yellow Jacket straight into (the drift) and shut the engine down, locked the
brakes and through knee-deep to crotch-deep snow, tried to get to the weather observatory in the wind. We finally did. We knocked on the door to be polite and simultaneously opened the door to get in and the weather
observatory people were stunned. They were speechless, looked at us and said, ‘Where did you come from?’
They knew Sanders and I anyway, ‘How did you get up here?’ One or the other of us said, “By Speeder - that’s
what the Maine Central railroad called them - you get to the job quickly.
The Observatory’s Side of the Story
“25 Nov 1974 - Ed Clark, manager of the Cog R.R., and assistant, arrive at our door. In a record time of one half hour they made it
up the Cog tracks in a converted breadbox powered by a 23-hp snow machine engine.”

“Those fortunate folks who have met “Diamond” Ed Clark (manager of the Cog Railway) are left with the
nagging suspicion that “That man was putting me on.” This was the thought that ran through one observer’s
tired brain late one cold November afternoon when Ed Clark and Assistant (Sanders) arrived at the Observatory
front door. The both of them had the appearance of being relaxed and refreshed, not at all that of having just
climbed the mountain. They rambled on about a “Speeder” they had built from orange crates and old railroad
parts. Powered by a snow machine engine, they had made the trip up the cog tracks in a record one-half hour.
We finally admitted that there had to be something to all the talk, and went out into the darkening gloom.
There, barely discernible in the afternoon fog, was the Speeder. The whole point of the ordeal of the trip was
to see if the machine would dig in enough over the ice-covered portions of the tracks. After a photography session and few free rides, the Speeder disappeared into the dark, thus ending the latest trip up the Cog Railway in
any Autumn by a motorized vehicle.”
- Mt. Washington Observatory News Bulletin - March 1975
Ed’s Continues His Side of the Story
“Two of (the observatory staff) started to don their outside winter gear and the other two stayed of talk.
They were going to go out and see what the hell did bring us up there. In the meantime, (Roger) and I are getting our boots and shoes off.... and trying to get warmed up. We’d depleted any heat we had. Eventually the
(two that left) came back and the
other fellow said, ‘What do they got
out there?’ ‘They got something out
at the water tank it’s wedged into
the snow. That is how they have
come up.‘ We got warmed up and I
think that the weather observatory
people gave us food or something
good to eat. I do know that the apples on the window sill had been frozen stiff and you could crunch them
down in a dish with your fork and
they would be apple sauce... they
were as good as rotten, but the (low)
temperatures wouldn’t allow them to
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ferment.”
“We headed back down... everything was pretty fine. When we got into Jacob Ladder, we had to learn how
to use the braking system in that heavy grade and gusts of wind. The gusts were heavy enough so a little bit
more velocity and she might have lifted, but the cogs would have held her in - she would’ve come back down.
The braking system... (uses) a hydraulic pump that came from a five-yard dump (truck) body that is chain driven
permanently into the system. There is a reservoir of oil that she’s going to draw on and you close down the discharge and oil is non-compressible as liquids are... It’s not a gas, so that with a hand valve we learned how to
regulate her. We could stop it right up abruptly, so it would throw you into the end of the rig - it was important
to have tested that and that worked very well. Plus we had the uphill band brake and the downhill cog band
brake. There were three distinct systems to do the braking and we came down all the way to the bottom, reported to Crawford immediately that there’s no more concern... we’re home.”
“The following weekend my son Tom, who was just a young kid brought with him a college friend from Rutgers who had worked at the Trading Post and wanted to see this mechanical device. He’d taken mechanical engineering and so we decided we would (try a) run. Sanders and I were there... (My son) and his friend came
and the three of us, without Sanders who was at the base, went on up... We got above probably about halfway...
where there was a solid rack... all those pockets were filled in, but knowing that that could be the case someday,
I had a special ice cutter on the first cog set... it was supposed to do magical things and it did down at the Base
and around. It would shatter out that ice and that was a success. Then coming down we had to (go) over places
full of crushed ice... Tom and the Rutgers man pulled a liftoff (handle) out and stood on the back... held on
and looked down to get the view. Their weight should have been cradled between the wheels. They were at the
uphill end and I was with my feet on... the Yellow Jacket. The platform of the vehicle was the same pitch at whatever the cog railway was... I’m running my controls and it came to one of those ice pockets of chopped ice and
she bounced up and out because they were standing on those pullouts and they quickly got off without falling
through. I wanted to save my damn rig and I would let it overspeed until the front cog would be back down in
and then I’m trying to put on some brakes... She was coming fast enough so she would rise back out and I rode
her down through past Waumbek tank down Waumbek hill... it finally got so I was off any trestle... and I
jumped off to my right when there were not too many protruding stones in about 18 inches of snow. I got out
so my feet were just like this... I thought I would only go 25 or 30 feet and I could come up and begin to run.
Well, I didn’t startle any of those damn rocks that were protruding or anything. I had a lot of good luck. The
Lord’s always been good to me. I’ve had more than nine lives and there’s some kind of a guardian angel that
always wanted to me around. I’ve been as great a sinner as any of us. But I skidded a long time like that until I
came to a stop and my poor Yellow Jacket was going down the mountain with nobody at the controls. Sanders
was down at Marshfield and saw it coming... and thought somebody was inside of it all this time... She was cackling... it was the rack that was more or less holding those guys, but when it got down to Marshfield, there’s a
quick dip right in there, and the thing actually lifted right off and jumped into the river and stove itself all to
hell.”
After crash, Clark and Sanders decided “we’re never going to make one so light that it can be lifted off by
the section crew and gotten off the main line... The next one was much heavier.”
May 27, 1975 - State Learns About Yellow Jacket Trials
During the first spring inspection “it was pointed out to (inspector Walter King) that during the early winter
months one of Mr. Clark’s ambitions became a reality, that was that the railway should have some sort of transportation to be operated on the existing tracks utilizing the cog rack for power to yield a more rapid ascent and
descent for not more than three (3) people. Prior to the beginning of 1975 a (speeder) was built by Mr. Sanders
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and Mr. Clark utilizing the technology of the snowmobile clutch and engine and the safety factors built into the
present locomotives. A small vehicle with approximately a 36-inch wheel base was constructed and tried. It appeared to be a very satisfactory operation on an initial run up the mountain in late November. It took 29 minutes to get from the Base to the Summit. It would
appear that this vehicle will be a great asset to the railway. The vehicle has since been dismantled (Editor’s
note: Dismantled by rocks in the Ammonoosuc river) and will
be rebuilt with a longer wheel base with the same
type of power unit and a different braking system for
added safety.”
- signed: Walter W.
King – Jun 3, 1975
The Speeder aka The Green Hornet
June 2, 1976
The “Speeder,” a section car adapted to the Cog Rail-

View of the up hill end of “Speeder” - Controls are on the uphill end (1976)

- Walter King photo / NH DOT archives

Side view- Tool box mounted on down hill end (1976)

- Walter King photo / NH DOT archives

View of down hill end showing suspension, cog gear, brake drum, etc. (1976)

- Walter King photo / NH DOT archives

way track has been in operation attached to and becoming part of this report are photographs of this
vehicle - Warren King

“Chub (Kenison) would run the speeder,” Ed Clark
recalled. “Because he and his wife both had snow machines and this had a constant torque transmission in it
and a brand new snow machine engine, but lighter horsepower in those days.”
Breakdowns
“We had locomotives breaking midway and I would have to lace them together and pull ‘em up tight. So
that they could limp down and they would get on down to the shop and another locomotive would be there to
take the coach. And people don’t like that feeling of the locomotive was vanished. And the damn coach is
locked on the brakes and ‘Wow. You talk about roller coasters.’ Some of them get quite concerned and you’ve
got to have a good brakeman who can keep them entertained and talk until the next (train) comes up and tell
them logical things they want to hear from my section. Then after its all, done they go home and say like, ‘Boy,
what an experience we had that locomotive went away and another locomotive came up and hooked onto us
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and we were all alone there and nothing to keep us
- just the brakes and like that.’ You’ll get a lot of
talk about that later.”
Spirit of 76
“(The reason for) the (Spirit of) ‘76 was that we
were never getting in the quota of timber (replaced)
and the railroad had reached a point where (the
trestlework) was decaying faster than you could replace it and this (work locomotive) would get them
up there quickly... It had an AC power system to
run power tools and augers and electric chainsaws speed everything right up and you could put it
down on the switch out of the way if you’d left off everybody where they belonged to do some work and laid
out their tools and their materials and wood and get to have a fireman. And then engineer roosting and non producing in the work train, especially when they had to be off the main line.
we then immediately determined that we had to speed up the track equipment and on the cog railway - the
locomotive, the diesel that we put that in, was a masterpiece of minimal investment using components that
adapted perfectly to the task - bewildering well and she was to be a work train and so forth.
State Examines New Cog Equipment
On Monday, April 12, 1976, Inspector Walter W. King and the undersigned (Winslow Melvin) went to the
base of Mt. Washington to examine a new piece of equipment being constructed for use on the Cog Railway.
This is a diesel locomotive which is being built on frames of a design similar to those of the steam locomotive.
It is carried on flanged carrier wheels and axles quipped with a cog wheel on the front and rear. Power for this
vehicle is obtained from a 225 HP General Motors diesel engine. This engine drives through a hydraulic torque
converter with forward, neutral and reverse gear box to a gear transfer box mounted nearly in the center of the
locomotive. This gear box has a forward and rear shaft which drives heavy truck rear ends , one of which is
mounted just behind the forward axle and the other just ahead of the rear axle, with brake drums and wheel
hubs attached thereto.
On the brake drum housing will be mounted a sprocket which will drive the jack shaft which will be geared
to the cog on the wheel and carrier wheels. This equipment was taken from a very large truck type vehicle
which was used at Pease Air Force Base to tow the large aircraft which have been base at that field. The gearing
will be such that with the diesel engine governed at 2100 revolutions per minute and figuring a 10% slippage
through the torque converter drive the fastest operating speed will require 40 minutes to travel from the base of
the mountain to the summit, a distance of approximately 3 1/3 miles. The brake system consists of three different methods plus the use of reversing the engine through the torque converter.
The regular brake system operates by a hand wheel which controls the brakes at both ends of the locomotive simultaneously through a chain and rod linkage similar to the steam locomotives. It is designed to stop the
locomotive with very little effort on the part of the engineer. This wheel is located immediately ahead of his operating station. It is provide with a ratchet and quick release and within easy reach.
A second system consists of the air brake system similar to that with which the truck was originally
equipped. The air is provided through a compressor mounted on the diesel engine. This applies the brakes on
the wheel hubs of the regular truck transmission rear axles on which there are four brake drums. These are ef499
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fective through the chain drive to the jack shaft and the cog wheel. The third braking system is a brake drum
on the drive shaft adjacent to the gear transmission case. This is not considered to be depended upon for severe
use although it might hold the locomotive as a sort of parking brake. There is, of course, the pawl or ratchet
which will positively hold the locomotive from going downhill from a stationary position.
Mr. Edward Clark also claims that the engine can be used to govern the down hill speed through reversing
the engine and using the hydraulic torque converter through the reverse gearing. It is also claimed that it may
be possible to govern the down hill speed through a system of compression through the engine by controlling
this through a valve arrangement.
This locomotive is pretty much an experimental assembly and is designed mainly for use in maintaining the
road bed. It has a running board on either side which facilitates getting from one to the other without having to
walk the track. It has a through opening at each end which will carry a heavy beam which can be extended to
support a walkway or to use as a boom for handling heavy material. The cab provides full head room with
plenty of window space for good visibility.
One critical situation will be the adjustment of the drive shafts to each cog wheel. This is necessary because
they will be on fixed shafts to a single drive and any variation in the tracks between the racks will affect the concentration of the weight of the unit accordingly. Another problem is with respect to the diesel engine. This is
mounted horizontally on the locomotive and will undoubtedly require a special oil pan to provide for the inclined position in which it will be placed throughout the working period on the mountain which involves up to a
37% grade.
The workmanship in the construction of this appears to have been performed reasonably well. A test operation is scheduled to be performed during the latter part of this month. This should be followed with a great
deal of interest. Mr. Clark was request to obtain specifications relative to the gear transfer unit so a determination can be made as to whether it is designed for the work it will be required to perform on this locomotive. Me.
Clark indicates that the locomotive is substantially of the weight similar to that of the steam locomotive, a little
lighter if anything.
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State Examines Diesel Follow Up
On May 10, 1976, the undersigned (Warren King) conducted a routine inspection of the Cog Railway.
The major purpose of this inspection was to make a determination as to the operating condition of the new
diesel-powered locomotive to be used as a work train for future years. It was learned from Mr. Edward Clark,
General Manager of the Railway that the automatic transmission in the locomotive has developed a problem.
It is not known at this time whether the problem is with the transmission, with the way the transmission is piped
or with the purging of the air from the transmission. Mr. Clark informed me that an automatic transmission
mechanic was being brought in to see if the problems can be rectified.
In discussion the operation of the new locomotive it was learned that a short test had been made and this
was when the transmission problems were discovered. It appears that in the process of ascending the tracks
from the shop to the coal bunker, that the automatic transmission fluid began to foam and pump out through
the breather consequently, all of the transmission fluid was lost. It was further learned that the brakes, both air
and mechanical in the brief run operated very effectively. The motor also gave no problems.
June 2, 1976 - Diesel Update
The new diesel powered locomotive is not operation at this time. It has been reported in earlier memos
that a problem developed with the transmission and Mr. Clark pointed out that a new transmission has been purchased and will be installed when time is available. It appears that the slippage in the transmission was much
greater than expected. The new transmission should correct this situation.
Sept 1, 1976 - Melvin on Diesel - “It
seems apparent that Edward Clark is not
going to be with the railroad next year.
this leaves some question as to the ultimate disposition of the diesel locomotive
which was constructed this past winter
(’75-’76) for work purposes. It has not
been operated since its original trial run
when the fluid transmission did not
stand up for the short distance between
the shop and the Marshfield base station.
The linkage consists of a hydraulic
torque converter operating from a diesel
engine into a transmission which in turn operates two heavy duty differential axles which in turn would be on a
chain drive to a cog gear axle. These units were formerly parts of a towing vehicle which handled aircraft tankers at Pease Air Force base. Last May when it was examined by Inspector King and the undersigned Mr. Clark
was asked to obtain ratings for these mechanisms for a determination as to whether they are heavy enough to
take the load expected of them and also whether the cog wheels at each side were sufficiently independent to
distribute the weight over a cog rack similar to the individual axles on the steam locomotive. No answers have
been forthcoming to either of these two problems as yet.
Sept 2, 1976 - King inspects diesel - “The diesel locomotive, which has been the subject of much controversy over the past year, is finally becoming of age. As reported earlier, it was hoped that this locomotive would
be available for work trains and possible back up unit for the 1976 season. Several difficulties developed in the
mechanical operation, the most important being the automatic transmission could not be kept cool enough to
effectively operate the transfer case. A new transmission was installed. However, this was not sufficient. It now
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appears that an increased cooling area and capacity is required to effective cool the transmission fluid to prevent
overheating. A new and much larger fan is being installed which will, hopefully, correct this situation.
There has been some concern that the rigidity of the frame and drive mechanism will cause some problems
in the operation of the locomotive. Particular notice was taken as to the amount of “play” between the diesel
engine and cog gear. The diesel engine drives directly into the automatic transmission which in turn drives a
transfer case via a heavy duty drive shaft. Two separate drive shafts in turn drive a differential at each end of
the locomotive. The differential, a heavy duty rear end that was formerly part of a towing vehicle which handled aircraft tankers at Pease Air Force Base, has a sprocket on each end from which a roller chain drives the
main cog gear shaft. The differentials are driven by a heavy duty drive shaft from the transfer case. This means
that there are three (3) separate drive shafts from the automatic transmission to the differentials. Each of these
drive shafts have a reasonable amount of end play in a splined connection at one end of each shaft. The chain
drives on each corner of the locomotive also offers a small mount of additional play. As far as the engine to the
cog gear rigidity being excessive, it would appear that there is sufficient area for twisting of the frame within the
drive shafts and drive chains.
There is a problem, however, that does appear to have developed. It appears that the cog gears at each end
of the locomotive are synchronized with one another. This means that the gears are timed to a perfect revolution within themselves. In other words, each time one gearr makes a revolution the other must make the revolution in the same time span. If the cog racks within which these gears must mesh were evenly spaced, this would
not create any difficulties. Due to wear and design, all cog racks are not even. The largest problem would be at
the joints. The normal spool spacing in a cog rack is 4 inches. However, at joints it may range from 3 7/8 upwards to 4 1/2 or greater. With the synchronized cog gears this is going to create a climbing effect for one end
of the locomotive as it reaches an unevenly spaced spool. It would appear that this difficulty will have to be overcome before the locomotive can be put into any kind of operational use. As of this date, there has been no available information as ot the rating of the two differentials (rear ends) being used to drive the cog gears.
Clark: 1976 - The year she went into service and never was a successful. We've painted it all up nice and
have a logo on the side. By golly, till she got in the tough grades. We were very successful. But all in the past year,
because I reminisce for a long time on things and many things I never solve or resolve the torque converter,
which made my twin disk and let’s say world war two torque converter in a big air force tug. in this past year
reminiscing. There's one thing I never took into consideration and that was that the Detroit diesel engine I had
would peak out at 2100 and was governed this big Air Force tug had I believe a large Hercules in it and I now
surmise that she would have been turning
not much more than 1,400 and take 1,400
and six and now you're at 2000 and you've
got another 100. So I was 700 rpm more and
I believe the twin disk, even with another
brand new spinner with a different pitch, but
I never told them about the RPMs that she
was originally ill when they had the government contract to make a for tugs for big air
force bases. Uh, but she would vomit on
Waumbek hill and would lose five - six - eight
gallons. It would come out as foam, out of
the vent of the torque converter and I believe
that I over ran her and she was making
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frothy whip cream out of the hydraulic oil. So much for her and so that locomotive never went into real service.
Art Poltrack on Ed Clark: “Ed was the GM for 1974-6. I started in 1975. He was very hard to work for
and impossible to please, but under that hard shell was a brilliant man. He came back in 78 or 79 to take his
flawed (no criticism) M-1 apart for salvage. It was kind of sad. So close, yet so far. Heaven knows what he
would have done had he had adequate capital. However, like many thrifty New Englanders, he was a master repurposer of things. He had mellowed considerably at the 1999 reunion, the last time I saw him.”
On Ellen
“in the latter years I would be up here at Burns Pond where Ellen lives, you know where that is. The tracks
are only 50 feet away and the freight would go and come. I would go there to see her. When she died and I
had been there just a few days earlier and I used to bring her flowers because she was on oxygen, with a little
pushcart. She was a strong woman. I can take a lot of bullshit (from a person) if they’re great. But they better be
great because I can be as mean as a moray eel. I went to (Ellen’s) service I wrote to the girls. The girls all wrote
to me. She had many daughters. She was my friend in the end really.”
Clark Impressions
“The cog railway is unique. There is no train line there. it is a specie, it is not a railroad at all. Nothing is
the same except the fire and the water and the people are different too.”
Obituary
Edward Murray Clark, 85, of Hydro Boulevard died Sept. 24, 2009, at Lafayette Center in Franconia. He
was born Feb. 9, 1924, in Mamaroneck, N.Y., to Edward Pullman Clark and Florence Murray Clark. During
World War II, he served in the U.S. Merchant Marines. In June 1944, he participated in the invasion of Normandy. Along with his brother W. Murray Clark, he co-owned Clark’s Trading Post in Lincoln. In the early
‘50s, fascinated by steam-power, the Clark brothers began to rescue steam locomotives from the cutting torch
creating “green pastures for iron horses” at the Trading Post. Conceived with a lot of hard work and an impressive collection of locomotives -- including models by Climax, Heisler, Shay and Porter -- the White Mountain
Central Railroad was born. In 1963, with his two teenage sons and a dedicated crew in tow, he dismantled a
1904 Howe-Truss railroad covered bridge in East Montpelier, Vt. The team then transported the structure and
reassembled it to span the Pemigewasset River adjacent to the Trading Post. He was general manager of the
Cog Railway from 1974 to 1976 and then owned and operated the North Stratford Rail Road.
He was an avid collector of steam and log locomotives. A civil engineer by trade, he co-owned the White
Mountain Hydro Plant in Lisbon. He was predeceased by a son, Edward A. Clark, in 1998 and his former wife,
Joyce Avery Clark, in 2005. Family includes daughters Carol C. Govoni of Lincoln and Anne C. Englert of
North Woodstock; sons David A. Clark of North Woodstock and Thomas S. Clark of Lincoln; 14 grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren; brother W. Murray Clark of Lincoln; nieces and nephews.
SERVICES: Calling hours are Sunday from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the train station of Clark’s Trading Post.
A celebration (next page) of his life is Monday at 1 p.m. at the Pavilion of Clark’s Trading Post, 110 U.S. 3, Lincoln. Burial will follow at Riverside Cemetery, Lincoln.

!"
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Edward Murray Clark
1924 - 2009
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Charles in Charge
General Manager Ed Clark’s departure in 1976 meant Ellen Teague needed to
find a new person for the position. That person would have to be acceptable to the
New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission. The new manager needed the
know-how to be in charge of Cog railroad operations and its maintenance or the
Mt. Washington Railway could not operate in 1977. She had a candidate in mind
- her 21-year old son. It was a given in the young man’s mother’s mind that Charlie would follow his father, Arthur as president of the Cog. Family lineage played
an important part in Ellen Crawford Teague’s life. Lineage made a difference on
the Main Line of Philadelphia. She proudly pointed to her relationship to the
Crawford family who were a key part in the development of northern New Hampshire’s White Mountains region. Her family tree also earned her membership in
the Daughters of the American Revolution. Producing a male heir to continue the
Teague name into the next generation had given her a family with six children.
Arthur and Ellen’s first child was a daughter, Jane. The couple’s second pregnancy
ended with the still-born birth of a son in May 1944. Four daughters and eleven
years later, a male was born - Charles Simpson Teague. As Ellen Teague wrote in
her autobiography, “Now that we had a boy at last, Art and I agreed that our family... was complete.” The following account of Ellen’s three-year effort to put son
Charles in charge of the railroad is taken from the files of the N.H. Public Utilities
Commission, and public records of the time. It is slightly edited for clarity.

Charles & Arthur Teague (1963)
- Elvira Murdock photo

The management transition from Edward Clark began in
late August 1976. New Hampshire Transportation Director
Winslow Melvin told the State Public Utilities Commission, he had “received a (phone) call from
Mr. Lionel Rodgers, who was the general manager at the Cog Railroad during the seasons of
1968 and 1969.” Rodgers told Melvin “he had been approached by Mrs. Teague to see if he
(Rodgers) would consider being retained as general manager beginning in 1977.” Rodgers was
now working as a consultant with a Connecticut engineering firm, and told Melvin he “did not
wish to take on the position of general manager as an individual.” Rodgers asked the State Transportation Director if “it might be possible that his firm would be willing to work out a contract
whereby (the firm) would manage the railroad... that there would be at least three persons charged
with the responsibility of proper operations - one being himself, one a mechanical engineer, and
the other a civil engineer responsible for the track maintenance. While not all three (managers)
would be there throughout the season, it would be expected that probably all three would be there
during the month of May... from then on one of the three would there at all times, possibly on a
staggered basis.” Would the Commission accept any such arrangement asked Rodgers?
Following the 1967 accident the PUC made it very plain to the officials of the Cog Railroad
that they must have a general manager in charge of the operations, that (the general manager be) a
person competent and (able to) assume full responsibility of the maintenance and operation of the
railroad. (Editor’s Note: This was the ONLY recommendation made by one PUC consultant reviewing railway operations and
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infrastructure - former Cogger, and B&M Railroad executive Paul Dunn. Dunn’s post-accident investigation report was kept confidential by the NH PUC and appears publicly for the first time in this Jitney Years Appendix - see Skyline Switch)

Director Melvin told the Commission about the Rodgers call in a Wednesday, September 1,
1976 memo: “During the two years that Mr. Rodgers was (at the Cog) he introduced many worthwhile changes, but he had some difficulty with the crew members because he (was) the first (manager) to require operations (be carried out) on written train orders, and other factors which had been
more or less carried out as a hit or miss verbal understanding. Frankly, the operation did cause
some concern (to the State) because of the dominance of the owner, Mrs. Teague, who handles the
purse strings and attempts to dictate on matters of policy, including mechanical conditions, about
which she knows very little. It is the opinion of Mrs. Teague that eventually her son, Charles, now
carried on the records as Assistant Treasurer will be qualified to take over this railroad. He has
not displayed sufficient qualities of a type, as yet, to warrant this responsibility. In answer to Mr.
Rodger’s question as to whether the Commission would recognize (his engineering) firm as general
manager he was informed that (the proposed arrangement) would have to be discussed with the Commission... the answer (would be) relayed to him after (the meeting). An opportunity to discuss this is
respectfully requested.”
- signed: Winslow E. Melvin / Sept 1, 1976
The day after Winslow Melvin sent his memo regarding the Lionel Rodgers’ phone call to the
commission, Charlie Teague showed up at Melvin’s Concord office “to discuss the possibility of
his being recognized next year (1977) as General Manager of the railroad.” The in-person visit
resulted in a second Melvin memo to the N.H. Public Utilities Commission.
Gentlemen:
(Assistant Treasurer) Charles Teague indicates that Mr. Edward Clark is going back into the Merchant Marines next year and will not be filling this position (of General Manger). Mr. Teague indicates that (the Cog) would like to save the expense of hiring a general manager by operating the railroad with a competent mechanic to supervise the shop & maintenance work on the equipment. A
second person would be responsible for the maintenance of the track structure, and a third person
for train dispatching & ticket selling, with him (Teague) in charge of hiring the personnel and overseeing ordering of material, planning of the work and other related duties, which have been handled (in the past) by the general manager.
“No direct answer was given to Mr. Teague, but (Melvin) indicated that his request would be
discussed with the Commission and he would be contacted later. This request (from Teague) is not
any particular surprise as we have known for some time that Mrs. Teague was hopeful that eventually Charles Teague would take over the operation in a manner similar to that of his father before
his death in 1967. Inspector (Walter) King has been requested to carefully sound out those employees of the Cog Railroad responsible for their various duties to determine what they feel (are) the
capabilities of Mr. Teague... with respect to his managing the railroad.
“The general subject of the railroad was discussed with Mr. Teague for approximately ¾ to
one hour to obtain his ideas, and to try to formulate a reasonably accurate opinion as to (Teague’s)
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capabilities. In the first place it would seem to me (Melvin) that the management of this railroad
by a 23-year old man, unless that person is a very outstanding type... particularly when that person may be dominated by a member of the family as the owner, is something that we (the State)
can not tolerate. We have had experiences with Mrs. Teague’s desires to rehire personnel who
have proven incompetent or who has a considerable lack of judgement because of her peculiar
likes. We have also seen instances where she insists on not hiring competent help because of a peculiar dislike that (she) has developed.
“The management of this railroad requires a very mature and strong-willed person with a
complete knowledge of matters relating to safety, both with respect to the track, and to the maintenance of operations of the railroad equipment. The greatest danger, however, in operating the
trains is the possible lack of taking immediate steps automatically to avert a disaster whenever
some emergency may arise. The human element, therefore, is much more important in operating
trains on this mountain than is required in the operations of conventional trains, automobiles,
trucks or buses.
“A previous memorandum has been submitted, relative to a telephone discussion with Lionel
Rodgers. It is certain that this problem has to be faced head-on (by the Commission), and should be
settled, if possible, this fall so that proper plans can be made this winter for such maintenance, material ordering and other matters which are essential for planning for the next season. (T)hat previous memorandum... requested an opportunity be made available to discuss the matter with the
Commission. With the request of Mr. Teague’s following as it does (on the heels of the Rodgers phone
call memo)... this (discussion with the Commission) is even more necessary and should (happen) as soon as
is conveniently possible.”
- signed: Winslow E. Melvin / September 2, 1976
While Director Melvin was talking with Charlie Teague on September 2 about the management situation at the Cog, State Inspector Walter King was at the Base Station over 115 miles
north of Concord to look over Ed Clark’s Spirit of ’76 diesel locomotive, and get some intel on
Charlie Teague’s potential as a general manager of the railroad. King filed his report to Melvin
on Wednesday, September 8.
“There has been much discussion recently by Mrs. Ellen Teague, owner of the Railway concerning the possibility of her son and Assistant Treasurer, Charles Teague, becoming the General
Manager of the Railway. Without mentioning names and the possibility of incriminating any individual, the following information will be of general statements given to this inspector by the various employees of the Railway.
“It is the general feeling of those interviewed that Mr. (Charlie) Teague needs an additional two
years of practical experience before any consideration should be given to his becoming General
Manager. It should be pointed out that there wasn’t a single derogatory statement made against
Mr. Teague. However, it is felt by those people involved that an additional amount of time would
be required before the desired knowledge and maturity is achieved (by Teague). It was learned by
this inspector (King) that the present General Manager, Edward Clark will be leaving this position
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as of mid-October. It is Mr. Clark’s intention to offer his services on a limited basis to the Railway in the ensuing year. It is further understood that (machinist) Arthur Minot and (master mechanic)
Frank Kenison will be returning for the 1977 season. It is not known, at this time, if Robert Clement, Track Foreman, will be back.
“Under the circumstances that the Public Utilities Commission requires a competent full-time
General Manager well-versed in the mechanics, unusual track structure, train operations and personnel management, it would appear Mr. Teague would have some problems trying to fulfill the
position of General Manager, unless competent key personnel can be persuaded to take on additional responsibility in the various areas required in operating the Cog Railway.”
- signed: Walter W. King / September 8, 1976

One week after Inspector King submitted his report, a meeting was held at the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission offices at 26 Pleasant Street in Concord to discuss who would be
General Manager of the Mt. Washington Cog Railway in 1977. The meeting was requested by
Ellen Crawford Teague. Mrs. Teague along with “Mr. Alexander Hamilton, (who state officials) understood to be employed at the Cog Railway, Charles Teague, Assistant Transportation Director
Donald L. Jackson, Transportation Inspector Walter W. King and (Winslow Melvin)” attended.
Director Melvin summarized the meeting for the Commission this way:
Gentlemen:
“This Commission has been requested to approve Mr. Charles Teague as General Manager of
the Mt. Washington Cog Railroad to take over immediately because of the resignation of Edward
Clark, effective with the close of the 1976 season when operations were discontinued as of October 13. Charles Teague is the son of the late Colonel and Mrs. Arthur Teague and is presently 22
years of age. In questioning his education and experience, it was brought out that he started working summers on the railroad at fifteen years of age. (Charlie Teague) has worked on the track work
and as brakeman and fireman... is a qualified locomotive engineer on the railroad and has an Associate Degree in welding. During the present season (1976) he stated that there were 38 employees having to do with train operations and 24 employees at the base.
“In considering this request it is felt necessary to go back to August of 1967, when Colonial
Arthur Teague, who for many years, up to that time, had worked on the railroad with Colonel
Henry Teague - no relationship... and upon Henry Teague’s retirement succeeded him as owneroperator of this railroad enterprise. During the 1938 hurricane that section of track at Jacob’s ladder was destroyed. (The track) was rebuilt under a loan obtained from Dartmouth College... (that)
loan has not yet been completely repaid. While it is stated that Mr. Teague (both Henry and Arthur)
was the owner during this entire period it is possible that during some portion of time actual ownership was held by Dartmouth College. At present, however, Mrs. (Ellen) Teague claims to be
owner and has complete control of the finances of the railroad.
“Following the September 17, 1967 accident, our investigation indicated that (following) Arthur
Teague’s death in August of that year no actual operating head of the railroad had been ap508
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pointed and operations were presumably conducted under the responsibility of Mrs. Teague. It
was acknowledged by her, by her attorney, Jack Middleton, and John Meck of Dartmouth College
and Paul Dunn, then with the Boston and Maine Corporation, and (Winslow Melvin), at a conference (immediately after the accident) at the Base, that there must be a qualified person with the title of
General Manager, to oversee and conduct all operations including the hiring of personnel... the
maintenance of track and equipment... said person to certify in writing to this Commission each
year before operations were conducted, that the railroad and equipment in use has been examined and is, in all respects, in safe condition to operate.
“The first General Manager was Lionel Rodgers, followed by Paul Dunn, who in turn was followed by Edward Clark. Each of these three General Managers’ services (were) terminated because of friction with Mrs. Teague in obtaining necessary funds for completion of the work necessary to complete the railroad track and trestle work and the equipment in what they (each) considered to be adequate for the needs of the railroad. It should be noted that there is a difference between what is safe as against what is adequate, although over the long term basis adequacy has a
direct bearing on safety if deferred maintenance is allowed to occur, either in the track, trestles or
equipment to a sufficient degree.
“Because of the financial situation, (the State) requested that an audit be made of the receipts
and expenditures of the railway for a determination as to whether or not all monies are properly
accounted for, and available for replacement and reconditioning as necessary. Because... the
books are kept in Connecticut at the place where the accountant (Tony Poltrack) resides, further delay in getting this information is being experienced. However, I do not believe that an extended
delay should (occur now) before responding to Mrs. Teague’s request (regarding Charles as general manager) because while the financial report may have some bearing, there are other factors which, I
believe, are more important to dictate our action.
“The undersigned (Winslow Melvin) has had experience with Mrs. Teague continually since
1967 and to some extent prior thereto, although all official contacts (before 1967) were with her husband, Arthur Teague during his life time. Arthur Teague, when the operator of the railroad, was
intimately acquainted with every phase of its operation and also the details of the maintenance of
the locomotives and cars. It was during his (Arthur’s) employment at the mountain that the three
switches designed by Mr. (Lawrence) Richardson, then the Vice President in charge of engineering
of the Boston and Maine Railroad, were installed.
“A careful investigation has been conducted by discussing with key personnel this problem, as
well as to seriously consider the situation from a regulatory standpoint, and to some extent the
managerial standpoint because it is difficult to divorce completely management and regulatory
functions on this particular railroad. Inspector Walter King has made several inspections of the
railroad... his reports on its condition (are) in our files and they have been carefully considered.
(King) has also investigated breakdowns as to their cause and these reports are also in the records
of this Commission.
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“It should be noted that regardless of the good and safe condition of the railroad, track work
and equipment, a false move or failure to take immediate action in any emergency situation,
places the operations of this railroad on the human element of equal or greater importance than
the condition of equipment and the roadbed. This is because an equipment failure can occur under circumstances over which no advance notice is possible, and failure to properly respond...
causes the difference between an incident or an accident. Safeguards are built into the equipment
to handle this type of emergency, but (the safeguards) must be initiated by the operator... who must
be expected to take over automatically.
“From the standpoint of public relations the manager of an enterprise such as this at 22 or 23
years of age cannot be considered adequate from a regulatory standpoint... unless that person has
outstanding qualifications... which have not been observed or indicated (in Charles Teague) by anyone other than by Mrs. Teague, Mr. (Alexander) Hamilton or Charles Teague himself. That Mrs.
Teague is very successful as a promoter, and claims to do what she feels the late Arthur Teague
would do under the same circumstances cannot be denied, but (those claims) can be questioned as
to (their) proper applicability as to the detailed operation of the railroad. She has always exhibited
an interest in the employees, and virtually treats them as members of the family, and (she) retains
this personal relationship (as a) priority many times over ability. If she happens to take a dislike to
a person even though they hold a key position and cannot readily be replaced, she will insist upon
making this change.
“Most of all, however, it is her direct control over the purse strings, and her refusal to permit,
at times, the expenditures of money which is essential to provide a prudent use such as having replacement and spare parts... a sufficient coal stockpile, and other material for maintenance of (the
Cog Railway). This has occurred with all of the three General Managers which have been employed, and was particularly noticeable with respect to the second General Manager, Paul Dunn
whose services were terminated before the expiration of five-year contract, which we understand
has resulted in litigation.
“Mrs. Teague claims that Charles as the General Manager will be the owner of the railroad,
and will have full authority to make plans, order material and hire personnel. It is most difficult
and impossible for the involved members of the Commission staff to feel that her direct efforts
will not overbalance any attempts (by) her own son to express independent judgment in the overall
operations of this railroad. Upon consideration of all of the circumstances and while it is with a
great deal of hesitation that this recommendation is submitted, it is, however, necessary to recommend to the Commission that Mrs. Teague’s son cannot be considered as having sufficient independence and responsibility to take over as the General Manager of the Cog Railway for the year
1977.”
- signed: Winslow E. Melvin / October 22, 1976
Five days after Director Melvin signed his recommendation that the PUC would adopt, Ellen
Crawford Teague sent a fairly late press release out about the end of the Cog Railway’s 1976 season. It was a wide ranging announcement declaring “another successful season” with “about as
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many passengers were carried as in the 1975 season” and “many personal friends and relatives of
the railway staff were included in the crowd.” It talked about the TODAY show’s visit in June.
Then the press release announced management changes: “After more than three years as general
manager of the Cog Railway, Edward M. Clark of Lincoln retired on Oct. 15. During his tenure
he maintained the tradition of steam operation. Mrs. Arthur S. Teague, chairman of the board
and president, has appointed her son, Charles Arthur Teague, as manager, and Lt. Col. Alexander Hamilton of Kennebunkport, Me., as executive vice president. Mr. Teague will handle the
mechanical details, and Col. Hamilton the general administration of the Cog Railway. Col. Hamilton has long been familiar with railroading. He learned about operations from old timers on the
Berkshire line of the former New Haven Railroad, and train service on the Canadian Pacific. He
headed the Seashore Trolley Museum in Maine for its first 20 years and helped to found other museums. He followed Lionel Rodgers, a former general manager of the Cog Railway, as national
president of the Railway Enthusiasts. He has been a national officer of the National Railway Historical Society for many years, and is a well-known leader in the field of railway preservation. His
other memberships and activities are numerous and varied. The 1977 season of the Cog Railway
will begin on June 25, but weekend rides will be offered from late in May as weather conditions
permit.”
- Littleton Courier – Wed, Oct 27, 1976 pg. 8A
This would be the last time, the rank of “Lt. Colonel” would appear by Rev. Alexander Hamilton’s name in Courier stories about the railroad. A week after Ellen publicized her management restructuring naming Charlie as “manager” and Hamilton as vice president, and while the question
of State approval of a qualified “general manager” was in doubt, the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission received a list of breakdowns and trains lost during the 1976 Cog season. In
some cases, the State already knew about some of the incidents as inspector Warren King had
filed reports. Now state regulators could examine how the November 3, 1976 list from the Cog’s
new management team lined up with King’s reports made over the summer.
Breakdowns of 1976
6/13 # 6 broken axle
Broken Axle(s?): Inspector Warren King went to the Base Station to investigate this broken
axle as part of a routine inspection visit. He talked with brakeman Dave Moody who said passenger car # 6 was used both Saturday the 12th and Sunday the 13th. Moody told King he “remembers very distinctly greasing the bearing on Saturday, but cannot remember if (it) was greased on
Sunday...” and “probably was not greased...” King reported the ascent was normal until the car
approached the water tank at the summit, “the engineer claimed he felt a slight lurch as though
the cog spool spacing (in the rack) was off... the train continued and upon stopping at the summit
it was discovered that the bearing had failed allowing the wheel to scrape against the bottom of
the (car) floor pushing the floor in an upward direction.” While King was following up car # 6’s
bearing failure he learned that the No. 6 engine’s rear main shaft broke on June 19 shortly after 2
p.m. at Waumbek. “The train had stopped at Waumbek to take on water,” wrote King before continuing up the mountain. However, “when Engineer Dimitri Savchick tried to move the engine
forward it would not move off the ratchet... a steam engine on the engineer’s side at the downhill
end of the locomotive was racing out of control.” (Ed note: the last four words emphasized were underlined in the report with a question mark in the margin.) “The engines were shut down and help came
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from the Base to remove the passengers (back down) to the Base. The fireman was George (Buddy)
Trask III and the brakeman was Arthur Poltrack. The cog gear was cut out of the main shaft and
the (No. 6) locomotive was brought down with the help of another locomotive.” King said the
crack that led to the main shaft failure “would have been impossible to detect... due to its location
without removing the cog gear from the shaft” which had been in use since 1962. King’s report
listed the Cog crew as of June 21st and said “the records of engine and boiler equipment will be
kept by Mike Kenley who is the spare engineer. The number 9 locomotive has been removed
from the Base Station for the installation of a new boiler. Other than this locomotive (# 9) all
other locomotives will be operational this year with the exception of the number 6 which will be
repaired shortly.” The November 3, 1976 Breakdown list compiled after Manager Ed Clark’s departure by Mrs. Teague’s new management team wasn’t clear that the # 6 axle was on a passenger car and omitted the June 19th main shaft break on the No. 6 Great Gulf. A photocopy of Mike
Kenly’s equipment records for the season also arrived with the Breakdowns’ list.
Lost one train, train in shop
# 4 stopped at Waumbek refunded 13 tickets.
# 6 dropped ratchet left rear ? (Ed Note: the question mark was written - engine ratchet is at left front)
7/19 Lost 2 trains due to trains in shop.
7/28 Lost 4 trains, # 2 in shop, # 4 car jumping rack, # 4 broken brake
7/29 Lost 2 trains, no brakemen.
8/2
Lost 2 trains, # 9 broken frame.
Broken Frame: State inspector Walter King went to the Mountain on August 11, 1976 to investigate the broken frame. Steve Newman was running the No. 9 Waumbek that was the noon
train on August 2nd. Newman told King he detected a change in the engine’s timing on his side
of the locomotive as the No. 9 neared the Summit. Newman found the crack about ten inches in
back of the center line of the front main shaft while trying to figure out the timing issue. King inspected the engine and observed “a good clean weld.” King reviewed the records for the No. 9
that “indicated it was built in 1908 with no frame repairs listed.” King told the Commission that
“far too much time passed” from when the incident occurred (Aug 2 at 1:30pm) to notification letter being written (August 4) that wasn’t received by the State until 1:30pm August 9th - exactly a
week later. King asked the NH PUC on August 17th to order “that the Commission shall be notified immediately by telephone of mechanical failures, accidents, personal injuries and property
damage followed by a written notice of same.”
7/15
7/18

8/3
Lost 3 trains due to engines in shop.
Track Failure: “On August 4, 1976 a short
section of cog rack broke allowing the descending
engine and back end of a car to pass, but lodged in
the undercarriage halting the car.” Engineer
George (Buddy) Trask III told Inspector Warren
King, the train was leaving the Summit about
12:50 p.m., when “he felt unusual lateral movement of the back of the engine near Bent No.
1200. He stopped immediately, but could find
nothing wrong so continued the downward trip.
The front of the engine passed the area all right as
did the rear of the car. However, the car suddenly
stopped and the engine began to leave the coach
(behind). Upon investigation, a short section of
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(cog) rack was observed up under the car preventing its downward motion. The section was
forced down into place and the car passed over the break slowly without problems. It appears
that the break is mostly new. Edward Clark, General Manager at the railway indicated that a
very small section above the spool appeared to have been cracked prior to failure. The entire
break was well rusted by the date of this investigation. Track foreman Robert Clement to the
area of the bent to point out the center piece” that had been crushed by the break. This was one
of the old-style rack. The actual gage was not determined. The failure may have been amplified
by the old-style closed center. The single center piece is being replaced with double centers. This
one had not yet been changed.” And the incident was not on the November 3, 1976 list sent to
the Commission.
Lost 1 train, engine in shop
# 10 steam pipe loose.
8/11 Lost 4 trains due to engines in shop
8/12 # 2 to shop, # 9 broken exhaust line, lost 1 train due to # 9.
8/17 Lost 4 trains due to # 2 in shop.
8/19 # 3 in shop, rear wheel on # 6 broken at summit. (Ed note: again a coach, not locomotive)
Broken Axle: General Manager Ed Clark explained the broken wheel in a letter to Transportation Director Winslow Melvin sent the next day. “The cast iron bushing on the rear left wheel
of the # 6 car disintegrated. This was noticed at bent 1160, in the area of Lizzie Bourne’s monument. After an inspection by the crew a description of the problem was phoned to the Base, they
were told to proceed to the Summit slowly. The track Foreman, Robert Clement, walked beside
this wheel as an observer during the ascent to the Summit. The passengers of the # 6 car were
transferred on to other trains at the Summit, and carried to the Base. A spare wheel was sent to
the Summit on the next train that left the Base. The coach and engine arrived at the Base at 3:20
PM.
8/5

State inspector Walter King went to the Base to follow up on September 2nd as this was the
same passenger car that had a journal failure in June . King discovered the August failure was on
the same wheel at the very same place. When the axle was repaired the broken journal “was replaced with a new roller bearing and a bushing was turned from a cast iron blank to fit the worn
wheel. In August the new bushing broke. King talked with Cog master mechanic Frank Kenison
and both agreed “the material (used for the new bushing) probably should not have been cast iron
rather a more durable steel.”
8/23
8/24
8/25
8/31
9/3
9/5
10/2
10/3
10/4
10/5
10/11

Lost 2 trains, # 6 and # 9 broken down.
Lost 2 trains, # 2 in shop
Lost 3 trains, # 2 in shop
Lost 2 trains, # 2 in shop.
Lost 4 trains, no men and # 6 and # 10 and # 2 in shop.
Lost 5 trains, no men and trains in shop.
Lost 2 trains, engines in shop.
Lost one train due to a triple, lost 2 trains due to engines in shop (# 3 very slow)
Lost 2 trains, lack of men.
Lost 4 trains, lack of men.
Lost 3 trains, lack of men
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Hamilton Instead ?
Fifteen days after the State received the 1976 Breakdowns report, the
Rev. Alexander Hamilton V traveled to Concord to meet with Transportation Director Winslow Melvin and Assistant Director (Donald L.) Jackson.
Hamilton wanted to discuss whether he might be the Cog’s General Manager in 1977. Winslow Melvin briefed the N.H. Public Utilities Commission on that November 18th meeting in a memo almost a month later.
Gentlemen:
“Mr. Hamilton stated that he has had considerable experience as an ad- Rev. Alexander V. Hamilton V
ministrator, that he set up the Trolley Museum in Kennebunk, Maine, and
he has become familiar with the Cog Railroad’s operations, and that he has just traveled to various other countries, including New Zealand and Australia with Mrs. Teague for the purpose of
becoming better acquainted with the railroads in other parts of the world, and in addition to
these accomplishments he is also an ordained minister. (Hamilton) indicated that he realizes fully
the difficulties encountered at the Cog Railroad because of the personality of Mrs. Teague. He
claims that he is in a better position than anyone else to deal with her, and to provide the necessary information for allocating the expenditures for maintenance and up-grading of both the
equipment and the track work. (Hamilton) also indicated that responsibility should be delegated to
an individual for the proper operation of the shop, another (person) for proper maintenance of the
track and its supports, and another (person) for the dispatching of trains, all with the express purpose of making certain that all available equipment is ready at all times to assume the proper handling of as many passengers as possible.
“From the discussion with Mr. Hamilton, it is fair to say that there is no question... he understands the situation so far as personalities are concerned involving the railroad, all of which stems
largely from the peculiarities of Mrs. Teague in attempting to control, not only the finances, but
the personnel engaged for its operations. There was nothing brought out by Mr. Hamilton to indicate that he has any formal mechanical or engineering background nor qualifications with respect
to operations of locomotives or other mechanical devices so essential to the safe operations of the
Cog Railroad.
“There is one factor, however, that he possesses, at least at the present time on his behalf, and
that is the “Proper In” with Mrs. Teague,* which has been so lacking in the previous General
Managers, after their initial experience of (Ellen’s support) not exceeding one year in their work.
While this (“Proper In”) is considered to be very essential, it does not appear to be controlling because there is no assurance that it will last any longer than has been the case with the other three
general managers - Lionel Rodgers, Paul Dunn and Edward Clark. Information obtained by Inspector King during the past (1976) season, and remarks given to the undersigned by Edward
* Ellen Teague would later say in her autobiography, I Conquered My Mountain, that in 1974 Rev. Alexander Hamilton V “somehow awoke me to my true self and inspired new feelings...” that made her “alive and happy inside.” See Vol. 1 - Annus Horribilis
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Clark have indicated that during Mr. Hamilton’s employment by Mrs. Teague during the past
summer, which by the way, was provided without any prior knowledge or consent of the General
Manager (Clark), indicates that he (Hamilton) was the cause of considerable confusion, misunderstanding and general ill-will... and has very little knowledge of the operating details of the railroad.
“It is realized that this whole situation is quite a delicate matter (for the State) because while the
Commission is essentially a regulatory agency and should not have to concern itself with details as
to the management of the Cog Railroad, it is nevertheless most important, considering the personalities involved, that (the State) should insist upon the employment of a General Manager who will
have a complete knowledge of the Cog Railroad operations, and can take a strong position in living up to the safety requirements, not only prescribed by the Commission, but in connection with
upkeep of the equipment, and even above that, to make certain that the employees are properly
instructed and qualified, and know all the factors of the safety requirements... rather than being
picked by some one who may give strong reactions as to whether they happen to take a liking to
(the employee) personally such as has been found to be the case in some previous instances. It is,
therefore, felt that the Commission should not depend upon Mr. Alexander Hamilton to be the
General Manager of the Cog Railroad.”
- signed: Winslow E. Melvin / December 16, 1976
George Burdick
With Ellen’s first two choices as her 1977 General Manager rejected by the State, Cog lawyer
Jack Middleton brought a new organizational chart to Concord on Tuesday, March 29, 1977
along with a new candidate for GM - George Burdick. Middleton’s meeting with Transportation
Director Winslow Melvin, Assistant Director Donald Jackson and Railroad Inspector Walter King
also included PUC Commissioners (Malcolm J.) Stevenson and (Francis J.) Riordan for a short
time. Director Melvin summarized the session in a memo two days later. He started by going
back to the Fall of 1967:
“It should be pointed out that in 1967 it was agreed by all parties then concerned that there
would be a General Manager employed by the Cog Railway who would be responsible for all operations and maintenance of the railroad. The Commission has denied two previous requests
since the 1976 operating season closed by refusing to accept the qualifications of Charles Teague
and Alexander Hamilton as responsible individuals.
“Mr. (George) Burdick is a graduate of Boston University and the Army Engineering course at
MIT. He is a registered professional engineer and has served with the Baldwin Locomotive
Works... has had a consulting engineering firm of his own and has teaching experience in engineering subjects at Northeastern University. (Burdick) is presently connected with the Trolley Museum at Kennebunkport, Maine. Mr. Burdick was born March 30, 1921. He last saw the Cog
Railway in operation on August 29 and 30, 1976, although he has very recently been to Lancaster
(NH) to view the progress of the construction of a locomotive for the Cog Railway. This individ-
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ual is not conversant with the details of the Cog Railway equipment, track or personnel except
that he (Burdick) has been acquainted with Alexander Hamilton for approximately 20 years.
“It would seem from this discussion that Mr. Burdick is very much qualified as an engineer.
He indicates that he has several patents and that he is prepared, if employed, to be at the Cog
Railway... through the summer and become fully acquainted with the trestle work, track work and
the equipment to make certain that safety requirements will be adequately provided for, and that
those who are employed in operating trains will be fully qualified and will check, from time to
time, to make certain that they are familiar with all regular and emergency procedures. It is
plainly his (Burdick’s) plan to depend on a responsible member of the organization to carry out the
work in the shop and maintenance department, check personnel to see that proper procedures are
carried out.
“Attorney (Jack) Middleton submitted with his synopsis (a new) organization chart which shows
the President, Ellen Teague, as in charge with Executive Vice President Alexander Hamilton, the
top officer reporting to her. Branching directly from Vice President Hamilton would be annual
inspections, communications, electrical engineering on... one side and the comptroller and accounting departments on the other. Directly below Hamilton is full time Chief Engineer, George
Burdick, who would immediately supervise the (railway) superintendent, Charles Teague, with the
locomotive and car shops... track crew... ticket office and train operations emanating from the superintendent (Charles Teague).
“The Transportation Department respectfully disapproves of this organization chart,” wrote
Melvin. “It was explained rather pointedly to Mr. Middleton and Mr. Burdick that there must be
no one to supersede (Burdick’s) recommendations on safety matters whether it be equipment, track
or personnel. It is recognized that Mr. Burdick may have a considerable handicap in assuming
this responsibility due to the apparent lack of familiarity with all of the facets of the operation of
the Cog Railway. On the other hand, this (lack of familiarity) may be somewhat of an asset (for Burdick) in getting started without any undue prejudices. An attempt was made to convey to him that
there may be times when considerable pressure may be exerted to make exemptions to accommodate additional passengers and thereby accept fares when in reality curtailment would be the better judgement.
“It is realized that time is getting short to get ready for the 1977 operating season and usual
conditions require a work crew to begin no later than May 1 to get locomotives, cars and track
ready for operation. It is the recommendation of the Transportation Department that Mr. Burdick be approved for employment as General Manager under the condition that he himself must
be the General Manager with all other persons responsible for any portion of management and
operation reporting directly to him and he be given full authority by Mrs. Teague to make decisions with respect to the operation of trains, the priority of the repair work and the qualifications
of trains and train operating personnel. Unless this arrangement is agreed to by Mrs. Teague, it is
felt that we should not permit train operations to commence, nor can we feel that the railroad has,
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in fact, in its employ a person who can be held responsible for the safety of operations of this railroad.”
- signed: Winslow E. Melvin / March 31, 1977
1977 Season – State Reports
Five weeks after Winslow E. Melvin and the State blessed George Burdick as the Cog Railway’s general manager, so long as Ellen gave Burdick “full authority” to run the railroad, inspector Walter King visited the Base to review Spring operations at the Mountain: “On May 2, 1977
the undersigned (Walter King) made an inspection at the Mount Washington Cog Railway to determine the operations of spring work as of this date. It would appear that there will be a crew of
twelve at the railway by the end of this week according to Charles Teague. Robert Clement has
returned and will be the track foreman. He indicated that there would be a crew of eight working
on the track, at least until the Memorial Day weekend. (Clement) further indicated that probably
the trains will run on weekends after Memorial Day, allowing him to have the crew for work during the week.
“Mr. Teague indicated that George Burdick was at the Base Station last week and intends to
arrive for the summer around the 14th of May. It will be at this time that another inspection will
be made to discuss the procedures and problems at the railway with Mr. Burdick.
“Mr. Teague indicated that the No. 2 boiler will be repaired and available for use on the new
locomotive that was built at the Lancaster shop by Frank Kenison and Michael Kenly. This is a
reverse approach as to the decisions made last fall in regards to the damaged boiler. It remains to
be seen if the boiler inspector will accept the repairs inasmuch as he condemned it last fall. It has
been indicated that he would look favorably on the repair, provide it is done by competent boiler
makers. Hopefully this locomotive would then be available for use by early in July.
“The No. 10 locomotive has been tested and fired and is ready for operation on the work
train. There has been very little work done on the other locomotives. The crew in the past two
weeks has spent most of their time opening the shop and doing routine spring work around the
building.”
- signed: Walter W. King – May 1, 1977
The New Hampshire Transportation files examined by Jitney Jr provided no further insight
into Cog Railway operations during the summer of 1977.
Cog Railway publicity for 1977 found in the nearby Littleton Courier consists mainly of pictures
featuring the railway’s president – accepting a color Cog poster from the photographer, being honored by the Weathervane Theater, hosting a July party for state officials after the ground-breaking
for the new Summit House, and a three-photo spread of Gov. Meldrim Thompson’s visit in late
August. President Ellen Crawford Teague is seen standing next to Thompson in two of the three
pictures. (Editor’s note: In late October, the Cog apparently needed a quick infusion of cash. Frank Kenison
placed an ad on October 26th saying the “Cog Railway Has Some Things For Sale.” The prices quoted on the gas
station tanks and pumps, coach seats (3 abreast), Ed Clark’s diesel locomotive (whole or in parts), a welder, a used
industrial dishwasher and Crane pop valves (air) were good until October 28th.)
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For his part, Railway Superintendent & Assistant Treasurer Charles Arthur Teague sent a
“Cog New’s Letter” to the crew in late November: “This year the closing of the railway brought
a great deal of satisfaction to the winter crew. Locomotive material plus the # 6 coach was moved
to the Lancaster Winter Shop. (The) Marshfield roof was roofed by Dwight, Mike, Chub, Clem
and myself (Charlie Teague). It took one week. The dump was three quarter buried with cinders
and the hikers parking lot was doubled in size. The boarding house received two new windows;
one in the third-floor bathroom and the other in second floor left end. Arthur Minot this winter
will be machining parts for our new locomotive the #12. Chub and Mike will be building the locomotive frame and running gear, rebuilding the bottom of the #6 tender and making 3 new bonnets. The bonnets will be standard size to go on any engine. They also will be trying to finish Mr.
Bates’ waterwheel. Clem will be in charge of rebuilding the body of the # 6 coach, building a
new running gear of the #2 coach design. In addition to this he will be building 7 shop doors and
repairing all the old furniture on base. I am taking another job in New Jersey and am hoping to
become a certified welder in another company.
“The spring will bring a new boiler to the railway. It will be of the #10 design but will have
229 tubes of 1 3/4" diameter. This boiler will be at the railway by May 1, 1978. The railway
goals this coming year are to put in new track from Lizzie’s to the summit and bring down all old
wood to the base. I am hoping the #6 coach and the new #12 locomotive will be finished by fall
and the #11 locomotive sent into service at that time. By summer the old 22" Pelton wheel
should be back in service and maybe even a small museum will be started in the guest house. Did
you know that the new summit house is going to be started next spring and plans are to finish it by
1981? I wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. Thank you for the work given this
year. Sincerely Yours, Charlie.”
- Letter dated November 29, 1977 in the Mark Shallin Collection
The next publicly visible step taken by Ellen Crawford Teague to have the State “officially”
give her son, Charles the management reins of the Cog Railway came again came in a press release.
May 15, 1978
“Ellen (Mrs. Arthur S.) Teague has announced her resignation as president of the Mt. Washington Cog Railway Co., effective May 15. She has
become chairman of the board of Marshfield, Inc. Assuming the office of
president is her son, Charles Arthur Teague, following in the footsteps of
his late father, Col. Teague. Mr. Teague’s life has been closely interwoven
with the Cog Railway and he is familiar with all of its many operations.
He holds an Associate Degree in Technology from Manchester Technical
College and is superintendent of the shops. He was married in 1976 to
Melissa Palmer of Bridgeton, N.J. Mrs. Teague’s three daughters are vice
presidents of the railroad. They include Mrs. Margaret Baker of Montgomery County, Pa., Mrs. Fanny Blaggie of Bedford, N.H., and Mrs. Anne
Koop of Deerfield St., N.J. Executive vice president for the third year is Al518
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exander Hamilton of Kennebunkport, Me., and chief engineer for the second year is George Burdick of Hudson, Mass. The Mt. Washington Cog Railway operation has a payroll of more than
$5,000 weekly, employing some 80 people for the season. This is the 36th Summer that Mrs. Ellen Teague has been actively identified with the Railway. She has been a driving force in the operation since her husband, Col. Teague, died in 1967. A crew has been at work since May 1 on
the track and other physical properties. All six of the unique tilted engines have been hydrotested and given the OK. The rolling stock includes seven passenger cars, with a new one under
construction. “We’re all looking forward to a good season and if the opening weekend is any indication, this hope should be realized,” Mrs. Teague said this week.
- Littleton Courier – Wed, Jun 7, 1978 pg. 7A

1978 Season – State Reports
Longtime New Hampshire Transportation Director Winslow Melvin had retired, and Donald
L. Jackson was now in charge of state oversight of the Mount Washington Cog Railway. On July
25, 1978, Jackson received an accident report from the Cog’s chief engineer George Burdick.
Burdick wrote Engine No. 6 Great Gulf was on its way down the mountain just after 4 p.m. on
Friday, July 21. Engineer Dana Kirkpatrick and fireman Tom Hydorn were in the cab. Brakeman Rob Maclay was in charge of passenger car #4. He was on the back (brake) platform (closest
to the engine) with brakeman trainee Chris Knight when a nipple broke “in the left forward steam
cylinder which let the locomotive accelerate downgrade until slowed by the hand brake (in the cab)
to one MPH when it was struck by the car going at two to three MPH. Speed before car and
train separated was about 4 ½ MPH.” Burdick told Director Jackson “eleven persons reported
discomfort and were checked by the nurse on duty at the Base Station. Passenger injuries were minor bumps from being in contact with seat backs, etc. A list of these persons and their symptoms
are on file at the railway. Equipment damage to car No. 4 was one broken door glass, a deflection
of ¼ inch in steel end frame of car.” Burdick reported the car struck the engine “at between one
to two miles per hour.”
Director Jackson acknowledged receipt of the accident report on July 26, but went on to clarify New Hampshire’s strict reporting requirements for the Cog that had been put in place after
the September 1967 accident. “Beginning with your (Burdick’s) association with the Mt. Washington Railway Co. (Spring 1977) you have been very prompt in reporting any and all instances involving equipment failure and matters which you considered to be of concern to this Commission,”
wrote Jackson. “On this basis I am assuming you are unaware of the fact that any accident involving personal injury, loss of life or major equipment failure resulting in interruptions of service
must be reported to this office immediately or, in the event of the office being closed, to staff personnel.” Jackson attached a list of six Transportation personnel to contact with their home phone
numbers and his name at the top. He also directed inspector Walter King to investigate the accident.
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King’s accident report was submitted July 27, 1978. “The weather was clear and warm”
wrote King. “Locomotive No. 6 with Car No. 4 was the downhill train of a double header departing the Base at approximately 2 p.m. The engineer was Dana Kirkpatrick, Fireman Thomas Hydorn, Brakeman Robert Maclay and Brakeman Trainee Christopher Knight. The descending
trip from the Summit appeared to be normal until reaching the lower end of Long Trestle which
is in the area of Bent No. 770. The brakeman trainee was in control of the car with the Brakeman at his right observing his actions. This was the first trip that the Trainee had complete responsibility of the car both ascending and descending. The trainee was on the Engineer’s side of
the car with the brake taken up nearly to its capacity. The second brake was in its proper position
to allow the even movement of the descending car. Near the lower end of Long Trestle the Brakeman noticed the locomotive begin to pull away at a reasonably rapid rate from the car, a distance
of approximately 4 to 5 feet. Before being able to bring the car to a halt or reposition the car in
its proper location to the locomotive, he struck the locomotive with a jolt, the force of which broke
the lower window in the downhill door of the car and buckled the Brakeman’s platform floor. After the locomotive and car came to halt, the Brakeman and Brakeman Trainee consulted with the
passengers for injuries (13 were slightly injured) and then proceeded to discuss the situation with the
Engineer and Fireman at which time they notified the dispatcher at the Base Station of the incident. Upon investigation by the crew, it was learned that a steam line nipple had blown off and
allowed the locomotive to accelerate from its normal descent on compression. After further investigation it was discovered that the nipple was intact and could be screwed back on the pipe and
allow the train to proceed to the Base. Due to the particular location of the locomotive when it
finally stopped (near or on Jacob’s Ladder), it was impossible to completely tighten the nipple so a second stop was made at a better location further down grade. The locomotive and car then continued to the base on what would appear to be a normal run.”
King then listed the names, addresses and the injuries of eleven people who “were part of a
tour group from Pennsylvania… (who) all refused hospital treatment.” Mrs. Normand Plante
from Nashua, NH and nine-year old Deborah Edwards of Miami did go to Littleton Hospital
where they “were examined and released, with no injuries listed for the above two.” The four
crew members signed written statements, and Inspector King interviewed all of them except for
Fireman Hydorn. Engineer Dana Kirkpatrick told King “he heard a loud noise similar to a small
explosion, indicating something had broken” as the train reached the lower end of Long Trestle.
Kirkpatrick first thought it was a crankshaft as “the locomotive immediately accelerated its downhill motion…. He (took) up the hand brake to its fullest extent and... the locomotive was about to
stop when he felt a jolt… When the locomotive had completely stopped the ratchet was dropped
adding for a safety stop. (Kirkpatrick) estimated that the total travel distance before coming to a
complete stop was about 50 feet. He further indicated that (Fireman Hydorn) acted very
promptly in assisting on the hand brake. Both he and the Fireman were facing in a somewhat
downhill position at their respective posts in what appeared to be a normal trip.”
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Brakeman Trainee Knight said “when the locomotive first pulled away from the car his first
reaction was to release some of the brake pressure to allow the car to catch up and then he realized that there was something wrong with the locomotive and proceeded to stop the car. Just before coming to a successful stop, he struck the locomotive with a hard jolt and then both the locomotive and the car made a complete stop.” Knight thought the maximum separation of car and
engine was three to four feet. “He indicated that he thought the car was under full control until
the locomotive began to leave it because at this particular location (heading on to Jacob’s Ladder) the
car is supposed to be “Light” on the locomotive, in other words, not pushing hard.” Two days after the accident, Knight qualified as a brakeman. King wrote he is “now operating in that capacity very satisfactorily. Brakeman Maclay indicated that he thought (Knight) had conducted himself quite well through the incident… that he (Maclay) could not have done any better… However in hindsight… (Maclay said) had he assisted… on the second brake wheel, the incident might
have been averted. This is merely conjecture on his part,” wrote King. “The accident was caused
by a blown off nipple with a contributing factor of the inexperience Brakeman…. However, the
prompt action of the crew did avert more serious injury.”
September 1978
A poorly steaming downhill end of a Fall double-header prompted an investigation by state
inspector Warren King when a customer complaint arrived at the New Hampshire Attorney General’s office in early October. The complaint said the promised three-hour round trip turned into
a three-hour, one-way ride to the Summit, and that the railway had disregarded “safety… willfully
subjecting the passengers to an unforgivable ordeal.” King’s report was written up on December
5, 1978.
King found Locomotive No. 3 Base Station with 46 people aboard one of the wooden coaches
had departed the base at 4:55 pm on the final run of the day. The No. 3 was the downhill end of
a double-header. The No. 6 Great Gulf had left five minutes before Engineer Dana Kirkpatrick applied forward steam to begin the trip, and Fireman Rob Maclay began throwing coal into the No.
3’s firebox. Brakeman Alan Dupre rode on the front platform monitoring the track. King says
both trains made “a normal ascent” to Waumbek Switch where they were to meet the downcoming double of the No. 4 Summit and No. 9 Waumbek. The No. 6 stopped as usual at Waumbek
tank to take on water, clean the fire, and make an engine check before moving onto the switch
with the No. 3 following it directly onto the siding.
After the descending trains went by, No. 3 Base Station backed down to Waumbek tanks for water, fire-cleaning and engine check as the No. 6 came off the switch and resumed its climb upwards. King says shortly after the No. 3 started to follow, (the Base Station) “began to experience
difficulty in maintaining steam pressure. Several stops were required during the ascent to Skyline
Switch, two-thirds of the way up the mountain where an additional meet with another descending train was to be made. At Skyline Switch the descending train takes the siding; the ascending
train passes by, clearing the switch to allow the descending train to continue (down). It appears
that the No. 3 locomotive by this time had barely enough steam pressure to clear the switch. Engi521
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neer Kirkpatrick realized that additional time would be needed to finish the ascending trip and estimated a maximum of one hour (to cover the last mile to the Summit). To this point… the trip (to Skyline) had already consumed over one-half of the entire round-trip schedule.” Kirkpatrick called
on the track phone to the base and told the dispatcher (likely Cliff Kenney) about the situation.
Kirkpatrick was granted another hour. The trip resumed but “not for long.” More stops were
made to rebuild steam pressure, and “it was at this time that it was evident the poor condition of
the coal was going to a major factor in the delay. The crew informed the passengers of the situation. (The passengers) were also polled to determine their desires… continue the ascent or return to
the Base. Information as to the results of this poll is somewhat controversial and will be deal with
later (in this report).” Engineer Kirkpatrick called the dispatcher again “hoping to receive an affirmative answer on a descending request.” The president of the railway (Charles Teague) said the
No. 3 should continue upwards until the Summit was reached “or all possibility of that goal was
expended.” Several more stops for steam were necessary, and the No. 3 arrived behind the No. 6
at the Summit at 7:35 pm. After twenty minutes at the Summit, the trip back down began and
“was uneventful as far as mechanics were concerned.” The No. 3 arrived at the Base at 9:30 pm.
The No. 6 and its passengers five minutes later.
King’s report then deals with “the poll.” “There have been indications that a majority of the
passengers (on the No. 3) desired to return to the Base without reaching the summit. Verbal statements have indicated that an actual poll of passengers was taken; however, the results are unclear.
The brakeman (Alan Dupre) claimed only about ten people desired to return and ten to continue;
the remainder made no choice. The (person who filed the complaint with the Attorney General) indicates
the majority desired to return.” When King interviewed the Cog management, they said “no poll
was taken.”
The poll figures predominantly in the consumer complaint as the person “alleges that the management ‘knowingly and willfully subjected the passengers to the subsequent ordeal… (by refusing)
to grant the request of the crew and passengers to be allowed to cut the trip short.” King notes
that like other railroads, “the dispatcher has authority as to the time of departure, layovers, and
cancellations of any and all trains operating in their territory. The dispatcher in this case had first
informed the crew to continue. In subsequent communication with the Base, the dispatcher had
been relieved by the president of the company (Charlie Teague) who, in turn, made it explicitly clear
that the ascending trip was to continue at all cost, barring safety violations. Consideration was
given by the president, Charles Teague, to the fact that there were no trains left on the mountain
downhill of the troubled train, that there was a spare at the base should the need arise, and that
there was sufficient crew available to dispatch that train. This procedure is mandatory, as it is one
of the regulations of this Commission that a train and crew be available at all time that there is a
passenger train on the mountain.”
“The investigation” wrote King “has shown that the safety of the passengers was at no time
given as second thought. It was the primary factor in all decisions. The Chief Engineer, George
Burdick, has indicated that if at any time the slightest hint of a safety violation had been ap522
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proached, the trip would have been cancelled at that particular point and the train ordered to return to base without further delay.”
The investigation found the No. 3 made two other trips that day without problem – one hour
and 26 minutes up on the first – the second one hour and 40 minutes. “There was no reason to
believe that a third trip would be any different,” wrote King. “The facts indicate that the operating procedure was correct… that the equipment was in good condition… there was no indication
that any problem existed until (the) ascending trip was over one-third completed. ” King says it appears “the comfort of the passengers may have been slightly abridged by the lack of heat and
light in the descending car” due to lack of steam pressure, and “created some discomfort to the
passengers.” However, King notes 44 mile per hour winds and temperatures in the mid 40s “are
the rule for the Mount Washington Cog Railway and not the exception… normal during daylight
hours.”
The formal complaint desired “a full refund for the 25 listed people, which composed approximately one-half the passengers on this particular trip. The facts indicate that, in lieu of a refund,
25 passes were offered but (were) returned by the complainant,” wrote King.
Before concluding King says “One other item that requires attention (by the State) is the statement made by Kirkpatrick that Mr. (Charles) Teague ‘directly ordered that I continue until I ran
out of water or coal all together.’ It is not known if this is an ambiguous statement or if, in fact, it
was actually given. It has been denied by Mr. Teague.”
“The poor coal,” King concludes “is the only tangible factor (for this incident) that can be produced at this time. There are no indications whatsoever that there was any willful neglect relative
to safety or operation. At this point it appears that only two factors are involved; an error in judgement by the railway relative to the statement, if it was given, that the trip be continued until the
coal or water supply was depleted. The second fact, that the car was not lighted or heated, has no
bearing on safety features; neither are required… the only factor that is definite is the poor condition of the coal used on this particular trip.”
- signed: Walter W. King – Dec 5, 1978
Those are the only two contemporaneous documents in the NH Transportation files about
1978 Railway operations. However, a list of 1978 Breakdowns was filed with the NH PUC two
years later on January 7, 1980. That two-page document gives a more complete mechanical picture of the 1978 season retroactively.
Breakdowns of 1978
6/23
6/25
7/1
7/6
7/7
7/10

# 2 car broke down mountain shaft
Crank pins on #2 engine overheated lost one (scheduled) train
# 9 engine slipped a cam – lost one hour on schedule
# 9 engine had trouble with cam and eccentric seized lost a half hour
# 4 broken grease line at Waumbek – no delay
# 3 dropped arch brick at Waumbek – no delay
# 4 engine stuck on center at frog rock – 10 min. delay
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7/11

7/18
7/21
7/24
7/25
7/29

8/9
8/11
8/18
8/23
8/25
8/26
8/28
8/29
8/30
8/31
9/1
9/5
9/13
9/23
9/24
10/1
10/6

# 10 engine lost 15 min due to hot boxes
# 4 engine late coming out of the shop lost 45 min.
# 2 car caught up on Skyline main line lost 15 min.
# 2 engine broken nipple lost 10 min.
# 9 engine dropped ½ of their archbrick 10 min delay
# 3 engine broken steam line
# 6 engine to shop with broken rear guide bar
# 10 engine broken firebox door at Waumbek
# 4 engine 15 min. delay due to guide bar adjustment
Thelma car had a broken collar at the Summit – held over an hour
while new part was sent to Summit, came down as a double.
# 3 engine – the car brake cable slipped while on the Summit – one
hour delay to fix.
# 3 engine – engineer refused to run last trip – 20 min delay while
another engineer could be found
The pin at Waumbek Switch was placed in the wrong hole and the
coach on the # 4 engine derailed at Waumbek
# 10 engine 10 min delay in leaving due to break in lubrication line
# 9 engine lost 10 min in schedule due to bad coal
# 6 engine lost ½ hour due to stopping for clinkers
broken cog rack at 845 lost ½ hour in schedule and 1 train
# 10 engine not ready for 10 am double lost 10 min.
Lost schedule due to bad coal
Lost 15 min. in schedule while cars were switched at Waumbek due
to broken ratchet
# 10 injector problem at Base, lost ½ hour
# 1 trouble with grates at Waumbek – lost an hour in schedule
# 10 engine broken guide bar – Bad trips all day lost schedule due to
bad coal
Lost 4 trains due to bad coal and bad trips
# 4 engine lost steam near Waumbek, # 2 engine was sent up to take
# 4 people to the Summit lost 1 hour in schedule and 8 passengers
Bad Coal lost an hour
Lost 2 trains bad coal
Lost ½ hour due to # 9 engine not ready to go
Lost about 3 trains due to bad coal and 2-hour trips to the Summit
# 3 engine burnt grates at Skyline, also stuck on ratchet – lost 2 trains
# 7 coach derailed at Waumbek lost 2 hours in schedule
# 10 engine injector trouble on Long Trestle – 20 min delay
# 9 engine lost hand brakes at Waumbek – no delay
Lost 24 trains total
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Ellen Crawford Teague, the “retired” Mount Washington Railway president and now chairman of the board of Marshfield, Inc., made her final push to put “our Charles” in charge in the
spring of 1979 - not quite a year after the railway’s corporate restructuring. This time the move
was not in a press release and came as the General Manager George Burdick’s contract was entering its third and final year.
May 8, 1979
It was the second Tuesday of May 1979 when a conference was held at the N.H. Public Utilities Commission office at the request of Ellen Crawford Teague. No longer on Pleasant Avenue,
PUC headquarters were now at 8 Suncook Road in Concord. The topic was Cog management
personnel for the upcoming (1979) summer season. The State participants were PUC Chairman
J. Michael Love, along with Commissioners Francis J. Riordan and Malcolm J Stevenson. Transportation Director Donald L. Jackson was there along with his new Assistant Director Walter W.
King, and the commission’s Secretary Vincent J. Iacopino. Winslow E. Melvin attended the meeting in his new role as consultant to the commission. Railroad representatives at the conference
were Attorney Jack Middleton, George Burdick - the current General Manager, and Charles Teague, son of the owner (Ellen C. Teague) who carried the title of President and General Manager.
While the Cog team updated the State on the construction of a new locomotive, car repairs and
money spent to buy new timber for the track, “the real purpose of the conference was to try to obtain the Commission’s approval of Charles Teague becoming the person responsible for all of the
railroad operations.” The meeting resulted in two memos being placed in the State’s files - one
from consultant (and former Transportation Director) Winslow Melvin, and one from new Assistant Director Walter King.
Melvin Memo to Commission: “The Commission, since the accident of September 1967,
has required an individual to be employed by the railroad who is in all respects qualified and capable of determining that the trackage and equipment are kept in safe operations and that all personnel are completely qualified and responsible in conducting operations. It must be understood
that (human) reaction must be almost automatic whenever any unusual incident occurs and that
prompt actions are immediately taken to overcome any event which might otherwise result in tragedy. Complete control of the locomotives and cars must be maintained at all times.
“Charles Teague is approximately 24 or 25 years of age and has been connected with the railroad his entire life, but the last 12 years, which are the most formative as far as his experience is
concerned, was without the supervision of his father who was eminently qualified (as general manager) and conducted a 100% safe (railroad) operation prior to his death in 1967. Since the accident
of 1967 the general managers who have been responsible to this Commission for safe operations
were Lionel F. Rodgers, Paul C. Dunn, Edward Clark and George Burdick.
“After the first two years or so each one of these (general managers) has been relieved of their duties by Mrs. Teague, and a court case resulted in connection with the expiration of Mr. Dunn’s
service because he served only three years of a five year contract. Mr. Burdick has been quite suc525
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cessful in conducting operations during the past two years. He has a third year to go and it was
indicated that he (Burdick) is expected to be there during the forthcoming season (of 1979).
“The undersigned (Melvin) has considerable hesitancy in accepting Charles Teague as a person responsible for the entire operation. This is mainly (due to) his failure to exhibit the required
leadership in properly instructing and supervising the train crew. It is my recommendation that
regardless of the title that he now holds with the corporation... the Commission should insist on a
competent person such as George Burdick (be general manager) at least for one more year so that
more complete information can be obtained relative to the work of Mr. Charles Teague, and the
additional experience which he may gain before placing the required confidence in this one individual.
“It is realized that (the State) may be treading upon management a little closer than a regulatory agency should, but nevertheless we are definitely involved in safety of operations, and this is
of paramount importance when considering an individual and his qualifications as we are asked
to do in this case.”
- signed: Winslow E. Melvin / May 16, 1979
King Memo to Director Jackson: “The first portion of the discussion concerning Mr. (Charles) Teague’s ability and experience to act as General Manager was supported by Mr. (George) Burdick, who had the responsibility in 1977-78. Mr. Burdick is under contract with the Railway for
one more year. It appears that it is his desire to have most of the Railway (management) responsibilities turned over to Mr. Teague. Mr. Burdick indicated he would remain in the employ of the Railway for the 1979 season, at least, more as a consultant than as Chief Engineer.
“Mr. Teague (talked) at some length the proposed equipment operation, members of the crew
and maintenance staff; and also supplied a list of the executives and officers of the corporation
and their experience. During the course of the discussion we received a variety of information
and names of people who will fill some key positions with the Railway... the two most important
being the Track Foreman and the Trainmaster. The Track Foreman will be Robert Clement, who
has been filling that capacity for several years very satisfactorily. The Trainmaster will be George
(Buddy) Trask who has also been employed by the Railway for several years, working his way to an
engineer (position) through the normal manner, beginning as a brakeman. Mr. Trask is no stranger
to the Railway, as his father was employed there before him, and younger brother (Bobby) is following in the family footsteps.
“Since the early retirement of Paul Dunn, former General Manager, who was well acquainted
with the Cog Railway and its operation, there have been two subsequent general managers. Both
these men were outstanding in their field of mechanics and ability to supervise; however, neither
were acquainted with the unique operation of the Cog Railway in a manner that would indicate
an overwhelming knowledge of the operation. This required many inspections from this office in
an effort to guarantee that the orders were being adhered to, and that safety was uppermost in the
minds of all employees.
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“Generally speaking, many procedures were initiated that eventually lowered the down time,
or time that trains could not operate for mechanical reasons, as well as labor, which, in turn, increased the passenger count and general financial status of the company. Some of these procedures came about without the consent of the owner of the Railway, Mrs. Arthur Teague. In
many cases she actually objected to the procedural changes, but the managers in charge at the
time put them into effect over her objections. One of these (procedures), to mention an example, is
the magnaflux and ultrasonic testing of the axles. In the opinion of the undersigned (King), this
has been the most effective safety procedure that the Railway has adopted in the past ten years. It
has reduced the number of broken axle and shaft incidents to zero for the 1978 operating season.
“The question of Charles Teague becoming general manager, and having the final word in
procedure and safety is inevitable. It would appear from observation made by undersigned that
Mr. Teague has made noticeable improvement in his attitude and (the) respect received from employees. During the two years of Mr. Burdick’s employment with the Railway as General Manager and Chief Engineer, Mr. Teague has nearly completed the transition from employee to employer in most all aspects. In discussing the management problems in the past with employees of
the Railway, most of them have indicated that Mr. Teague’s outlook on the Railway operation has
matured. It would appear that this may be the year to make the transition of General Manager
to Mr. Teague, while Mr. Burdick is available on a daily basis at the Railway for consultation. To
wait another year would mean the present chief engineer’s contract will expire. In all likelihood it
will not be renewed, due to the wishes of Mr. Burdick. It is doubtful that the Railway would consider hiring a new chief engineer as a consultant at a time the entire operation should be conducted by its president and general manager.”
- signed: Walter W. King / May 22, 1979
The Commission went with King’s recommendation.
1979 Operating Season
Charles Simpson Teague was now in charge of the Mount Washington Cog Railway with
George Burdick alongside for any needed consultation. 1979 was a challenging season according
to some state reports and the accounting of breakdowns for that year. Unlike the 1978 Report the
1979 cumulative breakdowns list emphasizes lost trains and lost revenue by underlining those entries. Those underlines will be bolded in this text. (Editor’s note: On the financial upside, Mrs. Teague was able to convince the Twin Mountain Board of Selectmen on July 10th to let the Cog Railway dispose of
its rubbish at the town dump for free - now that the Cog’s dump behind the shop was being covered over with cinders.) The 1979 breakdown list that follows is interspersed with state investigation reports from the
New Hampshire Transportation Department files.
July 19

Breakdowns of 1979
# 6 engine derailed at Skyline Switch, due to switch defect, and track damage
caused by # 9 and # 10 engine coming down from the switch derailed. No
passenger trains were lost, but several fares totaling approximately $100 dollars
were refunded to satisfy unhappy passengers. Loss is also noted in taking 78
persons down the Auto Rd and busing them to the Base Station, plus on
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July 20th and 21st we were unable to run trains to the Summit so a
considerable loss was evident due to only running to Skyline on these days.
Inspector Warren King told his boss, Donald L. Jackson “the weather was warm and clear”
on July 19th when the No. 6 Great Gulf derailed at the Skyline Switch. “There were no injuries to
crew or passengers. There was no damage to equipment; however, there was track damage.”
The train left “Marshfield Station at approximately 3 p.m. with Engineer (Dave) Moody, Fireman
(Bruce) Houck, and Brakeman (Nat) Putnam with 47 passengers. This was the upper end of a double header, two trains operating on the same schedule, five minutes apart.” The No. 10 Col. Teague
pushing the Thelma car followed with Engineer (Charles) Morrill, fireman (Rob) MacLay, and Brakeman (Jon) Mies with 20 passengers aboard. The derailment occurred on the return from the Summit. The two trains (No. 10 & No. 6) took the switch allowing the ascending train to pass on its
way to the top. The switch was thrown and the No. 10 backed off the switch onto the main line.
“After a very brief period,” wrote King “Locomotive No. 6 began its descending trip. Upon
entering the switch, a heavy bump was felt by the crew who stopped the train immediately. Upon
investigation they discovered that four wheels of their train were derailed; one on the tender, the
up-mountain wheel on the locomotive, and both wheels on the car, all on the north side of the
train which dropped in on the gage side of the north rail. All cog gears remained in the cog rack.
All other wheels remained in a railed condition. Several attempts were made to re-rail the equipment but they failed. The dispatcher was notified and the passengers on the derailed train (No. 6
Great Gulf) and the train that (had) proceeded to the summit (at the Skyline meet) were returned to the
Base via the auto road and a bus, at the expense of the railway.
“Upon investigation the crews discovered that the lower end of the double header, Engine No.
10, had also derailed at the switch, which is Bent No. 902, and traveled in a derailed condition to
Bent No. 827, which is between 750 and 800
feet. It was learned that the first train to derail
(exiting the switch) was the previous train to No.
10. This was Locomotive No. 9 Waumbek and
Car No. 5. It was discovered that the upmountain wheels of the engine and car on the
north or left side had both derailed briefly, and
then re-railed, the (No. 9) crew being unaware of
the mishap. The ascending and descending
trains on the main line passed through the switch
without problem. It appears the descending
trains from the siding are the only ones that derailed; the track having been weakened by the
first derailment (by No. 9) moved easily under
the weight of the second train, Engine No. 10.
Photo No. 2: Up-mountain view of Skyline Switch partially
set for siding. Note misalignment at left center (1979)
(The No. 10 Col. Teague) traveled a great distance
- King photo / NH Transportation Dept.
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and then, becoming re-railed, continued down
the mountain.
“It appears that the cause (of these de-railings)
was a broken weld in a closure rail. This closure
rail acts as a base for a hinge for the north rail
switch point. With all rails in proper position,
the transition from the switch point to the siding
can be made without any problems. Photo No.
2 (previous page) is and up mountain view of the
Skyline Switch closure rail. As can be seen, it is
misaligned with the receiving rail in an ascending direction. Photo No. 3 (right) is the view of
the Waumbek Switch in a descending direction,
indicating the smooth transition through the closure rail to the switch point. Photo No. 4 (below)
is of the same mechanisms at Skyline Switch.
Photo No. 3: Down-mountain view of Waumbek Switch
set for movement from siding (1979)
- King photo / NH Transportation Dept.

Again the misaligned closure rail is visible.
Photo No. 5 (below) is the closure rail at Waumbek Switch to indicate the proper position and
welding. The closure rail at Skyline Switch can
be seen in Photo No. 6 (next page) close up. It is
obvious that the weld along the entire length of
the base of the support is broken, allowing the

Photo No. 4: Down-mountain view of Skyline Switch for
movement from siding. Note misalignment at upper center (1979)
- King photo / NH Transportation Dept.

closure rail to be forced in a northerly direction
which, in turn, would allow the wheels to become derailed.
“The investigation revealed that the skyline closure rail weld has been at least cracked,
and probably broken, for a long period of time.

Photo No. 5: Closure rail at Waumbek Switch (1979)
- King photo / NH Transportation Dept.
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There was no newly broken
metal visible (right) in the entire
length of the weld. Upon returning to the Base, this writer (King)
informed Charles Teague, President of the railway and George
Burdick, Chief Engineer, that the
switch must be inspected by Mr.
Burdick prior to its use, after necessary repairs were made. They
were further informed that a
weekly inspection of all switches
must be made and records of
those inspections kept for future
reference. The verbal directives
were confirmed in writing in the
form of an Order dated July 23,
1979. The tardiness of the notification of derailment was the
Photo No. 6: Closure rail at Skyline Switch. Note broken weld at base of
cause of this Commission’s Orsupport. (1979)
der No. 13,745 setting forth the
- King photo / NH Transportation Dept.
above-mentioned inspections
and reporting of incidences.”
- signed: Walter W. King – Aug 10, 1979
Jitney Jr has been unable to find a copy of Order No. 13,745 with the guidance for required
inspections and incident notification in either the bound edition of NH PUC orders for 1979 in
the State Library in Concord or the online collection of 1979 orders. He has found other PUC
orders that refer specifically to Order No. 13,745.
Breakdowns of 1979 (cont.)
August 1
August 3

# 4 car derailed at Skyline, ½ hour delay in schedule – no passenger service lost
# 3 broken lubricator line at Waumbek, 15 min. delay in schedule – no
passenger service lost

August 7
August 9

Lost 2 trains (passenger) due to lack of crews
# 9 had bad coal 3 hour and 45 min round trip - # 2 derailed at Base Switch 15
min delay – Total of approximately 1 hour lost in schedule. Lost
approximately 2 trains due to loss of schedule, bad coal, and no crew.

August 14 # 3 had bad coal delayed schedule 20 min to ½ hour, no passenger loss.
August 17 # 2 broken forward steam line on Long Trestle, speeder sent up to fix it. Lost
one to one and ½ train loads due to delay.
August 20 # 10 slipped linkage on cylinder cocks, stuck on center at Waumbek, ½ hour
delay in schedule no passenger service lost
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Vandalism at the Mount Washington Cog Railway
“On August 21, 1979 the Mount Washington Cog Railway experienced … harassment of the
crew and passengers on two different trains. This harassment occurred at the Summit and skyline
switch areas. There was also some vandalism in the form of objects placed in the cog rack and
the Skyline Switch begin misaligned. This investigation (by inspector Walter King) began on August
21, 1979 at 11:00 pm.
“The incidents occurred in the mid-afternoon, approximately 3:00 pm. The harassment occurred at the Summit and consisted of a group of apparently young people with an adult leader.
The young people were approximately fifteen years old and the adult was in his early thirties.
The harassment consisted of offensive gestures with wooden objects in the form of sticks with a
cross shape similar to a child’s wooden sword, only much longer. These were waved at the crew,
in very close proximity to their bodies, and the passengers in a similar manner, accompanied by
offensive and obscene words. The main theme of the gestures was to ‘remove the trains from the
mountain; they did not belong there anyway.’ It appears that it was the same group at both locations.”
The first act of harassment occurred at the Summit to the one o’clock train at around 2:30
pm. The harassed train descended normally and met a double-header on the way up at Skyline.
When that double started back to the Base, the first train down “struck an object placed on the
cog rack (near the Skyline switch), causing one of the cog gears of the locomotive to become disengaged with the rack for a brief period. (I)t was discovered that a piece of boiler grate had been
placed on the cog rack in such a manner that it could not move when encountered by the teeth of
the cog gear. This piece of grate was 9½ inches long. The incident caused the descending locomotive to become out-of-time. It did not affect the descending trip; however, it was necessary to
retime the locomotive prior to further service.”
“The descending double-header crew met the ascending 4:00 PM train at Waumbek Station,”
wrote King “and discuss with the (4 o’clock) crew the problem at Skyline Switch. Upon reaching
the Skyline Switch, the ascending train brakeman noticed the switch had been tampered with and
misaligned. (I)t was determined that there was nothing loose or broken, so the ascending train
continued on a normal trip. The brakeman indicated that the crossover rail, the rail that carries
the left wheels of the train over the cog rack toward the siding, had been placed in the siding position which would have derailed the train had it made contact. (Ed note: This was the same switch rail
that caused the fatal 1967 accident and had become known by Coggers as the “death rail.”) Also the holding
pin for the cog rack had been removed and the rack moved a few inches to the left, which would
have come in contact with a portion of the undercarriage, the bull (spur) gear. It was also noted
that one of the switch point throw levers (flags) had been moved. After making note of these, the
brakeman realigned the switch for the up-hill move. These incidents were all reported to the dispatcher, the chief engineer, and the president of the railway.
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“The New Hampshire State Police were called as a protective measure and to investigate the
vandalism and harassment. This writer (King) made two inspection tours of the of the track on
August 22, 1979, the first at 8:00 a.m. in the company of the chief engineer of the Railway
(George Burdick), a conservation officer from the NH Fish and Game Department, and two members of the New Hampshire State Police. Everything appeared to be normal throughout the entire trip. The second inspection, at 1:00 pm, was conducted, accompanied only by the brakeman,
from the up-hill end of a passenger coach. Again, all aspects of the operation were normal.”
King made the suggestion to management that “the immediate area of the Skyline Switch be
cleaned of metallic waste and scrap, as it appears this is the material used by the vandals. The investigation is not, at this time, completed; therefore, a more precise report will follow.”
- signed: Walter W. King – Aug 24, 1979

“As a precautionary measure against the return of about 15-20 unknown hikers who interfered with the Cog Railway Tuesday (8/21) afternoon, State Police will be stationed in the area until at least tomorrow. “We don’t want anyone near the train or the track area,” Lt. Richard Tuck,
commander of Troop F, Twin Mountain, told the Union Leader this morning. According to
Tuck, members of the group interfered with a train going up the mountain yesterday afternoon
about 3:45, apparently “hand-waving close to the train.” There was no damage to the train nor
injuries in the actions Tuck described as a “general nuisance.” Tuck stated that State Trooper
John Thohl and conservation officer Richard Dufour made a search of the area around the railway yesterday afternoon, but didn’t locate the group.”
- Manchester Union Leader - Wed, Aug 22, 1979

Breakdowns of 1979 (cont.)
August 22 # 10 bad coal lost 45 min. in schedule and one train of people
Lost one passenger train due to lack of crew
August 28 # 9 broken forward steam line – no delay or loss
Sept 1
# 3 had broken blower, # 1 was used to replace it, tender was not filled with
water – result 20 min delay in schedule – but # 1 had slow trip. Lost 2 trains
during the day to lack of crew and schedule
Sept 3

Trouble getting water at Waumbek due to someone draining the tank. ½ hour
delay in schedule – no passenger loss

Sept 10
Sept 12

# 9 broken frame on Short Trestle. Lost 39 people due to refund.
# 3 and # 6 bad coal lost one hour in schedule – but no passengers.
# 3 hot crank pin, lost 10 min. in schedule.
# 6 bad coal – two hour trip to summit
# 6 broken valve key – speeder sent up to repair,
lost approximately 30 passengers and one hour in schedule
# 6 bad coal lost 36 min. in schedule

Sept 15
Sept 18

The more precise follow-up report promised by inspector Walter King in his August 24th
memorandum on the Summit harassment and Skyline vandalism incident was not found in the
N.H. Transportation Department files. However, there were two pages of a N.H. State Police
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“Continuation of Investigation Report” filed on September 18, 1979 by Detective Robert A. Loven regarding Case No. F-79-282 (likely the vandalism case though not specifically labeled as such.)
State Police Investigation Report
Loven (who would be elected Coös County Sheriff in 1996 & 1998) wrote in the Fall of 1979 that he
had “contacted several persons that have been in a position to know of the operation of the Cog
Railway for over ten years. They are responsible and respected by this writer.”
“Person #1 – Stated that the condition of the Cog Railway has deteriorated over the years.
Mrs. Teague has been in financial trouble and is taking everything she can money-wise. They are
not replacing or repairing needed equipment. The only repairs that are made is when the equipment breaks down and cannot be operated. Some of the tracks are over 100 years old. The engines are breaking down several times a year, and they are repaired just enough to keep them running. He personally knows Mrs. Teague, and she has used her political friends to influence the
Public Utilities Commission. He believes that the State of New Hampshire has a responsibility to
the tourists that ride the Cog Railway. The State of New Hampshire advertises to get tourists into
the State and are allowing an unsafe railway to operate. He stated that two things will happen to
the Cog Railway. There will be another accident like the one in 1967 that killed eight persons
and injuring over 60 or Mrs. Teague will file bankruptcy.
“Person #2 – stated he has known the train crews over the last ten years (since 1969). Several
have complained of the unsafe conditions of the railway to him. They have told the management
of the Cog about the unsafe conditions, but nothing has been done. They quit their jobs with the
railway because of the conditions. This season he has noticed more breakdowns of the Cog than
before. Every year there are incidents where hikers put items on the track, but he has not been
aware of any large-scale vandalism. He does not understand why the Public Utilities Commission
allows the Cog Railway to operate. He has been expecting an accident to happen any day on the
Cog Railway that will take the lives of unsuspecting tourists.
“Person #3 – He has been involved with the Cog Railway and personally knows Mrs. Teague for over seven years (since 1972). The railway has not had a maintenance crew for the last several years. He has seen more breakdowns with the engines this year because of the track being
out of line. The only repairs made is when the equipment breaks down. Then they patch the
equipment to keep it running. This year he has noticed that the switches need a lot of repair.
The reason that the passenger car went off the track at the Skyline switch was because the switch
needed repair. He believes that the Public Utility Commission is responsible for the condition of
the railway. They are not doing their job. The Cog Railway has not had an inspection of any
kind. The owner has stated they have political influence on the Public Utilities Commission. He
also believes that the State of New Hampshire has a responsibility to the tourists that the State advertises to come and ride the Cog, especially to the children that ride the train. They do not know
what dangers are involved in the railway like an adult.
“Person #4 – He worked for the Cog Railway for three years in General Management.
While he was employed at the Cog, he was responsible for the maintenance of all the equipment
and daily operation. Mrs. Teague was advised the railway needed major repairs. She agreed that
he could start a preventive maintenance program. She told him that she was going to sell some
property (Editor: The Teague’s Guildhall farm was sold in 1973 for ???) and put approximately
$80,000.00 into the Railway. She never did put the $80,000.00 into the railway. She said she invested it someplace else. The maintenance on the railway was very poor. The boilers on the en533
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gines were in very bad shape. Several had cracks and were welded. One crack was approximately 18 inches long. He does not know why the Insurance Company keeps insuring them. The
trestle is in a very unsafe condition. The engines have been made heavier over the years. The passenger cars are bigger and heavier. The safety factor of the trestle is now zero. He is surprised
that a major accident has not happened this year. He still has friends working at the railway and
they have had more breakdowns this year because of the Trestle not being level. Mrs. Teague has
a personal friend on the payroll as a consultant at approximately $18,000.00. She has said several
times she has political friends that control the Public Utilities Commission. He has expressed his
concern of the dangers of the railway to several people in the NH Department of Parks and Playgrounds and they also told him they were concerned about the condition of the railway.”
Breakdowns of 1979 (cont.)
Sept 20
Sept 21
Sept 26

# 9 bad coal lost 35 min in schedule
# 9 broken cylinder cock – 10 min. delay
# 3 broken forward steam line at Skyline, delayed schedule one-and-onehalf hours, no passengers lost at Base, but 41 people on that train were
refunded $7.00 each total of $287.00 lost
Lost 24 trains total

There were no more documents from 1979 in the NH Transportation Department files examined by Jitney Jr in February of 2020. The single 1980 document in the files was a list of breakdowns for the 1980 season starting on June 7th. However, other public sources shed light on railway operations before that first 1980 breakdown in early June:
May 12th, 1980
Charlie accepted as GM “Mrs. Ellen Teague, chairman of the board, announced this week
that the Mt. Washington Cog Railroad will open this Saturday, May 24 for its 111th season. It
will operate weekends only until the season officially gets underway on Saturday, June 21, trains
running then on the hour every hour. The operation will close on Oct. 15. Mrs. Teague, in her
37th season with the Cog Railroad, said that her son, Charles Arthur Teague, has been accepted
as general manager by the Public Utilities Commission as of May 12. Work on constructing a
new locomotive, Charlie’s Angel, will be completed at the Base Shop in time for use this season.
The first locomotive built locally was the Col. Teague in 1972. A shop has continued in operation
at Lancaster making cog tracks and other supplies. During the period of weekend operation,
trains will run to the halfway point and return while maintenance continues. The Mt. Washington Cog Railway will employ about 50 people this year, about half of whom will again be college
students.”
- Littleton Courier – Wed, May 21, 1980 pg. 1
May 19th, 1980 - the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission issues a Supplemental Order - No. 14,241 dealing with switch inspections and incident reporting procedures.
Again, Jitney Jr has been unable to find a copy of Supplemental Order No. 14,241 with the
guidance for required inspections and incident notification in either the bound edition of NH
PUC orders for 1980 in the State Library in Concord, or in the online collection of 1980 PUC orders. He has found other PUC orders that refer to the earlier July 1979 Order No. 13,745 and
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this supplemental order. Specifically, they are referenced in a 1983 supplemental order for the
new owners of the Cog. (see end of this section)
Here’s the list of incidents and irregularities sent to the State by the Cog for 1980 with items
bolded that were underlined in the typewritten document.
Breakdowns of 1980
June 7th
June 14th
June 22nd
June 28th
July 4th
July 26th
July 27th
August 1st
August 2nd

Engine # 6 engine broken blower pipe. 15 min. delay
Engine # 10 no steam at skyline. 15 min. delay
Engine # 9 broken lubricator line. 15 min. delay
Engine # 3 broken lubricator at Waumbek, 15 min. delay
Engine # 9 hole in ash pan above Waumbek. 15 min. delay
Engine # 9 broken exhaust line, no delay
Engine #10 cracked forward steam line. Switched engines, no delay
Car # 1 broken axle on Long Trestle coming down. Lost 4 trains.
Engine # 2 stuck on center. 15 min. delay
Engine # 3 broken grease line. 15 min. delay
Engine # 4 - # 7 coach kept derailing from Half-Way House up, needed
new collar lost 1 hour and 10 min. in schedule

August 3rd
August 4th
August 14th

Engine # 3 broken binder. ½ hour delay
Engine # 6 broken grease line in box, switched engines, ½ hour delay
Engine # 9 dropped a grate just above Waumbek, switched coaches with
down coming train. 10 min delay.

August 18th
August 21st
August 23rd

Lost 2 trains due to no coal
Lost 4 trains due to lack of crews
Engine # 10 injector trouble at base, switched engines. Delay of ½ hour.
Lost 3 trains due to lack of crew

August 24th

Engine # 3 broken valve below Skyline. 1-hour delay, lost 3 trains due to
delay in schedule and lack of crew.

August 25th

Engine # 10 lost lubricator plug. 15 min. delay. Lost 1 hour in schedule
due to general slowness of crews all day.

August 28th
Sept 8th
Sept 20th
Sept 27th

Lost 1 train due to lack of crew
Lost 2 trains due to lack of crew
Engine # 6 broken blower. 15 min. delay
Lost ½ hour in schedule due to bad weather, lost 2 trains due to no crew
and delay in schedule.

Sept 29th
Oct 6th
Oct 8th

Engine # 3 broken piston rod. Lost 4 trains due to breakdown
Engine # 2 packing gland broke. 15 min. delay
Lost 2 trains due to no crew

Note: Lost a total of 27 trains (lack of crew because of 1979 lay offs)
February 1981 – Mortgage with Dartmouth College that underwrote the 1962 sale to the Teagues is paid off according to I conquered
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March 25th, 1981
Cog Railway is offered for sale by Ellen Teague. Reported asking price $3-million
CONCORD, N.H. The Mount Washington Cog Railway which has taken tourists up and
down the Northeast’s highest peak for 112 years is up for sale. Ellen Teague, who took charge of
the railway when her husband, Arthur, died in 1969, said she decided to sell mainly because of
her age. “I feel fine now, but I’m going to be 68 in April,” she said Tuesday. “I’ve been running
things for 14 years now and that’s a long time.” While her son, Charles, has helped manage the
railway, he wants to pursue other interests, she said. “We might stick it out this summer and next,
depending, but that will be it,” she said. Mrs. Teague declined to disclose the price of the railway,
which has been in her family since 1962. Other sources said she was asking for about $3 million
and offered the state “first priority” to purchase one of New England’s premier tourist attractions.
But the state has no plans to buy, according to George Gilman, commissioner of the Department
of Resources and Economic Development. “We frankly hope it stays in her family,” Gilman said.
“It’s an institution within the state and within the Teague family.” The state owns most of Mount
Washington summit, including the recently built $4.6 million Sherman Adams Building which
houses a weather station, museum, cafeteria and park station. The railway’s rolling stock includes
about six steam engines and passenger cars. The track, winding up the mountain at sometimes
dizzying grades, is in “excellent condition,” Mrs. Teague said.
- Manchester Union Leader - Wed. Mar 25, 1981 pg. 1

June 7th, 1982
New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission orders railway shutdown until track between Lizzie’s and Summit is repaired. This was the same section of track that railway president Charles
Teague had told employees in a 1978 newsletter was scheduled for repair in the summer of 1979.
Re Mount Washington Railway Company, Inc.
DR 81-322, Order No. 15,693
67 NH PUC 375
New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission
June 7, 1982
ORDER requiring certain maintenance procedures.
BY THE COMMISSION:
REPORT
On October 19, 1981, the Mount Washington Railway Company submitted a request for a
rate increase of approximately 33 1/3 percent, raising, among other things, adult round-trip fares
to $20.00.
On April 9, 1982, an Order of Notice was issued setting a hearing for May 14, 1982 at 1:00
P.M. at the Commission's Concord offices. Notices were sent to Jack D. Middleton, Esquire (for
publication); Ellen C. Teague, Mount Washington Railway Company; George Burdick, Chief Engineer, Mount Washington Railway Company; and the Office of the Attorney General. An affidavit of public notice was filed with the Commission on May 6, 1982. Hearings were held on May
14 and May 17, 1982. The Company produced as witnesses: Rep. Kenneth Randall, Book536
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keeper; George Burdick, Chief Engineer; and Robert Wood, Accountant. The Commission Staff
presented Walter King, Railroad Investigator.
SAFETY
The continued safe operation of the Cog Railroad is of prime importance to this Commission. In an attempt to comply with our statutory mandate to assure safe service, this Commission
had its Railroad Inspector, Walter King, inspect the railroad three times during the month of
May, 1982. The inspections conducted prior to the hearings were conducted on May 11 and 13,
1982 focused on the lower portion of the Cog Railway, its equipment and the personnel.
The inspection that was conducted after the hearings focused on that portion of the track that
was under snow at the time of the hearings.
Mr. King testified that the site inspections of the lower portion disclosed deficiencies-tipped
bents, incorrect rack spacing and caps out of place. He testified that previous inspections had revealed a need for repairs to the skyline switch to assure continued good operation. He testified
that the switch repairs need not be accomplished before the railroad opens for the coming season,
but that the bents, rack spacing and the caps were, in fact, safety hazards and required corrective
action before opening. He noted that he had been accompanied on the inspection by the track
foreman who had recorded the deficiencies and was assured that they would be completed as directed.
The Commission directs the Company to take the necessary corrective action to eliminate the
rack spacing problems, to fix the tipped bents and to insure that the caps are back in place prior to
opening the railway to the public. The Commission further finds that the safety of operations require that the Skyline Switch be completely repaired no later than June 15, 1982. The Commission will not tolerate any deviation from the highest safety standard possible. Inspector King is instructed to immediately report any safety problem with the railway and to require immediate corrective action by the Cog Railway
Mr. King recommended that the Company direct its efforts in the specific area of Jacobs Ladder. Certain timbers in that area are stated to be in need of replacement, and he noted that the
Company has invested approximately $17,000 in new timber for replacing portions of the bents
during 1982. Mr. King recommended that the Commission direct a specific maintenance schedule to assure that the approximately twenty (20) bents be replaced in total over a period of ten (10)
years, and that the presently available timber be used as a minimum to replace two (2) complete
bents during this season. The Commission accepts the recommendation that a maintenance
schedule should be ordered. However, our overriding concern for safety leads to a requirement
that these 20 bents be replaced over a seven (7) year period and that the presently available timber
be used, as a minimum, to replace two (2) complete bents during this season.
Mr. King made reference to a construction practice of installing timber connectors between
bents along the rail line. He noted both past and current company practice and testified to the desirability of using timber connectors as recommended by the Commission’s consulting study com537
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pleted in 1968. The Commission instructs the railway to comply with this study as to the installation of timber connectors.
Mr. King cited the desirability from an economic standpoint of completing construction on a
new engine and rail passenger car. Replacement of the engine would provide additional power in
case of an older unit breakdown, Addition of the new passenger car would take out of service an
older car, which is currently being cited for various minor deficiencies. The Commission orders
the railway to place a high priority on placing this new engine and rail passenger car into service
as soon as possible. The Commission is far more concerned with safety than economics, and the
railway should make every attempt to provide the public with the newest and best maintained
equipment.
Another recommendation by Mr. King was to have the railway focus its attention on the
Marshfield Siding and switch and to the track between the shop and the passenger line. His testimony was that repairs have been deferred over a number of years, and that although no accidents
have resulted, continued negligence will inevitably result in future problems. The Commission is
extremely concerned when any maintenance has been deferred with the money that has been
made over the years. There is no reason to allow any deferral of maintenance. This maintenance
is ordered to be completed during 1982.
Mr. George Burdick was the Company’s witness for operations and maintenance. He expressed knowledge of Mr. King's recent inspection, and was aware of the specific deficiencies
noted during the visits with the track foreman. He confirmed that the Company would correct the
deficiencies relative to caps, tipped bents, and rack spacing before the railroad is open to the public.
Mr. Burdick acknowledged that repairs were necessary to the skyline switch, and indicated
that a continued preventive maintenance program was established in lieu of a complete rebuilding schedule. He assured the Commission that public safety was assured by adhering to this repair
schedule.
Concerning a reconstruction program of Jacob's Ladder, Mr. Burdick explained that many sections of the ladder date back to the 1930's. As damaged or deteriorated wooden members are
identified through inspection, those members are replaced. He confirmed the purchase of new
timber as noted earlier by Mr. King, and agreed that a replacement schedule for all bents over a
period of years would assure continued public safety. Although he recommended that the replacement schedule be extended over a twenty-year period, he revised his comments upon crossexamination to a time period of ten years
Mr. Burdick concurred with Mr. King's testimony relative to the desirability of utilizing timber
connectors and acknowledged that this construction method had been accepted by the Company
as a standard construction practice.
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In regard to the completion of the engine and passenger car construction, he indicated that
the passenger car would be completed this year and would be in service by July, 1982. The engine
requires approximately twenty man weeks to complete, and will require the expenditure of approximately $2,500 in materials
Mr. Burdick acknowledged the need for repairs at Marshfield Siding and acknowledged that
repairs were scheduled during 1982.
The Commission appreciates the efforts of Mr. Burdick and Mr. King. However, the Commission believes that even a higher degree of safety should be sought. There shall no longer be any
deferral of any maintenance unless there is permission received from the Commission by an order
signed by all three Commissioners. The Company, as noted later in this opinion, is being allowed
a rate increase. The revenues from such an increase should be used primarily to repair and maintain the track equipment and all other factors impacting on the safety of the public. Any deviance
from the safety requirements established by this opinion and other decisions by the Commission
will result in fining at the very least, ad as we demonstrated last year we will shut down operations
anytime we are convinced that there is a risk to the public.
Witnesses Burdick and King have provided certification of safety, and based on these certifications, operations will be allowed to open.
CONCERNS OF THE PUBLIC
The Commission had received a letter from a Charles Brennan of Morristown, New Jersey. a
trip on the Cog Railway. The letter revealed that certain improvements are long overdue to assure
both safety and basic comfort for passengers traversing the mountain. As of July 1, 1982, the Railway is to have the following on every train that goes up or down the mountain: (1) portable toilets;
(2) some blankets; (3) flashlights; (4) water with cups; and (5) signs indicating that passengers
should follow the safety instructions of the engineer. Inherent in this requirement is that the Cog
Railway management must give the proper safety instructions to each of its engineers and other
personnel
RATE INCREASE
At the hearing, several accounting matters were raised by the Commission's Financial Staff.
The Company has been capitalizing the cost of materials, while the labor revealed to those projects have not been capitalized. This is improper accounting, as the labor and the related benefits
should be included in the cost of fixed assets. Unless all costs related to fixed assets are properly
stated, it becomes impossible to arrive at a proper asset value and a proper rate base for ratemaking purposes. By July 1, 1982, the Company is to have filed a revised 1981 annual report reflecting this ordered change. No further deviations are to be made by the Company as to this concern. Proper accounting practices are to be followed.
Secondly, the Company has recorded interest expense as railway operating expenses. Interest
expense should be recorded as fixed charges and not as part of net utility operating income. The
Company is to refile their reports making this adjustment
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Finally, the Commission deems it improper for the Company to make advances to its owners
or employees of the corporation at rates far below the cost of the borrowings of the corporation.
These advances are not to be made in the future.
The evidence in this case demonstrates that the additional increase to rates may be justified
only if the proper accounting practices are taken into account and the safety measures are in fact
implemented in 1982. Based on this condition, the rate increase requested is granted for the start
of the 1982 season. Our Order will issue accordingly.
ORDER
Upon consideration of the foregoing report, which is incorporated and made a part of this order; it is hereby
ORDERED, that the Cog Railway take the necessary corrective action to eliminate the rack
spacing problems, to fix the tipped bents and to insure that the caps are in place prior to opening
the railway for the season; and it is
FURTHER ORDERED, that the skyline switch is to be completely repaired no later than
June 15, 1982; and it is
FURTHER ORDERED, that a maintenance schedule for replacing the bents at Jacobs Ladder is to be filed with the Commission that will lead to all bents being replaced over a seven-year
period and that the railway, pursuant to this schedule, replace at least two complete bents at Jacobs Ladder during 1982; and it is
FURTHER ORDERED, that the new engine and passenger car should be completed and
placed in operation as soon as possible; and it is
FURTHER ORDERED, that the repairs to the Marshfield Siding and switch and the track
between the shop and the passenger line be completed in 1982; and it is
FURTHER ORDERED, that all trains that go up and down the mountain are to be
equipped with portable toilets, blankets, flashlights, water with cups and signs indicating that passengers should follow the safety instructions of the engineer as of July 1, 1982; and it is
FURTHER ORDERED, that the accounting change discussed in the Report are to be complied with and the annual reports refiled correctly; and it is
FURTHER ORDERED, that there are no longer to be loans to owners or employees out of
utility funds; and it is
FURTHER ORDERED, that based on all of the above, the requested rate increase is
granted.
By order of the Pubic Utilities Commission of New Hampshire this seventh day of June, 1982
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Commissioner Paul R. McQuade will issue his decision at a later point in time. (Jitney Jr. has
been unable to find a copy of Commissioner McQuade’s order)
A year later, the Mt. Washington Cog Railway had been sold and was in the hands of John
Rolli, Loxley Ness, Joel Bedor and Wayne Presby. (see Vol. 1 - State Documents)

!"
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Model Behavior
Sylvester Marsh
The first model of a Mount Washington Railway mountain-climbing engine (right) was built before there was a Mount Washington Railway corporation. Sylvester Marsh’s model was the three
dimensional representation of his drawings submitted to the U.S. Patent Office on August 24, 1858.
As outlined in Richard G. Wood’s Appalachia magazine article, Marsh’s original application was
deemed too close to similar patents held by five
people granted between 1836 to 1849. Marsh submitted an amendment to his original application
in August 1861, and Patent No. 33,255 Improvement in Locomotive-Engines for Ascending Inclined Planes
was granted on September 10, 1861
Marsh’s next models were built after he convinced the New Hampshire Legislature to grant
him a charter to build railroads to the summits of
Mount Washington and Mount Lafayette. As described in the Philadelphia Photographer (Vol 6 No. 72
December 1869 - pg. 396) the model was built after he
had obtained his charter for the railroad “He
(Marsh) then talked it up till the winter of 1865
and 1866 with but little success, until he built a
regular steam engine at a cost of five hundred dollars, weighing but seventeen pounds, and a track twenty feet long, which he set up in his office on
a grade of one thousand seven hundred and sixty feet to the mile, the grade of the railroad up
Mount Washington. On the car he could place one hundred pounds of iron, and push it up with
forty pounds of steam. It then began to attract attention from railroad men. In the spring of 1866
money was raised for the experiment.
The Journal of the Franklin Institute (Vol. LIX - Third Series - No. 1 - January, 1870 - pg. 49) in 1870 writes
“For a long time Mr. Marsh vainly importuned engineers and capitalists to endorse his scheme. A
small model of his track and machinery was on exhibition for years in the Merchants’ Exchange
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of Boston without attracting any effective attention, and his application to the Legislature of New
Hampshire for a charter was granted almost by
default, nobody believing that it would ever be
heard of again.”

The images seen thus far in this section
come from Sylvester Marsh and the Cog Railway, a
2000 book by Cambridge, Massachusetts architect and Smith College faculty member Richard S. Joslin. Joslin’s book is based on an article
by Guy Gosselin in the Fall and Winter 1998
issues of Windswept, the Quarterly Bulletin of the
Mount Washington Observatory. Joslin brought additional information and illustrations to
Marsh’s story for very personal reasons - he is a great-grandson of Sylvester Marsh, and wanted
to clear up confusion about who was “the projector” of the world’s first mountain climbing railroad.
Walter Aiken
In 1877, Mount Washington Railway manager Walter Aiken wrote a brief history of cog railroads that was printed in the September 1, 1877 edition of Among the Clouds. In it, he claimed his
father, not Marsh came up with the idea. “About thirty years ago Herrick Aiken of Franklin, N.
H., conceived the idea of ascending Mount Washington by
means of a cog railroad,” wrote Walter. “He built a model of
road bed and track with cog rail, and made two ascents of Mount
Washington on horseback for the purpose of determining the feasibility of the route, etc. Upon consulting with prominent railroad
men, they dissuaded him from the enterprise, as they thought the
scheme was impracticable, and that it would not warrant the outlay. I now have the model in my possession at my office.” Among the
Clouds editor Henry M. Burt reprinted the article two years later
on August 8, 1879.
Marsh’s great-grandson says Aiken never offered any more of an
explanation for his claim other than the model at left, and Joslin’s book says Aiken’s claim at the
time “made little impression.” He writes, “Among the Clouds appears to have been the only publication in (Sylvester) Marsh’s lifetime to mention Herrick Aiken’s possible role” in the creation of the
cog railway. That is not quite right, the contention appeared several times in the Annual Reports of
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the Railroad Commissioners of the State of New Hampshire beginning in 1877. At that point, Marsh is
president of the railway company and Aiken is the manager. The 1877 narrative begins to cast
doubt on Marsh as projector of railway and also misstates the railroad’s opening. “The scheme of
running up and down the mountain with steam power by means of cog-wheel machinery was pondered by ingenious inventors as early as 1850, but was treated by railroad men as visionary down
to the period when the project was seriously in process of execution, and in fact very generally till
the road was actually opened in 1872. The machinery for the road was constructed at the
machine-shop of Walter Aiken, in Franklin, - Sylvester Marsh, of Littleton, being the patentee of
that portion of it which is a new device.”
The 1879 Annual Report of the Mount Washington Railway further embellishes the Aiken
claim and repeats the 1872 start date mistake, “The scheme of running up and down this mountain with a steam-locomotive by means of cogged-wheel machinery was entertained by Herrick
Aiken, of this State, so noted for his inventive genius in his day, as early as 1850; and about 1857,
having visited the mountain expressly for observation with this conception in view, he built a
model to exemplify his plan. Failing health, however, arrested his experimental work. The coggedwheel device, which was actually put into use on the Mount Washington road in 1872, is, in an important degree, the invention of Sylvester Marsh of Littleton, the traction being effected by a cogged wheel working into a cogged rail firmly spiked to the track. The Mount Rigi Railway in Switzerland, on the same plan, was completed in 1873. Herrick Aiken was regarded by railroad engineers to whom he presented his scheme, from 1850 downwards, as visionary in the extreme, and
such in fact was the very general impression among even the more ingenious engineers, down to
the very time in which the plan under Mr. Marsh’s inventive skill was put into operation, when the
Mount Washington road was opened in 1872.”
A year later, the Mount Washington Railway narrative for the 1880 Annual Report removed the
Aiken claim, and corrected the record on the commencement of operations, “This road was completed in 1869, and is the only road in this country running up a mountain-side with an average
grade of one foot in three, except it is accomplished with the aid of a stationary engine. It was considered a visionary scheme when the plan was first suggested, and any one with a less indomitable
will than Sylvester Marsh would have given up in despair of ever overcoming the unfavorable criticism with which this project was received by railway engineers and others. Time, however, has
shown, not only the feasibility of the plan, but also the entire safety with which it can be operated.’
In October 1883, Sylvester Marsh told a U.S. Senate committee under oath, about how the
railway idea developed. “Well, I built it for a pastime and to cure the dyspepsia more than anything else. I retired from business in 1855. After living a few years doing nothing, I had the dyspepsia very bad, and was compelled to do something to save my health. I got this idea and worked
upon it, and built different models of it, until I worked it out. It was ridiculed a great deal, and
was laughed at, but it cured the dyspepsia.”
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Sylvester Marsh dies in December 1884 and Herrick Aiken is back in the 1885 Annual Report to
the state. “The merit of originating this novel enterprise in railroad construction belongs to Herrick Aiken, of Franklin, who had conceived its possibility as early as 1850. He subsequently visited
the mountain, and in 1857 he constructed a model to illustrate his idea. Mr. Aiken failing in
health, Sylvester Marsh took up the project, invented the cog-wheel, and carried the enterprise forward to completion in 1872. The operative power has been improved, and the liability to accident
reduced to the minimum by the care and skill of Walter Aiken, son of the originator, and manager of the road.” This statement is repeated in the 1886 and 1887 before general narratives disappear from the Mount Washington Railway’s Annual Reports.
Richard Joslin says an 1878 letter to the president of the Connecticut and Passumpsic Rivers
Railroad from Sylvester Marsh outlines his great-grandfather’s reaction to Walter Aiken’s continued claim. “I built the first engine and quite a piece of the Road before Mr. Aiken knew anything
about it.” Sylvester Marsh also has a theory as to why Aiken would make the claim. “This may
surprise you until you learn that he has always been jealous of my having the reputation for being
the originator or inventor of the Mt. Washington Railroad and its appliances.” It was a dispute
that Marsh did not publicly engage in as it might hurt his only lasting legacy - the railway. Of recognition he wrote, “I care very little about, since I have lost both my sons, and shall have no one
to reap the advantage I may be entitled to.” Marsh did have a daughter, but this was the late 19th
Century.
When Among the Clouds editor Henry Burt’s grandson, F. Allen Burt tackled the issue in his
1960 book he pointed to a 1927 letter written by Herrick Aiken’s grand-daughter to support the
claim the elder Aiken had originated the Mt. Washington Cog Railway idea. According to Richard Joslin, the letter described Sylvester “Marsh’s many visits to (the Aiken) home where he discussed the (Aiken) model and the details of building the railway.” Joslin goes on to note the 1927
letter writer was born in November 1867 after Herrick Aiken had died and half the railway had
been built. Furthermore, Joslin says the “purported” 1847 Aiken model has the open-rung central
cog rack that was developed by Marsh after 1864, and in use on the road in 1877 when Walter
Aiken announces to existence of the model in his office. Joslin says “Walter Aiken’s assertion has
baffled every modern White Mountain historian since.”
There may be more Marsh-Aiken bafflement on the way. During research for this manuscript,
Jitney Jr. was told historian Donald Bray was working on a manuscript based on “some technical
or engineering manuscripts involving the conversion from the vertical boiler and one drive shaft
design to the horizontal boiler and two shaft design” that he received from someone related to
Walter Aiken. Papers reviewed by the Clatter publisher at Dartmouth College contain comments
by Sylvester Marsh stating that he conjured the change to a dual-drive design for cog locomotives
as well.
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Roger Hahn - August 2 at 9:05 AM: “Back
when the Peppersass decanters came out in 1978, a
small booklet was produced about the locomotive. In that booklet was a photo of Sylvester
Marsh’s demonstration model used to prove the
cog railway concept. I was immediately fascinated by it. The model was displayed at the summit museum for a while, then was moved to the
NH Historical Society in Concord, where I believe it still is. A few things are interesting about
it. The first photo (above) shows it with no piping
from the boiler to the cylinders. The next, from
the NHHS (left), shows it with piping running to
the outside of the frame and the boiler angled so
the small wheels are on the up-mountain end,
like Peppersass. When I last saw it in 2005, it had
the piping running inside the frame and was displayed (below) with the small wheels on the
down-mountain end and the boiler tilted accordingly. Unless I’m mistaken, it is currently displayed facing the wrong direction. I’m assuming
whoever last modified it was more familiar with

conventional steam locomotives where the cylinders
face rear. The other interesting thing is that it shows
Marsh’s gripping mechanism (left), which locked the
cog to the rack, meaning it could never disengage.
Paul Forbes: “I have seen it in person on the summit years and years ago. Those are the most detailed pictures I have ever seen of that model. Did
you take them yourself ?”
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Roger Hahn: “Paul yes, the last three pictures are mine.
Tough to get good shots through the glass and relatively
low light.”
Roger Clemons: “Interesting that the model has the system to brace the Cog gear from disengaging, the original
plan. It has been posited that the 1929 accident at the Cog
was caused because there was no system to prevent Peppersass from “pulling a wheelie.” I’m certain that the model
is at the Historical Society in Concord.”
Art Poltrack: “It’s interesting that the model uses a Strub,
not Marsh rack. Additionally, the model’s crankshaft has
one pinion gear. Doesn’t Peppersass have two pinion gears?”
Roger Hahn: “Art yes, two pinions.” (below)
Roger Clemons: “Is it possible
that the rack was re-designed to the
present configuration due to the cost
of making the Strub rack. The boiler
was second-hand, probably for the
same reason.”

!"
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Boston & Maine
August 31-September 4, 1925 - “The Boston and Main Railroad sent to Sherbrooke, Quebec
for the 1925 Fair a “Bit of New England,” reproduced both as to scenic effect and transportation
activities. This distinctive exhibit proved to be one of the really notable features of this year’s Fair.
The reproduction of Mount Washington and its famous cog railway, with a train climbing to the
clouds in the picturesque scenes provided by the green slopes and snow-clad summits of the Presidential Range, is a work of mechanical as well as pictorial art. While the unique train and
inclined-engine of the Mt. Washington Railway is toiling slowly up the slope from the Base station
to the Summit, the modern motor coaches of the Boston and Main Transportation Company and
automobiles are show in motion along the arbored roads in the foothills. The exhibit is 11½ feet
long and 5 feet high, and was prepared with an eye to realistic effects. The engineer was not content merely to show the train and the motor vehicles in motion. The train has been made to conform as nearly as possible in size and color with the actual effect as seen from the base of the
mountain. In its climb up the two and three-quarters mile rack-rail it changes size and color three

B&M Promotional Diorama: Reproduction of the Mount Washington Railway.
The train is shown in the middle of the trestle at the left center of the picture. Boson and Maine buses are show in the foreground
- B&M Employees Magazine (October 1925)

times to enhance the illusion of distance. At the top it blends finally with the snow-crowned summit. On the return, size and color are similarly restored by three processes, as drum beats or the
gallop of a horse are increased to make stage effects more real. The exhibit was in charge of
Eugene S. Jones, official photographer for the Boston and Maine, whose long experience with photography in the mountain country of New England has been combined with the engineering ability of Carl Reinhold of Revere in the development of the reproduction. The exhibit was an interesting feature also at the conventions of the Roadmasters and Maintenance of Way Association,
and the Track Supply Association, at Convention Hall, Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 23-24. The reproduction of Mt. Washington shows in miniature the Waumbek Tank, one of two sources of water
for the railway engine, the supply of which must be replenished twice on the climb to the clouds;
Jacob’s Ladder, the long trestle on the slope; Great Gulf, where the second tank is located, and the
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Summit House, at the top. In actual service, the trains of the Mt. Washington Railway take 70
minutes to ascend the 6,293-foot mountain. the Boston and Main’s reproduced train makes the
trip in six minutes, and the various topographical features, together with the motion of motor
coaches and automobiles are reproduced to scale.”
- B&M Employees Magazine

The B&M Mt. Washington diorama would make its way from Kansas City to “the large window of Harrison & Powell’s store at Third Street and Central avenue (in Tampa Bay, Florida) in
late March of 1926. ” The Tampa Bay Times of St. Petersburg reported it was an exhibit placed
by the New Hampshire society and the Boston & Maine to promote the state’s scenic beauties and
tourism. - Tampa Bay Times - Sat, Mar 27, 1926 pg. 19

!"

The Mountain in the 1960s
- Photo by Elvira Murdock / Ellen Teague Collection
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The Dartmouth Peppersass
“Warren Cole of Hanover has recently completed a model of old Peppersass, the first cog railroad locomotive on Mt. Washington. It is now on display at the Dartmouth college museum.
The model, entirely handmade, except for some gears which were secured from a watchmaker, is
scaled at one-quarter inch to the foot and required seven months of spare time to build. We are
sure that when Col. Henry N. Teague, president of the Mt. Washington railroad, comes north
from his sojourn at Miami Beach Fla., he will be interested in looking over Mr. Cole’s novel
model.”
- Littleton Courier - Thu, Mar 22, 1945
Former Cogger, rail-fan, and model-maker
Douglas Taylor - Dartmouth Class of 1962, remembers seeing the model in the museum as
both an undergraduate, and as a professor of technical theater at the College. He also remembers
when the museum was cleaned out for conversion
into the Hood Museum of Art. The museum’s
culling of its collection resulted in a mounted
moose head and an elk head becoming part of
Doug Taylor says Cole’s Peppersass model included the open observation
car seen above at the summit in the 1869 stereoview
the Jitney Collection in Chester, Vermont in the
early 1960s. The impressive trophies were mounted in a low-ceilinged basement rec room at just
the right height where Jitney Jr. and Miss Jitney could smack their heads into the animal’s noses.
Taylor says Cole’s Peppersass model was last seen “going out the door of the closing Dartmouth
College Museum under the arm of Edgar Mead, who was the head of Steamtown.” Nelson
Blount’s collection of steam engines, cars and other memorabilia was moved from Bellows Falls,
Vermont. to the former rail yards of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad in Scranton,
Pennsylvania. In 1986, the Steamtown USA collection became the core of the Steamtown National Historic Site operated by the National Park Service. https://www.nps.gov/stea/index.htm
A March 2019 inquiry sent to the site’s historian failed to yield a trace of the Cole model from
Dartmouth. “I am sorry to say, but I have no knowledge of this model,” wrote Richard “Pat”
McKnight, “and it shows up nowhere in the property transfer documentation at Steamtown. In
addition, the list of objects auctioned by Steamtown USA in 1987 makes no mention of it.”
So the present whereabouts of the Dartmouth Peppersass model remains a Cog mystery.

!"
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Melvin Richard Wilkinson
Indiana native, Melvin Wilkinson used his skills as a mechanic and his interest in model railroads to create a working model (above) of the Mount Washington Railway’s No. 1 Hero - aka Old
Peppersass in the 1950s.
Born August 27, 1892 in New Castle, Indiana, Melvin served in World War I. He was married
six times and had three sons and three daughters. At age 38, Melvin (right) moved his family to Lovell, Maine where he owned and
operated a garage for nearly 20 years.

That puts Melvin Wilkinson in the
same Maine town as Cog Railway
jack of all trades, Carl Nevers, who’s
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paint scheme is accurately reproduced on Wilkinson’s Peppersass model. In early 2017, Jitney Jr.
contacted Lois Wilkinson Jenkins to see whether her ancestor might have visited the general store
where Nevers was a member of the Lovell Loiterers Club? “My very clever grandfather,” wrote
Jenkins. “He would have been a frequent visitor to the general store in Center Lovell, which is
where his garage was located, although not the one in Lovell, as far as I know.” But Jenkins says
her grandfather’s interest in steam engines went back to his days in the midwest. “My grandfather
had been fascinated with and building and repairing steam engines for years. He had become a
father-figure to Fred Semple of Semple Steam Engines in St Louis, Missouri, as Fred used to summer in Lovell. I have photos of the two of them on Lake Kezar in a small steam boat they built.”
Lois Jenkins has her own memories of Kimball & Walker’s General Store. “That’s the store in
Lovell village as it’s referred to. Across the road from the old Annie Heald school that I attended
from the mid- ‘40s to 1950 when my folks moved to N.H. I recall going in there to buy penny
candy.”
Jitney Jr. discovered the picture of the Peppersass model during an Ancestry.com search. The
family description said Wilkinson “made this model of the steam engine that pulled the Cog Railway on Mount Washington, New Hampshire.” They said it was featured in Yankee Magazine in
1954. But a review of the 1954 issues at Yankee Magazine headquarters failed to yield the photo,
and in 1953, 61-year old Melvin Wilkinson was in Florida divorcing his wife of two years Ruth
Lovell Holt. The move south puts the timing of the model’s construction in question.
“Even after my grandfather moved to Florida in his later years, Fred would send him engines
to work on,” says grand-daughter Lois Jenkins. “It could be that he built the Peppersass model later
than 1954; if my memory serves me correctly, the model ended up in the Wolfeboro, N.H. museum, or at least was on display there at one time. I know my grandfather was living at Mirror
Lake, near Wolfeboro, for a period in the mid-to-late ‘50s which might explain how it ended up in
the Wolfeboro museum.”
Melvin Richard Wilkinson died on January 17, 1978, in Jacksonville, Florida, when he was 85
years old.
Peter Carini Dartmouth April 2019 search of the internet for "Peppersass model" turned up
this item in the Lovell Maine Historical Society collection:
https://lovell.pastperfectonline.com/photo/712DA3C9-C279-47AB-8894-004335463530 though
the model is attributed to Melvin Wilkinson.

!"
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Donald Bray / Paul Forbes
Next Generation Cogger Paul Forbes started uploading photographs of this model to Facebook on January 29, 2010. He explained to his fellow Cog alums on the Mount Washington Cog Railway - We Were There page, “I have collected Cog stuff for 40 years. This might be my favorite
piece. Engine #3, Hercules above the treeline. Scratch built model by Donald Bray. I purchased this
from Mrs. Teague’s auction.”
Donald Bray wrote the 1984 book, They Said It
Couldn’t Be Done: The Mount Washington Cog Railway and
its History. Amazon.com describes the book as a “fascinating and detailed history of the construction and

operation of the Mt. Washington Cog Railway, from the earliest days through to its
continued success as a modern tourist attraction. Illustrated throughout with black
and white photos, many of them rare. In553
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cludes roster of locomotives, including No. 1 (1866), the
Aiken locomotives (1868-1870), the ones that no longer
exist, and the ones built by the Manchester Locomotive
Works (1874-1908), and the ones built by the Railway itself. Also includes a roster of passenger cars and work
cars.”

The identification of the model as
the locomotive Hercules is problematic,
and may due to the numbering scheme
of the Mount Washington Railway engines over the years. Hercules did indeed,
carry the number 3 - the first Cog engine with a horizontal boiler built by the Manchester Locomotive Works and celebrated by a
group photo (below) of Cog employees upon its roll out on the line in 1874.
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The third engine to be built (above right) for the Mount Washington Railway was named the
Geo Stephenson. It was the second engine to be built by Walter Aiken. According to Glen M. Kidder’s book, Railway to the Moon, Aiken’s first engine was never numbered and never named after it
was delivered to the mountain in the spring of 1868. Kidder says this second engine did not have
a cab and “did not perform well because the boiler was in a fixed position. This caused the locomotive to steam unevenly, when on a steep grade especially, and thus caused it to operate unevenly. It has been said that milk shipped to the Summit on a train powered by this engine was
churned to butter” by the time it reached the top.
So Donald Bray’s model of the third (No. 3) engine for the Mount Washington Railway now
in Paul Forbes’ Cog collection would be the Geo Stephenson, not the Hercules.
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Museum of American Heritage
Palo Alto, California

From their website: “The Museum of American Heritage (MOAH) is the Bay Area’s only museum exclusively dedicated to the history of technological innovation from 1750 to 1950. Originally opened in 1990, MOAH relocated to the historic Williams House in downtown Palo Alto in
1997. MOAH is a family-friendly learning environment where visitors of all ages and backgrounds are encouraged to explore scientific and technological history through our unique exhibits, special events, and programs. In addition to our exhibits and programs, MOAH maintains a
collection of over 5,000 historic electrical and mechanical artifacts.”
In it’s collection is a model of
Mount Washington
Cog Railway (right)
train.
“This model,
built mostly with
Meccano parts
made in Liverpool,
England, is electrically powered from
a hidden outside
third rail on the far
side. The trestle is
10 feet long and
faithfully replicates the 25% average grade. The model contains about 7,000 parts and took about
150 hours to build.”
This webpage (http://moah.org/constoysmotion/mountwashrr.html) and image was found during Bing
search of “Mount Washington Railway.” It was not accessible from the museum’s current home
page as it was likely connected to an exhibit staged in the spring of 2007 as this page was last updated: April 12, 2007.
The Museum came into being because accountant Frank Livermore spotted a Standard Vacuum Sweeper in the corner of local junk store in the early 1970s and immediately purchased it.
“From that day on,” the website says “he became a collector, and soon his Menlo Park home was
bulging at the seams with his eclectic collection of antique mechanical and electrical devices.
Frank’s friends joked that he should start a Museum of his own and, when one gave him a sign
saying, Smithsonian West, Frank began to take the idea seriously. Frank and attorney Perry
Moerdyke began the process of forming a registered non-profit Museum. In 1985 the Museum of
American Heritage was incorporated. Frank’s collection formed the nucleus of the Museum.”
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A LEGO Kit Campaign
This LEGO Ideas concept was created in
August 2014 in celebration of the 150th anniversary of the Peppersass cog engine being built by
Sylvester Marsh in 1866. Included in the set is a
design for the Peppersass, and the Moosilauke steam
engine. With enough support, the train set could
be delivered in time for the anniversary. Also, this
set commemorates a significant engineering feat,
and is a stylish train to include in any Lego train
enthusiast’s collection. https://ideas.lego.com/projects/77539
The Peppersass engine (above) is set on a display
stand, similar to how it can be viewed at the
base site (grass underneath instead of cement
since it is more colorful). There is a small plaque
for the name of the set engine to be included.
The Moosilauke engine features a “piston” design
that is connected to the cogs and wheels of the
train. This should allow for additional movement when pushed. The passenger car includes a detachable roof to allow for easy access to the seating area.
Congratulations on 1,000 Supporters! Dec 15, 2014
Welcome to the 1k Club! You’ve reached an important milestone on your journey to 10,000
supporters and demonstrated that your idea is one people like; give yourself a pat on the back.
You aren’t done yet however, so keep up the good work, and good luck!
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Congratulations! Your project’s deadline has been extended
Apr 30, 2015
On April 15, we announced in a blog post that LEGO Ideas is extending the time limit for
projects to reach 10,000 supporters. Because your project originally reached at least 1,000 supporters within its first year (365 days), we’ve automatically added 182 days to your countdown clock,
from the date your project was originally posted. If your project has over 5,000 supporters at the
time of this comment, you’ve earned an additional extension of 182 days! Note: since these extra
days are based on your project’s original post date (and not today’s date), you may see less than
the maximum possible days reflected on your countdown clock.
For more information, see the time limit section of the Project Guidelines and House Rules.
We hope you enjoy the extra time to reach 10,000 supporters, and best of luck on your project’s
continued journey.
Your project has expired
Feb 26, 2016
We’re really sorry to share that your LEGO® Ideas
project didn’t reach its supporter milestone before running out of time. Here at LEGO Ideas, we know you
had high hopes for your project and put a lot of effort
into it, and we understand this can be disappointing. If
you still care a lot about this particular project, you're
always welcome to submit it again and start over.
We hope you continue submitting projects and hope you have better success next time!

!"
A LEGO Kit Campaign II
Some eighteen months after the first Lego Concept Project expired, a second proposal was
launched on September 23, 2017 by screen name “markisnot.”
“In hopes of creating
more LEGO Train sets, I designed a version of the Peppersass cog engine built by
Sylvester Marsh in 1866. Included in the set is a design
for the Peppersass and the Moosilauke steam engine. This set
commemorates a significant
engineering feet, and is a stylish train to include in any
LEGO train enthusiast’s collection. The Peppersass engine is set on a display stand, similar to how it can be viewed at the base
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site (grass underneath instead of cement since it is
more colorful). There is a small plaque for the name
of the set engine to be included.
“I redesigned the Moosilauke engine to allow it to be
used as a play set instead of the previous design which
was more display set. In 1976, the New Hampshire
Cog Railway was designated as a National Historic
Engineering Landmark. The Moosilauke engine was
later created
(1883) to perform
the trip. While
not the first train
with a horizontal
boiler, it was used
for many years
until retiring to
the village of Twin Mountains in 2013. Please help in supporting this project. If you like the design, please share
this with your friends and family, so they can help make this
set and others a reality. We need a lot of supporters. Thanks”
https://ideas.lego.com/projects/f5a44069-e686-4895-bce0-9f9660ee7c07
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The design needs to gain 10-thousand supporters before the company considers it. “After
reaching 10k, your project enters a special phase called the LEGO Review. A review board of set
designers and marketing representatives evaluates projects according to our review criteria and
hand-picks projects to become new LEGO Ideas sets. We can’t make everything, but every project
in review gets a fair shot.”
On October 1, 2017 with 52 days left to reach the goal, 66 people had supported the second
Cog Railway concept.
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Shapeways 3-D Printing
Shapeways is a Dutch-founded, New York-based 3D printing marketplace and service, startup
company that began in 2007. Users design and upload 3D printable files, and Shapeways prints
the objects for them or others. Users can have objects printed in over 55 materials and finishes,
these include: plastics, precious metals, steel and food-safe ceramics, which were discontinued and
have been replaced by porcelain materials.

Cogger Art Poltrack posts “Shapeways.com 3D printed model of #10. There is also #9 on their website (below). The
scale is HO. How’s this for soot, grime and grease free?” on Cog Railway: We Were There Facebook page. Roger M
Clemons responds “Pristine; perhaps the ghost of the Col.?” (Sept 27, 2015)
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Wiswall’s No. 4 Summit
Doug Wiswall posted the following image on the Mt. Washington Cog RY (NH) Facebook
page on June 15, 2019.

The posting prompted the following thread: Al Huff: “Is this a kit that can be home built ??”
Doug Wiswall: “Hand built by my father (trl: Allan Wiswall?) back in the late 50s” Conrad Ekstrom Jr.: “Can I make this the group photo at some point? Nice work!” David Huber: “This
is awesome! Is it a working model? What is it made of ?” Marc Clement: “David - I want to do
this. You can buy HO scale cog engines complete with track that will go up a fairly steep incline.
I want to recreate Mt.Washington and replicate as much as I can of the Cog and everything that
went with it from base to summit. Probably circa 1950’s. If anyone else has done this I would
love to hear about or see it. This is my first venture into model trains.”

!"
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Douglas Taylor
A Doug Taylor email to the Jitneys on Sunday, November 20, 2016 11:28 am read “On the
model front, I am about 85% complete on my brass model of a composite Cog engine from the
1960’s. Still have to add the valve stems and linkages, Shaker bar and ratchet lifter, cylinder cocks
and linkages, and cylinder oil lines and uphill/downhill valves. It has the dome steam throttle of
the Six, but a regular frame, and an injector on each side of the cab. Thinking of numbering it
#7 so no one can nitpick it,
and named JITNEY on the
engineer’s side, and OLD
MIKE on the fireman’s. It
will be painted and lettered as
in the ‘60s.
“I have a friend with a laser cutter who is going to cut
me the parts for a coach (No.
3 - the car destroyed in the
trash car collision) in both ¼"
and 1/12" scales. Painted in
the 1960’s silver with green
ends and black roof. Cars will
have seats.
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“I have made three feet of track, and will
add bents (horses) to put it at 37.41% gradient. Still have to do the valve stems and linkage, cylinder cocks and rigging, a pipe to the
generator, the ratchet lift mechanism & lock,
and the all important shaker bar. I am presently conflicted whether or not to leave it in
the natural brass, or paint it in the black, silver and green that we know. Probably will go
ahead and do it when a friend makes me the
decals.
“It is amazing the memories this project
has brought back!
“The big news is that a company called
Shapeways now makes great Cog models #10 in HO scale (3.5mm = 1'-0") and one of
the big super coaches in that scale. They also
make #9 in O scale (¼"=1'-0"). These models are 3 D printed in plastic. I got one of
each of them, and will get them painted and
add a few more details (cylinder cocks, etc) to the O scale one.”
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The Models & Maker Visit Jitney Junction
October 8, 2017

Taylor-made Cog models came east to visit Jitney’s place. Doug & his Bassett hounds were en-route to visit brother Jeff, and stopped so Jitney Jr could
see the fleet. Doug went by the Mountain to refresh his memory about brake
chain & oil line placement & visit his old fireman, Dave Woodbury (2017)
- Jitney Family Collection
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Artistés du Cog
The previous section Model Behavior outlined the work of skilled and accomplished masters of the mechanical
arts producing pieces inspired by the Mount Washington Railway. However, among the many employees of
that railway were other skilled visual artists. This section attempts to showcase the work of some Coggers who
not only could serve summertime tourists but also had a passion for the visual arts. The idea for this part of the
Appendix was inspired by a March 23, 2020 Facebook post by Dale Ann Granger-Eckert.

“The cog grease and coal dust on the train crews and the burger grease and ice cream stains
on the counter crews hid a lot,” wrote Granger-Eckert. “Under it all there were lawmen, preachers, educators and writers. There were also artists. Crawford was the best known but I saved two
other pieces from I think 1969-70.” Carin Sillars: “So very true. Coggers are a special breed.
One summer can change your core.”
Janet Cass
“I have tried to find her,”
says Granger Eckert in 2020.
“Did see that she continued
as an artist and photographer.” She did indeed.
“Janet Cass heads out on
the waters behind Seven Mile
Island every morning at 7
a.m. She travels by kayak,
paddling through calm waters or waves, her camera always with her, looking for inspiration. And she often
finds it where the marsh grass
meets the water. “Every year
the grass is different and the
images that come out are all
a little different,” she said.
Her pictures are not the usual
landscape shots. She is more
interested in how the wind,
the light, the moving water
and the colors of the wet-

Janet Cass on wood (1968)
- Granger Eckert Collection
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lands combine, often in images that are almost abstract or seem more like watercolors than photographs. Beacon Art Gallery in Stone Harbor (NJ) will feature her photo series, “Capturing
Rhythm,” in a solo exhibition beginning July 29, 2016.
“Cass, of Avalon, (NJ) said her interest in visual art began at age 10 when she was given a camera. She attended Kutztown University to study fine art painting, but ended up putting the camera and paintbrush down while she raised her kids. “I was a single mom and ended up having to
work, and I had to put it on a back burner,” Cass said. “It wasn’t until both of my kids went off to
college 10 years ago that I picked it up again.”
“When she finally had free time and started taking pictures again, she had already moved
from Philadelphia to South Jersey, and she had a new source of inspiration in the nearby natural
world. Cass said she finds subjects for art every morning she opens her door. “I would say that
art is wherever you are,” Cass said. “And I’m not creating shore scenes or pictures of the oceans
or sunsets, so it’s actually a little bit different than what people expect down here.” It took her a
while to get up the courage to ask Beacon Art Gallery to show her photos to the public. “I had
just been rejected by the gallery next door. I showed them (Beacon) my work and they told me to
bring back some pieces. It’s been a great relationship ever since,” Cass said. Cass said her biggest
influences are abstract artists such as Paul Clay — but she tries not to have other artists in mind
while she works. “I actually try to not look
at too many photographers because I don’t
want to be influenced by them,” Cass said.
“ I kind of think that artists have to be a little careful when having an exhibit or selling
work that they have to remember that they
are doing the art for themselves.” Now,
Cass says she couldn’t imagine living anywhere other than South Jersey. She goes to
California during the winter and sometimes travels out of the country. But surprisingly, she doesn’t take pictures when she
travels. “I kind of have to be familiar with
my place and understand it and get to
know it. I find the best art for me that way,”
she said. And she finds the best way to
Artist Cass in her studio (July 2016) know this place, and its art, is to paddle her
- courtesy Press of Atlantic City kayak.”
The JJ Harrington Callery of Cathedral City, California posted this biography of the
Cogger/kayaker Cass on their website where they offer her prints for sale.
https://www.jjharringtononlinegallery.com/photographer-janet-cass
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“Janet Cass is a fine art photographer and painter living and working in Avalon, NJ and Palm
Springs, CA. She creates large fine art photographic images that are meant to be felt as much as
seen, and each image is essentially an abstract painting. Janet does very little post-production and
relies on what comes through the lens. “I like to allow matters to evolve, letting the images come
to me, and a remarkable variety of very different images are the result”.
The “Song of Solitude” photographic portfolio is the result of Janet’s exploration of the saltgrass that thrives along New Jersey’s coastal barrier islands. She makes daily treks into the tidal
wetlands in her kayak, no matter the weather, and dares to take her camera with her. She paddles
deep into the hidden grassland to places most people have no idea exist, inaccessible by motorboat and completely ignored by cars speeding over bridges. The intimacy of being out alone and
so close to the water permits her to see, feel and absorb this vast wilderness. She believes her images are of timelessness, contemplation, and presence.
MUSEUMS and COLLECTIONS
2016 “Jazz” from the portfolio titled ”Capturing Rhythm”, Palm Springs Art Museum, permanent collection.
2105 New York-Presbyterian Hospital, New York, NY
2014 The National Board of Medical Examiners, Philadelphia, PA
Private collections in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Naples, Los Angles, San Francisco, and Boulder
PUBLIC ART
2017 Images from the “Songs of Solitude” Photographic Portfolio have been selected for the City of Indio, California Art, and Historic Preservation Commission programs. Her work will be part of the inaugural exhibition in 2017,
projected onto the Coachella Valley History Museum‘s vintage water tower.
EDUCATION
BFA - Painting Kutztown University, Pennsylvania
Continuing Studies, The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia
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Martha Crandall
Martha Crandall, a longtime resident of Chicago IL, grew up
in the Midwest. Having earned her BFA at The Rhode Island
School of Design, she moved to Chicago and pursued a career in
graphic design and illustration. She ran her own business, Crandall Design, serving clients in the Chicago area. After a long run
it was time to move on. Martha fell in love with mosaic art. She
found herself in a new career as a mosaic art instructor at The
Chicago Mosaic School. At the same time she became the proprietor of Studio B Mosaic Design to accept commissions.
Through CMS or Studio B, she completed several large installations for private residences, a Chicago play lot fountain, a church,
a theatre, and the Blind Rehab Center at the Hines VA Hospital
in Hines, IL. Her work has been shown nationally at The Society
of American Mosaic Artists, the GOCM, and around the Chicago area. As a founding faculty
member of CMS, she
teaches a variety of classes
with a specialty in Glass-onglass mosaics.
EDUCATION
BFA, Rhode Island School
of Design, 1977

EXHIBITIONS
Variegations, SOFA, Navy
Pier, Chicago IL, 2018
Cuyler’s Last Stand, GoCM,
Chicago IL, 2017
SAMA Member Invitational,
SOFA, Navy Pier, Chicago
IL, 2016
Opus Pleiades, GoCM, Chicago IL, 2016
Transformations, GoCM,
Chicago IL, 2012
Mosaic Portrait Invitational,
Granville Performing Arts
Peppersass - M. Crandall pencil on paper (1973-74) Center, Granville TX, 2011
- Bencosky Desjardins Collection
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GoCM at Navy Pier, Chicago IL, 2010
Mapei Logo Invitational, Coverings 2007 at McCormick Place, Chicago IL, 2007
Beneath the Surface, High Risk Gallery, Chicago IL, 2006
In Pieces, TZ Gallery, Chicago IL, 2004
Within: Albert Weisman Park 901 W. Oakdale Ave., Chicago, IL 60657
Location Notes: Spray pool
Artist: Martha Crandall, Chicago Mosaic School
Year Created: 2011
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Karyl Klopp
Casey, Michael - My Brother-in Law and Me
Cambridge, MA: The Pomegranate Press, 1974.
Limited First Printing. Single Sheet. (left) Signed
by illustrator Karyl Klopp A broadside (approx.
12&1/2"x19") with the coarse title poem by Michael Casey, the acclaimed poet born in Jack Kerouac's hometown of Lowell, Massachusetts,
alongside an illustration by noted artist Karyl
Klopp. Hand-signed by Klopp (typically as "K.
Klopp") below illustration. One of a limited edition of 180 copies hand printed on thick handmade paper stock issued in March, 1974. This is
copy No. 159/180. A bold production, rare &
collectible. In near-fine condition with thin borders of charcoal-colored smudging along top,
side edges; very minor bumps & creases at corners; a few faint creases on surface; one very
faint approx. 1&1/2" vertical line of pencil(?)
near upper left edge not effecting text.
Kathleen Spivack, a Fulbright professor in
Paris, Pulitzer nominee, author and international
writing coach, Ifeanyi Menkiti, owner of the Grolier Poetry Book Shop, the oldest continuous
bookshop devoted solely to poetry in the country
and Karyl Klopp, an illustrator and designer who
founded the poetry publisher Pomegranate Press,
are longtime friends whose deep roots in the poetry tradition of Boston date back to the late 60s
when they hand- printed the work of poets like
Archibald MacLeish in the basement of Lamont
Library at Harvard. Their (2007) collaboration is
Kathleen Spivack’s newest collection of poetry
Moments of Past Happiness edited by Menkiti,
designed by Klopp, published by Earthwinds Editions Press .
April 1967 Atlantic Monthly Cover (right) image by Karyl Klopp
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Ellen Van Pelt Wheat
“Done on plain cardboard in the girls dorm by Ellen Wheat.”
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S E C T I O N 37

1980 - Clouds of History
If you have read and now reached this section of the Jitney Years Project, you
should have a more detailed, and profound understanding of the history of the
Mount Washington Cog Railway. You have likely noticed how the oral tradition of
that history, along with common human errors (misspelling, misunderstanding &
sloppiness) by writers and reporters of the day along the way, has caused confusion
and tangles for modern historians to sort out. In 1979, writer-photographer-railfan
Ronald N. Johnson went to Mount Washington to do research for an article, Steaming To The Clouds, that would appear in the January 1980 issue of Rail Classics Magazine (pgs 38-49 & 74-75). Johnson made special note of his efforts towards accuracy:
“I wish to thank Alexander Hamilton, Vice President and Manager of the cog railway and Mrs. Ellen C. Teague for their assistance in making this article accurate
and giving insight as to the inner workings of the Mount Washington Cog Railway.” However, even those who own and operate a historic enterprise may become disoriented in the fog bank of “history” passed along the track phone by word of mouth,
the re-telling of the old tales without tracking down documents, and rigorous confirmation. What follows is an
effort to point out with * where, in what is otherwise a pretty good 14-page summation of Cog history through
its first 110-years of operation, Johnson may have gone off the rails in the fog.

Steaming To The Clouds
Ronald N. Johnson
January 1980

“Deep in the cool recesses of the wild timberland in the White Mountains of New Hampshire
is situated the Base Station of the Mt. Washington Cog Railway, home to the nation’s largest active fleet of standard gauge steam locomotives operating on a daily basis during New England’s
all too brief summer. To witness as many as eight engines under steam at once would in itself be
worth a visit even on a flat section track, but this line is built entirely on three miles of trestle,
climbing average grades of 25% with some sections reaching 37.5%. The reason for the incredibly steep incline is that the tough, slant-boilers team machines must tussle with a route to the top
of Mt. Washington, New England’s highest peak at 6288 feet above sea level. To think that this
110-year-old anachronism was built at all, and continues to thrive today is amazing. Before going
into detail about current operations there is a fascinating story to be told of how the world’s first
mountain climbing railway was formed through the great hardships and toil of farsighted pioneering men.
The real promoter and financial backer of the undertaking was a Sylvester Marsh who was
born in 1803 on a farm in Campton, N.H. He gained his financial well-being in the meat packing and grain industry in early Chicago, becoming one of the most prosperous and influential
men in that city.
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In August of 1857, Marsh and a clergyman friend were climbing Mt. Washington on a
holiday and became lost in a severe storm. They
just managed to make it to the Tip Top House,
a stone shelter at the summit, but were totally
exhausted. After this harrowing experience
Marsh concluded that there must be a safer and
less tiresome way of ascending the mountain to
witness its great scenic vistas. This thought led
to one of the great innovative railway projects
ever conceived, that of climbing a mountain by
railway. (Historian Rob Bermudes’ documentary research has
determined Marsh and Rev. Augustus C. Thompson’s hike occurred on August 24, 1857 - see “Crazy Man” Sylvester
Marsh an the Origins of the Mount Washington
Railway by Robert W. Bermudes Jr. in New Hampshire Historical Society’s, Vol. 72, No. 2 (Fall 2019) Historical New
Hampshire.)

Marsh was a very practical man and alThe route twists down the mountain side to the bse station,
though he had no railroad background, he
which can be seen far below. (1979)
knew that necessary machinery would have to
- Ronald N. Johnson photo/Rail Classics
be developed as had been done in his successful
meat-packing business. After exploring several avenues, it was found that the climb was too steep
to use a stationary boiler and too long to use ropes or cables even if the line were to be split into
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several sections. (Later technological developments in the strength of a long cable proved that cable car rides could be offered to the top of other mountains. (Ed. Note: Cog owner Wayne W. Presby would
revisit the funicular railway idea in 2000 - see Appendix Section 39) The idea of a cog rail mechanism fit centrally
between the rails seemed the most practical means of negotiating steep grades.
**Marsh may have arrived at this conclusion through his acquaintance with Herrick Aiken
of Franklin, N.H. This latter visionary had already built a model cogwheel engine, track and cog
rail in an attempt to prove to others that such an endeavor was feasible. Upon approaching railway officials of other major lines in New England, Aiken was dissuaded from the project as not
worth the tremendous financial investment.
Becoming more and more intrigued with this bizarre venture Marsh contracted a mechanic
in 1858 to build a working model like that of Aiken’s.** (Ed. note: This segment of Johnson’s article embraces
facts still in dispute by Mt. Washington scholars and descendants of Marsh and Walter Aiken (Herrick’s son) about the role of the
Aiken family in the development of the Cog Railway. Johnson’s use of the word “may” hints at the dispute. Research of contemporary accounts of the railroad’s construction for the Jitney Years Project did not find a reference to Walter Aiken until 1868 and then
only as a contractor hired to build the second engine. Rob Bermudes Jr notes: “There is much information in the newspaper accounts
of the time on Walter Aiken that are simply not true. For instance: he was not a founding director (1866), but a later (c. 1870)
one. He did get stock instead of cash for his subpar locomotives c. 1868-69, but that did not confer director status upon him by itself.” Herrick Aiken’s first mention and suggestion of his role in the development of the Mt. Washington Railway comes in a front
page article on cog railroads in the September 1, 1877 Among the Clouds written by son, Walter Aiken. In 1879 the New Hampshire Railroad Commissioner’s Report dealing with the Mt. Washington Railway contains the Herrick Aiken angle. Again it was a
report written and submitted by his son, Walter - now the railroad’s general manager. While the Aiken heirs have continued to support this version of the genesis story, Marsh’s great-grandson Richard Joslin refuted many of those claims in his 2000 book “Sylvester Marsh and the Cog Railway” that was embraced by the group that bought the railroad from Ellen Crawford Teague. See
Sylvester Marsh entry in Vol. 2 Cog Roster for more details.)
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Sylvester Marsh contracted a mechanic in
1858 to build a working model of his cog railway
invention and an eight-foot length of track at a
cost of $150. A coiled spring in the boiler provided the necessary means of movement along
the track. Taking his model and ideas before a
committee of the New Hampshire Legislature in
June of 1858 to petition them for a charter,
Marsh’s statements were dismissed as crazy talk.
“Might as well try to build a railroad to the
moon,” one committee person was heard to say.
Their opinions changed when they saw his working model and his plans to use his own capital on
the venture and none of the state’s money. Governor William Haile signed a bill on June 25,
1858 which allowed Marsh to build to the summit of Mount Washington and Lafayette. This
was only the beginning of continuing frustrations. After experimenting for some time in trying to come up with a suitable design, Marsh finally was ready to apply for a patent on his cog railway in 1858, only to find that there were already nine other patents for cog railways on the books.
Having been refused on his first try Marsh went back to the drawing board to devise a unique feature of his cog railway, which would enable him to be granted a patent. His breakthrough came
in solving the problem of a safe descent of the mountain on the steep grade. These improvements came in the form of two protective safety devices. One of these enabled a light 18-ton locomotive to be used since power was applied to the axle through the use of cog wheels, which increased the power of the engine greatly. The other provided a ratchet or “level Pawl”* (Ed. Note:
“lever Pawl”) to engage with a 19 tooth wheel during the climb which prevented the engine from careering wildly downhill in case of steam failure. Although the clickity-clack* (Ed. note: “clangityclang” comes to closer the sound of a ratchet working) sound is characteristically noise as the engine makes
its ascent, one knows that everything is in order. The ratchet is disengaged during the trip downward. In 1864 Marsh patented an air brake for his locomotive, which in effect became a rolling
compressor on the descent. The steam cylinder on the engine is constructed so that by shutting
off steam and using special valves the locomotive is eased downgrade using compressed air in the
four, eight- or nine-inch cylinders. The short 3½" in diameter pistons are of the same construction as any steam locomotive. The top speed for the grade up or down is four miles an hour. This
original idea was further extended by a patent in 1870 on an “Atmospheric Car-Brake.”
Marsh was confident that a railway to the summit of Mt. Washington would succeed because of several reasons. Mountain climbing was just coming into its own as a sport. As early as
1821 Ethan Allen* (Ed note: actually Ethan Allen Crawford) blazed a trail from his inn at Fabyan to the pre577
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sent site of the Base Station. He then established a path which the cog railway was to later follow
up the jutting western flank of the mountain to the summit. Later in 1840 his brother, Tom Allen*, (Ed. note: actually Horace Fabyan) widened the trail to a bridle path for horses. With trained horses
the number of visitors to the summit greatly increased along with a corresponding boom in business for two stone hotels on the summit.
Then in 1861, a group of men could see still more profits involved in the trip to the top so
opened the Mt. Washington Carriage Road, the first mountain toll road in the world. It made
use of a previously built bridle path in 1853 from Glen House to the summit using an east ridge to
ascend. This narrow dirt road complete with hairpin turns is still in use by the state as a toll route
for autos.* (Ed. Note: During 1853-56 the first summit road company completed the road to about the half-way point. An
1859 company finished the job and opened the road in August 1861. The summit road is privately owned and operated.)

Bursting with enthusiasm, Marsh cast about for private financial backing for his undertaking. In 1864, he wrote to the president of the Boston, Concord & Montreal Railroad, spelling out
his ideas. President John Lyon dismissed the project as sheer foolishness begun by “some crazy
man.” Undaunted, Marsh began all the more in earnest to push forward the project using $5000
of his own capital in spite of ridicule from just about everyone.
In an attempt to win more support, Marsh invested $500 in a working steam model (as opposed
the the 1858 model which was powered by a spring) engine and car and 20 feet of track which he installed in
his office. He would make the engine go up and down the track fixed at a grade equal to what
would be encountered on the mountain. This little gimmick helped to solicit investors made up
mostly of the railroads serving the White Mountains who pledged in excess of $20,000 toward the
unique railway.
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Gradually the odds against building the railway were overcome so that by 1865 the Mount
Washington Steam Railway had enough backing to begin construction, with Sylvester Marsh as
president and construction boss.
During the winter the first steam locomotive was built under the direction of Marsh by
Campbell, Whittier & Co. in Boston, at a cost of $2,000. After shipping it from Boston to Littleton, N.H. in pieces via the Boston, Concord & Montreal Railroad, it had to be shipped overland
to the Base Station by ox team. A narrow wagon road was already in place the 18 miles from Littleton to Fabyan, but Marsh had to set about to hack out a roadway the last seven miles to the
Base Station, much of it through thick forest.
To give the road some sort of solid support for the heavy equipment which was to roll over
it, trees were felled and laid crossways to form a crude broadwalk (or corduroy road). Now every bit of
equipment necessary to a successful operation could be lugged in from the outside world by ox
team. As the first engine was being carried over the log road at one point, a part of it slipped
from the cart pinning one of the workers under its great weight. Even though it took hours to free
the man, miraculously he lived proving the rugged capabilities of early pioneering individuals.
In surveying a suitable route to the top of the mountain Marsh rejected one town surveyor’s
suggestion to make massive cuts and fills, which would have run the cost up to an incredible
amount. Instead, to skirt the jagged boulders which covered the landscape from glacier times,
Marsh elected to place the roadbed entirely on trestlework. Logs for the unique trestle had to be
hand-hewn with three supports required underneath. Two were required on either side to hold
up the tracks and support the weight of the engine and car plus a third beam in the middle to
hold up the cogged rail.
Many of the needed structures, such as a log cabin for crew quarters and engine shop, were
completed during the summer of 1866 as well as a quarter of a mile of track including a trestle
bridge spanning the Ammonoosuc River at a grade of 1,700 feet to a mile.
Eager to show off their progress and generate more support, Marsh organized a first trip
over the complete quarter mile on August 29, 1866 for stockholders and interested public. After
the first locomotive was assembled it was christened Hero, but the name never stuck. When a visitor observed the odd-looking vertical boiler seemed to be in the same shape as a old-fashioned
peppersauce bottle which led him to say, “There’s your peppersass!” and Ole Peppersass stayed with
the engine to this day.
It was a crude but sturdy machine which served the mountain well for many years. Consisting of just an ordinary hoisting boiler with a wheelbarrow type of tender. Originally the boiler
had no water feeding device so that the crew would fill it up when starting, go as far as safety permitted, and then let the steam down and fill up again. After testing, a conventional tender was
added along with a pump
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The first operation with
Peppersass and an open platform car for 40 passengers
flowed so smoothly that
Marsh no longer needed to
draw from his personal
funds to pay expenses. Instead, as a vote of confidence, the stockholders
voted a 50% assessment on
the stock so that construction could continue. At
this time the officials of the
railroads who had pledged
their support took over operations and appointed Job
J. Sanborn as construction boss* (Ed note: His given name was John. He was generally called Jarve by his coworkers,
Jarvis by his wife, and “J.J.” by the press. Rob Bermudes says he has no idea where “Job” comes from), an experienced Boston, Concord & Montreal railroad man. He followed Marsh’s plans to the letter and completed
the railway. Marsh moved to Littleton and commuted on a daily basis by horseback to the Base
Station to remain in constant consultation with Sanborn.
Marsh made an improvement in the cog rail in 1867 from the rail laid down in 1866 and a
much more substantial improvement over the simple toothed mechanism developed in 1861. The
new design which is still used today consisted of two strips of angle iron about four inches apart
bolted to the center stringer and connected every four inches by wrought-iron rounded bolts. The
cog wheels of the engine and car fit into the strips of angle iron (Ed note: cog rack) which provide a
rugged safety measure.
Before the railway could be finished a sawmill had to be set up in late 1867 along the swift
running Ammonoosac* [sp] River to supply finished lumber to complete the trestlework. This enabled a half a mile more of track to be laid. Early in 1868 the trackwork was pushed on to the
completion of Jacob’s Ladder, an impressive section of wood trestle where the steepest grade is encountered at 37.41%. It is at this point that the trestle reached 20 feet in the air and had to be anchored by cables to the mountainside because of extremes in weather conditions. A need for
more motive power was felt and a call went out to Henry* (Ed note: Herrick?) Aiken’s machine shop
in Franklin, N.H. in May of 1868 to produce another engine similar to Peppersass, but with a
shorter boiler and cylinders powering the rear axle instead of the front.* (Ed note: Herrick died in Nov.
1866, so it wasn’t his shop in 1868. It is worth noting that Walter Aiken was related by marriage to J. A. Dodge, the BC&M’s
superintendent. It was via this path that Aiken probably procured work for the Cog.) This locomotive had no name or

number and was replaced by engine #2, the Geo. Stephenson in 1869, because it did not steam well.
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Work progressed so well during 1868
that by mid-summer the track reached
within ¾ of a mile of the summit. A
special excursion was operated on
August 14 using two trains. Guests rode
in a new open top passenger coach,
which could be fitted with a canvas awning to protect from inclement weather.
Riding as far as they could, the passengers walked the remaining distance to
the Tip Top house where they partook
of a prepared meal. It was hoped that
the railway could be finished by the end
of 1868, but a fierce storm blew up on
October 16, forcing the workers to literally drop their tools and run for their
lives as they were only 500 feet from the
summit. The following spring the tools
were picked up as they had laid in the
snow throughout the winter and the line
was finished with the first train making a
run to the top on July 3, 1869. The
Mount Washington Cog Railway was
now an operating entity costing a total of $139,500 to build.
In spite of this seemingly successful venture Marsh was never compensated for any of his
personal monetary investment in the line. In fact he was never even listed as a stockholder. It
seems the only satisfaction he received was in knowing that he had completed a unique railway in
the face of incredible odds and discouragement. His fame spread around the world and in 1869
Marsh turned down an offer by Swiss engineers to be superintendent of another mountain climbing railway in that country. Although informally known today as the Base Station, the cluster of
buildings at the bottom was named Marshfield in honor of the founder and a Darby Field who
was the first white man to climb Mt. Washington.
**Herrick Aiken, with whom Marsh had collaborated in building the cog engines and who
had gained considerable power in the board of directors* (Ed. note: Herrick died in Nov. 1866, before the first
organized meeting of the MWR directors. Herrick could not have served on the board of directors. His son, Walter did), died
soon after the Civil War leaving his son to take control.** Walter Aiken had built the Geo. Stephenson and three other of the cog engines. He was the third largest stockholder as well as one of the
directors. He gained control of the railway from Marsh who still remained president, more or less
in name only.* (Ed note: Marsh did not have control of the Cog after his August 1866 demonstration, Lyon took control.
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Therefore Aiken could not take control from
Marsh, but from Lyon who was the company
treasurer). Marsh continued to go to

the annual meetings and did not
want to express any dissatisfaction
fearing it would hurt the railway.
Walter Aiken was a tall, powerful looking figure with red chin
whiskers. He was a real manager
in the truest sense in that he knew
the total workings inside out of the
cog railway. When something went
wrong, one could be assured if no
one else knew how to fix it, Walter would be sure to know how.
One time a couple years after the railway started. Walter spent a stormy night on the summit in the stone Tip Top house, which was not water-tight. All night long the rain beat in on
Aiken and the next day he vowed to build a more substantial guest house. In 1872-73 the Mount
Washington Summit House was constructed, which stood 2½ stories high, the tallest structure on
any mountain of that height.
A total of seven locomotives with upright boilers were built,* (Ed note: Early engine records and accounts are confusing. The Jitney Years project notes six loco’s with upright boilers in order of appearance: Hero a.k.a Peppersass, Aiken
#2, Geo Stephenson, Atlas, Cloud & Tip-Top) the last one #6, Tip Top, in 1874 by the Manchester Locomo-

tive Works in N.H. It featured a new design of having four instead of two cylinders powering
both front and rear axles. This provided greater power and safety in braking. The first of the
horizontal-boilered locomotives arrived in 1874 from the Manchester Locomotive Works. This
2nd #3, Hercules, had a distinctive
boiler and smoke box, which
were tilted so that the front was
18 inches lower than the back.
This helped the boiler to stay
somewhat level on the terrain it
was climbing thus steaming more
efficiently.
Marshfield was a bustling
little town before the turn of the
century. Included in the layout
was a station, boarding house, log
cabin, locomotive shop and enginehouse. One of the first tourist hotels to be built in the White Mountains was the 2½ story
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Marshfield House, which was built in
1871. Three large barns connected
the hotel, which many times were
crowded with teams of horses from
neighboring hotels down the valley.
Stage coaches were run from such famous hotels as the Crawford, Fabyan,
and Twin Mountain Houses to connect with morning and evening trains
on the cog railway. In addition,
groups of tourists arrived from the
White Mountain House and Bethlehem. Sometimes the terminal area at
the Base Station was so crowded with
horses that it was difficult to maneuver the engines and coaches.
Part of the problem which held
back patronage on the cog railway
was its isolation. When the Boston,
Concord & Montreal Railroad was
extended from Littleton to Fabyan in
1874 and the Portland & Ogdensburg
Railroad had been completed through
Crawford Notch to Fabyan, it made
commuting to the Base Station an easy task for visitors. The B.C.&M. made the final (rail) link
from the outside world when it pushed a branch line in 1876 from Fabyan to about a half mile below the Base Station. The cog line then extended its track down the grade to make connection.
The BC&M had three specially made observation cars with wicker chairs installed along with canvas awnings in case of a rainstorm. So that the tourists could get an unobstructed view of the
mountains and scenery without smoke or cinders hindering the scene, the engine would push the
cars backwards to the Base Station. Then it would be facing in the normal direction for the return trip to Fabyan. The locomotive must have really talked as it covered the 6½ miles to the
Base Station at an average grade of 5½ %. (Ed note: The max grade was 6%. The first half of the road is essentially flat. Once it crosses the Mt. Clinton road the grade does increase. It reaches 6% in the final grade just below the shop area.)

After the death of Walter Aiken in 1893, the Concord & Montreal bought up his shares in
the cog railroad and thus gained control. Shortly thereafter the Boston & Maine Railroad took
over the B.C.&M. thus starting another era on the cog line.
Many untimely events were to try the mettle of the Mt. Washington Cog Railroad, one of
which occurred in the spring of 1895 when a disastrous fire did considerable damage at the Base
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Station. All the buildings were destroyed except for the Marshfield House. Two locomotives were
completely destroyed and two had to be rebuilt. This put the line in a terrible dilemma since the
operating season was close at hand. The saving grace of the cog line came when they were able
to acquire two locomotives from the defunct Green Mountain Railway on Mount Desert Island in
Maine. Built in 1883 on what is now called Mt. Cadillac, the GMRR only lasted a few years before it was abandoned due to a highway being built to the top. The engines were stored after the
line was abandoned and fortunately the Mt. Washington Cog Railroad was able to acquire them
in time to be put into service for the summer season (of 1895).
By 1878 Old Peppersass was worn out after serving the road well and was placed on display.
Replacing it and other earlier vertical boiler engines were ones with canted horizontal boilers to
keep water covering the crown sheet while ascending average grades of 25%. Over the next 34
years nine other engines of this type would be manufactured by Manchester Locomotive Works in
N.H. and later Alco-Manchester.
In 1893 Old Peppersass was shipped off to be displayed at the World’s Columbian Exposition
in Chicago. Somehow it ended up in the hands of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad who kept it in
Baltimore, Maryland for 20 years. The engine was brought into the limelight again in 1928 to appear at the Fair of the Iron Horse at Halethorpe, Maryland.
When this display was heard about in New England a request was put out by a Reverend
Guy Roberts of Whitefield, N.H. to the B&O to return the engine to its New England home. In
the spring of 1929 the locomotive arrived at the Boston & Maine’s Concord shops where it was
refurbished in its old time colors in preparation for permanent display. The shop crew was astonished to find the old vertical boiler met all standards for steam and water pressure. Could she be
steamed again? It was decided that this was indeed feasible.
After being sent back to the Base Station, one of the old-time engineers, Jack Frost, was told
to get the engine ready to steam. When the boiler was attempted to be fired up it was found that it
did not steam well. Upon examination of the interior, several quarts of nuts and clutch were discovered left over by
squirrels.* (Jitney Jr
needs to confirm - sounds
like adaptation of the
1885 John Horne squirrel
story that went nationwide.)

After quickly remedying this situation,
the engine was successfully run a short
distance up the hill.
Several possible publicity stunts were sug584
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gested before Peppersass was to be retired. One idea was to run it to the summit and put the engine
on display. It was decided that hikers might lug off portions of the locomotive for souvenirs over
the years.
The other stunt which finally materialized was to run the engine as far as Jacob’s Ladder
and then coast back to the Base Station where Peppersass was to be put on permanent display.
This idea grew into a special day of activities on Saturday, July 29, 1929 which would recognize Yankee ingenuity and the recreational possibilities in the White Mountains of New Hampshire. The Governor of N.H. and the President of the B&M were invited along with many other
guests and celebrities. As the ceremonies proceeded one could look on a sea of straw hats. Afterwards six trainloads of persons went ahead to the summit with Old Peppersass bringing up the rear
blowing her whistle constantly. It is not known just exactly where, but three unauthorized persons
climbed aboard the engine in addition to engineer Frost and his (authorized) fireman: Caleb Frost,
son of the engineer, and two photographers, Winston H. Pote, who was known for his color prints
nationally, and Daniel P. Rossiter, who took pictures for the state publicity bureau and Boston &
Maine. (See Appendix Sec. 20 - The Hero’s Odyssey)
The engine had no problem climbing up across Jacob’s Ladder to within a half mile of the
summit (Gulf Tanks). It went no further because it would have delayed the six other trains already
at the top. Peppersass started the descent, but only went about a half mile when suddenly a tooth
broke out of one of the gear wheels. The engine jumped up and landed to the right of the cog
rail out of mesh. Suddenly the locomotive began to gain great speed. The engineer and fireman
tried to slow the speed of the engine with no success using the hand friction brake. Frost yelled to
his son and the fireman to jump, which they did to the rocky hillside below suffering some broken
bones. Still trying to grab one last photograph of the doomed engine, Winston Pote was still focus585
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ing his camera* (See Sec 20 for Pote’s account of the accident) as he jumped head first into mid-air and jagged rocks below smashed his jaw. Daniel Rossiter who was even more panic stricken hung to the
engine for over 1,500 feet before it plunged off the trestlework. Rossiter fell to an instant death
while Peppersass exploded* (Ed note: boiler did not explode - see Sec. 20 for investigation report) upon impact scattering debris for hundreds of feet around.
Fortunately, in the cog railway system of operation the passenger coach is not coupled to the
engine, but is pushed up the hill resting on a buffer plate affixed to the front of the locomotive.
Then it leans against the engine on the downward trip. By the combined efforts of the train crew
using the hand friction brakes on the coach, its downward movement on the steep incline was
checked. All the more than 50 passengers could do was watch in horror as Peppersass disappeared
over the trestle in front of them with a mighty explosion.* (Ed note: Peppersass pushed no coach that day, did
not explode and only a handful of people, including Rev. Guy Roberts saw the engine wreck. This description appears to appropriate
details from the 1949 accident recounted by Johnson later in the article.)

The passengers in the coach were able to thread their way along the trestle and climb down
to safety. Later on, parts of Peppersass were salvaged and put on display at the Base Station.
Another unique form of transport on Mount Washington was the slideboard, a forerunner
of today’s concrete slides (alpine slides) which have been installed on several mountains in New
Hampshire and Vermont. Sliding down Mount Washington after a long day’s work was a quick
way for the track and maintenance men to get back to the boarding house at the Base Station.
The slide board consisted of a wood strip about three feet long and a foot wide, which was made
to slip over the cog rail. Two friction brake handles with pieces of metal attached to the ends
were mounted on either side of the board so that they would fit under the flange of the cog rail.
Upon squeezing the handles toward the body one could control the speed at which one descended
the mountain.
No one but the workers were permitted to use the slide boards. The average time to cover
the 3½ mile route to the Base Station was about ten minutes, but Jack Frost held the record for
quick descent at two minutes and 45 seconds.* (Ed note: A number of Coggers of earlier vintage also claim taking
the record-making slide including Dorvigny “David” Joseph Vachon 1891-1892) This was quite a ride at over 60
mph! These boards required the utmost experience and strength to be operated safely and unfortunately a few fatal accidents caused them to be banned from use in 1930.
During the summer a daily newspaper called Among The Clouds was published by Henry M.
Burt in a print shop in the Tip Top House for thirty-one years (1877-1917)* (Printing moved from Tip
Top to a specially built building in 1884. That print shop burned in the 1908 fire. When publication resumed, Among the Clouds
printing was located at the Base Station). Twice each summer a special illustrated version of Among The

Clouds was issued. As a publicity stunt, (and) to speed the newspaper to its readers (for special coverage), experienced slide board men were employed to rush the newspaper down to the Base Station
where a waiting wagon was ready with a team of horses to speed the papers to Bethlehem and Fabyan to make the first train downgrade to North Conway. Thus its readers had some reading ma586
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terial before breakfast, gaining an edge over city newspapers.* (Ed note: the so-called “newspaper train” of
slideboards were to speed distribution of the papers to the hotels in towns that held “coach parades” - see Appendix Sec. 8 - Devil’s
Shingle)

Over the years many of the famous wooden hotels in the White Mountains have been lost
due to spectacular fires and so went many of the original buildings on the summit. On June 18,
1908 after workers had finished their day’s preparation for summer visitors and went home, fire
broke out in the Summit House destroying all structures except for the Tip Top House and two
old barns. That same summer the stage office was rebuilt with bunkroom space. At the same
time the Tip Top House was thoroughly renovated. The Summit House III was built in 1915 and
remains today (1980).
A fascinating, never realized, pipe-dream put forward by President Mellon of the Boston &
Maine Railroad between 1910-1913 was an electric railway circling Mount Washington three
times before reaching the summit. This $2,000,000 project was to include a large circular stone
and steel hotel capable of sleeping several hundred persons plus a dining room which could feed
300 to 400 persons. Several groups fought this plan figuring it would spoil the scenic look of the
mountain. This opposition coupled with the poor financial condition of the B&M led the plan to
be permanently curtailed.
By 1930 the Boston & Main Railroad had had it with the albatross cog railway. Since the
line operated only three months out of the year, they found it impossible to show a profit with
high maintenance and building costs escalating each year. Casting about for possible operators of
the mountain railway an offer was first made to sell it to owners of neighboring hotels. The offer
was declined, but the B&M received a valuable lead from the manager of the Crawford House,
Colonel William A. Barron, who suggested that they find a “circus promoter”; a man who could
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put some razzle-dazzle back into the operation. The Boston & Maine finally found a man who
was well suited to the task of putting the railroad back on its feet.
Upon first notice of Colonel Henry N. Teague he seemed an unlikely candidate for the ownership and presidency of the cog railroad, since he had no previous railroad background. The
Colonel did have great initiative, courage and foresight. Born on Mount Desert Island, Maine on
June 2, 1875, Teague soon gained fame as a skillful financier and speculator. At one time he profited greatly from the Florida land boom of the 1920’s, but then in turn lost a bundle when the bottom fell out of the land market. He gained his honorary title of “Colonel” when Governor Winant of New Hampshire appointed him to his staff.
When approached by B&M officials about taking control of the railroad including two hotels, the land on the summit, and buildings and land at the base, all Teague could say was that he
was broke. Officials still had great faith that he could turn a profit on the project if anyone could.
They even went as far as putting $10,000 in the bank when Teague said he didn’t have enough of
his own private funds to meet operating expenses. Strange as it may seem the B&M took his IOU
note and Teague took title. As soon as Teague took charge of the operations in 1930 the B&M
wasted no time in cutting its umbilical cord by abandoning the branch (line) extending from Fabyan to the Base Station. Now would the baby survive?
Teague had a monumental task ahead of him in that he had to turn the previous schedule
of two trains a day into a train every hour. In addition, he had to train a whole new crop of college age students as engineers, firemen, brakemen, and conductors. In the first few years the
mountain railway had to contend with extremely changeable weather patterns. At times the gray
clouds, rain and wind drove away many potential tourists, but business greatly picked up on occasional sunny days. To some outsiders Teague seemed very brusque and overbearing, but his rail-
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road family knew he had a
deep concern for people and in
turn desired affection back.
“The Colonel”, as Teague was
known to railroad employees,
was a generous man when it
came to extra bonuses at the
end of the year and many
times the extra cash for the college students made the difference between a lean or a comfortable year.
For a short-time public
bus service was run from Fabyan to the Base Station, but this was soon dropped as the use of private automobiles came into vogue. With this new method of tourists reaching the Base Station a
corresponding way of appealing to the new individual mobility had to be made. Before the depression of the 1930’s the visitor was content to spend several weeks at one of the famed White
Mountain hotels, but this type of business evaporated, replaced by a much more mobile individual who was more interested in dashing around in his own car sampling as many of the scenic attractions in a short period of time at the least cost. Teague met this challenge by building new
roadside cabins for overnight visitors* (Ed note: B&M leased land to Crawford House owner Col. Billy
Barron to build the first tourist cabins at the Cog - the Kro-Flite Kamp - researched & described by Rob Bermudes),
putting up direction signs along throughways, passing out folders throughout the White Mountains, giving out passes to other tourist attraction owners, and visiting every convention within driving distance. Coupled with a reduction of fares (in 1927 it cost $6 for round trip Fabyan to Summit and return in 1931, $3 round trip on the Cog alone), the long hours of drumming up new business paid off to such an
extent that patronage doubled on one August day in 1936 when 659 passengers were carried on a
total of 19 trips.
Just as things seemed to brighten up for the cog railway, disaster struck on September 21,
1938 when a hurricane unleashed a force which closed both Franconia and Crawford Notch as
well as destroying Jacob’s Ladder and a half mile of trestle. Undaunted by this seeming catastrophe, Henry Teague started the task of rebuilding with a fervor. Using borrowed funds, Jacob’s
Ladder was completely rebuilt in five weeks so that trains could operate the length of the line* (Ed
note: trestle was replaced so trains could run to the top of Jacob’s Ladder, but the Long Trestle would not be replaced until the following spring). By Spring of 1939 a new, large log cabin structure had been built at the Base Station to

replace damaged structures. (Ed note: Construction of the Marshfield Base Station was underway in 1938 when the hurricane hit.)

It remains today containing a restaurant, gift shop, and two of the largest fireplaces in New
England. There is hardly a day goes by when these fireplaces are not in use, helping to warm visi589
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tors during New England’s fickle weather patterns. Thus it was that the mountain railway was
able to continue its unbroken record of operation since 1869 except for the war years of 1918 and
1943-45.
When Henry Teague was traveling south to Florida in 1931, stopping at various colleges to
recruit summer help he chanced to meet a bright, talented student named Arthur Teague. Although of no relation to one another the close friendship which developed was to become a great
asset to the cog railway. In 1932 Henry asked Arthur Teague to join his operations, and he
turned out to be an extremely valuable person and eventually became manager, president, and
owner of the railway. Col. Arthur S. Teague gained his rank in World War II. Many laborsaving and cost-conscious projects were forwarded by Arthur Teague. One of the most intriguing
developments was the method by which fresh water was pumped to the summit. Previously, a
large steam pump in the company shop kept water pumping constantly but consumed fuel at a
wasteful rate as well as keeping two men busy stoking the fire. Arthur Teague installed a Pelton
water wheel, which harnessed the power of a mountain stream coming down the steep mountainside. A generator was activated by the water wheel which in turn pumped water to the summit
tank and in addition supplied all the electric current needed by the Base Station. This same system is still in use today.
Still another maintenance problem was overcome by the younger Teague. It seemed that
the twelve-tooth pinion gears meshed to the two crankshafts of each locomotive frequently
required replacement because of the heavy strains involved in running. Arthur Teague redesigned the assembly so that now the shaft and gear are made from a single piece of chrome molybdenum steel.
In spite of the relative safety of the locomotives new safety features have been added since
the days of the Peppersass accident. Devices which dig into the road bed assure the stopping of a
runaway engine, although will do considerable damage to the trestle.* (Ed note: the “device” was the
existing large spur gears on the engines. This part of the locomotives drive train became a “safety device” after the
accident recounted next). This safety feature was put into use on July 14, 1949 when one of the engines descending from the summit a little above Jacob’s Ladder broke one of the two rack gears
and started to pitch down the mountain at a fearful rate leaving the little coach filled with passengers behind on the trestle. The engine plunged over 1000 feet down the track before it could be
stopped (by the broken ties clogging up under the engine - it had happened just once before on August 22nd, 1978 when the Geo
Stephenson ran away on Cold Spring Hill while bringing the broken engine Cloud down to the Base. The so-called safety device
helped tip an engine off the track during the September 1967 accident). Meanwhile the passengers walked down to

the halfway mark where another engine took them to the Base Station.
Another innovative improvement came in 1941 when sidings were installed at the Base Station, Waumbek Tank and the Gulf Tank. Previous to this all cog railways had been strictly one
track lines. Now a number of trains could be operated safely on the line at once. With the help
of 1.awrence Richardson of the B&M engineering department Arthur Teague developed a type
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of switch which allowed trains
to turn onto a siding smoothly
still meshing with the cog
mechanism. The switch can be
operated by one man and requires nine separate movements of switch components
each time a train passes over
the switch in either direction.
A switching maneuver takes
about five minutes to complete.
When Henry Teague
died in 1951, Arthur Teague
took over as manager and the
land and railway was bequeathed to Dartmouth College. This stipulation was included in Henry’s will because
after the hurricane of 1938
‘The Colonel’ turned to his
alma mater for a substantial
amount of rehabilitation funds.* (Ed note: Teague actually borrowed the purchase funds from Dartmouth in 1938 because that is when he actually purchased the Cog - the B&M had held the stock and reported returns until that year. The Cog crew
rebuilt the trestle from lumber (probably fallen or recovered from storm damage) in the area. Rob Bermudes conversations with Pliney
Granger - part of the reconstruction team). After two years of negotiation the college sold the Marshfield

property and the cog railway in November, 1962 to Arthur Teague who became owner as well as
manager. The college retained ownership of the summit until March 30, 1964 when the state of
New Hampshire legislature voted to purchase the top 56 acres as a part of a scientific and recreational package for future generations to enjoy. Remarkable credit should be given again to
Sylvester Marsh and Walter Aiken for designing and building a railway which still uses the same
engines, equipment and track installed over a 100 years ago. Although the equipment looks the
same on the outside as it did a century ago the inner workings of each engine and coach have
been thoroughly renewed and upgraded over the years. Since it is impossible for the railway to
purchase off the shelf parts for its antique locomotives, the versatile shops at the Base Station
must fashion all replacement parts on an as needed basis. In fact the Mt. Washington Cog Railway has one of the very few shops left in the U.S. which is capable of building a full size operating steam locomotive. Inside the Base Station shop there is a fascinating array of belts and pulleys
which are used to operate the machinery. Outside, a transfer table shuttles the locomotives back
and forth the half mile to the Base Station.* (Ed note: the transfer table shuttles locomotives from their engine house
stalls to the mainline. The loco’s then proceed up to the Base Station.)
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The passenger coaches are of the open or closed platform type. In 1938, the first new passenger car was built in 40 years. Also at this time all cars were enlarged to hold 48 instead of 40
passengers. All the original 1870 coaches have been re-equipped with ball bearings. The wooden
chassis have been replaced with steel. Inside, the coaches have been restyled and outside repainted to their original gaudy colors. In addition to the six wooden passenger cars the railway
also possesses two aluminum and steel cars constructed in 1958* (Ed note: No. 11 Chumley construction
started in 1956 / debuted in 1958 & the No. 12 Thelma (Taylor Made) debuted in mid-Sept 1962). The new aluminum
cars have rubber bumpers instead of wooden for a smoother push up the mountain. The brake
drums are twice as wide as on the wooden cars to provide greater braking power.
As the attraction of the mountain and the lure of its unique form of transport to the top continued to swell the yearly tourist tabulations for the cog railway, Col. Arthur Teague started to cast
about for a new steam locomotive to supplant the already overburdened half dozen engines who
were struggling to meet the average of fifteen trips per day. When possible Teague would activate
the seventh locomotive to handle the overflow, but many times one or more engines would be
down for repairs so important fare paying passengers had to be turned away. No American locomotive builder would even consider building a new steam locomotive.
Teague finally went to the Dillon Steam Boiler Works of Fitchburg, Massachusetts to fabricate an all welded boiler to his specifications instead of the standard riveted boiler on all the older
steam machines. Although the boiler arrived on the property in 1958, it languished for many
years as the shop crew and Teague had no spare moments to give while babying the other old
steam relics. At last in 1966 Teague ordered a frame and decided to go full steam ahead with the
project. Unfortunately Arthur Teague died in 1967. Mrs. Arthur Teague, widow of the late Col.
Teague was appointed president in that same year.
Capable shop hands continued constructing the new steam engine which was to be numbered 10. On September 24, 1972 No.10’s firebox was warm for the first time. She was christened, Col. Arthur S. Teague,* (Ed note: Col. Teague name used to honor both Colonels Teague - Henry & Arthur) and
was finished at a cost of $75,000. Today this locomotive provides powerful muscle and is a great
steamer.
The present cog railway has not changed much from decades ago. College age kids from
over 40 different universities devote their summer’s efforts to running the antique trains. Of the
25 or 30 engineers, firemen and track repairmen, all are between the ages of seventeen and
twenty-five.
An inside look into the everyday workings of today’s cog railway is useful to get an appreciation of what it takes to keep the operation functioning properly.
The state is building a new concrete visitors center with a glassed front and large restaurant
to replace the Summit House, which has withstood the rigors of many harsh winters since it was
built in 1915.
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A little-known fact about the cog railway is that it is one of the few trains in the country carrying mail for which it receives payment. Thousands of postcards are mailed each day from the
summit using the small post office located there. At the end of the day after the cards have been
sorted, the mail bag is put on the last down train.
The cog line also handles some freight up the mountain especially when new buildings are
being erected and has three flat cars to handle long loads which cannot be negotiated up the twisting Mount Washington Auto Road.
The 3½ miles of timber trestle is renewed constantly as harsh New England weather takes
its toll on supporting timbers. Most of the heavy track and timber repair takes place before or after the main operating season. Beams have to be notched, holes drilled and cut so as to fit into existing trestlework.
The observatory on top keeps in constant touch with the cog railway as to weather conditions. Sometimes the fickle mountain weather can turn sullen at the drop of a hat. On April 12,
1934 the Observatory recorded a wind velocity of 231 mph, the highest ever recorded on earth.
It is quite an incredible sight for the steam-starved fan to arrive at the Base Station on any
morning during the summer and see at least a half dozen steam machines lined up on the ready
track. The early morning sun glints off the canted boilers with smoke and steam lazily rising from
the area in the crisp, cool mountain air. During the last of June through August an 8 a.m. “earlybird” trip is run, with a train departure on the average of every hour afterward. The first crew of
the day is preparing their engine for the climb; tidying the fire, washing windows, boiler and cab,
and giving the running gear a careful inspection as well as oiling moving parts.
The first expectant crowd of the day looks in awe at the steeply sloping track and the little
engine which will propel them up that fantastic incline.
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On the way up the mountain, it is the job of the fireman to keep 140 pounds of working
pressure in the boiler with which the engineer can work. Wearing heavy gloves, a fireman scoops
up the coal in a small shovel with one hand. In a second motion with his other hand he pushes
down on the handle of the firebox door and spreads the coal perfectly into the firebox. For most
of the hour’s running time to the top the fireman will be flat out shoveling a ton of coal on the
trip up the mountain. The locomotive will also gulp over 1000 gallons of water in its efforts up
the rocky hillside. Arthur Teague was responsible for enlarging the tender capacities so now it is
necessary to take on water only once, at Waumbek Tank on an upward trip.
The conductor-brakeman helps the passengers on board the coach and soon the train is underway. Sometimes two trains will follow one another on the same orders. One would think that
the mighty effort up the mountainside would produce staccato blasts of the exhaust from the locomotive, but only gentle chuffs are heard. It doesn’t take long to get into the meat of the grade at
25 percent. The tumbling water of the Ammonoosuc River is spanned just as the train leaves the
station area and then is engulfed on all sides by stately red spruce trees. Soon these are replaced
by wiry evergreens that reduce to twisted shrubbery at the timber line.
Above the timber line at the 4000-foot level a gray lunar type landscape is encountered with
huge boulders leftover from the glacier age. The ride is somewhat bumpy as the cog wheel slips
into the cog rail, but the visitor’s attention is fixed on the peaks of the presidential range as they
poke into view. One has plenty of time to feast on the scenic vistas as the train pokes along at a
maximum of 4 mph. Traditionally the train stops on Jacob’s Ladder at 4600 feet above sea level
so that tickets may be collected. At this point the front of the coach is thirteen feet higher than
the rear.
If the mountain is in a benevolent mood, travelers may witness vistas stretching for 60 to 90
miles in each direction at the top. No fewer than seventy-four bodies of water, from the Atlantic
Ocean to the Connecticut River may be counted. Visible from the summit are numerous mountain ranges including the Green Mountains of Vermont and many of New Hampshire’s White
Mountains. Innumerable towns and cities are also in view.
It is highly recommended that the railfan spend at least several hours if not the whole day
hiking along the cog right of way photographing the steady parade of up and down steam trains.
Bring a top-coat as chilly winds can whip up at any time. One of the top spots for action on the
half hour is the Skyline siding, a half mile easy walking down from the summit. As one relaxes on
the grassy slope, in addition to spectacular mountain backdrops meets of up to three or four
steam trains may be photographed. For the more adventurous hiker who does not mind scrambling down another half mile over a more rocky landscape, Jacob’s Ladder trestlework is the scenic highlight on the line. One’s jaw cannot help but drop as these unique steam engines shuffle up
and down the tremendous grade with several smoke plumes always visible at any time on the
route.
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After a layover at the top for about twenty-five minutes the first train starts down after receiving orders from the dispatcher at the Base Station. Each train carries a field telephone which can
be clipped onto the telephone wires running along the tracks to inform the dispatcher of the
whereabouts of each train or in the case of any emergencies. The first down train usually meets
the 9 a.m. up train at the Skyline siding; going into the hole so that the up train may pass. On certain busy times of the summer if there are three trains coming down from the summit the up
train has to take the hole because the Skyline siding will only hold two trains. Then the first train
will continue downward, holding the main line and meet the 10 a.m. train the Base Station at the
Waumbek siding.
Coming down the mountain, the fireman’s job is considerably easier physically than going
up. He has banked his fire and keeps just enough steam in the cylinders to keep them wet.* (Ed
note: water is introduced from the boiler into the cylinders keep the pistons cool) Compressed air in the cylinders acts as
a brake. His primary job is to watch the track to see that all the safety features are working properly. If a big piece of coal has fallen on the track or some bystander is too close to the train he
must be able to signal the engineer in time to stop the train. A signal line is hooked up to a bell in
the coach so that the conductor can be warned if there is to be an unscheduled stop.* (Ed note: the
bell is in the engine’s cab. The rope is to be pulled by the brakeman to stop the train not the other way around.) This can happen when an engine has to pause to build up steam on the upward trip.
The conductor-brakeman going down has the hardest job as he is in charge of braking the
coach on its downward journey. He constantly tightens and loosens the brake wheel attached to
the huge brake drum, keeping the car just touching the engine. A ratchet like that on the engine
can be activated if other braking fails, which will dig into the trestle.* (Ed note: coaches do not have a spur
gear that could chew up ties. They do have a ratchet for on the way up, but dropping it on the way down was considered a mistake
as it would abruptly stop the axle the ratchet gear was attached to.)

Arriving back at the Base Station at 10:45 a.m., the first train has just enough time to take
on coal so that it can be the 11 a.m. run. Thus a round trip can be made every three hours.
Each train crew makes three round trips per day or a total of nine hours working time. During
the busy summer months the last train leaves at 5 p.m. or three hours before sunset. If there is a 5
p.m. train, a fresh crew is usually on hand to relieve the first crew from making a fourth trip up
the mountain.
Generally a youngster starting out on the mountain railway will begin as groundskeeper (or
in the Marshfield kitchen/counter area) and then work up to conductor-brakeman and eventually will
become fireman or perhaps engineer.
Coal is handled into the locomotive’s tender by means of a tractor dumping it from a raised
platform. A hopper car of coal usually arrives at the Fabyan siding via the Maine Central Railroad where it is unloaded by conveyor belt and then trucked to the Base Station.
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While passengers are waiting for the next run they may tour the small museum of early photos and memorabilia located in a large log cabin at the Base (the former main building of the Kro-Flite
Kamps complex).
The shops at the Base Station are capable of machining any part necessary to repairing a locomotive except for the boiler. At the present time, a new boiler has arrived on the property from
a company in Pittsburgh in preparation for building a tenth steam locomotive. It will be numbered 8 (the second No. 8) and hopefully will be in operation before the 1979 season is over making a total of nine operating engines. Thus, the claim that the cog railway has the only shop in
the free world still building standard gauge steam locomotives.* (Ed note: Technically not true. The gauge is
best described as 4 feet 8 inches, not 8.5 inches.)

The cog railway has flourished under Teague ownership and management and will continue
to do so as Charles Arthur Teague, son of the late Colonel Arthur S. Teague, is now president and
owner of the Mount Washington Railway Co. and in charge of operations. Mrs. Ellen C. Teague is chairman of the board and president of Marshfield Corporation.
Thousands of persons have ridden the Mount Washington Cog Railway over its 110 year existence and all would agree with P. T. Barnum’s comment when he witnessed the view from the
top: “The second greatest show on earth.”

!"
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1988 - Three Levels of Truth
Reporters learn that stories about events can have a number of versions especially in politics. There is the “official” story that is told to the public, and those who inquire. Then there is slightly edited version for consumption within the extended family, and finally there’s story that is told within the inner family circle with very few
filters that perhaps comes closer to the truth. That is why good reporters develop their ability to “read between
the lines.” The Jitney Years manuscript attempts to present the Cog story in the second manner in order to give
readers an understanding of this railroad’s operations and people by taking them into the cabs of the engines,
the front platforms of the cars, and “employees only” sections of the attraction. It is written for the extended
family. The “inner family” version rarely, if ever, appears as it would be told with few filters in the Boarding
House after those involved punched out and sought relaxation with an adult beverage. However, these days
there is an electronic “Boarding House” called social media. It is the reason the three levels of storytelling when
it comes to this image can be demonstrated.

The Ammonoosuc Freezes Over
Cog Engine Still Stranded: “Officials at the Mount Washington Cog Railway say they are
anxiously awaiting a return to better weather so they may retrieve one of their coal-fired train engines stranded on the summit since Saturday. Cog Railway president Joel Bedor said Wednesday
that one of this company’s engines has been sitting at the summit since Saturday (10/9/1988) afternoon when train engineers were unable to maintain the coal fire that fuels the train’s engines.
A full complement of passengers who had just been ferried to the summit by the engine were
forced to remain atop the northeast’s highest peak for an extended stay. The train riders were returned to the Cog’s base station later in the afternoon by another Cog Railway train. “Needless
to say, there were a few unhappy people, both at the summit, and in our management offices,”
said Bedor. Due to the poor weather of late, Cog Railway workers have been unable to return to
the summit to re-start their stranded engine. “Basically, we just have to get the fire going again,”
said Bedor, “but we can’t do that until the weather improves.”
- Littleton Courier – Thu, Oct 13, 1988 pg. 9

The Story from the Mt. Washington Observatory
(Spring 1989 Issue of Bulletin - Vol. 30 No. 1 & Logbook Oct 1988)

October 8 Saturday. A little snowy. Cool (~14-15 degrees) WOX S-BSF (Visibility zero
miles, ceiling at ground level, light snow, blowing snow, fog). More snow and ice close the road.
Auto Road open only to stages, and that only to 6 mile. Cog sends 2 trains – 1 double, then 1 single later. Single gets stuck on summit (lost fire, water…+ froze up? Jammed cog?) Walter Mitchell
said it was only ~ the 2nd time in 20 years he has seen such a train. A relief train came up to
bring down the stranded passengers.
October 9 Sunday. Yet another wintery day on top puts the finishing touch on a ruined Columbus day weekend. Oh well, as Al [Oxton] would say. 3 ft. drifts along the road hold even the
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state truck at bay. Another S-BSF type day. Perhaps this is a record quiet Columbus Day weekend on the summit. No trains up, but the stranded one remains, getting rather rimed. Stages said
to make it to 6 mile; not even the State truck made it to the top, claiming 2 to 3 foot drifts by/
before.
October 10 Monday. Winter continues. Worktrain arrives to rescue stranded engine, but is
foiled in the attempt. Three lost hikers show up relatively unscathed. Same weather persists, deterring most hikers and keeping Road and railroad travelers from the summit. Work train up to try
to get the engine that couldn’t going – no luck, it still can’t. There seems to be something broken,
rather than just frozen.
October 11 Tuesday. Winter continued-continued. [This is a reference to the official
weather reporting form - if there is fog already at midnight, and continues through out the day
past the next midnight, the form for the day would read "Fog cont-cont."] A very quiet day – no
trains, no cars, no stages, no hikers! Another WOXOF S-BSF day, too.
Wednesday October 12. (Shift change day crew up) via TV’s Thiokol [snow tractor] from 6
mile. Dead cog train still here….No visitors.
Thursday October 13. Fog +blowing snow all day. No hikers. No trains no stages. Just us
and the wind.
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Friday October 14. One hiker fights his way to the top. Otherwise quiet. Rich[Anderson]
sleds the stairway to the parking lots while Ben Miller [of Mount Washington State Park] skis the
east fields. Many pictures taken of dead cog train. Art (Dunlap) from T.V. even shoots some
video for the news.
Saturday October 15. Tourists return. Last weekend for State Park folks. Few hikers about
and some trains up in afternoon. Auto Road closed but drive-able.
Sunday October 16. Last day of Park. Train + hikers everywhere. No stages though.
Monday October 17. Stranded train finally removed, somewhat the worse for wear. Cog finally takes away their train.
The Cog Version of the Incident
(Slightly Laundered)

The Rest of the Story from Cogger Dave Moody: “One of the engineers was getting married that weekend so ½ the staff was gone (foliage weekend !!!). George Trask was the GM at that
time. He had called his son Buddy and me in to help that weekend as “jack of all trades, master
of none types.” Buddy Trask and I were at Waumbek Switch fixing one of the throw rails when
George called us on the radio. He said an engine (No. 2 Ammonoosuc) was stuck at the summit with
no fire and wanted us to go and get it back and that an empty passenger train was coming to take
us up. Only one train was sent to the summit and when we arrived the passengers from the frozen
train literally stormed the coach demanding to be brought down off the summit. The weather
was brutal with high winds and a temp in the single digits. Buddy and I were trying to pull the engine with a chain attached to the passenger coach/engine (full of people) to free it up while we
heated the cylinders with a large propane torch. The chain was not of the best quality and we envisioned it snapping and going into the coach (Chumley or Thelma) with the glass front. We stopped
due to passenger safety concerns and I remember telling Buddy to go into the Summit House and
call his Dad and tell George we couldn’t do it and an engine without a coach was the only recourse to free up the frozen engine. Buddy looked at me and said “You call him because he won’t
listen to me on this one !” I called and George allowed us to bring the folks down and leave the
other engine. The engineer was a sore excuse for a man - let alone a Cog engineer. When he arrived at the summit, he had low water in the boiler and no tender water and had been told to run
a water hose from the summit house to the tender to be able to inject water to the boiler. He
didn’t do as he was told and just dropped the fire into the ash pan by opening the grates in the firebox. When Buddy and I arrived at the summit we were told what had happened by the brakeman, and we told him to relay to that engineer that if we saw him we would trounce him. He did
appear just before we departed and snuck into the coach for a ride down, I believe he was fired
when we reached the base. The weather had turned worse at the summit and no rescue engine
was sent back up that day. I frostbit both ears that day as my hat wasn’t up to the task. I believe
that engine was on the summit for about 10 days before a warm spell came in and a crew went up
to get it. The picture Brian posted (above) was taken by the summit park staff and they were sell599
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ing it as a poster in the gift shop for a few years.”
- Dave Moody email to Jitney Jr. - Friday, March 13, 2020 at 11:46 AM

The “Boarding House After-Hours” Story of the Frozen Deuce
(Unvarnished)

John F. Kurdzionak: “What was the story behind this? How’d the fire go out?”
Steven Comeau: “High winds, no coal, slacking engineer.”
Peter Steady: “And Clem and I got to ride it down ?”
Michael Kenly: “What are you guys, BURNT? I was there that day. Fuckhead “Shorty”
was the valve turner on the #2. Geo. Trask was G.M. and he came tearing down to the shop to
tell me that “shitforbrains Shorty” ran out of water in his tender, and
that I should talk to him on the summit telephone. Fucknuts (aka
Shorty) told me that he ran out of water, so naturally I told him to get
water from the summit house. Fuckstick (aka Shorty) told me that he
got water, but didn’t have enough boiler pressure to work the injector;
so we went up and rescued his useless white trash ass, and took its people down on our train. After the #2 had been up there stuck for 3 wks,
it thawed out and we found that “Shorty” had melted the fusible plug
and that’s why he couldn’t get water into the boiler and he froze it up.
Operator error plain and simple. You guys think it’s humorous, but realize that that piece of shit had totally exposed the crown sheet and
the 2 was very close to blowing up. When a fusible plug goes, it’s a
warning of impending doom, it’s not a safeguard; (the plug) isn’t big
enough to release enough steam to stop the crown sheet from collaps“Shorty”
ing, and blowing down through the ashpan. Whoever was really on
- Cara Champagne Bujeaud Collection
that train is one LUCKY s.o.b. I shit you not, Mike K.”
Barry Stewart: “Yep. Matter of fact, we had a fuseable plug with us when we went up to
get it. Why? ‘cause I knew exactly what happened before we went up. Furthermore, I moved that
engine with a fricken shaker bar after it sat there for 3 weeks. Think Shorty could have? This happened when most of us were at Lenny’s wedding ...and it all happened because he was in the Summit House blabbing while his engine was hot and popping off. Don’t forget, this is the guy who
got stuck on center on Skyline then rammed the engine in front of him… then laughed. Also had
“Metallica rules” on the side of his car in electrical tape.”
Michael Kenly: “Hi guys, I was always sorry I missed Lenny’s wedding, that must have been
a panic-but we couldn’t all go. My thanks to Paul and Barry for their most welcome additions (to
this story). As you may have guessed, this incident made me pretty angry at the time, and thinking
about it now it still rankles my ass. When the asshole (who) took this picture and another made it
into a poster, this was a slap in the face to me, and to the Cog, I feel. I don’t think that this is just
another study in summit weather/rime ice. This is the summit people (State, AMC, Obs) thumbing their collective snotty noses at us. What do you guys think?”
Steven Comeau: “Michael! Michael!! They have nothing on us. You know that! Those
panty wipes could never even come close to the likes of a Cogger. Don’t let one bad apple or a
crummy pic get you all wound up. Memories are memories.”
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Peter Steady: “I’m not sure who took that picture, but there were quite a few others and
they were not just taken by Summit people. The point is that it still ends up as Cog History no
matter how we feel about it.”
Michael Kenly: “That may be the case, Pete; but some cocksucker who works for or at the
Summit, had this picture copied; made into a poster; and agreed to sell it in their gift shop. Also,
the Mount Washington fuckservatory not only had it made into posters, but postcards as well, and
the picture figured prominently in their “Bulletin”. Don’t tell me those Summit fucks weren’t totally complicit in this. They gloated over every rime ice crystal, and every minute that train was
stuck there.”
Paul Forbes: “Now THAT’S a genuine cog story in perfect detail. Thanks Mike!”

!"
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2000 “Putting the Fun in...”

The Mt. Washington Funicular Railway
On May 16, 2000, New Hampshire Parks & Recreation Director Richard McLeod received a letter on Mount Washington Hotel & Resort letterhead that said simply “Enclosed is the engineering
proposal “Mt. Washington Funicular” as we discussed. Please feel free to call me if you have any
questions or need further information.” The letter was signed - “Wayne W. Presby.”
A binder sent with the letter outlined a $16-million dollar plan to build a second way to haul
tourists to the top of Mount Washington alongside the existing three-mile Cog Railway track and
within the 100-foot wide right of way the New Hampshire legislature chartered to Sylvester
Marsh. Here an edited version of its contents.
Introduction
A double reversible funicular system shall be built parallel to the existing cog wheel railway.
The purpose is the following: lower operating costs, lower maintenance cost, additional winter operation, withstand 80 mph operating cross wind speed (If the operating wind must be 120 mph,
the design must be reviewed. Economies may be questionable.)
Company Profile: Doppelmayr Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH (Doppelmayr) of Wolfurt Austria
is the worlds leading manufacturer of ropeways of various types. In 1996, Doppelmayr acquired
the Swiss ropeway manufacturer Von Roll Tramways Ltd. whose name was changed to Doppelmayr Tramways Ltd. on May 1st, 1999. The name of the United States subsidiary was changed
from Von Roll Tramways Inc. to American Tramways Inc. With the Doppelmayr group, Doppelmayr Tramways Ltd. is the center of technology for aerial tramways, funiculars and special ropeways for the world-wide market. All subsequent references to ‘Dopplemayr’ shall be construed as
referring to the contracting office (American Tramways Inc.)
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Doppelmayr is the world leading supplier of funiculars with more than 200 installations built
in its 115 year existence... We have a vast reservoir of qualified funicular engineers who have
gained experience on quite a number of funiculars built in recent years. For instance, in the past
two years (1998-1999) not less than eight funiculars and major reconstructions have been designed, supplied and managed from our office in Thun, Switzerland. We can assure you, based
on (those) and previous installations which have been successfully built by our company, we have
the engineering and manufacturing expertise to build a comfortable, solid and durable Mt. Washington funicular to your full satisfaction and within the offered time and cost frame and according
to the latest state-of-the-art technology.
Basic Project Parameters:
Operation
Capacity:
280 people per hour (pph)
(one way capacity)
Car Size:

60 (seated)

Operating Time: 365 days/year - 8 hours per day
(assumed)
Car with 5 compartments, each with 12 seats. The seats in the uphill compartment may be
flipped up to provide space for wheelchairs
At the lower terminal the car will rest against a buffer, so to maintain car position independent
of temperature and loading. This allows for practical maneuvering with wheel chairs.
The inclination of the rails are (approximately):
Lower Terminal
Upper Terminal
Steepest Incline
Minimum Incline
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13.8 degrees
11.2 degrees
18.9 degrees
8.40 degrees
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Hence it is proposed to select the car inclination at 12.5 degrees. This results in nearly level
platforms in the terminals.
Operator controls are located at the uphill and downhill ends of the cars
The cars shall be equipped with automatic doors at the right side looking uphill
A sewer line shall be aligned along - and attached to - the track substructure
The system shall be designed to connect a show blower at the uphill side of the car
The travel speed shall be approx. 1500 ft/min. and result in a travel time of 10 to 11 minutes
(high speed, short travel time is not desired)
Cars shall be heated - At -60° F the car inside temperature shall be ?? °F
Drives
A conventional funicular drive shall be located at the upper terminal. A Diesel engine hydrostatic emergency drive fully independent of the main gear box is included int eh main proposal.
Funicular speed with Diesel engine:
400 ft/min.
An emergency generator set to operate the system at 50% capacity in case of main power failure will be offered as an option, if required.
It will be necessary to install a power supply line along the track. The client’s requirements,
excluding the funicular drive at the upper terminal will be:
110 kVA
The available power supply at the lower terminal will be:

11 kV, 3 phase, 60 cycles

Environmental Conditions
Icing prevalent
Temperature range for design:
-60° F to 72° F
Seismic:
UBC Zone 2
Design operating wind speed:
80 mph
(assuming constant wind speed perpendicular to the track)
Track and terminal design to withstand a max. wind speed of: 160 mph
Maximum snow depth:
8 ft
Track exposure to avalanches:
none
Funicular Line
The Mt. Washington Funicular shall be aligned to the right or left of the cog-wheel railway.
Any foundation or obstruction shall not extend beyond 49.5’ of the cog wheel centerline.
The entire track is elevated above ground (min. appox. 6 ft) to avoid heavy snow accumulation
on the line.
There are a couple of hiking trails crossing underneath the elevated track.
There are no creeks, roads, power lines, other lift installations etc. to be crossed by the funicular line.
A remote start up of the drive from the lower terminal is required. This practically effected
from the car stationed at the lower terminal.
In the morning before transporting passengers a service trip is required. Since the car stationed at the upper terminal will be moving down without a conductor, it will be necessary to
monitor the funicular line to detect fallen trees. Hence a wire must be installed along the track in
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the lower section which would trigger an emergency stop and a signal to the lower terminal indicating a problem on the line.
Access: There is a private road to the upper terminal. The cog wheel railway may also be
used for construction.
Evacuation: It is assumed that snow cat access is available to any point on the track. The
cog wheel railway will remain operable during the summer
Schedule: It is envisioned that some foundation work is executed in the year 2000. Start-up
and commissioning of the funicular: Fall 2001.
Prices and Conditions
At this point a cost estimate of an accuracy of ±10% is submitted. An estimated of operating
and maintenance cost is also included.
Base prices: Assumed exchange rate of 1.5 SFr./US$ (presently 1.62 SFr./US$)
Estimated price for design, supply and installation of Electro-Mechanical equipment
US$ 6,000,000
Estimated Price for Design and construction of civil works as described
US$ 9,600,000
Total Price (including estimate for Civil Works):
US$ 15,600,000
Optional Escape way along track - approx. 36” wide, 14,600’ long in galvanized steel with
hand rail
US$ 1,200,000
Due to the present volatility of the exchange rate between the US dollar and the Swiss Franc,
we must include a reserve clause for recalculation of the price depending ont eh exchange rate at
the time the offer is accepted. Our price does not include any allowance for local taxes, fees, building or other permits which may be imposed by local authorities.
Description
To provide the Owner with an attractive, safe, and comfortable system designed with an economic life in excess of 30 years. The proposed system consists of the following:
Double-reversible funicular tramway with two carriers each for 60 passengers plus 1 operator
The track is composed of railway type rails with a 6.56 feet gauge supported at intervals of approximately 3 feet by special elastomeric mounts. A passing loop is included midway between the
upper and lower terminal to allow the two cars to pass
Torque and motion of the friction-type drive is transmitted from the drive to the cars by
means of the haul rope which is connected to the cars by anchoring drums.
The drive machinery is located in an enclosed room at the upper terminal
To maintain a safe friction factor at the drive bull wheel and to provide accurate docking at
the lower terminal, a lower haul rope is required which is hydraulically tensioned at the lower terminal.
An evacuation drive is included in order to return the carriers to the terminals in the event of
a power failure or failure of a component within the primary drive system.
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Along the track the haul rope is supported by sheaves which are insulated from the electrically
grounded guideway structure.
A stairway may be incorporated along one side of the guideway structure to facilitate evacuation of the two passenger cars in the unlikely event that a failure prevents returning the cars to the
terminals. The stairway also provides access for checking and maintaining the line sheaves. It
may be feasible to delete the stairway if evacuation is guaranteed by other means (e.g. snow cat
during the winter, cog wheel railway in summer). This subject needs further discussion.
Terminal Buildings
It is envisioned to provide a hall to enclose the boarding/de-boarding and car docking area to
protect the passengers and the cars from adverse weather conditions. The boarding and deboarding platforms are arranged on the right hand side of the cars looking uphill. The machine
room at the upper terminal as well as the control rooms at both terminals shall be fully enclosed
and heated.

Vehicles
Two 60 plus 1 passenger car will be provided, consisting of the following:
Car body by Gangloff AG, Bern or CWA, Olten, Switzerland
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Two bogies of 4 wheels each
2 emergency rail brakes
Passenger cars are configured to allow 60 passenger seating. In addition, a conductor’s station
is provided on both uphill and downhill end.

A car is divided into 5 compartments. In each compartment seating for 2 x 6 = 12 persons is
provided. The separations between passenger compartments are open in their upper part, the
separation to the drivers compartment is completely glazed. Each compartment is heated by Kerosene heater. The fuel input is at a centralized location of the car. The heater system is equipped
with automatic fire-extinguisher. The tanks for Kerosene will be dimensioned for 2-3 days without refill. The electric power for fans and fuel pumps will be taken from onboard battery equipment.
Wheelchair access is provided at the uphill compartment of each car, requiring that the seats
be folded to the raised position. When 2 wheelchairs are in the car the total capacity is reduced to
approximately 52 persons.
Five automatically actuated car doors are provided on each carrier. Depending on the exterior design chosen, the doors can either be equipped with an electric or an electro-pneumatic automatic systems... We recommend pneumatic doors - this system has proven reliable functioning un607
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der all weather conditions. Each door is equipped with obstacle sensors. The doors can be operated by attendant or, independently, by passengers in the terminals. An emergency opening system is provided with each door. The cars will be equipped with comfortably upholstered single
seats out of a wide range of bus and train seats; color design to customer’s choice. We provide 2
headlights on each front side with high-intensity lighting of the funicular track.
In addition to the hinged windows, a 24V-ventilator system provides fresh air-circulation in
the passenger compartments and the attendants compartment. The carrier is equipped with bus
type audio system providing two loud-speakers in the each compartment, radio-CD-cassette system as well as microphone in the drivers compartment. The audio-system also allows information
from the control room.
The emergency rail brake units are designed to apply with loss of haul rope tension or at overspeed. These units are designed for maximum reliability and utilize spring applied brake calipers,
which act on the trackway support rail.
Electric Controls
Electric controls for this system will incorporate state-of-the-art PLC (Programmable Logic
Controllers) which are configured to provide maximum flexibility as well as fault enunciation.
Normal operations allow operation from either the cars (one operator in each car) or from the control room. Various other modes of operation are allowed; for instance manual operation from either the cars or the control room in the event of various faults.
Control and voice signals to and from the cabins are transmitted via an inductive coupling
through the haul rope. In addition, the haul rope is continuously supervised and if it comes into
contact with a grounded component of the funicular structure (due to de-ropement or other failure) the control system will automatically stop the cars.
Parameters Affecting Cost
Track Structure: In view of snow accumulation, an elevated track 2 to 6 meters above
ground is assumed at this time. Substantially lower in cost would be a conventional railroad track
design. A factor against the low track is pedestrian or animal crossing of the track as the need for
fending may become an issue.
Evacuation: It is assumed at this time that the entire line would be accessible by snow cats.
The question concerning the elevated track is always the provision of an escape way along the
track. Considering a maximum track elevation of no more than 20 ft. above ground, ladders may
be acceptable, provided the passengers can be evacuated to the lower terminal. Since the cog
wheel track is available and maintained, such evacuation may take place with the cog wheel railway in summer and with snow cats during winter conditions.
Temperature: The design for temperatures as low as -60° F has a substantial effect on cost.
the total temperature difference of 132° F results in an extensive arrangement of fixed points and
expansion joints.
Cars for All Seated Passengers: Due to the travel time, this requirement is reasonable.
However, the car size is substantially bigger than for conventional funiculars - e.g. the empty car
weight is now assumed to be 33,000 lbs., compared to the 18,000 lbs. originally estimated.
The high wind operation is a major cost factor. To achieve a fiscally reasonable design, we assumed a maximum crosswind of 80 mph, with a safety factor against overturning of 2.0. This al608
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ready results in a record rail gage of 6.6 ft. Using higher wind speeds would affect cost to such a
degree that economy would be questionable.
Summary
We recommend to discuss our first proposal upon our next trip to the USA (end of February
2000) and then continue our work as a result of your comments and input. As soon as the cog
wheel railway is in operation, we will have to take a closer look on the track and preferably discuss
the project with a local civil engineer.
Annual Costs
Estimated Operating and Maintenance costs based on 4 trips per hour for 8 hours per day
365 days a year with each trip traveling 14,615 feet resulting in each car traveling 32,500 miles.
Inspections:
$25,000
Line Sheave liner replacement
$62,000
Exchange of haul & counter rope $18,000
Ropes replaced every 12 years
Electromagnetic Rope Inspection $ 1,500
every 3 years
Machining carriage wheel rims
$ 5,500
every 3 years
Exchange of Wheels
$ 5,500
every 9 years
Doppelmayr inspection
$ 7,000
every 3 years
Track Checking bolt tightness
$ 7,000
every 6 years
Car body repairs
$ 1,000
Overhaul brakes, anchorage
$ 6,500
every 8 years
Drive equipment
$ 2,500
Lubrication / Cleaning
$40,000
Total Annual Maintenance

$180,000

Energy: 677,440 kWh
Heating & Lights
Staff: 5,840 man-hours @ $15
1 part-time mechanic/electrician
Part-time administration/ticketing
Advertising/PR
Liability insurance
1 inspector
Total Annual Operating

$350,000

Total Annual Costs

$ 54,000
$ 15,000
$ 88,000
$ 30,000
$ 30,000
$ 25,000
$100,000
$ 10,000
$530,000
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In Switzerland it is common to base the feasibility on a pay back period of 15 years, since a
funicular system is designed for a life span of min. 30 years. The Mt. Washington Funicular proposal calculated the tickets sold each year at $44 per would yield $105,000.

Up mountain Summit terminal of Mt. Washington Funicular cutaway (2000)
- Doppelmayr Design Proposal

Down mountain Marshfield terminal of Mt. Washington Funicular cutaways (2000)
- Doppelmayr Design Proposal
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2016 Skyline Revisited

- Forest History Society (1954)

Cog Railway proposes 35-room hotel below summit of Mount Washington
By JOHN KOZIOL - Union Leader Correspondent

SARGENT’S PURCHASE --- In time for its 150th anniversary, the Cog Railway has announced plans to build a hotel and restaurant about a mile below the Mount Washington summit.
There will be a preliminary discussion of the plan at the Dec. 8 meeting of the Coös County
Planning Board.
The new facility, according to Wayne Presby, the Cog’s president, and Joel Bedor, one of the
owners, would be built in an area known as Skyline, a former rail siding. The complex would be
entirely within the 99-foot-wide tract of land the Cog owns from its base to the summit. The resort would operate from May to November, in keeping with the train’s schedule.
As envisioned, the complex would straddle the tracks.
Presby said the hotel would include about 35 “well-appointed” rooms and a full-service restaurant that would cater to hikers and tourists alike.
The building would be engineered “to withstand the weather extremes of Mount Washington
and would be designed to fit into the natural surroundings and reflect the architectural elements
of the original summit hotels,” Presby wrote.
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The footprint of the new hotel would be similar in scale to that of the Sherman Adams Building on the summit, which houses the Mount Washington Observatory and is part of the 60.3-acre
Mount Washington State Park. Mount Washington is New England’s highest peak at 6,288 feet.
The hotel and restaurant would create 20 new jobs, Presby said, and provide an economic
boost to the North Country through the use of local contractors. The project also requires construction of a sewer line down the mountain and a septic system at the base. If all goes well, the
hotel and restaurant would be completed in time for the Cog’s sesquicentennial on July 3, 2019.
The new, privately funded facility is a successor to the former Summit House Hotel, which welcomed guests from 1852 until it was destroyed by fire in 1908. Acquired by the railway in 1873,
the Summit House boasted 91 rooms. The hotel was rebuilt after it burned and in 1951 the Cog
and the hotel became the property of Dartmouth College.
When the college offered to sell both to the state of New Hampshire, lawmakers instead purchased just the acreage at the summit and tore down the Summit House to replace it with the
Sherman Adams Visitor Center, which doesn’t accommodate overnight guests and offers only limited cafeteria-style dining.
The only places to stay overnight on Mount Washington are the Mount Washington Observatory, which rents space in the visitor center, and the Appalachian Mountain Club’s Lake of the
Clouds Hut.
Presby said both of those options are spartan in their amenities.
The Cog operator says Mount Washington and the railway have seen a boost in tourism since
the collapse of the Old Man of the Mountain in Franconia in 2003.
About 5,000 people a day make the trek to the top — more than 300,000 each season— arriving via the Cog, the Mt. Washington Auto Road, and on foot. Presby is betting more of them
would like to spend the night than can be accommodated now.
Formerly the owners of the Mount Washington Hotel and Resort in nearby Bretton Woods,
Presby and Bedor hope the new venture gives visitors a taste of the luxury of the historic summit
hotels.
Presby said the new hotel would not compete with the future 65-room Glen House at the base
of the eastern side of Mount Washington to be operated by the Auto Road. Nor does he see a
renovated and expanded Balsams Resort in Dixville Notch as a direct competitor.
- New Hampshire Union Leader - Thurs, December 1, 2016

Cog Railway owners propose 35-room hotel on Mount Washington
By DAVID BROOKS Monitor staff

The owners of the Mount Washington Cog Railway want to build a small hotel to deal with
growing crowds of visitors drawn to the state’s highest peak – but to build it in an unusual spot,
two-thirds of the way up the mountain, alongside the railroad track.
“This one is certainly going to be interesting, because of where it’s located,” said Rep. Leon
Rideout, a Lancaster Republican and member of the Coös County Planning Board, which will
hear the proposal at a hearing Dec. 8.
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Wayne Presby, who has owned the Cog Railway for 34 years, said the plan is to build 35
“high-end” rooms and a restaurant within the 99-foot-wide strip of land that the company owns
straddling the railway line.
“We haven’t really finalized what the design is going to be. There are options: One is to build
it over the tracks, so the train goes through the middle,” he said.
The Mount Washington Cog Railway runs three miles up the west side of Mount Washington, from a base station to the summit. Presby said the company wants to build the hotel about a
mile below the summit, near where a hiking trail called the Jewell Trail crosses underneath the
train’s trestle.
This location, called the Skyline, once housed a siding where trains could pass each other.
Presby said the faster uphill trip allowed by the biodiesel engines that replaced the old steam engines meant the siding was no longer necessary.
Under the proposal, Presby said the firm would build a sewer line running down the mountain
to new leachfields at the base, near the Cog Railway station. He said this would be similar to a system used at Cannon Mountain to take waste from the mountaintop terminal for the aerial tramway.
The hotel would be open only during the Cog Railway’s season, usually May to November.
Mount Washington has had a number of hotels at its peak over the years, the most recent of
which was torn down in 1980.
The only overnight rooms on the mountain today is the Appalachian Mountain Club hut
called Lakes of the Clouds, which offers accommodations for 90 hikers but is closed in the winter.
The Mount Washington Observatory holds a small number of overnight guests in the winter.
“All of those are being done on state and federal land. This would be on private land, privately funded,” Presby said of the Cog’s proposal. He said it would cost “several million dollars”
and he hopes to open it by July 1, 2019, the150th anniversary of the Cog Railway.
The Cog Railway was the world’s first line to use mountain-climbing technology. It is the
second-steepest such railway in the world, with an average grade of over 25 percent and a maximum grade of 37 percent.
Presby said the Cog Railway, which has closed for the season, carried more than 110,000 passengers to the summit this year, which is its “fifth record year in a row.”
Putting up new buildings in the White Mountains can be controversial, as the Appalachian
Mountain Club found when it proposed building a new hut for hikers in nearby Crawford Notch
State Park, to help relieve congestion. That 50-person hut has drawn criticism from a number of
places mostly due to environmental concerns.
“I’m sure there will be some people that will voice that concern,” Presby said, “but we think
there’s a need for an additional facility.”
- Concord Monitor - Thurs, December 1, 2016
Owners of Mount Washington cog railway want to build a big hotel up there
By KATHY McCORMACK Associated Press

CONCORD, N.H. — The owners of a historic cog railway that climbs up New Hampshire’s
Mount Washington, the highest peak in the Northeast, want to build an upscale hotel a mile from
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the summit, in keeping with hotels that once graced the mountain in the 1800s, and to accommodate an increasing number of summer tourists.
The 6,288-foot Mount Washington has been attracting more tourists in New Hampshire’s
North Country with the loss of the Old Man of the Mountain, a granite profile and state symbol
that crumbled in 2003. It draws over 300,000 guests annually.
The railway owners are considering a 35-room hotel with a restaurant on their own land that
would withstand the weather extremes of Mount Washington. It would be open from late April
through November and hopefully be ready by July 3, 2019, to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Mount Washington Cog Railway.
The railway runs 3 miles up the west side of the mountain, and became the first mountainclimbing cog railway in the world when it was built in 1869.
The owners want to build a 25,000-square-foot hotel at the site of a train siding called Skyline. They would like the train to pass through the building, sheltering patrons from inclement
weather.
“It would be much more upscale than what people are offered up there currently, and would
be more in keeping with what was available at the turn of the century,” said Wayne Presby, president of the Mount Washington Railway Company.
During the tourism season, visitors to Mount Washington can stay at Appalachian Mountain
Club hut, and at the Mount Washington Observatory, although space is limited at both. Accommodations are somewhat spartan, with bunk beds and cafeteria-style food.
In 1873, the railway built, owned and operated a 91-room hotel known as the Summit House
on the summit. It burned down in 1908 and was replaced by a smaller structure several years
later. The state bought the property in 1964 and replaced the hotel with a visitor center that was
opened in 1980.
The Presby and Bedor families have owned and operated the railway for 34 years. They also
owned, operated, and renovated the Mount Washington Hotel and Resort in nearby Bretton
Woods. Their latest project, estimated to cost at least several million dollars, would be funded by
them.
The families will discuss the proposal at a Dec. 8 meeting of a county planning board. The
project will need numerous permits, including for sewer, water and other infrastructure.
Stop the Cog Railway from building a motel on Washington
Rachel L of N.H.

Yesterday 12/01/16 the Cog Railway announced a proposal to build a 35-room motel on Mt.
Washington, New Hampshire. Just as soon as it was announced hikers of the beloved White
Mountains started sharing the article on different forms of social media with less than favorable
remarks.
Mt. Washington has been experiencing more and more foot, car, and railway traffic over the
years, with a large environmental impact. The alpine zone is in constant threat. The heavy equipment and old Cog railway remnants are an eyesore. Much consideration needs to be put into this
motel to preserve an already fragile mountain. I would be interested to see an environmental impact assessment.
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**Update 12/05/16** To learn more about the potential environmental impact please visit
these links. Please, please, please read the below links that highlight what is at risk.
http://www.wildlife.state.nh.us/nongame/documents/appendixb-alpine.pdf
http://hydrodictyon.eeb.uconn.edu/people/capers/CapersTaylor2014.pdf
http://vtecostudies.org/wildlife/insects/butterflies/white-mountain-arctic/

With the constant expansion of luxuries on the summit we have also created two other problems. One being increased traffic on the mountain.
Second and in my eyes one of the most important issues is the increased perception that Mt.
Washington is easily attainable, with no danger. The thought of pizza, a restaurant, and the ability to drive to the top has taken the danger aspect out of the climb. Every year we are hearing of
more and more rescues and injuries, even deaths. Fish and Game are understaffed and underfunded enough as it is and the SARS team is responding to more and more calls, putting their
lives in danger. With the increase of social media and electronic devices for a safety blanket the
draw to the peaks are going to keep increasing.
Adding in a summer motel will just increase the traffic to Mt. Washington. We as a hiking community owe it to the mountains to preserve and protect them. Allowing the Cog to expand on Mt.
Washington would be to fail the mountains that we love.
**The Planning Board meeting is taking place on Thursday 12/08/16 starting at 7 p.m..
Wayne Presby is on the agenda 3rd for new business. The meeting will be held at The North
Country Resource Center Lancaster, N.H. Let your voice be heard here and hopefully we can
stop this in its “tracks”.
“Mountains are not stadiums where I satisfy my ambition to achieve, they are the cathedrals
where I practice my religion.” ~Anatoli Boukreev
Rachel L started this petition with a single signature, and now has 6,303 supporters
https://www.change.org/p/hiking-community-stop-the-cog-railway-from-building-a-motel-on-washington?recruiter=368353312&utm_source=share_
petition&utm_medium=facebook&utm_campaign=autopublish&utm_term=mob-xs-share_petition-no_msg

DERAIL Cog Railway hotel proposal
Paul McCoy Conway, N.H.

35 room high-end hotel proposed on Mountain Washington. Let’s derail this effort before it
gains momentum. It’ll irreparably damage a fragile mountain environment, impact the surrounding ecosystem, and impair aesthetics.
Details to follow, this has just been publicly announced. Spread the word. Coös County planning board meeting December 8th, if you can attend GO!
Paul McCoy started this petition with a single signature, and now has 496 supporters.
https://www.change.org/p/john-scarinza-chair-coos-county-planning-board-derail-cog-railway-hotel-proposal
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Mount Washington Cog Railway
December 2 at 9:13pm ·

Dear Facebook Friends! !
The Mount Washington Cog Railway is considering plans to build a lodge and restaurant
about a mile below the summit of Mount Washington on privately owned land to enhance the
safety, comfort and experience of those coming to Mt. Washington.
This project is designed to help alleviate some of the congestion that is occurring at the Summit of Mount Washington. As part of the project, the Cog Railway intends to help the State Park
upgrade its septic operations to help it cope with the current congestion. A new lodge will have
the benefit of affording hikers who get caught in inclement weather another source of refuge. Unlike hikers, riders on the Cog Railway and the Auto Road spend relatively small amounts of time
on the Mountain and they are not as likely to need rescue services. Users of the Cog Railway and
the Auto Road are accessing areas that are well maintained for the use of the general public. In
inclement weather Cog and Auto Road patrons have the option of retreating to their cars or the
train and can quickly remove themselves from the mountain when the weather turns bad. Hikers
do not have this option. Most of the rescues necessary on the mountain are for hikers, not the
guests of the railway or the auto road.
The Skyline Lodge will be built with careful consideration of the environment. This would be
consistent with the Cog’s conversion to environmentally friendly bio-diesel locomotives. The
Lodge would provide overnight accommodations to hikers who currently cannot access The Lake
of The Clouds Hut due to high occupancy, as well as guests who are unable to hike to The Hut.
Many people are not familiar with the history of Mount Washington - Mount Washington has
been the site of intense commercial and recreational use for almost two centuries. It is currently
home to a vast communications network, a state park, a weather observatory and in the past has
had several lodging establishments on it. It was also the site of a jet engine testing laboratory operated by the US Government. Currently it also has a large tank farm for the storage of 100,000 gallons of kerosene to provide heat and backup power to the numerous operations at the summit.
Notwithstanding this extensive commercial use, every year more and more hikers and visitors
are making the journey to the summit. This increase in visitation has led to a lack of facilities to
service the guests visiting the summit and the infrastructure to handle water and sewer problems.
Over the past several years the Auto Road and the Cog Railway have contributed over $200,000
per year to the State and the Mount Washington Observatory to help maintain and enhance their
facilities that benefits all visitors to the summit.
Tourism is the lifeblood of Northern New Hampshire. Tourism takes many forms and facilities need to be available to all who seek to enjoy the mountains not just those with the ability to
hike to the summits. Facilities such as the one proposed by the Cog Railway will enhance the
safety, the comfort and the experience of those coming to Mt. Washington. Therefore the Cog
should be allowed to build the facility it is contemplating. The Appalachian Mountain Club
(AMC) is operating similar facilities for hikers already, and from a historical perspective The Cog
is simply recreating the ambiance and uniqueness of what existed on the mountain at the turn of
the century.

https://www.change.org/p/the-mount-washington-cog-railway-support-the-cog-railway-in-building-a-lodge-to-accommodate-mt-washington-visitors-hikers
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Wayne W. Presby
Posting to Mt. Washington Cog Railway - We Were There FB page
December 2 at 9:27pm

Everyone please go to the link provided below and register your support for our plan to build
a new facility at skyline to help address the overcrowding of the summit facilities and provide a
better experience to guests visiting the mountain.
We Have 500 Supporters!!
Mount Washington Cog Railway

Dec 6, 2016 — Thanks to all our past employees, friends, relatives and business associates for
supporting our desire to try to help address the over crowding and infrastructure issues Mt. Washington is experiencing. I would also like to thank all of you for understanding the importance of
tourism to the people who live and work in Northern New Hampshire and those who realize that
meeting the needs and desires of our guests is crucial to keeping tourists coming to our area.
Summit Hotel May Face Zoning Issues
Hiker Petition Opposes Proposed Lodge, Restaurant
BY ROBERT BLECHL - Staff Writer

LANCASTER - Citing a history of hotels on the top of Mt. Washington and arguing the state
does not have the infrastructure to accommodate an increasing number of people on the summit,
the Cog Railway owners pitched to Coös planners their proposal for a new hotel.
For their plan to go through, however, Coös planners said the current zoning regulations designed to protect sensitive high-elevation areas might need to change.
During a preliminary consultation Thursday, they said the current regulations do not accommodate structures above 2,700 feet, though planning board member Fred King said a sub-section
of the ordinance, when read one way, could allow an approval.
The board chairman also said any planning decision made needs to be done correctly to avert
any legal challenges.
Wayne Presby and Joel Bedor, who first announced their conceptual plans last week, are proposing a 35-room mountainside Skyline Lodge and restaurant above treeline at 5,200 feet, about
1,000 feet below the state’s iconic mountain summit within the 60- acre Mt. Washington State
Park.
At least two planning board members - King and Tom Brady - were in favor of the plan,
though a petition among hikers and outdoor enthusiasts, who want to keep the mountain as natural as possible, is circulating against it.
The opposition, however, might face a tough road because the land the hotel would go on is
privately owned, and the financing, Presby told planners, will be privately raised and not include
public dollars.
Presby argued the proposal is in the spirit of several former hotels on the summit, the first
built in the early 1850s. A second hotel built in the early 1890s had 91 rooms, accepted guests until 1967, and was torn down in the 1970s to make way for the state-owned Sherman Adams Visitors Center.
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But today, that visitors center is no longer adequate on a mountain that sees 300,000 visitors a
year, and 5,000 of them on a peak day, said Presby.
“Unfortunately, it’s led to serious overcrowding with what the state has there now,” he said.
The state, too, is investing $10 million in the buildings that house the communications equipment on the summit instead of investing the money to refurbish the Sher- man Adams building to
accommodate more tourists, he said.
At the same time, the state’s Mt. Washington Commission in 2010 submitted a new master
plan stating the summit stands as New Hampshire’s iconic attraction and should be promoted for
tourism, said Presby.
That promotion, however, will lead to more visitors in an area where there is inadequate food
choices and seating in the visitors center and an inadequate septic system, he said.
“We feel people visiting the summit expect a higher-quality experience than that,” said Presby.
He also said the state park is running at a deficit and the Cog Railway and Auto Road subsidize its operations to the tune of some $200,000 annually.
“There doesn’t seem to be a clear path by the state to manage overcrowding and infrastructure,” said Presby.
Presby and Bedor own the 99-foot wide strip of land for the Cog Railway from the base to the
summit.
A new hotel at the area known as Skyline will address overcrowding and infrastructure and
tourist demand, said Presby.
“We would provide a more up-scale experience,” he said. “At the same time, we would like to
continue with the restoration of the railway and continue its heyday from the 19th century ... We
look at it as restoring part of the history there ... [This] is something that was offered over a century ago on the mountain ... Out West and in Europe, these things are all over the place.”
The proposed hotel would be serviced by the Cog Railway, which was built in 1869 and has
been owned by Presby and Bedor for 34 years.
If they put in a hotel, they would also put in a sewer line so the summit visitors center could
remove the effluent, said Presby.
Presby said he and Bedor would ask the board for leeway in setbacks to keep all of the development on private land.
King, citing those who are unable to hike to the summit because of age or ability, said, “It
seems to me that if you were able to do this there would be a segment of the population that
could enjoy the beauty up there.”
Planning board member Mike Waddell, however, who once worked construction work on the
mountain, pointed to the overcrowding more than 20 years ago.
“The whole discussion of the commission is how to deal with what they have now and not add
to it,” said Waddell. “It would help me a great deal to see something that’s more advanced as to
what your plans are.”
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To date, no conceptual drawings have been made, said Presby, who added he does not yet
know what a design of the hotel would look like.
Tasked with reviewing the proposal under the county’s zoning was Tara Bamford, of North
Country Council, who said, “Currently, this wouldn’t be allowed under existing zoning.”
Under current rules, variances for setbacks in protection zones above 2,700 feet are for projects that include agriculture and forestry and not structures.
King, however, said, “The zoning statutes aren’t cast in stone. If this is something people
want, we can certainly change our regulations.”
On the web site change.org is an online petition seeking 7,500 supporters to stop the Cog Railway from constructing the hotel. As of Thursday, after being established last week, it had more
than 6,100 supporters, many from out of state.
The petition, also addressed to the Coös County Planning Board, states Mt. Washington, in a
threatened and fragile alpine zone, is experiencing more foot, car and railway traffic, all with a
large environmental impact, and a new hotel could threaten it all the more and diminish the overall wilderness experience.
A competing petition in support of the hotel has more than 500 supporters.
Planning board Chairman John Scarinza said planners will have to consult with the board’s
counsel and come to a consensus about what the protection zone would incur.
Because no application has been submitted and the project at this point remains a conceptual,
no public input was taken at Thursday’s planning board meeting, which drew more than 50 people to the North Country Resource Center in Lancaster.
- Caledonian Record - Saturday, Dec 10, 2016

!"
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Cog Tokens
Tokens
The Mount Washington Railway was specifically designed to haul tourists to the top of a
mountain and every tourist attraction features “tchotkes” or souvenir items for sale. Sometimes
coin-like tokens are made for the gift shop - enticing purchasers with their lower price. Col.
Henry N. Teague’s Mt. Washington Club at the Summit offered not only offered a coin, but a
shield wrapped around a spent rifle cartridge for tourists to take home.

Other Cog medals would follow over the
years. Sometimes young tourists would make
their own - taking a penny and placing it on
the rails - then watching as the tender, locomotive and passenger car wheels back down
over the coin at the Base platform squashing
a memento of their day at the Mountain for
just one cent. “Official” promotional tokens
made with money have apparently been part
of the Cog experience since the beginning, and when a numismatist
discovers one, they start looking for people who might be able to give
them the backstory of their coin. It happened with...
A 1791 Spanish Piece of Eight
Mt. Washington historian Rob Bermudes: “I received the images (below) in an e-mail note from a gentleman in Mexico during my
tenure as editor of Historical New Hampshire (he collected coins with
“chops” on them, yes that’s what this is called). He was looking for
someone presumedly with knowledge of New Hampshire to assist
him (and who better than the editor of the journal about New Hampshire history) in understanding who made the marks and why on the
coin. We corresponded a bit and with his permission I shared the images with Q. David Bowers, a world-renowned numismatist and at the time a trustee of the New
Hampshire Historical Society, who asked either the owner or me to write an article about it. I also
shared it with a few of the Cog old timers who claimed to know nothing about it. While I am
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aware that machinists have tools for making marks in metal, the alignment of the seven or eight
(depending on whether there is a period after the “RY”) characters on the coin seem too perfect
for more than one tool to have been used. Rob McClay (1977-1981) was unaware of any single
tool that could have made the chop.”

During the Jitney Years there was at least one
alphanumeric metal stamping tool kit in the Cog
shop, so that those working there could mark and
identify metal parts. They were a fairly common
item in railroad repair and assembly areas. They
would mark things like switch keys (above), and
even marked the cab grab handle (right) of the first
Cog train display in Twin Mountain. But a dye to
mark a coin with the carefully aligned “MT. W.
RY” countermark on the 1791 coin was not in the
modern Cog shop tool chest.
A Jitney Jr. web search on the background of
the Spanish Dollar or Pieces of Eight yielded the following information from one coin dealer
(JGenn) and two wiki pages (pedia & wand).
JGenn: “In 1772, Spain decreed a lower silver content for their coinage and introduced a new
design with the portrait of the reigning monarch... on the obverse and the crowned shield of
León and Castile between the Pillars of Hercules on the reverse. Despite this change from the
well-known (earlier) dollar design, the portrait eight reales were widely accepted as international
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currency due to the consistency of silver content and uniform milling characteristics that made
them difficult to counterfeit. These coins were so abundantly minted and used in commerce that
they were legal tender in much of the world. They made up the majority of specie in the US, well
after the US began minting its own currency, and were the preferred trade dollar with China.”
The mintmark on the 1791 Cog peso indicates it was made in Mexico. Spain’s Mexico City mint
is “the oldest.. in the Americas... established in 1535 in the capital of the Viceroyalty of New
Spain... The common mintmark is ‘M’ with a small ‘o’ above.”
https://coins.www.collectors-society.com/wcm/CoinCustomSetView.aspx?s=3785

WIKIpedia: “The Spanish dollar was widely used by many countries as the first international
currency because of its uniformity in standard and milling characteristics. The Spanish dollar was
the coin upon which the original United States dollar was based, and it remained legal tender in
the United States until the Coinage Act of 1857. Because it was widely used in Europe, the Americas, and the Far East, it became the first world currency by the late 18th century. Aside from the
U.S. dollar, several other currencies, such as the Canadian dollar, the Japanese yen, and the Chinese yuan, were initially based on the Spanish dollar and other 8-real coins. Diverse theories link
the origin of the “$” symbol to the columns and stripes that appear on one side of the Spanish
dollar.
The term peso was used in Spanish to refer to this denomination... Millions of Spanish dollars
were minted over the course of several centuries. They were among the most widely circulating
coins of the colonial period in the Americas, and were still in use in North America and in SouthEast Asia in the 19th century. The Coinage Act of 1792 created the United States Mint and initially defined the United States dollar at par with the Spanish dollar due to its international reputation: The Act pegged the newly created United States dollar to the value of the widely used Spanish silver dollar, saying it was to have “the value of a Spanish milled dollar as the same is now current.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_dollar
WIKIwand: “Spanish coinage was legal tender in the United States until the Coinage Act of
1857 discontinued the practice. Spain’s adoption of the peseta in 1869 and its joining the Latin
Monetary Union meant the effective end of the last vestiges of the Spanish dollar in Spain itself.
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Spanish_dollar

A Jitney Theory About the Spanish Cog Coin’s
Origins
The Cog Clatter publisher’s first reaction to the Spanish
8 Reales coin with the “MT. W. RY” countermark was
that it was something Master Mechanic John Horne
(1873-1911) might do if the coin had been English.
Its 1791 date was important to the Jitneys because
that was the year that the Republic of Vermont became the 14th star in the United States’ flag. Jitney
was very proud of being “born on Vermont soil without a doctor present” and was quite vocal about it.
When the crew of the No. 6 Great Gulf took a New
Hampshire governor up the mountain on the chief
executive’s annual ride on the Cog, the Governor said
to the Vermont-born engineer, “You must really like
coming over to this side of the Connecticut River to work in New Hampshire.” “Yes, sir,” replied
Jitney. “I can spend all my time looking at the great state of Vermont.”
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The 1791 date of the coin was nearly 80 years earlier than the completion of Sylvester
Marsh’s railroad so why use a Spanish, instead of an English coin for a Cog token. Well, the
Spanish dollar was “officially” discontinued as legal U.S. tender in 1857. That meant they were
only good in Spain and other countries. Then Spain replaced the 8 Reales coin with the peseta in
1869, and the old “pesos” were worthless. Due to its earlier popularity, Jitney Jr. suspects there
were abundant supplies of “pieces of 8” the Mt. Washington Railway company could use as tokens to celebrate the opening of the world’s first mountain-climbing railroad. While the additional marks around the MWRY initials on the coin look like celebratory fireworks to the Clatter
publisher, they are a record of the coin’s travels since it was created in Mexico City in 1791. The
coin’s owner says they called “chops” or “shroffs” - marks put on the coins (China: chops/India &
Arabia: schroffs) by people to “warrant that the coin has pass(ed) by their hands... the metal was
tested...” and the coin is not a counterfeit.

A 2000 US New Hampshire Quarter
Irene Mott and her husband live in a charming split level house in Thornton, Colorado just
north of Denver. Irene “takes an interest in coins” and when she found a quarter in the fall of
2019 with the name COL. TEAGUE stamped across the face of the Old Man of the Mountain
she was curious. Mott went online and discovered both the
Teague geocache (see Vol. 1 Annus Horribilis) and the Jitney
Years project. She contacted Jitney Jr. by email on Friday,
October 18, 2019.
Irene Mott: “I received the coin in the photo in change
recently & was curious about the letters stamped into it. My
on-line search led me to you. Do you know its history or if it
might be meaningful to someone?”
Jitney Jr: “This is most interesting. I have not seen
NOR heard about this before. There were two Col. Teague’s who owned/ran the Mount Washington Cog Railway
from 1931 to 1967. Col. Henry N. Teague from Mt. Desert
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Island, Maine and Col. Arthur S. Teague (no direct relation to Henry) from South Carolina. The
“Old Colonel” Henry was sometimes called the “Old Man of the Mountain” because he did own
the railway and the summit of Mt. Washington. The young Colonel Arthur was the most decorated soldier from New Hampshire during World War II. My dad worked for both men and they
play prominent parts of my Jitney Years Research project. The use of a NH quarter minted in
the year 2000 would seem to indicate to me that the person stamping the name into the coin
would be more likely to be honoring Arthur who died in 1967, than Henry who died in 1951.
But perhaps not.”
Mott: “My family was not involved in ‘your’ cog railway, but I have ridden the one on Pike’s
Peak here in Colorado! We were told not to worry if the train should begin to slip back down the
mountain as there are two very large springs at the bottom...Manitou Springs & Colorado
Springs!”
Irene told Jitney Jr. that, like many people, she and her husband “put our change into a container as we receive it and when it gets full, I put it in paper coin rolls & we turn it into Starbucks!
:-) By the time I discovered the coin & initially contacted you, it could have been in the container
for a few weeks. We shop locally most of the time, so probably received it at a grocery, department store or restaurant in Thornton.” She sent the quarter to New England so it could join the
Jitney Years’ project’s memorabilia. “I hope you are able to track down the source,” wrote Mott.
“Please let me know if you do.”
Who put the “Col. Teague” quarter into circulation (or whether there are more) remains unknown at this point. But somewhere, someone with the knowledge of, and perhaps a connection
to the Teague years of the Mount Washington Railway between 1931 - 1967, has an alphanumeric metal stamp kit or a dye, a supply New Hampshire state quarters and a desire to put a little
Cog Railway token in your pocket - just like the stamper who hammered the “MT. W. RY” onto a
1791 Piece of Eight.
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A 1908 Knights of Pythias Medal
The Mount Washington Railway can also
show up in medals cast as a symbol of the state
of New Hampshire. Such was the case in the
medal offered for sale on eBay in November
2020. Discovered by Cogger Dave Moody he
posted the picture on the rMt. Washington
Cog RY (NH) & Alumni Facebook page on
Thanksgiving Day with notation: “Strange little gizmo for sale on Ebay.” Cog co-owner Susan Gummerus Presby asked “Anyone have any
ideas on what this is?” That spurred Cog Clatter
publisher Jitney Jr to do a little web searching.:
“After Dave posted this I took a close look at
the shield/crest at the top of the medal. Finally
figured out it was FCB and Wikipedia unlocked the key - the Knights of Pythias. Then
it was off to newspapers.com to see what the
Knights might have been up to in Boston in
1908 and there were articles and advertisements welcoming the group to town. I give
thanks for the Thanksgiving Day eBay Mt.
Washington mystery AND the interweb skillset
I’ve developed while trying to track down every
last one of the people whoever worked at the
Mt. Washington Cog Railway from 1866 forward - now if there were only some Cog Party
invite lists for workers from 1983 forward that I
could find....”
The biennial convention of the Supreme Lodge of the Knights of Pythias of the United
States was held in Boston, Massachusetts from August 3 to Tuesday, August 11, 1908. “Accommodation for over 40,000 people in 1000 different lodging houses” was arranged. There was a last
minute controversy over the uniform ranked branch of the order.at Franklin field. The Harvard
improvement association of Dorchester went to court to stop the encampment. The military
branch of the Pythans were to be conducting daily drills on Franklin field - individual outfits competing for prize money. The “uniform rank” was described as “the only semi-military organization drilling in accordance with the regulations of the regular army.” A recommendation to allow
the uniform rank to drill with rifles in the future in order to “make the Pythian military of more
practical value as a nucleus from which to draw partially trained men should the country need
their service.” The Massachusetts Supreme Court refused to issue the injunction sought by the
Dorchester group, and the encampment went forward.
The eBay medal was likely struck for the New Hampshire Knights to wear during the 1908
convention and featured the Cog Railway appearing to emerge from the Pythian shield just before
Jacob’s Ladder and proceed to the summit of the Northeast’s highest peak. The Knights of
Pythias is a franternal organization and secret society found in 1864. It would number nearly a
million members in the early 1920s. By 1979, its numbers had shrunk to less than 200,000.
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Illustrations/Photographs

Because of its novelty as the very first mountain-climbing railroad, and its location in the heart of a 19th and 20th Century
tourist destination region at the same as the art of photography moved from glass plates to roll film - from trained professional to
everyday tourist means there are thousands of photographs of the Mount Washington Railway out on the internet as well as various collections - public, private and personal. But most do not have a date, and so those attempting to nail down a date are forced
to become forensic photo interpreters. The dates can be approximated by looking at the rolling stock, the buildings and things in
the image that are NOT people. For instance, the woman above is standing on the transfer platform at the new Base Station built
after 1895. She is holding what appears to be a small box camera. The Blair Camera Company of Boston and Chicago marketed
a 3.5” x 3.5” box camera called the Hawk-Eye Junior between 1890 and 1899. So the guesstimated date for this image is between
1896 and 1900. A historian specializing in clothing design might be able to further narrow the date down by looking at the fashions being worn by the passengers. Here is what Jitney Jr. looked for in photos to put them in rough chronological order.
AT THE BASE OF THE MOUNTAIN
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Photographs of the Mount Washington Railway contained within this crowd-sourced memoir come from many places - private collections, public archives, and internet postings. The list below includes source, collection, link, and photographer (when
known) so that any potential publisher or researcher in the future might seek further information from those whose images grace
this manuscript.
22nd Infantry Regiment Society

http://www.22ndinfantry.org

John Tomawski Collection

Acadia National Park Collection https://www.nps.gov/acad/index.htm
Harold Adams Family Collection
Alpha Delta Phi.org
Among The Clouds
Ancestry.com
Tourist photos
Yearbook photos

Geddes Anderson Collection
Beverly (MA) Historical Society

https://www.historicbeverly.net

Walker Transportation Collection

Boston Globe
Boston & Maine Railroad Historical Association

http://www.bmrrhs.org

B&M Employees Magazine
B&M Mainline Magazine

Boston Public Library
Leslie Jones Collection

http://www.bpl.org/research/print/jones/index.htm
https://www.digitalcommonwealth.org/collections/commonwealth:2j62s484w

Michael Boyce Family Collection
Robert Bradley Family Collection
Donald Bray
Bruce Family Collection
Dennis Buss Collection
California Museum of Photography – UC Riverside

http://artsblock.ucr.edu/Page/california-museum-of-photography

Gifford M. Mast

Coös County Democrat
Dartmouth College
Kat Davis
Detroit Public Library
Michael Dickerman

https://www.dartmouth.edu/~library/digital/collections/index.html
https://digitalcollections.detroitpubliclibrary.org
http://www.bondcliffbooks.com

Littleton Courier
Richard Smith

Digital Commonwealth
Maureen Driscoll Collection
Peter Eddy
Fillion Family Collection
Find A Grave.com
Forest History Society

https://www.digitalcommonwealth.org

https://foresthistory.org

Bluford W. Muir

Joe Geronimo Collection
Getty Images - The LIFE Images Collection
Samuel Goldstein – Keystone Features – Sept 1943
Dimitri Kessel - 1957
Roy Stevens - July 1946

Granger Family Collection
Lincoln Handford Collection
Historic New England
Ron & Alice Howell Collection

https://www.historicnewengland.org
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Authors of two books detailing the history of hotelier John Anderson who owned and managed properties in the White Mountains
and Ormond, Florida

Hutchinson Collection
Internet Archive.org
Owen Jansson Collection
Kent Family Collection
Commercial Slides – Gift Shop
Elvira Murdoch

Lahey Family Collection
Fred Langevin Collection
Jeffrey R. Leich Collection
Simon Towle
Lewis Family Collection

www.nekg-vt.com

David Ballou
J. L. Bradley
Taffy Brown
Mary Clare Carroll
Commercial Slides – Gift Shop
J. A. Mannix
Elvira Murdoch
Wayland Peck
Earl Whitney
David Woodbury

Library of Congress

https://www.loc.gov/collections

Detroit Photographic Co.
H. G. Peabody, Boston

Littleton, N.H. Historical Society
Robert J. Varney
Harold Young

Lynch Family Collection
Manchester Historic Association https://www.manchesterhistoric.org
Baldwin Coolidge
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Manchester/NH Union Leader
Lorna Colquhoun
John Koziol

Mount Washington Cog Railway
https://www.thecog.com
Mt. Washington Cog Railway: We Were There/We Worked There

https://www.facebook.com/groups/got.steam42

Walter Aiken Collection
Clemons Family Collection
John Colarusso Collection
Steven Comeau Collection
Bev Nash Esson Collection
Paul Forbes Collection
Allen Haggett Collection
David Kurz Collection
Brian McMinn Collection
Phil Miller Collection
Charles Morrill Collection
Tom Norcott Collection
Joseph Orlando Jr. Collection
Arthur Poltrack Collection
Carolyn Poltrack Ashley Collection
Peter Poltrack Collection
Kelly Rines Eggleston Collection
Anne Teague Koop Collection
Elvira Murdock
Fanny Teague Blaggie Collection
Mussy Schold Collection
Strickland Family Collection
John Thompson Collection
John Thompson is the Facebook pseudonym of Dave Moody, who’s worked at the Cog Railway since 1972 and is currently track foreman. Should you receive an email that originates from a Gmail account from Sylvester Marsh know that Mr. Moody, who’s “not one for social
media,” likely crafted it.
H.G. White Co.

Mt. Washington Cog RY

https://www.facebook.com/groups/982345131885017

H. L. Bradley
Conrad Ekstrom Jr. Collection
Gary Gardner Collection
E. B. Robertson Collection
Bruce Rockwood Collection
R. B. Sanborn Collection

Museum of American Heritage
Museum of the White Mountains

http://www.moah.org
https://www.plymouth.edu/museum-of-the-white-mountains

E. B. Holden
Guy Shorey

New Boston, New Hampshire Historical Society
http://www.newbostonhistoricalsociety.com
New Hampshire Historical Society
https://www.nhhistory.org
Baldwin Coolidge
Janey Morey Collection
Dr. William Taylor of Philadelphia

New Hampshire Profiles Magazine
R. H. Shurbert Collection

New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission
Winslow Melvin
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George Hester – NH State Police Criminal & Photographic Laboratory

New Hampshire Then & Now

https://www.facebook.com/NewHampshireThenAndNow

Robert J. Girouard Collection
Raymond Evans
Benjamin Kilburn
Ralph (Deak) Morse

Newspapers.com
New York Public Library

https://digitalcollections.nypl.org

Robert N. Dennis Collection
S. F. Adams (1844- )
G. H. Aldrich & Co.
Joseph L. Bates (1806/7-1886)
Charles Bierstadt (1819-1903)
Bierstadt Brothers
B. Bradley
C. L. Dakin (1848- )
E. B. Holden
St. Joachim
Benjamin Kilburn
Kilburn Brothers
J.W. & J.S. Moulton
Nathan W. Pease (1836-1918)
Franklin G. Weller (1833-1877)
Franklin White (1813-1870)

U.S. Stereoscopic Co.
Nye Family Collection
The Old Motor.com
Fifties and Sixties Kodachrome Images

Ken & Bonnie Randall Collection
John Murdock (Mudrock?)

Rochester, VT Historical Society
Marcus Blair Collection
Paul Saunders Collection

Story of Mount Washington
John P. Soule

Tatham Family Collection
Douglas Taylor Collection
Elvira Murdock
Teague Stereoview Captures

George Thompson Family Collection
TRAINS Magazine
L. B. Herrin

Twin Mountain Historical Society
United States Department of Agriculture
Web Search
Fifth Army Mobile Radio.com
G. H. Aldrich & Co.
Annamarie Bailey
Berkshire AMC Paddlers
Catskill Archive.com
J. Claypool Associates
CogAzzi – Tom Doyle
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Doug Cole
Mike Condren – condrenrails.com
Coös County Democrat – Jeff Woodburn
Cow Hampshire.com
Cowan’s Online Auction Gallery
Ephemera Society.org
Field Museum.org
Jonathan Hall Collection
Keystone-Mast Collection
LEGOS Ideas.com
Ethan Lemieux FB page
Richard Leonard – railarchive.net
LinkedIn
Massachusetts Housing Investment Corp.
Mount Washington Observatory
New England Rail.org
Raymond Johnson
Joseph Raymond
Carl Weber Jr.
OhCroo.com
RG US Rail.com
Warren Reed Collection
Don Ross Collection
Swift Boats.net
UNH Magazine
George Henry Vorndran, Jr. Collection
Waterford, VT History blog
White Pass & Yukon Railroad
Worthpoint.com
Yale University Library

Weigel Family Collection
Raymond Welch Family Collection
Whitcomb Family Collection
White Mountain Echo and Tourists’ Register
White Mountain History.org
Robert W. Bermudes Jr. Collection
Douglas Philbrick Collection
Guy Shorey

White Mountains Remembered
Wilkinson Family Collection
Beverly Williams Decato Collection
Kimberly Williams Collection
Wilmot Family Collection

https://www.facebook.com/WhiteMountainsNhHistoricalResearchProject
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“But wait, Will there will
be More...?”
Sunset Edition: You are reading one of the final versions of The Jitney
Years manuscript. Te “Sunset Special” was the last train up the mountain. This
is an online update to the January 2019 document sent out at the mid-point of
a year-long effort to collect additional Cog employee names, information and
stories. As the first quarter of 2021 comes to a close, The Jitney Years project is
preparing to send the last train up the mountain before committing to a final
print-out of the manuscript. This is a “last call” for any information that should
be included.
If you or your relatives worked on the Cog Railway, please contact Jitney
Jr. so he might include your family’s mountain tales in this manuscript.
And if you would like to receive notification when newer versions of the
manuscript are posted, please contact Jitney Jr. at the following email address:
jitneyjr@gmail.com
OR via USPS at:

Tim Lewis
P.O. Box 267
Danville, VT 05828
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